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What is the difference between A & B?
Both the Gale GS401A and the Gale GS401B
loudspeakers have the same objective: to
recreate the most accurate sound possible and
still fit into an ordinary bookshelf.
Both combine very low coloration and harmonic
distortion with afrequency response extending
from 35-25,000 Hertz. Both can handle in excess
of 100 Watts in order to generate the high
acoustical levels necessary for the realistic
reproduction of a large symphonic orchestra or
modern rock music.
Both are made in Great Britain and are available
from only a limited number of very select dealers.
The only difference is their appearance. The
GS401A has an exciting matt black and chrome
exterior whereas the GS401B is finished in a
hand rubbed walnut veneer and has a more
traditional appearance.

For further information and list of appointed dealers, write to:

Gale Electronics at Design Limited 23 Bruton Place London W1X 7AB
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YOUR KIND OF MUSIC
A new series comprising one
LP each of extracts from the
works of Bach, Beethoven,

Brahms, Chopin, Elgar, Grieg,
Handel, Mendelssohn, Mozart,
Puccini, Schubert, Johann
Strauss, Tchaikovsky, Verdi
and Wagner and asampler LP.
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The Electrostatic-Dynamic
speaker par excellence
Incorporating the most advanced electrostatic unit ever ( made under Shackman
patents) plus a plurality of moving coil bass units.
completed over the past two years.

A fantastic loudspeaker development,

We guarantee that Dynastatic loudspeakers will out- perform every other make of
loudspeaker for sheer uncanny realism and purity of reproduction. We make this claim in
full awareness of the Trades Description Act.

*no

resonances *no peaks *no tizzy top
*no tearing sandpaper effect

Dynastatic loudspeakers are not expensive especially as they provide a quality of sound
unobtainable by other means that are commercially viable.
DYNASTATIC AS2 £59

DYNASTATIC AS1 £65

DYNASTATIC AS100 £ 120

We are franchise dealers for: Armstrong, Decca, Fisher, Leak, Lustre, Marantz, Rega, Sansui, Sanyo, Tandberg, Teac,
We urge music lovers to attend demonstrations of the most perfect
sound reproduction ever thought possible. Only a demonstration
will convince.
literature will be sent on receipt of a stamped addressed envelope.
Please bring your favourite record; you will be astounded by the
remarkable improvement in the naturalness and clarity of the sound
qua ity when reproduced through the Dynastatic loudspeaker.
Dyrastatic loudspeakers are guaranteed for two years.
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(Pricos do not include VAT)

Wharfedale, Wollensak, etc.

AUDIO SERVICES LTD.
82 EAST BARNET RD., NEW BARNET, Herts. Tel. 01-449-6605
Shop hours 09.30-18.00 Monday to Saturday

Closed all day Thursday
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OURS IS THE ONE THAT SOUNDS
AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS.

Yamaha MS 2B and NS 625 Home Stereo System about £ 300. Price excludes VAT
The exciting new Yamaha Music Centre brings you the full
works: asuperb AM/FM stereo tuner, apowerful amplifier, a
professional- type turntable and asplendid stereo cassette
deck.
In fact, our Centre has everything you need for great
AM/FM stereo reception and record/cassette performance.
The Tuner has an FM Stereo Indicator Lamp telling you
when the automatic switchover to stereo is engaged.
The Amplifier has aLoudness Control, and an output of
18 watts rms per channel.
The Auto Return Turntable is belt driven with our famed
double float suspension, and has only 0.08% wow and flutter.
The Arm has amagnetic cartridge and detachable headshell.
The Stereo Cassette Deck has adigital counter with level
controls and meters for each channel and Auto Stop at the end
of the cassette. It also has aswitch for chrome and ordinary
cassettes. And you can record straight from the turntable or
the radio.

OYAMAHA

Each component in the Centre is made with the same
attention to detail, with the same care for accuracy by the same
Yamaha craftsmen.
If you want to turn the Yamaha Music Centre into a
complete Home Stereo System we add our fabulous NS 625
speakers for an all in price of just £ 300.
Of course, you can buy the Music Centre by itself for £ 250.
But you'd have to pay alot more than £ 50 to find speakers as
good as ours. And our speakers have been designed to work
perfectly with the Centre.
After all, only aYamaha can compare with aYamaha.

F

O: Natural Sound Systems Ltd. Strathcona Road, Wembley,
Middx HA9 8QL 01-9040141
I
would like to read more about Yamaha Systems. in particular:
Music Centres
Turntables

Tuners and tuner amps
Cassette Decks

Amplifiers
Speakers

Name
Address

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887
HFN/7
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THE

TANNOY
Compression
type
HighFrequency
Unit

Direct
Radiator
LowFrequency
Unit

Integrated
Full- range
System

The Monitor H.P.D. represents afurther outstanding
improvement of a loudspeaker system which has
become regarded as a quality standard over the last
25 years by Recording Studios throughout the world.
There is avery good chance that your favourite
records and tapes were monitored on Tannoy Dual
Concentric loudspeakers, and to select these
superbly engineered, individually hand- assembled
speakers for your music system assures you of the

The Girdacoustic Cone
improves frequency and transient
response, gives much increased
power handling capacity and
greater mechanical stability.'

The High Temperature Voice Coil
assures absolute climatic stability
and great mechanical strength
together with much improved
power handling capacity.

The Tanoplas Surround
gives low bass resonance with
excellent mechanical stability and
freedom from edsie reflections.

Patented Magnetic Shunt
combined with specially treated
and selected steel gives maximum
magnetic flux in the unique
Tannoy twin gap system. Improves
cccc.

Unique High Frequency Unit
with separate diaphragm and
voice coil coupled to the horn by a
19 element phase- matching
system.

High Power Crossover Unit
with solid dielectc ccondensers
throughout, combined with treble
and roll-oft controls.

same professional performance.

260 mm
10'
Power Handling Capacity
Frequency Response

310 mm
12

410 mm
15'

50W

60W

85W

27-20,000 HZ

25-20.000 HZ

23-20,000 HZ

Intermodulation Products

less than 2%

less than 2%

less than 2%

Impedance via
crossover network

8 ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8 ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8 ohms
(5 ohms min.)

'INTEGRATED PROGRAMME MATERIAL

NORWOOD RD. WEST NORWOOD SE27 9AB Tel: 01-670 1131 Telex: 949755

fo rFULL

INFORMATION

ON ADVERTISING IN

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW
Telephone

01-686 2599
and ask to speak to
DOUGLAS SHUARD
Advertisement Manager

RADFORD HD250
High Definition Stereo Amplifier

A new standard
for sound reproduction in the
home! We believe that no other amplifier in
the world can match the overall specification of the
H D250.
Rated power output: 50 watts ay. continuous per channel into any
impedance from 4 to 8 ohms, both channels driven.
Maximum power output - 90 watts ay. per channel into 5 ohms.
Distortion, preamplifier: Virtually zero ( cannot be identified or
measured as it is below inherent circuit noise).
Distortion, power amplifier: Typically 0-006% at 25 watts, less than
0-02% at rated output. ( Typically 0-01% at IkHz.)
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BEOLIT
500 .. £46.18
600 .. £48.50
700 .. £ 57.75
BE 0M ASTER
901 ( T) .. £ 156.14
901 ( R)
£ 157.14
1001 ( T)
£ 137-15
1001 ( R)/(W) £ 138-15
Wall mounting bracket
for Beomaster 1001
(8902019) .. £ 3.18
1700 ( T)
£86-68
1700 ( R)
£87-68
2000 ( T) .. £248.85
2000 ( 11/W) £249.84
3000-2 ( T) £229.75
3000-2 ( R)/(W) £230-75
4000 ( T)
£289.35
4000 ( R)
£290.35
6000 ( R)/(W) £520.83
Telescopic FM aerial for
Beomasters
(8902010) .. £ 5.78
BEOLAB
1700 ( T)
£98-37
1700 ( R) .. £99.37
BEOGRAM
1001 ( T)
£ 65.97
1001 ( R)/(W) £ 66-97
1203 ( T)
£86-80
1203 ( R)/(W) £87.80
2000 ( T) .. £ 109.95
2000 ( R)/(W) £ 110-95
3000 ( T)
£ 115•16
3000 ( R)
£ 116.16
4002 ( T) .. £276.03
4002 ( R)
£277.03
6000 ( R)/(W) £ 368.63
BEOCENTER
1400 ( T)
£ 229.75
1400 ( R)
£230.75
1800 ( T) .. £229.74
1800 ( R)
£230.90
3500 ( T)
£ 348.48
3500 ( R)/(W) £ 349.48
BEOCORD
900 Cass. (
T) £92-47
900 Cass. (R)
£93-47
2200 Cass. (
T) £207.75
2200 Cass. (R) £ 208-75
BEOVOX (priced in pr)
1702 ( T)
E76.27
1702 ( R)/(W) £ 79.75
2702 ( T)
£ 98-38
2702 ( R)/(W) £ 103.01
3702 ( T) .. £ 129.63
3702 ( R)/(W) £ 137.73
3800 ( T)
£ 167-82
3800 ( R)
£ 177-08
5700/2 ( T) £ 295.13
5700/2 ( R) £306-71
P50 ( R)/(W) £ 184.60
trumpet stand for Beovox 3800/5700/2
(8960070) .. £ 13.77
Pick-up Cartridges
SPIO ( 8905424) £ 19-56
Universal mouting
SPIOA ( 8905425)£19-56
For B & 0 arm
SP12 ( 8905426) £25.35
Universal mounting
SP12A ( 8905427)£25.35
For B & 0 arm
SPI4 ( 8905431) £ 13.31
Universal mounting
SP I
4A ( 8905432)
For B & 0 arm £ 13-31
MMC6000 £ 41-09
MMC4000 £ 24-88
(T) Teak; ( R) Rosewood:
(W) White. E. & O. E.
All prices include VAT
Prices subject to alteration without prior notice

What% so
different
about
Bang 8c
amen at
Telesonic?
For sheer sophistication and
superb sound reproduction, Bang
& Olufsen hi-fi systems are among
the best in the world. And the
beauty is more than skin deep!
Lift the covers of any B & 0 unit,
and you'll find that the
sophistication extends to every
component layout, however
compact. And some are very
compact indeed!
We are the different hi-fi shop in
Tottenham Court Road. The one
that stands out from the crowd.
When it comes to home
installations, we prefer to do it
ourselves. Because the kind of
systems we sell, deserve the extra
attention we give them. You can
do it your way if you wish. But if
anything does go wrong, we'll still
be around to put it right. After all,
we have been in Tottenham Court
Road for more than 20 years!
TELESONIC - THAT
DIFFERENT HI-FI STORE IN
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
Agents for Ariston, B & O. Harrison,
Lux, Nikko, Quad, Sony, Sonab and
National Panasonic.

L

U

-,IVORre

92, Tottenham Court Road, London, W 1.
Te1.01-636 8177 Open 9 am- 6 pm

(Thursday 9 am- 7 pm) Saturdays 9 am- 1 pm

Hum and noise: Disc, - 83 dBV measured flat with noise band width
23 kHz ( ref. 5 mV); - 88 dBV "A" weighted ( ref. 5 mV).
Line- 85 dBV measured flat ( ref. 100v ,.
-88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref 100v).

Hear the HD250 at

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW
Dept HFN, 5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(Tel.: 26213)
Mail Order and Personal Export enquiries: -Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works,
Bank Square, Wilmslow ( Tel.: 29599).

ALL

RADFORD SPEAKER DRIVE UNITS AND CROSSOVERS
IN STOCK.
7

NIPPON SOUND
ADVICE
FROM KUMAR
1".•

.1% Ulm w

-
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When you've got agood reputation like
Kumar you think twice before you endorse any

770

product. Kumar do endorse Nippon Sound
and they are in good company. Robin Ray, famous for his knowledge and

Tuner/Amp

SR

N£1ip4p4o.0n0 Sound
Ku mar Price £ 115.00

SR 660 Nippon Sound Tuner/Amp
appreciation of music, agreed that the
R.R.P. £ 119.00 Kumar Price £86.00
new Nippon Sound amplifier at £ 155.52 inc.
_
VAT gives acompatible if not better
reproduction than many costing much
more and all Nippon
Sound products purchased
at Kumar will be backed by a2year parts and
labour guarantee!

Come to Kumar and hear Nippon Sound
for yourself today!

Robin Ray T.V. and Radio personality

NIPPON
i=11__11- 1n1

CAMERAS
E,111•19-

61 THE MALL • EALING • LONDON W5 3TA • TEL 01-567 6031

ONLY 2MINUTES FROM EALING BROADWAY STATION
ACCESS Et BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
8

HI- R SALE

TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
We will pay your 25% VAT on equipment including
Sony, Tandberg, Armstrong, Celestion, NEAL, Mordaunt-Short, Shure etc.
Over £ 100,000 of equipment to sell at virtually cost.
Personal callers or fast efficient mail order, telephone today for quote.
This offer only lasts while present stocks available.

Hadleigh Audio Ltd
76 Kirkgate, Wakefield. Tel: 0924 73138
2/6 Oxford St, Harrogate. Tel: 0423 61944

CASH DISCOUNTS AT LIVERPOOL
RING FOR OUR QUOTE ON
Acoustic Research . Aiwa . Akai . Alpha . Ariston . Cambridge
Audio. Castle Acoustics. Celef. Celestion . Garrard . Goodmans
Harman Kardon . Leak . Linn Sondek . Monitor Audio . Mordaunt Short . N.A.D. . Neal .

Pioneer .

Rega-Acos Lustre .

Richard Allan . Rogers. Rotel . Shure. S.M.C. . SME . Stanton
Sugden . Teac. Thorens

W. A. BRADY 84 SON

ONE OF THE LARGEST HI-fl MANUFACTURERS
AM FM ( FM STEREO MPX)
C..AR

011118

IISIUI
P10111
fi

MODEL 9000

Rec, Retail Price 00.00
+VAT

401 SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15
Telephone: 051-733 6859
Open till 6.30 p.m. Closed all day Wednesday.
Complete systems installed free of charge. Part exchange by arrangement

Model 48 DN-4H £ 143

with drop door £ 118
with Sliding glass doors £130

Equipment kindly loaned by: DARWEN HI-FI CENTRE,
77 DUCKWORTH ST, DARWEN, LANCS. DARWEN 75201
A new addition to our wide range of hand- made record and
hi-fi cabinets and storage systems for tapes, cassettes, etc.
Craftsman- built furniture, individually designed to suit
any system or equipment, available in teak, oak, sapele,
walnut, or white formica finishes. Matching bookshelves
also available.
For further information about our 57 different types of cabinet,
write for brochure, enclosing lip stamp, and quoting HI, to:

EDWARDS CONSIRUCTION CO.
4 Brunswick Drive, Harrogate, Yorkshire.
Telephone: Harrogate 60921.

mstrad, the really big name
in quality hi-fi equipment, and
makers of some of the finest
living-room stereo units
available, bring you the model
9000 ' In- Dash' Car Stereo Radio and Cassette
Player. Amstrad commissioned their design team to bring new
depths to ' in- car' entertainment, by employing the same
technological processes that are used in their sophisticated hi-fi
for the home. The end product is amasterpiece of electroric
engineering, the Amstrad 9000, compactly constructed to allow
fitment to any car. For around £57.00 this is real stereophonic
luxury at aprice you cannot afford to ignore, offering 16 watts
Total Music Power, and Stereo FM reception.

•Dual AM/FM wavebands •Multiplex Stereo on FM band
•Independent Stereo balance and tone controls •Precision manual
tuning control •Cassette fast forward wind •Auto-stop
Available (torn BARTLETT RADIO Holloway. N7
CAVENDISH SALES London, El
DUO- SOUND
London,
E•2
ELECTROSURE
Exeter
ELENA
MAE
Scotland
HADLEIGH AUDIO Wakefield
LASKYS London, WI. WC2, WI. ECO, Romford,
Southend, Tunbridge Wells, Lemester, Northampton, Wolverhampton. Croyda, Kingston,
Richmond, BIrmIngham
LINAVALE Walthamstow, El 7
MacDONALD STORES
Oxford St, WI
MAJOR AUDIO Ilford
R & B SYSTEMS BeyleyheMh. Barking.
Eltham, Raynes Park. Boscombe. Newport
RUSH AUDIO Chelmsford
SEXTONS
Grays Inn Rd, WC1 , Bedford Place,

Southampton

In case of difficulty. write for illustrated brochure and address of nearest stockist to:
(Dept H , H , ) A.M.S.

TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD,

89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON. LONDON. Et

Tel : 01.249 5237-8-9. Tele• : 264869.

To A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD. 89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON, LONDON El
Please send detads of the AMSTRAD 9000

I

Name
Address

HFN 7
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NEW FROM WHARFEDALE:

These three XP's cost us over £ 00,000.
We charge you less.

There is an old truism. That, in
this life, you get what you pay for.
Shouldyou buy one of our
new XP speakers shown here, part
of what you'd be paying for- and
getting- is £100,000 of design and
development work.
But fortunately, because of
Wharfedale's success, you'd share this
£100,000 cost with thousands of other
buyers - around the world, and as far
away as Japan.
So instead of your share of the
design bill coming out at £20 or £30 a
pair of speakers, it would come out
well under £1. Which is adramatic
reason for our affordable prices.
Evidently our previous Dentons,
Lintons and Glendales were very good.
They've sold over amillion, worldwide - makng them possibly the
world's most successful speakers.
But by refinement, we've produced
anew range, that look better, sound
cleaner and handle even more power.
Without them,
it wouldn't have been possible.
More important than spending
£100,000 on anew speaker range, is
how it is spent.
Because of our size, we can afford
sophisticated measuring instruments
and research programmes others can't.
By using computers to calculate
alternatives, and electronic measuring
to track down colouration, we have
substituted technique for trial and error.
Yet no technique can ever be
better than the people using it.
At the Audio Engineering Society's
annual European convention, held
this year in London, no less than five
members of our design team presented
papers on the design, development and
evaluation of loudspeakers.

More power to
the people.
All three of our new
XP speakers handle more
power than previously. (XP,
of course, for Extra Power).
The Denton, 25 watts.
The Linton, 30 watts. And
the Glendale, 40 watts.
But even the Denton
will handle very loud
musical crescendoes
without any risk of the bass
unit "bottoming" or hitting
its end stops.
Cabinets that sound 25% bigger
than they are.
When abass driver moves
backward and forward inside asealed
cabinet, its effect is similar to that of a
bicycle pump-raising the temperature
of the trapped air on compression:
decreasing it when-the cone moves out.
To smooth out these temperature
fluctuations, we use aprecisely
calculated amount of bonded acetate
fibre within each cabinet. As aresult,
the bass unit behaves as if the volume
of air behind it was 25% larger-thus
greatly extending the bass response.

They sold amillion

The new Linton 3xP
Afew further words on the
cabinet. The speaker grilles are acoustically transparent brown jersey.
For those of you tempted to leave the
grilles off, the treble units also have
acoustically transparent dust covers.
If you can't believe your eyes,
believe your ears.
These three new speakers
incorporate major developments, like
the new mid-range units in the Linton
and Glendale. And tiny, painstaking
improvements in our cross-over
networks and manufacturing
techniques. Important, because as the
sound gets closer and closer to the
originalperformance, it's the tiny
details that count.
Hear our new Denton, Linton and
Glendale XP's at your dealer.
They're the finest speakers
£100,000 has been able to buy.
For fuller details send us the
coupon.

NewLinton 3XP. £ 79.69* per pain
The new Linton now has three specialist units,
one each for bass, midrange and treble performance; thus greatly improving both smoothness
of response and power handling.The mid-range
unit is virtually free of distortion, and is kept pure
by transmission line loading.
New Glendale 3XP. £107.00* per pair.
Like the new Linton, the new Glendale is a3way
system but with asuperior bass performance.
It is asuperball-programine speaker, designed to
perform smoothly on classimstl,jazz and pop in
eventhe most difficult of acoustic environments.
New Denton 2XP. £57.29* per pair.
The new Denton is atwo way bookshelf speaker,
remarkable for its size. It needs only six watts to
produce arealistic level in the average room, yet
can handle brief orchestral climaxes of up to
100 wattswithout speaker distress. (Maximum
continuous music power input is 25 watts.)

THE NEW XP RANGE: SPECIFICATIONS

GLENDALE 3XP

LINTON 3XP

DENTON 2XP
Enclosure type

Acoustic
Suspension

Acoustic
Suspension-

Acoustic
Suspension

Drive Units

Bass 200mm
Mid-rangeflleble
5Orrim

Bass 200mm
Mid-range 100mm
Treble 25mm

Bass 250mm
Mid-range 100mm
Iteble 25mm

Power Handling

25 watts DIN

30 watts DIN

40 watts DIN

Amp Matching

3-30 watts rms

8-35 watts rms

10-50 watts rms

Frequency response

65-20,000Hz DIN

50-20,000Hz DIN

40 - 20,000Hz DIN

Sensitivity

6watts produces
96 dB S.P.L. -1
-

8watts produces
96 dB S.P.L.t

10 watts produces
96 dB S.P.L.t

Internal volume

12 litres

201itres

30 litres

Dimensions
(HxWxD)

355 x246 x222mm

476 x264 x240mrn

565 x305 x265mni

...eite

*Prices are recommended etail, teak finish. incl. 2.V., VAI and are correct at the time of going to press.
P.L. -Sound Pressure Le ,
el. measured here at 1met rt..
All
IS. impedances are 4
-8ohms, 6ohms nominal.
-/
,/
OZA

WHARFEDALE

Britain's most famous speakers
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'HARROW AUDIO tre
TOP HI-FI DISCOUNTS !gale
BRAND NEW WITH FULL GUARANTEE

AMPLIFIERS ( P & P £ 1.30)
Cambridge P.60 .. £126.95
Cambridge P.I 10 .. £146.95
Eagle AA2
£36.50
Eagle A2004
£64.95
Eagle A2006
£84.50
Metro ST2OE Mk 11 .. £28.95
Philips RH52I .. £ 131.50
Pioneer SA5300 .. £49.95
Rotel RA2I I
£48.50
Rotel RA3I I
£61.50
Rotel RA6Il
£91.50
Sansui AU I01 .. £54.50
Sansui AU2200 £59.95
Sansui AU4400 .. £93.75
Teleton SAQ20613 .. £29.95
Teleton SAQ307D .. £33.50
Teleton GA203 .. £51-50
TUNERS ( P & P £ 1.30)
Cambridge 155 .. £ 103-95
Celestion Telefi £25.40
Eagle 12008
£74•95
Philips RH62I .. £ 122.50
Pioneer TX500A £69•95
Pioneer TX9I00 .. £ 156.25
Rotel RT222
[48.50
Rotel RT3n
£65.40
Rotel RT622
£ 105.90
Sansui TU4400 £ 93.75
Teleton GT202
£44.95
Teleton GT203 ..
RECEIVERS ( P & P £1.40)
Eagle AA30
£123.95
Goodmans Mod 90 .. £ 118.90
Goodmans 1-10 .. £ 137.50
Goodmans 1-20 .. £ 137.50
Goodmans Mod 90 Comp
£207.90
Goodmans Mod 80 Comp
£149.90
Goodmans 1-10 Comp £218.50
Philips RH732 .. £ 126.95
Philips RH734 £ 155.50
Philips RH720 £233.00
Pioneer SX434 £99.50
Pioneer SX535 £ 135.50
Pioneer SX636 £ 158.50
Pioneer 5X737 £ 196.70
Pioneer 5X838 £251.00
Pioneer SX939 £ 277.90
Pioneer SX1010 £ 342.50
Rote! RX I
52
£ 73.95
Rotel RX202
£83.95
Rotel RX402
£ 114.50
Rotel RX602
£ 144•50
Rote IRX802
£ 185.00
Sansui 210 .. £84.50
Sansui 441 .. £ 104.95
Sansui 551 .. £ 138.95
Sansui 661 .. . £ 179.90
Teleton TA3000 £49.95
Teleton TFS60 £99.50

Teleton TFS70 .. £136.90
TURNTABLES ( P & P EI.30)
BSR McDonald
MP60 P & C
£21.95
MP60 P & C/ADC K8 £25-40
HT70 P & C . .£ 27.50
HT70 P & C/ADC K8 £32.35
Connoisseur
8D2/SAU2/P & C
£43.95
BDI Kit .. . • £ 14.75
Era
Mk 6/SME 3009/P & C £99.95
G
d
SP25 Mk IV Chassis ..
£16.50
SP25 Mk IV/M75-65 Mod £29.95
AP86/M75-65 Mod .. £44.95
SP25 P & C/G800H .. £25.95
401 Chassis .. . . £43.50
Zero 1005B/M93E Mod £59.95
Goldring
G102 P & C
£30.95
GL75 P & C
£54.70
GL78 P & C
£65•95
GL85 P & C
E88.95
Philips
GA 227 F & C/Cart... £41.60
GA 212 ( less cart.) .. £66.95
GA 212/GP400 .. £72-95
GA 212/Ort. MI 5E Sup. £95•37
GA 212/Shure V15 Ill £99.95
Pioneer
PL I2D P & C
. . £46.50
PL I2D/Shure M75ED £55.95
PL5IA P & C.. .. £ 138.95
Rotel
RP 1000 P & C/Cart... £53.50
RP 3000 P & C/Arm .. £89.95
RP 3000 P & Cfiess Arm £72 -95
Sansui
SR 2I2P P & C
£55.95
SR 717 P& C
£ 169.90
Thorens
TD 125 Mk 11 Chassis £83.27
TO 125AB & C
£ 138.90
TD 160C . • £70.95
TD 160BC ( no Arm) £57.95
TO 145C
£92.50
SPEAKER SY STEM_S
(Price in pairs, P & P £2.00)
Acoustic Research
Stocked at Harrow/Uxbridge
Audiomaster
Samba
£ 17.90
Solent de- luxe £ 17-00
Sonata
£ 34•90
Celestion
Hadleigh £53.90
County
£63.60
Ditton 120 .. £68.90
Ditton 15 .. .. £89.90
Ditton 44
.
£ 149.90
Ditton 25 .. £ 177.50

Ditton 66 .. £276.50
Pioneer CT414IA
£113 50
Akai ASE 22 .. £ 10.95
Goodman.
Pioneer CT5151
£129.50
AKG K100 .. £6.95
Minister SL .. £45•95
Pioneer CTF 7171
AKG KI40 .. £ 11.50
£153.95
Havant SL .. £55.50
Sansui SC636
£136.50
AKG KI60 .. £ 18.50
Mezzo SL
..
£83.50
Sansui SC737
£144.90
Eagle 5E512 .. £4.50
Magnum SL .. £ 103.90
Teac A160 ..
P.O.A.
Eagle SE30 .. [ 10.50
Achromat 400
£ 137-61
Teac A360 ..
P.O.A.
Eagle FF6 .. £ 12-50
Dimension 8 .. £ 149-90
Teac A450 ..
P.O.A.
Koss K7I I
..
£ 12-65
KEF
Teat A140 ..
P.O.A.
Koss K6
£ 13.30
Cantor
P.O.A.
Uher CR 210..
£276.50
Koss HVI .. £25-95
Chorale
P.O.A.
Koss HVI LC
£29.50
TAPE RECORDERS/DECKS
Cadenza
P.O.A.
Koss Pro 4AA
£30.95
(P & P El . 30)
Concerto
P.O.A.
Koss Phase 2
£41.60
Akai I722L .. £ 115.95
Ref 104
P.O.A.
Philips
N6300
£6-95
Akai 4000DS .. £ 108.95
Philips
Philips N630I
£ 12.50
Akai 4000DB .. £ 159.90
RH 422 ..
£40.90
Philips
N6302
£22.30
Revox-All models ..
P.O.A.
RH 426
..
£87.90
Pioneer 5E205
£8.75
Teat A3300-10 .. £289.00
RH 427
.
£ 115.60
Pioneer 5E305 £ 12.95
Teac A1230 ....
P.O.A.
Wharfedale
PWB M/Coil .. £ 19.95
Teac A3340 .. . •
P.O.A.
Denton 2 ..
£40.95
Rotel RH430
£5.50
Uher 4000 IC• • £ 230.00
Linton 2 . ..
£48.50
Rotel RH630
£7.95
Uher 4200 IC.. £ 272.00
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
Rotel RH700
£ 12.50
Uher
4400
IC.
•
£
275.00
(P & P 90p per order)
Sennheiser HD4I4 £ 15.95
Goodmans
HEADPHONES ( P & P 45p)
Sennheiser HD424 £22.95
Audiom I2P .. £ 15-65
Akai ASE 11 .. £6.75
Stuc 5R5/SRD 6 .. £56•65
Axiom 402 ..
£19.60
Akai ASE 20 ..
£8.70
Wharfedale ' so-Dynamic £20.95
Twin Axiom 10
£9.50
Twin Axiom 8
£9.20
CARTRIDGES
&
REPLACEMENT
DIAMOND STYLUS
Axent 100 .. £7.50
Sent Post FREE
Cartridge Stylus
KEF
ADC
XLM
..
..
£24-25 £ 15.75
BI39 .. .. £ 16.15
Audio Tech. AT66 (0-7 mil)
£ 3.75
£2.95
8200
..
[8.95
Empire 999 RE/X..
..
£4.75
£3.75
B110 .. •• £7.70
Goldring G850
....
£3.25 £2.55
T27 .. .. £5.75
Goldring
G800
..
£4•25
£2.55
ON 8 )(ever
£2-55
Goldring G800H
..
£4.60 £2.55
DNI2 X/Over £5.75
Goldring G800E
..
£ 7.35 £6.35
SP I
015 X/Over £4.60
Goldring G820
..
£7.50 £3.50
SP I
017 X/Over
£4.50
Goldring G820E
..
£ 11-95 £6.98
SPEAKER KITS
Orbit NM22
..
..
£3.40 £2.25
(Price in pairs, P & P £ 1.80)
Ortofon MISE Super
..
£29.95 £ 17.50
Goodmans Din 20 .. £25•30
Philips GP400
..
£ 11.50 £5.75
Goodmans Mezzo .. £45.90
Philips GP4I2
..
£29-95 £ 15•95
Kef Kit 1 .. .. £45-95
Shure M3D
..
£3.95 £2.98
Kef Kit 3 .. .. £81•90
Shure M44-7
..
£ 5.10 £4.10
Wharfedale Linton 2 £22.95
Shure M44E
..
£ 5.50 £4.35
Wharfedale Glendale 3 £42-90
Shure M55E
..
£6.30 £5.25
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £65•90
Shure M75-65
..
£ 6.35 £4.95
CASSETTE DECKS
Shure M758
..
£8-45 £5•20
(P & P CI . 30)
Shure M91ED
..
£ 13-30 £ 11.30
Aiwa AD 1300
Shure M7SED
..
£ 11.25 £8.50
Aiwa ADI500
Shure M75ES
..
£9.50 £6.65
Akai CS3OD .. .. £72.95
Shure V1511
_
£ 13.95
Akai CS33D - .. £88.50
Shure VI5 Ill
..
£33.50 £ 13.95
Akai GXC 36D .. £92.30
Shure N44-3 (78 Styli)
..
£5•20
Akai GXC 380 .. £ 115.50
Shure N75-3 (78 Styli)
..
£5•20
Akai GXC 46D .. £ 129-90
Shure
VN78E
(78
Styli)
..
£
13.95
Akai GXC 510D .. £ 157.95
Akai GXC 750 .. £ 165.95
BASF 8200 .. .. [ 173.50
Send by Mail adding any relevant post and packing charges, and
Goodmans SCD100 .. £ 143.90
enclosing cash with order, or simply quote your ACCESS or
Philips N2507 .. £66.50
BARCLAYCARD number. Post to DEPT. HFN7, Bridle Path,
Philips N2510 .. £ 115-60
Watford, Herts., WD2 4BZ-

HARROW WAREHOUSE WATFORD WAREHOUSE

•
•
.•
••

UXBRIDGE SHOP
BARCLAYCARD
ere< °me het

Buy., wIthArre,

BAR CLAY or ACCESS
CARDS ACCEPTED

HARROW AUDIO,Dept.„,,,,
HARROW - 27, SPRINGFIELD ROAD ( 01-863 8690)
UXBRIDGE - 278, HIGH STREET ( UXBRIDGE 33474)
WATFORD - 33, BRIDLE PATH ( WATFORD 45361, 33016)
MAIL- ORDERS- TO WATFORD PLEASE ( SEE ' SEND BY MAIL' ABOVE)

OPENING HOURS- 9.30-5.30 MONDAY- SATURDAY LATE NIGHT THURSDAY UNTIL 8pm.
I2

How do you
explain it to your
bank manager?
"About three hundred
pounds
to buy awireless?"
"Well actually it's areceiver."
"Receiver then. Is it
essential?"
"It is if you want real high
fidelity."
"Wouldn't it be better to
invest the money?"
"That's what Iam doing. It's a
Lux remember."
"Lux eh. That certainly
makes adifference. May Ihear it?"
"Well actually you need two
speakers. And aturntable."
"You mean there's more to
buy?"
"I as just coming to that . .

LUX R1500
Ultimate
High
Fidelity

DISTRIBUTED AND GUARANTEED BY

HOWLAIlD
WESTJDO

NAME

Recommended Retad Pnces excluffing VAT of terns featured in this advertIsement as at press date

Lux R1500

f325 00

In addlnon to the iterns featured in this advertisement, Howland- West Ltd are Sole U K Cfistributors of anumber of other leading makes of high fidelity
equipment To obtain further information on any of these and alist of specie/1y selected dealers, fundly tIck the appropriate boxes. filial your name and
address and send coupon 70 Howland- West Ltd 35 Eden Grove London N7 SEG Tel 01 609 0293/4/ 5

ADDRESS

HUGE
PRICE CUT
Low Noise

•

nimi Compact
Cassettes
W911‘1

PHILIPS

Low Noise
LH

Ten
380
510
680

20
740
10 10
13 50

One
C60 0.41
C90 0.56
C120 0.80

Ten
3.95
5.50
740

• •

BASF

Low Noise
Low Noise
One
C60 0.39
C90 052
C120 069

•

••

20
7.80
10.90
15.70

One
0.45
0.64
0.88

Ten
4.45
6.35
8.70

Super SM
C60 .. 0-62
C90 .. 0.81
CI 20 ..
1-12

6-10
8-00
11-10

C60
C90
C120

Super Dynamic
C66 049
485
960
C96 065
645 12 80
CI20 0-98
9.75 19 40

Cr02
C60
C90
CI 20

Chromium Dioxide
C60 0.72
715 14 20
CI20 128 12 75 25 40

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.

( Chrome)
.. 0-93
9-20
..
1.17
11-65
..
1-53
15-20

TDK
Dyn. High Output
One
Ten
C60 . • 0.48
4•75
C90 . • 0.69
6.85
C120
• • 0.94
9-30
CI 80 • • 2-19 21.50

Super Dynamic
C60 .. 0.65
6-45
C90 .. 0-85
8-45
C120 ..
1.24 12.30
Extra Dynamic and KROM
Cr02 all sizes available. Prices
on application.

Philips New Style
Cassette Rack
Interlocks horizontally
and vertically. Can be
wall mounted or used
free standing.
Holds
six cassettes.
List Price 54p.
OUR PRICES
One
Ten
35p
£300

POST & PACKING 20p PER ORDER.

Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9.30-5 p.m. All above prices available until July 31st. After this date please enquire.

TOP TAPE

Dept. HN7

18, HIGHCLERE DRIVE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS Tel: 01.863 7741 Mail Order Only

HI-FI IS OUR BUSINESS
We stock the best-and there's
no mistake about it!
With so many hi-fi systems on the market
these days, it can be all too easy to make an
expensive mistake in terms of your real
needs.
At Duo- Sound we cut the risk by the simple
expedient of stocking the really top namesand backing them with a genuinely helpful,
expert and unbiased service. And, because
In the end there's no real substitute for listening, we offer you the chance of hearing the
systems you like through our superlative
comparator equipment.
We believe our 'after-sales' service ( which,
Incidentally, is carried out on the premises)
Is equally proficient and an additional reason
why so many of our customers have been
recommended to us by their most knowledgeable friends.

Barclaycard and Access Cards are welcomed
or, if you prefer, easy credit arrangements
can be made.
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DUO-SOUND

MANOR PARK BRANCH
TAPE AND HI-FI SPECIALISTS
134 Church Road, Manor Park, London
E12. Telephone: 01-553 4124
Monday to Sat. 9.30a.m. to 6p.m. except
Thursday closed all day.

ELTHAM BRANCH
RECORD IMPORT AND DELETION
"SOUL" SPECIALISTS ( NOT HI-FI)
5Court Yard. High Street, Eltham.
Tel. 859 3405 Closed all day Monday.
Tuesday to Sat. 10a.m. to 6p.m.
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AGENTS FOR:-

'T'

0:31

• PICKERING
Celestion

Studio
Series

alpha
by HIGHGATE
PLUS OTHER WELL KNOWN MAKES.
BOTH BRANCHES CARRY AN
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES

Igu. Audio Techniques

Building up to
good sound

AT

LAST

—127 clb ON INPUTS
S. FULL STEREO PANNING
For Owners Of High Quality Tape Decks

Microphone Inputs' • 12
.
resistor
balanced
overload nu, n5011,
-sensi tttttttttttttt nornin• 0.4A null','
loan at centre and level controls at 89° lull
traveu

& F A. Systems

L
L IOutput Nominal
250tvai when High Level Output
set to OdbM. Source R - 5011Output to be loaded wIth 60011
tn greater
..rseee.

1-1* Level Output. Nominal
OdbM - 6.5VRMS before
CliPPing. Source R 5012 toad with 6001-1or realer
Off on Switch Mixer is
Powered by 2
or equivalent Imams edeption
base plate eveleble es en
oPlional edger

Input Level Controls:
Allow level of each
channel to be adlusted
separately

Output Level Control. Allows
achustment of hoth stereo
outputs simultaneouslv
Pan Control Enables each
input to be positioned within
the stereo picture - envvehem
-horn folly left to fully
INM42 A ( as dlostrateal XLR Connector
balanced inputs

.RCS2

2000

£89 75

.MS142.8 143 pole J•Ciii for inputs - 4.111,000
•plugs for outputs - 2002 balanced mesas

£69 75

1111942.0 14 - 2 pole Jades for inputs - 4 st phono
plugs for outputs - 504 unbalanced inputs

(52 75

0042. 4 Channel lo stweo hne level me down
unit - for use with Teac 1340 and sundae recorders

f34 75

ACS 2

Versatile Control Unit allowing all switching functions
between two troe recorders (reel to reel. cestette or
cartridge, and an amplifier having only one tape mondot
socket.
( 11.95

7AS 1

Tape ettenuatur for insertion between tatter...let end
amplifier Allows up to 50db lin 10db steps; attenuation
of both record end replay signals. ( 11 95

Versatile Control Unit slowing all switching functions
wtween two tape (.0,4PM keel to reel. Cassette or
cartridge) and an amputen haying only one tape monitor
socket.

TAS1

£ 11.95

Tape attenuator for insertion between tape recorder and
amulifier. Allows up to 50db lin 10db stepsl attenuation of
both record and replay signals.

£ 11.95

Available in London from Accessory Counters of Henry-Lind:fir Shops, Teleiape, Music City,
Sound City and REW Audio Visual Co.

Aleo from Hardman Radio Shops in Liverpool, Manchester

and Preston or by Mail- Order from Audio Techniques.

Prides are manufacturer's

recommended retail, and do not include VAT.

Audio Techniques
143 Greyhouml Road. London 206 864

Introduce anew generation in Loudspeaker Design
THE RA8 SERIES
Richard Allans 27 years experience designing, manufacturing
and testing their own transducers has resulted in the RA8
loud speaker system, which achieves the maximum
performance possible from a speaker system of average price.
Outstanding features are their high power handling, stage by
stage assembly instructions, ready cut rebated veneered front
panel, and choice of ready cut vynair board.

01-385 2302

For Audio
enthusiasts who
know their
sound matters

WE'RE THE ONLY
PEOPLE IN MALDON
WITH YAMAHA
AND NAKAMICHI.
Springett'shave the finest
cassette decks in the world. Left:
Nakamichi Tri•Tracer 700, £399:60
excluding VAT. Rignt: Nakamichi Dual
Tracer 550, £275 excluding VAT.

Follow the simple instructions and you can make up the
equivalent of our factory produced models.

Springett's bring you avery
special offer. You can buy the Yamaha
MS 5B Music Centre plus apair of
superb Yamaha NS 625 speakers
for
only
£299.95.

Illustrated is the RA82, ahigh performance bookshelf model,
rec. retail price £ 60.00 per pair plus V.A.T. Other Kits in the
series are the RA8, asmaller bookcase model at £ 40.00 per
pair plus V.A.T., and the RA82L, alabyrinth floor model at
£70.00 per pair plus V.A.T.
All models have low distortion with wide frequency response
and power handling capacities as follows:RA8 30 watts programme. 20 watts R.M.S.
RA82 - 70 watts programme. 45 watts R.M.S.
RA82L - 70 watts programme. 45 watts R.M.S.
Send for descriptive leaflets.
Richard Allan Radio Ltd.,
Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton BD19 4AX, Yorkshire,
England. Tel: Cleckheaton 2442/3. Cables Acoustics, Bradford

n H. SPRINGETT LTD.,
59 HIGH STREET, MALDON, ESSEX.
Since you are aspecialist on Yamaha and Nakamichi equipment;
I
would ike you to send me further details:
NAME
ADDRESS
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ESSEX BEOC
BEOCENT
CITY K
ESSE
BE0
CITY
ESS
CIT

NT & ESSEX
CENTRES
S CITY
ENT &
SEX
RES
T &
ES

City Kent ez Essex

B&O Centres

'CASSETTE AND
TAPE BARGAINS

BRAND NEW, FULLY GUARANTEED and in
manufacturer's pack.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
AGFA
AGFA SD
AGFA CrO,
BASF LIS
BASF SUPER
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
0.42
4.00
0.53
.5.10
0.77
7.50
0.50
4.90
0.63
620
e57
5.50
0.133
6.70
1.10
10.80
0.89
sal
ryes
830
0.74
7.20
1.09
10.60
1.46
13.40
0.93
920
1.17
11 60
BASF CO,
EMI S/Hog
MAXELL
MAXELL UD
MEMOREX
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
C 80
0.99
9.70
0.39
3.80
0.55
5.40
0.35
8.30
0.69
680
C.90
1.25
12.33
0.49
4.93
0.79
7.70
11»
10.70
999
9 70
C 120
1.65
16.33
0.59
5.80
0.95
9.33
1.39
13.60
1.39
13.70
MEM'X CrO,
PHILIPS
SCOTCH
TTIK Dyn.
TUX SD
One
Ten
One
Ten
One - Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
C 60
0.93
9.70
0.47
4.50
0.51
. 5 80
0.54
5.33
0.69
6.80
C 90
1.39
1170
0.65
6.30
0.70
6.90
0.77
7.50
0.97
9.50
C.120
0.85
8.30
0.95
9.90
0.93
9.70
1.35
1120
TAPES
MISCELLANEOUS
AGFA LN
BASF LH
AGFA
One
Ten
LONG PLAY
One
Ten
One
Ten
T L/P Matt Irk 3.90
38 OD
5' 900 .
1.33
13.50
1.58
15.35
10r L/P "
9.75
96.50
5f 1200'
1.72
16.70
1.83
17.55
D/P .• .•
4.85
47 50
T 1809
229
22.40
2.49
2310
113,' ••
995
3150
lor 4209
565
53 CO -SCOTCH
(STATE NAB or CINE CENTREI
T 1,./P Hi Fi
325
31.50
DOUBLE
PLAY
. .
81' -/
395
38 50
1.63
15.50
1.95
17.93
3950
395
51* 1930
239
22.90
2.58
25.57
MAXELL
7- 2400'
299
28.90
3.15
30.50
T L/P UD
2.95
2850
TRIPLE PLAY
10," L/P UD
650
64.00
9 1800
249
23 90
253
25 20
C60
C.90
C.120

The
Bang & Olufsen
Specialists

Interested i
n
Bang & Olufsen?
Then where better to go than
the City, Kent & Essex Bar 0

Both our Lewisham ( Kent) and
Ilford ( Essex) branches carry a very
comprehensive range of B &
equipment whilst our City branch
which is devoted exclusively to the
entire B & O Hi -Fi range is famous
not only for it's wonderful demonstration
facilities
and
superb
acoustics but also for the friendly
advice and atmosphere created by
our manager Bob Hookings, long
acknowledged as one of the country's
leading 8 & 0 experts.

51" 2400'
r 3600'

299
379

28 90
36.00

3.25
405

31.90
40.00

TDK
T L/P AUDUA

2.95

28 50

SEND BY MAIL adding any relevant post Et packing charges and enclosing cash with order or simply quote your
ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD number. Post to DEPT, H FN 7 BRIDLE PATH WATFORD, HERTS WD24112.
TELEPHONE ORDERS using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD are welcome and you should ring our order desk
on WATFORD 45248
POST Et PACKING 25p per order Orders over E5 POST FREE

HARROW
la

Call into any of our
B & 0 Centres and get
both the benefit of the
friendly advice,
demonstration facilities and excellent After Sales Service that
established us as the countrys leading B .8 O specialists.

AUDICI(Dept.HFN7)

HARROW
UXBRIDGE WATFORD -

27, SPRINGFIELD ROAD 101-863 8690)
278, HIGH STREET ( UXBRIDGE 339791
33, BRIDLE PATH ( WATFORD 95361. 330161
MAIL- ORDERS- 70 WATFORD PLEASE ( SEE SEND BY MAIL' ABOYEI
OPENING HOURS - 9.315.30 MONDAY- SATURDAY
LATE NIGHT THURSDAY UNTIL 8pm.

RECORD
CABINET
•
MAGAZINE
RACK
•
BOOK

CASE
•

AUDIO UNIT
SHELVES

GIVE YOUR FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
THE PROMINENCE IT DESERVES
Beosystem 6000. This fantastic Quadraphonic/Stereo system is available
only at our City Branch. If you have time to spare and about £ I000 to
spend, then you must call in and hear ' the listening experience of a
lifetime'.
Call today and hear the sound of tomorrow
If you live outside the London area why not visit our City B & 0 Centre
and have your travelling expenses re -paid. Write to our City B &
Centre for Free Travel Voucher.

City Kent & Essex B&O Centres
CITY
228 Bishopsgate, London EC2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
(250 yds. Liverpool Street Station). Open Mon.- Fri. from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., Sun. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Closed Saturday all day.
KENT 36 Lewisham High St., Lewisham SEI3. Tel.: 01 -852 2399
Open Mon.-Sat. from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Closed Thurs. from 1p.m.
ESSEX 87/100 Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford.
Tel.:
01-478 2291. Open Mon.- Sat. from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Closed Thurs.
from Ip.m.

INTRODUCING THE NEW
Leisure Time range - direct from
the factory-to you
Complete unit comprises
*MAIN BASE UNIT-with re-

*Modern white and teak- style
finish to blend with any decor.

cord
storage- book
casemagazine
rack-audio
unit
shelves.

*Heavily constructed with rubber
mounted speaker plinths.

*MATCHING SPEAKER
PLINTHS and extension surincorporating adjustable
record tape deck recess.

face

WHITE as illustrated.
plus £2.30 p & p.
Teak- style also available.
FROM £ 13.95.
leaflet on request.

*Durable, easy clean melamine
surfaces.
*Adjustable length to fit any
room layout- bay or recess.
*Height 21e; Depth 15"; Length

meso

UNITS
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This elegant and versatile unit has
been specially designed for the discerning Hi-Fi enthusiast.

48-,

extending up to 82".

LEISURE TIME
Colour

CROZIER

LTD.,

ROAD,

Dept. N3,

MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

We have ways
of making
you talk!

Sixteen ways in fact. Ranging from the RE-303 crystal !lapel microphone at
less than £ 1to professional condenser microphones at around £ 16.

...and listen.

Ross Electronics stereo headphones are available in 9models fron about
£4 to £16.

RE-240

RE- 245

RE- 250

RE-255

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

Quality Hi Fi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place. London W1P 1AD. Tel: 01-580 7112/3

RE- 264 Stereo/Quad

KEF standards are
difficult to
measure up to.
You associate the KEF badge with superlative speaker performance. But how about
the bookshelf models

Chorale. Cantor Coda'? You may think that space- saving

inevitably means abandoning those high KEF standards. You would be very wrong.
From floor- standing Concerto to the small Coda. KEF design engineers have
aimed for the same ideal. Every model gets the same care, same attention
to detail same insistence on superior materials. Every speaker is tested
and tested again for absolute consistency Size for size. few speakers
can measure up to KEF C series. And with a choice of five models,
Name
there is a KEF speaker to fit your room and your budget. So which C
/Address
series speakers are yours'?

the speaker
engineers

„e

e

Please send me
detailed literature
on c series speakers,
floor- standing Concerto,
Cadenza, and shelfmounting Chorale. Cantor
and Coda.

HFN7/75

CIZGio KEF Electronics Limited
Tovil Maidstone Kent ME15 6QP
Telephone 0622 57258 Telex 96140

LA9AU/IF

BIG 32 PAGE CATALOGUE
It PRICE LIST
ALL THAT'S BEST
IN HI- Fl

32 page catalogue
and up to date price
list, full of everything in
Hi -Fi, Audio, Radio, Tape,
Cassette, T.V., Accessories,
Electronic Calculators etc.,
etc. and incorporating our
unique ' STAR RATING'
guide to help you with your
choice of hi-fi equipment.

• FREE AFTER SALES
SERVICE
• SAVINGS OF UP TO
50% OR MORE
• UNIQUE STAR
RATING GUIDE
• FRIENDLY FREE
ADVICE
11 FREE
DEMONSTRATIONS
UNO RISK HOME El
EXPORT MAIL
ORDER SERVICE
▪ PERSONAL. EXPORTS
AT ALL BRANCHES
BARCLAYCARD AND
ACCESS WELCOME
EASY PAYMENTS
ARRANGED
• SOUND ADVICE BUREAU
—Telephone 01-200 1321.

B. Et O.
now in
stock
at 481
Oxford
Street

Call into your nearest branch or send
coupon for free catalogue today!

Put your trust in Laskys —
Europe's largest Hi -Fi
Retailers.
'MI MI MIR
YOUR NEAREST LASKYS BRANCH
CENTRAL LONDON
481 Oxford Street, WI
10 Tottenham Court Rd. WI
33 Tottenham Court Rd. WI
42/45 Tottenham Cl. Rd. WI
257/8 Tottenham CI. Rd. W1
3 Lisle St. WC2
118 Edgware Rd. W2
193 Edgware Rd. W2
207 Edgware Rd. W2
311 Edgware Rd W2
346 Edgware Rd. W2
382 Edgware Rd. W2
109 Fleet St EC4
152/3 Fleet St. EC4
ESSEX
86 South Street. Rornford

01-493 8641
01.6372232
01-636 2605
01-636 0846
01-580 0670
01.4378204
01-723 9789
01 723 6211
01 723 3271
01 262 0387
01 723 4453
01 723 4194
01 353 5812
01 353 2833

20218

205/206 Churehill West.
Victoria Circus. Southend
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
16-18-20 Penn St Bristol
KENT
53/57 Carndeii Rood,
Tunbridge Wells

in
0702 612241
0272 20421

0852 23242

LEICESTERSHIRE
45 Market Pl. e, Leicester
0533 537678
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
78 Abington S:ree),
Northampton
0604 35753
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
5.7 Lower Par lament St.
Nottingham
0602 48987
OXFORDSHIRE
16 Westgate !Mopping Centre,
Oxford
086') 722870

STAFFORDSHIRE
30 Wulf run Way.
0902 23384
Wolverhampton
SURREY
01-681 3027
1046 Whotgift Centre, Croydon
01-546 1271
38/40 Eden Street. Kingston
01-948 1441
32 Hill St Richmond
WARWICKSHIRE
116 Corporation St.
021-236 3503
Birmingham

To LASKYS, Dept., HN7 , Audiotronic
House, The Hyde, Hendon NVV9 6JJ

u

Name
Address

OPEN 6 DAYS
A WEEK 9-6 PM
(Clatord Siseet 8pen. Thursdays)
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£.1.300

gives you
no tone controls
no filters
no speaker controls
no auto lift lower device
no 16, 45 or 78 r.p.m.
no speed adjustment
no interchangeable stylus assembly

So just what do you get?

Linn lsobarik DMS loudspeakers

ea

Naim Audio NAC 12 pre amp

SDT 180 transformer

Naim Audio NAP 160 power amp
Linn Sondek LP12 turntable

£1,300
gives you...
the closest thing to real music...
on the market today... at any price.
This super system is available
only from Hi Fi Corner—
who will call and install
anywhere in the U.K. Phone
Russ Andrews at Hi Fi
Corner- 031-556 1680
1Haddington Place

Wi n g'
CORNER

—Clearly better HiFi

Edinburgh EH7 4AE

Tel. 031-556 1680

Grace G707 arm
Supex SD
900E cartridge

MAIL
ORDER or PERSONAL CALLERS
CASH OR CREDIT TERMS - PART EXCHANGES
TUES-SAT 9.00 TO 5.30.

CLOSED MONDAYS

WE CAN SUPPLY MOST EQUIPMEMT
ADVERTISED IN THIS MAGAZINE
12 MONTHS PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE
/K customers please note all requests for information
be accompanied by a stamped addressed eneelope
All prices include VAT (..e25%o

1

EASY TERMS THE EASY WAY - FOR CALLERS OR BY POST UeltergEfern2
Minimum deposit-one third ( to the nearest pound) and the balance ( including charges) over 12, 18 or 24 months. Available for one or any number of articles and delivery
charges can be included if you wish. Just add up the total value, subtract your deposit and read off your monthly payments on the table below. ( Minimum cash balance £40.)
Documentation charge of £ 3 will be added to your first instalment. Do not add it to your deposit. STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES please.
Credit facilities are available only to customers living in Great Britain. Fill in coupon below and buy your Hi Fi the easy way. Equipment may also be purchased through
Access, Paybonds and People's Bank. * STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE *
Balance 12 months
£40 £4.17
£42
£43
£44
£45
£46
£47
£48
£49
£50
£51
£52
£53
£54
£55
£56
£57
£58
£59
£60
£61
£62

£4-25

£4.34
£4-42
£4-50
£4.59

£
4-67
£
4-75

£4•84
£4.92
£5.00
£5.09
£5•17
£5.25
£5.34
£5•42
£5•50
£5•59
£5•67
£515
£5.84
£5.92
£6.00

Balance
£63
£64
£66
£68
£70
£72
£74
£76
£78
£80
£82
£84
£86
£88
£90
£92
£94
£96
£98
£100
£102
£104
£106

1.1111113=ZIZIMI
Carriage and Packing £275
Armstrong 621 ..
£115•74
Beolab 1700 .
£98•38
Bush A220..
£50.81
Cambridge P60 ..
£161.26
Cambridge P110 ..
£186.26
Eagle AA4
£67•52
Eagle AA6 B/S
£85-00
Ferrograph F208 ..
£117.51
Ferrograph F608 ..
£202.55
Leak 2100
£138.61
Metrosound ST20 Mk 11 ..
£55•02
Philips RH521
£17441
Pioneer SA500A
£77.40
Quad 33/303 ..
£177.51
Radford ZD22/ZDIOOHD
£318•78
Revox A78
£265'02
Revox A722
£248•77
Rogers SQDI
£25-00
Rogers Cadet ..
£40.63
Rogers Panthera A75 .. £115-63
Rogers Ravensbrook in case £71 &9
Rotel RA3Il
£90.86
Rotel RA61 I
£141•79
Sugden C5 I/P51
£190•52
Teat AS 100
£200.02
Wharfedale Denton ..
£60.00

•.
•.
••
.•
••
.•
•.
•.

Carriage and Packing
Ariston RDII PC ..
Beogram 1001
Beogram 1203 ..
Beogram 2000 ..
Beogram 3000
Beogram 4002
Beogram 6000 ..
Connoisseur BD2 P/C ..
ERA Mk 6
.
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 M75-6
G
d 86SB Module ..
Garrard Z1OOSB Module
Garrard 401
..
Goldring GL72 P/C
Goldring GL75 P/C
Goldring GL78 P/C ..
Goldring GL85 P/C ..
Goodmans TD100 ..
Leak Delta
Linn Sondek LPI2 P/C ..

£3.00
£97.07
£65.97
£86.81
[109.95
£I15• 16
£276-04
£368.63
£57•76
£81.26
£44.82
£67•12
£92.47
[5788
£66.61
£80.63
£98.39
£131•26
£91 &O
£87.14
El 15.00

t xpoRT

Monthly Payments
12
18
24
£6-09
£4-34
£6.19
boll
£6•38 £4.55
£6•57 £4.68
£6•77 £4•84
£es6
£4-96
£7•15 £5•10
£7•35 £5.24
£7•54 £5.37
£7.73 £5.51
£7-92 £5.65
£8.12
£519
£8.31 £515
£8-51 £6-06
£8•70 £6.20
£4.95
£8.90 £6•34
£5 A6
£9.09 £6.48
£5•17
£9.29 £6.61
£5•28
£9.48 £615
£5.39
£5.50
£9.67 £6.89
£9.86 £7.03
£5.61
£10.05
£7.16
£5.72
£ 10.25 £7-30
£5 &3

Balance
£108
£110
£112
£114
£116
£118
£120
£122
£124
£126
£128
£130
£135
£140
£145
[150
£155
£160
£165
£170
£175
£180
£185

Monthly Payments
Il
IB
24
£10.44 £7.44 £5•95
£10•63 £7.58 £6.06
£10-82 £7.72 £6.16
£11-02 £7.85 £6.27
£11.21 £7.99 £ 6.38
£11-40 £8.13 £6.49
£11•60
can
£6.60
El 119 £8.40 £6.71
£11.98
£
8-54 £6.82
£12-18
£8.68 £613
£12.37 £8.82 £7.04
£12.56 £8.96 £7.15
£13.05 £9.30 £7.43
£13.53 £9.64 £7•70
£14.01 £9.99 £7.98
£14.50 £ 10.33 £8.25
£1498 £ 10•68 £8.53
£15•46 £ 11-02 £8.80
£15.95 £ 11.37 £9.08
£16.43 £ 1111 £9-35
£16.91 £ 12.06 £9•63
£17-40 £ 12.40 £9•90
£17•88 £ 12.74 £ 10•18

Philips GA2I2
Pioneer PL I2D
Thorens TDI25/11
Thorens TD125/A13/11 ..
Thorens TD125/AB/11/0
Thorens TDI60C ..
Thorens TD165C/0 ..
Transcriptor Hyd. with arm
Transcriptor Hyd. less arm
Transcriptor Skeleton ..
Wharfedale Linton W/30

£103-02 Koss HVILC
£37.45
£70•36 Koss K6 ..
£17.44
£112•88 Koss ESP6
£73.77
£17470 Koss PRO4AA
£37•06
£214.08 Koss K2 + 2
£6115
£96.08 Koss Phase 2TM .
£52•50
£122.67 Sennheiser HD414.
£23•50
£143.02 Stan SR3/SRD6
£70.00
£117.78 Stan SRX Mk II/SRD7
£140.03
£114.25
TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
£47.02
Carriage and Packing £3.75
TAPE RECORDERS 6. DECKS
Armstrong 625 FM .. £170.79
Carriage and Packing £3-50
Armstrong 626 AM/FM .. £204.95
Akai 4000DS
£158•10 Beomaster 901 .. • • £156-13
Akai I722L
£169.42 Beomaster 1001 .. • • £137-15
Akai GX1820D
£310.13 Beomaster 3000-2• . £229.75
Brenell IC2000
£292.52 Beomaster 4000 .. • . £289.35
Ferrograph 7502/7504 .. £367•53 Beomaster 2000 .. . • £248.84
Ferrograph 7502/4 Dolby
£440-04 Goodmans One Ten . • £176.65
Neal 102 ..
£24317 Revox A720 Digital .. £75311
Neal 103 ..
£301-37
Revox 1102/4 Mk 4 .. £436.28
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Revox A77/1 I22/4/Mk 4
£486.29
Carriage and Packing £4.40
Revox A77/ I
222/4/Mk 4
£506•29 Beovox P50
pr. £184-61
Revox DL 1134 Dolby .. £573-80 Beovox 2702 ..
pr.
£98&3
Revox A77/H IIO2/4/Mk 4 £486.29 Beovox 3702 ..
pr. £129.63
Revox A700 1372/1374 .. £893•82 Beovox 5700 ..
pr. £295•14
Tandberg 1521 ..
£170.01 Celestion Ditton 25
pr. £219.90
Tandberg 3541X
£225.00 Celestion Ditton 44
pr. £181.38
Tandberg 3421 X ..
£317.53 Celestion Ditton 66
pr. £332.78
Tandberg 9121 X . . . £412•53 Goodmans Havant SL pr.
£74.47
Tand berg 914IX
£402.53 Goodmans Mezzo SL
pr. £112.83
Tandberg 364IXD
£482.52 Goodmans Minister SL pr.
£60.31
Goodmans Magnum SL pr. £142•07
11.11.1111M. Goodmans Goodwood pr. £151•26
Carriage and Packing £2.75
Goodmans Dimension 8 pr £21416
Armstrong 623 AM/FM .. £123.03 Goodmans Achromat 400 pr£198.70
Armstrong 624 FM
£92•18 KEF 104 .. ..
pr. £187.52
Beomaster 1700
£86.69 KEF 104 w/stands
pr. £214•39
Cambridge 155
£12438 KEF Coda ..
pr.
£58.76
Leak 2300 ..
£138.61 KEF Cantor
pr.
£68.75
Philips RH621
£167.84 KEF Chorale
pr.
£9400
Quad FM3
£92•51 KEF Cadenza
pr. £131•26
Revox A76
£31818 KEF Concerto
pr. £165.01
Rogers Ravensbrook in case £62•50 KEFKIT 1 ..
pr.
£71.20
Teac ATIO0
£150-01
KEFKIT 3 .. ..
pr. £106•26
Lowther PM6/Acousta pr. £230.02
STEREO HEADPHONES
Lowther TPI/D/PM3
pr. £565•05
Carriage and Packing £ 120
£22 50 Mordaunt Short 727
Koss K0727B
pr. £280.12
Koss HV IA
£33 13 Mordaunt Short 400
pr. £184.62

EVERytwir .
EXPORT
INFORMATION.
Export
prices and shipping quotes free or send
$2 Bills for literature
All equipment carefully packed, insured
and SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT MINIMUM COST TO
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
Quad exports for U.K. visitors. (All goods
supplied free of Value Added Tax.)
Payment may be made in any currency by
bank transfer, certified check, postal
order or money order.

5FE j

Balance
£190
£195
£200
£205
£210
£215
£220
£225
£230
£235
£240
£245
£250
£255
£260
£265
£270
£275
£280
£285
£290
£295
£300

À'''' ' 6 '' ''''' ''''''''

Personal export facilities-visitors welcome to showroom.

C.C.GOODWI N (SALES) LTD.

7 The Broadway, Wood Green. London. N22 6DU
Telephone: 01-888 0077. Open 9-5.30 Tues -Sat Closed all day Monday

Monthly Payments
24
12
£10.45
£ 18-36
£13.09
£10-73
£ 18.85
£13.43
£11.00
£1318
£ 19.33
£11.28
£14.12
£ 19-81
£11•55
£20.30
£1444
£11-83
£14-81
£20-78
£12•10
£21•26
£15•16
£12.38
£21.74
£15•50
£12•65
£22.23
£15.85
£12•93
£22.71
£16•19
£16.54
[IMO
£23.20
mess £13.48
£23•68
£17-22
£13-75
£24.16
£24.03
£17-56
£24.64
£17.91
£14.30
£25.13
£18-25
£14-58
£25-64
£18.60
£14.85
£26.10
£15•13
£18.94
£26•58
£15•40
£27.06
£19.29
£15•68
£19.63
£27-54
£19•98
£15•95
£28.03
£20.32
£1613
£28.51
£20-67
£16•50
£29-00

Quad Electrostatic
pr.
Rogers BBC Monitor
pr.
Tannoy 10"/Chevening pr.
Tannoy 12"/Chatsworthpr.
Tannoy 15"/Mansfield
pr.
Tannoy 15"/Amesbury pr.
Wharfedale Kingsdale 3 pr
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit pr
W'dale Glendale 3 Kit pr.
W'dale Dovedale 3 Kit pr.

Also INSTANT CREDIT
for callers only. Available
from 10% deposit on
goods valued over £ 100

.11\

Access
takes the waiting
ait of wanting

OR

Buy it
on

BARCLAYCARD
Extended >sit
PHONO

YOUR ORO!R

(Just phone or write)
stating
your
requirements. S.A.E. please.

£300 02
£228•80
£22456
£251.20
£317.64
£378.27
£200.34
£33•45
£56.23
£95•49

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Carriage and Packing £6•00
Beosystem 901
£319•24
Beosystem 1001 Mk 1 .. £300.26
Beosystem 1400
.. £306.04
Beosystem 2000
£488•47
Beosystem 3000
.. £512.77
Beosystem 3500
.. £475.15
Beosystem 4000
£860•60
.. £ 1258.78
Beosystem 6000
Beocenter 1800+ •
£229•75
Beocenter 1400+ •
.. £22475
Beocenter 3500+ •
£345•49
Bush Arena 10 ..
£149.92
Bush Arena 15 ..
£140.27
Dynatron RFC 51 + HFC5I•E1S1:63
Dynatron RFC 55+HFC55•E21993
Dynatron RFC 60+HFC60•C346:09
Ferguson Studio 6 .. £205.63
Goodmans 1-10 Compact
£311.38
HMV 2456B
£32792
Hacker GAR 550+ .. £156.26

Post and Packing 60p
Acos Lustre ..
£36•82
ADC Q36 ..
£17•44
B & O SPIO
£19.56
B & O SP12
£25.35
B & O MMC6000 .
£41-09
B & O MMC4000 ..
£24.88
Decca Record Brush ..
£5•63
Decca Record Cleaner ..
£5.63
Decca Mk 5 London ..
£36•37
Deccalift with Transformer
£9•63
Goldring 850
£6-56
Goldring 820 Super E ..
£26.25
Ortofon MIS Super ..
£36•26
Shure M75ED Type 2 ..
£20.49
Shure VIS Type 3 ..
£5463
Transcriptor Stylus Scale
£6.25
Transcriptor Stylus Brush
£3•94
Transcriptor Sweep Arm
£6.25
Transcriptor 9" Fluid Arm
£30.00
Watts Manual Parastat Mk 2 £3.75
SME 3009/11 Improved ..
£49-80
SME 3009/S2 Imp. Dec/head £54.56

PORTABLE RADIOS
Carriage and Packing £ 1.40
Beolic 600
£48.50
Beolit 700 •
£57.75
Bush BA5004
£14•99
Grundig Yacht Boy 210N
£68•29
Hacker Hunter ..
£53.75
Hacker Sovereign Ill ..
£68•76
Hacker Black Knight ..
£48.75
Roberts Rambler
£21•41
Roberts RIC 2
£23•47
Roberts R505
£35.49
Roberts R606
£45.02
Roberts R707
£56.14
Tandberg TP4I
£80.94

ZEZIME11123331111.

Carriage and Packing 95p each
Jordan Watts Module ..
£20&8
KEF T27 Tweeter
£688
KEF B110 LF/Mid.
£9.43
KEF 13200 ..
£11.07
KEF 13139 ..
£20•63
KEF DNI2
£6.88
KEF DNI3/1017
£450
KEF DNI3/1015
£5-00
Lowther PM6 Mk 1
£40-11
Lowther PM7
£65-51
Tannoy 10 -/
Monitor HPD
£85.76
Tannoy 12"/Monitor HPD
£87•34
Tannoy 15 -/
Monitor HPD £108.87

Carriage and Packing £2•75
Akai GXC46D
£191•53
Beocord 900
£92•48
Beocord 2200
£207•75
Bush TP66
..
£59.93
Philips EL3302 ..
£28.94
Philips N222I
£37.50
Tandberg TCD3I0
£226.27
11.111Z2n1323ZIMMIll
Beomaster 6000 ..
£52483
JVC 1406 Tape Unit .. £265.02

To: C. C. Goodwin ( Sales) Ltd., ( Dept. HEN7).
7The Broadway, Wood Green, London N22 6DU.
Please supply the following equipment:

( BLOCK,
LETTERS II
PLEASE) I

Total Cash price plus carriage
Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value L
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No

in full payment.
( Do not send card) I

Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value
to pay the balance by

as deposit and wish I
monthly payments of f

on PERSONAL G. B. CREDIT PLAN.
Full Name

( Iam over 18) I

Address

L.

2- DOORS FROM ODEON CINEMA. All prices correct at time of printing. E. & O. E. All items subject to availability.
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• Speakers extra.

3009 + LP12
Information sheet No 3details the
use of our precision pick-up arms
with this well- engineered British
turntable.
We shall be pleased to send you a
copy on request.

The best pick-up arm in the world

Write to SME Limited
Steyning Sussex • England
Telephone: Steyning ( 0903) 814321

LTD/S32

23/B

Nudge the new Leak 2001 deck and you can
hear the difference right away.
Nothing happens.
The stylus stays in place. The record stays
intact. The sound stays perfect.
This remarkable lack of change is caused by
the biggest change in turntable suspension
in years.
A Leak invention called ` spherodynamic
suspension'. (Patent applied for.)
How does it work?
A conventional deck is usually spring
mounted. Aconvention that has at least one major
drawback.
A spring, by its very nature, has an inbuilt
recoil and therefore can never fully absorb the
energy created by aknock.
'Floating' suspension.
In the 2001 deck, the whole assembly
(pickup arm, turntable platter, centre bearing and
pickup lift mechanism etc) is contained on
asingle chassis.
This chassis is dynamically balanced and
allowed to `float' on three flexible balls or spheres.
(They're alittle larger than billiard balls.)
Each ball contains ahighly viscous damping
liquid called Polybutene — many times
more efficient at absorbing energy than aspring.
In many tests, we have shown that the 2001
system isolates more effectively against
vibrations, shock and acoustic feedback than any
conventional turntable on the market.
(We have the figures and scratched
records to prove it.)
The Turntable.
This dissatisfaction with the established
way of doing things didn't stop at the suspension.
We chose ahigh quality, relatively slow
speed, synchronous motor which gave us great
accuracy, low rumble and low hum field.
"But what happens:' we asked,"if we put the
motor outside the rim of the turntable
platter ?"
What happens is that the hum fields
become even lower and you get
adeck that's suitable for even the most
sensitive of magnetic cartridges.
"What happens," we asked again, " if you
drive the turntable platter directly from the rim ?"
The answer is that the turntable speed stays
impressively constant — even when using arecord
MAiN SPECnC,ANGN
IEA:

r;••."..,,

cleaning device. And that's rare.
The same niggling, questioning, attitude was
applied to the platter itself, the centre bearings,
and the drive belt and in each case, we
have met the highest professional specifications.
The Pickup arm.
By now, you won't be surprised to learn how
good the pickup arm is.
It's precision engineered with a detachable
headshell and will accept any standard
cartridge.
We've provided calibrated adjustment for
playing weights from o-3 grammes.
There are adjustments for biasing and
minimum tracking error to suit different
cartridges and special low capacitance leads are
fitted to match the best quality cartridges
available.
The Leak 2001 transcription deck is, quite
simply, the best that we could make.
And when Leak say that, it's saying quite alot.
I'd like to know more about the 2001 deck.
Please send me details and the address of
my nearest Leak dealer.
Name
Address
HFN 12

LEAK
To: Leak, Rank Radio International Limited,
Bradford Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire.

e

?RANK RADIO INTERNATIONAL

19 DONO Ceti

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
(4 lines) 9 a.m.-.6 p.m.
01-802 4131
Monday- Saturday

u

)

Phone in your order with your Barclaycard or
Access card number.
Or just write in to:

L

HI-FI ( Equipment) LTD.

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HOLBORN
115 Kingsway, WC2
01-405 0446

WATFORD
94 The Parade, Watford, Herts.
WAT 26602

HOLLOWAY
61 Severn Sisters Road, N7
01-272 7901

WOOD GREEN
8 Turnpike Parade, N IS
(Pi«. Line Station)
01-888 4373

MOORGATE
48 London Wall, EC2
01-628 0537

FINCH LEY
857 High Road, NI2
01-445 3319

PECKHAM
152 Rye Lane, SE15
01-639 2205

BARNET
4 Hadley Parade, High Street
01-449 8278

ALSO MARBLE ARCH CAMERA & HI-FI DISCOUNT CENTRE, 38 Edgware Road W2

AMPLIFIERS
£108 75
Cambridge P60
PI 10 ..
£130 00
JVC JAS 8 SEA
£169.00
JAS 5 SEA
£147 00
JAS 310
£69 00
Leak 2100
£91 00
£114 00
2200 ..
£43-00
Nikko TRM 210
£S2 00
TRM 230
TRM 500
£74 00
TRM 600
£88 50
Pioneer S5300
£44 50
SA 9100
£195 00
SA 7100
£108 00
£48 00
Trio KA 1200
KA 1600
£72 2S
KA 4002A
£78 75
KA 4004
£98 00
£128 75
KA 6004
Yamaha CA 400
£80 00
CA 600
£118 00
CA 800
£175 00
CA 1000 .. £224 25
Carriage & Insurance CI 50
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans 1-10.. £117 75
£117.75
Module 90 .. £ 103 75
JVC VR 5525 .. £ 170.00
VR 5505 .. £98 00
Leak 2000 £ 14700
Nikko
STA 5050 ( 5010) £ 10400
STA 7070 .. £ 123 00
STA 8080 .. £ 138.00
Pioneer SX 434 .. £87.75
SX 636
£ 140.00
SX 737
£ 173.50
Trio KR 2300 £8600
KR 2400
£9800
KR 3400 £ 118.50
KR 4400 £ 136.00
KR 5400 £ 168-50
KR 6400 £212.00
KR 7400 £240.75
Yamaha CR 400
£121.25
CR 600
£ 175.20
CR 800 . £220.50
CR 1000 .. £310.50
CR 500 .. £ 119.00
CR 700 .. £ 126.00
Carriage & Insurance £1.50
TUNERS
Cambridge T55 .. £92.50
JVC VT 700 .. £ 109 00
VT 500 .. £74.00
JVT 310 .. £74 00
Leak 2300 .. £91-00
Nikko FAM 220.. £52-25
FAM 500 .. £73.00
Pioneer TX 500 £61-75
Trio KT 1300 .. £58.25
KT 200IA £66.50
KT 4005 .. £92.00
KT 8005 .. £ 160.00
Yamaha CT 600 £98.95
CT 800 .. £ 125.95
CT 7000 .. £359 75
Carriage & Insurance LI 50
PICK-UP ARMS
Colton MC 101 ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Lento GL75 .
SME 3009
3009/S2
Accessories
SME S2 ..
PI ..

26

£21 75
£13-35
£10 40
£33 50
£36 75
£3 00
£1 70

Thorens TP50 & 60 £350
Lenco PH 7 .. £4.20
PH 9
..
£ 360
Alignment
Protractor .. £040
Stylus %50 Magnifier .. £ 110
Scales: Shure £295
Colton £ 125
Bib
£ 125
Test Records:
HFS 75 ( inc. VAT) £2.00
Shure TTR 110
(inc. VAT) .. £2.95
Post & Insurance: Arms 50p
Others 20p each
CARTRIDGES IN
MAKERS' BOXES
Goldring G850 ..
G800/800H ..
G800E
G800SE
G820
G820E
G820SE
Empire 999 X/EX
999 Q/EX
999 R/EX
Ortofon SL 15E
ST 72 ..
MISE Super
VMS 20E
VMS 20S ..
Shure M3D
M44-7
M44E
M55E .. • •
M758 ( 75-6) . •
M7SEJ . •
M75ED
VI5 E3
Post 20p
--

£3.30
£4.30
£6.60
£10.50
£7.60
£10-90
£15.25
£8.75
£5.60
£4.25
£26.50
£9.25
£27.00
£15•50
£12 75
£3-80
£4.85
£5-10
£6.00
£7.85
£9.15
£10.85
£31-00

STYLI IN MAKERS'
BOXES
Goldring 01205R
0120 Std. (78)
DI 10SR & DI 10H
DI10 Std. (78)
0110E
DI IOSE
DI30
O 130E
O 130SE
Ortofon MISE ..
VMS20E
VMS205
Shure N3D
N44-7 ..
N44E
N55/E
N75B (75/6)
N75E1 ..
N7SED
VN35E
VN 15E
VN78 (78)
N44-3 (78)
N75-3 (78)
Post 15p

£2.50
£2.50
£ 3.00
£3.00
£6.70
£10-60
£3.05
£6.35
£9.75
£15•50
£11•50
£8-85
£2.75
£3-40
£3.75
£4.85
£4.85
£5•45
£7.50
£11•75
£11.50
£10.50
£4.20
£4-20

4-CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI
JVC 4MD 10X ..
4MD 20X ..
4DT 10X & 20X
Post 20p

£29•25
£31.50
£16-00

QUADRAPH 0 N ICS
JVC
JAX 9 inc. CD4 £244 00
4VN 990 SEA.. £244 00
4VN 880 .. £ 157 00
4VN 550 .. £87 00
4VR 5456 SEA
CD4.. £ 370.00
4VR 5446 SEA
CD4..
E280 00
4VR 5426 CD4 £ 183 00
Trio KR6340 .. £ 198 00
KR 8340 .. £289 75
KCD 2 CD4
Demod.• £44 45
JVC 5911 Remote
control. .. £ 17 00
4DID 5 CD4
Demod.• £51 00
Carriage & Insurance£ 00
SH URE Microphones
SIS SA ..
£16-65
515 SB
£15 75
545 Unidyne III .. £ 32.87
588 SA Unisphere 8 £23 98
588 SB
£22-78
Desk Stand .. £ 3.20
Post FREE
SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Cambridge R40 £ 47-50
850
£215•00
Celestion Hadleigh £39•80
County £46.20
Ditton 15 • . £65 75
Ditton 44. • • £ 109.25
Ditton 25. • • £ 132.45
Ditton 66. .. £200.00
Goodmans
Minister SL • . £40 70
Havant SL . • £50.00
Mezzo SL
£74.90
Magnum SU'
£93.70
Goodwood• £92•75
Acromat 400* £ 121 75
JVC SX 3. • £ 131.00
Leak 2020. • £ 53.00
2030 .. • . £72.00
2060. . • £ 127.50
2075. . • £276•00
Richard Allan
Minette• . £
25.95
Chaconne • • £31-95
Flamenco • • £46.15
Pavane.. • •
E66.00
Sardana .. £80.20
Academy* • • £ 121-50
RA 8
£43.25
Sinclair Q 16
Tannoy Chevening £ 16100
Chatsworth .. £ 176.00
Mansfield Ir.
£188 00
Mansfield IV• £223.00
Amesbury• .. £265.00
Wharfedale New Models
Denton 2 XP £34.25
Linton 3 XP £48.25
Glendale 3 XP £64.95
Carriage & Insurance £2 50
•E3-50
SPEAKER KITS ( pairs)
Richard Allan Twin £16-50
Triple 8* ..
£25.00
Triple 12 .. £36.45
Super Triple 12
£43.75
Tannoy HPD 10" £ 120.00
12" .. £ 122-50
IS"
£ 156 00

Wharfedale
Linton 2* .. £ 19 45
Glendale 3 .. £ 36 75
Dovedale 3 .. £54.75
Goodmans Din 20. £23 50
Mezzo Twin .. £41.25
Carriage & Insurance . C1.25
£2.25; Tannoy HPD £3.00

TURNTABLES
G

d Chassis £ 13.50
SP25 Mk IV* £ 13•50
86 SB .. £24•50
Zero 100 SB .. £ 38•45
Modules with cart.
SP25 Mk IV .. £26•85
86 SB
£39•75
Zero 100 SB ( tk.) E53.25
401 chassis .. £38 00
Connoisseur
BDI Kit• £ 11-80
I3D2/SAU2 Ch. £30-50
BD2/SAU2/BC £ 38.50
Goldring
GL 102PC• £26-50
GL 75P .. £43-25
GL 78P/C .. £57.75
Leak Delta complete £53.00
Pioneer PL I2D £40 SO
PL ISO .. £62.25
PL 45D .. £85.00
JVC KB 44 .. £ 144.00
JLA 3 .. £ 100.00
JLA I
E51.00
Thorens TO 160B/C £48.75
TO 160C .. £ 59.50
TO 125 .. £69.75
TO I
25AB .. £ 108.00
TX25 cover• .. £8.00
125 B/C ( metre' £ 11.75
Transcriptors
Hydraulic Ref. £83.75
Hydraulic Ref.
+ Arm .. £ 01-75

01-723 3071

Trio KP 2022A .. £52 50
KP 3022 .. £78 00
KP 5022A .. £ 125•00
Carriage & Insurance [1.75
*El 25

HEADPHONES
Aka, ASE 11 ..
£6.60
ASE 20
£8 20
ASE 22
£10 20
Howland West
CIS 250
£5.75
CIS 300
£7.75
CIS 600
£8.25
CIS 800
£5.40
CIS 800V
£6-35
CIS 900
£6•40
CIS 4000 £ 10.75
Koss K6
£ 11.75
K6 LC
£ 13-50
KO 7278
EIS 25
PRO 4AA • • £26.50
K 711 .. • • £ 10.50
KO 747•. £ 19.75
ESP 6 ..• • £ 49-50
ESP 9• • £ 76.00
HV 1 .. £21.00
HV IA
£22-25
HV ILC
£25.20
PRO 5 LC .. £28.95
PRO 6 LCQ . £24.35
K 2+2.. .. £41.20
PRO 50
£ 37.50
KO 747
£ 35.25
Phase 2
£ 35•25
T5D
£ 5.25
TIOA
£9.75
Pioneer SE 205 £7.50
SE 305 .. £ 11•50
Sennheiser HD 414 £ 14•50
£21•00
Yamaha HP 500 £ 11•75
HP 900 .. £ 17 25
Post & Insurance 50p

PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDERS AND
RADIO,CASSETTE
BASF C9110 .. £27 75
C9202
£48 60
C9302 ( radio).. £69•45
JVC 1610 . £41-00
1646
..
£31.00
ACT6 Ifor 1646 £445
9407 ( radio) .. £68 50
9403 ( radio) .. £62.00
94085 ( radio) .. £ 59 00
9310 ( radio) .. £56.00
National RQ 309S £21 75
RQ 416S .. £ 17 95
RQ 4435 ( radio) £40 50
Carriage & Insurance CI 00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aka, CS 300 ..
£62 80
CS 330 .. £76.40
GXC 360 .. £79.95
GXC 38D .. £99.15
GXC 460 .. £ 113-50
GXC 650 .. £ 123.80
GXC 510D .. £ 137.00
GXC 750 .. £ 143.95
GXC 36 (4-ampi £82.00
GXC 40T .. £ 142-50
BASF 8100 .. £ 108.00
8200
£ 162-00
Goodmans SCD100 £ 123.25
JVC CD 1669 RC £238.00
CD 1669 ANRS £200.00
CD 1667 .. £ 118 00
CO 1656
£87 00
CD 1950 .. £134 00
Leak 2002
£106 00
National RS 260US £44 25
RS 263 US ..
C80 25
RS 269 US ..
£71 75
Trio KX 710 £ 118 00
YamahaTC 800GL £159 60
*August
Carriage & Insurance CI- 50

PRICES SHOWN ARE OUR DISCOUNT PRICES WITHOUT V.A.T.
When ordering please total your order including carriage and insurance then ADD
25% V.A.T.
Cassette and Reel Tapes still remain at 8% V.A.T. and for your convenience the prices
quoted below are inclusive.
We endeavour to keep our list up to date but due to the lapse of time between preparation and publication of the advertisement we reserve the right to amend our prices
without notice. E & 0.E.

TAPE PRICES INCLUDE VAT
We are appointed stocloscs for.-ARMST KONG, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, BOWERS &
WILKINS, K.E.F., MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI, QUAD, RE VOX. SONY, TRIO, TEAC,
TANDBERG, TECHNICS, YAMAHA.
Many items are in short supply. Prices and delivery on request. Phone, 01-802 4131.
TAPES
C45
Scotch
Dynarange
Cr02 0.75
Classic 110
Maxell
LN
UD
0.78
TDK D 0.51
SD
ED
0.88
KR
BASF
LH
Super

C60 C90 C I
20
0.50 0.65 0.95
0-90 I-15
1.35 1.85
0-S8
0.88
0.59
075
I00
115

0.84
1.15
0.84
1-05
150
l-60

1.02
1.50
1.09
1.45

0 59 0.83 108
074 0.95 132

Cr 02
1-10 I - 39 1-83
Post: Sp per Cass.; 20p per
5 Cass.; 35p per 10 cans.
REELS
Scotch Hi Fi
222
223
224
225
BASF LP
DP
Super LP
DP ..
LPR35 LH

£222
£242
£3 16
£3 99
£1.98
£2 84
£2 34
£3 72

£2.92
£3.16
£3.99
£5.78
£2-82
£3.50
£3.33
£4 60
£5 50

TDK Audua £ 3.10
Maxell
Matt Back £3.10
Post: I reel 25p; 3 reels
3Sp; 5 reels 60p; 10 reels
95p.
10,1" NAD Centre Matt
Back
Scotch 207 . £8 50
BASF LPR35 LH
3600' .. • Ell 00
DPR26 LH 4200 £ 12.95
Maxell 2500' .. £660
3600' ..£ 25
Post: per reel 60p: 5 reels
£1-2,

read what they say about
B&W Loudspeakers

MODEL

DM2A
t
i
Broadcaster Peter King pulls off the audio
trick of the year before a distinguished
audience watching the presentation of the
Queens Award to Industry to Bowers Et
Wilkins Ltd.

fLy

I
ouit Grace, Your Worship, Mr MiniGentlemen, you have been good
enough to inspect our research and
production complex here at B & W, and
now we offer for your consideration the
end product, which has won for us not
only worlde acclaim, but also the
honour which Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to approve. You
may, or may not have noticed that I
stopped speaking to you in person some
time ago, and my voice is now being
reproduced on aB & W DM2 loudspeaker

'ster,
'V

. . lt
. 'was at this point that broadcaster
Peter King, who was producing the
demonstration, pulled the trick of the
year. While his voice went on to describe
the B. & W range, with no perceptible
change whatsoever, he took a glass of

water from behind the DM2 and pulled
the old ventriloquist trick of drinking
while speaking and then, he slowly walked
away, to the delight of the audience.
AUDIO was there, having been warned in
confidence that the attempt would be
made—so we were listening for the
switch—and missed it! We heard it again
and missed it again. A tribute indeed', as «
Peter King's ghost voice hammered home,
'to the fidelity of the DM2.'
Just for the record, it happened fifteen
times that afternoon and, although no-one
really likes to be fooled that often, it is
just possible he was right, in fact, he told
us later that the tape took over after the
word acclaim'.
Reprinted from'Audio' October 1973
l
egal

-

B Et w range, an obiect

. . . a
most impressive
demonstration
lesson
to anyone who
ever plansoftothe
demonstrate loudspeakers.
froro'Hi-Fi News & Record Review' September 1973
-

hear the DM2A for yourself
at one of over 300
B &W Appointed Dealers

MAN

Loudspeakers
appointed dealer
«0

Look for this sign
B&VVI=IMEM

Write for colour booklet of B&W Loudspeakers and name of your nearest Appointed Dealer

B&W ELECTRONICS

Meadow Road

Worthing BN11 2FiX
Telephone (0903) 205611

The recently introduced A75 Stereo
Amplifier is now joined by the 175 Stereo FM
Tuner, second model in the new Panthera
range styled by Murdoch Et Gibbs.
Developed from the highly successful
Ravensbourne Series II Tuner the 175 employs the
most up to date circuit techniques which place it in
the forefront of modern FM Tuners. Circuit techniques
include a4- gang front end incorporating two dual- gate
field-effect transistors; dual ceramic IF filters using IC
techniques ; aquadrature detector; ahigh performance
phase lock loop stereo decoder; astereo beacon employing
L.E.D. switched inter- station noise and A.F.C. circuits; and a
fully stabilised power supply. A built-in 55 kHz low pass filter
and asensitive, accurate, centre- zero meter Tuning Indicator.
Additional features incorporated in the T75 include apre-set
"local/distant" sensitivity switch, amono over- ride facility on the
automatic Stereo Decoder and an accurate Signal Strength Meter.
For new colour literature describing both the A75 Amplifier and the
T75 Tuner in detail write to Rogers Developments ( Electronics)
Limited, 4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6.3BN, or telephone
01-6987424/4-340.
ROGERS FRANCHISED DEALERS
The distribution of all Rogers High
Fidelity Products is restricted to a
limited number of carefully
selected specialist dealers, each
able to provide first class
demonstration facilities and the
technical expertise the product
demands.
THE NEW ROGERS BBC
LS3/5A MONITOR SPEAKER,
the world's first bookshelf
monitor speaker, is now
available to complement the
Panthera Amplifier. New
colour literature describing
both the LS3/5A and the larger
LS3/6 available on request.

Rogers
m
British HiFi
hei at its best

mu

mum

moimaim

mium

!

Please send me your new colour leaflet describing the Panthera
Amplifier and Tuner in detail. Also alist of appointed Franchised
I Dealers.

I
•

NAME

ADDRESS

I I
am also interested in:

BBC Monitor Speakers

D Ravensbrook, Ravensbourne
ORR MR ME

IMM ORR

IMM

IMMI IMMIR

equipment.

Introducing Goodmans SCD 1001
No other cassette deck in its price range gives you
more control over recordings.
To all the people who have asked us
when Goodmans are corning out with a
stereo cassette deck, our answer has always
been the same.
Only when we've got one that fully
satisfies the most exacting standards of
high fidelity reproduction.
Well, now we're happy to say that time
has come.
In the outstanding new SCD100 we at
last found something of high enough
quality, sophistication and reliability to bear
the Goodmans name.
Dolby noise reduction means the serious
music listener can seriously consider
cassette tape at last.

The special 'super permalloy' head is
10 times harder than the conventional
head. Negligible wear over 10,000 hours
test shows virtually no loss of performance.
Athree-position bias and equalisation
switch means the SCD100 can be matched
to chromium dioxide or almost any other
tape on the market.
Few if any comparable decks can offer
the SCD100's fine degree of control.
You've got two peak reading meters
instead of the more common Vu meters for
more accurate recording.

Goodmans SCD100

more controls mean more control

Slider controls include the extra
advantage of aBlend Microphone.This
can be used to add voice over stereo music
or bring in athird 'central' microphone to
live stereo recordings.
Five mixable signals in all give you really
professional input facilities.
Ask for ademonstration of the SCD100's
controllable capabilities.
Or write for further information to
Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited,
Downley Road, Havant, Hams.
We're sorry it took so long to come up
with it.
But you won't be sorry when you hear it.

Amember 01 The Thom Gm•up

mom

WE ARE STILL SELLING
BELOW PRE-BUDGET PRICES.
*Based on Manufacturers' Recommended Prices at April 30,1975

SHOWN BELOW ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR MANY OUTSTANDING OFFERS— PHONE OR WRITE FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR REQUIREMENT
AGENTS FOR: Aiwa. AR
.Ampex. Bang & Olufsen
.BASF . Celestion. Dual.
Garrard . Goldring . Hi -Fi
Aids .
Koss . JVC .
Marsden Hall . Mordaunt
Short .
Marantz .
National . Nivico . Quad .
Revox . Roberts . Sony .
Scan Dyna . Sonab .
Shure . Spendor . TDK
Teac . Technics. Thorens
.Trio. Uher. VVollensak
ALL EQUIPMENT
IS BRAND NEW,
FULLY
GUARANTEED
AND OFFERED
WITH FULL AFTER
SALES SERVICE.

SYSTEM 1

Sony TA 70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25 MkIV
2xSony SS 70 Speakers

TELETAPE
PRICE

£90.00
Carnage £,300

'--,ez.'z':;••••,
7
'''
...•'
SYSTEM 2

Sony TA 1066 Amplifier

B&O Beogram 1001
PRICE
......
2xMarsden Hall XLI 5Speakers

:.

TELETAPE

Carriage £ 3.00

PERSONAL EXPORT
OUR SPECIALITY.

SYSTEM 3

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME.
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS.

PRICE

Sound 2500 Tuner Amplifier
Sony TC 131 SD Dolby Cassette Recorder
2xAR 7Speakers

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL

SYSTEM 4

ORDER SERVICE

Sony TA 1055 Amplifier
B & O Beogram 1203
2xCelestion Ditton 44 Speakers

Goods despatched within 24 hours
of receipt of order ( Subject to
availability of stock).
Cheerful Refund. If within 7days of
purchase any item is found to be
faulty, we will gladly refund the full
purchase price or replace the faulty
item

TELETAPE £ 290 .00
PRICE

SYSTEM 5

Technics SA 5200ATuner Amplifier
Sonab 85S
2xCelestion Ditton 15 Speakers

TELETAPE
33 Edgware Road. W2.
Tel: 01-723 1942/2924
Open 9a.m. - 5.30p.m. Thursday 9a.m. - 1p.m

TELETAPE £ 260.00
PRICE

Carnage /3 50

Bayswater Rd 4
:
6: OXFORD STREET
84/88 Shaltesbury Ave.. WI.
Tel: 01-437 1651
Open 9a.m.-5.30p.m, Monday- Saturday

SYSTEM 6

Sony STR 6055 Tuner Amplifier
Dual CS 601
2xAR 2AX Speakers

IK,rà7

e;.4,

SHA

FusBum

ro

TPERLIECTEApE £ 450.00
Carnage L4 50

CA

Q• Ce-6

o•

Carriage prices Mainland only
Prices correct at time of going to press but
subject to change without notice

Koss introduce.) Phe
m 2m
An exciting new çoncppt in
3tereophonic listening
Koss engineers have developed a new phase to stereophone
listening. A concept so exciting and so different from other
stereophones, we called it Phase 2.
In effect, Koss Phase 2 Stereophones do for the music lover
what the zoom lens did for the photographer. By bringing the
orchestra into vivid close-up or expanding the
musical sphere surrounding you so that you
feel encircled by a panorama of sound.
You have the option of personalising
each stereo recording as if it had
been tailor-made to your individual
taste, being able to do things that
until now only a recording engineer
could do at the original session.
The secret is the rotating
Panoramic Source Control located
at the lower edge of each earcup.
They range from zero to 10, and
as you advance the level you feel
drawn closer and closer toward

the centre of a live performance.
Now flip the Ambience Expander switch on the right earcup
to the E position. You'll hear a dramatic expansion of the centre
channel on your recording that gives you incredibly enhanced
depth and richness. Then rotate one control separately from the
other; it's like sitting on the piano bench one minute
and in the midst of the violin section the next.
To go back to conventional sound, set
the Ambience Expander on N position and
reduce the Panoramic Source Controls
on both ears to zero. As an added convenience, a Momentary Comparator
switch on the left cup lets you
compare the new sound
capabilities with the
conventional stereo mode.
Ask your Audio Dealer to
let you hear Koss Phase 2
Stereophones. And write
for our free full- colour
catalogue.
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Keep an eye on Henry's + Linda ir. You'll
notice that every one of our Supercentres
gives you competitive prices, no- deposit
terms, instant credit for callers, and demonstrations of equipment.
In the latest Henry's+ Lindair catalogue,
there are no fewer than 3,500 standard lines.
And for callers, there are always extra
bargains!
We've extended our credit card facilities,
so more of these extremely useful cards are
now accepted by Henry's+ Lindair, including Countdown. And we still welcome
Barclay and Access cards, of course !
If you prefer to order by post, go
right ahead — just make use of the
coupon in the catalogue. Then the
big Henry's+Lindair value
will come right to your door.

Call in and see for yourself.

-

*

L.-YOUR

FREE PRICE
LIST IN ALL
CENTRES
NOW!

*
*
*

*
*
*

Lindair House
227 Tottenham Court Rd.
230 Tottenham Court Rd.
231 Tottenham Coud tRd.
241/2 Tottenham Court Rd.
245 Tottenham Court Rd.
120 Shaftesbury AVM.. W .
I.
137 Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2.
144 Burnt Oak Broadway, Edgware
190/4 Station Rd., Harrow, Middx.
354/6 Edgware Road, W2.
372 Edgware Road, W2.
376/378 Edgware Road,W2.
299/301 Edgware Road. W2.
94-96 Utter Parliament St. Notts.
55 Gloucester Road, Bristol 7.
256 Banbury Road, Oxford.

01-580 7383
01-580 1785
01-836 6682
01-580 2255
01-323 4949
01-437 9692
01-437 8718
01-952 7402
01-863 7788
01-402 5854
01-402 8140
01-723 0818
01-262 22 51
(0602) 40403
(0272) 45791
(0865) 53072

Mail Order Barclaycard/ * SPECIALISE() ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR CENTRES
Late rughtshoPPing All centres.^ Torrenhanr
Access Tel : 01 - 637 1607
Court Road are open until 7p nt every Thursday

EE1J
VISIT HENRY'S
ELECTRONIC
CENTRE IN
BRUSSELS

SPECIAL PART EXCHANGE CENTRE
231 Totten ham Court Road
Call to and seewhat we canofferon your
used hl- fi equipment - itcould be alot!
All mail to Linda.' House.
227 TottenhensCOurt Road, 1.0nclon VV1P OHS
ELECTRONIC CENTRE:
404-406 Edowa re Rd . W.2. 01-402 8381

Potted Proms.
Just as Sir Henry Wood introduced the
world's treasury of music to millions
of people through his Promenade
Concerts so now the introduction of
the N.E.A.L. transcription cassette
recorders enables anew generation
of music lovers to capture this
season's performances* and enjoy
them throughout the year.
With the aid of an amateur licence from the
Mechanical Copyright Protection Society.

Kum

I

Reprints from leading technical journals of articles
on NEAL equipment, together with fully descriptive
I literature, will be sent on receipt of this coupon.

Name
Address
Tel:

NORTH EAST AUDIO LTD., 5 Charlotte Square, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 4XF. Tel: 26660
34
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DOUGLAS SHUARD
COVER PICTURE
We wouldn't normally devote our cover simply to equipment which
happens to be reviewed in the issue, but this month is rather exceptional.
No fewer than seven pairs of loudspeakers ( Dahlquist, Goodmans,
Marsden Hall, Ornai, Quasar, Sansui and SMC) are covered in the first of
what we hope will come to be regarded as adefinitively comprehensive
type of report. Also covered is the Yamaha TC-800GL cassette
machine—as state-of-the-art as they come.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for HFNIRR is £5.62 ( overseas, £7.50).
The rate for our associated journal Studio Sound is £417 ( overseas £4.20)
All obtainable from Link House Publications Ltd., Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
HiFi News d Record Review is normally published on the last day of the
preceding month, unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears
on the Saturday.
BINDERS
Loose -leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are available from:
Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years
1971 to 1975 are each covered by two binders ( January-June and
July- December), costing £ 1.25 each ( post paid).
For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page,
those for publication in our correspondence sections being addressed
to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of
'Crossover', and enclosing, please, a stamped addressed envelope.
'Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our
Readers' Problems feature at alater date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about
manufacturers' products when these details are available from the
makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences of any
advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letter ;
should be as clear and concise as possible, with queries on separate
subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and should on no
account contain matter for the attention of other departments.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality
sound and recorded music will be received sympathetically.
Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate.
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HIS issue sees the launch of a new type of loudspeaker
I review—something we have kept up the editorial sleeve
for aconsiderable period while ironing out the innumerable
snags that arise in any complex new venture.
Although it has been customary for many years to clothe the
assessment of loudspeakers in apolite haze of remarks about
the paramountcy of personal taste, we have of late come
round to the view that speaker performance has now reached
a point where objective measurements and properly controlled
team listening should begin to give results which are more
useful than the subjective judgements of one experienced
individual. It is still true that any loudspeaker is an amalgam
of imperfections, and that the particular mixture is only one
of many possible electroacoustic cocktails; but the magnitude
of some faults which at one time tended to swamp aspeaker's
subjective performance has fallen dramatically in the last
decade, and we can begin to see our way through the haze.
We remember adozen or more years ago coming across
one of the better loudspeaker demonstrations at an Audio Fair.
The sound had a wonderfully open, uncoloured impact which
put it well ahead of that heard in most other rooms at the
Hotel Russell. Here at last, it seemed, was something approaching the ` real thing'. It was certainly the loudspeakers we
were judging, for the signals came from a pickup and record
combination that was common enough at the time.
Those same speaker models were in production until quite
recently, unchanged in all essentials, and only last year we
again went round an audio show listening for outstanding
sounds. As before, the input signals were very comparable
and those revelatory speakers from a previous decade were
again outstanding. But they stood out now, not because they
were particularly good but because they were hopelessly
coloured. They seemed nasal and boxy in the extreme
even though they were almost certainly producing the same
sort of sounds as those heard twelve years before. Extended
bass and treble have been attainable right through that period.
as have reasonably low non-linear distortion and a tolerably
good overall tonal balance; but the distinctively ` speakerish'
qualities arising from a variety of minor resonances, overhang.
interference effects, delayed re-radiation, and so on, have
been subject to radical improvements in recent years.
At one time, what we would now regard as obvious and
unacceptable coloration at middle frequencies was so normal
that one simply took one's pick among the cocktails on offer,
one man's choice being as valid as another's ( albeit within
a ` meat and poison' situation). Very probably the Editor's
taste was not very much superior to anyone else's on that
distant day in the Hotel Russell. Then, aural wisdom was to he
found in an awareness that the shiningly superior speaker
might be no more that something which matched one's own
unique template of aural prejudices.
This still applies to some extent, though the converse
situation calls for less caution. If one particular loudspeaker
stands out from its contemporaries in sounding less impartial,
more like a speaker, more boxy, more obviously and locally
characterful than its fellows despite changes of program
material, then we can be confident that it is indeed inferior.
That this could be so with amodel thought at one time to be
outstandingly good is a subjective measure of objective
progress in the design and manufacture of drive units,
improvements in diaphragm materials, and advances in
measuring techniques. Perfection is still a long way off, but we
are inching (centimetring?) forward. We hope that our reviem
experiment will be seen as complementing the real progress of an
industry.
Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
c Link House Publications Ltd., 1975. Al! rights resented.
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Where others stick,we twist.
Much of our wiring is wire-wrapped, instead of soldered.
This usually improves reliability,
especially when the equipment gets hot.
Another way we ensure purity of sound is to pack the
works away in separate screened boxes.
It's attention to detail like this which makes the
Pioneer SX 1010 stereo receiver areally solid piece of
electronics.
Powerful — 100Wrms per channel into 8ohms.
Sophisticated— the exclusive twin tone control system
gives you 3,000 different combinations of tonal
characteristics to choose from.
Luxuriously designed—each facility is illuminated on
the front panel when in use.
And the comprehensive rear panel gives you the kind
of input/output versatility you demand.
The SX 1010 takes 2turntables, 2tape decks, microphone,
auxiliary sound source and three sets of speakers.
Pioneer make 10 receivers, one of which is tailored
perfectly to the set you want.

Please send me the 24-page full colour brochure of
specifications and technical data about Pioneer HiFi.
Name
Address

4A7.

For more information, post the coupon.
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To: Shriro ( UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway. Iver, Bucks SU) 9JL.
Telephone: Iver (0753) 652222.
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From the World of Sound
AES Report
May 13th the AES lecture
was given by Roger Driscoll—
Head of the Acoustics Group at
the Polytechnic of North London
—and centred around the vexed
subject of audio test waveforms,
particularly the types employed
in the evaluation of loudspeaker
performance. Those currently in
use range from steady state
frequency response, warble tone
or noise bands to tone bursts and
rectangular pulses of extremely
short duration. All have their
applications, but either fail to
reveal aspects of transducer imperfection, or demand the use of
complex and expensive equipment
for analysis.
Transient testing is nowadays
favoured as revealing more significant information than is generally
obtainable from astraightforward
frequency response.
However,
tone bursts of rectangular envelope (whose spectral width is an
inverse function of their cyclical
content) give results difficult to
interpret, whilst pulses of very
low duration time have a wide
spectrum but little energy.
As part of a Ph.D. thesis,
Mr. Driscoll has mathematically
derived a ` pulse' waveform having
characteristics akin to a tone
burst of a few cycles, but with
a symmetrical envelope in which
most of the total energy is concentrated around the central
section (British Pat. application
No. 20775/75). This is based on
ON

Gone Bust
current financial climate has
already begun to produce casualties amongst the retail hi-fi trade.
Global Audio, one of the larger
discount outlets, has ceased trading and is in the hands of the
official receiver.
Any readers
who have goods on order from
Global, or goods with the company for repair, and who have
not already been contacted by
the receiver should get in touch
with Lennard Curtis Ltd (chartered accountants), 13 Wimpole
Street, London WI.
Another firm to cease trading
is Yorkshire Hi Fi whose affairs
seem to be in some confusion at

THE
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the function sin c,1/ of, and with
appropriate truncation and on-off
ratio, its spectrum comprises
some 10 harmonic components
equal in amplitude within IdB,
all higher components being
some 20-30 dB lower in level.
This characteristic depends on
close control of the waveshape,
and is achieved by digital processing in conjunction with a
memory store and digital to
analogue converter with a lo‘‘
pass filter. The sound of the
pulse was demonstrated at several
repetition frequencies, it being
quite audibly distinct from conventional tone bursts or sharp
pulse test signals. Further work
is in progress involving modulation of a carrier with the new
signal, so giving a narrow band
test waveform centred on any
desired frequency.
This lecture provoked a great
deal of discussion and controversy
as to the merits of both this test
signal and others used in actual
practice. It was claimed that the
new pulse gave increased sensitivity as compared with short
pulses together with a narrower
bandwidth than the ` sine squared'
pulse already in extensive use.
Various mathematical arguments
were aired by both lecturer and
audience as to the value of this
development for measurements
on transient anomalies or intermodulation products. It is hoped
that further refinements will prove
this test signal a useful tool for
practical applications.

the moment. Very little information is available, and what there
is is conflicting, but we will keep
readers informed.
A surprising failure has been
that of Lecson Audio, who were
producing a very high-quality
amplifier with design awards and
good export sales to their credit.
This is particularly surprising as
up till now at least, the top end
of the market has remained
reasonably buoyant, all things
considered; again details are not
available. Since the imposition of
25% VAT the trade is expecting
a rather lean summer, with a fall
in demand, followed by agradual
return to more normal trading in
the autumn.
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Spiffing News
reminded that some
hi-fi products in the Marantz
range ( marketed by Pyser Ltd)
are sold in the U.K. under a ' spif'
scheme, whereby individual salesmen are rewarded with an extra
cash payment for selling Marantz
items. The customer must form
his own judgment regarding the
impartiality of shop assistants in
this situation.
We mentioned last month that
another importer of American
products has been involved in a
spif scheme; but just as we go to
press it has been established that
this applied to three retail firms
only and has now been dropped,
so we have no need to name the
brand in question.
Readers who missed the prelude
to this are referred to the April
Editorial ( p. 59), and to a letter
and news
note last
month
(pp. 69/45).
READERS ARE

Author Tapes
NEW
venture is launched
by well-known interviewer Leigh
Crutchley; this is to be known
as Authortapes, and will be a
series of cassettes containing interviews with well-known authors.
The series opens with three
cassettes entitled ' In Conversation with Harold Macmillan'.
The original interviews were
made at the time of the publication of each of the six volumes
of Macmillan's autobiography,
and deal in some detail with his
life, and events as he sips them

A

at the time. Authortapes are
available direct from: Authortapes, 38 Bury St., St. James,
London SW I . Price for the three
Macmillan cassettes is £8•95.

Disc News
apologise for the delay in
publication of the second pat tof
Roderick Snell's article ' Pickup
Cartridges for CD-4'. However,
the work he is doing in this field
is persistently unearthing interesting factors which demand inclusion. Hopefully we will publish the results next month.
Whilst on the ' Disc' series we
must apologise for two caption
transpositions in ` Matrix Decoding' by Geoffrey Shorter ( March
1975, p. 153). Namely figs. 3and
4 together with 8and 9.

WE

Lenco 65
latest turntable from the
Lenco stable is the 165, a beltdrive machine featuring automatic arm set-down and lift-off.
The hallmark of the design is
its overall simplicity, which Lenco
feel will make it very attractive to
alarge section of the hi-fi market.
The L 65 is a two-speed design,
33 and 45 rpm, and rumble
according to Din standard is
measured at - 57 dB weighted.
Wow and flutter measures at
+0.12 %. Turntable dimensions
including plinth and cover are
426 x321 x 148 mm and price including plinth and cover is £84
plus VAT.

THE

Lenco 65

The Sound Safe
Good magnetic tape should store
sound as safely as possible.
It shouldn't warp or wrinlde at high
winding speeds.
It shouldn't attract static and dust.
And it shouldn't deny your enjoyment of music through apoor frequency
response or excessive tape hiss.
Well, we at Agfa have produced a
tape that does keep sound safe.
It's adevelopment of the professional tape we supply to studios all
over the world.
Agfa PEM368 Long Play and
PEM 268 Double Play.
The sound safe.

So the PEM tapes arc also mattbacked to avoid fast wind warping.
And the matt backing stops static
build-up, keeping the tape dust-free.
How PEM keeps your
sound safer.
While the matt backing keeps off
dust and warping, PEM's ferric oxide

Why it's safe at
any speed.
Most studio machines have very
high rewind speeds.
So we developed amatt backing
for professional tape that allowed it to
wind evenly at speed.
Now, with the new generation of
professional-style machines coming
into the home, ordinary domestic
tape gets run off its feet.

Agfa-Gevaert Ltd., 27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9AX.
Please send ine the specifications of the new Agra PEM tapes.

Name

layer keeps off hiss and distortion.
This new coating has very fine
needle-shaped oxide particles that give
an extended high frequency performance with less HF distortion.
And the coating also cuts tape hiss
by almost 40%.
As afinal touch, we've compressed
and polished the oxide to cut head
wear and improve tape-to-head contact.
So PEM not only keeps your sound
safe, it protects your tape recorder as well.
How to open the
sound safe.
High quality tape like PEM needs
ahigh quality machine to get the best
out of it.
Specially suitable arc the Revox
A77 and A700, the Teac range, and the
top end of the Akai and Pioneer ranges.
Machines with pressure pads like
Ferrograph, Tandberg and Uhe4 should
be checked with PEM before you buy.
If you want details of the PEM
tapes, send us the coupon.
Or try PEM for yourself, and you'll
see why we call it "the sound safe':
UMW

Address

HFN 7/75
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Musical Crossword
devised by Maurice Taggart
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Radio Burgundtal
have received a plea from
Ray Wootton, Area Co-ordinator
of the National Association of
Hospital Broadcasting Organisations. The hospital broadcasting
stations try to inform and entertain patients, and generally encourage a stronger community
sense within the hospital. Ray,
who runs Radio Burgundtal for
Brighton hospital, is interested to
hear from anyone who is willing
to join the service. There is no
pay, but Ray stresses the satisfaction from helping such a worthwhile cause. The organisation
doesn't only need technical people,
though obviously all such are
welcome, but also people willing
to take on some of the burden of
organisational work in administration and the record library
for example. Another suggestion
is that tape recording clubs may
like to prepare and offer tapes
for broadcasting on the hospital
system. Anyone interested should
contact Ray Wootton at 7Stanmer
Avenue, Saltdean, Brighton.
WE

units. Rated power handling is
50 watts ( Din), and low frequency
cut-off is quoted at - 3dB at
45 Hz. The cabinet is available
in either modern styling or Queen
Anne for those with cosy country
cottages.
The Howard is a five-speaker
three-way design employing three
bass units in a reflex system, plus
midrange and treble unit. The
manufacturers claim that the
design gives a very smooth clean
bass, and doubles the efficiency.
The Howard is again available in
Queen Anne style cabinets. Price
for the two units is £ 130 and £ 165
per pair respectively. The period
dress costs £ 155 and £202 respectively (allow for new rates of
VAT).

established a few years ago, is
exclusively devoted to the collection, preservation and restoration
of wireless, electronic and soundreproducing equipment, including
television receivers and gramophones, for purely cultural, educational and historical purposes.
It is an entirely non-profitmaking organisation, and all its
officers are honorary. The hon.
secretary and curator is Mr D.
Byrne, G3K PO, of No 32
Luccombe Road, Shanklin, I.W.,
tel. 098 386 2586, from whom
further information may be obtained.

Wireless Musuem

range of low noise highoutput cassettes was announced
to the press at a recent reception

Two new speakers from Castle
Acoustics, the Howard and the
Conway. The Conway is athreespeaker system with a20 cm bass
unit plus midrange and treble

interested in the early
days of radio will be glad to learn
that the Vintage Wireless Museum
of the Wireless Preservation
Society has been transferred from
South Lincolnshire to the Isle
of Wight, where it is to be
established in Arreton Manor,
home of Count and Countess
Slade de Pomeroy.
Open to the public throughout
the year, the Manor already
houses afolk museum, exhibition
of domestic and agricultural bygones, and a superb collection of
dolls, dolls' houses and toys.
The Wireless Preservation Soc.,
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Castle Acoustics

CLUES DOWN
2 Play it faster than Largo but slower than Andante. (6)
3 ( and 22 across) Flo, Ada and Ivor collaborate somehow in comic opera by
Auber. (3-7)
4 ( see 1across.)
5 ( and 9 down) A Highland card game, perhaps? Actually atwo- note rhythmic
figure! (6-4)
8 Oscar leaps about: a contemporary Spanish composer. ( 5)
9 ( See 5down.)
12 High-pitched flute featured in hi-fi festivals. (4)
14 Salesman briefly involved with crazy duel over pianistic composition. ( 7)
15 Before the wine for a conductor turned TV host. (6)
16 Outstanding performer encounters the rodents going back. (4)
17 English musical scholar involved in allegro veloce passage. (5)
19 Rosa gets a note for Spanish violinist, conductor and arranger. ( 5)
A £2record token will be awarded to each of the first five correct solutions
picked from those which arrive before July 4th.

23

News

CLUES ACROSS
1(
and 4down) Assist Anne to present the saintly but macabre composer. (5-5)
6 Rome can otherwise become the basis for a rhapsodical composition. ( 7)
7 Amaze somehow, pianissimo, for a musical work by Tchaikovsky or Liszt. ( 7)
9 Nilsson at a pinch can provide seminal musical form. (6)
10 Father briefly joins Ida and son for some basic organ tone. (8)
11 Swiss symphonic composer, largely airborne to begin with. (4)
13 Minor explosions associated with Maestro Fiedler at Boston. (4)
18 Test Olaf somehow for a male alto effect. (8)
20 The title- role of The Rape of Lucretia was written for her. ( 7)
21 Latin-American percussion instrument. ( 5)
22 ( See 3 down.)
23 Totters around providing the overlapping entries. ( 7)

READERS

Scotch Cassettes
A

NEW

held by 3M Company. The new
range of tapes come in C.45,
C.60, and C.90 formats, and
feature 3M's posi-trak backing,
which, they claim, gives smoother
more even winding and improved
speed regulation leading to better
wow and flutter figures. Another
feature of the new tape is an
improved oxide, a gamma ferric
composition, which, together with
improvements in binder, has
resulted in a high-density coating
which allows for an extended
high frequency response.
On the mechanical side, the
new cassettes are ultrasonically
welded to exclude contaminants
and promote stress-free construction. Cassettes produced this way
claim 3M are more reliable and
less prone to jamming. Prices for
the new tapes stretch from
94p-£1•56 for a C.90.

'I thought we bought
this bed for romantic
reasons!'
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The first of anew range of high
quality loudspeakers
This model employs three active drive
units, the total range of which extends
beyond the nine audible octaves.
By giving attention to all components and
design detail the colouration and
distortion is negligible and the energy
distribution is as constant as possible.
Five year warranty
Because of the precision required in
manufacturing loudspeakers to a
consistent specified performance, we
can confidently predict that the Achromat
400 will have along and trouble-free life
when correctly operated.
We can therefore offer afive-year warranty
on this loudspeaker system.
Stand
The Achromat 400 will give its most
accurate reproduction in normal
conditions when spaced at adistance of
10-20 cms above the floor.

Specification
Drive units
Bass unit 26cm dia

- 292

long-throw

-

•

327

u)

Mid-range unit 44mm dia

c71

viscous damped dome radiator.
Flush mounted
HF unit 25mm dia
300
viscous damped dome radiator. '• 285 Flush mounted
Frequency range 40-22,000 Hz 5dB
Nominal impedance 8ohms.
The loudspeaker is suitable for use with amplifiers
rated at 4or 8ohms.

Recommended amplifier music power rating
25 to 75 Watts
Sensitivity 12 Watts for 96dB at 1metre
Effective enclosure volume 39.5 litres
Dividing frequencies 900 and 3,500Hz
Weight 16.5 kg ( 36 lbs) net
Recommended Retail Price £79.47+VAT
Stands £17.29 per pair+VAT
For illustrated details please write to
Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited
Downley Road, Havant, Hants P09 2NL

Amember of The Thom Group

The Goodmans Loudspeaker Stand CS3
is recommended and gives the option of
vertical or 5° tilt positioning.

Goodmans
Achromat 400

*from Shorter Ox ford Dictionary
Achromatic 1. Optics- free from colour, not showing colour
2. Biol.- of tissue, uncoloured(r882) ie after staining
Achromatization - the action or process of removing colour

40

Sound reasoning.

Part of the author's Laboratory, with ( inset) a loudspeaker on open-air test.

perfect loudspeaker would produce
THE
acoustic pressure waveforms in the air that

exactly duplicated the waveform of the voltage
applied to the loudspeaker. As yet, this
ideal is achieved only in the advertising
department; but accepting a more reasonable
criterion, it may well be that the departures
from perfection inherent in a practical loudspeaker are undetectable even to the most
critical listener.
Departures from the ideal take many forms—
a loudspeaker may fail to reproduce some
part of the applied electrical signal, or it may
add some signals of its own. In broad terms,
the components that the speaker fails to
reproduce, or those it over generously adds, are
the 'distortions.' Each of these distortions
will be discussed in some detail covering the
effect, significance, and the method of
measurement. There is a British Standard
No. 2498 specifying the techniques to be used
in assessing the performance of a loudspeaker,
but this is dated 1954 and in consequence
is somewhat out of date. It is currently under
revision and where it is relevant the techniques
specified in the Standard will be discussed
in this and subsequent articles.
The present article deals with basic aspects
of loudspeaker frequency response, and the
contributions that follow will continue this
and then go on to deal with harmonic anti
intermodulation distortion, Doppler distortion,
impedance, efficiency, power handling capacity
and the more esoteric aspects of performance
such as transient and square-wave distortions.
All the discussions will be based on actual
measured performance data illustrating what
does happen, rather than what it is thought
should happen.
The simplest form of distortion, and the one
that every enthusiast thinks he understands,
is the loudspeaker's failure to reproduce—
without attenuation or emphasis—every
frequency component present in the output
1-11-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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signal from the amplifier. This is the aspect
of performance we refer to as the frequency
response, the relation between the applied
electrical signal and the resultant acoustic
signal as afunction of frequency. It is well
established that the music performed by a
concert orchestra, for example, will contain
signals having frequencies ranging from the
'lows' in the region of 20 Hz to the 'extreme
highs' of perhaps 20 kHz. The perfect
loudspeaker would reproduce everything in
the band between these two extremes without
attenuating or accentuating any frequency
or band of frequencies.
A review of the basic technique used for
measuring the frequency response of aloudspeaker will illuminate the subject. In essence
the procedure is very simple: put a perfect
microphone up in front of the loudspeaker,
apply an electrical signal that is varied manually
or mechanically throughout the frequency
range from alittle below 20 Hz to a little
above 20 kHz and record the output voltage
from the microphone. It will be obvious that
the microphone must have awider and
smoother frequency response than that of the
loudspeaker, but fortunately this is a requirement that can be met fairly easily. The
curve in fig. 1is the frequency response of the
Bruel & Kjaer 12.7 mm microphone used
almost universally throughout the world for
measurements on loudspeakers. It will be
seen to be ' ruler straight' between afew Hz and
10 kHz, and only 1¡,- dB up at 20 kHz—a far
better performance than is necessary for even
the best loudspeaker.
The drive signal for the loudspeaker is
generally provided by asignal generator such as
the Bruel & Kjaer Type 1022, capable of
producing signals in the frequency range
between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, the tuning dial
being driven through aflexible shaft from a
motor in achart recorder. The chart and
tuning dial run synchronously; so when, for

example, the writing stylus is on the 1kHz
mark on the chart the signal generator tuning
dial will also be on the 1kHz mark. The
stylus deflections are produced by the output
signal from the measuring microphone, after
suitable amplification, so the test equipment
produces a chart displaying the frequency
response of the loudspeaker, or of any other
piece of equipment in which the amplitude of
the output signal is afunction of frequency.
Large differences in the resulting response
curve can be produced by varying the speed at
which the stylus traverses the calibrated
chart paper. When the stylus drive system is
operated with minimum damping it can follow
variations in the applied signal at the rate of
some 2000 dB/second, and when operated
under the maximally damped condition the
writing speed is reduced to only 2dB/second.
This change in the stylus damping has a very
considerable effect on the appearance of the
resulting frequency response curve. Figs. 2
and 3are the response curves of the same
loudspeaker taken first with awriting speed of
160 dB/second and then repeated with a speed
of 4dB/second. Reducing the writing speed
(increasing the stylus damping) obviously
makes the performance of the loudspeaker
look much better than when using ahigher
writing speed.
Simple sine-wave signals are rarely employed
to measure the frequency response of a loudspeaker, for there is awidespread belief that
they reveal details of the response that are
irrelevant and even misleading. It is more
usual to frequency- modulate the electrical
signal at afrequency of about 8Hz and to a
depth of 10% of the centre frequency. The
signal generators usually used for speaker
testing have this facility. As an alternative
solution, bands of noise can be applied to the
loudspeaker, the signal having a bandwidth
that is constant irrespective of the centre
frequency, this band of fixed width being
mechanically swept through the whole range of
20 Hz to 20 kHz. The process may be reversed
and the loudspeaker energised by a band of
pink-noise extending from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
When this is done the amplifier following
the microphone must have selective facilities
and is then tuned through the frequency range
by the motor in the chart recorder.
Each of these techniques has its own
particular advantages and disadvantages, but
the concensus of advantage probably lies in
using warble-tone sine-wave signals, frequencymodulated, as discussed in B.S. 2498. The
point to note is that each technique produces
it's own characteristic frequency response
and that considerable caution is necessary if
response curves taken by the different techniques are to be compared.
When used to measure the frequency
response of an amplifier, the sort of chart that
is produced by the recording system is shown
in fig. 4. It will be seen to be perfectly flat and
smooth, far superior in this respect to any
loudspeaker. The response of a very good
loudspeaker measured in the open air is shown
in fig. 5for comparison, and it will be seen
to consist of aseries of peaks and troughs,
some of + 4dB, over the whole frequency
range of the loudspeaker. This rather suggests
that the designers of loudspeakers are not as
skilled as the designers of amplifiers.
However, lack of design skill is only avery
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How can you call yourself a
hi-fi enthusiast and pass
all this by?
We're going to impress you with the TR1040
Stereo Tuner Amp. And make no bones about it,
the only people who won't be surprised by the
time they've finished reading this page, will be the
ones already owning aTR1040.
Let's take it just as aStereo Receiver.
With it's MOSFET transistors, 4-pole ceramic
filters and integrated circuits, you're guaranteed
agood reception from weak or strong stations.

from accidental d.c. damage.
There's even athermal protection system
which disconnects the amplifiers if they overheat
through inadequate ventilation, re- connecting
immediately the temperature has fallen.
All the inputs are adjustable, to obtain the
same levels from different programme sources.
There's alimit to the amount of information
you can put in apage, so the refinements of this
incredible unit are expanded at greater length
over the pages of Tandberg's special leaflet.

m

A stereo decoder switches automatically from
mono to stereo radio programmes. There's FM
muting, which cuts out inter-station noise when
tuning, and the stereo decoder separates channels
over the entire frequency range.
Keeping all that adaptability in mind for the
moment, let's presume you're listening to aparticularly interesting radio programme that you wish to
tape. Now, you can introduce as many as three tape
recorders to the TR1040. Complete A & B tests
can be performed on the master machine.
And that is one of the most simple
combinations, to illustrate its true versatility.
You get, what can only be described as 'complete
studio control' from one machine.
The end result might be an educational tape
or acassette for the car, whereby you've compensated for the limitations of ' in-car' stereo by
adjusting all the tone levels while recording.
There are another four outputs for loudspeakers and an output for stereo headphones.
The Power Amplifier delivers two times
40 watts per channel RMS into 8ohms from
20-20,000 Hz. Automatic protection circuits keep
watch over it constantly. Like the electronically
controlled relay that protects loudspeakers
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And if you aren't hooked on all these
tremendous possibilities by then, your local
Tandberg dealer will be glad to give you some
demonstration runs.
The TR1040 is areal multi-sided gem that
takes some discovering.

1TANDBERG
.7,44 Legendary perfection

HFN6/172

Name
Address
TO: Farnell-Tandberg Ltd..
Farnell House, 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1H R
Please send me details on the TR1040 and all
other Tandberg Sound equipment.

small part of the explanation for accepting
as a good product a loudspeaker having such
an uneven response, while demanding a much
smoother response from the driving amplifier.
Ten minutes experiment with a response
measurement system is all that is required to
show that no loudspeaker has a unique
frequency response curve similar to that of an
amplifier. A good loudspeaker has almost as
many frequency response curves as there are
positions for the measuring microphone.
The real problem is that of deciding which of
the infinite variety of possible response curves
is indicative of the performance as judged by
the human ear. Clearly there is no point in
measuring a response curve if it bears little
relation to the listeners' subjective impression.
The response curves shown in figs. 5and 6
were taken on the same loudspeaker, with the
same equipment and within afew minutes of
each other. They illustrate the magnitude
of the measurement problem. Fig. 5was taken
in the open air while fig. 6was taken in a
normally furnished living room. Commonsense suggests that the appropriate frequency
response for any speaker is that measured
in the room in which it is used, but this must be
tempered with some scepticism when the
response curve measured in the room is seen
to be aseries of peaks and valleys, many
of them 20 dB deep. A speaker manufacturer
would be out of business very quickly if he
published such response curves.
Though it may appear unreasonable at this
early stage of the discussion, there is always the
possibility that the response measured in a
listening room is not the response that the
ears judge the loudspeaker to have. Let us see
how such aragged response curve arises when a
loudspeaker is measured in a listening room,
though it is known to have the much smoother
response shown in fig. 5when measured in the
open air.
At the position of the measuring microphone the total sound pressure developed by
the loudspeaker is the sum of that due to the
direct wave that has travelled by the shortest
path between speaker and microphone, and the
multiplicity of indirect waves that have been
reflected from one or more walls of the room
before striking the microphone diaphragm.
Waves travelling these longer paths will
clearly take more time, and in consequence
will differ in phase from that of the direct wave
simultaneously present at the microphone
diaphragm. At some frequencies the direct
and reflected waves will be summed, but at
other frequencies when the two waves are of
opposite phase, the microphone will see the
difference between the direct and reflected
waves.
These differences are generally increased by
a room effect. Every room exhibits an infinite
series of acoustic resonances and at each
resonant frequency the sound pressure level
is magnified by the room resonance. The
degree of magnification is a function of the
room construction and furnishings, but a
magnification of 15-20 dBA is typical and in
one instance a gain of 55 dB was found. Thus
the frequency response when measured in a
room consists of along series of peaks and
valleys that are the combined response of
loudspeaker and room. This would seem to be
the response curves that stimulates the ears and
should be the one we need to measure; but
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reasonable though this may seem, it will be
shown later that this assumption is wrong.
For the moment it is more rewarding to
decide that we need to know the response of the
loudspeaker only, and that the artifacts due
to the acoustic characteristics of the room
should be eliminated from the measurements.
The obvious solution is to eliminate the room
and measure the response in the open-air—and
indeed this is the only really satisfactory
technique. Surprisingly perhaps, even open-air
testing is not without its acoustic problems,
apart from the obvious dependence on the
weather.
In aflat open field, areflection from the
ground appears to be the only possible source
of interference, and this can be reduced to any
desired extent by mounting the loudspeaker
at adistance above ground that is several times
greater than the spacing between microphone
and loudspeaker; but other problems remain.
When the speaker is mounted in free space, the
available radiated low frequency power is
distributed uniformly round the cabinet into a
solid angle of 360°. When standing against a
wall of aroom the same total power is confined
to asolid angle of 180°, or if the loudspeaker is
mounted in acorner the solid angle is only 90°.
It may be shown that the total low frequency
power developed is some 9dB higher when
the speaker stands in acorner than when it is
suspended in free space. This effect only
occurs at low frequencies, as illustrated in
fig. 7—actual measured values. A loudspeaker
having aflat frequency response when mounted
in ' free space' two or three metres above the
ground will then have an emphasised low
frequency response when measured with its
back against awall, or when standing in a
corner.
It will be appreciated that this particular
effect is not due to the acoustic resonances in
the room, the primary cause of the 'spiky'
frequency response exhibited by any loudspeaker when the performance is measured
in aroom. This bass enhancement effect
occurs in every room almost irrespectively of
the acoustic treatment, and its existence
necessitates adecision on whether to measure
the response of aloudspeaker when it is
suspended in free space, or measure it when
back against awall of relatively large area.
A common alternative to the open air is an
anechoic chamber, and afair measure of
mystique surrounds measurements in these.
Indeed, they are usually considered to
have some special merits, asort of guarantee
of accuracy not possessed by any other method
of measurement. This conclusion is ill
founded: measurements of loudspeaker
response made in an anechoic chamber are a
second-best attempt to achieve the accuracy
of measurements made in the open air. The
majority of anechoic chambers available in
the U.K. are far too small to allow accurate
measurements of the low frequency response of
aloudspeaker. For this type of measurement
the IEC specify achamber having aminimum
volume of 180 m3,whereas the majority of the
anechoic chambers now widely used have
volumes that are only one third of this value.
These small chambers allow acomparison
of the performance of several loudspeakers
if loudspeaker and microphone are always
mounted in the same position in the chamber;
but they do not allow the basic frequency
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response of aloudspeaker to be measured.
Nor do they allow the frequency response
curves of good loudspeakers measured in
different anechoic chambers to be compared.
The real justification for the use of anechoic
chambers is their independence of weather
conditions and their freedom from externally

generated noise, absolute necessities for any
commercial concern having to carry on a
continuous programme of measurement.
Next month, Part 2of this series will
consider the remaining important aspects of
frequency response, then move on to other
matters.
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OUR FIRSTS SECONDS
WILL TRANSFORM YOUR NEXT
45 MINUTES.
Maxell Ultra Dynamic tape
is the most remarkable thing
ever to happen to your cassette
deck. Not only does it sound
better than any other tape, but
it actually improves the performance of your tape deck.
It's the cassette whose first
five seconds of leader is also a
head cleaner.
And because it's nonabrasive, it keeps your tape
heads perfectly clean without
wearing them down.
Our head cleaner is also a
timing leader. Just align the
starting line and the capstan,
and five seconds later, away you
go without wasting any tape.
We've given our UD cassette
quite afew other special details.

Take our pressure pad. Instead
of just sticking it in with glue,

like so many other cassettes do,
we've designed atiny metal
frame to hold it firmly in place.
You won't ever neecclt:
044
orry
about signal fluctuation or loss
of response again.
e
We've even gone to the
trouble of putting our round
screws into square holes. That
way the thread shavings are
squeezed into the corners to
make sure nothing gets into the
works.You get the best sealed
cassette possible.
As to the tape itself,
we've made the particles
of PX gamma ferric oxide
so tiny that our frequency
response reaches 22,000 Hi
How's that for agreat
high? Our signal-to-noise
ratio is 8Db more than
ordinary cassettes

maxelle/

Before it plays,if deans.

so you get less noise
and cleaner sound. And our
dynamic range is so wide, you
can practically forget about
distortion.
One last thing,Maxell UD
tape comes in four different time
lengths. Each one guaranteed
never to go wrong. Each one
designed to give you the most
exciting performance you've
ever had from your cassette
deck. All you have to do is try one.
It's very little to spend on a
lot of beautiful sound.

Our "U" and you.

efA4*\

Every Shure cartridge comes equipped with its own " U" Factor. The “ U"
stands for uniformity in rigid production standards . . . tough quality control
... and satisfying listening pleasure. By maintaining these high standards in
every phase of engineering, production, and inspection, Shure provides a
better cartridge ... over, and over, and over. And, with routine maintenance,
your Shure cartridge will continue to perform at the published specifications.
You may not see the U Factor, but you'll always be grateful for it.
Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881
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Soundings
TALKING to a medical friend of mine
I recently, who is an ENT specialist, as
doctors dealing with ear, nose and throat
conditions seem to be called, the sound analytical function of the cochlea was brought home
to me again, allied to the tiny dimensions of
this part of the inner ear.
The spiral shell-shaped cochlea is about
5mm. from base to apex and only 9mm.
across its widest section. If straightened out,
its length is about 35 mm Iam told. The ear is
capable of distinguishing some 1,500 separate
frequencies, but the exact way this frequency
selection system works is not clearly understood, despite the customary references to the
basilar membrane and its 30,000 fibres of
varying length and tension.
With these
dimensions, this means, I think, that each
section of the frequency response is confined to
alength of less than one- thousandth of an inch.
Externally, what is known as the pinna is the
visible part of our hearing mechanism, and its
size does seem to vary considerably with
different people, and I've often wondered if
there is any correlation between the size and
shape of the outer ear and the extent of
musical ability or interest. As a collector of
sound waves, Idoubt whether the pinna serves
much of apurpose, unless one can swivel it like
some animals.
Sir Henry Wood and Sir Malcolm Sargent
had large external ears, as 1 recall, as has
Leonard Bernstein, if my memory serves me
well, and a few other musicians Iknow have
big ears; but a statistical analysis and a lot of
research would be necessary to arrive at any
meaningful information on this theory!
The release of Carl Orff's Carmina Burana on
a new CBS record 76372 LP has triggered off
these thoughts on how we listen, and what
factors decide or significantly influence our
musical appreciation. My colleague Hugh
Ottaway liked this version—see May 1975
issue— by the Cleveland Orchestra, Chorus and
Boys' Choir, conducted by Michael Tilson
Thomas, but Edward Greenfield in The
Gramophone thought his interpretation was
graceless. David Hall, well known American
critic, describes the SQ release as asonic blockbuster, which offers four lusty channels of
naughty sonic razzle-dazzle (
Stereo Review,
May, 1975), capable of giving alot of unalloyed
pleasure to anyone with acapacity for enjoying
gorgeous recorded sound.
My interest in this exciting composition was
rekindled when a few weeks ago I heard a
superb performance by the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra, and massed choirs, in
the Pavilion at Bournemouth. Stimulated by
that sensitive musician and conductor Bernard
Keeffe (whose presentations of the Brahms
Symphonies lately on BBC2 television have
been splendid), Iwent back to my old HMV
version, under Frühbeck de Burgos, as Ihave
not yet got the CBS record. My point is
simply that, rather like judging loudspeakers or
what is hi-fi, impressions seem to vary widely
between people and nationalities. Not an
original thought, you may say, but I often
wonder why the reproduced sound that French
or German audiophiles like differs from the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sort of quality informed British listeners or
American audio addicts seek. Is it available
audio equipment, types of recordings widely
distributed, access to concert hall performances
or the lack of ' live' music, musical education or
appreciation standards, or a combination of
these causes?
IN THESE DAYS OF declining service standards, it
is pleasing to acknowledge the efforts of two
British firms to maintain customer relationship
at ahigh level and succeeding. Firstly, Michael
Van der Molen and his staff of Van der Molen
Ltd. Romford, Essex, were not non-plussed
when we asked for a replacement component
for a now discontinued tape recorder model in
an early range of products. It duly arrived
within 24 hours.
The other name is perhaps, a more familiar
one in our pages— Peter Walker and his
colleagues at Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
Ltd. Huntingdon. The recent upsurge of
interest in nostalgic 78s has turned attention
again to amplifiers with the necessary equalisation, apart from the need for 78 rpm. turntables and suitable pickups/styli sizes, and so
more collectors are resuscitating or trying to
find working QUAD II valve control units,
and QUAD II amplifiers. Several enthusiasts
have sought our help in servicing these units,
after no success with local dealers. On return
to the Huntingdon factory, these models have
been put back into v‘ (irking order quickly and
at areasonable cost. Again, we have found that
the service turn-round on QUAD 33 amplifiers
and FM3 transistor FM tuners is fast and
efficient.

Engineering Society 50th Convention in London. Developed by Peter and his colleague
M. P. Albinson, the design provides for a low
powered high grade amplifier of well defined
mutual conductance capable of the full output
voltage swing, but with limited current capability. Next the circuit permits the current drawn
by the load to turn on heavy duty ' current
dumping' transistors, which then carry the
bulk of the output current.
This dumping current is separately monitored and fed back to the common input, and
the degree of feedback is such that the mutual
conductance is the same whether or not the
current dumpers are working.
The advantages of this technique are: ( I) the
heavy duty transistor can be robust n- p- nrather
than the more fragile p- n-ptypes, as no matching of pairs is required; ( 2) crossover biasing
problems are eliminated and there are no
adjustable components and no alignment is
required; in the event of component failure,
a simple replacement is all that is necessary
without any realignment procedure; ( 3) junction temperature changes introduce no performance changes.
MY May Soundings, I mentioned the new
design of moving-coil pickup cartridge introduced into the UK by Donald Chave, of
Lowther-Onlife. This unit has several features
of special interest, including the fact that it
resembles the 1946 design of Donald Chave,
based on the Voigt patent, that is, a coil with
a major and minor axis. The coil winding
machine (which has to ensure that the windings
for left and right channels must be at 90° to
each other) to ensure maximum separation has
to be fitted with a bi-focal microscope and
micrometer as part of its mechanism to see and
control the layer windings. The wire, in fact,
is only 15 microns diameter. We understand
that research is continuing to produce a model
with a frequency response covering 20 Hz. to
100 kHz, and wire only 11.5 microns is now
available!
My attention too has been drawn to the
illustration of the Ultimo m/c, cartridge on
page 101 of our May, 1975 issue. This is, in
fact, an early Onlife model and was never sold
in the UK. It is no longer manufactured, and
has not been available for about 18 months.
We await Bert Webb's review with increased
interest.
IN

are very much in the news at
present, ranging from the very advanced
electronic design marketed by Gale Electronics,
costing £750 plus VAT, to modest units from
various sources around the world. I have
advance news of a British unit, designed by
Hamish Robertson ( formerly associated with
Ariston Audio) called the Fons CQ30. It has
several features of great appeal to the record
collector and hi-fi devotee, including a 78 rpm
speed, as well as 331 and 45 rpm, electronically
controlled over a range from 29 to 100 rpm.
The spec. gives figures of — 80dB. for rumble
and wow/flutter as 0.04%. The system will
cost £75, plus VAT, mounted on a plinth,
and is manufactured by Fergus Fons, Ltd.,
Maybole, KA 19 7BH, Scotland.
TURNTABLES

Peter Walker ( with John Walker, no relative,
in right background) is seen in the accompanying photograph holding his latest 'current
dumping' audio amplifier at the recent Audio
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Fhl Front- End Performance
Gordon King explains some parameters used in tuner reviews and specifications

rROSS-MODULAT1ON is not aprimary

cause of interference in FM front-ends.
When only pure FM signals are present there
can be no transfer of modulation from an
interfering signal to awanted signal as a
result of transfer non- linearity.
Cross-modulation is a form of distortion
which results in atransfer of modulation
from one signal to another, and this can only
occur when the interfering signal has
amplitude variations. Such variations are
possible in FM receivers due to multipath
reception and some FM signals may acquire
AM components because of their location on
the slope of atuner's RF passband response'.
However, in FM receivers AM components
are substantially suppressed by the limiter and
detector, while the small capture ratio
ensures the suppression of multipath AM.
Cross-modulation measurement is referred
to the ratio of the wanted to unwanted
modulation, and the following is one way of
expressing it.
20log„inwV
Vmu

where V,„ w is the voltage of the wanted
modulation and V„,„ the voltage of the
unwanted modulation on the wanted carrier.
Intermodulation in one form or another is
mostly responsible for the interference arising
from FM front-ends under abnormal
reception conditions. Intermodulation is the
creation of aspurious signal from two (or
more) signals. It is possible, of course, for the
spurious signal to be perturbed by the
modulation of the other signals, and since
both cross-modulation and third-order
intermodulation arise from the same order of
non-linearity in a power series expansion of
the transfer function, the two effects are
related.
For example, given two signals of
frequencies f
i and f
2,the function is related to
2f,+ f2 products in the amplifier. A thirdorder relationship is exposed by the fact that
achange of, say, 3dB of output signal level
will yield achange of 9dB in the interfering
products or achange of 6dB in the signal/
interference ratio.
Over several years thave been researching
into the functional limits imposed by FM
tuner front-ends 3,the plan being to derive
figures of merit for the various parameters
which, after suitable weighting, can be
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logarithmically integrated to yield an overall
and meaningful figure of merit.
Iwould like to record that Iam undertaking similar work with regard to the
parameters of amplifiers, the aim being to
achieve a more accurate correlation between
the measured parameters and the ' sounding'
of amplifiers. Such figures of merit, it is
hoped, will be of real value to the readers of
my reviews and test reports.
However, measurements of this kind must
be related to the state-of-the-art. Judgement
should not be based on the ' absolute' and
hence outside of what is physically realisable;
also the parameters themselves should be in
terms of operation under normal domestic
conditions. For the figures of merit—or,
indeed any measurements—to do otherwise
would be to do our designers and
manufacturers an injustice in the eyes of the
uninitiated—the non-technical readers of
reviews and users of the equipment. I,
personally, have acquired a ' sensitivity' in this
connexion over many years of reviewing.
My work on FM tuner front-ends has
revealed the need for expressing at least three
primary parameters, which are ( i) intermodulation, particularly third-order ( i.e.,
large-signal handling capability, taking in
dynamic range referred to the least usable
sensitivity), ( ii) front-end selectivity, taking
account of the ' lumped goodness' of the
variable-tuned circuits 2,and ( iii) repeat-spot
suppression which, along with other things,
reveals the second-harmonic content of the
local oscillator. Other front-end parameters
are also measured.
Parameters ( ii) and ( iii) have for some time
been given in my reviews and test reports, and
parameter ( i) is now also being included,
based on 21,--fs,where f, is at 95 MHz and
applied unmodulated to the tuner at a level of
5mV ( p.d.) and f, is at 94 MHz and
modulated 100% at 1kHz. The spurious
signal f
s thus falls at 96 MHz. The level of f
2
is adjusted with the receiver responding to f
s
for a30 dB S/N ratio. The f
2 signal level ( p.d.)
required for this is then compared with that
required for the main response 30 dB S/N
ratio at f
2,the difference, expressed in
decibels, being the third-order intermodulation readout. After agreat deal of
experimenting with a large number of FM
tuners, this method of measurement was

found to provide the best comparative
information. There is also evidence to suggest
that FM tuners with capacitor-diodes of
inadequate tracking tolerance can return a
poorer intermodulation ratio than tuners with
mechanical capacitor gangs or with tight
tolerance capacitor-diodes.
The three parameters mentioned above
allow one to make a good judgement of the
front-end performance. Least usable
sensitivity ( unless the distortion at low VHF
signal levels is high) is no longer a major
parameter. It is no longer difficult to achieve
high sensitivity, and in current designs the
sensitivity limiting factor is less that of the
tuner but more veering towards the aerial
thermal noise and cosmic noise sources 4.
Spuriae resulting from various causes are now
the chief aspects of design.
Thus, the strength of the aerial signal
applied to the tuner becomes important.
Tuner signal voltage (p.d.), assuming correct
matching, is equal to EAGa/27r, where E is the
signal field in V1m, A the signal wavelength,
G the aerial gain and a the feeder loss (the
latter two in direct ratios). Based on an aerial
of 10 dB gain located about 30 ft. above
ground, asignal frequency of 96 MHz and a
feeder loss of 3dB, therefore, the aerial
would have to be on a 6.3 mV/m contour
(about 76 dB relative to IµV) to yield a tuner
p.d. of 7mV, which is quite a hefty signal and
rarely experienced at a distance of, say,
40 miles from a main transmitter. Moreover,
a listener located on such a high signal field
contour would almost certainly not employ
an aerial of 10 dB gain!
It is also noteworthy that some signal
strength meters give a deflection scaled to
signal e.m.f. ( the signal actually induced into
the aerial), such that when the aerial is
correctly matched to the tuner the e.m.f. falls
by half to give the signal p.d.
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Time was, if you
could afford Sonab
you'd really arrived.
Sonab stereo has always been
exclusive.
Like all new technology, it suffered
from the cost of development. Sonab's
original omnidirectional speakers took 16
years to perfect.
So they were very much the domain
of the rich.
But the sound — ethereal, radiated,
it flowed in all directions.Total sound
immersion.
Yet Sonab aspired to even greater
things: the new ortho-acoustic speakers.
Made as precisely matched acoustic
pairs, they create the optimum balance of
direct and reflected sound.
They have all the intense, spatial
depth of the original Sonabs, but with aprecise
stereo image.
And since they finally perfected the
unique Sonab system, they've even brought
down the price.
The entire Sonab range of Swedish
stereo, including the technically superb
receivers and decks, now costs around 2o% less.
Sonab is still expensive; it always
••
..• ••
•e • •
•
will be. But pay anything less and you'll get less.
...****•«.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — —
•
It's still alot of money, so I'll need to I
know alot more. Send me some literature.
Ei Here's arough sketch of my living
•••••
•
•
room, with dimensions.Which Sonab system
e•••• ebir ***** •••••• •
ern •• ***** •••••• s ,
would be best?
a••• ••••••••••••• • es
•••••••••••••

Address

Sona

HFN1

Sonab Ltd., P.O. Box No. 4,

Oldfield Road, Hampton, Middx. Tel : 01 -979 01 34.
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Audio Patents
Adrian Hope
ECENTLY I wondered aloud in this
column whether anyone in the hi-fi field
ever patented anything other than surround
sound systems these days. Well, yes, they do.
There is still a never-ending stream of new
loudspeaker patents, either claiming perfection
or tampering with it.
Jose Bertagni, of Buenos Aires, has previously patented ( BPI 289 858) a flat loudspeaker of which the diaphragm is made from
polystytene or polyurethane. Bertagni now
patents ( BPI 369 928) another flat loudspeaker,
but one which uses a diaphragm that is
assymetrical and shaped to resemble the pinna,
or lobe, of a human ear.
The lobular diaphragm carries a voice coil
at or near one edge and is surrounded by a
non-vibrating rim of land. A peripheral groove
provides a steep cliff edge around the diaphragm to prevent vibrations being transferred
to the outer land. There is also acircular recess
at or near the centre of the lobe and astraight
channel connects this recess to the peripheral
channel; a metal strip of aluminium foil is
glued to the bottom of the straight channel.
It is suggested that the provision of the metal
strip helps the radiation of high frequencies
and the assymetrical shape of the diaphragm

E. I! S. SAVE tmelià:-\\

improves overall response.
Two new patents from Matsushita ( BPI 384
716 and I384 717) suggest sophistication in the
use of foam as a loudspeaker cone material.
In the first patent, the point is made that a
foamed polystyrene cone of uniform density
throughout tends to shrink and warp when
transducing medium and high frequency
signals. As a result, there will be dips in the
pressure level response curve. The new proposal is to form acone as aone-piece unit but
with a large number of isolated islands of
different foaming ratio and density. So, dotted
all over the cone, there will be island areas
where the plastics foam is of lower density than
the surrounding material. Various means of
achieving this, such as die-formers with areas
having different cooling rates, are explained,
and impressive sound pressure graphs are given
which suggest that response really can be
flattened in this way.
In the second patent Matsushita turn their
attention to the cone surround suspension. A
ring suspension of fairly conventional type is
used to secure the outer rim of the cone to the
rim of the loudspeaker chassis. Again the
material used is foam, but in this case it is of
consistent density and of aclosed-cell structure.
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By ensuring that the cells of the foam surround
are all discrete and individually closed, there
is no tendency of the material to soak up moisture from the atmosphere like a sponge and
thereby become sluggish. The idea makes
sense, because clearly an open-cell foam in a
high- humidity atmosphere will absorb moisture over a prolonged period of use and the
moisture will find its way throughout the whole
surround by capillary action.
In BPI 386 571, Acoustic Fiber Sound
Systems Inc, of Indiana USA, claim an
extremely clever way of building up a loudspeaker cabinet simply and cheaply from
corrugated fibre- board.
Three rectangular
section tubes of fibre are constructed, each
resembling the outside of amatchbox, with the
match tray removed. By careful dimensioning
of the three tubes it is possible to push the first
over the second to form a first composite, and
then push the third over the composite to form
a closed box. Additional front and back flat
panels and taped corner seals are used along
with glue to rigidify and secure the final
composite. The component tubes are preperforated to form baffles.
The idea could provide a very cheap way of
constructing cabinets.
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f,OurReadeis
.about record delays
From: Miss C. M. Hodges, 48 Windmill Lane,
Castlecroft, Woherhampton, WV3 8HG.
DEAR SIR, I have

just been reading the report
in your May edition covering the MTA
Conference. One passage in particular interested me, in which Mr. John Whittle, General
Manager of EMI Classical Division, stated
that ' the sky's the limit in increasing sales of
classical records'. I've got news for him.
Unless there is a marked improvement in the
availability of EMI's new releases, sales are
going to drop, in this area at any rate.
Let me explain more fully. 1am an avid record
collector, and over the past 12 months have
purchased around 20 discs, many of them
marketed by EMI. With very few exceptions,
1have had to wait from four to six weeks for
my orders to come through, and all but one
were new releases. Igot tired of the staff in
the large store from which Iobtain all my discs
saying that the records twanted were ' out of
stock'. How could that be, since they had never
been in stock? Icannot blame the store, who
only pass on the information ( or should tsay
non- information?) given to them by EMI.
Here is a classic example of the ' need for
informed sales staff' that Mr. Whittle speaks of.
My latest order, an EMI box set SIS 978,
has now been pending for 12 weeks. In that
time there has been no explanation given,
either to the store staff or by the insertion in
either your or any other record magazine, of
the reason for the delay. Ifeel that EMI are
failing in their duty to the record- buying public
here. We are quite reasonable people and are
prepared to wait for our orders if we are given
an adequate reason for the hold-up. This could
surely be done by notifying the stores who sell
the records, who could then pass on the
information to the customers. If they could
also tell them approximately how long the
delay should be, so much the better.
Mr. Whittle cannot hope to increase sales of
classical records unless something is done about
this lack of liaison between his company and
the public.
May Isay by way of softening my criticism
a little that t have had no faulty discs from
EMI, nor have t any complaint about the
prices. In fact t don't mind paying for the
product if it is worth having and if 1can get
hold of it!
Yours faithfully

. . . about aBoston stereo party
From: Ernest L. Bell, 6 Bangholm Terrace,
Edinburgh EH3 5QN.
DEAR SIR, t was

most interested to read Angus
McKenzie's article in the May issue about the
American recording technique used to record
the Boston Symphony Orchestra; particularly
as we were given the opportunity to test his
views on Sunday afternoon 4th May when the
BBC broadcast, presumably, one of these tapes.
Listening to the performance of Mahler's
First, Ifound it difficult to decide whether t
was getting stereo at all. Apart from a vague
impression of violins left, lower strings right
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and uoodwind centre, there seemed to be no
definition of the brass and percussion which all
seemed to be centre- rear. Having had a little
experience of live recording myself Ifeel that t
have obtained better stereo definition with a
crossed- pair of Reslo ribbon microphones
(unfortunately nobody offered to let me iecord
the Boston Symphony Orchestra or an
equivalent!).
In short, t agree with Mr. McKenzie and
cannot understand why the Americans persist
with omni-directional microphones. However,
there was one American company in the past
(Everest) which made some splendid recordings
in the early sixties, a lot of which were issued
on the World Record Club label. These seemed
to use a basically simple technique which gave
beautifully spacious yet well-defined results;
the Boult recording of Shostakovich's 6th is a
fine example. Iwould be interested to know
more about their technique.
Yours faithfully

. . . about scattered Hindemith
From: F. Wickens, 15 Tithe Pit Shan Lane,
Warlingham, Sarre>, CR3 9AS.
SIR, Cannot some record company be
persuaded to record more of Hindemith's
works—such as the Pittsburgh Symphony and
other symphonies, and the music for band?
Also the sonatas, most of which aren't
available.
It's so tiresome to find a disc containing a
Hindemith work and four or five other works
by different composers. Hindemith is surely
distinctive enough to warrant recordings of
his works togethei
Yours faithfully
DEAR

.about aAfiaskovsky miasma
From: David A. Roberts, 174 Higham Road,
Tottenham, London N17 6NT.
t have written to HFN/RR on a
previous occasion on the subject of Miaskovsky
and will therefore be brief this time. Suffice it
to say that, following Hugh Ottaway's extraordinarily obtuse review of this composer's
22nd symphony ( April, p. 112), t would be
tempted to discontinue purchasing your
magazine, did I not believe it to be but a
temporary lapse from grace.
Taste in art is so personal that one hesitates
to take aprofessional critic to task for expressing a dislike, but where unfamiliar music is
involved a review such as Mr. Ottaway's can
be a powerful deterrent to prospective purchasers and can indirectly influence the
frequency of future releases of similar music.
Iam sure that Mr. Ottaway would agree that
worthwhile music does not yield all its secrets
at once, and it is therefore important to
encourage the public to approach such music
in the appropriate frame of mind, or else
commercial necessities will prevent the gramophone from achieving its most useful purpose:
the making available for study and enjoyment
a far wider range of music than is practicable
DEAR SIR,

in the concert hall. If the early releases of
recorded performances of the masterpieces by
(for instance) Mahler, Bax and Brian had been
as contemptuously dismissed, the revival of
public interest in their works would surely have
been stillborn.
Several of Miaskovsky's works, besides the
estimable Cello Concerto, deserve apermanent
place in the record catalogue, the fifth, sixth
and ninth symphonies ( yes, and the twentysecond—try listening a few more times) in
particular.
Yours faithfully

.about BRS insurance and
mail-order hi-fi
From: Mr. P. Felgate, 18 Kingsclear Park,
Camberley, Surrey, GUIS 2LS.
I hope you can find the space to
publish this letter as a warning to those hi-fi
enthusiasts who purchase faulty equipment by
mail-order, and have to return it by BRS.
1 was such a person.
The mail-order
company agreed to receive the equipment back
on their own BRS account number, but
warned me that it would not be insured.
Itherefore paid the extra to insure it. After one
month the dealer, who had given no hint of it in
repeated enquiries over the piece of equipment
Iwas to receive instead, finally informed me
that the equipment Ihad returned had not been
received. Itherefore wrote to BRS to make a
claim for the cost. This was only amonth after
the date of despatch.
In reply Ireceived anote which in effect said
that as Ihad claimed one month after despatch,
they were no longer bound to honour the
claim. I feel this to be very important to
enthusiasts. In my case, Iwas told despatch
could take up to two weeks. Allowing time to
check with the intended recipient, this could
easily add up to a month, and then you would
be in the same boat as me, namely, apparently
not able to claim.
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

... about sneezing neighbours and
headphones
From: K. L. Sparks, 5 With> Mead, Chingford,
London, E.4.
SIR, I was very interested to see the
various comments made in your March issue
about domestic noise, traffic, neighbours, etc.
This is a very real problem to many people.
To take my own case, for example, Ilive in a
semi-detached council house, and we can
indeed hear when our neighbours sneeze. Any
attempt by me to raise the volume of my
modest set-up results in retaliation from their
'chain-store' stereo. I have now resorted to
headphones to enjoy my music to the full.
When Iread the ads wherein manufacturers
quote 30-40 watts output per channel for their
products, tbegin to wonder where the people
live who buy these things—in granite- built
castles Ishould think.
Yours faithfully
DEAR
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£2-25 £21-17
1800'
£2-58 £25-57 LONG PLAY
7" 2400'
£2-94 £27-95
T' 2400'
£3-20 £31-50
5"
900' £ 1-39 £ 12-40
TRIPLE PLAY
TRIPLE PLAY
sr 1200' £ 1-57 El 5-20
5" 1800'
£2-34 £22-35
5" 1800'
£2-531 £25-20
7' 1800' £ 1-99 £ 19-30
5f" 2400'
£2-87 £27-80 5¡" 2400' £3-25 £31-90 DOUBLE PLAY
✓ 1200' £ 1-57 £ 15-20
7" 3600' £3•56 £ 34.97
7' 3600' £4-05 £40-00
Terms: P. & P. 30p per order. Offer applies to England, 5j." 1800' £ 1-99 £ 19 30
£2.57 £24 80
T' 2400'
Scotland, Wales only.

sr
sr

Prices shown include VAT at 8%, but are subject to change without notice. Mail order and callers: Dept. HF. IA Highbury
Station, London, NS. ( At Highbury Corner).
Callers also welcome at 113 Rectory Grove, Leigh-on-Sea.

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

ICElectrics proudly present their latest
six- channel stereo* mixer pre-amp
e

ICE
FEATURES

INPUTS
Auxiliary—Tape/Tuner

STEREO

Dual tone controls.
Automatic Microphone Over- ride.

Two Microphone

Full Monitoring/cueing facilities.
Full Tape recording and replay

Three Disc ( Magnetic)

facilities.

If you are interested in Sound Mixing and Tape Recording with Multi input
audio presentation withi n your home environment and budget, contact:

ICELECTRICS LIMITED,
15 Albert Road,
Aldershot, Hampshire.
Telephone: Aldershot 28514.
*Mono version also available.
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READERS
delighted

in the West Country will be
that stereo radio has at last
reached them via the North Hessary Tor
transmitter which has been modified foi
stereo, and is now putting out a permanent
service after abrief experimental period. Many
listeners who are at the moment getting their
stereo from Rowridge, Isle of Wight, may well
find that redirecting their antenna to North
Hessary Tor will give improved clarity, but
it is only worth changing direction if the
adjustment is fairly simple. Local dealers
should be able to give advice, and the BBC's
Engineering Information Department can
supply maps of the service areas of their
transmitters.
One of my colleagues recently made some
very interesting orchestral recordings in the
Great Hall at Lancaster University, in the
Liverpool Royal Philharmonic Hall and in
Coventry Cathedral, of concerts given by the
National Youth Orchestra.
It was very
interesting to compare the stereo tapes with
most expensive and sophisticated
THEdomestic
cassette tape deck available in
Britain today is manufactured by Nakamichi,
of Japan, and costs over £400. Jerry Lewin,
of Natural Sound Systems, the company which
markets the machine here, tells me that they
are finding it hard to get sufficient machines to
meet the demand and so they are not looking
for publicity for it!
Thus thwarted in my ambition to ' drive* the
Rolls Royce of cassette machines, 1have been
experimenting with one of the other decks sold
here with the Nakamichi tag attached to it—
Sonab's first-ever deck, the C500, which is
priced below £200. It combines Japanese
electronics with striking Scandinavian design
of the overall product. Indeed, its moulded
plastic case, all matt black with white function
labelling, twin meters and triple level controls
boldly recessed,suggestssomething from NASA.

The machine does demonstrate deal ly, however, how far we have come in the last couple
of years. It provides the enthusiast with arl the
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typical BBC broadcasts from the same locations, and in general I was surprised to find
that the Liverpool hall in particular gave not
only a very fine sound indeed, but one that
had considerably more clarity than that Ihave
noted from broadcasts. Iunderstand that the
BBC use quite a large number of microphones
at Liverpool, and apparently take an artificial
reverberation unit to give more reverberation
to their sound. It seems to me that such aunit
is totally unnecessary at Liverpool, and a
simple two- microphone crossed-pair gives afar
truer, more lively and yet just as reverberant
sound. I have previously commented about
rumble at Liverpool, and now Imust confirm
that this really is in the hall, presumably produced by anoisy ventilation system. However,
I understand that the BBC normally provide
'space mikes' rather further back than the
position chosen for our own mics, and it is
probable that the rumble, rather more noticeable on BBC relays than on our own tapes, is
picked up from such distant mikes. Nevertheless Ihave heard some good relays from the
hall, but I must suggest that the BBC's
Northern engineers try a simpler microphone
technique.
We were warned that Coventry Cathedral is
an exceptionally difficult location, and that we
were likely to need alarge multi- mike set-up to
avoid a hopelessly over- reverberant sound.
Despite some effective relays from Coventry I
have often worried about the predominance of
certain sections of an orchestra, including
percussion. We overcame the difficulties by
using two cardioid mikes as a main pair, with
two backward facing cardioids at virtually the
same position for the back channels of quad,
and two further pairs spaced about 15' apart
above the back of the orchestra. The sound
was very thrilling in stereo, and even more so

in quad. Ihave mentioned these two cases to
show that perhaps a rethink of balancing
techniques in some of the halls frequently
used might pay dividends.
A considerable amount of research into
tropospheric ducting has been done in the last
few years by the DSIR at Slough. Tropospheric
ducting is the mechanism by which distant FM
stations in certain atmospheric conditions can
be heard very strongly. Such ducting results
when two layers of air with different temperatures intermingle, causing a specific refractive
index which bends the VHF signal so that it
travels almost parallel to the Earth's surface,
releasing small percentages to the ground. The
ducts are normally only between 3 and 5Km
above the Earth's surface, and virtually any
listener in the area can hear any VHF station
transmitting in the duct.
This form of
propagation is particularly prevalent above
about 80 MHz, thus allowing stations in
Band 2 to propagate over a very considerable
distance. The condition often occurs when a
very high pressure anti-cyclone just begins to
collapse. If you have a barometer, note its
reading from time to time, and during an anticyclone give the instrument a slight tap, and
if this causes the needle to drop slightly, look
out for good reception of distant stations.
VHF ducting can occur at almost any time,
but particularly in the Summer.
One final point of interest is that virtually
any location can become agood one in areally
intense tropospheric duct, and even high hills
will not seriously affect received signal
strengths. Unfortunately though, ducting can
cause problems in reception of local stations,
since more distant ones can cause interference.
A tuner with a good capture ratio will help to
reduce such interference, but you might find
necessary to add a co-axial attenuator.

facilities required for quite ambitious recording
activity. There are separate phono sockets and
level controls for each of two stereo microphones; there is athird socket and control for a
microphone the input from which can be
mixed with line input from a tape deck or
turntable.
Amplification is provided for
monitoring by headphones. The ' memory
rewind' function which enables one quickly to
find a particular point on the tape being
recorded is of great value when assembling a
programme. The twin meters are well positioned and designed for visual clarity. There
are switches for Dolby- Band chromium dioxide
tapes.
While Ihad the Sonab C500 available, Itook
the opportunity to transfer some recordings I
had made back in 1956 from open-reel to
cassette. The pleasure Iderived from the deck
was complemented by my satisfaction with two
other relatively new products sent me for
evaluation. Ifound the finely-coated BASF LH
super SM cassette tape captured everything
there was on my 20-year-old recordings, and the
SM ('Special Mechanism') feature which BASF
pioneered reassured me as Ishunted the tape
back and forth in the course of selecting
passages to be recorded.
The other product which proved useful was
a multi-function tape switch marketed by
Arnold Electronics of Hitchin. This is a very
simple unit, costs only afew pounds, but meets
the needs of most people who do not aspire

beyond simple copying of recordings between
one machine and another. The unit I used
linked the Sonab cassette deck, my open- reel
recorder and my amplifier and Iwas then able
to transfer recordings from one machine to
another in either direction, with or without
boost from the amplifier. No degradation of
signal quality was perceptible to my ears.
Finally, Iused the Sonab deck for playback
of some recent Philips Musicassette issues—
the first Ihad heard since Philips accepted the
inevitability of Dolbying their tapes. That
decision has brought the Philips quality into
line with the Decca and RCA standards which,
a couple of years ago, led the field. As a unit
in a music reproduction chain, the Sonab deck
earned full marks.
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You can't turn up another cassette

deck that works like theTCD 310.

It's beautiful, but no optical illusion.
Agreat facet of Tandberg's TCD3W cassette deck, is the
way you can mount it vertically to awall. Where it works as
well as in ahorizontal position.
It is most certainly, without fear of argument the most
exciting cassette deck to reach the hi-fi market in years. If you
do want to contest the fact, this is what you're up against.
Three individual motors; one each for really rapid wind
and rewind, and athird synchronous motor that works in
conjunction with adual capstan, closed-loop system.
This keeps the tape running through at aconstant speed,
precisely tensioned the entire length of run, so that when it
passes the heads, there's no slack, just good, firm contact.
Ever) thin,L;', nicely together, perfectly in time.
T )ecti.inim is even gentle with badly worn tapes,
automatically if the tape gets jammed.
Many people still think of aDolby noise reduction unit
as avery special feature. il owever, we reckon that when you're
in this class, something like aDolby ought to be standard.

It means almost total elimination of tape hiss, through
the complete volume range. Like the man said, try turning up
another unit that matches this one for recording quality.
While we're on the subject of extraneous noises, don't be
alarmed when you change cassettes, or press abutton, because
you're bound to notice something very different.
And what you'll notice is the fine, robust feel of solenoid
control.
Everything clicks into place. Clearly. Positively.
The advanced design of the TCD310 also allows good
access to the heads, for easy cleaning.
To fully appreciate aconsummate piece of equipment
like this, devote an hour of your time and most of your senses;
to aclarity of taped music as you've never heard it before.
If Tandberg treat cassettes this seriously, maybe it's time
you did!

TAN DBERG
Legendary perfection
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More things that make the .1
.
CD3 10 worth aspecial trip to your local Tandberg dealer.
SPECIFICATION BETTER THAN REQUIREMENTS OF DIN STANDARD 45500 • ELECTRONIC CONTROLS •
HIGH QUALITY PERM ALLOY HEADS • LARGE PEAK LEVEL METERS • MIXING IN MONO •
AUTOMATIC END STOP • CAN BE tISED VERTICALLY • FOR IISE WITH STEREO HI-FI AMP •
DUAL CAPSTAN (CLOSED LOOP) FOR GOOD SPEED CONTROL • SWITCH SELECTOR FOR NEW L/H
(LOW NOISE, HIGH OUTPI IT) OR CHROM 11M DIOXIDE TAPI • SOLENOID CONTROLLED •
DIN & PHONO SOCKETS • pommy PAt ()\• i
Roi. •
I1. AK OR ROSEWOOD FINISH

TCD 310
TO: Farnell -Tand berg Ltd.,Farnell House,81Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 11IR.
Please send me details of the TCD 310 and all other "Lindberg sound equipment.
Name
Address

HN6:169

Fig. 2

Equipping
an amateur
hi-fi workshop

Measured performance of inexpensive
F.M. tuner using ' Wobbulator' voltage
('Ratio- detector ' demodulator)
Voltage

Frequency

J. Linsley Hood

Frequency voltage transfer
characteristics of demodulator

Part 5
An F.M. oscillator
and iwobbulatori
Output sine- wave
±75 kHz modulation

that the transmission and reception
NOW
of radio programmes by means of high-

frequency FM systems has become the accepted
standard in much of Europe and North
America—even though this method has not
yet been adopted in other parts of the world—
it seems inevitable that any improvements
made in broadcasting techniques, in this
country at least, will be confined in their
application to those signals which are transmitted via the FM station network.
Since it is most likely that there will be a
continuing improvement in the standards of
transmission, within the limitations imposed
by the inter-station distribution networks,
(see ` The PCM Story' by Reg Williamson.
HFN/RR, Jan-Feb 1974), it will clearly

FIG.1

DESIRABLE VOLTAGE / FREQUENCY
RELATIONSHIP IN IDEAL FM. RECEIVER

VOLTAGE

o

FREQUENCY - MHz

TUNING
POINT

Harmonic distortion of receiver
THD .•., 2% (
mostly 3rd harmonic)
decoder circuit used for stereo signal extraction) occupying the top end of the quality
range.
All of these, when correctly adjusted, will
give areasonable approximation to the ideal
curve of fig. 1, but where these systems depend
for their performance on the correct tuning
of agroup of tuned circuits there is areasonable
chance that time, and mechanical vibration
encountered in transit from manufacturer to
dealer to customer, may have made some of
these adjustments rather less than ideal,
and the performance may likewise be less
than the circuit is capable of giving when
correctly adjusted. The problem, of course,
is how one could know, and what to do about
it anyway. (It is, Ithink, necessary at this
point to emphasise that one should never
take ascrewdriver or coil adjusting tool to the
'innards of any radio receiver unless endowed

with confidence in one's ability to do the
adjustments.)
Two basic methods exist for aligning or
optimising FM tuner performance; that of
introducing alow distortion FM signal,
with asine-wave modulation of appropriate
modulation width—nominally + 75 kHz—
and then examining the modulated audio
output with adistortion meter; and that of
introducing aswept frequency signal in which
the frequency is modulated as alinear function
of time, and examining the output waveform
on an oscilloscope. Of these, the second is
by far the easiest if one has access to an
oscilloscope, but the first is the more sensitive
and precise. Both of these tests can be made
with the instrument described, and typical
results are shown in figs. 2, 3and 4. These
show, respectively, the demodulation characteristics of an inexpensive Hong Kong tuner
Fig. 3

become increasingly worthwhile to make sure
that the FM receiver being used is performing
as well as its designers intended. This, alas,
is where the problems begin, and the piece of
test-gear described below is offered as ameans
of solving some of these.
In the normal FM receiver an incoming
radio signal of (nominally) constant amplitude
is ' modulated' with the required programme
material by moving its instantaneous frequency
up and down about some notional mid-point
frequency, and the modulation signal is then
extracted by passing the amplified signal
through some form of circuit which has,
ideally, an output voltage/input frequency
relationship of the general form shown in
fig. 1. A number of FM demodulator or
'discriminator' circuits have been proposed
and used in commercial FM receivers, of
which the balanced ratio-detector and the
quadraturecoil type gate-coincidence-detector
(usually built around an integrated circuit)
seem to be currently the most popular, with
phase-locked-loop demodulator systems
(as distinct from the now common PLL
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Measured performance of good quality
F.M. tuner
(L.I.C. demodulator, using gate- coincidence
detector and quadrature coil)
Voltage
Frequency
Frequency/Voltage transfer
characteristics of demodulator

Output sine- wave from demodulator

Harmonic distortion of receiver
THD
0.6% ( mainly 3rd harmonic)
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The AR-3a/Improved
An evolutionary new
speaker system

1959: AR-3

1967: AR-3a

1974: AR-3a / Improved

The AR-3series of speaker systems made
by Acoustic Research has been considered
astandard of high-fidelity music
reproduction since 1959. The AR-3was the
first speaker system to combine the AR-1
woofer, with which AR introduced acoustic
suspension to home listeners, with the
hemispherical dome midrange and tweeter
developed by AR. The AR-3a represented a
series of refinements of the original AR-3,
with the introduction of asmaller dome
midrange and tweeter for smoother
frequency response, broader dispersion,
and reduced coloration.

These improvements have been
accomplished by means of significant
changes in the design of the crossover. All
other AR-3a/Improved components,
including drive units and cabinets, are
exactly the same as those of the AR-3a..

The AR-3a/Improved is the best speaker
system that we know how to make for the
reproduction of music in the home. And, as
with all AR speaker systems, its
performance specifications are guaranteed
for five years.

The AR-3a/Improved is capable of amore
linear spectral energy output than is the
AR-3a. Tailoring of this output to either
reverberant or relatively damped listening
environments is done by means of atwoposition switch. The basic objective in
reverberant listening rooms (the most
common type) is to preserve as flat an
energy response as possible throughout the
listening area when the speaker is placed in
anormal room position. The switch position
for ' dead' listening rooms provides a
relatively flat on-axis response, because
first-arrival energy assumes more
importance under extremely damped
listening conditions.

Acoustic Research International

Now, seven more years of research and
development have made it possible to
eliminate certain compromises that were
necessary in the original design of the
AR-3a. Concepts and techniques developed
for the AR-LST and other advanced AR
speaker systems have enabled AR engineers
to improve the spectral energy
characteristics of the AR-3a and to eliminate
vestiges of coloration that remained in the
midrange crossover region. The result is the
more accurate representation of the sound
of musical instruments under the listening
conditions most often encountered in the
home.
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US office:
10 American Drive
Norwood, Massachussets 02062
International office:
High Street, Houghton Regis,
Bedfordshire, England

A TELEDYNE COMPANY

Also, aslight irregularity , in response in the
lower mid-frequency region that was caused
by diffraction effects from the cabinet has
been compensated for in the
AR-3a/Improved.

unit as received and as subsequently optimised,
that from amore expensive commercial unit
with an LIC demodulator, and that from a
phase-locked-loop design of my own'. Also
shown are the harmonic distortion characteristics of these systems when used to demodulate a + 75 kHz sine-wave modulated input RF
signal.
The sine-wave oscillator and distortion
meter described earlier in this series were
used as the RF modulation and output
analyser in these tests. For the record, the
range of THD figures which it is reasonable
to expect from commercial receivers, with
proper alignment, is from 0.2-1% for the
phase discriminator systems, 0.5-1.5% for
ratio detector methods, 0.5-0-8% for quadrature coil ( integrated circuit type) systems
(though if aband-pass, twin-tuned, coil
system is used, THD figures as low as 0.1%
have been claimed) and down as low as
0.05% (with probably 0.1-0.2% as typical)
with phase-locked-loop demodulator circuitry.
Some freedom of choice is open to the designer
in the first three circuit configurations in the
amount of damping he applies to the tuned
circuits in the demodulator—and elsewhere—
where acompromise is made between the
conflicting requirements of distortion and
signal-to-noise ratio.
With very low distortion systems the
selectivity and phase/frequency characteristics
of the preceding RF and IF amplifier stages
become important since these can contribute to
the overall THD of the system, with the
inevitable, and predictable, result that the
search for very low harmonic distortion in the
receiver system becomes an increasingly
complex and costly task.
Construction
As with the other instruments in this series,
the FM oscillator is built inside adiecast
aluminium box ( 21.6 x14.6 x5.7 cm) with the
9volt battery (type PP7 or similar) housed
inside this with the other components. All
the electronic components with the exception
of the controls, the input and output sockets
and the frequency range determining
capacitors, which are soldered around the
range switch, are mounted on the printed
circuit board, this being supported from the
front panel on three stand-off pillars.
Construction should be straight-forward,
apart from the final calibration, for which
either afrequency meter or areasonably
wide range radio receiver should be used.
The approximate frequency ranges are
10-30 kHz, 30-100 kHz, 100-300 kHz,
0.3-1 MHz, 1-3 MHz, and 3-13 MHz. Since
the output of the oscillator is close to asquarewave, the outputs are rich in harmonics, and
the top range, while allowing alignment of
FM receiver IF stages on the fundamental,
will also allow the alignment of input RF
stages by the use of the harmonics; other ranges
are usable on AM receiver wavelengths, for
tuned circuit alignment.
The circuit of the instrument is shown in
fig. 5and asuitable printed circuit layout is
shown in fig. 6. The instrument layout which
Ihave used is shown in fig. 7, and asimplified
diagram of the method of operation is shown
in fig. 8. The basic frequency modulated
oscillator is avoltage controlled design which
has been described elsewhere', and this has the
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Fig. 4
Measured performance of phaselocked- loop F.M. receiver
(phase- locked demodulator)
Voltage

Frequency
Frequency/Voltage transfer
characteristics of demodulator

Output sine- wave from demodulator

Harmonic distortion of receiver
THD -. 0.15% (
mainly 2nd harmonic)

characteristic that achange in the input
'control' voltage produces alinear change in
output frequency. This control voltage can
either be an externally applied sine or other
modulation, for use in the FM mode, or an
internally generated ` sawtooth' waveform
produced by a ' 555' type integrated circuit,
in which the timing capacitor is charged
through an FET constant-current source in
order to provide alinear output waveform.
A further connection from the ' 555' provides
an output pulse of short duration which can
be used to synchronise an oscilloscope.
The variable controls allow adjustment of
the mid-point frequency, the amount of the
RF output, and the extent of the ' modulation',
whether this be from some external source or
from the internal sawtooth generator.
Use
In use, the instrument is connected to the
input of the receiver under test, either to the
aerial input or to the input of the IF amplifiers,
by means of asmall capacitor (5-50 pF)

and the input to the oscilloscope, if this is used,
is taken from apoint as close as practicable in
the circuit to the FM demodulator output
in order to avoid LF loss which will distort
the scope waveform. If the sawtooth generator
within the FM oscillator is then switched on,
and the modulation amplitude set at an
appropriate level, awaveform of the type
shown in the upper photographs of figs 2, 3or
4will be seen to move across the scope trace
as the oscillator fine tuning control is adjusted.
It is convenient usually to use the trigger
output from the sawtooth oscillator to
synchronise the scope time-base.
A tuning point should then be found at
which the required waveform is centrally
disposed on the scope trace, and of convenient
length. The length of the waveform can be
adjusted by altering the modulation depth.
(A greater modulation producing ashorter
waveform length, and vice versa). It will also
be noted that the length of the display on the
trace is greater when the receiver is tuned to the
fundamental frequency of the oscillator than
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Celestion

Dittons for
the perfectionist

DITTON 15
21x 91
/
2x9 1
4 in ( 53 x24 x23cm)
/

30w

DITTON 25
32 x14 xllin (81x36x28cm) 60w

DITTON 66
40 x15 xll'hin (100 x38 x29cm) 80w

The Celestion Ditton15 is undeniably today's
The Ditton 25 is one of the most successful High
Fidelity loudspeaker designs to appear in recent
most popular and successful bookshelf' Hi•Fi
years and has established agreat reputation
speaker.What is the formula which has stood the
throughout the many countries in which it has
test of time and secured so unique aposition for
been supplied. It is particularly sought after by
the Ditton15 in the world Hi•Fi scene?A unique
musical aficionados and musicians who find its
balance of 'plus' features like the now legendary
Celestion HF1300 tweeter in itself the basis of so relaxed and aurally untiring sound particularly
natural and mellifluous.
many successful speaker systems. and arugged
Celestion pay meticulous attention to detail not
long coil bass speaker ( not forgetting its
only throughout the design period but equally
companion auxiliary bass radiator). Accurate
crossover filter design and impeccable cabinetry during the manufacture of the component parts
which are checked for quality and precision at
complement the transducer arrangements and
every stage. Every loudspeaker is rigorously
in practical terms spell out today's top music for
tested on the most sophisticated laboratory
money value. Listen to afriend's Ditton15's or
drop into aCelestion dealer and you'll understand equipment before leaving the Celestion factory
ensuring peak performance on arrival at
why this is the favourite both in Great Britain and
your home.
around the world.
Celestion Dittons are designed and built in
England and are guaranteed for five years.

Please send details of the following
Name
Address

N.2.

ROLA CELESTION LTD., DITTON WORKS, FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8JP
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If you area perfectionist you wil naturally want
the very best loNdspeakers you can afford.
You could consider paying £400 or more for
exotic imported speakers. If your aim is towards
the best possible sound quality, test the Ditton 66
directly against any other loudspeaker — you will
be pleasantly surprised! The Dilton66 is rated by
many the most satisfactory 'stale of art' speaker
on the world market today. The longer you listen •
the more you MI observe that the tresome
'loudspeaker sound; characteristic of some
expensive contemporary speakers, is entirely
absent.The Ditton 66 is not an experiment but
an experience!
OTHER LOUDSPEAKERS IN THE
CELESTION HIGH FIDELITY RANGE
Power
Dimensions
handling
(approx)
25w
COUNTY
19 x10 x9 1
/in
2
(48 x25 x24cm)
DITTON10
12 3
4x 63
/
4x
8Y4in•
20w
(32 x17 x20cm)
DITTON120
17%x9x7 3
/%in
20w
(44 x23 x2Ccm)
HADLEIGH
13% x10 x9in
20w
(34 x25 x24cm)
DITTON 44
30 x14 1
/x1Oin
4
44w
(76 x37 x25cm)
For prices please ask your dealer or see advertisements
Model

the scope trace at the point where the frequencies of the reference RF oscillator and the
wobbulator coincide. If at this stage, the
modulation depth is reduced until the length
of the demodulator output waveform just
occupies the length of the trace, the effective
bandwidth of the receiver can be determined
with reasonable accuracy by sweeping the
frequency of the reference oscillator so that
the pip traverses from one end of the trace
to the other and noting the frequency difference
on the reference oscillator.
Also, if one has an RF oscillator, with the
'Y' sensitivity of the scope set at some convenient value, and left unaltered, the difference
in vertical deflection height along the demodulator transfer waveform for a 150 kHz change
in reference oscillator frequency can be noted,
by observation of the movement of the ' pip'.
Then with the sawtooth generator switched off,
asuitable sine-wave input can be applied to
the modulation input and the amplitude of
the sine-wave seen on the scope adjusted
until the peak-to-peak height of this waveform
is just equal to the measured 150 kHz deflection height. With the FM oscillator adjusted
for optimum centre frequency tuning, if this is
different from the previous setting, the harmonic distortion for a75 kHz deviation can
be determined. If one is likely to do alot of
such determinations, it will be found worthwhile to calibrate the modulation control knob
for deviation for asuitable RF range, and a
specified (e.g., 1volt) sine-wave input.
In the absence of an oscilloscope, the use of
the FM oscillator is more restricted, since the
only useful modulation is from asine-wave
oscillator. If the receiver is carefully tuned to
the signal, with the modulation set so that
audible clipping can just be avoided, the
tuning of the coils can be adjusted little by
little to minimise the audible (or, better still,
measured) harmonic distortion. This is a
sensitive technique, but only really of proper
usefulness once the modulation frequency
difference has been determined.
to p. 63

when it is tuned to one of the harmonics of
this. Also, the contribution to the distortion
of the final signal due to non-linearities in the
FM oscillator itself is at its greatest (approx.
01 % for + 75 kHz deviation) when the
receiver is tuned to the oscillator fundamental,
and proportionately decreased for higher
harmonics where the actual oscillator deviation
is less.
Having centralised the waveform by tuning
the oscillator, the straightness of the transfer
waveform about its mid-point can now be
optimised by cautious adjustments to the
appropriate tuned circuits. If it is desired to
define the mid-point frequency, or the outer
limits, it will be found that this can be done
very easily, if afurther RF signal generator is
available. The output of this can be loosely
coupled to the input of the receiver under test,
when it will be found that a ' pip' appears on
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GET THE BUT OF
BOTH WORLDS!
CLEARTONE 1-11-F1
OFFER DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSE
PRICES WITH
RETAIL SHOP
SERVICE....
FULL

COMPARATOR

DEMONSTRATION

FACILITIES AND EXPERT STAFF TO HELP
. . . . YOU MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE AT
THE RIGHT PRICE!
Celestion . Garrard . J. B. Lansing . Teac
Akai . Rotel . Goldring . Pioneer . Sharp
Wharfedale .
Thorens .

Goodmans .

Eagle

A.

R.

International .

Sugden
Yamaha

Salora. Infinity. Marsden Hall . Aiwa. Alba
Metrosound . Castle Acoustics, etc., etc.

All equipment unconditionally guaranteed
and serviced by our own engineers on
our premises.

DON'T DELAY...
PHONE NOW FOR
QUOTATION.
YOU'LL BE suRPRICED!

have SO year'
experience in HiFi

r
IfVe

But hi-fi hasn't been going that long!
We know. But when you add up all the years
that Mr Chew and Mr Osborne and their staff
have spent in the business it tots up to 98.
In other words, whoever you talk to at C &
will be giving you the benefit of this
experience.
Whilst we have the finest selection
of hi-fi equipment in Essex and our prices
are very competitive, we appreciate the
difficulties of matching your budget to
your requirements. What better than talk to
aman who knows his stuff, who will be
pleased to discuss your problems however
little you may know about the technicalities.
And, of course, if you are technically minded
you will find yourself equally at home.
Either way, you will find our advice, though
highly expert, both friendly and unbiased.
We only sell good quality equipment.
But with the best of intentions, things do
sometimes go wrong. And then what happens?
Well, at C & 0 we have aservice department
that is our pride and joy. Our engineers are
not only highly experienced (yes, with a
few exceptions we carry out all work on
the premises), but we ensure they have the
finest test equipment available.
Why not come along and have achat?
You will be under no obligation or pressure
to buy. Our know-how is considerable, our
service impeccable and, as we have already
said, our prices surprisingly competitive
(and if you have any doubts about that, give
us aring).
All these quality hi-fi brands are on view:
Acoustic Research, Akai, Armstrong, BASF, Bang & Olufsen,
Bose, Bowers & Wilkins, Cambridge, Cele.stion, Harmon-Kardor.
Kel, Lecson, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, NEAL,
Nakamichi, Pioneer, Ouad, Rogers, Rotel, SME, Sansui.
Spendor, Stax, Tandberg, Teac, Technics, Toshiba, Trio.
Comparator equipped demonstration areas.
Wide selection of classical and popular records and tapes.
We accept Access, Barclaycard, American Express, Diners

Chew & Osborne

ACCESS WELCOME LOW DEPOSIT H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE

QUALITY HI-FI, TAPE EQUIPMENT, RECORDS, TAPES.

RN (CLEARTONE) LTD
166 BLACKBURN RD BOLTON
Bolton 2263 6 /31423
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156 High Street, Epping, Essex CM16
Telephone: Epping (0378) 74242.

Chew & Osborne
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UALITY MONITOR

IN April's QM the majority of issues covered
I concerned 20th century music—such is the
luck of the draw when looking for star ratings
over afew months' span. This time we have a
more conventional spread, with 16 issues
ranging from Bach to Schoenberg via Mozart,
Beethoven and Strauss.
Most ancient of the larger musical instruments is the organ, and in his review of Peter
Hurford playing the Dutch organ at Eton
(ZRG 783, February) T.A. granted astar to the
record. We have since learnt that the star
was intended for the performance, not the
recording—obviously an editorial slip somewhere.
Apologies to all, though having
listened to the record not much harm can have
been done as it is really very fine indeed.
Trevor tells us that he was in two minds
whether to give astai for technical quality, and
we find ourselves in the same quandary—how
about A/A*?
Staying with the keyboard, the controversial
Glen Gould intrigued S.D. in April with his
playing of the Bach French Suites, and received
from CBS arecording starred on one side and
rates at ' A' on the other ( 73393). The difference
arose from a slight change of tone-colout,
though the overall effect on both sides is, to our
QM ears, worthy of S.D.'s split rating, which
stands. This is not an inflated ,` big' piano, but
an ideally clear, smaller, rounded sounding
instrument. As our reviewer said immediate
but not obtrusive.' The instrument occupies
about one third of the sound-stage width, with
an intriguing spread of pitch ( not entirely
artificial, if you listen carefully to a real
instrument, facing the open reflector) which
usefully separates Bach's frequent two-part
writing into treble and bass. Despite S.D.'s
statement on the subject, one can (just) hear
Gould humming once or twice.
In April M.T. was loud in his praise of Paul
Crossley playing Messiaen's piano music
(OiseauLyre DSLO 6, A*). This is a very
impressive disc, both musically and technically,
and one in which the technical aspects are
unfailingly musical. The piano (a superb
Bitisendorfer) is situated centrally on the stereo
stage surrounded by awarm acoustic. The solo
instrument emerges from a limpid pool of
sound which is ideally suited to the reflective
and mystical nature of the music. The sound
retains its clarity in the more outgoing pieces
such as the Rondeau, with great attack and
precision in the top and bottom registers.
Highly recommended.
Somewhat less austere, to say the least, was
the recital of popular pieces on The World of
Joseph Cooper (
Decca SPA 372). This received
arave notice from L.T. in February, including
the remark: its recording is outstandingly
realistic, one of the most unspectacularly
natural piano recordings Ihave heard for a
long time'. We fully confirm the A* rating,
only adding awarning that the slightly brittle,
clangy sound of the opening piece by Albeniz is
due to the style of playing for this Spanish,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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guitar-rooted music.
The staccato treble
passages here excite the surrounding ambience
more noticeably than elsewhere on the disc,
which offers, as L.T. said, some very natural
piano sound.
Turning from ' guitar- rooted' music to the
real thing, Julian Bream's RCA record of
Giuliani's Le Rossiniane pieces Op. 119/121 and
Sor's Grand Sonata Op. 25 (ARL1-0711) was
hailed by P.T. in March as ' the finest guitar
recording I have ever heard', spoilt only by
surface imperfections on the review copy which
are entirely absent from our QM pressing.
It is certainly outstanding, particularly on the
Giuliani side which has a slightly brighter,
more forward impact not altogether attributable to its higher recording level in comparison
with the more mellow effect of the Sor. A quite
splendid A* issue.
This quarter's last solo instrumental recording takes us from plucked to bowed strings,
reminding us that in January's QM we commented on aSupraphon recording of the Bach
solo violin sonatas which was notable for the
'extreme' naturalness of sound. A further set
from DG by Milstein (2709 047), given a star
in April by the same critic (S.D.), is equally
impressive, though not as natural. In keeping
with the performances, DG have gone for a
bigger, rather closer effect; they pick up the
occasional sniff and grunt from the performer,
and the sound has a presence and dramatic
quality that suits Milstein's grand, big-toned
approach. The soloist is placed centrally,
surrounded with a halo of ambience which
prevents the sound becoming oppressive.
Superb surfaces go to making up a true star
package.
Still bowed strings, but quadrupled on DG's
Prague Quartet recording of Dvorak's G-major
string quartet Op. 106 (2530 480). In April
K. D. welcomed this issue with stars all round:
players ' well-spaced, the sound rich and wellrounded ... silent surfaces and no hint of preecho'. We confirm all these points but regret
to report disagreement with the rating on
grounds of tonal balance. The sound is indeed
well-rounded at the bottom end, but whenever
the violins reach more than amodest distance
into the treble they tend to become strident
and steely. It could be due to arather brightly
reverberant setting, to which some listeners
may adapt (including K.D.!), but we found it
necessary to turn down the treble quite a bit.
It then sounds very good, but the rating must
be lowered to A.
Slight reservations also on the next issue:
superb performances of Mozart's piano
concertos 27 and 18 from Brendel and the
Academy on 6500 948, reviewed by K.D. in
April. This was one of those very good
recordings that on protracted listening failed to
live up to the first star-rated impressions—
certain aspects of the balance began to irritate
slightly. The piano is rather forward, though
no doubt acase could be made out for this, and
there is some doubt regarding the balancing of

the first violins: they are perhaps just a little
too dominant. Still a very good recording
notwithstanding these slight imperfections,
though we would suggest A/A* as arather more
accurate rating.
Piano and string balance are the essence of
the next disc. Carried away by the Perlman/
Ashkenazy
performances
of Beethoven's
Kreutzer (
Op. 47) and earlier Op. 12 sonatas on
Decca SXL 6632 in March, C.B. allotted astar
rating for recording quality on the basis of lifelike tonal qualities and a ' quite perfect' balance
between violin and piano, without pursuing
technical aspects any further. There is a
pleasant touch of Kingsway Hall ambience
behind the players, who, while fairly near to the
listener, are not artificially separated yet sound
drastically different when switching between
mono and stereo on headphones. Certainly a
fine production, though asuspicion of strident
coarseness on the violin at some climaxes
inclines us to qualify the rating to A*/A.
Staying with Beethoven and the same
reviewer, Grumiaux's Philips version of the
Violin Concerto with the Concertgebouw under
Davis (6500 775, April) was also starred. The
soloist is certainly set back nicely against a
broad and full-bodied orchestral backcloth and
the overall effect is very grand yet also natural;
but while ' every orchestral strand tells', as
C.B. said, we feel that this is because of
musical balancing, not sonic clarity. The
orchestra, indeed, seems slightly dim; its
recorded sound cannot really be compared
with that to be heard from the same forces
(recorded around the same time for the same
company) in the Berlioz Fantastic Symphony
(6500 774) awarded a mere ' A' by J.C. in
March. We would be inclined to raise the
latter to A* and take the Beethoven down to
A, though the concerto record is still very good
indeed by most standards.
Philips again, with Elgar's Enigma Variations
and Richard Strauss' Don Juan (
6500 481).
This was rated an overall B by H.O. in March,
but here we upgrade. First, an apology: we
printed incorrect details of the orchestra
Haitink used for Don Juan, assuming this to be
the LPO as used for the Elgar, whereas in fact
it was the Concertgebouw.
H.O.'s rumble and ' heartbeat' problems
were not evident on our QM copy, and the
orchestral sound realised for the Enigma struck
us as exceptional: weighty, rich and clear in the
best Philips tradition. Our preference of the
two works is for the Elgar, which we re-rate to
A/A*, and after consideration of the Strauss,
which seems ashade coarser and less clear, we
upgrade that also to A/B. Thus an all-round
A for the disc as awhole.
If you have the opportunity to play Enigma
on this disc at arealistic level, we think it will
be found among the more impressive of recent
issues. The finale, with organ (beautifully
balanced) is
a demonstration- piece par
excellence.
On to more Richard Strauss, which is usually
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Save V.A.T. at U.P.L. Hi Fi centre
Since VAT went up to its present level many people have decided they can't afford
good quality hi-fi equipment.
Here at UPL, New Malden, we've taken steps to change all that. We've pared
our prices right down to the bone, so that not only do you save on the cost of the goods,
but the VAT amount is lower too.
So before you decide you can't afford that new equipment, or settle for a cheaper
model, come and see us, or give us a ring — but hurry, with inflation continuing, we don't
know how long we can hold these new low prices.
You can listen to any of the following makes through ' Rosie', our unique comparator.
Full guarantees and after- sales service second to none. Credit terms, Access, Barclaycard
etc. Send s.a.e. for full details of all prices and this month's special offers.

Aiwa, AR, Armstrong, B Er N. B Et 0, B Et W, Bose, Cambridge, Celestion, Connoisseur, Dual, EPI, Era Mk.6,
Ferrograph, Gale, Garrard, Harman Kardon, Harrison Chapman, IMF, KEF, KLH, Kensonic, Koss, JBL,
Larson, Linn, Lustraphone, Lux, Marantz, McIntosh, Micro, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, NAD,
Nakamichi, National Technics, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, Quad, Richard Allan, Revox, Rogers, SAE, Scansonic,
Sherwood, Shure, SME, Sonab, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Stanton, Stax, Tandberg, Tannoy, Teac, TDK,
Thorens, Toshiba, Trio, Yamaha.

MEET

UPL -SOUND ADVICE AT áBETTER PRICE

Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY. 01-942 9567/8
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appealing in hi-fi terms—with its combinations
of large orchestra and rich tonal colouring.
Vol. 3 in Rudolf Kempe's collection of the
full orchestral works for EMI (SLS 894) keeps
up this appeal by combining rich sound with
splendid performances, given a double star by
C.B. in April. On three discs the Dresden
orchestra provides the Domestic Symphony,
Till Eulenspiegel, Aus Italien and other items in
agrandly reverberant setting which allows the
music to breathe and expand with magnificent
impact. Not a closely analytical sound, but a
wide orchestral sound-stage and alovely ' sense
of the hall'. As C.B. remarked, the lower
strings in particular are impressively realistic.
Star rating confirmed.
Now some rare vocal Strauss—for unaccompanied and numerously divided chorus, sung by
the Schutz Choir under Roger Norrington
(Argo ZRG 803). This was reviewed by C.B. in
April.
A restrained recording level and
pleasantly reverberant setting prevent overt
distress with this technically very difficult
material, and while neverthless there is atouch
of ' metallic' treble at times from the sopranos
in their higher reaches, we confirm the star
rating. Strauss without an orchestra is certainly worth atry, but it might prove to be an
acquired taste. An adventuresome issue.
Adventuresome also was the remark in
April's QM (made with tongue firmly in cheek)

that some twentieth-century music is actually
quite pleasant—an understatement so enormous as to deserve unending fame. Whatever
the merits of the state of mind that unhesitatingly writes off the ' other' music as unpleasant,
we consider below an early work by one of the
century's most disapproved-of great composers.

Re- assessment of recent ' star' quality
recordings and re- ratings for some
others; comments based on actual
releases, not test- pressings. Following equipment employed:— Cartridge: Shure V15/III. Arm: SME3009
Improved. Turntable: Thorens TO
125. Amplifiers: Quad, 33/303 and
Cambridge P50. Loudspeakers:
Crabbe/IMF, Quad, KEF 104, Spendor
BC- 1.

The QM team member detailed to cover the
CBS Schoenberg Gurrelieder (
78264, April,
A*) was so stunned at the emotional impact of
this extraordinary production as to be observed
wandering around at climaxes muttering
'bloody hell'. Seldom do artistry and technology accompany each other in a way so
integrated as here. A rich, spacious acoustic is
obtained from the comparatively new venue of

West Ham Central Mission Hall. The BBC SO
and chorus are served as ideally as the soloists,
and (the definitive example of all together) the
Peasant's anguished howl as the Wild Hunt
roars overhead, comes across—helped by
Siegmund Nimsgem's superb singing-acting—
with spine-chilling intensity. The whole neoWagnerian splendour, spacious development,
passionate lyricism of the work comes off
effortlessly, in away relaxed, almost leisurely.
Exceptional smoothness of sound. Despite a
generous coating of dust (this 'ere new sleeve
lining material ?), truly exceptional surfaces—
almost beyond belief by the standards of
nowadays. Pressings, as often with CBS, are
from France.
This is one of the Superlative Recordings.
Don't be discouraged by the composer's name.
Finally, back to the 18th century for some
rather different vocal music. We fully concur
with the star Leon Thompson gave to the
Handel Chandos Anthems (
ZRG 766) reviewed
in March. King's College is a far from easy
recording venue, yet the result is a beautifully
balanced sound which combines a pleasing
intimacy with areally lovely acoustic. One of
the most impressive aspects is the clarity of line
in the important choral episodes, particularly
valuable in music of a contrapuntal nature as
this is. The soloists are set back from the
microphones in a very natural manner.

Hi -Fi Workshop
Finally, again if an oscilloscope is available,
the FM oscillator can be used, in the normal
manner of a ' wobbulator' in aligning the
RF or IF stages of aradio or TV receiver.
In this mode, the signal displayed can be either
the AM demodulated output, or as in fig. 9,
the RF envelope at the end of the RF or IF
chain.
Although one might reasonably doubt the
utility of measurements and adjustments of
the type described above for reasonably well
adjusted receivers, it is nevertheless surprising
to observe the extent to which such circuits
fall short of what is practicable, and also the
relative ease of alignment when awobbulator is
available, in comparison with the tediousness
of this task when such facilities are absent.

FIG. 8
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Armstrong Series 600, model- 626 AM- FM

stereo recei ver

The AM-FM receiver_
Hi-fl stereo systems which can only come up
•with woolly facts usually produce awoolly
performance to match.
Armstrong like to be specific.
With the Series 600 we havenotonlysurpassed
ourselves.
But probably every other competitor in the
running.
I
i's an achievement that we believe is only
possible to an independent company like ours.
Designing and developing the Series 600 took
enthusiasm, dedication - and some of the very best
technical minds in the industry.
In this advertisement you have all the
evidenceyou need to make up your ownmind:
Pleasecompare it with any other system
withinany reasonable parameter of price.
And then we think when it comes to making a
choice you too will be most decidedly specific:
Armstrong Series 600, and nothing but.

Bandpass filtering, dual gate EE.T.'s,
varicapdiode tuning, ceramic I.F. Filters,
integrated circuits and aphase locked loop stereo
decoderall combine to give ultra high sensitivity
and selectivity- and almost unmeasurable
distortion.
The AM section is hardly less im pressi ve:
you'll find none of the usual chaotic distortion here.
It has been overcome by using the latest
communication receiver techniques- and the
result is avery high performance and relative
freedom from unwanted interference.

Expert opinion
"The626 has asuperb performance on radio
which could not be faulted and was moreover quite
up to that specified...
There is no doubt either about theexcellent
performance of the amplifier section... go out and
buy the 626."
F. C. Judd - Audio.

The 626
The 626 Recci ver combines in one handsome,
slimline package, the621stereoamplifierand the
623 AM- FM tuner.
It is, ifyou like, theshowpieceoftheSeries 600:
as technologically advanced and qualitatively
superiora piece of equipment as even the most
demanding enthusiast could wish for.
It is best considered in its separate functions.

Finishing touch: on the 626, you can pre-set
three AM stations and three more FM stations.

Inside out

Tuners
The design concept of the FM tuner select ion
was to ach ieve aspecification very close to the
theoretical performance limitsofthe FM
broadcasting system.
And Armstrong have achieved just that:

"After extensive laboratory and listening
testsl have no hesitation in proclaiming the
Armstrong 626 oneofthe best British tuner/
amplifiers currently available."
John Earl- Records and Recording.
"A great deal of design effort has
undoubtedly been injected into the 600series. How
encouragingto see t
hat British hi-fi istaking the
lead once again ..." Gordon J. King- HiFi News.

Amplifier
Five years in thetleveloping ( with ahost of
additionsand improvements since the launch of
Series 600 in 1973), this amplifier delivers up to 100
wattsofcontinuoussine wave power wi th
negligible distortionand awide frequencyrange.
This tremendous reserve ofpower provides
for an unmistakable, effortless beauty of sound
only obtainable from afew of the world's top
designs
And when it comes to facilities, there's
precious little lacking:
Specially matched rotary controls for volume,
bass, treble and balance.
Input selection by Armstrong's new silent
form of Electronic Gate switching.
Simple, smooth-acting press keys for other
controls. Headphones and two- pairs of
speakers can be used simultaneously or enjoyed
independently.
There are two treble filters (with a ' slope'
control providing achoice or four characteristics),
two choices of disc sensitivity and adjustable
tape recording outputs ensure easy matching to
virtuallyall types of record player and tape recorder
equipment.

Specifications
AmplifierSeetiun
Power Output (80)
.40 Nut's/channel RMS
Harmonic Distortion
less than 0.08%
Frequency Response (± 1c111)
2011z-25kHz
Hum & N..ise ( unweighted) all inputs
better than - 65dB
Damping FactorL8Hi
better than 50
AM Tuner-Section
Coverage continuous LW& MW)
145-1625kHz
Sensitivity ( Ferrite Aerial 111F)
250pV/metre
xtemal Aerial 111F)
25 pV
Selectivity
60dB
FM Tunrr Section
FM Sensitivity, 1
H1' 75
I.5pV
Selectivity, Alternate Channel IFIF
56dB
Capture Ratio,111F
I.75dB

Armstrong service

high quality engineering has al ways been
beautiful in its own right and even l'or those who
know nothing ofelectronic design there is plenty to
admire inside Series 600.
It ¡san Armstrong engineering principle not to
design just aproduct but aseries of products
conceived as an integrated whole. In Series 600,
each model is related to each of the others in a
logical pattern mhich enables expensively tooled
parts and electronic modules to be used
interchangeably.

Price note
It is this concept, providing large, economical
and efficient production runs, which largely
accounts for the highly competitive prices of
Armstrong products.
621 Stereo Amplifier:
623 AM- FM Stereo Tuner:
624 FM Stereo Tuner:
625 FM Stereo Receiver:
626 AM- FM Stereo Receiver

£92.58
£98.42
£73.74
£136.62
£163.94

For manyyears Armstrong have held a
reputation for unusually efficient and courteous
service to their customers. Expert advice on any
aspect ofArmstrong products is freely available,
either by phone or letter, irrespective of the age of
your equipment.
In the event of aunit needing attention, it can
be returned to the factory, eitherdtirectlyorthrough
yourdealer, where i
twill receive auention within
48 hours.For service performed at our factory
within thel2 months guarantee period, no charge is
made. Components, labour and return carriage are
free.

Armstrong
A British- owned private company, established in
1929. (Yoult enjoy our independence.)

r

Please send me the
IArmstrong 12 page
Icolour brochure, press
Ireview book!et& list of
Ifranchised dealers.
Name
IAddress

Price, are 11 RP, exclude. VAT aid are correct at time of
going to press.

Armstrong Audio Limited, Warlters Road, London N7 ORZ. Telephone: 01-607 3213
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Gramophile
Record & Music Scene
Kenneth Gilbert

The Nash Ensemble
Ensemble has been in
existence for about ten years now,
and is widely rated as one of the
finest chamber groups in London
—renowned not only for excellence of performance but for the
scope and interest of their programmes—they have premiered
well over 100 works. Recently we
went to meet the power behind
the Nash, Amelia Freedman,
herself a one-time clarinet player
with the group, now dividing her
time between running the Nash
and two demanding young children! We asked what led to the
formation of the Ensemble?
'I used to organise concerts at the
Royal Academy when I was a
student there, and some friends
and myself felt that we were not
getting enough actual experience
of playing in public. It is a very
different thing playing for yourself rather than an audience. As I
was an " organiser" they asked me
to form a group—a large group
to give as many students as
possible experience.'
Like so
many things, the Nash we learnt
later was born in the local pub.
Amelia Freedman is anxious to
avoid gaining a reputation as a
purely ' avant garde' type group.
Then concert programmes stretch
from Mozart through to Berg and
present day composers, encompassing such popular composers
as Gershwin on the way: recent
concerts with Eartha Kitt and
Cleo Lane were highly successful.
'I would never allow a narrow
approach, such an attitude would
be totally against my whole concept of life—fortunately the Nash
are agroup of players who take a
delight in playing all kinds of
music. Not everything we play is
a masterpiece, but that doesn't
matter, the whole point about
music is that it must communicate.' She went on: ' Idon't like
destructive music, music that is
against all form and all plan
because it does not communicate.
Recently we did a tour where we
played John Taverner's Requiem
for Father Malachy with the
Kings' Singers (possible future
recording), this was programmed
with Mozart and Gershwin, and
some 6000 people heard the work
and enjoyed it. That is what the
Nash is all about.'
Groups such as the Nash have

THE Nash
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Members of the Nash Ensemble
Judith Pearce, flute; Robin Miller, oboe; Antony Pay, clarinet;
Brian Wightman, bassoon; John Pigneguy, horn.

to overcome the usual reluctance
to accept anything called ' chamber' music. ' Chamber music
takes in far more than just string
quartets, people are often amazed
at the end of aconcert and come
and say to me " you know Ididn't
know that piece existed". Ilike to
slip contemporary music in with,
say, classical music, as this provides contrast without jarring,
and places it in context. Iknow
many composers prefer to hear
their music within such a context.'
She has a very sane and
balanced attitude to the sometimes highly emotive subject of
contemporary music—'you can't
expect present day composers to
write like Beethoven, it is pointless. People used to beg Stravinsky to write another Firebird late
in his life, and he couldn't, he had
evolved, that part of his life was
gone. Musical language changes
and you can't expect composers
to write what is not in them. The
other problem is that people tend
to think of contemporary composers as all sounding the same,
they lump everyone who wrote in
the 20th century as modern—
even Rachmaninov, whereas they
all sound different, all have
different voices.'
The Nash Ensemble have made
several records, some for Argo, a
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Peirrot Lunaire with Cleo Lane
for RCA, and a recent Soldiers
Tale for CFP. All records have
won considerable critical' praise,
though as Amelia remarked
rather ruefully: ' It is difficult to
get the companies to record
groups like the Nash, they tend to
prefer the big names. The sad
thing is that very often a group
such as the Nash can, because it
plays together so often, produce
better music than a group put
together purely for one recording,
it's avicious circle.'
Future moves for the Ensemble
include possibly some more recordings, aprom, and alot more
touring abroad. This last reflects
not only the much higher fees
offered abroad, but also the
chance to keep everyone together
for a longer period than usual.
The money is useful however:
'We don't have a lot of money,
and of course it costs alot to keep
a group like the Nash going. I
would like to emphasise that the
members of the Ensemble are
friends, both in and out of music,
and that we all really want to keep
it together. because within it we
can do things that are both new
and interesting.' We shall hear
much more from this talented
group in the future and hope they
don't spend too much time out of
the country.

IN London in May was the
Canadian
harpsichordist
and
scholar Kenneth Gilbert, at present involved in recording the
complete Couperin harpsichord
music for RCA.
Gilbert is
refreshingly casual and has avery
lively approach to music in
general; he had avoided having a
programme printed for his forthcoming Queen Elizabeth Hall
concert so as to be able to play
exactly what he felt like on the
night. Though a scholar and a
self confessed ' purist' Gilbert
does not let any such feelings
blind him to talent, and looks
forward to working with such
unauthentic' groups as the Academy of St Martin in the Fields.
Gilbert has strong feelings on
harpsichords and recorded sound,
but was very happy with arrangements for his London concert,
where he was to play a Ruckers
instrument restored by Michael
Thomas for which he was full of
praise.

In Error
ONCE more an apology for asmall

error in our record review section
in the May issue of HFNIRR.
In his review of the ' orchestral
music of Debussy', ORTF/Martinon on HMV SLS 893, Chris
Grier mentioned that apart from
this present version there was no
other version available of the
Rapsodie for Clarinet and Orchestra. We have since been informed
that there are six other versions
available at present; covered with
shame we can only claim a misreading of the Gramophone
catalogue and apologise profusely.

Ormandy
on tour in the UK were
the Philadelphia orchestra under
their chief conductor Eugene
Ormandy; we had the pleasure of
meeting Ormandy at a reception
held for the maestro by RCA.
Ormandy was introduced to the
press by RCA classical manager
Bob Walker who mentioned the
very long association between the
orchestra and their conductor.
RECENTLY
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Instead
of giving you
a20 oz headphone
foryour eyes,
Sennheiser prefers
to give you
a5oz headphone
for your ears.

WHERE QUALITY
IS FOREMOST....

C51 control unit and P51 amplifier ( second power amp. may
be added to double the output capability), comprehensive
facilities for the Audiophile who must have everything.

Headphones are to wear - not to look at. In
designing the HD 414 Sennheiser have concentrated
on the two most important aspects. Comfort and a true
reproduction of all types of music.
Why are they only 5 oz ? To be comfortable. To
be able to wear them through any full length concert
with the music reproduced faithfully from your favourite L.P. True reproduction of all types of music is due
to the Sennheiser design - if you don't believe us why
have over one million people purchased this one
model
Why do other manufacturers of Hi Fi equipment use the HD 414 to demonstrate their own equipment at exhibitions ? The answer is in the headphone.

A48 and A21 integrated
amplifiers 40 or 20 watts
RMS per channel respectively, facilities to match the
price ranges catered for.

R21 and R51 FM Stereo
tuners with many novel
features complete the story,
in two styles to match the
A21 and A48 or C51 respectively.

Over one million sold.

••

I'd like to hear
more about the
HD 414 and other Sennheiser
headphones. Please send me the
brochure.
MY NAME •
ADDRESS:

SENNHEISEIF1

HAYDEN
HN 4

Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House,
17, Chesham Road, Amersham, Buckinghamshire.
Telephone : 02403 5511
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Most dictionaries define quality as ' degree of excellence'. This hobby
of ours in which some of us are fanatics has as its basis the re-creation
of the musical stage at home. Our ears are the best measuring instruments in the world when it comes to measuring the faithfulness of a
sound reproducing system and no matter what the laboratory oscilloscopes and distortion measuring equipment indicate, the final result
must sound right. This philosophy has been fundamental to all the
design work carried on at J. E. Sugden & Company and though we
have sometimes offered controversial solutions, on one main point we
are not criticised—the results we have produced have sounded faithful
—that is one of our degrees of excellence.
A second side is in constructional quality. Excellence of construction
gives far more owner satisfaction, for no one can deny the pride of
ownership of a hand made carefully constructed item as opposed to a
piece of quantity produced tinware. Excellence of construction also
tends to promote reliability and the certainty of the equipment performing in the manner the designer first intended. Fortunately we are
experts at quality of construction for we have a wealth of experience
upon which to draw. Experience of scientific instrument production
for many years causes us to adopt methods of approach of which the
quantity conscious methods engineer would never dream. Indeed
there have been articles and programmes recently about large
concerns experimenting with a different approach to production.
Instead of a soul destroying production line, one of the large Swedish
motor companies is trying a method where a small team makes a
complete vehicle. Just fancy—J. E. Sugden's assembly girls have
been doing this for years with one girl making one instrument or one
amplifier with attendant job satisfaction and little likelihood of ashoddy
product. We have many other interesting routes to quality—adegree of
excellence.
Our free colour brochure includes specifications and details of our
products and it also gives ahistory of J. E. Sugden and an insight to our
methods. Why not write for a copy today?

J. E. SUGDEN & CO LTD •
CARR STREET .
CLECKHEATON .
Telephone: Cleckheaton ( 09762) 2501

YORKSHIRE
BD19 5LA

Ormandy has directed the orchestra now for 39 years, and both are
celebrating their 75th birthdays in
the same year. Ormandy was
also, he said, responsible for many
first performances of contemporary music: he gave the world
premiere of Bartok's third piano
concerto,
Schoenberg's
violin
concerto, and Rachmaninov's
Symphonic Dances to name but a
few. He has also introduced
many
composers,
such
as

Vaughan Williams, Kodaly, and
Britten to American audiences.
The present Philadelphia tour
included concerts in Germany,
Italy, Spain, Austria and Switzerland as well as London.

Wharfedale Concert
might say—after the event—
that this concert followed the
honoured tradition of Gilbert
Briggs's RFH programmes of

ONE

yesteryear. Forming part of a
hi-fi dealers' weekend conference,
the technical Press were invited to
a ' live' classical concert in
London's Wigmore Hall on
Sunday evening, April 6th.
Chris Bryant, Rank Radio
International's indefatigable Press
Officer, told us that although the
main content of the recital would
be ' live', unusual hi-fi demonstrations would be included. Ears
agog we duly listened to the
performers in the rather hard
acoustic of the Wigmore Hall.
We were not disappointed, but we
proceed too quickly.
Heading the group of talented
artists who sang and played for
our pleasure, Shura Cherkassky
played a rather rumbustious
Tannhauser Overture Paraphrase,
and Marisa Robles enchanted us
with her harp solos.
Roger
Vignoles ( piano) accompanied
the singers—Richard Greagor,
Christian du Plessis, Enid Hartle
and Lissa Gray in solo items
(including Leon Bard's song The
Queen of the Phonograph, Oh,
Chiffon), culminating in Verdi's
Rigoletto quartet, Bella figlia
del 'amore.
An exciting presentation of this
famous quartet, so well received
that it had an encore, when the

tenor had half an apple stuffed in
his mouth in full voice! Yes, we
had been listening to the singer
miming his part, and so well
integrated with his companions
was the playback (on asingle new
Wharfedale speaker yet to be
announced) that many of the
audience—according to position
in the hall—were fooled into
thinking the entire presentation
was ' live'. Close down towards
the stage, the critical listener may
have detected subtle differences
in sound level and projection, but
full marks to Phonogram Ltd. for
the original studio recording to
match the ' live' voice performance, and to Ken Russell and
Alex Garner ( Wharfedale's
development engineers at Bradford) for so skilfully handling the
tape replay equipment in the
balcony.
This team also deserves credit
for a superb LP entitled ' The
Wharfedale Sound', specially produced by Phonogram, to provide
a repertoire of music ideally
suitable
for
demonstrating
present-day standards of hi-fi
sound. This LP will be available
only through selected LeakWharfedale dealers, who will give
them free to purchasers of this
brand of hi-fi products.

Eugene Ormandy

Historically Speaking
John Freestone

TELEVISION programme broadcast on
£ BBC2 on Sunday the 6th April and entitled 'A Tone of Voice' promised to be of
compelling interest to all students of singing,
but in the event it proved nebulous and inconclusive. Three well known singing teachers
were shown giving lessons and although they
emphasised different aspects of voice production Ifelt that there was a good measure of
agreement on such fundamental matters as
breathing, tone placing etc. As a teacher of
singing myself, and apupil of Blanche Marched,
Walter Hyde and Maggie Teyte, Iwould have
liked to see more importance attached to the
exhalation of breath, for this is one of the most
vital factors in good voice production and is
what is meant by the old Italian adage ' Chi sa
respirare sa cantare' ( He who knows how to
breathe knows how to sing). The lung capacity
of individuals varies enormously and although
proper exercises can increase this, few singers
could hope to emulate the long phrasing of a
McCormack, aCaruso or aMartinelli. Nevertheless it is vital that the breath should be controlled by the combined action of the diaphragm
id
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and the inter-costal muscles so that it is perfectly steady when it is expelled from the lungs,
thus leaving the larynx free to perform its
functions unimpeded.
Still the main point of the programme under
discussion was the ability to colour the voice,
and Peter Pears considered this with his present
teacher Lude Manen. Ihave always admired
Pears greatly for his musicianship, great musical
intelligence and unusual versatility. Iwas present at the world première of Peter Grimes and
his portrayal of the title role is one of my most
treasured operatic experiences, but like all
artists he is not perfect, and the major weakness
in his singing, for me at least, is his inability to
colour the voice. The timbre shows little variation, and Ifound his discussion with Lucie
Manen, where they were talking of the use of
the full voice and the mezza voce unconvincing
for this reason. Mezza voce' literally means
'half voice' and should not refer to adifferent
quafity of voice, but often it is used to describe what is in reality the ' mixed voice' or
'wee mista' where the full voice and the falsetto are blended to produce a quality quite

different from atrue mezza voce.
It is always difficult to provide illustrations
of any particular aspect of vocal technique
which are readily available, but if possible
listen to the recordings of Patti in the album
recently published by EMI. The vocal timbre
varies constantly, despite the age of the singer
and the obvious and inherent faults which age
has imposed. For example in the 1906 recording of Tosti's ` La Serenata' there is alightness
and a youth which defy the passage of time,
whereas in ' Connais-tu le pays' and `Ah non
credea mirarti' the timbre is entirely different
with a tinge of sadness which is poignantly
beautiful. In the same way Destinn could sing
the death of Butterfly with adramatic intensity
which wrings the heart and could use ahaunting but true mezza voce in her ' Leise, leise'
from ' Der Freischütz' changing the tone
colour as well, to suit the gentle slightly nostalgic atmosphere which is so right for the character of Agathe. One could cite many other
instances of artists who have this great gift,
among them Chaliapin, Gerhardt, De Los
Angeles and of course Maria Callas.
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FANTASTIC NEW
RANGE NOW
RX 402

IN STOCK

STEREO

TUNER AMPLIFIER
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.SUPER
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AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

Akai AA5210
P.O.A.
Akai AA5210D8
P.O.A.
Akai 5510
P.O.A.
Akai AA5810
P.O.A.
Cambridge P50/P60/P110 P.O.A.
Hitachi ( all models) .. P.O.A.
Leak 2100 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2200 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz (all models) .. P.O.A.
Nikko ( all models) ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA500A
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA6200
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA7 I
00
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA8100
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA9100• •
P.O.A.
Rote IRA211 .. • • P.O.A.
Rotel RA3I I .. • .
P.O.A.
Rotel RA6I I .. • •
P.O.A.
Sansui AUI01 .. • .
P.O.A.
Sansui AU505 .. • •
P.O.A.
Sony (all models) • .
P.O.A.
Sound SA520 . •
P.O.A.
Sound SA620 .. • .
P.O.A.
Sound SA820 . . .
Technics (full range in stock)
Toshiba (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Trio (full range in stock)

Armstrong 623/624
P.O.A.
Akai AT550
P.O.A.
Akai AT580
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55..
P.O.A.
Hitachi (all models)
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko (all models)
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX500A
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX6200
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX7100
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX8I00
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX9I00
P.O.A.
Rotel RT222
P.O.A.
Rotel RT322
P.O.A.
Rotel RT622
P.O.A.
Sansui TUSOS ..
P.O.A.
Sony (ail models)
P.O.A.
Sound ST606
P.O.A.
Technics (full range in stock)
Toshiba ( al models) ..
P.O.A.
Trio (
full rInge in stock)

••
••
.•
••
••
••

.•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

RECEIVERS
Aiwa TPR3910 ( with Cass.) P.O.A.
Aiwa TPR4001 ( with 9X)
P.O.A.

Akai 8030 ..
P.O.A.
Akai 8080 ..
P.O.A.
Akai 810
P.O.A.
Armstrong 62.5/626
P.O.A.
Hitachi (all models)
P.O.A.
Leak 2000 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models)
P.O.A.
Nikko (all models)
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434
P.O.A.
Pioneer 57(535 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX636
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX737
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX838
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX939
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX1010
P.O.A.
Rotel RX152
P.O.A.
Rotel RX202
P.O.A.
Rotel RX4O2
P.O.A.
Rotel RX602
P.O.A.
Rotel RX802
P.O.A.
Sansui (all models)
P.O.A.
Sony (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Sonab 3000/4000/7000
P.O.A.
Sound 3400 ..
P.O.A.
Sound SR660
P.O.A.
Sound SR770
P.O.A.
Technics (full range in stock)
Toshiba (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Trio (full range in stock)

SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Bowers & Wilkins ( all
models) ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40/50 .. P.O.A.
Celestion County
Celestion Dittos 15
Celestion Dicton 44
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton 25
Celestion Dicton 66
Goodmans Minister SI.
P.O.A.
Goodmans Havant SL
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mezzo SL
P.O.A.
Goodmans Magnum SL
P.O.A.
Hitachi (all models) ..
P.O.A.
J.B.L. (all models) .. . . .
K.E.F. (all models in stock)
Leak 2020 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2060
P.O.A.
Marantz (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Sonab (all models in stock)
Sony (all models) .. P.O.A.
Technics (from stock)
Wharfedale Denton 11 ..
Wharfedale Linton II
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Glendale ..
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill
Speaker kits various ..
P.O.A.

NOW OPEN AT

READING
TURNTABLES
Garrard
Goldring
Hitachi
SPECIAL
Leak
CASH
Pioneer
sPRICES
Rotel
ON
Sonab
REQUEST
Sony
Sansui
Technics ((role stock)

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa .'
Akai
• (all
• models) Low Prices
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Sonab 500
P.O.A.
Sony (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Sansui .•
P.O.A.
Technics (from stock)
REEL TO REEL. MOST MAKES
IN STOCK

(V) PIONEER

S ONY"
8 THE MEADWAY PRECINCT
HONEY END LANE, READING
TELEPHONE

(
0734) 582988

PHONE FOR
BEST PRICES
OPEN 9.15-6 pm.
Wednesday half day.

PLI2D

somewhat less space this month. Imust
INmake
the most of my chances by giving

priority to recorded rarities. Although a
re-issue, Ithink that the album 'British Band
Classics' ( Fontana 6747 177-2 records) should
not be overlooked by anyone interested in
British music. It neatly fills some gaps in the
Hoist, Vaughan Williams, etc, repertoire,
notably the Hoist Suites for military band,
and it is good to find an American outfit like
the Eastman Wind Ensemble entering the
spirit of British music with such enthusiasm
and understanding.
It is always intriguing to hear music
spiritually endowed by the Britten/Pears
partnership in other hands. First reaction is
to recoil from anything less refined than the
Pears art and it will take me some time to get
used to Robert Tear's interpretations on an
album of Britten folk song arrangements
rein on public subsidies, plus the
A TIGHT
effects of inflation, are pretty certain to

curb the lavishness of Britain's annual festival
programme—next year.
For the present,
hardly acloud shows. The Edinburgh Festival
(August 24—September 13), with highlights
which include avisit by the Israel Philharmonic
and the West Berlin Opera production of Lulu,
will come almost at the end of afull summer.
The most notable event of the Brighton
Festival was the only performance outside
London by the Philadelphia Orchestra. The
more forward seats at the Brighton Dome give
that close proximity to the instruments which
adds its own excitement. Iam uncertain what
precise acoustical phenomenon is imolved, but
it does not seem simply an increased loudness.
`Very stereo!' was one comment from the row
behind me, which indicates something else
again.
Eugene Ormandy has never ranked among
the most strikingly individual of interpreters,
but it was enough to hear his straightforward
performance of Mozart. Sit avinsky and
Tchaikovsky, realized with that specially
accomplished technique cherished by the
Philadelphia players. Naughtily, Ormandy
did not announce his encore, with its superbly
played flute solo: it was (Ilearnt later) Night
Soliloquy by Kent Kennan ( b. 1913). Unknown
as it is in Britain, there are two recordings of
the piece in the U.S. catalogue—neither,
curiously enough, by the Philadelphia.
AFTER THIS I turned with some interest to
the Philadelphia Orchestra's contributions to
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called 'The Foggy, Foggy Dew' (HMV
HQS1341) but they are sensitively and
interestingly handled. I recoil from folk
music made arty, anyway, and therefore listen
to this album with asort of fearful fascination;
and yet Ihave no doubt that it is very good
and that Ishall listen to it many times. Something of the same fascination attends following
the footsteps of Daniel Barenboim into Adrian
Boult territory as in the album `Greensleeves'
(DG 2530 505) with Pinchas Zukerman playing
The lark ascending and music by Walton from
Henry V and a side devoted to Delius.
A true rarity this month is the surprise
appearance of Massenet's La Navarraise
(CBS 76403), a two-act piece, with a heavy
debt to Mascagni, which is enjoyably encompassed on one record. An unusually spacious
recording makes for pleasant listening and I
hope enough opera enthusiasts will buy this
enterprising and excellent venture to ensure
that more Massenet will be restored to us.
Having enjoyed Lully more than I expected
recently, I was anxious to try the ' Luny—
Molière' LP (CBS 76184) that had further
offerings from Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme and
other 17th century entertainments. It is all
music like a rare old crusted port (which I
once unforgettably tasted) and Iam grateful
that there are artists and record companies
around prepared to give us a taste of such
refined pleasures. Philips are always on my
side, or should Imore modestly say that Iam
on theirs, in their indefatigable efforts to get
everything that Mozart wrote onto LP. His
arrangements of J. S. and W. F. Bach in the
Six preludes and fugues, K404a ( Philips
6500 605) are certainly for devotees, but I

hope there are enough of them to offer future
encouragement. They are admirably played
and recorded. Other LPs of the composer's
organ music do exist but the delightful Epistle
sonatas are in astate of neglect at the moment
and Iwelcome the return of three of them in
Organ Works ( Philips 6500 598) brilliantly
played by Daniel Chorzempa. K336 keeps
trying to be some piano concerto-1 must
work out which one it is when I have the
time! I also have a fond memory of some
of them being played on a squeeze-boxy
little baroque organ by Thurston Dart
(Oiseau Lyre OLS101 %) and very charming
they were at that weight.
The first recordings of three Richard Strauss
choral works (Argo ZRG803), rarely performed (as Mahler used to be) because of their
demanding requirements, is an event of great
interest. I wonder if anyone faced with one
of these works as a quiz item, even a devoted
Straussian, would guess who they were by.
Listening to the beginning of the Deutsche
motet Iwould have been searching in my mind
for some Russian composer.
They are not exactly rare, but it has always
been a problem to recommend a set of the
Chopin Mazurkas, with the old Magaloff set
doing long and honourable service. Now
Ronald Smith ( HMV SLS5014-3 records)
provides a complete modern recording that
can be recommended without reservation;
and an outstanding piano recording into the
bargain. And there is also an outstanding
bargain reissue of the Waltzes ( Heliodor
2548 146) from Stefan Askenase, a 1964
recording that comes up fresh and clear with
disciplined virtuoso playing.

Delius' Greatest Hits (
CBS 30056).
The
trouble is that they aren't: La Calinda and
The Walk to the Paradise Garden, which are
absent, are much more ' hits' than the meanderings of In a Summer Garden. The soundquality, too, is inferior—alike in the genuine
stereo and in the electronic stereo treatment
given to recordings by Beecham and Szell.
The tolling-bell effect in Brigg Fair is almost
submerged in this Philadelphia/Ormandy version. I keep hoping I shall recapture my
teenage love for Delius, but it won't be this
way.
a Covent Garden baritone who
became a tenor (he sings in the Sutherland/
Bonynge recording of Bellini's Beatrice di
Tenda) has now another role. He is in charge
of opera at the Royal Northern College of
Music in Manchester, where an evidently substantial budget provides for stage productions
of a professional resource not always seen at
the London colleges. Their recent double bill
had an enchanting display of puppets in Falla's
Master Peter's Puppet Show and an amusing
parade of clockwork mechanisms in Ravel's
L'Heure espagnole.
The students amply
justified the care expended on them. The
Ravel opera achieved a fully professional
standard of singing and orchestral playing,
and the difficulties of staging Falla's opera
(with its story from Don Quixote) were almost
ideally solved in Malcolm Fraser's production.
JOSEPH WARD,

Noah Greenberg, the New
Musica was an ' early music'

UNDER THE LATE

York

Pro

ensemble distinguished for many things, bu
perhaps particularly for its revival and recording of The Play of Daniel, a 13th-century
liturgical drama which survives with indications of ' production' as well as music. Iwas
swept away with delight by the Pro Musica
version on its English cathedral tour, but rather
more soberly entertained by David Wulstan's
more recent performance of The Play of Daniel
in Dorchester Abbey, part of the Oxford end
of the English Bach Festival. Disdaining what
he calls the ' Hollywood spectacular' approach
(an unfair reference to Greenberg, I think),
Wulstan and his Schola Cantorum aim at a
performance presumably nearer to actual
medieval style, though their use of a female
singer in church would surely have scandalized
the clerics of the time. A new recording is
wanted, please!
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GET UP TO 75% OFF
NEW RECORDS!
Britain's biggest Stereo bargains! That's what
you get when you join the Wilson Stereo Library
"Records at Cost" Service.

How you save
As amember of this W.S.L. service, you can buy
ANY new factory fresh record, cassette or
cartridge at COST PRICE plus asmall 204p.
handling charge. For example, on a standard
Classical or de Luxe Popular L.P. costing £ 2.99
the total W.S.L. price ( including packing) is £ 1.92
So you save 79p.

75% off!
Every month members receive alist of brand new
and slightly used stereo recordings - some of
them offered at aquarter of the list price! Jazz,
Classical, Light Orchestral, Pop . . . every type of
music is included.

The cost ? Surprisingly little!
For an annual subscription of just £3.30 you can
buy however many records you like - no
maximum, no minimum. As soon as you join,
we'll send you our special price list.

The W.S.L. Index - for details of every
new release
Essential reading for all enthusiasts. The W.S.L
Stereo Index lists every worthwhile recording
with its release date. And there are full reviews
by well-known personalities.

Other W.S.L. services
Join the W.S.L. Specialist Library and choosy
from Britain's biggest selection of stereo
recordings. Everything from Beethoven to
Bowie. You can even hire brand new
recordings - just join the W.S.L. Stereo
Unplayed Service. To order, just send
the coupon below. Remember,
whatever you want we've got it and at
up to 75% discount. So send the coupon
today and start saving!

To The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London, SE27
,•',•,tçe en‘f
Free booklet " The Wilson Stereo Library", which gives full details of all W.S.L.
services and accessories. Ienclose 61) postage.
'W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Catalogue'. Ienclose ("0p for the Main Catalogue • 40p for the
Cassette Catalogue • 30p for the Tape Catalogue t• Please delete as required) and
understand that this will be credited to me in full should Idecide to become a member
of any of the Libraries.
W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Index. Ienclose £ 1.25 plus p. F.: 0. 20p.
Tick Items Required.

STEREO
LIBRARY
LIMITED

Name

*tin '

OnlyWSL offer this
unique stereo service

Address

HFN 7
1.»
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RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
Performance
A
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
Poor
4
D
H
Historical
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1., A.: 2 or ( exceptionally) A.:1*. c HiFi News & Record Review.
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC and
STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by m ( monophonic), 0 ( quadraphonic)
or r ( stereo transcription). The symbol e refers to
a U.K. reissue.
PRICES: We do our best to ensurethat prices given
with reviews are correct. However, increases are so
frequent that we cannot always guarantee accuracy.

RECORDS OF THE MATH

CLASSICAL

Papillon (
SXL6588). It is all pleasant and
undemanding and piayed with adue appreciation of the period style. The recording is of
good average Decca standard.
It was
recorded in 1972 in the Kingsway Hall and
has no doubt had to await its turn for
release. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond

AUBER: Marco Spada'—ballet
LSO Bonynge
Decca SXL6707 (£2.99)

Auber originally wrote a comic opera Marco
Spada which was produced at the Opéra
Comique in 1852. Scribe's libretto involved
two dominant female characters and as the
Paris Opéra had two eminent ballerinas on
its pay roll it was thought that its story could
be neatly adapted for use as a ballet. This
was done in 1857 and Signoras Carolina
Rosati and Amalie Ferraris found an ideal
framework for their diverse talents. Indeed,
it was so well designed for their personal
needs that when they retired from the stage
the ballet retired with them, and, after an
initial success, has not been heard since
1859. Auber, in fact, did not adapt the music
from the opera but built up an entirely new
score with music drawn from such operas as
Fra Diavolo, La Fiancée, Le lac des fées, Zen/ne,
Les diamants de la couronne and several
others. Being a collector of such French
frivolities, Iaccept the record as yet another
unexpected gift from the indefatigable Mr.
Bonynge and it is a valuable taste of music
from little- heard Auber operas.
But I
couldn't claim that it is world-shaking music
or that anything stands out as being particularly memorable—as, for instance, in the
previous exploration of Offenbach's Le
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Bach Motets from Halsey Singers
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Beethoven's Missa Solemnis ( twice)
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Handel Cantatas

81

Ives Quartets from Concord

83

Chansons Françaises by Janequin

84

Moeran's Symphony from Boult

84

Mozart 20 and 24 Piano concertos
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Music for Lute from Spain

87

Tchaikovsky Pops from Stokowski
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J. C. F. BACH: 7Symphonies
Cologne CO Mu Her - 131 uhl
Nonesuch HB-73027 ( 2records) (£.3.70)

One well-chosen and well- made issue such
as this can help an interesting historical figure
out of the shadows into the bright light of a
summer day—and the works presented here
are quite strong and expressive enough to
stand thorough,
searching examination.
Johann Christoph Friedrich ( 1732-95), the
first surviving son of Bach's second marriage
and the elder brother of Johann Christian,
spent most of his life at the provincial court
of Bückeburg. His achievement is to have
struck an attractive balance between the
Italianate style favoured by his master, Count
Wilhelm of Schaumburg- Lippe, and the more
solid, German style epitomized by Friedrich's
own family. The seven symphonies are all of
interest, several of them of distinction. They
date from the late ' 60s and early ' 70s and then
from the mid ' 90s (Ihe sleeve- notes, certainly
not correct in all respects, disagree on important points with information in the main books
of reference). They are mostly in three movements, with the first Allegro linked to the
Andantino or Andante. The chief glory is in

the slow movements, which are languorous,
long- breathed and expressive.
The first
movements though short are firmly constructed, and the nimble finales are individual
and charming. The shortest runs to little over
eight minutes; the longest, a fine B flat work
numbered 20, is of comparable size (and
almost comparable stature) to late Haydn
symphonies; it alone is in four movements.
The wind writing (especially for flute and two
clarinets) is fetching; and the rondo finale
recalls an air from Dittersdorf's popular
Doktor und Apotheker. The performances are
fresh and lively, though the harpsichord
continuo is rather tinny and not forward
enough. There are patches of poor recorded
quality with pre- echo and harsh, edgy tone,
which is a pity; my second record ( sides 2
and 3) was warped and with an over- large
spindle- hole. Despite these reservations it
would be a pity if anyone interested missed
out on an uncommonly interesting recording;
only the Eflat symphony ( here number 10) is
otherwise available, from Leppard on a
Philips disc devoted to three Bachs.
[B/C: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
BACH EDITION: CHAMBER MUSIC II: Flute
Sonatas
Gamba Sonatas
Unaccompanied
Suites for Cello
Musical Offering
Various artists incl. Nicolet ( fit) IWenzinger (gmba)
Fournier ( vIc) IMunich Ensemble IRichter
DG Archly' 2722 013 (
7 records) R 1970/1961/1963
(£11.00)

Volume 7of the Archiv Bach Edition includes
most of the obvious chamber music material
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not covered by the generally commendable
Chamber Music Ibox. Once again, the standards are, whilst slightly variable in performance and recording, remarkably high in such
a wide range of music for widely contrasted
media. Ihad not heard Fournier's unaccompanied Bach on record before: his technique
sounds just a little stretched in the trickier
fast passages, but, as if to compensate, his
interpretations and, in particular, his sensitive
adjustment of tonal shadings in the slower
movements is quite exquisite, and I shall
prize his interpretations for these. Aurèle
Nicolet is a fine, expressive flautist with a
sweet, direct style of playing that suits Bach
well, at least in the sonatas, which contain
much of his prettiest music. The Munich
Ensemble give a characteristically tidy
rendering of The Musical Offering, with
Nicolet again shining in the Trio Sonata,
some very precise if hardly authentically
registered harpsicord ricercaring from Hedwig
BiIgram, and a clean attacking style throughout—the antithesis, one might claim, of the
slightly mannered Concentus Musicus recording of the same work—which remains,
for all its mannerisms, still my favourite
account of the half- dozen Ihave heard.
This leaves until last my favourite item in
the set, which is the disc containing the
gamba sonatas, expertly and most expressively played by August Wenzinger and
Eduard Müller of Basel. This must surely be
the best account of these pieces presently on
record, and, until some enterprising company
decides to record aperformer of the standard
of Harnoncourt or our own Jane Ryan in the
same music, looks like holding this position.
Incidentally, a new recording of these three
sonatas coupled with Kühnel's fine Sonata
would enrich the catalogue twofold.
The 1970 records (flute and gamba sonatas)
are very clearly and effectively presented in all
respects: Fournier's tone, captured as long
ago as 1961, is rather too resonant to give a
completely realistic impression, but is still
acceptable to all but the fussiest collectors:
what we lose in recording quality on the
Musical Offering we probably gain in rhythmic
precision and general finesse, as it is my
distinct impression that, in the 12 years since
this recording was made, the Munich players
have become less tidy in ensemble. Ishould,
of course, be delighted to be proved wrong:
they are good here. [ AM: 1*/1]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Organ works, Vol. 6
Michel Chapuis (organs, Altenbruch and Copenhagen)
Telefunken ' Das Alte Werk' 6.35081 (
2 records)
(£5.50)
Chapuis' sixth volume contains assorted
chorale preludes, mostly from the early
decades of the eighteenth century, including the three sets of Chorale- Variations
(Partitas), which are effectively series of
preludes on the same melodies. Altogether
an absorbing programme, then, and one in
which an organist is tested just as thoroughly
as he is in the more apparently virtuoso
Preludes and Fugues. There is no lack of
grandeur here, though: pieces like the fine
fantasia on ' Valet will ich dir geben' ( 735) are,
in their way, at least as imposing and rhetorically thrilling as the Toccatas and Fantasias
that Bach was, it appears, composing in the
same months.
Chapuis sometimes disappoints me: the
poised little prelude on ' Wer nur den lieben
Gott lásst walten' (691), which appears in the
Anna Magdalena Album of 1725, is given a
very inflexible, boring reading, for example,
and Imissed any sense of phrased shading in
the opening fantasia on Ein feste Burg'. But
often the surprises are happy ones: Chapuis
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is particularly able in the bringing to life of
apparently simple material like direct chorale
harmonisations, or the rather unvaried style
of the ' Erbarm' dich mein' setting. His
registrations are always both balanced and
full of musical life; again, positive in their
unpredictability. Finally, the recorded sound
of these records, originally undertaken by
Valois six years ago, is easily the most
immediate and realistic of the three ' complete'
sets: good appropriate instruments, well
recorded and edited. Not perfect, then, but
still the best wholesale recordings currently
available here. ( A : 1*/21
Stephen Daw
BACH
EDITION:
VOLUME
8,
ORGAN
WORKS, I
Helmut Walcha ( Silbermann Organs, Alkmaar and
Strasburg)
DG Archly 2722 014 (
8 records) (£12.50).
R 19561970

The first organ volume of Archiv's ' Bach
Edition' is devoted to the extended and shorter
'absolute' forms: Preludes, Fantasias or
Toccatas and Fugues, Canzona, Allabreve,
Pastorale, etc. The performer in sole command is the famous blind veteran Helmut
Walcha, and close scrutiny reveals that all of
the items are reissues, that dates of recording
stretch back from 1970 to 1956, when stereophonic reproduction was in its infancy.
Ifind it hard to sympathise with the exclusion of other organists besides Walcha, even
harder to approve of the box as representative
of Bach in avery positive way. That there are
other good organists, some of whom approach the instrument and its music in a
much more creative way than Walcha, must
be apparent to anybody: for example, DG
have themselves recorded David Sanger
within the last two years, there are untapped
reserves of talent in Holland, Austria and
Germany as well as the U.S.A. and Australia,
even a little more in the British Isles. Yet the
company has chosen to reissue Walcha's
untidy ' big' C minor, with its lumbering style
and loose recapitulation, his fiercely recorded
Wedge of 1962, his rather characterless
Sonatas ( of ' 56 and ' 69), his curiously academic Canzona and Allabreve. Of course
there are good moments, too, the noble projection of the E-flat St Anne prelude and fugue
and the very pretty opening of the Pastorale
among them, but there is much that is
uncontoured, coarse in sound (the product,
I suspect, of too- close recording with insufficiently refined equipment in the late
1950s) and—surprisingly from this performer
—even inconsistent, about this set of records
as it stands. [
B/D: 1/3]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: The Goldberg variations, BWV 988
David Sanger (hpd)
Saga 5395 (
95p)

David Sanger has entered the recording
scene with a number of good organ records
within the last year or so. Here he makes an
attack on one of the more challenging composite works of harpsichord literature, with
results similar to those on his organ records.
The variations are played in a fairly orthodox way, without repeats, but also without
distracting registrations or inappropriate
fluctuations of tempo—evils which have
beset at least two of his rivals on disc. There
is a quality of dedication, here, too, which is
attractive, as it conveys also asense of affection without over-emotional complications.
The lines and textures of Bach's glorious
music are clearly drawn throughout, the contrasting styles of the successive movements
are made, if not very strongly characterized.
In all this, he has been helped by a betterthan-average recording, in which the bane of

harpsichord records—the too- close placing
of microphones— has been avoided: there is
nothing very special about the tone of his
instrument, but it has been conveyed to us
at its best. Some of the faster movements
are played uncharacteristically slowly, and
some of his timing lacks the precision of
Gustav Leonhardt or Julian Bream—that
'just right' quality which adds so much to
musical expression. Leonhardt's recording
is still easily my favourite; for a ' bargain'
reading that is extremely surprising and in a
sense the opposite of this one—far less
steady, but at certain moments beautifully poetic—I recommend Josef Gat on
Hungaroton, but this is better if owned and
heard in combination with more orthodox
áccounts like the Sanger one. My pressing
was faultless. [B: 1/2]
Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: The Cantatas, Vol. 11. Brich dem
Hungrigen dein Brot, BWV 39
Darzu ist
erschienen der Sohn Gottes, BWV 40
Jesu,
nun sei gepreiset, BWV 41'
Am Abend aber
desselbigen Sabbats, BWV 42'
René Jacobs ( c- ten)
Marius von Altena ( ten) , Max
von Egmond (bass) Hanover Boys' Choir ILeonhardt
Consort ILeonhardt Paul Esswood (c-ten) lKurt
Equiluz (ten) IRuud van der Meer ( bass) I Vienna
Boys' Choir IChorus! Viennensis IGillesberger JConcentus Musicus Wien IHarnoncourt
Telefunken EX 6.35269 (
2 records) (£5'50)

These four cantatas are of considerable
musical interest, and it is no accident that
three of the four have already been available
in this country: BWV 39 on HQS 1046 ( ARR
Nov. 1966), BWV 41 on BACH 106 ( ARR, Feb.
1967) and BWV 42 on SXLP 20102 ( ARR, Nov.
1967). All are mature Leipzig cantatas dating
between 1723 and 1726 and all call for particularly colourful instrumental sonorities: the
gigantic tripartite chorus that begins BWV 39
involves antiphonal groupings of recorders,
oboes, and strings; BWV 40 opens with a
concerto- like movement in which a ripieno
of chorus, oboes and strings is set against
an obbligato of two horns; BWV 41, for the
New Year, opens magnificently with a long
orchestral ritornello for three trumpets,
timpani, three oboes, bassoon and strings;
and BWV 42 starts off with nothing less than
aconcerto movement for two oboes, bassoon
and strings, amarvellously rich and satisfying
piece that deserves a regular place in the
concert repertory.
The cantatas as a whole pose formidable
performance problems. Bach was extraordinarily accurate in notating pitch, rhythm
and word underlay. Why then was he so
apparently haphazard in his use of tempo
marks and articulation signs ( such as bowings and tonguings)? The resulting divergences of interpretation are acutely illustrated
in cantatas 39 and 42. The instrumental
accompaniment to the first movement of
BWV 39 comprises a sequence of single and
paired chords, passed from recordersto oboes
and from oboes to strings ( symbolizing, it
has been suggested, the breaking and handing out of bread). Certain features of the
notation suggest that Bach had in mind a
detached, highly articulated style of performance, although precise instructions are
lacking as also is aspeed marking. Leonhardt
takes the movement slowly and in a very
detached manner, and the music almost
stops. Gonnenwein ( HQS 1046) smoothes
everything out, and at his faster speed the
symbolism ( if indeed such was intended) gets
lost. And, as for the opening Sinfonía of
BWV 42, should this be regarded as the first
allegro of a lost concerto ( as are the opening
movements of a number of other cantatas) or
did Bach compose it especially for BWV 42
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and with the words of the succeeding aria in
mind: ' And in the evening of that very
Sabbath, when the doors were locked, the
disciples being assembled within through
fear of their enemies, Jesus came and stood
in their midst'? If so, is a nervously dynamic
interpretation called for ( Harnoncourt), or an
evening calm ( Scherchen)?
There is no need by now to remind readers
that the Telefunken series aims to get as
close as possible to the kind of ideal
performance that Bach himself might have
heard and approved. Those of us who are
accustomed to Bach in large-scale, symphonic performances may find at first that
these are lightweight, the melodic lines overarticulated and the phrasing short- breathed.
Of the sheer beauty of ' authentic' sounds
there can be no two opinions, however,
especially the range of string colours that
the Viennese and Amsterdam groups achieve.
Possibly the contralto is marginally preferable
to alto René Jacobs ( who hoots alittle on his
top notes) in BWV 39; possibly the boy treble
in the same cantata does have to breathe
rather more frequently than the soprano, but
there are to my mind few points on which
these new recordings are not superior to the
old, whether in the actual instruments that
are used ( shallow baroque timps for instance
instead of big, modern booming ones,
BWV 41), v‘hether in the artistry of the
continuo realisations ( in, for instance, the
continuo aria ' Wohlzuthun und mitzutheilen',
of BWV 39), or in the sheer freshness of the
all- male voices. A warm welcome then to
this particularly rewarding volume: as usual
of course the price includes full scores,
translations and commentary. [
A: 1]
Peter le Huray

Halsey Singers
Bach again
J. S. BACH: Motets—BWV 225-230; two chord
movements. BWV 243 anhang A and B,; Fantasia BWV 713; and Variation BWV 701 for
organ
aival Lumsden (org) ILouis Halsey Singers IHalsey I
Lumsden
L'Oiseau -Lyre SOL 340-1 (2 records) (£3.98)

The first of these two records appeared three
years back under the Unicorn label ( UNS 252)
(review, April 1972) and a further one or
possibly two discs were expected. It was
then, on points, marginally superior to its
nearest rival ( Decca ECS 598), other competitors being the Leipzig St. Thomas's choir
and the Essen Bach Choir, boll of which were
faulted on grounds of intonation and blend.
Since then two more stars have appeared in
the firmament: Oryx's BACH 1122, acollected
set of the ' authentic' motets ( excluding, that
is, the doubtful ' Sei Lob und Preis'),
(reviewed August, 1973), and DG's admirable Regensburg recording which includes
'Sei
Lob',
and
a double
motet,
for
comparison, by Johann Christoph Bach.
Both recent sets have instrumental support,
taking their cue from the evidence of ' Der
Geist hilft' for which instrumental parts have
survived, strings accompanying choir Iand
oboes and bassoons, choir II. In terms of
choral virtuosity and musical sensitivity,
Unicorn were still ahead, though incomplete.
The set is now complete ( lacking ' Sei Lob'
but including two attractive chorale preludes
for organ and a short chorale, ' Vom Himmel
hoch' for the choir).
The choice between the Halsey and
Regensburg versions is difficult, and few
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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generalisations can be made. Broadly speaking Halsey views the motets in a cooler light
preferring to keep up a steady momentum
with few rubati. Schneidt on the other hand
is concerned to stress the romantic side of
the music: he tends to drive the brighter
movements hard ( his ' Singet dem Herrn' is a
staggering technical achievement, but it
hardly allows the music time to breathe), and
he pulls the speeds about whenever the
words suggest— before making a choice,
compare the versions of ' Jesu meine Freude'
(Regensburg is here at its very best) and
'Singet' ( in which the Halsey singers excel).
In theory at least it ought to matter that
Regensburg is an all- male choir of the kind
that Bach himself wrote for. In practice,
however, the Halsey soprani and contralti
could well be mistaken for boys. It ought to
matter, too, that organ provides the only
instrumental backing in this new version.
David Lumsden, however, more than compensates for any loss in sonority in the
musicality of his accompaniment.
As far as the sound is concerned, St. Giles,
Cripplegate, does provide a clearer, more
three-dimensional acoustic than the Regensburg church of St. Emmeram, qualities that
are particularly needed in the more complex
eight- part textures.
This is, in short, a highly recommended
issue, and aserious challenge to Regensburg.
The sleeve notes deserved better presentation, incidentally, and the BWV numbers
have all gone to pot: Jesu meine Freude" is
BWV 227, not 713, ' Komm, Jesu komm' is
BWV 229, not 231, and the two short choral
movements ' Vom Himmel hoch' and ' Freut
euch' are
BWV 243,
Anh.
A and
B
respectively. [
A*:1]
Peter le Huray
THE BAROQUE SOUND OF THE TRUMPET
CLARKE: Suite in D / HANDEL: Suite in D /
STANLEY: Voluntary in D / An Elizabethan
Fantasy /Mediaeval Pageant
John Wilbraham ( tpt) ILeslie Pearson (org)
Argo ZDA203 (£2.50)

In the context of this recording the title ' The
Baroque Sound of the Trumpet' may be
regarded as slightly ambiguous. The actual
instruments used are not of period origin but
are of the modern valve variety. Further, all
the pieces here presented are arrangements
(by the artists themselves) some of which
could not possibly have been performed on
any trumpet of the said period. Moreover,
some of the material could scarcely be
described as ' Baroque': Greensleeves and
the Mediaeval Pageant written by Leslie
Pearson for his musical partner are but two
examples which will suffice to illustrate my
point. Yet, unor hodox as it is, there is
something strangely compelling and fascinating about this disc. Here are two remarkable
musicians making their personal brand of
music in their own inimitable way, revelling
in the fruits of their own virtuosity and
delighting the awe-struck listener in the
process.
This is aprogramme of contrasting modes:
pompous in the Handel ( which includes an
arrangement of the famous Water Music
Hornpipe) almost melancholy in the opening
bars of the Mediaeval Pageant and brilliantly
virtuoso in its near 20th century finale. It is also
an entirely new approach to the presentation
of music of earlier periods and if it goes
some way towards introducing older music to
the record- buying public it will have served
a most useful purpose. The recording is
superb, but the sleeve notes, confined to
some six short paragraphs, do seem a trifle
inadequate. Accepting this record for the
delightful and entertaining arrangement that
it is Iaward it [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra
Boston SO , Kubefik
DG 2530 479 (£2.95)

Comparing this performance with Karajan's
spectacularly successful recording of a few
months back, Ifound myself wondering why
it was that Kubelik's reading failed to excite
me very much. Bartok's Concerto is a
thoughtful work as well as being a virtuoso
one, and Kubelik's is a thoughtful performance. The answer, Isuspect, is that it is
too thoughtful and not spectacular enough.
It begins well and the first movement's
solemn progression unfolds with controlled
tension, though with some wayward phrasing.
The climax, when it comes, is rather restrained. So is the Guioco delle coppie, but
here it is because the Boston players do not
appear to be quite as much at ease with it as
do the Berliners in Karajan's performance.
One would expect that Kubelik's view would
prevail in the eloquent Elegia, yet that too
seems flat and we have to wait for the
Intermezzo to get the full measure of this
reading. The lugubrious contrast between
the lyricism of the movement and the coarse
interjections that break into it is beautifully
handled, and one could wish that it was all
as good as this. The finale attempts, but
does not achieve the same degree of dazzlement as it does under Karajan. Some of
this may be due to the fact that though DG's
engineers have captured much of the detail
of this fascinating score they have not
illuminated it quite as effectively as their
EMI colleagues. [
A: 2]
Kenneth Dommett

BARTOK: Dance suite / PROKOFI EV : Scythian suite, Op. 20
Czech PO IKoster
Panton 11 0374 (£1.99)

This record will be chiefly useful for the
Scythian Suite: there are already several other
versions of Bartók's Dance Suite, including
more idiomatic ones by Hungarian conductors such as Solti and Sandor. Kosler
is inclined to sentimentalise the quieter
passages, though the Allegro sections are
exciting. Probably it needs a Hungarian to
get inside music which is so firmly based
on Hungarian folk song.
The Scythian Suite, on the other hand, has
only one rival version, made in 1967 by
Ansermet: here Kosler seems more at home,
and the bright colours of the music come out
clearly. Written as a ballet for Diaghilev—
who refused to put it on—during the First
World War, it is sometimes regarded as a
copy of the Rite Spring because the scenario
was based on scenes from primitive Russian
life. However, the music is entirely different
from Stravinsky's: it is less chromatic and
complicated rhythmically, and there is more
repetition. Nevertheless, the suite which
Prokofiev made from the ballet can well
stand on its own as a very colourful piece of
music which is worth hearing in its own right.
Kosler gets a good performance from the
Czech Philharmonic, and most of the
orchestral details can be heard in this
recording, which has a wide dynamic range.
[A/B: 1/2]
Humphrey Searle

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 4 in 13 ,, Op. 60 7.1
Symphony 8 in F, Op. 93
New York Philharmonic Orchestra IBernstein
CBS 73427 (E2.99)

These most disappointing performances
recall Toscanini at his most unyielding—an
impression furthered by the coarse, spiteful
sound quality in this CBS coupling.
Bernstein's speeds are consistently fast,
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HOW TO CLEAN
YOUR RECORDS
THE VAC-O-REC WAY!
ABREAKTHROUGH IN RECORD CARE • COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
BRUSHES AND VACUUM CLEANS YOUR RECORDS • REDUCES STATIC
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BEETHOVEN: Mass in D. Op. 123
'Missa Solemnis'
Gundula Janowitz (sop) IAgnes Balisa
(con) IPeter Schreier (ten) IJosé Van
Dam (bass) IVienna Singverein IBerlin
Philharmonic Orchestra IKarajan
HMV SLS979 (two records) (£5.5o)
BEETHOVEN: Mass in D, Op. 132
Wisest Solemnis'
Margaret Price (sop) / Christa Ludwig
(con) IWieslaw Ochman (ten) IMartti
Talvela (bass) I Vienna State Opera
Concert Chorus IVP0 IBohm
DG 2707 080 (two records) (£5•90)

Perhaps it is not so surprising to
find Karajan making his third
stereo recording of Beethoven's
Missa Solemnis, when you consider the magnitude of the challenge to those planning a production for the gramophone.
Recent failures have been by
Masur
and ( surprisingly)
Jochum; the outstanding historic sets by Toscanini and
Klemperer have both survived.
Karajan's 1959 Philharmonia/
Columbia version was produced
by Legge; a stereo transfer was
first released here by World
Records. Then in 1966 Deutsche
Grammophon issued the first—
still current— Berlin production.
In each version the choir has
remained the same, although
only one of the soloists has been
retained from recording to recording: Christa Ludwig, then
Janowitz. Karajan's latest contralto is a Greek artist, who
studied in Athens and Munich,
and who works in the Vienna
and Berlin opera houses. The
Brussels- born bass recorded
the part of Don Fernando in the
Karajan/EMI Fidelio.
Karl Böhm has also recorded
the Mass before: on two DG discs
(1956), transferred briefly to the
Heliodor label about nine years
ago. His distinguished choir
was
that
of
St
Hedwig's
Cathedral, Berlin, and Iremember
on two or three occasions tuning
in to aradio broadcast from those
fine discs, listening with some
tension to discover the conductor's identity.
So far as presentation goes,
the new DG box, most tastefully
designed, with a booklet containing an interesting essay on
the Missa Solemnis, and an
account of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra's Beethoven
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Christopher Breunig
compares
new versions of the
'Missa Solemnis'
recorded by Karl Bohm
and Herbert von Karajan

tradition ( by former violinist Otto
Strasser), is much more attractive than EMI's box, with its
rather doleful cover design, and
dull historical analysis. DG's
libretto has asuperb colour portrait of Böhm.
Yet it must be said that EMI
show greater resources and
imagination in the actual music
production.
Both sets have
excellent choirs and orchestra
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(that goes without saying), and
both solo quartets are very fine:
DC's bass, Talvela, is wonderfully impressive in the Credo. But
Karajan's group are not merely
a quartet of excellent singers,
but a unit of quite remarkable
blend. The two female voices
match quite perfectly, and even
the tenor takes over as though a
different compass in a single
instrument. And EMI's stereo

production is superior to that of
the DG team in Vienna: the overall effect of full choir and orchestra under Karajan is thrilling, and
the soloists are set at a reasonable distance, as in a concert
hall; the ambience is effectively
caught. DG opt for a cruder
effect, with the quartet patently
close-miked, and consequently
out of perspective with the remainder. The flute/violin entry
in the Sanctus (
both conductors
use full chorus for Pleni sunt
coeli, where Klemperer used solo
voices as in the printed score) is
more ethereal on DG, but later
a closer focus is evident, and
often the orchestral analysis is
unclear.
A more consistent
staging and separation of forces
is appreciable in the EMI set.
Interpretatively the two recordings are clearly contrasted.
It might be said that the Böhm
is avery fine reading in adevout
and traditional style. The approach is a reverent one, from
the Kyrie, which conjures up a
vision of agreat cathedral full of
persons, to the final Agnus Dei,
where a possible new beginning
is offered to those participating.
Tempi are natural, unexaggerated, slowish—as in the
Kyrie, notoriously difficult to
pace. In a way, Iltihm's is a restatement, areaffirmation. ( Incidentally, I must praise his
soprano, Margaret Price.)
Karajan, on the other hand,
seems to be taking an altogether
more personal and daring approach. His speeds are more
flexible, more extreme— Et vitam
venturi is much better integrated
than before. He underlines the
huge scale of Beethoven's conception; the great moments like
Et resurrexit! or the opening of
the Gloria, where somehow a
multitude of worshippers is suggested, magically, or in the great
sweep of the Amens at the end
of the Credo, or the generally
affirmative character of the last
movement, these moments have
a perceptiveness which underline the significant rethinking of
Karajan's interpretation since
the relatively pallid, if beautifully
finished, 1966 recording. DG—
[A/B: 1]. HMV—[ A: 1/11
Christopher Breunig
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notably in the slow introduction to the fourth
symphony ( certainly he is not influenced by
Toscanini's example there), but the toughness is undermined by sentimental underlinings, or arbitrary imposed ideas— like the
'spurting together' of the semiquaver groups
in the allegro vivace in the fourth. The playing
strikes me as distinctly scrappy in the F
major: one would hardly guess that this
was one of the world's great orchestras,
playing under its then chief conductor. What
could be less elegant than Bernstein's chording in 38-39 of the scherzo in the eighth
symphony, which we hear three times
altogether?
The thin sound is boosted with reverberance, and is most unpleasant in both works.
The finished copy submitted had heavy
pressing rumble. For less outlay one can
have Monteux in symphonies 1, 4, 8, plus
Ah Perfido (
Eclipse); or with more modern
sound Jochum/Privilege at higher cost, with
Leonora 2 rather than the aria. [ CID: 3]
Christopher Breunig

and closer-microphoned woodwind voices,
plus a heavy surface- hiss throughout ( not
tape noise). The orchestral playing is competent but hardly electric.
Panenka is a technically fluent pianist, his
playing is always neat, but his range is
narrow— he may slow for expressive purposes, but hardly ever varies his tone- colour.
The rondos of 1and 3are staid; the absence
of spontaneity seems almost deliberate.
Listening to this set ( which won Panenka a
Czechoslovak State Prize in 1972) is like
stepping from a warm bath straight into an
army great- coat ( Iimagine!).
The short cadenzas in 3 and 4 are not
specified; they are not the customary ones.
My general recommendation for a bargain
Beethoven concerto cycle has been Guida
on Decca, but that is now £7.96 as opposed
to £5•84, the current rrp for the Barenboim/
HMV, which also includes an outstanding
Choral Fantasy. [
C: 213] Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9in d, Op. 125 ' Choral'
Wilma Lipp ( sop) jElisabeth Hoengen (con) I'
Millis
Patzak ( ten) lOtto Wiener (bass) lVienna Singverein I
Pro Musica Symphony, Vienna IHorenstein
Turnabout TV37074S î (51.29). R Vox PL10000
(Mar '
57); GBY10000

These recordings—dating from 1959— demonstrate well how Horowitz can virtually forget
matters of technique and concentrate completely on faithful realisation of the spirit of
the music. You would expect him to dispatch
the Appassionata with dazzling passagework,
yet his attitude is entirely different, even
allowing in some smudginess of texture in
places to give the feeling of a spontaneous
performance. His tempi are cunningly gauged
so as to set up a basic pulse against which
he then tugs hard, constantly pulling the
music back just enough to convey a sense of
strain and effort. The effort in the finale is
particularly gripping: even the coda piles up
tension rather than racing to the finishingpost in the virtuoso manner.
By contrast, the D major Sonata is all air,
grace and expansiveness of feeling—though
with no point missed in the dramatic interplay
of tonality. The sound quality throughout
seems to represent the pianist's intentions
fully. [
A: 1]
Meirion Bowen

Collectors of long standing will know the
historic significance of this recording: it was
the first single- LP version of the ninth to
appear in this country ( Ibelieve Walter's was,
in America). The first stereo ninth on one
disc, Ansermet's, was transferred only last
month to Decca's SPA label.
It looks alittle odd for Decca Group to compete with themselves in this way, but this
Turnabout reissue is best considered as one
of a series of historic recordings coming out
on that label: Klemperer's earlier Bruckner
4th, as well as his Beethoven Missa Solemnis
etc. Horenstein's ninth was a fine achievement, although technically it could not have
been outstanding, to judge from the dim
quality and seedy, thin string tone of this
re- channelled transfer. Some instruments,
tympani for example, sound well, and woodwinds though thin are fairly well presented.
The performance has something in common with Furtwângler's; it has the same
feeling for the scale and wildness of the
conception. Horenstein's understanding of
the colossal climaxes, and of the demonic
scope of the scherzo ( most of the repeats
included), matches Furtwângler's, certainly,
and if you can accept the sound this is a
rewarding version. The break in the slow
movement comes at the usual place: at the
adagio, with horn over string pizzicati.
[H:1]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano concertos 1-5
Jan Panenka (pno) IPrague Symphony Orchestra
Smetacek
Supraphon 110 1531-4 (4 records) (57.96). R

Reviewing the original discs I found that
musical pleasures were marred by technical
shortcomings: surface noise of a high level,
balances, and the generally sludgy stringtone.
The impression of utilitarianism persists
with these remastered versions. The layouts
(not quite conforming to the listings given in
the accompanying brochure) are awkward,
with aturnover in each concerto, and 2and 3
involving changing records. The range of
the recordings remains limited, with a close
balance for the soloist, a recessed reverberant accompaniment with muddy strings
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BEETHOVEN: Sonata 23 in 1, Op. 57 ' Appassionata'
Sonata 7 in D, Op. 10: 3
Vladimir Horowitz (pno)
RCA VH012 m ( 51.34). R ( 1960)

'FAVOURITE BEETHOVEN PIANO SONATAS'
BEETHOVEN: Sonata 14 in CS, Op. 27: 2
Sonata 26 in
Op. 81a ' Les Adieux'
Sonata
23 in f, Op. 57 ' Appassionata'
Howard Shelley (pno)
Contour 2870 436 (89p.)

Howard Shelley's debut on record confirms
my impression of him from live performances
as a pianist with afuture. As yet he reins in
carefully any idiosyncrasies in his playing.
In these recordings of three Beethoven
sonatas we love ( hence the moon over the
hills on the sleeve), he makes no concessions.
The opening movement of the C sharp minor
Sonata is taken at a brisk pace which will
surprise those who think of it as an opportunity to linger. He is right in a way. Few
pianists can sustain the slowest of tempos
in this movement: Solomon is one famous
success in that respect. And if one assumes
the adagio marking to be defined by the main
crotchet beat rather than the triplets in the
right hand, then Shelley's pace is justifiable.
The most thoughful performance on this
disc is that of the Eflat sonata, where Shelley
contrasts well the halting, hesitant first movement with the urgent forward momentum of
the finale. The danger which many pianists
fail to avoid in my experience is of making
each movement sound the same. Here we
have a little psychological drama articulated
with nicely calculated proportions, carefully
gauged accentuation and phrasing.
Throughout the disc, Shelley gives full
measure by including all the repeats. He is

not allowed the very best recorded piano
sound by the engineers: it lacks body and its
levels are sometimes disturbingly forward or
distant.
[
B: 2]
Meirion Bowen
BEETHOVEN: ' Fidelio'
Ludwig IVickers IFrick IBerry ICross IHal/stein I
Unger IPhilharmonia Orchestra and Chorus lKlemperer
HMV SLS5006 (3 records) (55-50). R ( 1962)
I have been familiar with this recording for
some twelve years, and Ihave never been
able to make up my mind whether Ireally
liked it. Imust now make a decision, so let's
consider the swings and roundabouts involved.
It has the finest all over recording cast ever
assembled for this opera, and all the artists
give fine performances. It has orchestral
playing and choral singing that may have
been equalled but never surpassed. The recording of the vocalists is first-class, and
their balance with the orchestra ideal. The
recording of the orchestra is near perfection,
only during the louder passages of the opening overture (the Leonora 3is wisely omitted),
and during concerted forces at the very end
of the opera is there an element of distortion
discernible. What then gave rise to my
original doubts? May Iwhisper, ' Klemperer'.
His predilection to slow tempi has faulted so
much of his work. Throughout the whole
opera he drives with the handbrake on, so
that moments of necessary acceleration are
impossible. Of course, a leisurely Fidelio is
no rare thing; perhaps the theme of the opera
and its message inhibit conductors. No one
desires atrivial performance for, philosophical
aspects apart, the cliff- hanging excitement
that never fails in the theatre would disappear.
Ihave made a most careful comparison of
this set against two of its highly acclaimed
competitors, and have now satisfied myself
that taken as a whole, this performance has
the most to offer. Elegantly packaged with a
valuable, informative, sensibly sized booklet
and libretto, together with its price advantage
and the faultless surfaces exhibited on my
review copies undoubtedly establish it a
highly recommendable Fidelio. [
A: 1]
Leon Thompson
BELLINI: ' IPuritani'
Sutherland Pavarotti ICappucilli I Ghiaurov
Chorus ILSO IBonynge
Decca SET587-9 (3 records) (59.75)

J

ROH

Ten years after their first Puritan!, also for
Decca, Joan Sutherland and Richard Bonynge
have returned to the opera, with acompletely
new cast to surround the prima donna. The
older recording is still listed in the catalogue,
but will presumably now be deleted. Happily,
the new one finds Sutherland still in peak
form, and her current colleagues are all
superior to the1964 cast. The Callas-di Stefano
album disappeared some time ago; in any
case, the unhappy Elvira was not one of
Callas's best roles, and di Stefano found
Arturo's tessitura uncomfortably high, even
with the duet ' Vieni fra queste braccie' transposed down a semitone to avoid the high Ds.
I've listened to both Sutherland recordings
together, for the purposes of this review, and
could not help being struck by the fact that,
surrounded by abetter cast, the soprano herself sparkles even more brilliantly now, and
Richard Bonynge has added a firmer grasp
of the structure of Bellini's last opera to his
former command of the composer's style.
Though the soprano and tenor are the undoubted stars of the opera, the baritone and
bass roles of Riccardo and Giorgio are important, both in the early scenes and in the
second act where their duets frame Elvira's
pathetic ' Qui la voce'. Piero Cappucilli has
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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now quite firmly established his claim to be
the leading Italian baritone of today. In recent
years his voice has taken on an individuality
it earlier lacked. It isn't ironic, or dramatically
meaningful like his predecessor Gobbi, or
bright like Milnes, or warm like Prey. Instead,
it has a curiously melancholy hue of its own,
which is well suited to Riccardo and especially to ' Ah, per sempre'. Ishould prefer, for
contrast, a darker bass for Giorgio than
Ghiaurov, though he and Cappucilli both
spin so fine alegato line that it seems churlish
to complain they occasionally sound alike.
Joan Sutherland's Elvira effectively proves
that she has still no rivals as the finest (almost
the only) dramatic coloratura since Lilli Lehmann. ( Caballé is an equally fine singer of
quite another kind.) Her tone is bright, forward and gleaming, her cabalettas thrown off
with familiar ease. Beyond all this, she has a
unique quality, which Ifind it difficult to describe, except to call it, subjectively, an ability
to move one by the humanity of her art. In
his excellent essay in the libretto booklet,
William Weaver quotes Bellini, who told his
Puritani librettist, Pepoli, that ' opera must
make people weep, shudder, die through the
singing'. That, Ithink, is what Iam trying to
say about Joan Sutherland. Her Arturo,
Luciano Pavarotti, has obviously worked hard
at the role, and sounds elegant and impassioned. His high notes have an exciting
animal vigour, though he was misguided to
try for that notorious high F in ' Credeasi
misera' with afalsetto yell. I've no doubt it's
what Rubini did, but it sounds odd today,
particularly if one has earlier been singing
Ds from the chest, which Iimagine Rubini
did not do.
Decca's recording is generally first-rate,
mellow and spacious. Occasionally, however,
it sounds congested, and my pressings certainly suffered distortion in some passages.
The opera is given in full; indeed, the third
act duet contains a central section not included in earlier recordings. Finally, for those
who may be wondering what has happened
to the Puritani recorded over a year ago for
ABC- Westminster with Sills and Gedda, its
release here is held up by contractual complications. No doubt it will appear in due course.
But no one who wants / Puritani is likely to
be disappointed by Sutherland. [B:
Charles Osborne
BERLIOZ: Roman Carnival Overture
Royal
Hunt and Storm (
from The Trojans)t IWEBER:
Konzertstuck in F"
Nikita Magaloff (pno)'' I LSO IRoyal Opera House
Orcht lDavis
Philips 6580 091 (£1.58). R (Berlioz 1966/1969)

Despite Universo packaging the Konzertstuck is new, with Miss Magaloff providing
just the right mixture of restrained intensity
and gay agility for the solo parts of Weber's
charming musical tale of knightly chivalry.
Colin Davis and the LSO match this approach
convincingly, and we are entertained without
the sort of bombast which can make this
modest piano concerto seem like an attempt
to provide an orchestral accompaniment to a
Beethoven sonata. The only alternative
versions are both in all- Weber concerts, one
thirteen years old ( Margrit Weber on DG
2538 087) and the other ( Maria Littauer on
TV 344065) not too well received from the
recording angle in 1973. As this new version
is well recorded—albeit with orchestral timbres a little too bright at some climaxes, perhaps—it becomes the obvious choice for anyone who likes its Berlioz coupling, which Ido.
The Roman Carnival has been re- mastered
from Davis' LSO Berlioz Overtures disc, and
improved technically in the process. It has
lost the slightly edgy overbrilliance which
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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obtruded there and now offers a splendid
sound bordering on star quality; and the
performance is as fine as ever. The Royal
Hunt and Storm is excerpted from Philips'
complete Trojans and provides a glimpse of
the epic riches to be found there. Removed
from the context of loudness and dynamics
imposed by the opera, it has been cut here at
a somewhat higher level, with wider groove
spacing. Excellent sound, shattering performance. [ A: 1/11
John Crabbe
BIZET: ' Jeux d'Enfants' / DEBUSSY: Petite
Suite
Fêtes
John Ogdon (pno) lBrenda Lucas (pno)
HMV HQS 1344 (£1.65)

The novelty on this highly desirable record
is Ravel's version of Debussy's Fêtes. It does
not appear to be otherwise available nor, for
that matter, does for instance Roland- Manuel
list it among Ravel's transcriptions. At any
rate, it is extremely accomplished and given
an exhilarating performance by John Ogdon
and Brenda Lucas. Given the nature of the
score, it comes off extraordinarily well. Without disrespect to two such fine artists, their
playing of Debussy's Petite Suite is more
workaday whereas Bizet's Jeux d'Enfants is
atreasure-trove. hese are the very best kind
of miniatures, highly polished, witty and warm,
sharply characterised and without a trace of
adult ' talking down'. Here, encapsulated is
the essence of the mature Bizet, unselfconsciously and quietly presaging harmonic
procedures that were later to be associated
with the hey- day of Debussy and Ravel. John
Ogdon and Brenda Lucas define and illuminate this multi-faceted music with conspicuous affection, a quality echoed in the actual
reproduction. [ A: 1]
Christopher Grier
BIZET: Children's games ( Jeux d'enfants) /
RAVEL: Mother Goose—suite / SAINT-SAENS:
Carnival of the Animals
Peter Ken and Philip Fowke (pnos) IScottish National
Orchestra IAlexander Gibson
Classics for Pleasure CFP40086 (£1.25)

A good Carnival of the Animals with the right
sort of swagger and panache about it. After
all, it is show-off music, happy nonsense that
gains from musical exaggeration of all its
parodies and pastiche. So in most respects
it is one of the best, having also a lively
recording that pulls no punches.
The
couplings are a happy idea too, making it
very much a record which, if not exactly for
children, is in the ' for children' or ' about
children' area—always a debatable point.
John Boyden was responsible for the Carnival
session; Anton Kwiatkowski produced the
Ravel and Bizet sessions— both in orchestral
form and both sharply and clearly recorded
to good effect. A nicely resonant place was
chosen which gives a good orchestral
perspective. The Scottish National Orchestra
under Gibson has developed into one of the
very best. [ A : 1]
Peter Gammond
BLISS: Morning Heroes
Westbrook (orator) IRoyal Liverpool PO and Choir I
Groves
HMV SAN365 (
Ems)

Bliss died on 27 March, in his eighty-fourth
year. It seems hard that he did not live to see
the release of this very fine recording which,
in the event, becomes atimely memorial. An
appropriate one, too, for Morning Heroes
(1930) always had a particular significance
for Bliss himself and contains some of his
best choral and orchestral writing. Happily,
the performance is of afitting quality; for the
most part, outstandingly good, with only the
odd choral blemish— nothing serious—and
an occasional unctuousness in John Westbrook's traditionally dignified declamation as

points on the debit side. Groves's atmospheric conception of the work is well supported by the recording: the orchestral sound
is very slightly veiled, as if by awarm, velvety
bloom, which gives the music a suitable
spaciousness and a touch of the visionary.
The integrating of both speaker and chorus
with the orchestra is highly satisfactory. By
breaking the third part (
Vigil) after its orchestral introduction, it has been possible to
accommodate the work on two very full sides.
The break is unfortunate, but clearly there
was no alternative, short of afurther side.
And the work itself? The orchestral opening is excellent Bliss and promises much, but
Ihave never felt acommensurate impact from
the work as a whole. Although written to
purge Bliss's nightmarish memories of the
trenches, its only point of view is one of sympathy and compassion. Is that enough? The
outcome is a reflective anthology, rhetorical
rather than dramatic, in which each part ' describes an aspect of war common to all ages'
(Bliss). In 1930 this ' objective', universal approach probably seemed a strength, and
the composer may well have striven to achieve
it. Today, however, it is more likely to be
thought a limitation. Recommended all the
same. [ A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
BOIELDIEU: Harp concerto in C / RODRIGO:
'Concierto serenata'
Catherine Michel ( hrp) IMonte Carlo National Opera
Orch IAlmeida
Philips 6500 813 (
m.90)

This recording must, in my opinion, be refused the highest rating, but only because the
engineers have not entirely solved the difficult
problem of balance between soloist and
orchestra: here and there one is conscious
of a degree of insensitivity in the inevitable
reinforcement of the harp. The balance,
however, errs on the side of reticence, which
is the better fault of the two. Surfaces are
in the best tradition of Philips.
Mlle Michel is a very fine artist indeed.
There are a few passages of terrifying virtuosity in which perfection is not quite attained,
but they are few indeed; while her artistry and
musicianship are never in question.
The Boieldieu isa pleasant, showy work with
few profundities but highly entertaining. I
should be glad to have the record for the
Rodrigo Concierto Serenata, awork much less
well known than the guitar concerto de Aranuez,
but curiously similar, in that it combines two
mainly sprightly outer movements with an
inner one of haunting seriousness and
melody. In the other sections there is agreat
deal of outright fun, with hilariously discordant
orchestral accompaniment, yet throughout
there are hints of a sense that Shelley was
too right when he said that the spirit of
delight comes rarely. This sense robs the
entire work of any triviality, and the ingenuity
with which the seven- note theme of the
first movement—recurring in slightly changed
form elsewhere— is used also makes it worthy
of analytical study, though the work is immediately approachable. This is a very fine
record indeed. [ A: 1]
Peter Turner
BRAHMS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 73
Variations, Op. 56a
Concertgebouw Orchestra IHaitink
Philips 6500 375 (£2•90)

Haydn

With this superb account of the D major
symphony, Haitink completes his Concertgebouw Brahms cycle. With the first three
movements cut on side 1, Philips have found
room for the Haydn Variations: the only current disc so coupled.
As in the first symphony, the exposition
repeat is omitted in the opening movement
here and Iam sure many listeners will prefer
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that. What gives this version of the second
symphony a distinctive quality is the dark
colouring of the Dutch orchestral strands.
For instance, the opening of the third movement sounds altogether different with these
wind timbres from, say, a London orchestra's
brighter, sunnier qualities. Allied to acertain
sobriety in Haitink's direction— he doesn't
smooth over Brahms' writing with the kind
of legato favoured here by Karajan — the work
sounds more sombre than usual. The triumph of the finale is harder earned, as it
were.
In the Haydn Variations one can hear that
the traditional Concertgebouw sound, as
exemplified in the early LP version by Van
Beinum, has changed very little. Ifavour this
record very much; the playing is excellent,
the structure of the work is eventfully conveyed, the conducting tends to the selfeffacing. The reproduction some will find a
little murky—there is, of course, alot of music
here. The orchestra is set well back, and
this is not one of the new brightness' style
Amsterdam issues. Some rumble and a few
thumps occurred near the beginning of the
Variations. [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: Harp concertino,
Op. 93 / RODRIGO: ' Sones en la Giralda' /
VILLA- LOBOS: Harp concerto
Catherine Michel ( hrp) IMonte Carlo National Opera
Orch IAlmeida
Philips 6500 812 (£2.90)
The formidable problems of balance here
have been solved by refusing to highlight the
soloist excessively, and Ithink that is right.
Catherine Michel is an artist of great distinction, whose virtuoso talents are well displayed
by the music here, which is tuneful and evocative though without any great intellectual
structure. The Monte Carlo orchestra seems
greatly improved these days, and is sympathetically conducted by Antoniode Almeida
in a programme specially suited to him.
The main work shows a nice sense of
sharing between soloist and orchestra, and
has an extended cadenza in the last movement. The Rodrigo piece is spirited, atmospheric stuff, with a virtuoso harp part which
is great fun. Castelnuovo-Tedesco's Concertino is similarly enjoyable, and the whole
programme is delightful, undemanding and
accessible.
My test- pressing is dished, which may
account for an occasional slight rumble on
the second, convex side. The surfaces are
otherwise in the best Philips tradition, and
the recording is full, lively and vivid. One
could wish it more detailed. [ B: 2]
Peter Turner
'I CELLISTI'
Casals, Vivaldi, Linn, Ehrlich
ICellisti
Ember GVC33 (
99P)
Great Musicians of the Century is a large
claim; and when we read that other candidates for this title include Gigli, Nellie Melba,
Tauber, Chaliapin, Caruso, Lilli Lehmann,
Callas, Galli-Cuci and others, it seems larger
still. ICellisti are American orchestral and
solo players, and exceedingly good ones,
but they can hardly face the competition in
that league.
One might have expected that they would
seek safety in well- loved pieces, but in general
they have not done that. We have two items
by Casals, whose greatness as a composer
did not match his stature as an artist; a Concerto Grosso from L'Estro Armonico of Vivaldi;
a Dithyramb by Robert Linn, born 1925; and
Six Short Pieces for Three ' Cellos' by Jesse
Ehrlich, which is the most interesting in the
collection, being based on a tone- row used
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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by Schoenberg for his Op. 25 Suitef or Piano.
The performances seem to me highly competent rather than great.
The recording is closely and rather unsympathetically miked, giving a sometimes
harsh tone. The separation is not good, with
excessive dominance by the lead instrument.
The frequency- range is restricted at the upper
end. Forgetting the too- ambitious title, there
is both interest and enjoyment on this record.
[B/C: 2]
Peter Turner
DALLAPICCOLA:
Prigioniero'
Giulia Borrera IRomano Emili IMaurizio Mazzieri I
University of Maryland Choir INational Symphony
Orchestra of Washington IAnta! Dorati
Decca Headline HEAD 10 (
52.99)
The Prisoner was begun in 1938 and is based
on Trial by Hope (
Villiers de l'Isle -Adam).
The libretto, written by the composer, divides
into prologue and four scenes, during which
the main protagonists are the prisoner
(unnamed), his mother ( who introduces the
opera) and the gaoler of the Saragossa
prison. The latter, having described the
current revolution against Phillip Il and his
Inquisition in Flanders and in so doing
become an apparent ally, leaves the cell door
unlocked. During his escape, the prisoner's
optimism increases until subsequently in ' a
huge garden, under a sky full of stars' he
sings ecstatically, spreading his arms wide
as ' a gesture of love for all humanity'. The
embrace is returned by that of the gaoler,
revealed as the Grand Inquisitor, and he is
led away, completely broken.
The orchestra is large but used sparingly,
except at dramatic peaks, and is augmented by an off-stage chamber choir. Here,
Dorati's remarkable direction of the Washington orchestra is supplemented by intelligent
singing, particularly by Mazzieri as the gaoler.
Dallapiccola's flexible and very effective
serial technique uses three rows during the
50 minute opera in leitmotif fashion to suggest
prayer, hope, and freedom and degrees
between. His economical vocal treatments
are masterly, and soon transcend the narrative beginnings.
The deliberate nonspecification of the characters, apart from
their relationships, means that, although
written over 30 years ago, it sustains its
contemporary relevance in a way that
Schoenberg's Survivor from Warsaw cannot,
owing to its relatively recent setting and persistent political implications outside the
music and its own response. The reserve
and the culminating understated ambivalence (' La liberta ...?') underline Dallapiccola's achievement in speaking
permanently yet directly, no matter the particular
personal unpleasantness of the time which
prompted the anger. [ B: 1]
Michael Thorne
DEBUSSY : Fantasy for piano and orchestra
Rhapsody for clarinet and orchestra
Rhapsody for saxophone and orchestra
Marylene Dosse ( pno) ISerge Dangain (clt) IJeanMarie Londeix ( sax) IRadio Luxembourg Orchestra
Vox STGBY679 (
51.99)
The three works on this issue turned up
recently in the complete edition of Debussy's
orchestral music made by the ORTF orchestra and Jean Martinon for HMV. Of them,
only the Clarinet rhapsody maintains its
currency—and deservedly so. The composer
withdrew from circulation his early, quite
pleasing but uncharacteristic Fantasy for
piano and orchestra at the rehearsal stage,
and his Saxophone Rhapsody, a commission
which he kept putting off fulfilling, was little
more than achore though ' it has its moments'
as the sleeve- note writer charitably observes.
In the present rather undistinguished record-

ing, the various soloists are kept well to the
fore and their playing is in each case of
merit,
despite
vestigial
pitch
problems
between soloist and orchestra in the Clarinet
rhapsody. The Radio Luxembourg Orchestra
is adequate and so too is the reproduction,
but Iwould have thought that a programme
of this sort needed amore glamorous presentation to make it commercially attractive.
[C: 2]
Christopher Grier
DELIUS: Violin concerto
Piano concerto*
Caprice and Elegy**
Albert Sammons ( yin) I Liverpool PO I Sargent 1
'Benno Moiseiwitsch (pno) Phi/harmonia ILambert
**Beatrice Harrison ( vIc) ICO IFenby
WRC SH 224 (
51.50) R recorded in 1930,`• 1944,
1946*
These are all of real historical interest, but
it is the Sammon/Sargent recording of the
Violin Concerto that is ' compulsory' listening. At 19 Iwas bowled over by it, and suffered
most exquisitely, for Sammons gives a richly
romantic
performance,
emphasizing
the
yearning in Delius rather than the stoical
acceptance. Today Ilook for arather different
emphasis but still find this account of the
work deeply moving and beautifully shaped.
The sense of flow is exemplary. Sammons'
glorious tone is well represented here, otherwise the quality of the transfer from 78s is
unremarkable.
Welcome though it is, this reissue does
underline the need for a good modern recording of the Violin Concerto. The early,
much revised Piano Concerto makes an
interesting comparison, but there is nothing
to be said for it in its own right. Good to see
he original dates on labels and sleeve alike:
other makers, please note! [ H: 1*/1 ]
Hugh Ottaway
'DELIUS GREATEST HITS'
First Cuckoo in Spring, In a Summer Garden ( r),
Irmelin prelude ( r), Hassan Intermezzo and Serenade ( r), Brigg Fair
Philadelphia IRPO ICleveland IOrmandy IBeecham I
Szell
CBS 30056 (
51.29). R various
One of the things this record sadly highlights
is the unhelpful system of dating currently
in use. Beecham's recording of In a Summer
Garden bears the date 1975, presumably
because this is the first time that CBS have
issued areprocessed stereo version. Strangely, though, the two Ormandy recordings,
previously dated 1974, now appear as 1962;
but stranger by far is the nature of their sound.
When they last appeared on 61426, the sound
was close, fierce and painfully rasping. The
level is now somewhat reduced and the
stridency suppressed and strangulated. There
is something very odd here, a kind of precariousness, as if that which is strangulated is
about to break free—very marked towards
the end of Brigg Fair. Beecham's pieces from
Hassan have their own impoverished quality
of sound, which is suggestive of a possible
origin in 78s. In aSummer Garden and Szell's
Prelude to Irmelin are a little better. A positive recommendation is quite out of the
question. [ D: 1/3]
Hugh Ottaway
D'INDY: Symphony on a French Mountain Air
for Piano and Orchestra / POULENC: Aubade
for Piano and Orchestra*
Joela Jones (pno) IWestphalian SO I • LSO IFreeman
Ember ECL 9036 (
51.49)
First released in the United States under an
Orion label, this issue is no doubt intended
to fill a gap in the British catalogue. Neither
Poulenc's Aubade nor d'Indy's Symphony on
a French Mountain Air are at present otherwise available. Vincent d'Indy indeed is only
marginally represented here, and both of my
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earlier versions of the Symphony, on London
and on RCA, have been deleted. One's welcome to the recording must however remain
muted. The Aubade (
1929), a ' choregraphic
concerto' for piano and eighteen instruments
is a seven- movement ballet score, elegant,
laced with charm, sophisticatedly unpretentious. Stronger on manner than matter, to
make its point it needs a much more stylish
performance than Joela Jones, keyboard
principle with the Cleveland Orchestra, and
members of the LSO give it.
The Westphalian Symphony Orchestra,
which comes into action in the Symphony,
seems to specialise in collectors' items, in
music for instance by Raft, Rubinstein or
Goldmark. It sounds a perfectly serviceable
body but it is by no means flattered by the
shallow tone of the reproduction, which suggests the recording techniques of the past
rather than today. Nevertheless, Paul Freeman, the conductor, is a good deal more
persuasive in the d'Indy than in the Poulenc.
[B/C: 2/3]
Christopher Grier

DIVISIONS ON A GROUND: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE RECORDER AND ITS MUSIC.
FINGER: Divisions on a Ground / HANDEL:
Sonata in F, Op. 1: 11 / LOEILLET: Sonata in
g, Op. 3: 3 / MATTHYSZ: Variations from ' Der
Gooden Fluyt Hemel' / VAN EYCK: Variations
on ' Amarilli mia bella' / VIVALDI: Concerto in
C Op. 44: 11
Richard Harvey (recorders) IAndrew Parrott (hpd) I
Monica Huggett ( vin) IEleanor Sloan ( vin) ITrevor
Jones ( via) ICatherine Finnis ( vIc) IAdam Skeaping
(violone)
Transatlantic TRA292 (£2.75)

As an introduction to the recorder and its
music this record is, of course, a quarter of
a century too late. The title Divisions on a
Ground could also be misleading since only
one short item (the Godfrey Finger) falls into
this classification. Nevertheless, the disc
represents a worth- while attempt to portray
the varying modes and techniques of recorder
playing during the transitionary period from
the late Renaissance to the high baroque.
The exceedingly difficult Vivaldi concerto
(here played on the treble recorder but actually written for the flautino or 9in. long
sopranino recorder) exhibits some very
pleasing ensemble playing with a beautifully
ornamented largo by Richard Harvey. The
allegro movements, however, tend to be
slightly hurried and as a result they lack the
remarkable clarity that forms so integral a
part of the remaining items on the disc.
Finger's Divisions offer a challenge and
provide the artist with a medium through
which to demonstrate his technique. Richard
Harvey ( of Gryphon fame) gives a brilliant
account of the piece.
L'Oeillet's sonata receives a lively reading
with some interesting ornamentation added
to appropriate passages. By way of contrast
however, the tempo of the Handel sonata
seems slightly retarded; a wider range of
embellishment might well have benefited the
opening larghetto which sounds just a trifle
thin in places. Richard Harvey's tone is, notwithstanding, quite exceptional both here and
in other items on the disc.
All the instruments used in the recording
are original period pieces or reproductions.
The harpsichords are most realistic and
accompanist Andrew Parrott is extremely
adept at suiting his continuo realisation to
the ever contrasting styles and tonal timbres
of the recorder(s).
The recording is acoustically excellent,
pleasingly balanced and outstandingly clear.
Sleeve notes are informative and well documented. Iaward this disc full marks for presentation alone. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
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DOUCE DAME: MUSIC OF COURTLY LOVE
FROM MEDIEVAL FRANCE AND ITALY
Music by Machaut, Landini, Vaillant and others
Waverly Consort IMichael Jaffee
Vanguard VSD71179 (
El .49)

Very often music from pre- Bach days,
particularly going as far back as the 14th
century, as on this LP, is not easy to listen to
for ears attuned to Haydn and Mozart. There
is atendency to thump and grind to quite an
unnecessary extent to my mind. Iparticularly
enjoyed this recording because it is gentle,
harmonious and surprisingly witty. It was a
time when the Church was losing some of its
heavy hold on composers and matters of
secular interest were occupying the writers,
artists and composers in general. This kind
of music was provided for the courts of the
naughty nobles, for festivals and days of
making hey. It is light-hearted and clever,
experimenting with counterpoint and rhythms
in a way that foreshadows Monteverdi. It was
the ars nova of its time, fashionable and fleeting. Its interest now is mainly in getting an
aural glimpse of what our remote ancestors
had for light entertainment. There is a distinct eastern flavour to much of the music,
some imparted by the use of early instruments
with their unfamiliar tunings. Michael Jaffe
presumes that there would have been considerable improvisation, particularly in the
dances; often no accompaniment to the
singers was written down. Iventure to write
about this record as a non- expert, simply
because it attracts me. It is like walking away
from the busy streets of the current music
scene into a quiet and cool whitewashed
courtyard, a refreshing experience. Nicely
recorded for aclear appreciation of the tones
of vielle, shawm, kemençe, lute, psaltery, oud
and recorder, as well as the voices which,
thank goodness, include no painful countertenor in their ranks. Maybe that was what
made the record so attractive. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
'DUFAY AND HIS TIMES'
Music by Dufay, Andrieu, Binchois, Brassart, Cesaris,
Dunstable, Grenon, Hasprois, de Lantins, de Logueville, Morton, Solage, and Anon
Syntagma Musicum Often
Telefunken 6.35257 (
2 records) (£5.50)

Since Guillaume Dufay died five hundred
years ago, time has shown him to be the most
influential composer of the Flemish school
during the fifteenth century.
Historically
placed between Guillaume de Machaut and
Josquin des Pres, Dufay was born into an
already thriving musical and artistic locality.
His career led him through the court of the
Malatestas at Rimini and Pesaro, the Papal
court at Rome and later at Bologna, and
finally back to Cambrai. It was largely due to
Dufay's creative work and personality that
this commercial city of Cambrai became a
centre of European music. Here, Dufay produced a number of large-scale religious
works—many of them now lost—and lived
in the comparative luxury that his position
afforded him. Few composers remained uninfluenced by Dufay: he was constantly visited
by younger generations of composers,
several of whom are represented on this
record album.
The works on the recording give an interesting cross-section of Dufay's creative output from about 1430 until 1455, but the late
works of the Cambrai period are not included.
The record not only shows Dufay's musical
development but also provides many examples
of his contemporaries, his predecessors and
those younger composers who were influenced by his musical thought. The earlier
composers are represented by Andrieu,
Solage and Richard de Loqueville, Dufay's
teacher. Loqueville's Sanctus turns out to be

an intensely rhythmical piece, and the record
includes Andrieu's rather melancholy Armes,
Amours which mourns the death of Guillaume
de Machaut. Some of these earlier pieces
seem to have more historical than musical
value, especially the examples of Solage and
Hasprois, both of which are curious pieces
on account of their odd harmonic and rhythmic
adventures.
Serving with Dufay at the Malatesta court
was Hugo de Lantins whose lyrical melodic
Puisque je voy sounds much more modern
than it actually is. As well as music composed for the court at Dijon and Philip the
Good, the record includes a selection of ten
chansons, written at various stages during
Dufay's life, and all showing the same directness of approach and the same flow of
melody.
Syntagma Musicum is composed of five
singer- instrumentalists who have already
contributed some valuable recordings to the
catalogue. The vocal work is of a particularly
high standard, and the singing of Lucia
Kerstens and René Jacobs is very commendable indeed. Their voices seem well- suited
to this music, and the restrained manner of
performance is especially attractive. They
are recorded in a pleasantly sympathetic
acoustic with convincing stereo separation.
Although this record is perhaps more
suited to those with a historical interest in
this period, there is much to commend it to
the casual listener who has more than a
passing interest in the Flemish school. [
A : 1]
Colin Evans
DVORAK: Slavonic dances 1-16
Legends
Op. 59 1-4
Vlastimil Lejsek (pno) IVera Lejskova (pno)
Supraphon 111 1301-2 (
2 records) (£3.98)

These are vigorous performances of the
Slavonic Dances in their original version for
piano duet. John Clapham, in his excellent
book on Dvofák, observes that he tends to
give folk music a monumental and often a
heroic semblance; this tendency is often
apparent here whereas it sometimes is not
in the more familiar orchestral version. The
variety of the treatment by the two pianists
exploits very fully the character of the dances
and the effect is stimulating—though there is
refinement too. I have not heard the rival
version by the Kliens on Turnabout so am
unable to draw comparisons between the
two versions. The fact that this Supraphon
double album also contains four of the ten
Legends may persuade some to investigate
this release. If it does, Ishould warn that the
surfaces on my copy are quite impossible.
Iappear to be always on about this sort of
thing lately, but really pressing quality is
deteriorating on all sides these days and its
effect on listening pleasure is so serious that
one cannot conscientiously recommend any
issue like this where one is exposed to a
constant cannonade of extraneous noise.
[C/D: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Dumky trio, Op. 90 / SUK: Elegie,

Op. 23

Vaclav Sm/fil ( On) IStanislav Apolin ( vic) IJosef Hala

(pno)

Panton 11 0234 (
El .99)

Like so many of the Panton releases received
this month this one is let down by the quality
of the pressing. In fact this is about the worst
of the ones Ihave received, for in addition to
the explosive surface it has such a vicious
warp that it is almost unplayable. In the
circumstances it is difficult to be objective
about the quality of the recording itself, but it
strikes me as being good. There is a lovely
richness about the cello and piano tone,
while the violin is clean and bright. The
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CLASSICAL
performances themselves are even better.
The Dvofák especially has a dedicated
intensity that is ( or would be) overwhelming.
The Smetana Trio is new to me though Hala
the pianist is to be heard on several Supraphon recordings, and the cellist, Apolin, can
be heard to advantage on the Janacek record
reviewed elsewhere. 1do not recollect having
heard the violinist before but on this evidence
he is a good chamber music player and the
group has acohesiveness and understanding
that suggests alonger acquaintance than the
mere six years it has been in existence. Suk's
Elegie, to my taste a rather insipid piece after
Dvorák's masterpiece, receives the kind of
reading that takes it out of its class and makes
me wish more than ever that the record had
been the equal of the music- making on it.
[D: 1/11
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK : Song Cycles: Love Songs Z. In Folk
Tone iGypsy Songs D Three Modern Greek
Songs
Jindfich Jindrák (bar) IAlfred Holeeek (pno)
Supraphon 112 1349 (£1-99)
JinclPich Jindrák is the possessor of a very
powerful resonant high baritone and is a
distinguished member of the Czechoslovak
National Opera House. His voice is produced
in the typical Slav manner with rather more
vibrato than many people may like. He sings
these Dvofák songs with authority but without great subtlety, and the accompaniments
by Alfred Holeèek are generally undistinguished. The recording is clean but overresonant, suggesting the vast expanses of a
large opera house rather than the more intimate atmosphere of a recital hall. Supraphon have provided an excellent album, giving
texts of all the songs together with translations into German and English. Full marks
for this! Ihave always had a great fondness
for Dvoràk's songs and recommend this
disc with the reservations mentioned above,
since it seems unlikely that alternative and
superior versions are likely to be available at
the present time. [13: 2]
John Freestone
'ELGAR'S GREATEST HITS'
Pomp and Circumstance 1and 4, Imperial March,
Cockaigne (' t), Enigma Variations
NY PO ILPO IRPO IPhiladelphia IBernstein IBarenboim IBeecham IOrmandy
CBS 30055 (£1.29). R various
A mixed bag, to be sure, ranging from a
Beecham rarity of long ago, now classed as
'electronically reprocessed stereo', to acouple
of items from Barenboim which first appeared
only last year. There is some characteristic
poetry in Beecham's Cockaigne, but the sound
is small, somewhat fragile and a trifle swimmy. The NYPO/Bernstein 1969 Pomp and
Circumstance No. 1offers rather brash playing
with recording to match [ C: 2], but the other
two marches ( LPO/Barenboim) come out
very well indeed, from both points of view
[A: 1]. Ormandy's 1971 Enigma is decidedly
patchy; some things in it are very satisfactory, but repeatedly there is a pushing onwards, an ' extraverting' of inward music.
Ormandy is a ' Troyte' man rather than a ' WN'
or a BGN', and that about sums it up. Neither
the sumptuous string tone of the Philadelphians nor the aggressive recording style
helps. [
A/B/C/H: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
HANDEL: Water Music r] Fireworks Music
Ars Rediviva IMilan Munclinger
Supraphon 110 1556 (e-99)
A casual glance at the sleeve might easily
convey the impression that both works are
given in their entirety. Closer inspection will,
however, reveal that the Water Music is performed in a version that omits the D major
Suite. As the D major is the most exuberant
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and richly scored of the three suites comprising the complete version of the Water
Music (
it contains parts for trumpets, horns
and oboes) one visualizes some listeners
being atrifle disenchanted to find that it has
not been included. Ars Rediviva offer competent performances of the two works but in
no way do their accounts compare with those
of Neville Marriner and the Academy of St.
Martin- in-the- Fields. ( I choose the Neville
Marriner recording because this too offers a
complete rendition of both the works under
review—ZRG697.)
In the Ars Rediviva recording one movement only is given from the D major suite,
this is the famous 3/2 Hornpipe. It is, however,
heard in aversion which differs in key, instrumentation and thematic detail from the conventional account. On the yhole these performances tend to lack the polish and sparkle
that one associates with the Marriner reading. The artists are careless about their use
of cadential trills and their general approach
seems to be unimaginative. The recording
is of reasonable quality. [
13: 2]
Victor McAloon
HANDEL: Cantatas: Delirio amoroso' ' Ndl
Dolce del'oblio'
Magda Kalmar ( sop) ILiszt Ferenc Chamber Orchestra
Frigyes Sandor
Hungaroton SLPX11653 (£1.99)
Mention the musical form Cantata and the
name of J. S. Bach invariably springs to
mind. The cantatas of G. F. Handel are, however, an altogether different proposition.
They could perhaps be described as small
scale operas without stage action. It is well
established that Handel used the cantata
medium as an experimental testing ground
for his large-scale productions. In Handel's
cantatas we do not have the chorus or
chorale which formed so dominant a feature
of Bach's music of this genre. Handel's compositions are secular in concept and are
generally written for one/two solo voice(s)
with ensemble or sometimes continuo accompaniment.
The Archiv recording ( Dietrich FischerDieskau) of Apollo eDafne apart Ithink Imay
safely say that this is the most polished
Handel cantata recording 1have so far heard.
Magda Kalmar is in excellent voice, she gives
a scintillating and frequently quite dramatic
account of Handel's arabesque vocal lines.
Her phrasing is good and her breath control
is most exceptional. She displays a pleasing
vocal timbre throughout her entire compass.
The accompaniments are beautifully rendered, the sounds of the solo instruments
being rich and colourful in the finest baroque
tradition. Tempi are alert and the whole programme sounds spontaneous and lifelike.
The recording is crystal clear and pleasingly
balanced. Iwish, however, that acopy of the
text could have been included with the record
as this really would have completed one's
enjoyment of what must be regarded as a
very outstanding Handel cantata production.
[A: 1*]
Victor McAloon
HARRISON: Grand Defilé for organ and percussion*/ MERRICK: Celtic suite / STANFORD
Irish Dances
*John Harrison (org) Iorch Foster
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE 147
There is not much to be said for this record.
The piece by John Harrison for organ and
percussion is so emptily portentous that for a
moment Iwondered whether it was aleg-pull,
but Ithink not. This occupies about one-third
of the first side and is followed, evidently
without banding, by Stanford's Irish Dances,
which do not appear to be available elsewhere. Merrick's Celtic Suite, which takes up,
but hardly fills, the second side, is a corn-

parable work, slightly up- dated in point of
style. These two compositions are played
sympathetically, though without distinction,
by what are presumably amateur orchestras.
No names are given. Information is sparse
indeed, on the labels as on the sleeve; there
are no sleeve- notes, only details of other RRE
records. The recording is mediocre, though
acceptable on the second side. The surfaces
are marred by rumble or sizzle, or both.
[C: 2]
Hugh Ottaway
HAYDN : Symphony 91
VP0 IBiihm
DG 2530 524 (£2-95)

Symphony 92 '
Oxford'

With this record Böhm completes his run of
the Haydn symphonic works between the
Paris and London sets—symphonies 88-92,
and the Concertante. I much enjoyed the
two earlier issues, and Iwelcome the latest
just as warmly. There is no other coupling of
91 and 92 at present—indeed, the rather neglected 91 is available only in the Dorati series,
though the Oxford may be had in three other
versions. In these performances there is
some lack of sheer vivacity—significantly,
the main tempo of 91/1, following avery spacious Largo introduction, is played (and designated on the sleeve) Allegro, rather a stately
Allegro, whereas Haydn marked it Allegro
assai. Otherwise the reading is strong,
poised, full of wit and excellently played—the
bassoon enjoys his solos but is not indecently
prominent; indeed, the part-writing throughout is delightfully poised and clear, even if
the acoustic is slightly over- resonant. The
Oxford, one
of
the finest of all the
symphonies, again opens with an unusually
broad Adagio before a nicely sprung Allegro
spiritoso. The Adagio proper is grand,
exciting ( Dorati is rather fast in the middle
section), and the minuet and finale are
excellently done. Serious, large-scale readings
of big, superbly assured symphonies—only
about the tempo and spirit of 91/1 have Iany
doubts.
Unobtrusive, spacious recorded
quality and silent surfaces add to the
pleasure. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN : Piano concerto in D, Op.21 / MOZART:
Piano concerto 12 inA, K.414
Vasso Devetzi (pno) IMoscow CO IBarshai
HMV SXLP 30184 (£1.65)
Although Icannot trace an earlier appearance
of this record in the British lists it was made
in 1964, presumably at about the same time
as the only other Devetzi recording Ihave
come across, one with the same orchestra
of three Bach concertos ( done on a piano).
There is something rather old-fashioned
about this issue in terms both of the musical
performance and the sound quality. The
piano tone is rather tubby, and the reverberant acoustic emphasizes the impression
Ihad that the Haydn concerto in particular
was being thrust at us in a romantic manner
that Ido not find appropriate. There is some
lack of clarity in the accompaniment—the
winds are not prominent enough, the strings
not always meticulously clean. My preference,
nurtured by Landowska on 78s, is for the
harpsichord. Kipnis is deleted, neither Malcolm nor Newman ideal, which leaves Brendel
(coupled with a Hummel concerto) on Turnabout as my first choice of available versions:
in his hands the piano sounds perfectly right.
The Mozart is available in five other recorded
performances, including the Lupu that Ireviewed with enthusiasm in March, and Demus
on a fortepiano. Balance is better here than
in the Haydn, though surface noise is more
of a problem. The performance is warm,
rather lacking in contour. Until the finale I
found it dutiful rather than revelatory; then,
though it is taken rather fast (fast for Mozart's
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We are offering " Event Evenings" when customers can come with their wives
and etcs. to live with us from 6p.m. to 10p.m. or longer.

During this time they could

listen to, fiddle with and dance to any Hi Fi System, and buy if they feel inclined to.
DC 300A:

D ISO:

IC 150:

•
.
— FREE INSTALLATION - LONDON
POWER of Clip Point
190 Watts RMS into 8 Ohms both Channels Driven
I.M. DISTORTION less than 0.01% at 150 Watts RMS
RELIABILITY — Better than 99.9%,
SOUND — Studio clean
PRICE — Expensive — Even with free installation
COMMENT — The best powerful Amplifier in the world
POWER — Typically 100 Watts RMS into 8 Ohms — This is Amcron
"typically"
T.H.D. — Might be expected to be 0-0005% ( at 75 Watts RMS) which
neither Amcron nor we could legitimately measure — AUDIO JAN. '72
RELIABILITY — Not measureable
PRICE — £270.00 + VAT
Pre-Amp. for above units — £209.00 + VAT
AMCRON SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
DEAR TOPEND AUDIOPHILE,
We run credit facilities with little tears!!!
DEAR STUDIOS,
We do contract Hire, Leasing, and normal Hire Purchase!!!
So buy your Amcron from Nick
Speaker Recommendation — JBL's from L100 up

ACCUPHASETh
super class range of Hi Fi Units come HAND MADE. The sound coming out
from an ACCUPHASE amplifier is really clean and free from distortion. In Unit Form
Accuphase is expensive; but Ithink that the E202 is NOT unduly expensive as we are
able to buy and sell them in big enough quantities to give some reduction for CASH
CUSTOMERS. An E202 feels naked without the 7101/FM Tuner. They like to talk
to you through the AR LST or the JBL's. Even with areduction for CASH/CHEQUE,
we will install Accuphase FREE in the London area.
THE ACCUPHASE FAMILY TREE GROWS THIS WAY:
P300
C200
T100

Power Amp. only, 2x 150 Watts RMS
—List price [450-00+VAT
Stereo Pre-Amp. Very nice
—List price C330.00+VAT
Stereo Tuner AMI FM
—List Price [350-00+VAT

E202
TIOI
P250

Stereo Integrated Amplifier, 2x 100 Watts RMS —List Price (375.00+VAT
Stereo FM Tuner
—List price C245.00+VAT
Stereo Power Amp.
—List price C320-00 + VAT
As Isaid Above: We always give something off the list prices

JBL SPEAKERS:
RE VOX
These recorders have continued to enjoy the reputation of " THE MACHINE FOR
SERIOUS RECORDING", in the top domestic and light studio quarters. Whilst
they might be a bit pricy new, they constantly fetch over two-thirds of what you
paid, whenever you decide to part with them.
We have in stock, the major Revox Units, from the A77 1102, through the Tuners
to the FANTASTIC A700 Super class Recorder. We also have back-up accessories
from NAB spools — up and also down!
We'll do what we can to limit the amount of overdraft you may run into — you can
always tell the Bank Manager that you even had " something off" — the list price,
Imean!!!
The current Revox range starts with the A77 Mk 4 Series Tape Recorders with two
or four track and optional Dolby, and continues through to the ridiculously advanced
A700 and its Series' equipment.
Buy your Revox from us — we are a nice lot!
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SPEAKERS:
Even the smallest AR Speakers — the
AR7 — handles 100 Watts RMS very
comfortably. These ' ENGLISH YANKS'
— AR have a factory in England —
produce sounds with utmost clarity.
AR Speakers are the best value-for-money
speakers we do!
The AR range starts from the tiny AR7 up
to the superior AR3A improved, and then
on to the Studio LST. Most AR Speakers
are on permanent demonstration in our
shop. We have a most comprehensive
stock — but they go very quickly!!!

LUX:
Lux equipment has always been among
the very best from Japan. Their products
combine sheer engineering superiority
with supreme clarity of sound.
This product range is aimed at the most
discriminating audiophile and the simplest
justification for their rather high price is
simply QUALITY.
This month we are featuring the LUX 600
and 800 Receivers.
Come to us, hear them, touch them,
buy them.

MARA NTZ :
Others might overrate their products but
Maranta always under-rate every single
product that they make. Take the 1060
Amplifier, for instance — it produces alot
more than 30 Watts RMS.
The Marantz 4270 is one of the good
things that has happened to the audio
world.
It is on demonstration in our shop.
We stock an extensive range of Maranta
and we are prepared to meet you some
way away from the list prices.
Come and listen to the Marantz
Imperial Speakers.

ROTEL:
This range is bread and butter for us —
and lets be honest — very realistically
priced!
Rotel products are all more
reliable than some of the upper market
products which we have decided not to
handle.
The RX602, 802, and 402 are outstanding
in their price range.
We also have the new Rotel Direct Drive.
We are very cheap on Rotel

N.A.D.:
A range of very high quality amplifiers
and receivers from Acoustic Research.
The N.A.D. 60 Amplifier is agreat ' value
for money' quality amplifier.
The N.A.D. 140 and 160 Receivers are
remarkable
beauties
of
outstanding
craftsmanship. N.A.D. equipment is very
much in demand.
Please come and thrill yourself to the
sound of these units through AR
speakers.

HARMAN KARDON:
A range of superior quality equipment
producing the utmost in sound clarity ana
representing the highest quality engineering.
We are very keen on Harman
Kardon equipment and have the Citations
on permanent demonstration.
The HK 1000 Cassette Deck is a most
amazing machine — aprofessional deck at
moderate cost. The HK range starts from
the 330E Receiver with 23 Watts RMS,
then comes the 630, 930, 75+, 800+,
900+ and che Citations.
We offer cash settlement discounts
and carry extensive stocks.

OTHER THINGS WE DO:
We take photographic equipment in part-exchange.
WE accept existing decent Hi Fi from customers wishing to go up higher still.
WE particularly like to know our customers and to give the best service we possibly
can.
WE will obtain any equipment for you and to this end we are always adding to our
range of products.
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They say Speakers are apersonal thing and merely a matter of taste, but Idisagree!
Speakers have afunction to perform — they transmit Electrical energy into Acoustic
energy, i.e. SOUND. Any function can be performed in varying degrees and with
varying efficiency.
JBL Speakers are SUPER efficient — you do not need ultra high power to drive them
although Irecommend super amplifiers. JBL Speakers have freedom from colouration.
Some speakers cause a kind of fatigue or irritation to the ear after some time —
NOT THE JBL's!
We stock every JBL and we have on demo the fabulous LIOO's, L200's and the old
Jubal 65. We will travel away from the list price to meet you. We do Contract Hire,
and Leasing for studios. We run low interest H.P. for those with unfriendly Bank
Managers. We also take CASH and CHEQUES and WHAT-ARE's.
The JBL range starts with the fantastic DECADE 16, sounding much more than their
sizes would suggest, and has almost no end.
FREE DELIVERY — LONDON AREA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO:
We have Cambridge equipment on
continuous demonstration.
The Superb range of Audio Equipment,
one of the very best coming out of
England.
They are beautifully slim and the sound out
of them is unblemished and undistorted.
WE STOCK P60, Pl lo, T55, in BLACK
and CHROME.

NAKAMICHI:
We have all models in stock from the
fabulous 550 at £275.00 + VAT, less cash
settlement discount, through the 700 to
the magnificent 1000 Professional Deck
We will install the 1000 FREE in the
London area even at cash di
prices.

NIKKO:
This
product
range
combines
high
performance and reliability with competitive prices. Nikko prices start at about
£50. We have all models in stock at time
of going to press. We give a reasonable
discount.

AR RECEIVERS:
We have our last few of these super class
Receivers on offer to the public at a
considerable discount.
The amplifier
delivers 60x60 Watts RMS into 8 Ohms
both channels driven. The tuner is of the
highest quality.
Phone us for more details

CERW1N-VEGA:
If you've seen the film ' EARTHQUAKE',
then you've heard one side of CerwinVega. The other side is in our shop—
superb speakers and a250 Watts RMS per
channel Amplifier.
Cerwin-Vega Speakers are superb value
for money in the ' up' market. We have
them on permanent demo.
Come and listen all the day long.

JVC:
We have become aJVC SUPER-CENTRE.
JVC products are of superior design and
engineering. They are very reliable and
slightly on the ' bit more expensive' side.
We have JVC Quadrophonics, Receivers,
Amplifiers and Turntables on permanent
demonstration.

YAMAHA:
A range of first rate equipment at
moderate cost. Yamaha's are one of the
most reliable and clean-looking/sounding
equipment we handle.
The CA400 is an incredible little amplifier.
The CR600 is supreme in its class.
The CAI00 is out of this world and ...
The CT7000 is agood dream!
OUR
YAMAHA
PRICES
ARE
QUITE COMFORTING. We have
Yamaha
on
continuous
demonstration. Ask for our Yamaha price list.

DORKODERS:
Professional recorders and very realistic
prices. We have them all in stock:
Models 7140, 8140 and the Cassette Deck.
MICRO:
DDI Direct Drive Turntable, superb arm,
very slim, very fine engineering, yet NOT
expensive!! — at just over cioeoci.
Electrostatic earphones — Faaaaa tic!!
TEAC:
We stock all models and have the
SIMUL-SYNC RECORDER on demonstration.

WE are very nice people to deal with!
OUR sales personnel are keen and enthusiastic.
WE offer H.P. — Instant Credit for items of £210 and under
Leasing to studios.
WE also take ACCESS and Barclaycard although ...
WE HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO SETTLE FOR CASH!!!

Contract Hire and

CLASSICAL
Allegretto, Imean, Miss Devetzi is crisp and
unflurried), there is some welcome liveliness.
At its reasonable price it certainly merits
consideration— most obviously for collectors
who would like to have these charming and
rewarding works on their shelves. [B/C: 2]
Peter Branscom be
HAYDN: ' Horseman' quartet in g, Op. 74, 3
MARTINU: Quartet 2 MICA: Rondo from quartet in C STRAVINSKY: Concertino
Talich quartet
Panton 11 0362 (£ 1.99)
My copy of this record has worse dishing
and warp than any record Ihave ever come
across: the first half- inch or so of each side
is unplayable without throwing the stylus.
As another disc from the same source received with it is faultless, Iconclude that I
have been unlucky ( though Ishould not have
been) and ignore this fault with a warning
that purchasers should make sure that their
copies are not similarly marred.
That said, Ican record my enjoyment of
the disc: the Martinu work is imaginative and
well- worked; we get a very nice Horseman,
if not a very sprightly one; and the Stravinsky
piece, written in 1920 but not premiered until
this quartet did so in 1971, amply illustrates
the comment on the sleeve- note that Stravinsky was one of the greatest phenomena of
the musical culture of the first half of the 20th
century—and indeed after. The record is
worth having for this Concertino alone, which
the quartet has clearly studied with love. In
my judgment the standard of quartet- playing
has never been higher than it is today; and
the Talich are worthy contributors to that
excellence.
The recording is on the dry side, though
fully detailed. The cello, alas, too reticently
rendered. [B: 1/2]
Peter Turner
HAYDN: The Piano Works, Vol. 2
Rudolf Buchbinder ( pno)
Telefunken FK6.35249 (
6records) (£ 16.50)
Volume 1 appeared in March and Ifound it
impressive and enjoyable. Volume 2 is even
more welcome, in that the sonatas are with
few exceptions bigger and better—and hardly
more numerously represented in the catalogues. There will presumably be one more
volume, to contain the missing sonatas and
the variations, etc. The present set contains
the sonatas numbered 35 to 53 in the Christa
Landon Wiener Urtext Ausgabe (
from which
Buchbinder plays); this numbering is markedly different from the Hoboken/Haydn Society
numbering, which goes up to 52. Mrs Landon
has 62 in her edition, which means, by my
reckoning, that the major sonatas to come
are Hoboken 40-42 and 48-52. Delightful as
the prospect is of the final album, there are
riches in plenty here. Clearly, an edition of
the sonatas will enhance the listener's pleasure; we have an authoritative ( though clumsily translated) sleeve- note from J. P. Larsen
included in the album; and Eva BaduraSkoda's comments in the Pelican Keyboard
Music (
edited by Denis Mathews) are both
perceptive and lively. These works vary considerably in proportions, musical interest,
difficulty.
They include the familiar and
superb F major piece ( Landon 38, Hoboken
23), others of less uniform excellence, remarkably few that do not repay repeated
listening and study. All too often Haydn's
sonatas are treated as finger- stretching exercises for opening a virtuoso's recital; here,
in Rudolf Buchbinder's hands, they are lithe,
meticulously detailed yet poised. They are
played according to their individual requirements, never over- played or patronised. I
must say I wish a forte-piano had been
chosen rather than a Steinway grand ( some
of them are really harpsichord works), yet in
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accounts as appreciative and musicianly as
these it would be ungrateful to insist. In contrast to the old Vox series of the Haydn keyboard works, the recorded quality here is all
that we could hope for: no surface noise,
life- like, faithful piano tone, no sense of
strain. The pianism is of a piece: clear, brilliant, the dynamics convincingly realised.
Haydn would have been astonished at the
ease with which Buchbinder can toss off little
Presto movements— yet assuredly impressed
too as there is nothing ostentatious here. If
once or twice the minuets move a bit heavily,
this may be a justifiable decision, superficial
elegance being out of place in Haydn's world.
This whole undertaking is of far more than
merely
specialist
interest:
emphatically
recommended. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
IRELAND: Songs, Vol. 2
26 items
Benjamin Luxon ( bar) Alan Rowlands ( pno)
Lyrita SRCS 66 (£2.76)
Ienjoyed very much listening to the second
volume of John Ireland's songs in the performance by Benjamin Luxon and Alan
Rowlands. They are beautifully written for
the voice and Mr. Luxon sings them with
unusual sympathy and understanding. He
shows great feeling for words as for example
in Spring Sorrow where he achieves a
marvellous effect in the line ' The earth so
dead and frore' by making an almost imperceptible pause before the word ' dead'. Only
in one song— Vagabond— is he not quite
convincing. One cannot really believe him
when he sings ' My mark's the gypsy fires,
the lonely inns, An' jest the dusty road'. His
singing is too polished to make this really
credible! One very minor point of criticism.
His diction is on the whole excellent, but
occasionally he could make a little more of
final consonants. In ' Blow bugles, blow' the
last syllable of the word ' heritage' sounds as
though it ends in ' ch' because the consonants
are not sufficiently vocalised. These are
minor criticisms in a really splendid performance by both artists. The sleeve notes by
William Mann are most informative and the
poems are printed in full on an insert enclosed
with the record. The recording is first rate
and I heartily recommend this disc to all
lovers of fine singing. [
A: 1]
John Freestone

Concordant Ives
Quartets
IVES: String quartets 1 & 2
Concord Quartet
Nonesuch H-71306 (£ 1.85)
Ives wrote two string quartets, neither of
them conventional examples of the form.
The first, entitled A Revival Service, dates
from 1896; the second, written between 1907
and 1913, stems from Ives' most productive
period and has its origins in a set of pieces
for string quartet which the composer conceived in terms of four men talking, arguing
and fighting, and contemplating. There has
been one previous recording, by the Juilliard
on CBS, but that has been long deleted and
this new version fills the gap admirably. The
First Quartet, in spite of making use of From
Greenland's Icy Mountains, is basically traditional in inspiration and will make no serious
demand on the average listener. The Second,
which retains over its three movements the
titles Discussions, Arguments, ' The Call of the
Mountains', is more challenging and is one of

Ives' most original works. There is still the
mélange of ideas, snippets of popular song
and the rest that are typical of Ives, but somehow the medium seems to have exerted some
constraint and the mixture jells much more
successfully than in some of the more
notorious works. The middle movement is
especially interesting with the second violin
(in the role of Ives' fictional butt Rollo) trying
to uphold standards against the wilful
fragmentation of order by the remaining
disputants, and Ives thumbs his nose at the
wretched Rollo by giving him passages
marked Andante emasculata, Largo sweetota
and Alla rubato ELMAN ( though this slanderous direction has been removed from the
printed score). The movement ends ' Andante
con scratchy' and ' Allegro con fisty swatto',
but this schoolboy humour should not delude
anyone into imagining the music is comic.
Certainly the playing is eminently serious,
and the recording matches it in excellence.
[A:
Kenneth Dommett
JANACEK: Sbory zMladi
Prague PO Veselka
Panton 11 0400 (
LI.99)
Janacek's work as a choirmaster gave him
his first opportunities for composition, and
the choruses on this record, for male and for
mixed voices, are among his earliest extant
music. The earliest of them appears to be
Orani (
Ploughing) which was performed by
the Svatopluk Society at its first concert
under Janacek's direction in April 1873; the
latest, which are probably the undated Na
kosatej jedli (
In the Pine Tree) and Na prievoze
(On the Ferry), date from between 1880 and
1885. From these dates anyone with knowledge of Janacek's music will realise that the
music of these choruses is conventional
compared with that of his later works. Conventional it may be, but no-one with a taste
for choral music will, Ifeel, be disappointed
with these virtually unknown examples of the
genre. Harmonically and melodically they
will charm and delight, and if the oddities of
the rhythmic structure at first seem strange
this only serves to add a touch of spice for
aspiring performers. The performances by
the Prague Philharmonic Choir are wonderfully sympathetic and have been well recorded
with a good depth and balance. As with
other Panton issues the surfaces leave much
to be desired, and the fact that the sleeves
are entirely in Czech is something of a limitation on the British market. For the benefit of
prospective buyers let me say that nothing
on the present record duplicates the earlier
Supraphon collection of Janacek's Male
Voice Choruses, and for that reason it may
help if I give the English titles. Side 1:
Ploughing; True Love; IWonder at my Lover;
The Drowned Wreath; No Escape from Fate;
The Wild Duck; Autumn Song; Our Song.
Side 2: In the Pine Tree; On the Ferry; Love's
Uncertainty; Alone Without Comfort; Rest in
Peace; Choral Elegy. It is possible that not
all issues suffer the same degree of surface
noise, so if you can find a copy that is
favoured in this respect Iwould recommend
the record very strongly, and not only to those
interested in Janacek. [
A ( C if all copies the
same): 1]
Kenneth Dom mett
JANACEK: Sonata for violin and piano
Pohadka
Mladi
Various soloists and ensembles
Panton 11 0214 (£1.99)
Ido not recall a previous recording either of
Janacek's violin sonata or of the Fairy Tale,
and as far as Ican see there is currently no
recording of Mladi on the catalogue. Taken
all round, then, this represents an important
addition to the Janacek collection, especially
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as the playing is excellent and the recording
while not of the very best, is at least acceptable
from the point of view of the surfaces which
have been such adisappointing feature of this
batch of Panton releases. The violin sonata,
technically Janacek's third but the only one to
survive, incorporates in its four movements
one, the Ballad, that appears to pre- date the
rest of the work which was begun in 1914 and
in its thrumming piano accompaniment in the
finale is reputed to represent the composer's
response to the Russian invasion of Hungary.
By its date the violin sonata lies at the beginning of that remarkable decade of achievement which makes Janacek so singular a
genius, but the Fairy Tale, an epic threemovement sonata for cello based originally on
a Russian story The Story of Czar Berendei, is
as little known and no less worthy of recognition. Both works receive very fine performances from their Czech interpreters, the
cellist, Stanislav Apolin to whom Ireferred in
my review of the Dvorák trio ( p. 80), being
particularly warm and richly accompanied by
Radoslav Kvapil. The Foerster Wind Quintet's
account of the late masterpiece, Mladi, of
which several memorable performances have
been recorded, is assured of a generous
response, not merely because it lacks any
kind of competition but because it is an
exceedingly good, idiomatic version of this
delectable, idiosyncratic gem of wind music
writing. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
JANACEK: The overgrown Path
Radoslav Kvapil (pno)
Panton 11 0212 (£1.99)

Apparently the earliest of these pieces was
written for the harmonium though they are
now generally accepted as being Janacek's
first major work for the piano. There are two
sets but their chronology is not altogether
clear. Janacek seems to have begun them
early in the century and to have completed
them sometime around 1911. The first set
consists of ten pieces, all with titles; the
second of five untitled. The first tend to be
simpler and more direct, whereas the second
are, on the whole, more consciously brilliant
and pianistic. The Overgrown Path may not
have attracted many of the greatest pianists
yet there have been afew notable recordings
prior to this one, among them Firkusny's DG
recording in a two- record album which
contains virtually all Janacek's piano music.
This is still available as far as Iknow and is
worth very serious consideration.
Comparison of Firkusny's and Kvapil's interpretations is interesting, Kvapil being more
flexible and more given to rubato than
Firkusny. At afirst hearing Kvapil sounds the
more expressive, but ultimately I suspect
most listeners will find Firkusny's controlled
poetry the more rewarding. Firkusny has the
advantage of having studied with Janacek and
presumably knows at first hand how the
composer wanted the music to sound;
Kvapil, on the other hand has won a reputation as a Janacek interpreter so you take
your choice. The quality of the recording is
likely to settle the matter, for the German
recording is infinitely better sounding than
this gritty- surfaced Czech one. [
C: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

Janequin from
Polyphon
JANEQUIN: Chansons Françaises
Ensemble Polyphon de Paris , Ravier
Telefunken ' Das Alte Werk' 6.41877 (£2.75)
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I remember coming across the music of
Janequin while still a teenager, and being
struck at the time by its freshness and
elegance, placing it apart from much of the
early renaissance music I was obliged to
study at the time. Freshness is an adjective
that would aptly fit both music and performances on this record, and from the beginning, this highly acclaimed French group
rivet the attention with poised and articulate
readings that awaken the charm of Janequin's
music.
The ' chansons' refer, of course, to the
popular vocal form in France between about
1520 and 1560 of which Janequin was an
indisputed master, despite the fact that he
died in poverty and obscurity in 1558. He
wrote over 260 chansons in which he found
new possibilities in the four vocal parts,
setting poems with the utmost transparency
and the most imaginative use of counterpoint
and harmony. His songs are miniatures, as
perfect and well- shaped as the piano pieces
of Grieg. It is unfortunate that the record
does not include texts and translations, for
it is Janequin's skill at setting words simply
and beautifully that is the most important
feature of his art.
Many of the songs are imbued with a
typically French wistfulness, and songs like
Je ne congnois femme en ceste contrée are
striking in their charm and simplicity. La
Guerre is one of those quaintly humorous
battle pieces and is full of contrapuntal
ingenuity. In this piece, the singers are
strikingly successful, with a tremendous
feeling for rhythm and aclose-knit ensemble.
This same rhythmic impulse goes through
Le chant de l'alouette in which the four singers
produce a lovely springing rhythm. There is
a natural blend in the voices that is very
pleasing, and they treat Janequin's music
with the lightness and delicacy that it
deserves. The singers are recorded in an
appropriate living-room acoustic with just
the right hint of reverberation. [
A*: 1]
Colin Evans
MENDELSSOHN: Piano concerto 1in g, Op. 25
p Piano concerto 2 in d, Op. 40
Murray Perahia ISt Martin's Academy IMarriner
CBS 76376 (52.99)

This coupling of the two Mendelssohn
concertos of 1831 and 1837 was originally
scheduled for release on 28th February.
Whatever the cause of the production delays,
the wait certainly proves to have been worthwhile! And what delightful music.
The description of the composer's own
style of playing: ' as a lark soars ... great
adroitness, sureness, strength, fluency, a
full, soft tone' ( Hiller): quoted on the sleeve
can be applied equally to Perahia's, Ifeel.
Incidentally, CBS continue to print odd
English notes in their International Masterworks series—this one gives the wrong key
for concerto 1, and warns the listener that
Mendelssohn's music was, disappointingly,
too elegant for the instrument, that it was
devoid of real passion or profundity. The
German text mentions the earlier concerto in
A- minor with strings ( recorded by Ogdon/
St. Martin's Academy for Argo).
Engaging the Academy for the accompaniments has ensured an orchestral sound
which is ideally in scale with Mendelssohn's
musical world. There is a delicacy of sound,
and polish in the playing, which is exactly
right, especially with such sensitive, and
easy- sounding solo artistry.
The pressings are imported, and the review
copy was without flaw. Some master- tape
noise is evident here, and the strings in
close-up are a little aggressive: perhaps the
studio was a small one? And in the slow

movement of the G- minor the solo image
tends to wander, towards the end of the
movement. [
A/B: 11
Christopher Breunig

Bou It's sensitive
Moeran
MOERAN : Symphony in g
NPO IBoult
Lyrita SRCS 70 (£2.76)

Extraordinary! Less than two years ago I
double- starred the English Sinfonia/Dilkes
version of this work ( ASO 2913). Little did
Isuppose that a second outstanding recording would appear so soon—or ever. After
all, Moeran's Symphony had been ignored
for 20 years. But here it is, and in most
respects Ifind great difficulty in recommending one rather than the other. The recorded
sound is not only superb, in both cases, but
is almost identical in character. This new
version requires a little more volume and is
slightly less forward; on the whole, though,
balances, clarity and colouring are remarkably
similar.
Performance? There is little doubt that the
English Sinfonia have a deeper knowledge of
the work, but the sheer virtuosity of the NPO
is very persuasive: e.g., in the scherzo, which
Boult takes appreciably faster, emphasizing
the capriciousness, whereas Dilkes brings
out the underlying sadness. And that is the
one basic difference in interpretation. Elsewhere, one notices local differences: Boult,
for instance, takes a broader view of the
second subject in the first movement. My
overall impression, however, is that Boult is
rather less decisive in his structuring; Iam
more aware of the seams, of the separateness
of particular passages, especially in the first
two movements. Dilkes' positive shaping
and follow-through, arguing, Ithink, a firmer
conception of the work, provides the most
tangible reason for preferring the earlier
version. Both versions are highly sensitive
to the musical poetry and to Moeran's fine
scoring.
May we now have the Violin
concerto, please? [
A*: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
MOZART: Serenade no. 4 in D, K.203
Pinchas Zukerman ( On) jECO , Zukerman
CBS 76383 (£2.99)

Iwas surprised to find that it is as long ago as
1968 that Boskovsky's version of this delectable serenade appeared. That version remains my personal favourite: it also happens
to have been the last that Ihave received for
review. Until this new one, that is. Having
enjoyed the recent ECO recordings for CBS,
rather more in some instances than QM, I
looked forward with interest to this in which
Zuckerman conducts and in which, in the
three concertante movements, he also doubles
as soloist. 1am sorry to say that Iwas less
than totally enthralled by the recording and
by certain aspects of the performance itself
which in some movements, mainly the minuets
veers between the too fast and the fussily
sentimental. The first minuet ( in the concertante) is much too quick, and the trio, by
contrast, is too slow. In every case Zuckerman persuades the players to indulge themselves at final cadences, and the oboe's
swooping phrases in the trio of the last
minuet belong to acentury otherthan Mozart's.
Elsewhere the music is well served, and
Zuckerman's solo contributions are delivered
with elegant smoothness. Perhaps it is all a
bit too smooth, and for that reason Iwould
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still opt for Boskovsky's virility. The recording
itself lacks the clarity of definition and the
close focus that Ienjoyed in the recording of
the violin concertos and Concertone, and in
this respect too Iprefer the Decca recording
to the CBS. Ihave no information concerning
the locale of the recording, but the record has
a German pressing and Dutch sleeve [8:2].
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano concertos 17, 20, 21, 23, 24 I:
Rondo in a, K.511
Artur Rubinstein ( pno)
RCA Victor SO I Krips
Wallenstein
RCA SER 5716-8 (3 records) (£8.70). R (1960, 1962,
1964)

Rubinstein has never been closely associated
with the Mozart piano concertos, at least not
on record, and this set contains all that he
has done in recent years. ' Recent' is a relative term, of course, for these records date
from 1960, 1962 and 1964 and in their mode of
performance lean toward the well nourished
and full-blooded approach of the 19305 and
'40s rather than to the present leaner, and—
some might say— more clean-cut concept of
modern Mozart style. Within that context
these performances will almost certainly
please, and may please some more than a
little, for Rubinstein whether or not one
thinks of him as a Mozart stylist, which is
not particularly relevant, is a great pianist
and a great musician into the bargain. Anything he does must therefore excite interest
and be viewed with respect if not affection.
As it happens Ido have a certain affection
for these performances, especially for the G
major and the A major concertos which are
given a warm and generous treatment. Perhaps the dramas of the D minor and C minor
are slightly romanticised, but other respected
pianists have been praised for more unashamed expression. But perhaps, given his
viewpoint, Rubinstein is best of all in the C
major K467 which is sprightly, noble and
joyful.
The orchestra, conducted by Krips in the
C minor and by Wallenstein in the rest, takes
up a rather Hollywoodish role behind the
pianist but not too far behind, psychologically
speaking. Physically the balance is reasonable and the sound, atrifle hollow at times, is
acceptable. The Rondo as one would expect
is beautiful. [13:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Brendel's
admirable Mozart
MOZART: Piano concerto 20 in d, K.466. _,
Piano concerto 24 in c, K.491
Alfred Brendel (pno) ASM Marriner
Philips 6500 533 (£2.90)* R

Philips have a curious habit of issuing new
performances coupled with others which
they have already released, sometimes only a
short while before. I have remarked on it
before, and here it seems to be happening
again. The information notes received with
the record tell us that it contains two performances 'first published' in 1975, yet Iam
sure many readers will have already bought
the D minor concerto when it appeared last
October. On that occasion it was paired with
K488 which had previously been issued
coupled with yet another concerto. Now collectors anxious to possess an admirable
account of the C minor are faced with the
prospect of having to duplicate once again
something they may already possess. In my
earlier review of the D minor Iextolled the
virtues of Brendel's and Marriner's joint
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approach, and mentioned that by underplaying the drama both succeeded in emphasising
the daemonic intensity of the work. It was,
and remains, in all senses a remarkable
achievement. The same qualities of insight
and understanding are brought to bear on the
C minor with equally illuminating results. A
good initial pace coupled with the lightness
of the orchestral forces give the first movement a welcome majestic seriousness
divorced from the ponderous over- emphasis
which afflicts anumber of rival versions. It is
a genuine Allegro and it succeeds in making
a pertinent contrast with the Larghetto that
follows. This is taken somewhat faster than
usual, and the effect is again to lighten the
texture without impairing the music's intensity. The balance of the wind instruments in
this movement, by the way, is excellent. The
easy pace of the final Allegretto further emphasises the contrast between this and
several rival performances which, in making a
conscious effort to be tragic and intense,
manage often to be only turgid. This is, in
essence, an 18th century approach where
emotive undertones may be safely left to take
care of themselves. Brendel's playing, as
usual, excites only admiration and his cadenzas to both concertos are models of taste. Of
the playing of the Academy little more need
be said now, and Philips's engineers have
done a fine job though Ifancy the string
sound is less cleancut at the edges than it
could be. [
A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano concerto 22 in E, K482
Piano concerto 23 in A, K488
Robert Casadesus IColumbia SO ISzell
CBS 61021 (£1.99)

Ican trace no previous issue of these recordings in this country, although the publication
date is given as 1960. Assuming Iam correct,
it is indeed a pleasure to welcome such an
addition to the sadly few performances we
have of Casadesus.
Casadesus always
approached Mozart with scholarly insight and
concern for detail, yet his performances
always appeared alert and spontaneous. On
this record he is again joined by George Szell,
himself a great Mozartian, conducting the
Columbia Symphony Orchestra. Together
they give one of the finest performances of
these two concertos in the catalogue.
In K488 I would certainly not decry the
altogether admirable Solomon or the performance by Kempff or Brendel, but I am
satisfied that if you have this magnificent midpriced record in your collection, you can
rest content that you have a performance to
live with.
The Eflat Concerto ( K482) is given a virile,
almost stately presentation, without the
usual anti climax of the ' hunting' finale, for
Casadesus is able to suppress any sense of
banality and makes it just a rollicking, happy
last movement.
The recording is miraculously rejuvenated,
one of the most successful we have had with
these artists. The surfaces too are faultless
[A: 1].
Leon Thompson
MOZART: Flute concerto 1
Oboe concerto
Werner Tripp ( fit) Gerhard Turetschek (obo) IVPO I
&Slim
DG 2530 527 (£2.95)

The soloists here are new arrivals in a very
competitive market. Surprisingly there are
not many other versions coupled in this way,
so from that point of view this issue has
something in its favour. It has a good deal
more than that, of course. Beihm's approach
to Mozart may not be to everybody's taste
but it can be relied on to present the music
without gimmick or showmanship. Always
serious, occasionally abit too much so, Böhm

is rarely stodgy and never pompous, and in
these two concertos he can be heard at his
best. This is particularly true of the Oboe
Concerto where the entertainment character
of the music, modified though it is by the
transition of soloist from flute to oboe, is
deftly handled. Turetschek's playing fits in
very well with this approach, clean, direct, not
unemotional but cooler than, say Neil Black's
fine performance with the Academy. Curiously Ihad expected a more earnest look at
the Flute Concerto. The slow movement has
always impressed me very much: it teeters on
the edge of dark thoughts, but one would not
think so by this bland statement that appears
to turn its back on any implications of seriousness. This is a surprise, for Ihad imagined
Bohm would delve deeper than this. Perhaps
he is right, though Icannot help thinking that
something has been missed, and the soloist's
liquid and untroubled playing is clearly
equally unconcerned. In this work, then, I
think one will find more in Monteux's recording with Marriner on Philips or Richard
Adeny's excellent CFP version with the ECO
under Leppard, both of which have the Oboe
Concerto in its recension for flute. The recording of this new issue is, however, magnificent, rich, clear and well focused, and the
surfaces are a joy not to be heard [
A*: 1/2].
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Violin concertos and Concert movements K.63, 185, 203, 204, 207, 211
Jaap Schrader ( On) lAmsterdam Mozart Ensemble I
Bruggen
Philips 6775 012 (2 records) (£5.80)

May one assume that these two records are
the first of aseries which will include the three
(or four if you include K271a) major violin concertos of Mozart? If not it seems rather a
quixotic venture to devote two excellently
made records to the first two concertos and
the four sets of concertante movements from
serenades that feature the solo violin. Not
that Iwould criticise it on these grounds, for
after the surprise at hearing Mozart played on
instruments that sound more appropriate to
music at least a century if not more older,
there is much to be enjoyed here. There is
even some otherwise unrecorded Mozart, the
concertante movements from the Serenade in
D K204 which has been shunned by almost
everybody, but which Boskovsky must ultimately put on record complete—if that series
is ever brought to final fruition. These movements incidentally are in a different order
from the published score. It is also possible
to compare the relative portions of K203 with
the full version by Zukerman ( p. 84), and for
my money the antiquarians have it. The sound,
Imust admit, does bother me and Icannot
help wondering if this is really how Mozart
heard his music. Ibegan with the K63 movement which is played muted and Ithought for
a moment that there was something odd
about the recording or that the music was
being played on a kind of afairground organ.
The solo violin has a reedy quality and the
violas are like rustlings of dry parchment. The
flutes sound suspiciously like recorders and
the bass strings stalk through the clear texture of the recording in a manner that is
initially disconcerting. The record of the two
concertos, however, sounds quite different,
more ' normal' and is very excitingly played,
especially the B flat. Schreeder tends to clip
appoggiaturas and everyone tends to deliver
grace notes with the now unfashionable
'scotch snap'. For that reason one must view
the performances with some suspicion, and
again express some doubt about the instruments being used of which, incidentally, no
details are given. These objections apart I
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find this an intriguing and
pair of records blessed
recording I like and with
surfaces [A: 2].

largely enjoyable
with the kind of
absolutely silent
Kenneth Dommett

MUSSORGSKY-RAVEL: Pictures at an Exhibition RAVEL: Bolero
Philadelphia Ormandy
RCA ARL1 0451 (£2.90)
When the Philadelphia Orchestra was in
London recently, it didn't produce the full
Philadelphian sound conveyed so impressively in its recordings. The violins, though
not the cellos, seemed to have shed some of
their sheen, the brass had acquired an edge
of virulence and even the marvellous woodwind principals were slightly diminished. In
short, the Royal Festival Hall was taking its
toll of a great orchestra accustomed to the
flattering acoustics of its own Hall at home.
The present issue redresses the balance
though it was in fact recorded in the Scottish
Rite Cathedral in Philadelphia.
That the playing is first rate goes without
saying, and the tone quality too is excellent,
with an effect both spacious and nicely in
focus—that is unless you prefer the close-up
brilliance favoured sometimes in the States.
In Ravel's Boléro, Ormandy sets avery steady
pace and the melodic line is lovingly, even
poeticallly articulated as it travels round the
orchestra. The intensity certainly rises but
this is not the highly- charged performance
you might expect, and the big tonal switch
just before the end is if anything slightly
understated. On the other hand, the glissandi,
earlier on, are stressed.
The Moussorgsky-Ravel Pictures give much
the same impression as in London— very fine
playing and sensible tempi but with some of
the individuality of the
characterisations
softened [
A: 2].
Christopher Grier

Elisabeth SCiderstriim sings these Rachmaninov songs with great dramatic conviction and Vladimir Ashkenazy plays the piano
accompaniments superbly, as one would
expect from him, for he has made something
of a speciality of the music of Rachmaninov.
The songs require formidable techniques
from both artists, and the rather open quality
of SüderstrOm's high notes seems particularly suited to the Russian language. Collectors of historical recordings will perhaps be
interested to read in the sleeve note that
some of these songs were written for singers
like Chaliapin, Sobinoff, Litvinne and Neshdanova. Litvinne had a flame- like dramatic
soprano and the song written for her,
'Dissonance', taxes the resources of Siiderstrám's lighter voice to some extent, while
the final item on side two, the ' Vocalise' was
tailor-made for the silvery light soprano of
Neshdanova, and also poses problems, but
SüderstrOm gives a fine account of it. The
disc is well recorded with good balance
between the voice and piano, and with commendably silent surfaces. In the absence of
texts and translations the informative sleeve
note by Geoffrey Norris is most helpful.
[A: 1]
John Freestone

Spanish
Lute Music
'MUSIC FOR LUTE: SPAIN'
Milán; Mudarra; de Narváez
Konrad Ragossnig ( I(e)
DG ' Archiv' 2533 183 (£2.95)
Konrad Ragossnig, in my judgement, is one
of the finest instrumentalists performing today: he is superb by any standard. This
means that when he plays, command of the
instrument can be taken entirely for granted:
he can do just what he wishes with it, and concentrate only on his reading of the music he is
playing. So, too, can his fortunate listeners.
This record continues the Archly series of
Renaissance lute music. The first side is
devoted to Luis Milán, and taken from his
Libro de Musicá de Vihuela de Mano— which
was, amongst other things, designed as a
medium of self- instruction. The second side
is given to Alonso Mudarra and Luis de
Narváez, each with a fascinatingly different
version of Guardame las Vacas (
Keep the
Cows). In a sense this is obviously a recital
for the connoisseur: but it is much more than
that: this quiet, often gently melancholy,
measured music is both restful and charming,
whether one has any knowledge of the
technique of the instrument or none.
The recording is admirable: silent surfaces
in the best DG manner, clear, lively, unexaggerated: splendid stuff [A: 1*]. Peter Turner
'RACHMANINOV SONGS'
16 items
Elisabeth Seiderstreim ( sop) IVladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL6718 (£2.99)
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REGER: Piano quartet in a, Op. 133
R.
STRAUSS: Piano quartet in c, Op. 13
Cardiff Festival Ensemble
Argo ZRG809 (£2.99)
Two works not otherwise listed in the
catalogue: Strauss's early chamber- work,
completed at 20, just before he became
assistant to Von Bülow, coupled with a
mature Reger score.
The author of the Strauss piece would be
hard to guess; the piece is very Brahmsian,
and no strong personality is evidenced—
although the scherzo in particular has some
interesting ideas. But the record is worth
having for the sake of the Reger slow movement alone. This is an extended, lyrical piece,
a Largo that is deeply personal in expression.
The members of the Cardiff Ensemble are
not disclosed on the Argo sleeve or label
(though the BOsendorfer piano is specified!).
They play well enough, but Ifind the string
tone rather thin, and the wide vibrato of violin
and cello in the Reger Largo do not go well
together. The recordings are good, with clear
disposition of the players. A cut is made in
the text of the Strauss finale. [
A/B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Capriccio Espagnol,
Op. 34
Procession of the Nobles (
from Mlada) /
TCHAIKOVSKY: Capriccio Italien, Op. 45
Marche Slave, Op. 31
Gopak (
from Mazeppa)
LPO Bouif
HMV ASD3093 (£2.65)
Not the kind of programme you would
associate with Sir Adrian, now eighty-six.
Yet a glance at some of the music he lists in
his autobiography indicates the catholicity of
his repertoire.
Even so, Idoubt that many listeners would
immediately guess the conductor of these
youthful, vigorous, and colourful performances: except that they reveal a complete
professionalism, a true mastery of evocative
popular scores. Listen to the changes of
rhythm and mood in the Capriccio Italien, or
to the Marche Slave, radiantly triumphant at
Sir Adrian's quickish tempo, unburdened of
slavic pessimism. Or to the lightness of
touch in the Mlada piece ( some tympani
recording there to gladden the heart of the
hi-fi enthusiast). There is too a steadiness in
the unfolding of the music, that raises it from
the commonplace. The two Caprices we have
heard many times in hack performances:
now their true craftsmanship is carefully
re-established.

The production team, Christopher Bishop
and Christopher Parker, have taped the music
very effectively, without gimmickry; the
orchestra set back nicely to let the climaxes
expand. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
ROSSINI: ' The Siege of Corinth'
Sills Verrett Diaz Theyard Ambrosian
Schippers
HMV SLS981 (
3records) (£7.95)

LSO '

The Siege of Corinth is the thirty-fifth of
Rossini's thirty-eight operas, written for the
Paris Opera in 1826, but based on Maometto IF
which Rossini had composed for Naples six
years earlier. This is its first commercial
recording, though a pirated version of a performance wiih Tebaldi has been available
'underground' for some years. Presumably
it was because Thomas Schippers had conducted the Italian version of the opera with
Beverly Sills at La Scala and was preparing
to do it with her again at the Met that EMI
elected to record L'Assedio di Corinto and not
the original Siège de Corinthe. L'Assedio was
performed in Italy the year after the Paris
première: since the opera exists in so many
versions there is no really definitive score.
To put together a score for the recording,
Schippers went back to the original Maometto
It and built up from there. His version makes
dramatic and musical sense, and one can
only be grateful to EMI for putting onto disc
so rare a piece of mature Rossini.
I had just returned from Corinth when I
listened to the opera. It is set not in classical
times but in the Byzantine era, and the opposing forces are Greek and Turkish. Quite
topical, in fact. Like William Tell, L'Assedio di
Corinto is an opera in which the chorus plays
a highly important role, and the Ambrosian
Opera Chorus acquit themselves well. The
ensembles,
duets
and
especially
trios
are more impressive than the arias, and
Schippers brings a pulsating energy to
them that emphasizes their pre- echoing of
early Verdi—of Nabucco and Ernani. He has
been given intelligent stereo production and
spacious, realistic recording: the battle
scene in the third act finale is perhaps a
little too realistic in the context of what has
gone before, but better this than a dead
studio atmosphere.
The cast is an interesting one. As the
opera was recorded in London, with the
London Symphony Orchestra in top form,
the small parts are sung by British singers.
Delia Wallis is excellent, though she has to
sing one of Rossini's silliest tunes (' Imen
le dona una corona'); Robert Lloyd is disappointing, but Gwynne Howell gives a
distinguished performance of his one aria
and cabaletta: an especially Verdian scene
this. Three of the four principals are splendid.
The fourth, a new American tenor, Harry
Theyard, has a troublesome vibrato ( with
Miss Sills in the leading role, one doesn't
need any more vibrato about) and an uncertainty regarding pitch. His virtues are agility
and a wide range, but the basic material of
his voice is not sufficiently attractive to
distract attention from his faults. In the bass
role of Mahomet, Justine Diaz provides
reliable, firm tone, and in the travesti role of
Neocle, Shirley Verrett contributes the finest
singing in the opera.
Occasionally she
sounds overtaxed, but in general hers is a
most distinguished performance. She reminded me of Simionato at her peak. Beverly
Sills is especially impressive in her last act
aria, ' Giusto Ciel'. She hasn't the steady
emission of tone of a Sutherland or the
dramatic intensity of a Callas or Gencer, but
she has personality, and imposes herself
memorably on the role. She's not a perfect
singer, but often an immensely likeable one.
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An interesting addition to the repertory,
then, and in sum an excellent performance.
The accompanying
booklet contains a
libretto and a not very informative essay on
the opera. [
A: 1/2]
Charles Osborne
SCHOENBERG: Concerto for String Quartet
and Orchestra _ Trio, Op. 45
Lenox Quartet ILSO IFarberman
Peerless PRCM205 (£1.87)

The Concerto, written in 1933, is afree adaptation of Handel's Concerto Grosso Op. 6
No. 7, rather like Schoenberg's Cello concerto after a Harpsichord concerto of G. M.
Monn (1932). Handel's concerto was written
for strings and harpsichord only. Schoenberg
introduces double woodwind, brass, percussion, piano, harp and a solo string
quartet, who have a brilliant part—the work
was written for the Kolisch quarter. The
work is really an original concerto on Handel's
themes, for the only places where Schoenberg
is near to Handel's actual music is in the
introduction to the first movement and the
Largo second movement. Thus it is akind of
hybrid, amusingly done if one is not too
purist about Handel; Schoenberg keeps to a
tonal idiom throughout. The American Lenox
Quartet play efficiently, but the violin tone is
inclined to be scratchy: the cellist makes a
nice warm sound. The recording is clear,
but agood deal of orchestral detail is missing,
especially when the solo quartet is playing—
they are placed fairly near the microphone.
The String Trio was one of Schoenberg's
last works, written in 1946, only five years
before his death. He had just recovered
from a severe and almost fatal illness, and
he told Thomas Mann that in this work ' he
described his illness and medical treatment
including male nurse and the rest'. It is a
tough work, with many changes of mood,
dramatic, lyrical and meditative by turns, but
it is well worth making the effort to get to
know it, and its form is clear—two sections,
each followed by an episode, and a third
section which is avaried recapitulation of the
first two. The Lenox players are best in the
dramatic passages and some of their quiet
harmonics are insecure, but the performance
is perfectly adequate and the recording is
good. Both works are not in the present
catalogue, so this record is welcome. [
B: 2]
Humphrey Searle
SCHOENBERG: Piano music: 3 Pieces, Op. 11
6 Little Pieces, Op. 19
5 Pieces, Op. 23
Suite, Op. 25
2 Pieces, Op. 33a and b
Paul Jacobs ( pno)
Nonesuch H-71309 (E1•85)

Hard on the heels of Maurizio Pollini's
complete recording of Schoenberg's piano
music, reviewed in the June issue, comes
another version of it by the American pianist
Paul Jacobs, who has been playing these
works since 1956 and has had the advice of
Eduard Steuermann, the first interpreter of
Schoenberg's
piano
music, who
knew
exactly how the composer wanted these
pieces played. It is clear that Paul Jacobs
knows very well what he is doing and is in
complete command of the music: to compare
him with Pollini is rather like contrasting the
German and Latin schools of piano playing—
Jacobs in warm, romantic and powerful,
while Pollini is sensitive and brilliant. Both
are good in their different ways, and it is
good to have two such authoritative interpretations of music which is by no means
easy either to play or to listen to. Iwould
suggest listening to both if possible: Jacobs
has the advantage of a lower price, but my
copy has some pre- echoes and extraneous
noises, perhaps because it is an advance
copy. Otherwise the recording is admirably
88

clear and rather more forward than that of
Pollini, but I cannot give it full marks for
recording because of the disadvantages
mentioned above.
Paul Jacobs provides
excellent sleeve notes himself; there are no
bands between the separate movements.
[13: 1].
Humphrey Searle
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 in C, 0944 ( Great)
RPO Vonk
Decca ' Phase Four' PFS4335 (£2.50)

The only good reason for another Schubert
Great C major would be to provide us with
the perfect recording that has, so far, been so
elusive. With eminent conductors like Krips,
Klemperer, Bohm, Karajan, Toscanini and
Boult, to mention but a few, to choose from
Hans Vonk faces stern competition. It is a
good effort and a pleasant enough performance without actually finding that
inspired touch that sends tingles down the
spine, astraightforward reading. The recording is of that slightly booming character that
'Phase Four' occasionally offers with asomewhat woolly bass, though wind and strings
are nicely defined. [
A/B: 2] Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Piano sonata 17 in D, D850 ' 16
German dances, D783
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 6500 763 (£2.90)

After a brief gap, Brendel's recordings of the
Schubert piano sonatas continue with the
virtuosic Op. 53, one of the few that Schubert
wrote in such a showy vein. It could be
a demanding work to listen to with its
unflagging triplets and runs, but Brendel
seems to have found a lively, even slightly
humorous approach, and sustains the music
and the listeners with a display of goodnatured, clean- limbed acrobatics.
If he
discovers a passage of Schubertian lyricism
or a simple melody, he makes the most of it.
The virtuosity goes without saying; in fact,
I think this is one of the best Schubert
recordings we have had from him. It is
completely alive from beginning to end. The
German dances make a nice sweet at the end
of the big meal: they are a good set, simple
and melodic, yet full of surprises—sudden
jumps into unexpected keys, subtle changes
of rhythm. A good clean piano tone has been
caught, and this makes a distinguished addition to the series [
A: 1].
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Wehmut
I Mignons Gesang
Sehnsucht
Dass sic hier gevvesen
Lied der
Mignon I & II
Stândchen - Der Zvverg
Bertha's Lied in der Nacht
Lilla an die Morgenriite
Klárchens Lied _ Das Mâdchen
An den Mond 7 Lied der Anna Lyle
Christa Ludwig (con) IIrwin Gage (pno)
DG 2530 528 (£2.95)

Iam very much a Christa Ludwig admirer
and find her contralto voice more acceptable
than most of her ilk. Iam also a Schubert
lover, but I must confess to a slight disappointment with this recital. The songs
chosen have a certain sameness about them
and so Ithink does Christa Ludwig's treatment. There is a slight feeling that singer
and pianist are not entirely in accord. Irwin
Gage often seems to be carefully following
rather than entering into a full partnership.
Listen to Das Mâdchen where Ithink Christa
Ludwig is a little wilful in her timing and
Gage consequently not always spot on in
his backing. A little more flow, a little more
lift and all would have been well; as it is I
find it a bit dull. The recording is perfectly
acceptable, well-balanced between piano and
voice and very clear. There are fine moments
as in the Lied der Anna Lyle and the record
fills afew unrecorded gaps. [
A: 2]
Peter Gammond

SCHUMANN: Symphony 1 in B ,, Op.
'Spring'
Symphony 4 in d, Op. 120
LSO , Krips
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS758 (£1.29). R ( 1960)
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In their day, the combination of Krips and the
London Symphony Orchestra was deservedly
admired, but this reissue hardly does them
justice. Guardian of beleagured traditions as
he was, Krips could also turn out correct but
totally unmemorable performances. That of
Schumann's 1st Symphony on the present
Decca Eclipse disc is a case in point. Fortunately, he is much more forthcoming in
No. 4. What is more disconcerting is the
orchestra. Did it really sound no better than
adecent provincial band and were its strings
so scratchy? It is hard to credit. Iprefer to
think that the original recording was inferior,
for even by the standards of fifteen years ago,
it wears badly. The effect is surprisingly
shallow and lacking in presence, particularly
in the first two movements of No. 1. The openfanfare gives you fair warning. No. 4is more
persuasive tonally, but there you have to
compensate for a boomy, over- reverberant
bass. [
C/D: 2/3]
Christopher Grier
SCHUMANN: Symphony 2in C, Op. 81 :11. Manfred Overture, Op. 115
OSR / Ansermet
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS759 (£1.29). R (
1966)

Ansermet was, Ishould have thought, temperamentally unsuited to Schumann's Manfred music, in particular its overture. Its raw
urgency needs a conductor with a touch of
the demonic as well as finely- balanced
rationality. This recorded performance misses
out on the score's passion and power. The
2nd Symphony is however another matter.
Not only does the orchestra sound more impressive, numerically larger even, but the work
is put across with a confident command of
its drama as well as its design.
The first movement is exciting, the rhythmic
volatility of the Scherzo is neatly caught, the
Adagio sings with sustained eloquence and
the extensive finale drives boldly forward.
Providing you don't expect the very latest
refinement in the reproduction, the present
reissue can be recommended. It is in a different class from the 1st and 4th Symphonies
in the same Decca ' Eclipse' series. [B: 2]
Christopher Grier
SCHUMANN: Fantasiestucke, Op. 12 -1Waldszenen, Op. 82
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 6500 423 (£2.90)

Arrau's fine Schumann cycle continues with
the Sonata 2and Kreisleriana (
6500 394) closely followed by this coupling of romantic pieces.
The sleeve writer notes the relative intimacy
of the Waldszenen and this is made clear by
Arrau in the way he differentiates the two
cycles. There is little new that one can say
about him, although Ifeel that in the Fantasy
Pieces Arrau is in exceptionally relaxed mood.
There is afluency and ease about the playing,
although there is the customary poetic concentration, which is especially enjoyable. Of
course some will find the pauses, and the
reading of ritard as molto rit, alittle too predictable, and the playing of pianissimi—say in
the opening Eintritt of Op. 82—too weighty,
but this must be set against the enormous
perceptiveness of this artist. All repeats are
observed.
The recorded sound has the fullness of
tone, and rather wide stage image characteristic of the series. A helpful note with this
issue. [ A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
STRAVINSKY: Dumbarton Oaks
In D
Danses Concertantes
Los Angeles CO /Marriner
HMV ASD3077 (£2.65)
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CLASSICAL
These three works fall within the years 193746 and are broadly ' neo-classical' in orientation. That the term needs cautious use and
repeated re- defining to meet particular cases
could hardly be made clearer, for these are
three very different works, in point of style as
in musical value. Both these differences are
striking indeed if one compares the Dum'YOUR KIND OF MUSIC': New EMI series conbarton Oaks Concerto and the Danses Concersisting of YKMS1, ' YOUR KIND OF MUSIC' with
15
extracts and then 15 records, YKM 5002: YOUR
tantes. Not only is Dumbarton Oaks decidedly
KIND OF MOZART, 5003:
CHOPIN, 5004:
neo-baroque—' in the style of the BrandenTCHAIKOVSKY. 5005:
BEETHOVEN,
5006:
burg Concertos', according to the composer;
GRIEG, 5007: HANDEL, 5008: MENDELSSOHN,
it is also curiously stiff and unflowing. There
5009: PUCCINI, 5010: SCHUBERT, 5011: BACH,
is still a marked reluctance to make critical
5012:
BRAHMS,
5013:
ELGAR,
5014:
J.
evaluations within Stravinsky's output, but
STRAUSS, 5015: VERDI, 5016: WAGNER
surely it is obvious that there is more vitality
(£1.50 each) s (
1959 to 1974)
Cassette nos, same with prefix TC
and a more natural musical impulse in the
Danses Concertantes. This work was written
We extend a warm welcome to this new
shortly after the Symphony in C, with whose
series of favourite bits and pieces from the
qualities of texture and rhythm it has much in
established classical repertoire. There is uncommon, without any of the accompanying
doubtedly a great demand for this kind of
contrivance. In Dumbarton Oaks, however,
compilation, and its mass consumption may
the composer seems so preoccupied with
well present a bridgehead to more detailed
stylization that musically, expressively, little
explorations of the world of ' classical' music.
happens. Rather similarly, the Concerto in D
EMI have drawn mainly from star artists and
is much less distinguished than Stravinsky's
instrumentalists, and all the extracts are
other work for string orchestra, Apollon Musain genuine stereo from recordings dating
getes.
mainly from the 1960s to 1974. All the recordThese are fine performances by asensitive
ings are of a high class and are never less
body of players whose response to the Danses
than most acceptable.
Concertantes is particularly rewarding. Am I
The records are nicely presented in brightly
right in thinking that they, too, find Dumbarton
coloured sleeves. The new often improved
Oaks somewhat resistant and ungrateful?
transfers have all been expertly made, and the
The recording is bright and crisp, well suited
pressings are of a high standard with imto the music, but not without warmth. A live
pressively silent backgrounds virtually devoid
presence and clear textures are strong points,
of surface defects. Individual ratings of such
likewise the comfortable ' placing' of the
collections are difficult and should be acceptorchestra. On my white- label pressings the
ed as an indication of the all over quality.
first side gives rise to some intermittent
YOUR KIND OF MOZART: 1he ECO with
'sputtering' from the left-hand channel. It
Barenboim in the famous 2nd mov. of the 21st
seems unlikely that this defect will be found
P. Concerto ( of ephemeral film fame), the 3rd
in production copies, but perhaps it should
mov. of the Sinfonia Concertante ( K364) and
be watched for. Otherwise my rating is
a most attractive ' La ci darem la mano' from
A: 1*/1.
Hugh Ottaway
the Giulini ' Don', are among the 12 items
included [
A: 1]. CHOPIN: A most attractive record that includes one of the most
famous Polonaises, the one in A flat ( Heroic),
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker—Suite, Op. 71a
Capriccio Italien, Op. 45
Eugene Onegin—
the Revolutionary Study, Op. 10 No. 12, the
Waltz and Polonaise
'Minute' Waltz Op. 64 No. 1, etc., etc. [
A:1].
LPO IStokowski
TCHAIKOVSKY: The opening ( only) of
Philips 6500 766 (£2.90) (also cassette: 7300 332)
the 1st mov. of the 1st P. Concerto is the
first example of the bits of the bits that are
These recordings, made in December 1973,
unfortunately included in many selections
I believe mark Stokowski's debut on the
thneughout the series. The effect is to leave
Philips label. The engineers have given the
one suspended in mid air as it were, and
maestro their most brilliant recording: it is
shorter but complete extracts would have
good to hear Stokowski's conducting without
been preferred. On the credit side are exthe artificial spotlighting of Phase Four techtracts from Previn's renowned ' Nutcracker',
niques.
the 3rd mov. (complete) Pathetique and the
He does not often record with the London
end of the 1812 ov. etc. [
A: 1]. BEETPhilharmonic (there is a Beethoven/Schubert
HOVEN: Surprisingly a rather unimpressive
coupling on Decca) and, as noted in my reopening mov. of the 5th Sym. from Previn.
view of the cassette which appeared a few
An excellent last mov. of the Pastoral ( Giulini)
months before this disc, the players have
the ' Pathetique' (2nd mov.) and ' Moonlight'.
risen to the occasion. In a fascinating and
(1st mov.) Sonatas in excellent performances
highly individual reading of the Nutcracker
by Barenboim, the end of the Choral Sym.
Suite: totally unlike Ozawa's, released very
(Giulini) etc. [
A: 1]. GRIEG: Ogdon/NPO/
recently by Philips: they are almost rushed
Paavo Berglund in fine form with the 1st mov.
off their feet in the March, and Trepak, whereof the P. Concerto, same conductor with
as the Arabian Dance is taken very slowly,
Bournemouth SO in two ' Peer Gynt' items,
and the Sugar Plum Fairy's Dance is done
Tortelier conducting ' The Last Spring', Elly
as acreepy lento as graphic as anything from
Ameling sings ' Ich liebe dich' etc. All [
A:1].
Fantasia.
In the Capriccio Italien Stokowski gets a HANDEL: A mass of good things. From the
Mackerras ' Messiah', Janet Baker sings ' Thou
performance from the LPO with all the vitality
that tellest', Elizabeth Harwood—' My Reof a live concert event, with a thrilling blaze
deemer liveth' and a now fashionably emasof colour in the final pages. In all, an exhilarculated ' Hallelujah' from the Ambrosians.
ating collection, which although idiosyncratic
The mov. from the organ con. ' Cuckoo and
stands repetition well, and is consistently
Nightingale' ( Preston/Menuhin), ' Jubal's Lyre'
imaginative. The disc is preferable to the
(Lucia Popp). The lamented Fritz Wunderlich
tape, although the review pressing was unsings ' Ombra mai fu'. Beecham greets the
suitable for headphone listening as a slight
'Arrival of the Queen of Sheba', etc. [A: 1].
warp caused unpleasant rumble. One hopes
MENDELSSOHN: Also a most attractive
Philips are looking for a way of reducing
disc, 1st mov. Sym No. 4, 2nd mov. V. Con.
rumble on their classical discs. [ A: 1/11
(Menuhin/LSO), P. Con. No. 1 (3rd mov.)
Christopher Breunig

Your Kind of Musk
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(Ogdon). Janet Baker sings ' Rest in the Lord'
and ' Wings of Song', etc. [
A/B:1/21. PUCCINI: With this composer one alternates
between infinite charm and ultra crudity.
Here we have both but with a substantial
credit balance of charm, peaking with Victoria De Los Angeles singing ' Oh my beloved father' and plummeting with Birgit
Nilsson's ' In questa reggia'. Highlights from
Butterfly, Boheme, Tosca and Turandot. An
attractive disc [
A: 1/2]. SCHUBERT: A
composer of infinite charm even in his tragic
moments. A splendorous selection of fine
performances. 1st mov. Sym. 5 ( Beecham),
the popular Moment Musicale No. 3( Arrau),
the 2nd Impromptu in A flat ( Annie Fischer),
'Ave Maria' and ' Heidenroslein' ( Janet Baker/
Gerald Moore), ' To Music' and ' The Trout'
(Elly Ameling) etc. All sheer joy [A: 1].
BACH: Inevitably the Toccata and Fugue in
D minor with unhappy opening pedal notes
(No, your speaker cones have not come
adrift) but from that moment on a most
attractive collection. Jesu Joy ( King's Choir),
Air on G String ( Menuhin), Badinerie (from
Suite No. 2) ( Menuhin), Brandenburg 2nd
mov. No. 3 ( Boult), Sheep may safely gaze
(Barbirolli), etc. [A: 1]. BRAHMS: Boules
magnificent new cycle of symphonies is
represented by the 3rd mov. of the 1hird and
the finale of the 4th mov. of the First. Janet
Baker with Boult in the delightful finale of the
Alto Rhapsody. The Adagio of the V. Con.
(Menuhin/Kempe), 2nd mov. P. Con. No. 2
(Barenboim/NPO/Barbirolli) and a stirring
finale of the Academic Overture ( RPO/
Beecham) etc. [
A:11. ELGAR: A composer
of great masterpieces and Edwardian trivia.
Here with this magnificently recorded disc
one can play the part of the musical historian
separating the wheat from the chaff. Pomp
and Circumstance No. 1-2nd mov. Serenade
for Strings: The ( Gerontius) Angel's Farewell ( Janet Baker)—the Serious Doll: Nimrod
(Boult)—Chanson de Nuit ( Boult): 3rd mov.
Cello Con. (Tortelier/Boult)—Salut d'amour:
Sym. No. 1 (4th mov. )( Barbirolli)—Where
Corals Lie: This last item incidentally is
beautifully performed by Janet Baker/Barbirolli [A: 1]. JOHANN STRAUSS: A
collection of this ever popular music including The Blue Danube ( Barbirolli), the ubiquitous Nuns' Chorus ( Schwarzkopf), a thrilling
Thunder and Lightning Polka ( Barbirolli) and
the Ov. to Fledermaus ( Boskovsky) from the
current Angel set! Etc. [
A:1]. VERDI: The
composer who wrote more universally known
operatic tunes than any other to date. Included are two that have received the accolade of the whistling newsboy of yesteryear.
La Donne e Mobile ( Rigoletto), the Anvil
Chorus ( II Trovatore). The until recently
rarely performed early work Nabucco, now
enjoying a new hearing, is represented with
the Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves [
A: 1].
WAGNER: A remarkable collection of
sumptious recordings, several dating from
the late 1960s. From the recent Boult recordings we have Siegfried's Journey, Funeral
March, and Ride of the Valkyries: The Bridal
Chorus ( Wedding March) from Lohengrin,
Magic Fire Music, a long excerpt from Siegfried Idyll ( ECO/Barenboim), the Spinning
Chorus from the Dutchman, Pilgrims' Chorus
from Tannhâuser [
A: 1]. And finally a
SAMPLER (
YKMS 1) that includes one item
from each of the 15 records so far issued.
Leon Thompson
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CLASSICAL— ADAM TO
BEETHOVEN

S

OME recordings seem to
survive for ever, and here
again is Martinon's reliable and
sparkling performance of the
Busser
edition
of
Adam's
Giselle
(
Decca
KCSP15384,
£1.82); the reading is French,
period and balletic and could
hardly be bettered; the recorded
sound ( 1965) is a little unsophisticated, slightly rough in the
louder passages, but full of life
[B/C: 1].
It is interesting to
note in the next three issues
how what is basically the same
recording characteristic gives a
different service to different
kinds of music. Three Bach
issues; firstly the Violin concertos played by Alice and
Nikolaus Harnoncourt and the
Concentus Musicus of Vienna
(Telefunken 4.41227CX) which
is very hard and brilliant and
needs to be softened so as not
to wear the nerves [
B: 1];
Gustav Leonhardt playing the
Goldberg variations (
Telefunken 4.41198CX) which is exactly
the same but gives an effectively
clear and percussive sound to
the solo harpsichord [
A:1];
and
Missa 1733 (
Telefunken
4.41135) where the hard sound
gives a nasty edge to the
orchestral backing and also
makes the voices a little edgy
[B/C: 1]; all the same a biting,
analytical recording that Telefunken like. Their virtue is that
they can be easily softened into
very good sound and, as all the
performances are first-rate, a
welcome to these Telefunken
additions to the cassette lists.
It is incredible how much
modern recording quality can
vary and interesting to note that
individual companies have consistent faults. EMI cassettes go
for a soft, warm sound which is
pleasant at its best but can
easily be too reverberant and
mushy.
There is too much
reverberance, which at times
amounts to roughness, in the
tape version of Colin Davis'
invigorating reading of Beethoven's
Symphony
No.
7
(HMV TC-EXE138, £ 1.80) and
more clarity would be desirable,
also less tape noise [
B: 1]. By
comparison, Beethoven's Emperor
Concerto
played
by
Ashkenazy and Solti ( Decca
KSXC16655, £2.55)
has
a
spacious and concert- hall Beethoven sound, only marred by
faults that I will assume are
confined to my copy—quality
control of tapes seems a little
slack at Decca as several of
their issues this month have
minor faults that are nothing to
do with the recording. Superb
performance of this noble work
that provides constant excitement [
A/B: 1*]. The Beethoven
Septet played by the Vienna
Octet ( Decca KSDC200, £ 1.82)
dates from 1959 but the recording sounds as clear and vivid
as if it were brand new. A lovely

performance of this friendly and
tuneful work [
A: 1]. Two cassettes of Beethoven sonatas—
firstly Brendel with Sonata No.
21 ' Waldstein', Sonata No. 31
and Andante favori (
Philips
7300 351, £2.90), alert and wellbalanced performances with the
cool
balanced
sound
that
Philips are so good at ( their
cassettes achieve a uniformly
high standard as usual) [
A: 1];
with the Ashkenazy recordings
of the Pathétique, Waldstein
and Les Adieux (
Decca KSCX
6706, £2.55) offering a sharp
contrast in recording techniques.
Equally clear, it is slightly overrecorded and is full of what can
only be described as clangs
which make you aware that piano
strings are made of metal. It
might have been the piano or
the player, but Ifind it a less
restful
sound
than
on
the
Philips cassette, while the performances are less urbane and
full of vitality [
A/B: 1].
BRAHMS TO FAURE
Decca are capable of giving us
the most exciting sounds. They
perhaps take more risks, but
when they pull it off and get the
vivid sounds safely onto disc or
tape they are unbeatable. The
first really good orchestral recording this month is of Brahms'
Piano Concerto No. 2 (
Decca
KSXC6309, £2.55)
which
is
beautifully balanced and a true
representation of both piano
and orchestra. Ashkenazy and
Mehta offer a superlative performance, so this is a clear
recommendation [
A: 1]. To the
safe hands of Philips for an
interesting
Chopin
concert,
Variations on ' La ci darem la
mano', Fantasy on Polish
airs, Andante spinato and
Grande
polonaise brillante
(Philips 7300 198, £2.90) in which
Arrau
is
the
accomplished
soloist. This should enhance
any Chopin collection [
A:1].
Nobody could find fault with the
clear
rich
piano
sound
given
to Chopin's
complete
Preludes
(
Philips
7300 335,
£2.90) and the performances by
Arrau are as varied and interesting as one would expect from
this great artist [
A: 1]. Again
we come up against a startling
contrast in piano recordings as
we listen to John Ogdon's
Popular Chopin recital (
HMV
TC-EXE136, £ 1.132). The sound
here is far more forceful, resonant and not quite so natural,
but it could well be preferred by
some and is no less good in its
own
way.
Ogdon's
playing
matches the sound, vigorous
and full-blooded, showy and
popularly slanted [
A: 1/2].
Dvorak performances were the
forte of the late Istvan Kertesz
and on record we have been
able to recommend them highly.
Ithink, however, that his Symphony 5 (
coupled with the
Carnival and My home overtures) ( Decca KSXC16273, £2.55)

has not been successfully transferred to cassette; at least it is
very rough and over- blown and
much detail is lost [B/C: 1].
After the Dvorak the next
Philips cassette I listened to
sounded modest and self-effacing,
but the smooth,
wellbalanced and clear tones soon
reassert themselves and I enjoyed the moving performances
of two well- contrasted works,
Elgar's Enigma variations and
Strauss' Don Juan in the firm
hands
of
Bernard
Haitink
(Philips 7300 344, £2.90) [
A: 1].
Another
excellent
offering,
sound and performance- wise,
is Fallas Nights in the gardens
of Spain and Chopin's Piano
Concerto No. 2 played by
Alicia
de
Larrocha ( Decca
KSXC16528, £2.55).
Here
Decca's
ambitious
modern
sounds have been well handled
and we can enjoy to the full
performances of the two works
that are both sensitive and
lively [
A: 1]. Ihave always had a
special affection for Ansermet's
reading of Fauré's Requiem
(Decca
KSDC154, £ 1.82).
Though more impressive recordings may have arrived on
the scene, Ansermet had a
special sense of the delicacy and
thoughtfulness of this fine work
and this recording is likely to
remain one of the classics of the
LP age. The recording dates
from 1960, a fact not mentioned
on the cassette. It lacks impact
and suffers a bit from tape hiss,
but still achieves a passable
standard [
B/C: 1].
FRANCK TO
MENDELSSOHN
Inotice that the reviewer was
not keen on the balance of
sound on the disc version of
Franck's
Symphonic
variations/Khachaturian's
Piano
concerto (
Decca
KSXC6599,
£2.55) by Alicia de Larrocha. I
wasn't able to compare disc and
tape, but found the cassette
sound a pleasant one though
perhaps favouring the piano too
much. The performances were
good without being very good, a
little lacking in momentum at
times [B: 2]. Handel's Water
Music and Royal Fireworks
suites (
EMI TC-EXE137, £ 1.80)
has Weldon and the RPO playing
the old Harty arrangements. An
old-fasioned approach played in
a popular sort of style. The
recording is very heavy and
curiously muffled, the overall
tone rather than the actual
balance being the fault [
C: 2].
Divertissement
(
Ibert) / Les
Biches (
Poulenc)/Pacific 231
(Honegger) /
Gymnopédies
(Satie) ( EMI TC-ASD2989, £2.85)
are the items in a very entertaining
Louis
Frémaux
concert
which he conducts in lively
terms. The sound ( the disc has
been a quadraphonic issue) is
curiously analytical with individual instruments occasionally
almost too prominent. It is an

interesting but slightly unsettled
orchestral image [
A/B: 1]. Not
many recordings could go wrong
with virtuoso violin and piano
playing and The Easy Winners
(Scott Joplin Rags) ( EMI TCASD3075, £2.85) is almost of
star quality as a recording and,
with one or two exceptions, is
of star quality as a performance.
Perlman has great fun with the
Joplin pieces and transmits his
enjoyment, beside offering a
feast of dazzling playing [
A:
1/1*]. The 1973 Vienna Octet
recording
of
Mendelssohn's
Octet is interestingly coupled
with Rimsky-Korsakov's Quintet
(Decca KSDC389, £ 1.82)—a joyful and ingratiating work like its
partner, and there is some
wonderful music- making, deeply
involved, wonderful understanding between the players. The
cassette is generous in length,
but Ifound the recorded sound
just a little too edgy and rough
for
real
comfort.
Not
bad
enough, however, to need put
you off the enjoyable music
[B: 1].
MOZART TO SCHUBERT
Ihave remarked elsewhere on
the reliability of Philips' Mozart
offerings and the present group
were in keen competition with
one another for top priority.
Brendel's
Piano
concertos
K595 di K456 with Marriner
(Philips
7300 383, £2.90) ( as
featured in an ' Aquarius' TV
programme) have had glowing
praise as a disc. Ithought the
sound a little lacking in bite on
the cassette but it is still very
good, well balanced and faultlessly clear [
A:11. Stephen
Bishop's Piano concertos K467
& K503 with Davis ( Philips
7300 250, f2.90) has more bite to
the recorded sound and is
equally commendable in other
respects; again, fine sensitive
performances
[
A / A*: 1].
Szeryng's
Violin
concertos
K216 di K218 (
Philips 7300 054,
£2.90) managed to surpass both
of these and seems to me just
about as good sound as you can
get on a cassette, warm and
clear and with the required
amount of bite to it so that you
listen without
strain.
Lively
performances [
A*: 1/2]
with
occasional reservations about
the orchestral co-operation. But,
three delightful issues; as is
Janet Baker singing Mozart &
Haydn Arias (
Philips 7300 350,
£2.90), superb performances by
the singer with nice support
from Raymond Leopard and the
English Chamber Orchestra, but
reservations about the sound
which is rather too distant and
not equally satisfactory at all
pitches [
B: 1].
Another very
impressive recording is by no
means a new one. Katchen's
1969 version of the Prokofiev
Piano
concerto 3 coupled
with Ravel's Concerto for left
hand and Gershwin's Rhapsody
in blue has been one of our top
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recommendations for all these
works since its issue on disc. It
is good to find the opinion
reinforced on hearing the cassette ( Decca KSXC6411, £2.55)
and to find the sound still of
such high quality [
A/A*: 1/11.
Highlights from Madama Butterfly featuring Tebaldi ( Decca
KSXC2202, £2.55) also impressed
and with the prima donna at her
best, this 1960 recording still
sounds quite respectable, with
only slight confusion at the
louder moments [B:1]. Ravel's
Daphnis and Chloe (
Suite 2)/
Boléro / Ma Mère l'Oye / La
Valse are sumptuously played
and recorded by Mehta and the
Los Angeles Philharmonic and
should prove an ideal way to get
a representative Ravel collection
on tape [
A:1]. La Boutique
fantasque/The sorcerer's apprentice by Solti and the Israel
Philharmonic again is one of
those older recordings ( 1958)
which has lost none of its impact.
Just listen to the rasping bite of
the basses for a recorded thrill
[A:1]. The playing of SaintSaéris' Cello Concerto and
other works by Tortelier and
family ( EMI TC-ASD3058, £2.85)
is predictably moving and deeply
involved, but the recording is
over- resonant and some loss of
detail
has
to
be
accepted
[B/C: 1]. Christine Walevska in
Saint-Saens' Complete works
for
Cello
and
Orchestra
(Philips 7300 343, £2.90)
has
stern competition from the previous record, but the young
cellist achieves competent, if
not always completely assured,
performances and the offering
of both cello concertos will
interest collectors. Good clear
recording [
A: 2]. Curzon and
the Vienna Octet produced a
Trout quintet in 1958 ( Decca
KSDC185, £. 1.82) which was
genuinely exciting even if it could
be criticised for giving the piano
such prominence that the work
became a sort of miniature
concerto. It has inspired playing
from Curzon. It was always an
aggressive recording and the
transfer to
cassette
is
not
entirely successful in that the
lower notes of bass and cello
have a most unpleasant buzz
which should have been avoided.
Otherwise it is full of life
[B/C:1*].
SCHUMANN TO VIVALDI
Solti's recordings of Schumann's
Symphony
No.
1
(Decca KSXC6486, £2.55) and
Symphony No. 2 (KSXC6487,
£2.55) ( with fillers) are good
robust performances that have
put them among the best. But
in both cases the recordings,
which have brilliance and start
impressively, are not entirely
satisfactory; the 1st gets rough
in the tuttis; the 2nd has an
overall un -natural sound: both
[ES: 1]. Stravinsky's Le Sacre
du Printemps and the very
interesting and attractive Eight
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Instrumental Miniatures for
Fifteen Players (
Decca KSXC
6444, £2.55) have, on the other
hand, a well-nigh perfect recording to their credit and
exciting
performances
from
Mehta and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. Among the top
recommendations this month
[A/A*: 1/1*].
The
centenary
recording of Sullivan's Trial by
Jury with music from Macbeth
and Henry VIII as very interesting and valuable fillers ( Decca
KTXC113, £2.55) presents a
reliable performance, but the
sound, not entirely satisfactory
on disc, has been treated badly
here and is uncomfortably overresonant [ C:1]. How pleasant
to come back to asane, unobtrusive recording that allows us to
enjoy without discomfort three
coolly delightful Concertos by
Tartini played with polish and
sincerity by I Music (Philips
7300 333, £2.90) [
A: 1]. Vaughan
Williams' Sinfonia Antartica
(EMI TC-ASD2631, £2.85) is a
classic performance and top
recommendation [
A: 1*]. And
Munchinger's Four Seasons
(Vivaldi) ( Decca
KSXC6557,
£2.55) is a bold and alive reading
with very strong and forward
sound that occasionally distorts a little, otherwise very
recommendable [
A/B: 1].
MISCELLANEOUS &
LIGHT
The King of Instruments
(EMI TC-MCS12, £ 1.55) is an
ideal popular introduction to the
organ, with top players and
lightish repertoire like the evergreen Widor. Variable sound
but all of reasonably high quality
[A/B:1/21.
The Sound
of
King's College Choir (
EMI
TC-MCS13, £ 1.55) is an equally
enjoyable disc, with the cool
resonances of the Chapel well
caught, and a nicely selected
programme of popular choral
music
[A/B:1].
Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf sings Operetta
(EMI TC-ASD2807, £2.85) is a
classic of the gramophone and
the performances are masterly.
The 1959 recording is light in
texture but adequate for its
purpose [
B: 1*]. The World of
Your Hundred Best Tunes,
Vol. 5 (
Decca KCSP299, £ 1.82)
continues the good work of the
series with excerpts from Rachmaninov, Handel, Bach, Dvorak,
etc., that average out at pretty
good [
A/B:1/2]. The Incomparable Jerome Kern by Frank
Chacksfield ( Decca KPFC4308,
£2.55) is somewhat over- inflated
and misses the delicate nuances
of this great composer. Lots of
traffic noise to start The last
time Isaw Paris which was just a
nuisance [
6: 2]. Finally ( processed) The World of George
Formby
(
Decca
T KCS P50,
£1.82) which takes on the artificial timbre of such misguided
efforts, but is otherwise the
maestro at his best, Cleaning
windows and all, full of immense
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vitality [H:1]. And, to prove
that mono is perfectly acceptable
untampered with, impressively
full-blooded
sounds
from
Django Reinhardt & Stephane
Grappelly and performances
that sweep you off your feet
(Decca ‘i
KACC1158, £ 1.82) [
H:
1/11.
Peter Gammond
POP
I suppose that,
when
rock
finally puts all the pieces into
place and finally ditches such
false heroes as Presley and
Haley, true rootsmen such as
Joe Turner, who was kicking out
Shake, rattle and roll and Chains
of love while most of the early
rockers were still trying to make
their living through
country
music, will receive due recognition. In the meantime, Turner's
still around and more than
holding his own, as The Trumpet Kings Meet Joe Turner
(Pablo 3100 717, £2.95) clearly
demonstrates.
Aided
by
a
trumpet section comprised of
Dizzy Gillespie, Roy Eldridge,
Harry Edison and the puckish
Clark Terry, plus a more than
capable
rhythm
section,
he
works his way through two blues
of his own, Lou Willie Turner's
T.V. Momma, and that old
standby Taint nobody's bizness
('Make it churchy', he instructs
pianist Jimmy Robins as he
moves in on the opening chords)
as though it was still 1939 and
he and Pete Johnson were cutting Cherry Red for the very
first time. Instead, Turner must
be readying himself for his 64th
birthday—though you'd never
know
it from
the evidence
offered by this joyful tape [
A : 1].
Richard Digance's How The
West Was Lost (
Transatlantic
ZCTRA289, £2.65) is a huge
improvement on his initial solo
outing. For this new recording,
West Ham's favourite folkie has
written a number of interesting
songs dealing with such diverse
subjects as Joe Louis, the days
of the press gang, and the
treatment of the Red Indian
Nation. His love song, Show me
the door, could become another
Streets of London given the right
sort of promotion, while Digance's Drag queen blues is a
delicate mixture of humour and
understanding.
Only Working
class hero, the one track on the
tape not produced by Steeleye's
Rick Kemp, fails to gell, falling
flat in an obvious but ill-advised
attempt to aim for asingle [
A:1].
Up Country (
BBC MRMC017,
£1.75) contains 14 tracks from
four British C. & W. bands—
The Roger James Group, Redwood, The Lorne Gibson Trio
and The Down County Boys.
Lorne Gibson's vocals have

always been a bit treacly for my
taste, and material like Marty
Robbin's well-worn
El Paso,
which he tackles here, doesn't
add to my enjoyment. On the
other
hand,
Redwood— Colin
Hazzard
and
Peter
Connor
(guitars/fiddle),
John
Coltart
(bass), Ken Byng (
pedal steel
guitar) and Larry Tolfree (
drums)
—are acommendable little band
employing a combination of
good musicianship and fine
harmony vocals.
The Roger
James Group are also worth
hearing,
though
The
Down
County Sound would appear to
be just another workmanlike
country circuit unit [
A: 2]. Lou
Reed's Rock'n'Roll Animal, recorded live at the N.Y. Academy
of Music, was one of 74's outstanding rock items. Now comes
Lou Reed Live (
RCA PK11679,
£2.79) which is, in fact, the remaining portion of that same
concert. As on the previously
issued half, the band, especially
guitarists
Dick Wagner and
Steve Hunter, are outstanding,
and though you've doubtless
got other tapes or records of
Reed performing Waiting for the
man, Walk on the wild side and
maybe others on this Steve Katz
produced item, everything comes
up so fresh that there's really no
reason why you shouldn't add
Live to your collection. [
A:11
Dr. Winston O'Boogie, known
in the trade as John Lennon,
devotes
Rock'n'Roll
(
EMI—
Apple TC-PCS7169, £2.75) to a
few golden oldie revivals, helped
on some tracks by Phil Spector
who, in his day ( prior to the
non- acceptance of River deep
mountain high by the American
record- buying public) was responsible for more than his fair
share of classics. But though
Lennon works his way through
Be-bop-a-lula, Stand by me, Rip it
up, Ya ya, Peggy Sue, Do you
wanna dance? and other rock
standards, with obvious enthusiasm, I spent most of my
listening time wishing that he
would get back to writing future
golden oldies of his own. [B: 2].
One writer who gets progressively better with each successive album is Clifford T. Ward,
whose latest tape release is
titled
Escalator
(
Charisma
ZCCAS1098, £2.75).
Unfortunately for Ward, his songs seem
to be too soft for the rock fraternity and equally ( for no apparent
reason)
unacceptable to
an
M.O.R. audience. One of the
problems with Britain's pop
music industry is that everybody
has to fall into a category—and
Clifford T. Ward, in common
with such acts as Keith Christmas, Decameron, Magna Carta
etc., can be filed under no
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GUESS WHO JUST IMPROVED
ON BASF LH TAPE?
It's eight years ago now since BASF
invented Low noise/High output(LH) tape.
And BASF LH tape quickly became
the country's best-selling reel-to-reel tape.
Small wonder - it was also the best tape
money could buy.
But no more. Because although
everyone else was delighted, BASF kept
searching for something better still.
And (eight years of research later)
here it is: BASF LH Super tape.
The principle is exactly the same
as LH tape. Smaller particles for less
noise, packed in at agreater density for
higher output. So the signal-to-noise ratio
is widened in both directions.

But instead of the normal ferric
oxide, LH Super uses arefined oxide
called Maghemite, which has smaller and
more evenly-sized particles.
And with the completely new
High Density Coating process, it improves
on both sides of the LH principle.
The result is a3dB highermaximum
recording level and some2dB less noise than
BASF LH tape (measured at 5% harmonic
distortion, as per Din 45 500).
Or taking adifferent parameter,
LH Super gives amere 21
/%distortion
2
at OVU recording level. (The Din standard
allows 5%). And that means afull 50%
increase in sound quality.
LH Super also has amuch smoother
coating that virtually eliminates drop-out
and reduces recording head wear to an
absolute minimum. So both the tape and
your playdeck last much longer.
LH Super. It just had to come from
BASF, the people who started the tape
industry forty years ago.
BASF- you've been listening
to us for years.
Please send me full details,
including prices, for the BASF range of
tapes and cassettes.
Name
Address
•HFN7Re

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Knightsbridge House,197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA.Tel: 01-584 5080.
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hat, white tie and tails are
unquestionably the trademark of the great Fred Astaire,
but our English equivalent as
best- dressed entertainer was
just as unquestionably Jack
Buchanan. The fact that he was
born in Glasgow was no barrier
to his becoming the typical
suave Englishman of the 1930s,
in America as well as England;
those fruity tones, impeccable
diction, lazy dancing and singing
and, of course, songs like And
her mother came too and Goodnight Vienna and many by
Jerome Kern—all these come in
time- diminishing waves of nostalgia from the tracks of Jack
Buchanan (
World Records y
SH283—£1 . 50) in yet another
not-to- be- missed
Chris
Ellis
compilation. The transfers to
LP bring a lot of crackly 78s
back to clear life and all
Buchanan fans will rush to
their record shops to get this
disc, immediately recognisable
from
its appropriate
period
cover. [H: 1]
Just as immutably French as
Buchanan was English, just as
bad at singing and just as good
at putting over asong, irrespressibly unromantic, yet getting
right to the heartstrings with
every word uttered— Edith Piaf,
the brave, defiant, sparrow of
the
Parisian
rooftops.
A
generous album— Edith Piaf—
The Right to Love (Double Up
T DU0115-2
records—E.3•30)
offers a rich and generous
selection of her art with twentyeight tracks representing issues
from 1946 to 1962 in chronological order. Only the sound
changes from the harsh crispness of the 40s to the richer
warmth of the 60s. The art and
the involvement is the same—
great. [H : 1]
The art of Paul Robeson is
further explored on The Best of
Paul Robeson, Vol. 3 ( Starline

Cassettes
specific category.
The only
categories Ibelieve in are ' good'
and ' bad'. Escalator, a collection
of
extremely attractive
songs, definitely falls into the
former. [
A : 1].
Fred De/lar

POP
From the first roaring chords of
On The Level (
Vertigo 7231 002)
you know Status Quo are once
again going to relentlessly pump,
pound and pulverise your senses
into rock ' n roll oblivion. Their
unpretentious
thump-thump
seems to have at last given
them a consistent winning formula, but follow the advice of
the song Down down with the

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SRS5193—£1.20) and, let me
say right away, the recorded
sound is very impressive; deep
voices and instruments have
always been caught well on
record. Items include At Dawning; Jerusalem; Dear old Southland; Were you there; Lonely
road— it is a more arty art than
Piaf or even Buchanan; the joy
is the richness of voice but Iam
not always convinced of the
sincerity. [
H: 1]
Ilike Moira Anderson better
for having seen her on ' This is
Your Life'; it gives the coolly
efficient voice a personality.
Moira Anderson is no more a
folk artist than Robeson was;
she is a highly professional
singer brought up in a tradition
of choral societies and Messiahs;
and therefore it is the artistry
and the controlled singing that
we admire, and enjoy notes and
music for their own sake well
presented. Her phrasing and
diction are impeccable and
lovers of Scottish song will
enjoy The Auld Scotch Sangs
(EMI EM C3071—£2.50).
The Sweetest Music This
World ReSide of Heaven (
cords SH225—£1 .50) is a big
claim for a re- issue of Maurice
Winnick and his Orchestra—but
it was his claim, not World
Records; and his introductory
piece. It is one of those sounds
that takes you back to the 1930s
with a jolt. If it lacks impact
now, it is because it was, in
fact, determinedly sweet, simple
and
precise,
immaculately
organised and lacking in those
life-giving jazz solos that other
bands used more freely, in
spite of the presence of skilled
musicians like Ted Heath in the
ranks. Music for dancing to
rather than listening to, but the
avid collectors of the ' Golden
Age of British Dance Bands'
will find it atempting addition to
their lists. The sound is quite
remarkably good and might
often be taken for a modern
recording. [H : 2]

volume control, if you are going
to enjoy the rockers at their
best. [B: 3]
My Song For You (
Philips
7100 088, £2.70) is a smarmy
collection of middle-of-the-road
songs respectfully reproduced
by gorgeous Grecian
Vicky
Leandros, still remembered for
her celebrated Eurovision Song
Contest triumph. Her gift is a
little lacking in variety and Ifeel
it would not have done her any
harm to sing a few more songs
in her beautiful native tongue, as
To fegari inekokkino is the best,
but only, Greek track. [B: 3]
Ireally don't know how we are
supposed to take Baker Gurvitz
Army (
Vertigo 7164 527) the
latest effort from enigmatic
drummer Ginger Baker, former
cult figure with sixties group
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BRASS, MILITARY
AND PIPES

I always write this section
conscious of the countless
critical eyes and ears of the
brass and military enthusiasts
who are, it seems from the
regular letters we get, the most
critical connoisseurs in the
world. As one correspondent
generously conceded, I have
to deal with such records for
the ' record collectors in general'
and therefore look for basic
entertainment value rather than
brass niceties. An album like
Fireman's Galop (
Studio 2
TWOX1033—£2•50)
presenting
Harry Mortimer's ' famous ensemble of eighty players— Men
O'Brass' contains no demanding
competition
pieces
but
bandstand lollipops like the
HMS Pinafore overture, the cancan from Orpheus, the signature
tune of Match of the Day and
Dad's Army and Tricky trombones. All good clean fun, fullbloodedly recorded [
A: 1]. The
Cory Band: National Champions 1974 (
Decca SB319—
£1.72) (' Sounds of Brass Series
Vol. 19') is a mixture of connoisseur's album with the 1974
test- piece Fantasy for brass
band, Op. 114 by Malcolm Arnold
and a collection of pieces in

various popular styles for ' record
collectors in general'. It seems
to me a superb example of
brass technique, entertaining
music and recording. [
A*: 1*]
Even as a non- purist Irecoil
slightly at the thought of awhole
album of Tchaikovsky played by
a military band as offered in
Tchaikovsky (
Decca SB709—
£1.72) by the Band of the
Grenadier Guards; which suggests to me that it might be a
highly popular album. To be
honest, Iprefer my Tchaikovsky
played by an orchestra and my
military band playing military
music, but there is no denying
that, in its perverse way, this
album is well done and well
recorded [
A: 1]. As for Capital
Parade (
Waverley SZLP2145—
£2.50) by the Edinburgh City
Police Band— Iam no wandering
Scot and would quickly go mad
if I had to listen to its lusty,
barbarous
sounds for long.
Even with this handicap, Ithink
the recording is too forceful and
the
percussion
sounds
are
slightly distorted. The playing
is very expert, though Jesus
Christ Superstar (
one
small
item) played on a bagpipe is my
private idea of hell [
B: 1].

Cream. Compared with a lot of
contemporary rock, the music is
quite listenable and impressively
clever but lyrically it is one of the
most unwarranted, meaningless
helpings
of
gibberish
ever
matched to melody. The words
are so careless it makes you
wonder if it isn't an intended
ploy. If it is, this army has got to
think of anew strategy if they are
going to win the battle for
recognition. [
C: 3]
Don Covey has the unenviable
privilege of being among Mick
Jagger's favourite artists. Not
that this fact will help the sales
of Hot Blood (
Mercury 7142 379
£2.70) in any way, but it serves
to underline how his reputation
as a soul king is increasing by
proverbial leaps and bounds.
The excellent funky title track

Hot blood (
is that Mick J. singing
in the background?) and the
exuberant speed of It's better to
have is not entirely representative of his soul sound, as there
are a number of late night
smoochy love songs floating in
this delightful blood bath. [B: 2]
The Ohio Players epitomise
American soul, which accounts
for the phenomenal success of
Skin Tight (
Mercury 7142 237
£2.70) in the States and the lack
of it in England. This uptight,
out- of- sight, freaky, cool- man,
slick type of soul is more ideally
suited to the Kojaks, Alis,
Sammy Devises and all his
juniors, then to ' yer actual' Mr.
and Mrs. Average- British- Record- Buyer, who think the streak
is a type of bacon. [
B: 3]
P. G. & J. G.
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STAGE & SCREEN
Hooray For Hollywood /( United Artists UAG29644, £2.70)
is Alan Warner's second compilation of soundtracks from the
Busby Berkeley musicals, and if
it doesn't contain as many
historic moments as ' The Golden
Age Of Hollywood Musicals'
(UAG29421) it still has plenty
going for it— not least of all a
16- page illustrated booklet that's
a gem of archival material. The
record gets off to a good start
with the colourful Richard Whiting- Johnny Mercer title tune by
Benny Goodman and his band
with Johnny ' Scat' Davis and
Frances Langford, following the
Warner Bros Orchestra in the
title version of the song as part
of the ' Hollywood Hotel' overture. Dialogue excerpts featured
throughout the album recall the
voices of Allen Jenkins, Frank
McHugh, William Powell, George
Brent, plus preserving for posterity Warner Baxter's famous
exhortation to Ruby Keeler to
'go out there a youngster and
come back a star!'. Glorious
kitsch of the sort that makes the
non-musical part of these old
films so fascinatingly bad. With
Dick Powell, Judy Canova, Ruby
Keeler, Ginger Rogers, Joan
Blondell & co doing their worst
the solo singing isn't much to
look forward to, but here again,
the great attraction
is Ray
Heindorf's marvellous choralorchestral work in All's fair in
love and war, Lady in red, Don't
say goodnight, Shuffle off to
Buffalo, Young and healthy, Spin
a little web of dreams etc. The
music not only recreates an era
but could still serve as a blueprint for arrangers today. As a
bonus we get Berkeley himself
in an excerpt from a wide-eyed
'gee whizz, ain't it wonderful!'
promotional short [
H:1]. With
Alexander Korda films going the
rounds on ITV at the moment,
Miklos
Rozsa's
suites from
'Thief Of Baghdad' and Jungle
Book' (
United Artists UAS
29725, £2.45) appear at an
opportune moment. The narration by Leo Genn will add to or
detract from your enjoyment
according to personal taste, but
the music by Rozsa and the
Frankenland State Symphony
Orchestra is unimpaired and
reveals the composer at his
exotic best [
A: 1]. My recent
'Music On Record' feature on
Fred
Astaire bemoaned the
absence from the catalogues of
his 40s Decca recordings ...
rather prematurely, I'm afraid,
as MCA have now filled the gap
with Easy To Dance With
(NI mCFM2698, £2.50). The 17
tracks include the songs from
Cole Porter's ' You'll Never Get
Rich', Jerome Kern's ' You Were
Never Lovelier', Harold Arlen's
'Sky's The Limit', and Irving
Berlin's ' Holiday Inn' and ' Blue
Skies'. Together with This heart
of mine (' Ziegfeld Follies') and
two Astaire compositions, If
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swing goes Igo too and Oh my
achin' back, these 1941-6 recordings are excellent and clearly
definitive performances, splendidly remastered in mono [
B:1]
as are the 24 tracks aptly called
The Best Of Judy Garland
(MCA Coral CDSP803, Double
album £2.93). Long-time collectors will remember all these on
Brunswick 78s ... the songs
from the early MGM years—
Andy Hardy and ' Wizard Of Oz',
'Little
Nellie
Kelly', ' Harvey
Girls', ' Meet Me In St Louis' and
'Girl Crazy', and those wonderfully acted recitatives in Dear
Mr Gable, In-between and Sweet
sixteen that first showed afresh,
unspoiled young talent. Judy
Garland never sang as well
again ... more emotionally,
perhaps, in the years when she
had to compensate for her vocal
deterioration, but in these late
30s and early 40s she sang with
a pure tone, simplicity and still
intense feeling. MGM have an
album of the sound- track versions of more or less the same
songs ... get both! [B:
Although far from faultless,
Kostelanetz Plays Cole Porter ( CBS88108, Double album
£3.49) is about the best of the
recent plethora of Porter tributes. Andre Kostelanetz has
always
excelled
in
superior
show tunes, and although his
current output on the first
record ( written by eight arrangers
from Eddie Sauter on down to
Ernie Freeman) is a far cry from
the traditional
Kosty
sound
(organ and electric guitar?) it's
a good orchestral sound that
has moved with the times in the
best sense. The second record
presents reprocessed vintage
recordings in the more familiar
style including medleys from
'Anything Goes' and ' Kiss Me
Kate'. Scattered throughout the
four sides are six ' performances'
of the lyrics by Douglas Fairbanks Jnr which, if they had to
be included, would have been
better lumped together on one
side for easy omission by those
not in favour of the actor's
ludicrously over- passionate recitations. [
A:1]

H

AVING
constantly
been
amazed at the way anyone
as talented as Barbra Streisand
can squander that talent on the
sort of abysmal pop albums that
any one of a hundred contemporary girl singers could do, it's
a pleasure to welcome the lady
back with Funny Lady (
Arista
ARTY101, £2.45). This has got
to be the best thing she's done
since ' Simply Streisand' and
proves that she has few equals
in the sensitive interpretation of
good songs. Generally speaking
the sequal avoids the bravura
approach of ' Funny Girl', and if
there are fewer emotional extravagances there is a whole lot
more genuine feeling, as in More
than you know and a delightful
performance of Am Iblue? which

dissolves into a humorous selfmocking coda.
The pattern
throughout is pretty standard
—the new songs by Ebb and
Kander carry the story line, while
Billy Rose's oldies (/ found a
million dollar baby, Me and my
shadow, Great day, Igot acode in
my doze and Clap hands here
comes Charlie)are from the stage
scenes. Of the new ones, How
lucky can you get and the comic
Blind date are the highlights, but
really there's not one dull spot
in the whole album. James Caan
isn't much of a singer, but does
what he has to do, coming off
best in the It's only apaper moon!
I like her montage. From all I
ever saw and heard of Fanny
Brice ( admittedly only a few film
scenes and antiquated records)
it seems to me that Barbra
Streisand is a better performer
in every way than the original
[A : 1*]. Another of the Walt
Disney company's soundtracks
with added narration is The
Island At The Top Of The
World
(Disneyland
ST3814,
£1.99), presented with enough
judicious editing to retain the
essential dialogue, and an illustrated 11- page booklet of strictly
juvenile appeal.
No musical
rating but A:1 for entertainment.

Instrumental
Two's Company (
BBC REC200,
£1.47) is one of those typical
BBC compilations of standard
Radio 2 fare, full of musical
contrast—the
Welsh
Guards
Band
against harpist
David
Snell,
the
Midland
Radio
Orchestra against Pete Winslow's King Size Brass, the John
Fox Orchestra against the Radio
Big
Band—that manages to
survive the onslaughts of the
pop programmes and satisfy the
Silent Majority. The fact that the
material is nearly all contemporary shows that the best will
always come to the surface
[A : 1]. James Last comes across
with so many musical styles on
record one never quite knows
what to expect, but Happy
Hammond describes ( Polydor
2371 373, £2.75) quite nicely.
This is the little group he used
to call his Hammond Bar Combo
—organ, tenor sax and rhythm
in a set of medleys, 28 tunes like
Who's sorry now, You are my
lucky star and Touch of your lips.
All very neat and slick, but on
Polydor's ' super' label you do
expect a little more than the
'music while you work' type of
thing [
A : 1]. Danny Hodgson's
Hammond Goes Bossa (
Contour 2870364, 95p) is delightful
modern Latin music, the organ
sound well integrated with Pete
Smith's
big
band
backings.
Although all the repertoire isn't
Latin in origin, the bossa nova
rhythm is ideally suited
to
such latterday standards as
The good life, Isay alittle prayer,
Our day will come, What the world
needs now, We've only just begun

and Till [
A:1]. Yet another
album that uses the best of
modern pop to good advantage
is Ronnie Aldrich's In The
Gentle Hours (
Decca PFS4329,
£2.50), and although, as always,
there isn't much new to say
about the general outline of any
new Aldrich record, the formula
is at its best in these superb
piano- orchestral
settings
of
Jobim's Meditation, Aznavour's
She and
Old-fashioned way,
Ronnie's own charming title
tune, plus Didn't we, Entertainer
and You make me feel brand new,
an unexpectedly lovely song
[A:1].

Male Vocal
Perry Como has had more hits
and semi- hits in recent years
than any other singer of his era,
and for a man who could be
forgiven for taking it easy and
resting on his laurels he's been
highly active of late. Memories
Are
Made Of Hits (
RCA
RS1005, £2.57) is a recap, as you
may expect, but one that shows
just how well he has been doing
in the current scene. There are
the obvious winners like It's
impossible, Ithink of you, For the
good times and And Ilove you so,
plus other latterday classics of
the calibre of The way we were,
Close to you, If and Hands of
time, and if Perry doesn't always
extend himself vocally as he
used to do, he still sings well
within his capabilities [
A : 1].
He also pops up with We've only
just begun and / wanna be around
on Six Superstars (
Pye CDC1001, £ 1.99) a charity album for
the National Deaf Children's
Society which is notable for
willing cooperation from other
record companies who donated
sundry tracks by Johnny Mathis
and
Andy
Williams ( CBS),
Oscar Peterson ( Polydor) and
Pye
themselves
with
Des
O'Connor and Max Bygraves.
Maybe an indigestible mixture
for extreme tastes but on the
principle that it's the thought
that counts we can only recommend the effort that has gone
towards aiding a good cause
[A : 1]. More stellar value on
Star Parade (
Contour 6870635,
95p), which gets in no fewer than
fourteen mostly ' quality' songs
and performances from Stuart
Gillies, Tony Bennett, Billy Eckstine, Syd Lawrence, Shirley
Bassey, Harry Secombe, Scott
Walker, Sarah Vaughan, Cleo
Laine etc [
A : 1]. Val Doonican
is the only artist given two tracks
in this anthology, Morning has
broken and Morning don't come,
which latter is also heard in his
own album Especially For You
(Contour
6870634,
95p).
A
pleasant cross-section of Doonican performances— no Irish on
this one, but bits of everything
else he does so nicely; country
(Help me make it through the
night), folksy (
Scarborough Fair),
evergreen (
I'll be seeing you,
You'd be so nice to come home to)
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and pop (
Here there and everywhere etc). You can almost hear
the rocking chair creak [ A:1].

Female Vocal

Dionne Warwicke does a surprisingly restrained and effective
job on Then Came You ( Warner K56109, £2.49), acollection of
songs by producer Jerry Ragovoy. Nothing marvellous, mind
you, but his songs are inoffensive, his scoring ever so slightly
Bacharachish, and Miss Warwicke herself for the most part
avoids
those
moments
of
shrieking agony that for me have
marred everything she ever did
up to now. I'd say this is good
pop music ... which means I
could at least listen to it without
wincing [ A: 1]. Sarah Vaughan
with the Jimmy Rowles Quintet ( Mainstream MSL1033, £2.45)
is also far from marvellous and
not even good pop or jazz or
anything else. If the lightness of
touch she displays in the humorous Frasier had been in evidence in those doomy ballads
like Folks who live on the hill and
A house is not ahome instead of
that soggy baritone lumbering
it would have been amuch better
album [A: 2]. It's a live performance, as is Carmen McRae's
Live And Doin' It ( Mainstream
MSL1034, £2.45) but Carmen
(presumably playing piano in her
own little group) is much more
agile vocally, and although not
as good as she was, way back,
she leavens her performance
and introductions with a nice
sense of humour and remains
a good musician with a penchant for good standard songs
(Trouble is a man, Guess who I
saw today, My ship, Iguess I'll
hang my tears out to dry and
others that remind you of when
they did write songs like that)
[A:1].

Swing

Swing Today, Vol. 3 ( RCA
LFL1-5067) and Earle Warren
(LFL1-5066) ( El.99 each) are more
results of Albert McCarthy's
1973-4 New York sessions with
all the faults and virtues of
previous issues in the series. It's
all too often a case of ' the spirit
is willing...' Herman Autrey
and Snub Moseley in particular
no longer have the facility and
strength to be successful group
leaders, but tenor Eddie Barefield
shows little weakness on If
dreams come true, probably the
most completely satisfactory
track on ' Swing Today'. Mosley's
slide saxophone on Moonlight in
Vermont must surely be the low
spot. But for the good moments
give it [ A : 1]. Warren, Basie's
lead alto of the original band,
gets off some quite modern
solos on his own album and Bill
Dillard is still a strong lead with
a good tone and ideas, while
former British pianist Dill Jones
is atower of strength with some
good two-handed rhythm and
solo work. Despite a certain
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lack of cohesion in the ensembles (this was a purely
improvised jam session) this
emerges as one of Mac's best
sessions [ A: 1]. A very talented
man in other worlds of music,
Michel Legrand likes to relax on
52nd Street, and his quartet
Recorded Live At Jimmy's
(RCA SF8412, £2.57) is notable
mainly for Phil Wood's contributions. Legrand belongs to the
Nero- Peterson school of pianists
who have masses of technique
but not much to say jazzwise,
and on extended improvisations
(none here lasts less than 54
minutes,
while
Watch
what
happens goes on for an incredibly long and tedious 154
minutes) the dull spots far
outweigh the good. And can
you believe a jazz session with
Legrand singing? [ B : 2]. The
Special Magic Of George
Shearing ( MGM 2353 107, £2.29)
is less obvious reissue material
with only one duplication (
I'll be
around) from last year's ' Lullaby
Of Birdland' double album. It
has a nice mixture of typical
ballad performances (( remember
you, My silent love, Spring is
here, Ill wind, etc) and originals
like Point and counterpoint and
Minor trouble ... as Isaid, far
from obvious Shearing and very
welcome [ B : 1]. Clark Terry's
What'd He Say ( Mainstream
MSTD102, £2.45) is a two-forthe- price- of- one double album
that will be familiar to jazz buffs
from its previous existence as
two separate records on Fontana
TL5290 iSi 5313. In fact, it's the
famous
Mumbles/Mumbler
strikes again sessions in which
Terry first introduced
what
became as near to acommercial
gimmick as any jazzman ever
produced. Bob Brookmeyer provides excellent support for the
leader's trumpet in fifteen tracks
that, gimmicks apart, are good
modern jazz of the early ' 60s
[A : 1].

Popular Albums

Quite the happiest big band
revival album since the Big 18's
'Swing Collection' reviewed a
few months ago is Big Band
Boogie ( RCA LSA3214, £1.99)
by the Will
Bradley- Johnny
Guarnieri Band, a 14- piece 1959
ad hoc group that includes
musicians from the Big 18 session ( Shavers, Donahue, McGarity, Levinsky etc.) with Don
Lamond, Mundell Lowe, Joe
Wilder and, of course, the
Swing Era veterans who put the
band together. The session was
marked by a fine enthusiasm,
an ingredient all too often
missing from such re- creations,
and with more orthodox swing
numbers like Roll ' em and Back
beat boogie to leaven the menu
of Yancey special, Honky tonk
train blues, Boogie woogie maxixe
and less hackneyed items like
Herman's Indian boogie woogie
and Basie's One o'clock boogie
the result is a superb reminder
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Arthur Jackson
of happier days [
A: 11. The
American vogue for LPs of
swing era airshots by the big
bands ( many possibly of dubious
origin) is beginning to filter
through here via budget labels.
Woolworth's Stereo Gold Award
label has recently produced
broadcasts by Sinatra, Ellington,
Armstrong and Tommy Dorsey,
whose 1950-52 band is also
featured in 14 Selections Never
Issued Before on Avenue
AV. INT.1022 (95p) handled by
President Records. The sleeve
and label are deficient in data,
but Charlie Shavers is audibly
present and Bill Finegan was
obviously resident composerarranger, vide his two neat
compositions Two beats on abat
and Pica/illy Dilly. There isn't a
great deal of jazz, but plenty of
good rhythmical dance music
based on standards like You're
blasé, Emaline, Taking a chance
on love and Maybe (
Gershwin,
not the Flynn- Madden song as
claimed by the label), proving
that the Sentimental Gentleman
had moved with the times by the
50s without losing his immaculate touch. Off the air ( or possibly transcription) quality isn't
marvellous,
but better than
many such albums, and rates a
positive B: 1. A Vogue set of
two records for the price of one
(not a double album) presents
two well-known Gene Norman
concerts from the Pasadena
Civic
Auditorium ( VJ D508,
£2.70).
The 1947 show by
Lionel Hampton's Just Jazz All
Stars gives Shavers his third
appearance on the trot, along
with Willie Smith, Corky Corcoran, Barney Kessel et al., with
Milt Buckner sharing the honours
with Hamp on Perdido, Hamp's
boogie, Central Avenue breakdown and the inevitable Flying
home. Good mainstream stuff
this, exciting but never out of
hand or tasteless [ I3: 1] and
completely timeless, as opposed
to the dated quality of Charlie
Ventura's Bop For The People
band in their 1949 concert, which
leans heavily on the Cain- Kral
bebop vocals that nowadays
sound like communication from
another planet. ( Memory might
be at fault, but I'm sure Mel
Tormé told me once that he
sat in, uncredited, on drums on
High on an open mike). Not so
good as Hamp, but you can't
have one without the other [
B:
2]. More archival radio transcriptions in the Art Tatum
Legacy ( Ember CJ S848, £1.49).
The sound quality is appalling,
but for me any amount of snap,
crackle and wow is bearable for
the sake of an unissued Tatum
(and how about Verve reissuing

those Granz sessions?). This
one has a superb Can't we be
friends and Tea for two and
merely magnificent interpretations of Day in day out, Fine and
dandy, etc. ... eleven examples
of jazz genius that are well
worth the effort [ H: 11 Guitarist
Joe Pass has all the qualities
that make a great soloist, and
his Portraits Of Duke Ellington ( Pablo 2310716, £2.75)
score on all counts ... swinging
theme statements, facile improvisations, and unaccompanied
solos on Sophisticated lady, Igot
it bad and Solitude that reveal
admirable depth and inventiveness [ A:1]. Don't be misled
by the name of the New Paul
Whiteman Orchestra in Run ni'
Wild ( Argo ZDA167,
£2.50). It's an English session
band
plodding
four-square
through a dozen 1928-9 Whiteman scores with all the flair and
imagination of an augmented
Temperance Seven, and imitations of the Rhythm Boys that
would
be hilarious if they
weren't so awful. [ A: 2]

Vocal
Vikki Carr's Hoy ( CBS80711,
£2.49) returns the singer to her
best form with a set of nine
Spanish songs plus The way we
were in a Spanish translation.
The mood is warm and tender,
the orchestrations appropriate
to Vikki's rich tone and sympathetic approach,
and the
whole album a model of modern
popular singing [ A:1].
The
basic idea behind Matt Monro's
Other Side Of The Stars
(Columbia SCX6578, £2.50) is
a tribute to some of the great
figures of show business ( let
the songs identify the subjects
... Over the rainbow, What a
wonderful world, Be my love,
Chattanooga choo-choo, Let me
sing and I'm happy, I'm glad I'm
not young anymore, etc.), but
it's enough to give one a little
faith in the music business to
know that, whatever the reason,
a quality singer can still record
an album of standards with no
concessions at all to the contemporary scene. Matt is one
of the few singers who could
get away with it ... he has
seldom, if ever, compromised
[A: 1]. Nostalgists will welcome
EMI's The Best Of Steve
Conway ( One- UP
OU2067,
£1.65), sixteen late 40s tracks
ranging from My foolish heart
and Autumn leaves to pap like
Daddy's little girl, White wedding
and Good luck, good health, God
bless you. It's a commentary on
those years that, not only could
songs like this sell but that
Conway could sell them [
B: 2].
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Recent iesearch has been unable to discover a firm
or business haeing as many blunders, mis -prints,
spelling mistakes and bits that are just downright
missing in their advertising copy than those adverts
of Audio T - - -. It stems from their insistence of
writing their own advertising copy and distaste of
the conventional hi-fi advert to be found in this and
other sections of the Hi -Fi press. Large helpings of
FANTASTIC— AMAZING, SUPER! EXTRA! DYNAMIC' ! ! ! etc. all in enormous typeset do nothing
for them.

Spendor BC III
Loudspeaker

speaker combinations work—others just don't and
perform awful duets. Speaker- cartridge combo's
require extended comparative listening sessions to
obtain the sort of sound you require.
Buying your cartridge— any cartridge—without first
listening in duo with your chosen speakers is to
miss out on the second most important item in the
disc playing system.
Only when, again, only when the cartridge is selected
are you free to cons;der the pickup arm. There is
for each cartridge an optimum arm. Sometimes an
integrated turntable- arm combination supplies the
need but more often a separate arm- turntable is
better. For the turntable look at specification most
certainly but also find out about the type of bearing
used and longevity.
Single point bearing are
usually the best but there are a few weird ones
around that work well: magnetic suspension for
instance.

tion studio and one interested and knowledgeable
gentleman to yourself for the whole of the hour.
You are expected to bring a wide selection of your
own recorded music, but they do have a moderate
selection of rock and classics if for some reason
you are unable to do so.
You are welcome to bring any or all of your own
equipment for comparison and if one hour isn't
enough, they will spend longer if your booking does
not over- run into another. You book as many
appointments as you need.

Monitor Audio
MA3

Technics
SU/SE 9600

Loud and clean an unusual combination.
On Saturdays Audio T - - - is open to all comers.
They're worth avisit if only to see the most " human"
hi-fi store ir London. Although busy, they always
seem to have time for unhurried chats and civility.
Even Audio T - - - has special offers. Phone for
prices on AR3A imp.

Not perfection but streets ahead of the competition.
Don't forget the BC!.

A rule of thumb for you; if any advert contains such
superlatives in large numbers, turn the page because
they really don't have anything new to say but more
probably have a surplus of the equipment so described in stock and are attempting to shift the
devices with juvenile ad copy.
The recent slow trend towards the " informative
advert" ( the sort that not only gives specs., but also
how and why designed) is to be applauded and we
offer our encouragement— but leave out those
superlatives— please!
Good modern hi-fi cost you lots of money and a
mistaken purchase can be heartbreaking. Selection
of speaker- cartridge combinations takes time and
concentration, a convivial atmosphere with perhaps
a little guidance. Everyone know or should know
by now) the importance of listening to speakers, but
few seem aware that cartridges sound almost as
different as the speakers.
Certain cartridges-

Making ground as the reference standard.
Amplifiers: listen to them in a comparative demonstration. Amps sound quite different and to choose
them just on the strength of review andspecifications
is folly. ( Make sure your speakers are the ones the
amplifier is driving.)
If you are still with us up to now you are beginning
to understand the importance of listening to every
single component in the hi-fi chain under conditions
of quiet that enable you to concentrate on the sound
of the items of your choice. Some of these differences
may strike you as small, but consider the years you
will have to listen to those differences and they
begin to loom larger and larger. Take time and
care— lots of care over your purchases.
Audio T - - - offer one- hour demonstration slots by
appointment only. You have their large demonstra-

Yamaha CR. 800
Neat and tidy looks, smooth sound like ils little brother
CR 600— still excellent value for money.

A.R.. A.D.C. . Aiwa . A.K.G. . Akai . Amcron . Ariston . Armstrong . Beyer. B & W

B.G.W. . Cambridge Audio

Celef. Celestion . Cerwin Vega. CLR . Connoisseur. Decca . Denon . Dual . Ferrograph . Garrard . Grace. Harman
Kardon . I.M.F.. J.B.L.. Kensonic. KEF. K.L.H.. K & M . KMAL. Leak. Lecson . Linn Sondek. Lux. Marantz. Micro
Micro Acoustics. Monitor Audio. Nagra. Naim. Nakamichi. NEAL . Ortofon. Phase Linear. PWB. Quad. Radford
Revox . Rogers . Rotel . Sennheiser . Sequerra . Shure . SME . Spendor . Stanton . Stax . Sugden . Supex . Tannoy
Technics . Thorens . Transcriptor . Trio . Uher. Videosonic . Yamaha . Zerostat

AUDIO T
105 High Street,

190 West End Lane,

Eton, Berks.

London, NW6 1SQ.

Tel. Windsor 54531

Tel. 01-794 7848

Open: Tues. -Sat. 11.00-6.00

Open: Tues. -Fri. 11.00-7.00

Sat. 10.00-5.00
AFTER HOURS TELEPHONE SERVICE-01-794 7848
Please speak slowly and clearly and leave your name, address and message. It will then be dealt with the following
morning.
N.B. Closed from 30th June to 29th July whilst rebuilding is in progress at London
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HE School of Scottish Studies
at the University of EdinT
burgh continues its series from

Scotland's rich and varied traditional musical culture by issuing
two further record volumes. The
first is a double record album
entitled, The Muckle Sangs
(TNGM 119/D M). This comprises classic Scots ballads
and is accompanied by a wellresearched 24- page booklet by
Hamish Henderson. 23 singers
make their vocal contribution
and this material is drawn from
as far back as 25 years ago when
people like Hamish Henderson,
Calum Maclean and Francis
Collinson began recording the
songs of the Highlands and
Lowlands.
The second release is fascinating and hardly likely to feature
on ' Songs of Praise' and most
certainly not ' Stars on Sunday'.
This is Gaelic Psalms from
Lewis (TNGM 120 M, and
features religious expression enjoyed still by people of the
Hebrides, parts of the North
West Highlands and Gaelic
communities located in the Lowland cities. It features what was
once the only allowed form of
Scottish musical worship and on
this disc we have incredibly
moving
versions ( unaccompanied, unharmonised versions)
of metrical texts of Psalms.
Again, there is invaluable word
commentary on an enclosed
booklet. Anyone hearing this
religious music for the first time
might well, as the publicity leaflet
remarks, conclude the sounds
are perhaps located in Asian
territory, rather than anything
found at base in a European
country. As Isaid, this disc is
engrossing and definitely not for
background listening, such is
the power and fervour of religious expression and music
[B: 1]. In case you have problems locating either of these two
records Isuggest you write to
Tangent Records Ltd., 176a
Holland Park Road, London
W14 8AH. The double album is
£4.75 and the single, £2.75. I
should add, lest anyone imagine
lack of superlatives in reviewing
the first disc suggests all is not
well, The Muckle Sangs is a
memorable collection.
The first strident vocal tones
of Gary and Vera Aspey on
Topic's From the North suggest that extremely good things
will follow and they do ( Topic
12TS 255,). The two are new
names in my artist memory
bank and warmly welcomed into
membership. Vera has adelightful sharpness to avery level and
powerful vocal delivery. She has
capacity to vary vocal attack and
so too has Gary. There is a rich
blending of their voices in tracks
like From the North and the coalmining song, The three foot seam.
Solo outings are mainly unaccompanied and the only instrument getting constant use is the
concertina. The songs are from
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Lancashire, and other titles from
those already named include
Halley- Go, Auntie Ketyll, The ship
canal song and a song which
keeps rebounding through my
brain system, Mill girl's lullaby
sung hypnotically by Vera. For
heaven's sake hear these two
songsters and buy yourself their
richness in interpreting acolourful collection of songs. Idare
you not to be moved by, for
instance, their spirited rendition
of King Cotton, an extremely
powerful song descriptive of
Lancashire
cotton
factories.
This disc has been an unexpected pleasure [ A: 1*].
Shirley Collins is one of my
favourite lady singers, slightly
behind my supremo Frankie
Armstrong. She appears on a
delightful album entitled, A
Favourite Garland ( Deram SML
1117, £2.26). This is acollection
of recordings made by Shirley
over the passage of time and
once available on a number of
record labels. Hence there is a
1967 Topic recording of Over the
hills and far away; as far back as
1964 Decca recorded Higher
Germanie; Just as the tide was
flowing stems from a ' 71, B & C
recording and for one other
example, Staines morris was
issued by EMI in 1969.
An interesting collection of
artists is found in supporting
capacity with names as familiar
as Maddy Prior, Richard Thompson, Davy Graham, Simon Nicol,
Ashley Hutchings, John Kirkpatrick, Dave Mattacks, Barry
Dransfield and Dolly Collins.
Obviously any collection can
be criticised. There is always
the listener or reviewer who may
have wished the inclusion of
several other songs, though
usually this causes headache, as
to which songs must then be
discarded. Indeed the sleevenotes (the typeface and layout
should help ruin eyesight) comprise a selection of one or two
line quotes from asmall number
of
magazines
and
musical
papers, not all of which are
entirely flattering.
For the most part, this album
is Shirley in safer traditional pastures, though there are The little
gypsy girl and others, clearly
setting her in the pop rather
than folk tradition but, to my
mind, very successfully. And
not least, the more recent excellent Etchingham Steam Band.
For anyone not possessing Shirley's many albums this is acommendable attempt at presenting
the riches of asinger who basically in the end needs to be heard
over the whole range of folk
singing career. I should add
that one track, Nottamun Town,
has its own recording story very
carefully told along the back
cover, ' the track marked * is a
mono recording electronically
reprocessed to give stereo effect
on stereo equipment'. Now why
couldn't they have left it in mono?
Whatever the case, someone
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Tony Jasper
deserves praise for the assembling of this collection [ A: 1].
Hedgehog Pie have recently
toured with Richard and Linda
Thompson and
under their
name comes an album on the
'Rubber' label ( rub 009). Rick
Kemp of Steeleye fame is the
disc's producer. On the whole,
with some reservations, Ifound
the album enjoyable. Ifelt at
times the musical arrangement
slightly contrived. In one or two
instances Steeleye musical intrusion is apparent, as the various instrumental breaks in RoseMary Lane. Not that this is
necessarily a bad thing; it does,
though, open itself for obvious
comparison. Vocally, the group
have considerable variety and
indeed employ with skill an intermingling of voices. The track,
March of the King of Laois is good
illustration for this point. In
broad terms, the group mix
acoustic and electric sounds,
songs and jigs.
I suggest
though you keep an ear open for
this group. A final non-musical
point: the girl singer of Hedgehog Pie, Margi Luckley, manages
to look distinctly different on
each of the three group pictures,
front and back of album sleeve
and inside sheet [ B: 2].
When major record companies
show lack of interest there is
nothing to stop an artist recording and making available his own
material.
Indeed, there is a
wider profit margin, assuming
the disc sells, since the artist
becomes the record company!
Alex Atterson should have no
problem covering basic costs
with his Roundabout ( no catalogue number).
I say ' no problems' on the
basis of Alex being one of the
better known artists on the club
scene. Many have had an enjoyable evening listening to his
singing, joke patter and excursions on piano into ragtime and
blues. ' Roundabout' is largely
his club set of the past year with
one difference. Here on disc
Alex is joined by Dik Cadbury
and Diz Dizley and the former is
credited as co- producer with
Alex.
Considerable care has been
lavished on this album, particularly true in track order and
general musical arrangement.
It's a record leaving a pleasant
feeling and it certainly goes a
long way to refute one common
conception held by some that
Atterson is basically a comedy
turn. To be sure, the disc is
lightweight compared say with
Shirley Collins or Frankie but it
has charm and a rather fresh
feeling. And without being condescending, Atterson is above
the general run of the mill con-

temporary style folk club singing
artist. Perhaps on this disc he
could have exercised a little
more self-discipline, as for instance on the humorous ending
of Roundabout rag. Isay ' humorous' on the basis of seeing
its reaction when played in
clubs. On disc in the cold light
of a room at half- past three in
the afternoon, it seems slightly
irrelevant.
Among the songs are two fine
Causley-penned numbers, Katharine of Aragon and Obby oss
plus Kishmul's galley and The
dark island. Down and out and
Doctor jazz, South Park parade
and Roundabout rag represent
the
disc's
jass-blues
feel.
Roundabout is obtainable from
Alex Atterson at 94a Coleman
Road, Norwich NOR 64 at £2.20
[B: 2].

Tin Whistles from Paddy
Moloney and Seàn Potts with
some sodhran playing from
Peader-Mercier
is
extremely
good. ( Claddagh Records CC18)
The two tin whistle players are
indeed the founder members of
The Chieftains and on this disc
display skill and talent to make
many a heart happy. In one
sense it's invidious naming
specific tracks but should you
find yourself in a shop and
desiring tracks for instant buying
decision, then I suggest Julia
Delaney and Pléaràca an Ruarcaigh. And if you prefer acouple
of foot-tapping reels, then hear
Murphy's Reel and The Heather
Breeze. Moods are many on this
Tin whistles disc and warmly
recommended.
I note
with
interest from the sleeve that the
disc was recorded in 1973.
[A:1]
And now to more riches and
this comes from the first Transatlantic release for The Boys Of
The Lough. The title is The
Boys of the Lough ( TRA
296). Here are twelve splendid
tracks with immediate atmosphere on track one with The
Kincora jig and The haystack.
Marvellously evocative strains
of fiddle on the second, The day
dawn the oldest Shetland fiddle
tune. And so the story could
continue with similar words of
praise for each track. Some of
the
track
names
are
The
Cameron, The Oak tree, The
nine points of roguery and outside of the latter and other reels,
a number of songs like the
humorous General Guiness and
two called The flower of Magherally and The darling baby.
[A:1]
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Record groove

Record groove

No one's perfect. But we're 4times
closer.
TheAudiolèchnica AT 15S cartridge.
The Shibata stylus has 4times more contact
with the groove, so it brings more sound out.
And because the stylus is shaped more like the
groove itself, the pressure is reduced to one
quarter of that with any other stylus.
The grooves on your records don't get distorted,
and your stylus lasts 4times longer.
The increased high frequency tracing ability of
the Shibata stylus is particularly important with
4channel records.
The delicate modulations on these could be
wiped off by aconventional stylus.
An AT 15S is the one cartridge that will make
every record in your collection sound better:
whether SQ QS, CD4, stereo or mono.
There are 8other cartridges in our range, four
with aShibata stylus.
Ask your nearest hi-fi dealer for more details
or write to us.
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_
SPECIFICATIONS
Tracking Force (grams)
Frequency Response (Hz)
Stylus TipShibata
Stylus Tube
Output at 5cm/sec (mV)

AT-15S
1to 2
10-45,003
Nude
Tapered
2.7

Channel Separation (at 1kliz)

33

Channel Balance (dB)

1.5

Vertical Tracking Angie
Stylus Guard
Stylus Assembly Colour

20'
Flip-Guard
Black

audio-technica.
Shriro ( UK) Lui, Shriro House, The Ridgeway,
Ner, Bucks SLO 9JL. Tetephone: lver (0753) 652222.
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EITH Moon's Two Sides Of
IN The Moon (Polydor 2442
134, £2.95) is the most starstudded affair to come my way
for many afortnight. The names
of Ringo Starr, Fanny, Joe
Walsh, Flo and Eddie, Jim
Gilstrap, John Sebastian, Jim
Keltner, Harry Nilsson, Jesse
Ed Davis, Danny Kootch and
Rick Nelson head a list of epic
proportions— but the net result
is just another lack- lustre album.
One track, One night stand, is
fine, thanks to the assistance of
Nelson's musicianly little Stone
Canyon Band, while the opening
Crazy like afox makes the grade
as a possible single— but when
Moon begins to waste valuable
plastic with fruitless attempts
to bring something new to the
Beach Boys' Don't worry baby,
The Who's The kids are alright
and the Beatles' In my life, then I
pass [
A:2/3]. Lower in price
but far higher in musical quality
is Katy Lied ( ABC ABCL5094,
£2.55),
Steely
Dan's fourth
album.
Lied would seem to
support the facts that we've
been fed all along, that Dan is
FeaIly any band bassist Walter
Becker and keyboardman Donald
Fagen care to lead. Only Denny
Diaz remains from the line-up
that spearheaded the attack on
former
recording
occasions,
Skunk Baxter and Jim Hodder
having left for pastures new.
But even with a host of sessionmen filling the holes, Dan still
sound
totally
together
and
superior to most bands currently playing the rock circuit.
One wonders about the vagueness of Becker and Fagen's
lyrics and they often seem as
inscrutable as Doctor Wu, a
character to whom one track is
dedicated. Apart from that, all
is jazz sweetness and rock
light while the band perform the
latest additions to their repretoire, a selection that includes a
re-write of Mama don't allow
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called Daddy don't live in that
New York City no more and a
riffy blues titled Chain lightning
that bears an amazing likeness
to Ralph Flanagan's old Swing
Era hit Hot toddy. Influences are
anywhere you want them to be,
sometimes the spirit of Dylan
appears to have crept into the
Los
Angeles
studio during
recording sessions, while there
are moments when Zappa and
the Turtles seem to have been
on Becker and Fagen's collective mind. However, everything
somehow filters down to that
certain something that is essentially Steely Dan and, despite
the fact that this album has
come in for a certain amount of
criticism from various quarters,
Katy Lied remains recommended
listening to anyone appreciating
the more subtle aspects of
rock [
A:11.
Certainly one of the best
examples of nostalgia being
used to provide listening for a
70s audience can be found on
Rupert Holmes' Widescreen
(Epic EPC80323, £2.79), a record
that really deserves the whole
of this page in review space.
Holmes, an English- born American, has taken the music and
films of the forties, plus clichéd
TV plots that could have come
from any era since Baird did his
stuff, and moulded them, in
brilliant fashion, into something
that should amuse and amaze
anyone whose interest lays
beyond the realms of bingo and
betting shops. One example is
Second saxophone, on which
Holmes portrays a reed sectionman who never gets to play a
solo. It's set against agorgeous
big band background utilising
fragments from Miller, Shaw,
Ellington and Goodman hits,
Holmes himself using a supercool bop-era vocal approach on
lyrics that read like pages from
Metronome or Downbeat circa
1944. They've had the Dorseys
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up to their necks—I've got the
chops of Vido or Tex, he
explains—and suddenly it's jivetime once more, or you can
jitterbug if you really want to.
Psycho-Drama, the last track on
the album, is another delightful
excursion into the past, akind of
radio play that mixes elements of
Caligari with those of The Maltese
Falcon thus allowing Holmes to
meet Sydney Greenstreet, Peter
Lorre, James Mason and Lauren
Bacall (all portrayed by ateam of
top- rate impressionists) on one
of the most sparkling bits of
album fun I've heard in a long
time. Iwon't spoil your enjoyment by revealing all the other
surprises that Holmes has in
store
for
you,
I'll
merely
repeat that this is one you have
to hear, mention in passing that
Holme's lyrics contain such
rhymes as linguine and Fellini,
add an [
A:11 rating and leave
everything else up to you and
your local record retailer.

Black and Stormy
While it's always a pleasure
to receive anything new from
Smokey Robinson, it has to be
said that A Quiet Storm
(Tamla
Motown
STML11288,
£2.50) contains afair number of
flaws. The title track is effective
enough—a compelling
jerky
little composition that allows
Robinson's heat haze of a voice
to float over a background of
flute, vibes and everything that
makes for good, jazz- oriented
night sounds. Baby that's backatcha, a recent single hit, also is
worth hearing, but the inclusion
of Happy, adreary song from the
Lady Sings The Blues film, has
the doubtful distinction of providing the one-time Miracle
worker with something that not
even he can bring to life [
A:2].
In these days of high prices,
bargains like It's All Platinum
(All Platinum 6830 200, 97p)
ought to be snapped up with
considerable alacrity.
As a
soul sampler it comes high in
the ratings, featuring, as it does,
cuts such as Sylvia's Pillow
talk, The Moments' Sho* nuff
boogie and Linda Jones' Your
precious love. A trifle sibilant
the recording may be, but the
rating's [
A/B:1] nevertheless.
If you haven't gone over your
£200 limit on your Barclaycard,
another you might consider is
Ben E. King's Supernatural
(Atlantic K50118 £2.99) which
finds the one-time leader of the
Drifters in top vocal form on an
album masterminded by arranger- producer
Bert
De
Coteaux. It's a tough, powerpacked set sparked off by King's
two-part Supernatural Thing hit
and could easily be just the
thing to put the North Carolinian
back in the major league once
more [
A:1].

Fred Dellar
Fish ' N' The Beck
There are two excellent albums by guitarists this month—
Fish
Rising (
Virgin
V2031,
£2.75) by Steve Hillage, of Gong,
and Blow By Blow, (Epic
EPC69117, £2.79), the latest in
the continuing story of Jeff
Beck. They are extremely different in format, Hillage's elpee
being, perhaps, the more enterprising and featuring the guitarist also in a vocal role, while
Beck's effort is purely an instrumental foray and basically funky,
aimed, maybe, at capturing him a
slice of a wider market than he
achieved with B.B. & A. Hillage
is supported by a coterie of
fellow-Gongites on his album,
Beck employing Max Middleton
(piano), Phil Chenn ( bass) and
the
superb
Richard
Bailey
(drums) as back-up men on
Blow by blow, a George Martin
produced winner [6:1] and [
A:
1].
You
can forget about
Star*tling Music (
Ring 0 Records 2320 101, £2.95), a wellrecorded, but boring, interpretation of Ringo Starr's Ringo
album, performed by David
Hentschel on an ARP2500 synthesiser [A:3] and turn your
attention instead to 100 cc
Greatest Hits Of 10 cc (
UK
AKAL1012, £2.75). This is not
only a collection
of chart
entries—though Rubber bullets,
The Dean and I, Silly love and
Wall Street shuffle are all there—
but also contains a batch of 10
cc numbers never previously
released on album, songs like
Waterfall, 4% of something,
Gismo my way, Hot sun rock,
Bee in my bonnet and 18 carat
man of means, most of which
are well up to the standard the
Manchester band have set themselves [
A:1].
If any British band deserves
to get saddled with that odious
tag ' the new Beatles', none
seem more capable of living up
to such high expectations than
Pilot, whose second album,
Second Flight (
EMI EMC3075,
£2.50), should be in the charts
and selling well by the time this
review appears. Certainly David
Paton,
Billy
Lyall
and
Ian
Bairnson have the knack of
writing melodies guaranteed to
appeal equally to wearers of
Burton's best of the 50's and
owners of the latest in fantastic
baggies
and,
together with
Stuart Tosh, possess the ability
to turn their songs into acceptable
slices
of
soft- rock.
Whether they can ever achieve
a Sergeant Pepper in the years
to come is, as yet, anyone's
guess, but there's no doubt
that Pilot have made an encouraging start [
A*: 1].
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Click Shelving Ltd.
Low Moor Rd, Kirkby in Ashfield. Notts.
Please send me afree 10 page brochure on Click,
Name
Address
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Light on the scene.
Click's elegant adjustable
Spotlight and Reading Light
let you plan your local lighting
with the same ease and
freedom as your shelving.
Finding a level.
Click brackets are infinitely adjustable
for height. So you can position your shelves
exactly where you want them —
and always get them level.
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"
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We've solved the
problems.

1

Tidy wires.
With Click, you can
run your power cables,
speaker leads and
miscellaneous wires
inside the uprights,
and hide them from
view with aneat.
snap- in cover strip.

Keeping it steady.
A vibrating floor can wreak havoc
with afinely balanced pick-up arm.
By fixing your shelves firmly to the wall.
you eliminate this problem.

NEW from JAPAN

Canon Records Limited

)-t'y FC1)_hfcelet-N
TOP VALUE!
SUPER LOW NOISE

<Mr>

FUJI FILM

FL- C.60
FL- C.90
FL- C.120

Tapes
•

The great
name
in film
is now
the great
name
in tape.

—FILM

ONE
TEN
44p £4.20
60p £5.80
84p £8.10

12.Ht114cle,NewBarnetHerts ENSILO

Come to Scotland

Mere

gr
»Scotland •

EXTRA DYNAMIC
FX-C.46
FX-C.80
FX-C.90

ONE
64p
91p
91 p

TEN
£6.15
£7.78
£8.70

Recording on Canon and
Charivari labels

Telephone: 01.449 1164

ten,*

C71.1 5969 — £2.49 incl. V.A.T.
BARBARA MULLEN talks about Scotland and introduces the music of The
Carries, Scottish National Orchestra,
Jimmy Shand, Harry Lauder, Solo and
massed Pipes, Gaelic and Folk Songs
and its people talking — of whisky and
fishing, of deerstalking and the Edinburgh Festival, of forestry and Loch
Ness.
Lavishly packaged in a double sleeve
with 8-page colour booklet together
with
maps,
guides
and
posters.
Scotland's story — old and new — in
pictures,
words
and
music ( Also
available on cassette and cartridge)

include VAT at 8%.
All prices subject to
change without notice.
P. & P. 30p per order.
Pi-Ices

Adrian Henri
VAR 4982 — £ 1.85 incl.
V.A.7:
On th.s his first solo L.P., Adrian Henri
reads oefore an invited audience in the
Liverpool Academy Gallery, many of
the poems for which he has become so
well-known — "some sad, some funny".

Red Dwarf — Head

All Mall to.
Drpt

I

1A Highbury Statio
Highbury Garner
LONDON N.5 ( Callers Welcome/

1
00

Callers also welcome at:
113 Rectory Grove
LEIGH- ON- SEA. ESSEX.

CNN 5970 — £2.54 incl.
VAT.
Jazz/Rock Band HEAD, having established themselves in the Scottish jazz
scene, are becoming increasingly wellknown in the South, and RED DWARF,
their second L.P., well represents their
musical direction — a thin line between
straight rock and the field of improvised jazz.
Distributed by Canon Records - England

Clyde Factors — Scotland
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LTHOUGH I don't mean
this to be a statement on
the current health of jazz, Ihave
noticed a dearth of exceptional
records in the past month or
two. Yes, there have been new
albums which have succeeded
in
holding my interest and
attention, but what I'm missing
is music of the quality you
expect from people like Trane,
Rollins, Monk, Ayler etc.
In
fact, some of the best music
available so far this year has
been
contained
on
reissue
albums. Of course music on
record doesn't reflect what's
happening
out
there,
now.
Albums tend to be a year or
so out of date by the time
they're pressed anyway, and
they represent only music which
has
been
recorded.
Maybe
somewhere, somebody is woodshedding before coming out and
coming on strong with something that's not only new, but
heavy too. Ihope so. The jazz
scene desperately needs another Bird right now. I only
hope we all recognise him when
we hear him.
One of the more pleasant
recorded surprises to burst into
life on my turntable this past
month was a record by Lee
Konitz.
Satori (
Milestone m
9060,)
is
the
first
new
Konitz offering I've heard for
some time. On Satori Konitz—
like so many of the older modern
jazzmen just now— is
using
sidemen who began breaking
through in the sixties; and he's
not frightened to experiment and
to take chances with his music.
For example he plays On Green
Dolphin Street so loosely and
freely it's scarcely recognisable
as the jazz standard it is. Sometimes Ifelt that his freer ventures weren't working as well as
they should have. The band as
a whole sounded more comfortable when there was a bit of
time playing going on. Indeed,
the best moments for me came
when the music was bopping
along. Jack de Johnette, drums,
Dave Holland, bass, and Martial
Solal, piano, make a fine bubbling, and clean sounding rhythm
section behind the leader's alto.
Like Rollins' Horn Culture was a
transition album, Satori sounds
like it's Konitz getting somewhere and getting into something new. Only Satori isn't as
strong as Horn Culture, and
there are a few rough, or rather
unconvincing facets to the music
to be smoothed out. His next
should be better [
A : 2/3].
Jack de Johnette also appears
on a weird album by John
Abercrombie. Timeless ( ECM
1047ST,) is strange in that
it's small group music without
a bass player. However electric
keyboards player Jan Hammer
makes lots of bassy rumbling
sounds as if to make up for not
having a bass, but in the end I
was left with the thought—
wouldn't it have been better,
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and perhaps a lot more sensible
just to have got a bass player
along? Still, I'm getting to like
Jan Hammer's playing a lot
more—when he's not over indulging
on
synthesiser—and
I've been an Abercrombie fan
for the past couple of years. In
spite of being one of the new
breed of guitarists who can
play faster than the mind can
comfortably assimilate, Abercrombie comes across with a lot
more warmth than many of his
contemporaries. There's technique there, but it's not on show
ALL the time, and the music is
not just a collection of tricky
licks. Some of the rocky rhythms
lack punch however, in spite of
de Johnette's clean, tight playing. And on the accoustic Love
Song, Abercrombie and Hammer
duet
pleasantly
and
smoothly without ever getting
anywhere. In the end, Timeless
is yet another good record
which is acceptable and enjoyable without being really notable
[A : 2/3].
At times it seems that McCoy
Tyner is releasing albums at the
rate of one a month, so much
so that it's hard to keep up with
his output. I find it hard to
make up my mind about Enlightenment(Milestone 55001).
This double album set was
recorded
live
at
the
1973
Montreux jazz festival and contains some of the advantages
and disadvantages that go along
with a live performance. The
recording isn't as good as a
studio recording, and often the
playing sounds a bit sloppy; but
what it does have is the liveliness
you expect from a live performance. Ihave to admit that every
McCoy album always brings
back images of the ' Trane
quartet, but this set does so
more than most, because there's
so much of that lolloping and
leaping energy that's so similar
in style to a ' Trane performance.
McCoy's quartet of Azar Lawrence, tenor and soprano, Joony
Booth, bass, and
Alphonse
Mouzon, drums, get down to
some hard swinging, wild and
woolly grooving. McCoy's playing throughout is a precious
example of bouncy, surging
piano playing. More than most
pianists, he has the talent to
make the instrument sing. Joony
Booth is there too, when you
can hear him—the under- recorded bass inviting another
comparison with the ' Trane
quartet.
Azar
Lawrence
is
almost there, and he's obviously
going to be there sometime, but
here the promise fades when
every now and again he runs
out of ideas. A few people have
been knocked out by Alphonse
Mouzon's playing in this context, perhaps impressed by his
wealth of energy and exuberance, but while drummers with
fire are what Ilike to hear, they
should also be drummers with
precision. Take drummers like
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Art Blakey, Philly Joe Jones and
Elvin Jones. They all play with
wild passion, but they also play
with accuracy and authority as
well as power. Here Mouzon
sets up a barrage of constantly
changing patterns which give
the impression that he's in the
same league as the three drummers just mentioned— but he's
not. Throughout the set there
are moments of stark beauty
which make you forget the
annoying
impediments— moments like the sensitive introduction to Walk spirit,
Talk
spirit. Worth checking out [
B/C:
2/3].
Well, after knocking Alphonse
Mouzon a bit for his playing on
Enlightenment, I have to admit
that his playing or his new
album Mind Transplant (
Blue
Note BN LA 398G 0698,) is
much more convincing. Jazzfunk ( here we go with the
category trip) has to be ultra
tight or it just doesn't come off,
and here Mouzon succeeds.
His previous album Funky Snakefoot failed because he was trying
to do everything himself from
drumming and singing to playing
keyboards. On Mind Transplant
he's got a slick band together
for the album, including a trio
of guitarists who play clean fast
licks
over Mouzon's
driving
high- hat splashing funk. There
are the occasional show-off
ultra speedy flash trips, but
most of the time he keeps the
music happy, and body satisfying. The remarkable thing about
Mouzon is not his speed, but
the fact he has managed to
play with some success in both
Most jazz
areas of music.
drummers
who try to
play
street funk fail.
There are
exceptions of course like Tony
Williams, Billy Cobham and now
Mouzon. This album is by no
stretch of criticism a classic,
but Idoubt if it's intended to be
one. No, it's a cheery cosy
slab of funk to shake your ass
too—and as such it succeeds
[A : 2/3].
And

now— some

quickies.

Drifting by George Mraz and
Walter
Norris—a bass
and
piano duet—(ENJA2044,) is an
album of unexciting, unstimulating, and rather ordinary playing which I'd rather not categorise.
I'm
not
completely
knocked out either by Green
Line (
Storyville SLP1011,) in
spite of some heavy names
in the quartet of Steve Marcus,
tenor and soprano, Miroslav
Vitous, bass, Sonny Sharrock,
guitar and Daniel Humair, drums.
It sounds exactly like what it
is—a bunch of jazz musicians

getting together to do a bit of
rocky music while still maintaining their jazz feel. The end
result is something which is
neither one thing nor the other.
In a more amenable context
each musician would be capable
of doing so much better. Where
the album is less frantic, it is
better, but the quartet doesn't
sound like a band— but rather
more like an accident of fate
[B : 3/4]. The Legendary Dizzy
Gillespie Pleyel Concerts
(Vogue DP18,) is a French
import double album brought
over here by Continental Record Distributors. One album
contains 1948 vintage Gillespie
big band material while the
other showcases a 1953 small
band. By the recording standards of the past ten or fifteen
years or so this is abysmal
reproduction especially the ' 48
sides.
Then why release it
again? The answer is simple—
there's never been a big band
like this since, and while the
small band is not the best of
it's time, it has, tucked firmly
inside the music, some classic
chunks of choice vintage Gillespie
trumpet
playing—and
clowning. How I'd love to hear
a band like that big band now.
Somehow it projects an eclectic
magnetism which few bands
ever achieve to this extent. The
musicians sounded ecstatically
happy just to be playing, and
the audience shares their enthusiasm completely. Certainly
a set for collectors, but more
importantly an aquisition for
those who want to be reminded
of just how good some of that
bebop era music was [?: 1].
It's hard to define on paper
where Donald Byrd is at. This
one time purist jazz trumpeter
and star of dozens of Blue Note
sessions
has
recently
been
making and selling a lot of
records in a contrived corner
of the music market. His new
music isn't exactly sweet hummable wallpaper music,
but
neither is it jazz. With Stepping
Into Tomorrow (
Blue Note
BN LA368G-0698,) Byrd has
produced a record which you
can
listen
to— or
not:
a
record you can dance to— or not
in short, a take it or leave it
record. It's frothy, creamy and
soft late night music, but if you
listen hard you can pick out
tasty lines from drummer Harvey
Mason, Chuck Rainey, bass
guitar, David T. Walker, guitar
and Gary Bartz alto and clarinet.
Not a record to be taken all that
seriously, but if you're in advertising, and you live in Woking,
say, your friends will comment
on your good taste when you
play it over cocktails [
A: 3].
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ON OUR SUPPORT!
No matter how good your speakers may
sound, raising them above the floor invariably improves reproduction. How?

ne Ragtime Era

(a) There is acleaner bass and mid- range.
(b) There is areduction of floor resonances.

by

(c) The highly directional treble units are
brought nearer to listening height—.
giving an improved stereo image.

Peter Gammood

Sabre Speaker Supports have been care-

The first biography
of the greatest ragtime

fully designed to improve sound quality
effectively—with looks to match!

Hand-

composer together with a full
appreciation of his music and
the influence of ragtime on such
key jazz musicians as Jelly Roll
Morton and Duke Ellington; popular
writers like Irving Berlin and
George Gershwin; and on classical
composers Copland, Milhaud
and Stravinsky.

made in high quality steel, Sabre will handle
speakers of 100 lbs and over comfortably.
Superbly finished in matt black nylon, Sabre
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carriage.
To H. M. B. Engineering,
Fort Works, Pelham Street, Wolverhampton.
Tel.: 772831/2/3.
Please send me.... pairs of SabreSpeaker Supports.
Please send me your literature. ( Tick as appropriate)
My Cheque/P.O. enclosed for
(Make payable to H. M. B. Engineering).
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The Ornai TL6 is the world's first monitor loudspeaker with
Ambionic sound and acoustic adjustability. Built with care for
your

listening

pleasure,

if offers

the

music

lover the

capability of bringing his speakers and listening room
into perfect harmony.
The depth and realism achieved by the sculptor RODIN in his work " THE KISS - is a

supreme example of great art allied to flawless technique.

Similarly, the achievement of depth and realism in the reproduction of music requires
artistic appreciation of musical sounds allied to advanced technical skills in acoustics,
physics and electronics.
Designed by musicians and engineers, the revolutionary OMAL TL6 Ambionicx
Loudspeaker is the world's first monitor-class loudspeaker system which is acoustically adjustable to match both your listening room and musical tastes, be they "classic"
You may like the feeling of depth and spaciousness of an amni-directional system, or
you may prefer the accurate sound stage created by adirect radiator. ThE OMAL
TL6 is the first loudspeaker with Ambionice sound which is adaptable to either
system.
Ambionicx sound gives you the nearest approach to the
thrill and excitement of live music in your home, and it can
he tailored to produce the kind of sound you want. In fact,
you can be the " artist" in sound reproduction in your home.

For comprehensive details, contact:

Ambionic Sound Reproducers Ltd

(A subsidiary of Ornai Group Ltd ), HFN 6/73

Ornai House, North Circular Road,
London NW10 7UF Tel. 01-965 8787
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Loudspeakers
Seven Models
reviewed by Donald Aldous, Trevor Attewell,
Rex Ba!dock, John Crabbe and Roger Driscoll.
Overall report compiled by Donald Aldous.

MANUFACTURERS'

EQUIPA1ENT
REVIEW
No part of any
HFN/RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS

MARSDEN HALL 3522
Type: Infinite Baffle. Size: 763 x305 x279 mm. Weight: 21 kg. Drive units: 250 mm bass; 102 mm
mid- range; 25 mm soft dome HF pressure unit. Crossovers: 550 Hz and 3.5 kHz using 9element
network. Impedance: 8ohms. Power capacity: 35 W RMS. Frequency response: 30 Hz-20 kHz
±2 dB. Finish: teak or walnut. All models in this range have detachable fronts, backed with a
sliver of foam or flat filter foam. The latter is available in 26 different colours as a decor feature.
Recommended retail price: £176 per pair, Inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Marsden- Hall
International Ltd. High March, Long March Industrial Estate, Daventry, Northants,
NN11 4HB.

OMAL TL6 AMBIONIC MONITOR
Type: Transmission line, with adjustable damping ( variable port). Size: 870 x420 x420 mm. Weight:
31 kg. Drive units: 356 x229 mm bass; two mid- range 127 mm; two HF units 51 mm. NB: since our
tests, the Audax mid-range unit in the front has been changed to a Peerless unit, which has
improved the middle frequency performance. Crossovers: 400 Hz and 5kHz using 12 and 18 dB/
octave networks with 16 elements. Impedance: 8ohms. Power capacity: 50 W RMS ( DIN 45: 573)
and 100 W Music Power. Frequency response: 45 Hz-40 kHz ± 3dB. Finish: Teak or walnut.
Recommended retail price: £375 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Ambionic Sound
Reproducers Ltd., (Omal Group), Ornai House, North Circular Road, London, NW10 7UF.

SMC: AL12
Type: Acoustic labyrinth. Size: 292 x597 x295 mm. Weight: 14 kg. Drive units: LF 210 mm
with doped Bextrene cone and Neoprene roll surround. HF 19 mm Melinex dome pressure unit.
Crossovers: 10 element; frequency 3kHz. Impedance: 8ohms. Power capacity: 15 W RMS,
30 W music. Sensitivity: 20 W pink noise for 96 dB at 1 metre. Frequency response: 55 Hz-20 kHz
±4 dB. Finish: Teak veneer; to special order: walnut veneer or white Formica. Optional floor stand
available to ensure minimal LE coloration. Recommended retail price: £127.31 per pair, inc. VAT.
Manufacturer: SMC Loudspeakers, 76 Bedford Road, Kempston, Beds. MK42 8BB.

Marsden Hail 3522

I N his book The True Sound of Music (
Nelson,
1974), Hans Fantel opens a chapter on
loudspeakers with this comment: ' A bachelor
friend of mine once remarked that looking for
a loudspeaker is like looking for a wife. The
quest is for something to delight the senses,
something that's easy to live with, preferably
handsome, and a lasting joy. The trick is to
pick wisely among a multitude of enticing
possibilities'.
Within that last sentence lies the crux of the
problem of reviewing loudspeakers, as we have
found to our cost in the last couple of years
while exploring methods of evaluating, objectively and subjectively, not just one speaker at
a time, but a series of models. This month's
Editorial (p. 35) outlines some of the thinking
that triggered off this exercise in testing loudspeakers ' in depth', as it were, rather than
relying on a pair of ' golden ears' and a
minimum of measuring instruments over a
short listening period.
In our original exploratory talks nearly two
years ago, the project was discussed by ateam
comprising Donald Aldous, Trevor Attewell,
Rex Baldock, John Crabbe, Roger Driscoll,
Stanley Kelly, James Moir, Roderick Snell,
Michael Thorne and Ralph West. It was
decided that the main reviewing activity would
comprise objective measurements and group
listening, with each pair of speakers to be
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GOODMANS ACHROMAT 400
Type: Infinite baffle. Size: 657 x327 x285 mm. Weight: 16.5 kg. Drive units: Bass unit, 26 cm,
and mid- range and HF radiators, domed. Crossovers: 900 Hz and 3.5 kHz. Impedance: 8ohms.
Power capacity: 25-75 W recommended amplifier Music Power Rating. Sensitivity: 12 watts for
96 dB at 1metre. Frequency response: 40 Hz-22 kHz±5 dB. Finish: Teak or walnut veneers or
white finish. Floor stand CS3 recommended which gives option of vertical or 5° tilt positioning.
Recommended retail price: £198.60, per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Goodmans
Loudspeakers Ltd., Downley Road, Havant, Hants. PO9 2NL

QUASAR QS2
Type: Bass reflex QS2. Size: 622 x330 x292 mm. Weight: 181 kg. Drive units: 305 mm bass;
103 mm mid- range with fibre cone; 51 mm HF dome radiator. Cr
rs 600 Hz at 12 dB/octave;
4.5 kHz at 18 dB/octave. Impedance: 8ohms. Power capacity: suitable for amplifiers of up to
50 W RMS output per channel. Frequency response: 55 Hz-18 kHz ± 3dB. Finish: Teak veneer,
with solid afrormosia trim. Floor stand optional. Recommended retail price: £170 per pair, inc.
VAT. Manufacturer: Quasar Division. Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley,
HAO 1SU.

DAHLQUIST DQ10
Type: Phased array, described as boxless dynamic'. Size: 774 x800 x228 mm. Weight: 22.7 kg nett.
Drive units: Three dynamic units (all on separate baffles), plus a254 mm bass woofer in a sealed
enclosure, and a super-tweeter, using piezo-electric ceramic element. Crossovers: 400 Hz, 1kHz,
6kHz and 12 kHz. Impedance: 8ohms. Power capacity: 50 W minimum for good transient
response is recommended. Frequency response: 30 Hz to 27 kHz (as stated without tolerances).
Continuously variable treble contour adjustment fitted. Finish: Grille has black cloth with solid
walnut side trim and legs. Recommended retail price: £590.31 per pair, inc. VAT.
Manufacturer: Dahlquist, Freeport, New York. UK distributor: Sound- on- Air International
(UK) Ltd., 104 Ray Lodge Road, Woodford Green, Woodford, Essex 1G8 7PD.

SANSUI ES200
Type: Infinite Baffle. Size: 596 x314 x293 mm. Weight: 15 kg nett. Drive units:
255 mm bass; 35 mm midrange, and 19 mm dome tweeter. Cr
rs. 15kHz and 6kHz.
Impedance: 8 ohms. Power capacity: 35 W to 50 W. Frequency response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz,
(as stated without tolerances). Sensitivity: 88 dB/W at 1metre. Continuously adjustable
attenuators fitted. Finish: Walnut. Recommended retail price: £155.02 per pair, Inc. VAT.
Manufacturer: Sansui ( Japan), UK distributor: Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton.
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MAJOR ALGO
FANTASTIC VALUE BUDGET SYSTEMS

SAVE ££
Mail order with
confidence...
Personal callers
welcomed.

FOR TODAY'S LOWEST PRICES
TURNTABLES

AMSTRAD 5000 SYSTEM
Consisting of the Amstrad 5000 tuner
amplifier, plus a pair of Amstrad 2500
loudspeakers and a Garrard SP25 Mk
IV turntable fitted with a Goldring
G800 magnetic cartridge mounted in
plinth and cover. All leads included

TUNERS

£137.40 + £ 3.00 carr. and ins.

AMSTRAD 2000 SYSTEM
Consisting of the Amstrad 2000 Mk II
amplifier, a pair of Amstrad 2500
loudspeakers and a Garrard SP25 Mk
IV fitted with Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge, mounted in plinth and
cover. All leads included.
£103.70 + £3.00 carr. and ins.

AMSTRAD 8000 SYSTEM
Consisting of the Amstrad 8000 M kill
amplifier, a pair of Amstrad 10
loudspeakers and a Garrard SP25 Mk
IV fitted with Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge, mounted in plinth and
cover. All leads included.
£66.80 + £3.00 carr. and ins.

AMSTRAD CASSETTE DECKS
Features include on Model 6000
CR02, pause, auto stop, noise
reduction switch, input for two mics.
Suitable for all types of tapes and HiFi
units.

GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV with
G800 on teak veneered
plinth and cover all wired
up £23.73 + £ 1.20 carriage
and insurance
Carriage and Ins £. 1.00
Garrard AP76 £22.50
Garrard SP25 £ 16.20
Garrard 86SB £26.91
Goldring 102 Mk II
P/C
£28.94
Goldring GL72 £28.94
Goldring GL72P £35.88
Goldring 72 Lid £4.28
Goldring GL75 £40.00
Rank Domus BD2000
£49.77
Rank Domus BD1000
£40.00
Ratel RP1000 £56.00
Thorens TD 125 £9125
Thorens TD160'bc £63.75

CASSETTE
DECKS
All
prices
include
25%
V.A.T

Carriage and Insurance
£1.25
Amstrad 60(X)
£50.37
Amstrad 7000
f65.63
Akai CS3OD
£74.65
Akai CS33D
£92.07
Akai GXC38D
£120.06
Akai GXC46D
£131.10
Akai GXC75D
£174.06
Akai GXC510D
£164.86

AMPLIFIERS
Carriage and Insurance
£1.10
Amstrad 8000111
£26.73
Amstrad 200011
£44.70
£36.55
Amstrad 400011
Akai AA5200
£85.85
Ratel RA211
£48.53

Model 6000 £ 50.37 + £ 1.25 carr. and ins.
MODEL 7000
The same specification of the 6000
with the addition of the DOLBY SYSTEM
Model 7000 £65.63 + £ 1.25 carr. and ins.

AMSTRAD 9000
CAR/CASSETTE AM/FM MPX
Now HiFi in the car on stereo radio
and tape AM/FM stereo, cassette and
radio complete with two speakers,
auto stop, stereo beacon
£49.60
Carriage and Insurance £ 1.00
Late night Friday, open 7p.m. Most units advertised for free demonstration
-please feel free to call in.
Also stockists for all makes of cassette tapes, reel-to-reel tapes. True
discount prices, telephone for quotation on PHILIPS, E.M.I., AGFA,
MEMOREX, T.D.K., B.A.S.F., and many others.
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Rotel RA311 £63.46
Ratel RA611 £99.54
Sinclair Project 805 £33.75
Sinclair 4000 £53.12
Sinclair 2000 £36.25
Metrosound ST2OE
Mk II
£33.69

Carriage and Insurance
£1.10
£35.77
Amstrad 3000
£85.85
Akai AT550
£49.14
Ratel RT227
£67.81
Ratel RT322
£108.96
Ratel RT622
£46.90
Sinclair 4000
Sinclair 2000 Mk III £
37.40

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage and Insurance
£1.25
£78.38
Amstrad 5000
£126.91
Akai AA8030
£154.54
Akai AA8080
£80.25
Ratel 152
£119.44
Ratel RX402
£155.53
Ratel RX602
£90.83
Ratel RX202

CARTRIDGES
ALLCARTRIDCES NCLUDE
STYLUS

Carriage and Insurance
£0.15
£4.98
Shure M756S
Shure M75EJII
f9.26
Shure M75ED11
£10.70
Goldring G800
£3.64
£1.38
Sonatone 9TAHC

SPEAKERS
Carriage and Insurance
£2.00
£30.09
Amstrad 1500
Amstrad 2500
£35.30
Celestion Ditton 15 £83.33
Celestion Hadleigh £49.77
£56.71
Flank Domus 250
£97.80
Rank Domus 350
£16.25
Sinclair Q16

TAPE DECKS
Akai 4000DS

£116.95

Mail order and callers welcome.
All prices include V.A.T. at 25%
Access- Barclaycards welcome.
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
for 12 months parts and labour.
New items exchanged if faulty
within 14 days of purchase.
TERMS All prices include V.A.T and are correct at
the time of going to press I 2/6/75 ). Mail order:cheques, Giro, M.O., P.O. Cash only by registered
mail. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.
MAJOR AUDIO
57 Ilford Lane Ilford, Essex.
Tel.: 01-553 5720

assessed later on a subjective basis by one
member of the team, who would compile notes
on his findings. This latter information would
be revealed only after the preparation of the
'
blind' judgements, for further discussion and
to be borne in mind when arriving at overall
performance assessments.
Examining those measurable factors of a
loudspeaker's performance that relate to its
sound quality, as heard, we considered:
(a) frequency response, ( b) spatial characteristics (dispersion as afunction of frequency),
(c) non-linear distortion, and (d) transient
response (amplitude, phase and overhang
characteristics). Additionally, sensitivity and
impedance would be computed in relation to
the sound pressure level produced at a stated
distance with an electrical input of known
spectrum and RMS voltage. Modulus of
impedance to be taken into account when
interpreting certain measurements in terms of
efficiency. White-noise/pink-noise also to be
used subjectively as a method of revealing
colorations.
Each of the four categories above would
have sub-divisions to cope with obvious
complexities, and another test would include
a carefully made recording of a voice well
known to all the listening group played
through each pair of speakers. The person
whose voice is involved should provide an

problems. Adjacent to his laboratory he has a
two-acre space in quiet rural surroundings in
Hertfordshire, and over some 14 years he and
his associates have developed working techniques for open-air testing of transducers.
Interestingly, over this long period they have
been delayed by poor weather for not more
than a couple of days at a time on half a
dozen occasions, so we decided to make our
objective measurements under these conditions.
On page 41 we print the first of a series of
articles by Mr. Moir on the whole subject of
loudspeaker measurements, as asort of back-up
to this HFN/RR venture. Also, the Moir
laboratories have provided data on the
technical set-up and procedures employed for
our objective tests, from which we have produced the following notes under separate
headings.
Frequency response
The loudspeaker under test was mounted
two metres above the ground in the open air,
with a Bruel & Kjaer 4134 1.2 cm condenser
microphone positioned at one metre on the
lateral axis of the loudspeaker. The speaker
was driven with pink-noise fed from a highquality power amplifier, the reproduced signal
being examined by a Bruel & Kjaer 2112
octave analyser driving a Bruel & Kjaer 2305
level recorder. The analyser and recorder
were then synchronized to allow a final
response curve to be plotted. Unless otherwise
stated, frequency response curves were taken
on an axis equidistant from the tweeter and the
mid-range unit. A further curve was taken
with the microphone at a distance of two
metres on the same axis.
Polar response
The test arrangement used was exactly as
that employed for the measurement of
frequency response, but with the speaker
positioned at án angle of 45° laterally from
the original axis. The microphone positions
were again on an axis equidistant from the
tweeter and mid-range unit. Response curves
were taken on both sides of the loudspeaker
when the drive units were located asymmetrically about the vertical cabinet axis.
Amplitude Distortion

Ornai TL6

on-the-spot direct comparison, speaking in the
same room as the loudspeakers under test.
In our early planning of this operation we
investigated the possibilities of using various
anechoic chambers, available at several
research or commercial organisations; but
for several reasons we eventually decided to
use open-air conditions. After all, anechoic
chambers are really attempts to achieve these
conditions, and where good quiet open air is
available, the results can be superior to any
practical chamber. In addition, when acouple
of handy walls at rightangles are available,
loudspeakers can be tested that rely on reflections from wall surfaces.
One of our technical advisers is James Moir,
principal acoustical consultant of a group
specialising in sound measurements and design
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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All the distortion measurements were taken
with the microphone positioned at adistance of
one metre from the loudspeaker. The harmonic
distortion of the loudspeaker was measured at
three frequencies, 80 Hz, 400 Hz, and 1kHz,
the acoustic amplitude of each of these signals
being increased in 5dB steps from a level of
80 dB until the distortion rise indicated that
the unit was finding the higher reproduction
levels troublesome. The input signal was provided by feeding the loudspeaker from aBruel
& Kjaer 1014 Beat Frequency Oscillator driving
a 50 watt high-quality power amplifier. The
reproduced audio signal was fed into a
Marconi narrow-band wave analyser, allowing direct measurement of the harmonics to
be carried out.
Frequency intermodulation Distortion
The loudspeaker was fed from two Bruel &
Kjaer 1014 oscillators adequately decoupled
through a mixing network and driving the
50 watt high-quality amplifier. The oscillators

produced two signals, one the modulating
frequency ( 100 Hz) and the other the modulated frequency (3kHz). The level of the
modulating frequency signal ( measured at
one metre) was set to 90 dB and the resultant
modulated frequency with additional sidebands
due to amplitude as well as frequency intermodulation distortion was fed into a Marconi
narrow-band wave analyser. To separate the
amplitude and frequency intermodulation
components the signal from the loudspeaker
was fed through a 3kHz limiter and discriminator, the output being the frequency intermodulation components only.
Impedance
The impedance of each loudspeaker was
measured by feeding the unit from an oscillator,
but through ahigh series resistance to maintain
constant current. The voltage/frequency relation was plotted on aBruel & Kjaer 2305 level
recorder, the final curve being calibrated using
a Marconi TF 2700 Universal Bridge. To
obtain asingle average figure for the impedance
of the loudspeaker the procedure was repeated
using a signal source of music-shaped pinknoise*.
Sensitivity
The absolute efficiency of each loudspeaker
system was measured in the following way.*
The electrical power input to the unit was
calculated by measuring the voltage and current
drawn using music shaped pink-noise. The
acoustic power from the loudspeaker was
measured by placing the unit in alistening room
environment and positioning it next to acalibrated sound power source of variable output.
This reference source was increased in output
while the loudspeaker was producing approximately 85 dB in the reverberant field of the
room. When the reference source increased
the reverberant sound level by 3dB ( i.e. when
the sound power from the loudspeaker was the
same as the sound power from the reference
source) the output power from the reference
source was read off its calibrated meter and
compared with the input power to the loudspeaker. The efficiency was then acoustic
power output x100 divided by electrical power
input.
Crossover Networks
The performance of the crossover networks
was measured by driving the loudspeaker from
aBruel & Kjaer 1014 Beat Frequency Oscillator
and measuring separately the voltage dropped
across each of the drive units in the system, the
voltage/frequency relation being plotted by a
Bruel and Kjaer 2305 level recorder whilst the
oscillator was swept over the audio range.
The measurement figures obtained by the
test techniques described here are presented in
the Table headed OBJECTIVE TEST DATA and in
the four groups of curves. For frequency
response measurements it was decided to use a
vertical axis corresponding to the mid-way
point between tweeter and mid-range units
because this is less fussily impractical in terms

• See The Efficiency of Loudspeakers by James Moir
(HFN/RR, June, 1974, p.71)
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Philips announce built-out
obsolescence.

With 4-channel systems in the
offing, it's sensible to have HiFi that
not only sounds superb but will take new
developments in its stride.
The Philips RH 832 high-technology
system gives you the best of today. plus the
choice of three types of 4-speaker system for
tomorrow - the 4-channel pre-amp offers
stereo, double stereo, and quadraphony (SQ
decoder built-in: connections for CD4
demodulator and 4channel tape recorder).
It guards against obsolescence in many
other ways, too. For instance, it has abuilt-in
`Electronic' record deck and 4- waveband AM/
FM tuner that are loaded with forward-looking
features ... such as touch-sensitive controls for
record deck and FM pre-selection, and the
capability for 4-channel FM reception.
The system also features abreakthrough
design concept - the power amplifiers are in the
loudspeaker enclosures.
Each enclosure houses two amplifiers
giving acombined power output. of 60 watts
RMS per channel, using the Philips Motional
Feedback system. This is an acoustic feedback
system that makes the bass loudspeaker unit
self-correcting, so that it can handle alot of
power with minimal distortion and without the
need of alarge cabinet. The result is not only
astonishingly truthful bass response but also a
big saving in space - especially important

PHILIPS

when the time comes to fit four speakers into
aroom.
For the full facts on this advanced
system, please see one of our top HiFi Dealers
or send in the coupon below.

From the new range of
Philips high technology HiFi.
now for full details of Philips RH 832
HiFi system - to Philips Electrical Limited,
Dept. SP, Century House, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London WC2H 8AS.
Name
Address

Simply years ahead

PHILIPS

OBJECTIVE TEST DATA
MARSDENHALL
3522

OMAL
TL6

Freq. Response
On axis ( tweeter)
30 offto left
45- off of axis
30 off to right
45 off of axis
2 Metres

(±3 dB)
70-16 kHz
70-8 kHz
70-7 kHz
—
—
70-14 kHz

(±3 dB)
60-14 kHz
60-3 kHz
70-3 kHz
55-3 kHz
55-3 kHz
70-14 kHz

Amp. Distortion
80 Hz 80 dB
85 dB
90 dB
95 dB
100 dB
400 Hz 80 dB
85 dB
90 dB
95 dB
100 dB
1kHz 80 dB
85 dB
90 dB
95 dB
100 dB

-56
-55
-48
-48
4746
46
-41
-42
-35
-33
-62
-53
-58
-50
56
47
49
46
-46
-48
-59
-63
55
59
-56
-55
-52
-55
-49
-54

Doppler Dist.
90 dB re 100 Hz

0-007%

0.005%

0-05%

0-007%

0-007%

0-039%

0.68%

8-5 ohms

6-8 ohms

8-2 ohms

11-2 ohms

12.3 ohms

91 ohms

8 ohms

0-6%

0-28%

0-25%

0-38%

0-28%

0-26%

0-5%

530 Hz
3-5 kHz

450 Hz
4-5 kHz

2-8 kHz

920 Hz
4 kHz

650 Hz
4-5 kHz

Too complex
to tabulate

1-9 kHz
6-2 kHz

MEASUREMENT

Impedance
(pink- noise)

2nd

Efficiency
Crossover freqs.

3rd

SMC
ALI2
(±3
60-7
68-7
60-7
70-7
60-7
70-7

GOODMANS
ACHROMAT
400

QUASAR
QS2

DAHLQUIST
DQ 10

SANSUI
ES 200

(±3 dB)
55-20 kHz
55-14 kHz
55-7 kHz
—
—
70-20 kHz

(±3 dB)
60-16 kHz
55-10 kHz
55-6 kHz
—
—
70-16 kHz

(±3 dB)
70-3 kHz
70-10 kHz
60-7 kHz
70-3 kHz
70-3 kHz
90-4 kHz

(±3 dB)
80-4 kHz
180-3 kHz
90-3 kHz
70-4 kHz
75-5 kHz
200-3 kHz

dB)
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz

2nd

3rd

2nd

3rd

2nd

3rd

2nd

3rd

2nd

3rd

2nd

3rd

-50
-46
42
-37
-34
-63
-54
52
45
-39
-65
53
-54
-45
-42

-53
-44
39
-36
-37
-58
-52
54
55
-55
-66
66
-58
-57
-53

-60
-52
50
-40
—
-51
-42
39
32
—
-62
53
-58
-51
-48

-55
-44
45
-41
—
-52
-51
48
45
—
-59
48
-48
-45
-43

-55
-46
41
-36
-25
-65
-54
54
48
-44
-65
63
-56
-56
-44

-60
-55
-50
-44
-35
-51
-47
-47
-45
-45
-65
-59
-59
-56
-46

-55
-45
-39
-34
—
-59
-58
-48
-42
-37
-63
-56
-51
-47
-42

-60
-55
-49
-42
—
-58
-50
-49
-50
-47
-65
-62
-58
-54
-47

-54
-49
-46
-34
—
-64
-51
-53
-43
-41
-65
-58
-58
-54
-47

-59
-49
-52
-38
—
-57
-49
-47
-43
-43
-63
-60
-56
-51
-52

-44
-42
-37
-33
-24
-65
-64
-59
-54
-47
-71
-65
-53
-53
-50

-53
-50
-47
-39
-36
-65
-63
-61
-58
-56
-51
-47
-45
-46
-44

of what might happen in domestic listening,
and in any case the curves didn't depart
significantly from another set taken on the
more conventional tweeter axes. The further
set of response curves taken at a distance of
two metres will, again, more nearly simulate
real listening conditions and should reduce any

SMC AL12

SUBJECTIVE SCORES
(Five assessors, each awarding up to full mark of ten for each parameter [5x 10 - 50].
known voice, white and pink noise)
LISTENING
PARAMETERS

WEIGHTING
FACTOR
(W)

Wide range of music,

MAXIMUM
POSSIBLE MARSDEN OMAL SMC GOODMANS QUASAR DAHLQUIST SANSUI
SCORE
HALL
(W x 50)

Smoothness

I-0

50

37

36}

284

33

334

35}

37

Mid-frequency
coloration

1-0

50

34

34

31

344

35}

32}

33

Overall tonal
balance

0-95

47}

35

32

33}

37

374

361

364

Transients

0437

43}

32

31

31

32}

32

31

32

High-frequency
performance

0-71

354

26

25

22}

25

24}

224

244

Low-frequency
performance

0-66

33

24

26}

22}

24

23}

244

21

TOTAL SCORE

—

259}

188

186

1864

182}

184

3

2

6

5

RANKING ORDER (on above scores)

185

I

169

4

7

PAIRED LISTENING
(Four assessors using instant A/B comparison between pairs of models from top four in parameter tests*.
Same programme material as in latter)
TEST NO.

MODEL ' A'

MODEL ' B'

—

1

ASSESSORS
—
—
—
2
3
4

MODELS

No. of
PREFERENCES

RANK
ORDER
4

1

Ornai

Goodmans

A

A

A

B

Marsden-Hall

0

2

Omal

Marsden- Hall

A

A

=

A

Omal

9

1

3

Goodmans

Marsden- Hall

A

A

A

A

SMC*

0

77

4

Goodmans

Quasar

B

B

B

A

Goodmans

6

3

5

Omal

Quasar

AB

A

A

Quasar

7

2

6

Marsden- Hall

Quasar

B

B

.

B

Dahlquist

—

61

7

Marsden- Hall

SMC.

A

A

A

A

Sansui

—

St

'SMC included to confirm low relative score ohtamed in parameter ratings
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phase- interference effects between drive units
in the region of the crossover frequency. At
low frequencies, however, this greater microphone distance could begin to reveal the one
remaining minor limitation of open-air testing
—the ground reflection— in terms of very slight
additional irregularities of response. The third
set of curves show responses at 45 degrees off
axis to the left, with dotted additions for the
corresponding right-hand deviation when the
speaker's drive units are asymmetrically disposed about the cabinet or baffle centre.
One technical point on the 21 response
curves concerns the vertical decibel scale
adopted. In all our equipment reports we
have for some years used a scale equivalent to
25 dB per decade of frequency (e.g. 100 Hz1kHz along the bottom has same span as
25 dB up the side). This is one of the two
standards employed in the internationally used
Bruel & Kjaer measuring equipment, the other
being 50 dB/decade. However, with space at a
premium and so many curves to print, we
decided to use the latter more compressed
vertical scale for these tests. We shall continue
to do this, but for loudspeakers only, where
amplitude deviations are in any case more
marked than with other transducers or with
electronic circuitry.
It is important that the various response plots
be interpreted in conjunction with the subjective ratings detailed in the other Tables, as the
ear is still a more subtle instrument than a
microphone and meter. Note especially that
the low frequency end will be considerably
modified by room boundaries in the practical
listening situation, as explained in Mr. Moir's
supporting article.
Before coming to the subjective findings, it
might help to give a minimal definition of the
terms used in the table of objective data.
Frequency response refers to the frequency
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HI-FI CENTRE
SERVICE

88 HIGH STREET • EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE
TELEPHONE: 01-952 3238
CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY
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We guarantee to provide parts and
labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any
item purchased from Planet and returned to us as
faulty. We only sell goods that we consider to be
reliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All
prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by
cheque card. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60 .. £ 126.00
Cambridge PII0
Leak 2100
..
£ 103.00
Leak 2200
£ 126.75
Lux 707. 505X, 507X, 700X,
308, 309 .. Prices on application
Nikko TRM230}
Nikko TRM500 Prices on application
Nikko TRM600
Pioneer SA5300
£52.00
Pioneer SA6300 .. £66.25
Pioneer SA7100 .. £ 116.00
Pioneer SA8I00
£ 169-00
Pioneer SA9I00
£210-75
Quad 33/303
Price on application
Rotel 311
£62.50
Rotel 611
..
£97-25
Sansui AU2200
£60-75
Sansui AU4400
£93-75
Sansui AU5500
£ 144-75
Sansui AU7700
£ 180.50
Sansui AU9500
£311-50
Tandberg TA300 Price on application

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 6251.
Armstrong 626 Japplication
prices on
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 122.75
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact £ 199.00
Goodmans One-Ten Z Compact
£231.00
Goodmans One-Twenty .. £ 139.00
Leak 2000
..
£ 159-00
Lux R800 ..
Price on application
.. £99-50
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535
.. £ 136-00
.. £ 158.50
Pioneer SX636
.. £ 196.75
Pioneer SX737
.. £251.00
Pioneer SX838
.. £277-75
Pioneer 5)(939
.. £342-50
Pioneer SX1010
£75.75
Rotel 152
£84.00
Rotel 202
£114-00
Rotel 402
£145-75
Rotel 602
£195-50
Rotel 802
£89.25
Sansui 210
£99.50
Sansui 441
£124.50
Sansui 551
£162.00
Sansui 661
£199-50
Sansui 771
£262-00
Sansui 881 ..
Tandberg TR200
Tandberg TRI010 IPrices on
Tandberg TRI040Plapplication
Tandberg IR 1055

TUNERS
Armstrong 623

Armstrong 624

} Prices on application

Cambridge 155 VHF
Price on application

TURNTABLES

CARTRIDGES
£5.50
£6.70
£8.10
£10.40
E11.90
£13-00
£13.60
£34.50

STYLI
Goldring DI20 ( G850) ..
Goldring D110 ( G800) ..
Goldring DI 10E ( G800E)
Goldring DI IOSE ( Super E)
Shure N3D
Shure N44/7
Shure N55E
Shure N75G
Shure N75/6
Shure N75/B
Shure N75E.I2
Shure N75ED2
Shure VN3SE

AS

O HIGH SI

EASY PARKING

ERA Mk 6 with SME .. £ 100.75
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired £30.00
Garrard 86SB Module with
Shure M75-6 wired .. £45.25
Garrard Zero 1000SB Module
Shure M93E wired .. £60.25
Goldring GL78/P/C ..
£
68.25
INERTIA BDTI
£80.50
Leak GL75/M75-13 £49.25
Pioneer PL I2D
£
4800
Sansui 2I2P
£56.25
Thorens TD165C
Thorens ID 160 BC ( less Arm) £59-50
Thorens TDI60C
£72.75
Thorens 10145 ( Auto Lift) £91-50
Thorens 10125 Mk II .. £83.50
Thorens TDI25AB4-TX25.. £ 139-00

M3D
M44-7
M55E
M75lEt
M75/G2
M75/E.12
M73/ED2
VI5/3

A41

OPEN: 9.30 TO 6MON. TO SAT.
9.30TO 12.30 THURS.

Leak 2300 AM/FM .. £ 107.50
Lux 500
Lux 717 - Prices on application
Lux 700
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX6300
Pioneer TX7100
£ 107.00
Pioneer TX8I00
£ 124.00
Pioneer TX9I00
£ 162-75
Quad FM3 ..
Price on application
Rotel 322 .. .. £67.75
Rotel 622
..
£ 107.00
Sansui TU4400 .. £93.75
Sansui TU5500 .. £ 118.00
Sansui TU7700 .. £ 148.75
Sansui TU9500 .. £210.00

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

•
MI
'ffIGWAIR

£3-40
£3.75
£8.75
£12.50
£4.40
£5.50
£7.00
£8.10
E5.75
£7.00
£8.75
£10.75
£16.20

SPEAKERS Complete
Cambridge R40/1150
P.O.A.
Celestion County ( pair) .. £54.50
Celestion Hadleigh ( pair) .. £46.25
Celestion Dicton 15 ( pair) .. £77.50
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) £ 130-75
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) £ 154.75
Celestion Dicton 66 ( pair) .. £235.50
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair) £48.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair) £85.00
Goodmans Magnum SL ( pair) £ 105.50
Goodmans Goodwood ( pair) £ 106-50
Goodmans Achromat 100 pr.
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat 400 pr £ 148.75
IMF all models Prices on application
Jordan-Watts Jumbo pair .. £50.00
Jordan-Watts Janet pair ..
650.00
Jordan-Watts Juliet pair .. £68.25
Jordan-Watts Juno pair .. £66.00
Jordan-Watts GT pair .. £84.00
Jordan-Watts Jodrell pair .. £ 115-75
Jordan-Watts Jupiter 2 pair £ 152.75
Jordan-Watts TLS pair .. £ 184-00
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF

Coda
1,
Cantor
All normally
Chorale
in stock.
Cadenza
Prices on
Concerto J application
Model 104

Leak 2020 ( pair) .. £64.50
Leak 2030 ( pair) .. £88.50
Leak 2060 ( pair)
£ 154-50
Leak 2075 ( pair) Price on application
Lowther Acousta PM6 ( pair) £ 194-75
Tannoy Chevening HPD pr. £ 164-50
Tannoy Chatsworth HPD pr. £202-00
Tannoy Mansfield 12" HPD pr £215.25
Tannoy Mansfield 15" HPD pr £255.75
Tannoy Amesbury 15" HPD pr £ 304-50
Wharfedale Denton 2XP pr. £41.75
Wharfedale Linton 3XP pr. £59-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP pr. £79.75
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( pair) £ 108.25

SPEAKERS Kits & Units
£16.00
Jordan-Watts Module ..
£7.00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit ..
£60.00
Lowther PM6 ( pair)
£64-00
Lowther PM6 Mk I ( pair) ..
£104.00
Lowther PM7 ( pair)
£45-25
KEF KK1 Kit ( pair)
£82.25
KEF KK3 Kit ( pair)
£5.75
KEF 127 ..
£7.75
KEF B110
£9.00
KEF B200 ..
£16.00
KEF 8139
E6-50
KEF DN12 ( T27/13110/13139)
C.00
KEF DNI3/5 (T27/8200) ..
£4.50
KEF DNI3/7 ( T27/8110) ..
Tannoy 10" HFD ( pair) .. £137-25
£140-50
Tannoy 12" NED ( pair) ..
Tannoy 15" HPD ( pair) .. £179.50
Wharfedale Kit Linton 2pair
£22.00
Wharfedale Kit Glendale 3pr L45-75
Wharfedale Kit Dovedale 3pr £61.75

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
£107-50
Akai 400005 Deck ( Reel)
Akai 400DB Deck ( Reel
Dolby) ..
£158.00
Akai CS33D Deck ( Cassette
Dolby) ..
£88.55
Akai GXC36D Deck ( Cass.) £92.50
Akai GXC38D Deck ( Cass.
Dolby)
..
£ 115.00
Akai GXC46D Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) .. £ 128.75
Akai GXC510D Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) .. £ 161.00
Akai GXC75D Deck ( Cass.
REV Dolby) .. £ 170-00
Akai GXR82D Deck ( Cart.) £ 104.00
Akai I722L Recorder ( Reel) £ 118-00
BSR TD8S 8-track deck .. £ 18.00
Goodmans SCD 100 ( Cass.
Dolby)
..
£ 143.50
Leak 2002 ( Cass. Dolby) .. £ 129.00
NEAL 102 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer 414IA ( Cass. Dolby) £ 113.50
Pioneer 5151 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 128-50
Pioneer 6161 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 136-50
Pioneer 7171 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 154-00
Revox 1102 Mk 3 ( New style) P.O.A.
Revco< 1104 Mk 3 ( New style) P.O.A.
Sansui SC636 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby)
..
£ 124.50
Sansui SC737 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) .. £ 143.50
Tandberg 334IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 344IX Recorder
P.O.A.
Tandberg 354IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 364 I
XI Dolby Deck P.O.A.
Tandberg 914IX Deck ( Cass.
Dolby)
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD3I0 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss PRO5LC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss NV IA ..
Koss HVILC..
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K0727
Koss K6LC
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305 ..
Sennheiser HD4I4
Sennheiser HD424
Sta,, SR3S/RD6
Wharfedale Isodynamic

£83-40
£63-50
£34-00
£30-75
£26-60
£31-80
£23.40
£13-90
£17-60
£15.40
£9.30
£14.20
£14.50
£22.00
£59.50
£22.00

PICK-UP ARMS
SME 3009 Improved .. £37.00
SME 3009/2 Improved .. £39-30
SPECIAL Zero Scat Pistol £7.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 25"„ VAT
Please add U-50 per item towards carriage and packing. ( Cartridges and styli post 75p.).

E. & O. E.

DEMONSTRATIONS,EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE
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ORDERS OF PREFERENCE
(By subjective scoring, paired preferences, price, and performance for money)
RANK
ORDER

SUBJECTIVE SCORES
(On separate
performance parameters)

PAIRED LISTENING
(A/B preferences on top
four from parameter
scores)

RECOMMENDED PRICE
(cheapness ranks high,
prices rounded to nearest
pound per pair, inc. VAT)

PERFORMANCE FOR
MONEY
(subjective score divided
by price)

I

Marsden-Hall

Ornai

SMC (( 127)

SMC ( 1.33)

2

Quasar

Quasar

Sansui ( 1155)

Sansui ( 1.19)

3

Goodmans

Goodmans

Quasar (( 170)

Quasar ( I•1)

4

Omal

Marsden- Hall

Marsden-Hall ( 1176)

Marsden-Hall ( 1.07)
Goodmans (0.93)

5

Sansui

—

Goodmans (( 199)

6

Dahlquist

—

Ornai ( 1375)

Ornai (0•49)

7

SMC

—

Dahlquist ( 1590)

Dahlquist (0.31)

range covered by the loudspeaker within stated
decibel limits. Amplitude distortion, in simple
terms is a non-linearity due to overloading,
producing harmonic and intermodulation
products. Doppler distortion occurs when a
loudspeaker cone is simultaneously reproducing aheavy low frequency and ahigh frequency
signal. Impedance relates to the equivalent
resistance of a LS at the input terminals
at different frequencies in the audio spectrum.
Pink-noise test-signals have equal energy per
octave, against the equal energy per cycle of
bandwidth of white-noise. Efficiency is the
percentage of electrical power input developed
as acoustic output. Crossover frequencies are
the frequencies at which aloudspeaker network
divides the signals or ' crosses over' from one
section or unit to another.
For the first series of group listening tests it
was decided that four to six critical listeners
would participate in the assessment sessions,
and that six to eight pairs of loudspeakers
would be investigated at any one session. The
listening room would be a normal domestic
environment, provided with acoustically transparent but visually opaque screens to hide the
loudspeakers so that no member of the team
knew which models he was judging until after
recording his impressions or casting his vote.
Overall performance was judged on a wide
variety of musical material, though it was
impractical during our first programme
to arrange live-versus-recorded comparisons
(other than the male voice item). However,
behaviour was assessed in relation to such
parameters as smoothness, mid-frequency
coloration, overall tonal balance, transient
performance, HF and bass performance, and
the results can be seen in the SUBJECTIVE
SCORES Table. A weighting system for these
various parameters was devised by general
agreement and is incorporated.
In addition to the normal method of listening
to the speakers in sequence, one pair at atime,
another system of ' paired comparisons' was
employed, with the signals switched as necessary between successive pairs of models to
enable listeners to form impressions of relative
overall performance. The first method of
listening demanded that perceived qualities
must be given arating figure, while the ' paired'
technique only needed an A/B choice between
two sets of loudspeakers at each comparison.
Again, see the relevant Table for the outcome
(PAIRED LISTENING).

To provide further information, yet another
Table was compiled (ORDERS OF PREFERENCE),
showing ranking orders in relation to: ( 1) total
score on parameters, (2) paired tests, (3) price,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Goodmans Achromat 400

(4) score/price. The hazards of subjective and
financial judgements are revealed by this
information—for example, the SMC comes
right at the top of this list on ' performance for
money' and price, despite its low marking in
the other tests, while the Sansui also moves up
three positions by virtue of price alone.*
Equally, it is noteworthy that the Quasar
consistently keeps its second position (price
apart) and the Goodmans comes next.
Instability of the Ornai and Marsden-Hall
ratings between first and fourth positions for
the two team rankings could cloud judgement
for these two, though the combination of low
performance rating and high price seems conclusive in condemning the Dahlquist.
Subjective listening judgements are always
controversial, and we are well aware that many
factors can influence the final assessment, from
the acoustic qualities of the listening room to
the age and listening experience of our team of
assessors. We could have undertaken audiometric measurements on our panel, examined
their musical preferences, checked the number
of times they had attended a ' live' concert in
the last year or so, and whether there were any
factors in their listening attitudes likely to
colour their markings. But if we had been that
fussy the project would never have got off the
ground!
" Prices quoted are recommended retail figures, with
VAT; varying discounts could thus change some
ratings.

We did in fact try to prevent the obvious
intrusion of fatigue, position in room (seating
places were changed during sessions), and later
each panel member had several systems
delivered to his home for extended listening
under familiar conditions. There is, of course,
a limit to the preliminaries practicable in this
sort of exercise, and we would like to be able
to establish afirm relationship between subjective evaluations by a selected group and the
objective measurements undertaken.
This
aspect of the treatment is still being investigated and analysed by ourselves and other
researchers in this field.
The main group-listening sessions were
organised at the home of James Moir, in
Chipperfield, Herts, whose extensive laboratory
facilities were used for the many measurements
and tests. We are aware that he and his
colleagues were responsible, as consultants,
for the design of the Quasar loudspeaker, one
of our seven systems; but when we were
planning the early stages of this multiple
review, and before it was at all clear whether
the whole operation would be viable, the
Quasar was waiting in the review pipeline and
it would have been absurd to exclude it—
especially as the Moir team were not involved
in any of the subjective assessments and we
were free to oversee the objective measurement
operations.
During the first listening tests, when members
of the team were judging individual performance parameters ' blind', notes were jotted
down about loudspeakers ' A' to ' G' for later
correlation with the models in question. These
notes, from some or all members of the team
as the fancy struck them, are grouped together
here to provide some critical grist for the
tabular mill. The comments are mostly negative, and in some cases contradictory; but that
is perhaps unavoidable in the nature of the
exercise, where members of the team felt
obliged to justify their scoring on individual
parameters.
GROUP LISTENING PANEL (
notes in
summary form)
A Marsden Hall 3522
Lacking in presence. HF end slightly rough.
Very slight lack of presence. A little dull, and
'hollow' around 800 Hz.
B Ornai TL6
Generally muddled and lacking in clarity, with
a cloudy ' swimming', wide sound devoid of
analysis. Poor localisation, but high score for
'smoothness' relates to this impression and is
thus misleading (one listener commented).
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Kit inspection
Dimensions:
410 x260 x190 mm

The New ` TIDI-F1' Audio and Record
Storage Unit
As illustrated, with eye-catching contrast of white melamine ends
and genuine teak veneered shelves.
Generous 19ffx 2r x37" wide size: £36.70 incL VAT, carriage extra.
Choice of other models and extras. Individual design service for
those with special housing needs.

STUDIO ELECTRONICS EASIKIT

Cheaper, all- white melamine models available.

We invde your closest inspection of our loudspeaker kit. Here at last
is a kit which doesn't require you to be either an electroatc genius or
a master carpenter. The assembly is simplicity itself, taking barely 15
minutes and requiring only a soldering iron, screwdriver and our easy
to follow Instructions, the cabinet being already built. 4 drive units
provide excellent reproduction free from colouration, cabinet resonance
and listening fatigue. Ideally suited to quadraphonic systems. In White
or Teak.
Based on an original design as also selected for the outstanding
Practical Electronics Rondo Quadraphonic system.

Write to manufacturers for details:

JOYCE

SPECIFICATIONS

NOW, MORE THAN EVER

Impedance: 4-8 ohms.
Power Handling: 20 watts R.M.S.
Crossover Frequencies: 250 Hz, 5 kHz.
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz ± 5dB.
4 Drive units, Bass 13 cm dia, Bass/Midrange 13 cm dia, 2 Tweeters
6.5 cm dia.

You need to enlist on your behalf the unique combination of experience,
in-depth knowledge and integrity which MUSIC IN THE HOME puts
at your disposal whenever you wish to replace, augment or improve your
audio system.

£42-50 per pair POST FREE.
ready assembled £49.50 per pair POST FREE. Both plus VAT.
2 Years Guarantee
Demonstrations by telephone appointment.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

BarclayiAccess Cards Welcome.

SOUND SPHERES
The little speaker with the big sound! Only
ar diameter and weighing 700 warns, it is
capable of handling 10 watts. A very versatile little performer, ideally suited to rear
channel systems, in the car, extension
speakers etc. The magnetic base enables
them to be mounted virtually anywhere.

SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance: 4-5 ohms.
Power Handiing:10 watts.
Response: 100 Hz to 16 kHz.
Plus VAT

£19.95
per pair
POST FREE

......
NAME

Superbly finished in black,
white or oran.ge.
mi

HFN7

I

ADDRESS

Please forward by return

P.O. Box 18, HARLOW, ESSEX CM 18 6SH

IMO fflM MMMM
110
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Tel.* Harlow 416771.

With inflation allied to the recent
increase in the VAT rate inevitably
pushing up prices, the service we offer to
our clients is study indispensable,
because it is directed at two seperate,
though complementary ends: (a) to assist
you in choosing the kind of equipment
that will satisfy your requirements for a
long time to come, at a price you can
afford, and (b) to provide the kind of
after-sales service which ensures that the
chosen equipment is properly looked
after and maintained in first-class order
year after year (not to mention the
constant advice about recordings which
is yours for the asking!).
In pursuit of this objective, recommended components are selected with
the utmost care, for we pay special
attention to such facets as long-term
reliability and 'value for money' in
addition to more obvious features like
audible performance and visual styling
(though we always warn clients against
being 'taken in by apretty face' in this of
all fields!), and it has always been our
policy that those who cannot spend a
great deal shall be looked after with as
much concern for their long-term
satisfaction as clients who ' want the best,
regardless of cost'. To those who must
count their pennies, we warmly recommend the Yamaha MC40 Music Centre
with either the Sinclair QI6 or our own
CQ Juniar speakers, while we have also
available this summer, for the last time, a
limited supply of the Yamaha MC40-Z

(identical with the MC40, save that it
omits radio facilities) at the astonishingly
low price of £69.95 plus VAT.
SUMMER SALE: For the third year
in succession we are having a Summer
Sale—personal
shoppers
only—from
July 1st to September 30th, when a wide
selection of HiFi components will be
available at bargain prices and you can
browse through a frequently replenished
stock of half-price records. During this
period, too, we offer a special record
bonus, additional to our well-known
Record Discount Scheme, to all those
who order new equipment.
Meanwhile, we should like to invite
readers who have not already done so to
come to our studio and listen to the
astonishing RD/BBC LS3/5A Monitor
Loudspeakers, for these units, costing
£119 plus VAT per pair, represent a
sensational forward step towards the
miniaturisation of high-quality loudspeakers. Ask for a personal demonstration, or listen to the LS3/5A on any
Saturday afternoon, between 2 and 4.30,
in the course of LIVE RECORD
REVIEW, our weekly recital devoted to
the latest classical releases, where it is
normally used alongside other distinguished speakers such as the KEF 104,
the Gale GS401A and the Spendor BCI
and BC3. If you cannot call, write for our
Budget Stereo literature, preferably
giving some indication of what facilities
and overall price range you have in
mind.

Thomas Heinitz

Ienclose cheque/PO/Cash

Studio Electronics Lid

(Dept. ALT)

29 Clerkenwell Green, London, EC1R ODT.

MUSIC IN THE HOME
(HFDA Member)

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENS-WAY LONDON W2
I
MI

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.304 ; Fri. 9.30-7.

Frequency response
in open air
at 1 metre

10dB: Note Vertical Scale
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slightly brittle HF. Toppy and edgy sound,
but middle/bass balance fair.

o

-17

Quasar QS2

E Quasar QS2
's.

Slight middle coloration, and HF end not
entirely smooth. Well balanced overall range.
F Dahlquist DQ10
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SMC AL12

Peaky, speech over-sibilant. Sound a little
cramped, and a little peaky in lower top.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

1000

500

Well extended bass. Overall balance rather
dim.
Upper-middle somewhat fierce and
peaky.
C

Generally smooth quality, but slightly more
dull than G. A bit muddled in sound, and
speech rather ' hollow'. Slightly coarse overall
impression. Rather ' full' in middle, but round,
smooth and ' open' sound.

JULY 1975

2000

5000

0000

20000

Fierce and rather ` forward' sound, which one
observer found rather tiring. Bright uppermiddle; harsh; thin quality, with some distortion high in middle.
D

Goodmans Achromat 400

Some

mid-coloration.

Good

quality,

but

SansuiES200

Fair balance.
Generally smooth middle.
Rather ' boxy' and poor bass. Dull, but
balance acceptable elsewhere. Coloured middle
and high frequencies. Best all-round performance (despite lower score than A from this
particular assessor).
Although the above notes are totally
personal, they are essentially an addendum to
the quantified judgments on individual performance parameters which formed the first
stage of our subjective programme, and from
which we derived the total ' scores' to give the
first ranking order. The second set of team
judgments involved paired comparisons to give
the second ' order of merit', as already noted,
but was not accompanied by any personal
notes.
The final stage placed the loudspeakers in
the homes of various members of the reviewing
team, who were able for the first time to listen
and judge without being ' blindfolded', and
also to play music of their own choice and get
111

BA

NEAL Tandberg Pioneer KEF
Superb professional NEAL
102
cassette
recorder
L243-75. NEAL 101 Resolver £ I9-95 for surround
sound effects. NEAL 103
Professional at £ 301-25.

Quality
equipment at competitive
prices.
TRIOIOMPX receiver, TCD 310 dual capstan
Dolby cassette deck, 3321/41X crossfield open
reel deck and 3621/4IXD Dolby open reel deck.

For the perfectionist. PL I2D belt drive
turntable £49 with special offer-Shure
M7SED £11-90. Dolby B cassette decks
CT4141A £ I13-50.
CT5151 £ 129-50.
CTF7I71 L153,

Full range from
British manufaccurer at real value
prices. Chorale.
Cadenza Reference
104, KEF Kit 3 and
all other models.
SPECIAL OFFER
chis month for
KEF Cantor.

Spendor

Features exclusive 81- peripheral Drive System. Three
position switch selects the correct equalisation for
regular, chromium dioxide and terri chrome cassettes.
Unique Cassette Guardian senses end-of- tape or a
jammed cassette and automatically stops the machine.
A 400 Hz calibration oscillator helps you get the full
benefit of the Dolby Noise Reduction circuit. Microgap crystal ferrite head for longer life. Rec. Price
£288.20.

The Spendor BC' Monitor loudspeaker
with the BBC pedigree from £217-50 per
pair. Available in Teak, Walnut
or
Rosewood.

Quad

The best of British engineering.
33j303 amplifier rm3
tuner
Electrostatic
loudspeaker. Phone or call for
quotes. Some demonstration
stock available. Watch out
for new exciting developments,

8- track with Dolby.

Akai

Rec. Price £228-59.

OUR PRICE
E190.00

DCW

Hacker

Revox

Leak

Uher

I3ush Arena

Unbeatable value and performance. DM2A. DM4, D5 available in various finishes. Contact us for latest prices.

Real professional quality. Latest
Mk. 4 Series A77, A76 tuner,
A78 amplifier and the superlative A700 Series in stock with
substantial discounts.

Famous 4000 Series Report IC
mono and stereo portable reel
recorders from stock with full
range of accessories at professional prices.

EXPORT

Rotel

A leading British range of radios and
audio compacts. GAR550 with two
LS550 speakers £ 175. GAR550 with
two LSI100 speakers £ 191.

New 2000 Series at most competitive prices. 2000 receiver
£I84. 2030 speakers £79-50 per
pair. Big value bargain on Delta
turntable complete package at
£59.

A reliable range of receivers, amplifiers, tuners and
turntable. The RX602 features an extremely low
bass response, ideal for transmission line speakers.
Our special price £ I51. Other models include
RX402, our price £ 117, RX202 our price £86. Big
reductions on rest of range.

Bush Arena System 40. rec. price £240-84. Our Price £185.
System 55, rec. price £ 303-05. Our Price £228.
Special offers on Systems 15 and 25. Most systems should be
available at publication date. From £85 to £228. Special price
Bush Arena BH4000 £95.

Nikko

This very popular and highly
reliable make is available at
top value prices. FAM220.
TRM2I0. TRM230. 15% Cash
Discount off Recommended
Prices.

QUOTATIONS • TECHNICAL ADVICE FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

131 The Parade, High St. Watford,
WDI INA
Tel: Watford 34644
112

Biggest range of Dolby models.
CS33D £89.
GXC38D £ 116.
GXC510D £ 160. GXC46D £ 102.
GXC75D £ 169.
SPECIAL OFFER Akai 4000DS
at £ 108.

All prices include VAT at 25"
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Frequency response in
open air at 1 metre
45 laterally off axis

10dB: Note Vertical Scale
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in operation and general appearance of system
would be improved if they could be concealed
when adjustments are optimised.
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[Editor's Note: The Ornai people seemed
rather agitated during our test programme, and
carne along several times to introduce minor
modifications to the TL6. They were rather
insistent about this, which resulted in the
unfortunate situation of a slightly changed
performance between each of the three subjective stages. The objective measurements were
made on the intermediate model, but the above
domestic impressions derived from the final
version. A quick frequency run on the latter
also showed signs of improvement, but as it
was not practicable to repeat all the other
measurements we have stuck to the middle
group.]
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Speech has some upper-middle coloration or
unbalance, giving adegree of forwardness and
lack of naturalness. Random noise not entirely
smooth: alittle coarse and ' pitched' somewhat
in this frequency area. General sound fair,
but perhaps a little congested, both in mono
and stereo, although the integrated overall
balance broadly satisfactory. Bass satisfactory
and smooth in view of relatively small enclosure
(down to around 30 Hz) and well damped.
Central image shifts and becomes larger for
off-centre listening position; shift is fairly
pronounced. System generally a bit loudspeakerish'. Support stand neat and raises
cabinet usefully, since HF unit is not near top
of front panel.
Goodmans
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Controls were left in ' normal' position as
recommended for size of room used, but
adjustment of bass port control obviously gave
changes in LF characteristics. As set, random
noise smooth with perhaps slight emphasis in
lower middle—only avery mild criticism. Bass
full and ' open' and pure down to region of
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25 Hz, but slightly lacking in ' tightness' on
plucked double bass. General effect a little
diffuse for some solo items, but attractive on
large-scale music. Central image fairly stable
with listening position, but changes in HF
balance are noticeable to a moderate extent.
Adjustable port control knobs rather ' springy'

On orchestral material, top slightly peaky; for
example, flutes seemed over-prominent. Improved by slight top cut. Slight nasality, tape
hiss a little emphasised. Bass appeared to be
a trifle weak around the low hundreds of
Hertz, say about 300 Hz. Slight HF distortion
at high levels. On choral signals basses were
marginally weak and lacked timbre, with
trebles somewhat breathy. Tenors project best.
Organ: upper bass (low 8ft. stops) very weak;
upper reeds (trumpets) had bite but little
timbre, and building ambiences seemed
'darker' than they should be. Extreme bass
reasonable for the specification, but very little
at 32 Hz.
Speech quality over-sibilant and lacking
body. Stereo performance very good in stereo
seat, and reasonably good stereo area behind,
improved by angling speakers inwards about
50° to wall. Stereo image adequate in most
domestic situations.
Finish: very good, and veneered on back as
well as front. Neat terminal box, sub-flush,
but accessible, with alternative DIN 2-pin and
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AMPLIFIERS
IC & 1 £ 1.50)
Akai AA.5210 .. £65.58
AA.5210DB .. £85.16
AA.5510 £85•16
AA.5810 .. £ 107.36
Amstrad IC.2000/
Mk. 11 .. £35.77
IC.4000/11 k.11 £29.04
8000 . .. £21.38
Armstronk, 621 ..
P.O.A.
B &
F.R.A.
Good mans 40-40 £59.69
Galactron Mk.
10/16/100 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 21(X) .. £82.70
2200 .. £ 103-43
Pioneer SA.5300 £43.05
SA.6300 £57•42
SA.7100 £ 100•38
SA.8100 .. £ 144-30
.
..
£ 179-74
Quad 33/303 . . .
Rogers RavensbrookP.O.A.
Ravensbourne
P.O.A.
Panthera A75
P.O.A.
Rotel RA.2Il £38.62
RA.31 I .. £50.60
RA.61 I .. £78.96
RA.810 .. £ 101-52
RA.I210 £ 127.30
Sansui AU.2200 .. £49.39
AU.4400 .. £75.60
AU.5500 £ 116•86
AU.7700 .. £ 145.60
AU.9500 £251.17
Sinclair 2000 Mk.3 £30.10
4000
£45•17
Sony TA.70; TA.88; TA.
1055; TA.I 130; TA.
1150; TA.3140F; TA.
1066-P.O.A.
Tandberg TA.300M P.O.A.
Trio 700C .. £262.50
KA.I200 .. £49.03
KA.I600 .. £79.14
KA.4002A £73-12
KA.4004 £99.78
KA.6004 .. £ 132.47
KA.8004 .. £ 180.64
Wharfedale
Denton (T) .. £34.81
Linton Mk. 2 .. £45.68

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
(C & IEl 75)
Aka, AA.8030 .. £ 102 09
AA.8080 £ 129.42
AA.8 100 .. £79.25
Anstrad 5000 .. £62.73
Armstrong 625 ..
P.O.A.
626 ..
P.O.A.
B &
F.R.A.
Goodmans Mod. 90 £95.62
Mod. 90 Comp. £ 168.58
One Ten .. £ 108.45
1-20 . £ 108.45
Leak 2000 AM/FM £ 133 64
Pioneer SX.300 £65.15
LX.424 .. £ 131.12
SX.434 .. £84.77
SX.535 .. £ 116-18
SX.636 .. £ 135 47
SX.737 .. £ 167-74
SX.838 .. £215.00
SX.939 .. £237-50
SX.1010 .. £293.77
Rogers Ravensbrook P.O.A.

Rotel RX.I50A .. £54.47
RX.I52 .. £60-92
RX.202 .. £69-30
RX.402 .. £93.46
RX.454 .. £ 159.54
RX.602 . £ 122 94
RX.802 . £ 154 64
Sansui 210
£ 72 29
441
£80 59
551
£ 100 75
661
£ 130 99
771
£ 161 23
881
.
£211.63
Sony
STR.6036A;
STR.
6046A;
STR.6055P.O.A.
Tandberg Huldra ( 0; TR.
200; TR.I000; TR.I010
MPX ( T)-P.O.A.
Trio KR.2300 .. £87.74
KR.2400 .. £99.78
KR.3400 £ 120-42
KR.4400 .. £ 138.35
KR.5400 £ 170•32
KR.6400 £216-77
KR.7400 .. £246.02
Wharfedale Denton
Mk. 2 .. £76.21
Linton Mk. 2 .. £84•93

TUNERS
(C & IE1.50)
Aka, AT.550 .. £71.44
AT.580 .. £ 100.06
Amstrad MPX.3000 £29.64
Armstrong 623; 624 P.O.A.
B &
F.R.A.
Leak 2300 .. £82.70
Pioneer TX.500A £59.66
TX.6200 .. £67.62
TX.7100 .. £88.62
TX.8100 .. £ 104.38
TX.9100 .. £ 138.52
Quad FM3
Rogers Ravensbrook ( Chassis); Ravensbourne
(Chassis); Ravensbrook
(Cased); Ravensbourne
(Cased);
PantheraP.O.A.
Rotel RT.222 £38-62
RT.322 .. £54.47
RT.622 £86•70
RT.I 220 .. £ 107.97
Sansui TU.4400 .. £75.60
TU.5500 .. £95.58
U.7700 .. £ 120.24
Sinclair 2000 .. £30.10
4000 .. £37.63
Sony ST.70; ST.88; ST.
5055L; ST.5066; ST.
5130; ST.5150-P.O.A.
Trio 700T
KT.200I A ..
£67.10
KT.4005 ..
£9462
KT.8005 .. £ 163-44

SPEAKERS
IC & 1Bookshelf £200)
& 1Console £2.50)
A.R. AR-2AX; AR-3A Imp.;
AR-4XA; AR- 5; AR-6;
AR-7; AR- MST; ARLST-P.O.A.
Amstrad Acousta
1500.. .. £27.30
Acousta 2500 .. £30.55
B & 0
F.R.A.
B & W
DM2A; DM4;
D5;
DM70 ( mp.P.O.A.

82 HIGH HOLBORN, WC1
Tel 01-242 7401 ( Mon- Fri 9-6. Sat 9-1)
242/244 PENTONVILLE ROAD, N1
Tel: 01-837 8200 ( Mon- Sat
Thurs 91)

Celestion County
£48-36
Hadleigh
£41.44
Ditton 10 ..
£44.90
Ditton 15 .. £69•12
Ditton 25 .. £ 138-31
Dittos 44 .. £ 114-10
Ditton 66 .. £209-32
Ditton 120 .. £51.82
Goodmans Achromat
400 .. £ 113.07
Dimension 8 (T) £ 121.88
Goodwood (T)
£86.08
Havant SL ( T)
£46.63
Magnum SL ( T) £86.92
Mezzo SL ( T) £69-02
Minsters SL ( T)
£37.76
K.E.F. Coda ( T); Cantor (T)
Chorale ( T); Cadenza
(T);
Concerto (T);
Monitor
104 (T)P.O.A.
Leak 2020
£48-18
2030 .. £65.27
2060 .. £ 115•34
2075 .. £250.37

Sinclair 0.16 .. £ 13.49
Sony SS.70; SS.5088; SS.
5177; SS.5300A; SS.
7100;
SS.7200;
SS.
7300A-P.O.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
Wharfedale Denton
2XP
£32.02
Dovedale 3 .. £83.12
Glendale 3XP £59.81
Kingsdale 3 .. £ 111.96
Linton 3XP
£44-54
Dovedale 3 Kit £53.37
Glendale 3 Kit £31.43
Linton 2Kit .. £ 18.70

PICK-UP ARMS
(C & 175p)
Connoisseur SAU.2 £12-58
S.M.E. 3009 Imp.
(D.H.)
P.O.A.
3009 Imp. ( F.H.)
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Fluid
Arm 9/10..
£13-50

Post Budget
Sale
Come along to our High Holborn Branch and
you'll probably find the Hi Fi Bargain you have
been looking for.
Fantastic reductions on a wide range of equipment including Amplifiers, Tuner Amplifiers,
Cassette Decks, Speakers, etc.

Zero 100SB Mod.
+Cart... £50.83
401 Chassis • • £36-22
GL.72 .. • . £25.59
GL.72P .. £34.12
GL.75
£35.85
GL.75P £42.22
GL.78PC £56.52
GL.85PC £74.65
G.IO2PC £26-13
Leak 2001 £ 100•14
Pioneer PL.I2D £ 39 01
PL.125 .. £68.74
PL. I
SD
£ 60 14
PLA.45D £82 82
PL.5IA £ 114 31
.
£ 127 05
Sansui SR.212P .. £45 31
SR.313 .. £94-98
Sony PS.230; PS.5520; PS.
5550-P.O.A.
Thorens TD.125/II
Chassis .. £72.24
TD.125AB/Mk.II £ 111.80
TD.125AB/M15E0£137.00
TD.I45C
P.O.A.
TD.160C
£61.49
TD.160C/0
£86.69
TD.160BC
P.O.A.
TD.I65/C £53.08
Transcriptor Reference
P.O.A.
Ref. 9"/ 10" ,
P.O.A.
Trio KP.2022A
P.O.A.
KP.3002 ..
£80-00
KP.5022A £ 129-03

CARTRIDGES
(C & I35p)
Shure V15/Mk. 3Irep. £30-51
M55E
£5.79
M7SEJ2 .. £8.37
M7SED2 .. £ 10.42

BEAT THE BUDGET BLUES
BUY A BARGAIN

Marsden Hall XL.I0 £30.90
XL.I5
£35.77
XL.20
£43.76
XL.30
£85.08
3522 .. £98.27
4522 .. £ 119.81
Mordaunt-Short
F.R.A.
Quad Electrostatic P.O.A.
Rank Domus 150 £27.34
175
£35.06
250
£55.01
350 .. £80.10
450
£ 115-49
Rogers BBC Monitor LS3/
5A; LS3/6-P.O.A.
F.R.A.
Sansui

TURNTABLES
(C & 1El SO)

P.O.A.
F.R.A.
B & 0
Connoisseur BDI
Kit ..
£11-72
BD2 Assembly
£36.33
G
d SP25
£13.97
Chassis ..
SP.25 Mod.+
Cart. .. £25.38
86SB Chassis .. £25.31
86SB Mod.-1- Cart. £38.47
Zero 100SB Chassis
£36.94

ALL ADVERTISED PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
NO responsibility can be accepted for errors,
price increases and other factors that result in
these advertised prices being incorrect at date
of publication.

N

AUDIO SYSTEMS
(C & 1 £2.50)
B &
F.R.A.
Goldring Lenco
ST.13000
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mod.
1-10 Comp (T) £ 180-62
Mod. 1-10 Comp.
(W)
£184.31
Mod. 80 Comp.
(T)
£ 123-85
Mod. 80 Comp.
(W)
£ 127-54
Sanyo ..
F.R.A.
Sony HMK.20;
HMP.20;
HMW.20; SQP.20;
HMK.40;
HMP.40;
HMP.70; HST. I
39P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS/
RECORDERS
(C & ( £ 1-50)
Akai CS.30D .. £60.27
CS.33D ( D) .. £73.38
GXC.36D .. £76.79
GXC.38D ( D).. £92-58
GXC.40T .. £ 129.06
GXC.46D(D).. £ 109.31
GXC.65D ( D).. £ 118.85
GXC.75D(D).. £ 138.66
GXC.510(D) .. £ 131.73

USOUND
HI FI CENTRES

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1

Amstrad 6000 ..
£40-30
7000 ( D) .. £53.75
B &
F.R.A.
Goodmans SCD.
100 ( D) .. £ 113.52
Harman Kardon
HK.1000D ( D) P.O.A.
Leak 2002 ( D)
£96-34
Neal 102 Trans.
(D)
P.O.A.
103 ( D)
Nakamichi
DT.550 ( D);
TT.700; TT. I
000P.O.A.
Pioneer CT.313IA £74.66
CT.414IA .. £96.93
CT.5151 ( D) .. £ 110.10
CTF.7171 ( D) .. £ 131-52
Sansui SC.636 .. £ 100.75
SC.737.. .. £ 115.87
Sony TC.55; TC.66; TC.68:
TC.92; TC.95A; TC.
96L; TC.I82; TC.I21;
TC.I24CS;
TC.129;
TC.I3 I
SD ( D); TC.
133CS; TC. ( 34SD ( D);
TC.I46A;
TC.16ISD
(D); TC.I77SD ( D)P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD.310
(D) ..
Teac A.I40 ( D); A.I60 ( D):
A.360 ( D); A.450 ( D)P.O.A.
Trio KX.710 ( D).. £ 120.42
Wollensak 4766 ID) P.O.A

CASSETTE RADIO/
RECORDERS
(C & 1 £ 1.50)
Sanyo ..
F.R.A.
Sony
CF. 150;
CF.310L;
CF.320; CF.420L; CF.
550A: CF.620-P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS/
RECORDERS
(C & I £2.00)
Aka, GX.400DP.. £442•70
GX.600DB ( D) £277•40
I722L
£96.70
GX.1820D .. £ 177.01
4000DS £90•24
4000DB ( D) .. £ 129-66
Ferrograph
713;
7502.
7502D ( D); 7522;
75220 ( D)-P.O.A.
Pioneer RT. 10 II
£243.09
RT. I
020L
£303-91
Revox A77/1(02/4; A77/
DL.I(32 ( D)-P.O.A.
Sony TC.270; TC.280; 1C.
377; TC.458; TC.630;
TC.645; TC.755; TC.
756-2-P.O.A.
Tandberg
1521;
1542:
334IX; 344IX; 364IXD
(D); 912IX; 9141XP.O.A.

CARTRIDGE TAPE
DECK/RECORDERS
(C & 1 £ 150)
Aka, GXR.82
GXR.82D
Wo(lensak 8075

£102 09
£85 07
P.O.A.

87/100 PIONEER MARKET,
ILFORD LANE, ILFORD
Tel 01-478 2291 ( Mon Sat 96 Thurs 9-1)
36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST, S(13
Tel: 01-852 2399 ( Mon- Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-1j

Modulus of Impedance

MARSDEN HALL 3522

4 mm. socket connections. General appearance
very pleasing. The optional stand and the 5°
tilt were found useful. Tweeter has no protective metalwork and could be damaged by a
linger pushed into the foam front, which is
thinned in front of mid- range and tweeter.
Good instruction booklet, and a 5-year
warranty which does not appear to exclude
labour charges.

\•.....,

Quasar

Note: These curves do not indicate
the loudspeakers' frequency responses
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Well constructed internally; it is braced, lined
with fibreboard and filled with absorbent. The
crossover is mounted to the floor of the cabinet,
carrying pins to which the lead- out wires to the
units are connected. In one case one of the
pins pulled out of the circuit board when the
baffle was unscrewed and lifted away, and on
another sample the whole crossover unit had
become detached from the cabinet. The unframed grille material ( Declon) is not a very
good feature, though we understand this will
be irremovably fixed in future.
There is good integration of the three speaker
units, and good balance, especially in the crossover regions. Performance is not constrained
on voice, and energy balance in the low and
middle registers is very likeable. The presence
control switch is tiny, and one must be careful
when setting it in one of its three positions, or
the central ( flat) position may be overriden.
Its effect is subtle but appropriate and is a
useful feature on serious listening in different
environments. ( It gives about 3dB lift and
cut at and above 8kHz).
Signal handling is fair, as is sensitivity,
though perhaps the latter is no more and
perhaps a little below, the average. Bass
performance is smooth and unemphatic; not
too tight and not too soft, though quite well
damped. Extreme high frequency accuracy is
fair, and balance is not bright, though perhaps
a little narrowly distributed.
General summary is a good all-round
system, well balanced and needing only a
little more true tonal accuracy in the upper
treble to be an excellent design. Good value,
too.

21

This system comprises an infinite baffle bass
box surmounted by an array ( four in all) of
mid and HF units mounted individually, each
on a space- staggered baffle. The system has
the appearance of the Quad electrostatic
speaker and, like that system, should not be
stood too near a wall. There is appreciable
back radiation from the Dahlquists.
The standard of construction can only be
described as poor and cheap: the legs are fixed
using hardboard, and came off during tests;
the sub- baffles are also of hardboard, and one's
general impression is one of cheap construction
and little attention to important points, let
alone details. The crossover board does show
a complex circuit, though this is better
assembled.
Bass performance was fair only, for such a
costly speaker; it was full enough but unextended. There was an imbalance with lower
and upper- middle performance; the uppermiddle seemed a little full, but this was less
evident in the upper bass. The sound did,
however, seem open in the bass and lower
mid- range.
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Feathers and things
Take adiaphragm from aQUAD electrostatic
loudspeaker. Let it fall and you can count up to
ten before it reaches the ground. Try to do this
with acone from amoving coil speaker and you'll
need ahigh speed computer to do the counting.
Remember all that stuff at school about kinetic
energy? How heavy things are hard to start and

hard to stop? That's why aQUAD loudspeaker
responds immediately to every nuance in the
music. It's obvious when you think of it. It's even
more obvious when you hear it.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept.F1N
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon PE18 7DB. Telephone (0480) 52561.

QUAD

Products of The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD i, aRc gistre ea Trade Mark

It is difficult to see the reasons for the phase
delays resulting from staggering the units; this
is, of course, aconstant, but does not prevent
phase distortion resulting from interference
effects or diffraction. There is no mention in
the Dahlquist notes of complex phase distortion introduced by the radiator itself, which is
more significant because it is not a smooth
function. High-frequency accuracy was fair
only, and it was also constrained in size and
lacking in presence. There seemed to be good
clarity, but speech was definitely dull and rather
lacking in detail.
There were problems with stereo image size,
due to the rather narrow distribution of the
super-tweeter. This difficulty extends to the
lower treble range, because there is aspace of
about 72 cm between the tweeter and the
mid-range unit. There seemed to be adissociation between, say, the consonants of speech
and their associated sibilants. Having said
this, there is an effortless smoothness and
accuracy about the treble, which is a special
quality one would expect from such a loudspeaker.
While signal handling was good, sensitivity
was no more than usual, and there was little
compensation in listening experience for such
apoorly made system at such ahigh price.
Sansui
Mid-frequency coloration evident on orchestral
material, producing aboxy sound. Basses and
cellos poor, with little body'. Mid-coloration
hard to pin down in terms of frequency, but
rather irritating after protracted listening.
Choral : detectable lack of richness in basses and
contraltos. Organ sound poor in bass, with
generally hollow sound, as if the organ were
in a large wooden box. Pedal stops not well
reproduced, though reeds were reasonable
because of their harmonic content.
Speech had lack of presence, rather boxy,

exclude common rights. It is described as an
International Guarantee.
After alengthy period of listening, the sound
became tiring. They have very little in the way
of analytical qualities, and are too coloured,
which effect is reflected in the stereo
performance.

SANSUI ES200
giving an almost unreal quality. Fairly definite
stereo image over a reasonable area, but
tended to localise around the speakers, which
were at the height demanded, near side walls
and 1m from end walls. The listeners were
always conscious of the speakers, with lack of
depth and perspective, and little full-bodied
sound in the middle.
Finish is reasonable, with painted rear.
Terminals and tone control recessed in rough
wood edged panel at rear. Stands are necessary
(but are not provided) to lift system 50 cm from
floor. Units are protected by metal gauze, for
smaller units. Instructions comprise one largetype column in multi- language leaflet, and are
inadequate. Warranty is for one year (labour)
and two years for parts, and appears to try to

WE HOPE that this protracted and expensive
series of loudspeaker tests, measurements and
judgements will have yielded sufficient information for the critical audiophile involved in
loudspeaker shopping to find auseful guide to
the merits and weaknesses of the speakers
investigated. We are aware that there is no
clear-cut ' best buy' list, but a study of the
data—from performance to price—should
help positively in the search for a satisfying
loudspeaker sound. Of the seven models
reviewed, we think it would be fair to direct
readers' attention particularly to the Quasar
QS2, and then the Marsden-Hall 3522 and
Goodmans Achromat 400. Also, the Omal
TL6 should be taken seriously by those to
whom price is of little consequence. The
Dahlquist DQ10, Sansui ES200 and SMC
ALI 2 are clearly inferior, despite low prices
for the last two.
This report has been in the nature of an
experiment. We are feeling our way in avery
complex and difficult area, and consequently
have probably annoyed purists, confirmed a
few prejudices, and ignored aspects which some
regard as vital. We are open to suggestions for
the future (if they are not too expensive), and
while digesting the experience of this first
survey we shall continue to publish isolated
loudspeaker reviews of the older type. Of one
thing we can be sure: in its amalgamation of
objective measurements, quantified team listening and individual subjective judgements, this
report breaks new ground. We must only hope
that the soil will prove to be fertile.

DISMANTLING A TANDBERG

CLEANING YOUR STYLUS
When in doubt it is always wise
to follow the instructions of a
leading manufacturer, and here
are those offered by Shure:
Use a camel hair brush (size
No. 2or smaller) with the bristles
trimmed to about in. long, dip
in a solution of alcohol and distilled water* and brush the stylus
tip from the rear (terminal end)
of the cartridge to the front. Do
not brush or wipe from front to
rear or from side to side. Use the
liquid sparingly. Frequent cleaning will not normally be found
necessary. Damage or corrosion
may be caused by some commercial cleaning fluids.
•Isopropyl alcohol is generally available in the U.K. and is guile satisfactory
for the purpose. Asolution of one part
alcohol to three parts distilled water is
recommended.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

TD 180 AND HUM
The Thorens TD 160 unit is so
quiet mechanically that the slightest hum is audible. If you do have
trouble in this direction, first
check the phono plugs, as these
are of the moulded type, and
sometimes need squeezing before
they will make perfect contact.
Next, try moving the mains connection as far away as possible,
from the pick up lead, and in most
cases everything should then be
quiet. If you can still hear atrace
of hum, note that the internal
pickup
connections are not
screened, and either wrap them
with metal foil which is connected to chassis, or fit a small
metal screen between the mains
and pickup connections.

JULY 1975

It is quite a simple matter to
remove the bracket holding the
head covers when dismantling
series 6and 15 machines, but it is
not quite as simple to remember
how to refit them! Considerable
time and frustration will be saved
if the brackets are clearly marked
'
RH' and ` LH' before removal,
as otherwise it is very difficult to
identify which is which when reassembling the unit.

CASSETTES AND WOW
Before making an important
recording, you will be well advised to first run the tape through
on fast forward and rewind. This
simple procedure ensures that the
tape is lined up with the machine
and often considerably improves
results by reducing wow and
flutter.

QUIETNESS
Quite often while scratching out
these notes Iwear apair of headphones. Silly as this may look,

as they aren't connected to anything,! it is really quite an effective way of shutting out extraneous noises, and can be recommended to those trying to study
for exams, or to those trying to
wade their way through the more
technical articles in HFINI/RR. Of
course, make sure that these are
not ` open' designs like electrostatics and some others. Fluidfilled earpiece models are perhaps
the most effective.

'TIZZY' NOISES ON AR
SPEAKERS
On several models of the AR
speakers the treble unit is connected via awire link on the rear
terminal connector. Several cases
of an allegedly faulty speaker
with either an intermittent or distorted treble response have turned
out to result from nothing more
than the fact that this link is loose.
Users are therefore advised to
ensure that all three of the
knurled nuts are tightened down
firmly when the unit is connected
to the amplifier wiring.
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lour

Dealer
LONDON

Your Ili- 14 ¡hit,ler

AREA

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
8( CO. LTD.

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

gegg,7011,@%' AUDIO

Comprehensive stock of equipment by
leading makers. Demonstrations of most items.

CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 01-723 5891

Dealer
DEVONSHIRE

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST.

2 PEAS HILL

287-289 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W2 IBE

Your

Tel: 54237

Also at SOUTHAMPTON

Tel: 63319

Offer more than a selection—A SERVICE

CHESHIRE

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock, Hi Fi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352 /354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF

STUDIO ONE
A new Hi -Fi Demonstration Studio where only
the best is available. Choose from: Bang & Olufsen,
Sony, Quad, Marantz, K.E.F., K.L.H., A.R., Sonab,
Armstrong, J.V.C.. Harman Kardon, etc.
the hi-fi centre
green lane, wilmslow, cheshire SK9 ILW
telephone: wilmslow 24766
Personal attention of R. S. Bird
Part exchange
e Home demonstrat ions
Evening demonst rat i
ons by appo i
ntment
At least 2 yea rsf
u ll guarantee
rantee
Closed Wedn es day
Car par ki ng

•
e
e
e

e

Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

EXON
184 Sldwell Street,E
75048
Wepnel brae. II Poe

•

Phone Wilmslow 22112 for a Studio One
appointment.

CONGF_RNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

LONDON S.E.9& KENT_

Charlesworths

APPOINTED MAIN AGENTS
BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —
DYNATRON—KEF—TRIO—ETC.
LARGE RECORD & CASSETTE DEPT.

HERMLYN Hi- Fi 850-9548
230-232 ELTHAM HIGH ST., S.E.9.
AND AT

HI— F1 CENTRES
112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075
AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56342
For all your Hi -Fi requirements
* Demonstration facilities * After sales service
* Easy parking

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON 66-33101

Li
(R6.

Rex Radio
Bang & Olufsen
Main Dealer

301 Kilburn Lane, London W9
Telephone 01-969 1770

MULTISONICS
& video centre
FULL DEMONSTRATION OF ALL LEADING
MAKES. SPECIALIST WORKSHOP FACILITIES.
COMPLETE HOME INSTALLATION. PHASING,
ETC., BY QUALIFIED SOUND ENGINEERS.

36 Cannon Hill, Southgate, N.I4 1882

3126

BEDFORDSHIRE

BEDFORD AUDIO

I20

BEOVISION
p 5 BE0 CORD
./BEOLAB
BEOGRAM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOMIC
Warrincton Electric
(
6

57 Bridge Street Warrington
Telephone ( 0925) 3044,4

DERBYSHIRE HI-FI ?

Telephone: Bedford ( 0234) 854133

Main Agents for: Armstrong, Accuphase, Aros,
Ariston, A.R., Marantz, Fisher, KLH, Revois, Quad.
Tear, Bose, Scan-Dyna, HK, Nikko, Sony, Uher,
Saba, Hitachi, Omar, J.B. Lansing, Cambridge.
Neal, Sugden, Ekco, Larson. Toshiba, Tannoy,
B & 0, IMF, Tandberg, KEF, Trio, T. Laney, Sanyo,
Akai, Pioneer, Richard Allan.
Demonstration Lounge. Cosh Discounts. Ternis.
SHEFFIELD VIDEO CENTRE
101 & 107 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield Sil 8HY
Tel.: 23365

Open until 8 p.m. Fridays

*

LEADING MAKES

*
*

COMPETITIVE PRICES
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

*

SERVICING OF ALL HI-FI MAKES

110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285

IN PLYMOUTH
and serving the south-west
Quality
equipment,
comparator
demonstrations,
deliveries,
guarantees,
service
AND discounts. Credit too If required, of
course, at the largest hl -fl
the South-West.

showrooms

in

PETER RUSSELL'S HI-FI ATTIC
58 New George Street, Plymouth
Tel: 69511 (
over Brook St. Bureau)

DORSET

QUALITY HI-FI
OF POOLE

The Specialist HI-FI Equipment Shop
Personal Attention - Demonstrations
Hi -Fi Servicing - Part Exchanges
Leading Makes Stocked
55 NORTH ROAD, POOLE
Tel.: Parkstone 742706
Open Noon to 8 p.m.

DERBYSHIRE

APPOINTED TECHNICS CENTRE AND
ROGERS BBC MONITORS

Closed Mondays

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at

Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

76 BEDFORD RD., KEMPSTON,
BEDS. MK42 8BB

For those who require:—
* PERSONAL ATTENTION

THE SOUTH WEST

Closed Wed.

10-5 Sat.

ESSEX

SOUND

SUPPLIES

(Loughton) CO. LTD.
Telephone: 01-508 2715

HI-FI
SHOWROOM

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

AFTER SALES SERVICE

EQUIPMENT
REVIEW'
No part of any
HFN RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

the angled position most convenient both ergonomically and visually. The Company will no
doubt excite some comments from existing
Yamaha equipment owners, as the styling of
this deck does not reflect the classical and
rectangular satin alloy format of their current
electronics.
The TC-800 GL has features in plenty—in
fact it has almost a universal application.
Although apparently a domestic machine
with mains power, it comes as a surprise to
discover a compartment on the underside
capable of accepting 13.5 volts worth of torch
cells, such a pack providing full portable
operation. Any 12-volt source including acar
battery may also be used for prolonged locaReviewed by Martin Colloms
tion recording. Battery life will depend on the
cell type—the DC current consumption is
around 0.59 amps—and preferably manganese
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
or high-power cells should be used, the former
Wow and flutter: Less than 0.06% WRIVIS. Tape speed: 4.8 cm/sec. Pitch control: e-3
theoretically lasting for about 4hours. A case
F.F., rew. speed: Within 70 sec (
C-60 tape). Frequency response: Ferric: 30-13.000 Hz ± 3dB;
and strap will be available to allow full operaCr0,: 30-15,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Input sensitivity: Line: 50 mV 50 k; MIc: 0.5 mV/10 k. Signal-to-noise
ratio: Better than 50 dB (0VU) non- Dolby. 58 dB Dolby. THD: Less than 1.5%(1 kHz). Bias frequency:
tion whilst hung on the shoulder.
85 kHz. Channel separation: Better than 40 dB. Line output: 0.4 V. Phone: 3m)N/8 ohm,
Other points of interest include automatic
10 MW/120 o'lm. Dimensions: 312 x98x 312 mm. Weight: 5.4 kg. Price: £ 179+VAT. UK
switching via the cassette notch programming,
distributor: Yamaha Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Strathcona Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
between ferric and chrome tapes. An additional button marked ` FeCr' aligns the machine
for use with the recently introduced dual layer
the TC-800 GL returned a performance well
tapes, such as Sony 'Duad', which have aferric
NY reviewer with serious pretensio ns to
above average under both subjective and lab
an objective viewpoint cannot fail to be
base with achrome dioxide surface. Dolby-B
testing.
unsettled by a high quality cassette deck.
is of course included. If the tape should break
Of highly original appearance with astyling
or come to an end, the machine will autoSimply, the best designs can be very good, but
that will either repel or attract depending on
matically stop. It is also capable of going into
true high fidelity still seems to be just beyond
your point of view, the TC-800 GL certainly
a full record mode from pause, when mains
their reach. A deck lacking serious hi-fi claims
draws immediate attention. Yamaha have
power is applied via atime switch—invaluable
—for example one retailing at below £. 100—is
employed an Italian industrial designer, Mario
for recording transmissions while the user is
less of a problem, as the review situation is
Bellini, whose style is also identifiable on a
absent. ' Memory' applies to the three-digit
simply ' Does it work or not ?" Is it realistically
recent pair of Yamaha film-diaphragm headtape position indicator, a facility whereby the
priced for its overall attainment and facilities?'
phones. Matt black or perhaps more accurately
machine disengages any transport mode once
The subject becomes more complex with
dark charcoal describes the surface coloration,
increasing price—for example £200 will buy
the 000 count is reached (with memory 'on').
and although Yamaha were somewhat reticent
The meters are easily readable, and they
an open reel machine of good performance by
concerning the nature of the finish, Iwas able
possess afast if not quite peak reading characany standard; conspicuously better than a
to pin it down. A product of the 3M Company
cassette deck in terms of dynamic range at the
teristic, their efficiency being augmented by
who are strongly represented in Italy, it is
frequency extremes, distortion, drop-out and
2 LED peak indicators. The green is set at
basically tough paint whose pigmentation is in
bandwidth. Finally, to touch briefly on the
— 3dB and should be illuminated almost conthe form of coloured neoprene micro-spheres.
disc versus cassette controversy, it seems now
tinuously on high-level passages, with the
It is these which endow the surface with its
second, ared LED, programmed to respond at
generally accepted that notwithstanding the
scuff resistant properties, colour and velvet
+3 dB and over, signifying the zone of conperennial disc problems of static, contaminatexture. Durability appears greatly superior to
siderably increasing distortion. A point to note
tion, etc, the commercial disc replayed on a
the more usual moulded plastic matt finish.
moderate disc player system is rather better
concerning the level meters is their wide
The unusual shape of the machine enables it
than the typical commercial pre-recorded
dynamic range. A normal meter is scaled
to be used either as afront loader when in its
cassette replayed on afar more costly deck.
from — 20 to + 3dB, whereas the Yamaha
angled position, or alternatively, as ahorizontal
This introduction should not be interpreted
meters are scaled over and respond to a
desk model. A hinged foot ensures secure
as aspecific criticism of the deck here reviewed,
46 dB dynamic range (- 40 to + 6dB) thus
operation in either mode. Personally Ifound
but rather of the medium in general—in fact,

Yamaha TC-800GL
Stereo Cassette Deck

A
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AUDIO SVSTENIS
RECORDERS
COLOUR Tv

R.E.CRANFIELD

CINE

o 19 SUN ST CANTERBURY — 66316

Centre

SONY
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SONY

SONY

SONY
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Tel 57593

WHITSTABLE

Buy with Confidence
At least 1years Guarantee on
parts and labour.
The best in Hi- Fidelity Sound

05

2

Quality
HIFI

o SONY

Wet

Tele -Radio Co. Ltd.
Hitachi/Gold Seal, Sony, Celestion,
Toshiba, Koss
2 Year Guarantee
Own After Sales Service

15-17 OXFORD STREET
WHITSTABLE Tel.: 2028

.e.*Nt

BEOVISION
BEOCORD
Rés BEOLAB

8

BEOGRAM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOMIC
ifflay, Vhion Ltd.
57 Bridge Street Warrington
Telephone ( 0925) 30444

HOCKLEY AUDIO
Main Agents for—
KEF • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • B & W
MONITOR AUDIO • TRIO
MARANTZ
PIONEER • THORENS • GOLDRING • GARRARD
TEAC • KOSS— plus many others.
Free parking — Competitive prices — Friendly service
WELL WORTH A VISIT !

31, Spa Road, Hockley, Essex

D. E. HADAWAY & SON LTD

Telephone 6835

95-97 Watling Street, Gillingham

FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
I

BARGATE

nirtmuurn

BOLTON

SONAB

STREET

SOUTHAMPTON 7e1: 28547
Also at CAMBRIDGE

just listen to

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093

Medway 50058

LANCASHIRE

elollggFe& AUDIO
12

BOLTON

Man, Dir. J. Hadaway, FSERT, MAES

HAMPSHIRE

filif

Buy from the specialists for professional advice and expert service. Agents for: ADC, Aka',
Armstrong, B & W, Dual, Ferrograph, G
d,
Goldring-Lenco, Jensen, KEF, Koss, Leak, Mardaunt- Short, Quad, Rogers, Shure, SME, Sonab,
Sony, Tandberg, Thorens, and a full range of complementary accessories.

Tel

For Quality

it

SPEAKERS, TUNER AMPS, TURNTABLES
all stocked at

AUDIO CORNER
117 PORTLAND ST., SOUTHPORT
Telephone: 59404

Open 9.30 -6p.m.

Late Nights, Thurs. Fri.
Comparator Demonstration.
Adequate Parking Space

[ continued]

SONY

CANTERBURY

LEADING DEALER
POP

deCkelmsfeeri
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KENT
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8p.m.

Hi -Fi

in PRESTON

ELECTRA CENTRE

(Members High

Fidelity

Dealers Association)

Comparator Demonstrations of most
leading makes B. & O., Sony, Trio,
Quad, etc.
8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston. Tel: 55603 and 58 Lancaster
Rd. Preston. Tel: 58488

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.

HAROLD STOTT

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232 -

• Comparator demonstrations of most leading
makes
• Easy parking. Open Thursday until 8 pm
• Approved agents: AR, Armstrong, B & W,
Harman Kardon, IMF, JMR, KEF, Larson,
Linn-Sondek, Lustraphone, Maranta, Pioneer,
Quad, Scan-Dyna, Spendor, Sonab, Sony,
Stanton, Tannoy, Technics, Trio

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford

Tel: 2827

REALSOU ND

Stockists of leading brand names
B & 0, SONY, DYNATRON, TOSHIBA,
MARANTZ, HACKER. MORDAUNT SHORT,
KEF, QUAD, Etc., Etc.
*
*

Comparator Demonstrations
2 Years' Free Service,

WARRINGTON
HI-FI SYSTEMS
Stockists of: HarmaniKardon, JBL, IMF, Quad,
Dual, Bose, Rogers BBC Monitors, KEF, Armstrong
Fisher, Richard Allan, Aiwa, Sugden, KLH. Omal,
Transcripto,s,
Neal,
VVollensak,
Cambridge,
Revox,
Monitor Audio,
Studiocraft,
Radford
Monitors and many more.
118 Buttermarket Street,

Telephone:

32981.

Open: Tues., Wed. and Sat. 10 are, to 5.30 p.m.;
Fri. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Sun. 2 to 5 p.m. After hours
Telephone: 67955.

HARMAN KARDON

For all your Hi -Fi Requirements
consult

ST. HELENS LEADING HI- F1 DEALER

18, Westfield Street, St. Helens, Tel.: 34141
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QUAD —

LIMITED

SALES & SERVICE
156 BRADSHAWGATE,
Tel. BOLTON 26639

BOLTON

LINN SONDEK — JBL — LNB
LEICESTERSHIRE

(TAPE

SCENE'

Department of High

Fidelity

18
Hay market
Leos.

I

Telephon e
‘4,4.,:.V

',rice,.
50502

Armstrong Carnefflgour
Wollensalk
Teielon Cases Toshiba Roves

Tam:Meru

providing visual programme information down
to low-signal levels.
A fine speed control is fitted to the unit and
is operative on replay only. This facility allows
the user to tune the replay pitch to that of any
instrument he might be using to accompany
a recording, thus augmenting Yamaha's established 'musical' reputation.
Accessibility is good for cleaning and aligning
the heads. A hard gap, long wearing, Permalloy record/replay head is fitted, which
possesses avery fine surface finish.
For basic electronic alignment the bottom
cover is removable, and all the presets are then
available via access holes in a foil-screened
board. Several printed circuits are employed
but with the minimum of expensive interconnecting wiring, and the mechanics appear to be
built to a high standard—a fact confirmed by
the measurements. A number of integrated
circuits are utilised. For example, the separate
microphone input amplifiers are low noise IC
operational devices, as are the meter and LED
drive circuits. The NE 545B, a new Dolby-B
IC manufactured by National Semiconductors,
an American company specialising in the field,
is also incorporated, this device covering the
complex processing associated with encoding
and decoding.
To simplify the internal switching and reduce
crosstalk and breakthrough, the networks
associated with the equalisation and bias
changes necessary for the different tape types
are switched via transistors at the correct
circuit positions, rather than via a complex
central switch bank.
Other circuit features include a push-pull
bias and erase oscillator, plus linear constantcurrent record head drive.
Turning now to the measured results, the
wow and flutter figures were exemplary, with
the typical 0.06% returned for a variety of
cassettes being one of the lowest values that I
have as yet measured. Incidentally, this figure
is a record/replay result, peak weighted to the
DIN curve—aless optimistic reading than the
oft- quoted RMS values.
YAMAHA TC-800GL
Wow and flutter

Azimuth ..

RECORD/REPLAY RESPONSES WITH DOLBY

YAMAHA TC-800GL

MAXWELL 00
1- 16VU)

MAXWELL U0

(
- 26 VU
5d8
TOO 0000Ç
1-26VU)

20

50

too

100

500

1000

51(

2

10K

20k

FREQUENCY IN H

few kHz higher, at 15.5 kHz.
With any cassette deck, the distortion figures
The separation results were fine, reading
measured depend on the absolute calibration of
better than 40dB at 10kHz, 50dB at 1kHz and
the level meters relative to the tape magnetisa45 dB at 30 Hz. Similarly, tape-to-head contact
tion intensity. On this model my Dolby
appeared very stable, and generally very little
calibration cassette gave a replay reading of
fluctuation in steady tone outputs was evident,
0VU within 0.5 dB on both channels, and at
drop-out remaining in the order of 0.5 dB.
this level, using the recommended tape, namely
Although silent in action, the overload
Maxell UD, the distortion was 1.1 %. Moving
limiter has rather a powerful effect on recordtowards overload at + 6dB, the THD was still
ings made from records or broadcasts possessbelow 4%. Tying up the relationship between
ing anormal dynamic range of 50 dB or so. I
distortion, level and signal-to-noise ratio, the
would expect it to be of most use in a live
latter result referred to a 3% peak distortion,
record-situation where the dynamic range may
was 56 dB without Dolby and 64 dB with—
unpredictably exceed 70 dB. In this instance
both excellent results.
the limiter will allow the low-level sections to
Frequency responses were taken at two
be captured without the peaks causing gross
record levels, namely - 16 dB and - 26 dB, to
tape overload.
illustrate the bandwidth deterioration at the
The limiter operation was also examined in
higher level. On ' UD' tape, at - 16 dB, the
terms of timing and distortion, to find what
overall response was + 1-5 dB, 50 Hz to
effect this had on programme. From the
12.5 kHz, and at - 26 dB, within the same
condition where a 0 VU signal level was
limits, 40 Hz to 13.5 kHz was recorded. Both
applied, the amplitude was suddenly increased
curves were almost ruler flat in the mid-band,
by 10 dB, alevel which without limiter, would
+0-75 dB, 55 Hz to 12 kHz. A switch to
TDK chrome imparted a - 3dB bandwidth a normally result in over 10% distortion. An

COMMENT

PERFORMANCE

..
typically 0.06%
record,replay, DIN peak weighted, ( Maxell, BASF, TOK)
correct for most pre-recorded cassettes

Excellent.
Fine.

<1 dB

Very good.

Drop- out ..

typically 1dB

Very good.

Erasure ..

—59 dB, ref. 3%

Channel balance

Good.

Signal-to-noise (
ref. 3%) Maxell UD
With Dolby
Non Dolby ..

.. 64 dB (excl. hum)
56 dB

Excellent; pretty constant with high class tapes
chrome or ferric.

Dolby calibration ..

..

Very good.

Meter response (- 3dB)

.. 30 Hz to 16.5 kHz

Scale reading
Actually is

Useful dynamic range.

—40 — 30 — 20 — 10 — 3 0 + 3 + 6dB
—50 — 30 — 18 — 10 —3 0 + 3 + 5dB
green

LED indicator
Distortion (%)

within 0.5 dB

red

VU meter readings:

—3

0

+3

+6

TDK, Kr
Maxell UD
Classic
BASF Super

1.2
1.0
1.5
1.2

3.0
1.1
1.6
1.5

5.0
2.0
1.8
2.0

8.0
3.8
4.0
3.8
.. > 40 dB at 10 kHz
>50 dB at 1kHz
>45 dB at 30 Hz

Separation
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Gives indication of tape drive and overload.
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Excellent.
Excellent.
Excellent.
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NORT HA MP TO N SHIRE

PETERBOROUGH
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Dealer
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SURREY [continued]
Tel: 5644

CAMPKINS
All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

18 HEREWARD CENTRE
LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

SUSSEX [ continued]

Surrey
'Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley
the sound service to
South East England!
3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE PURLEY,
Tel: 01-668 4800

Dealer

e‘
CR?

Acos, Accuphase, Aiwa, Ariston, Cambridge, Cerwin
Vega, Celef, Connoisseur, Dahlquist, Dual, Denon,
E.P.I., Fisher, Gale, Grace, Hacker, Infinity, J.B.L., LinnSondek, Maranta, Micro, Monitor Audio, N.A.D.,
Naim, Neal, Nikko, Nakamichi, Omar, Ornai, Photax,
Pioneer, Phase Linear, Quasar, Radford. Revox. S.M.C.,
Scott, Soundcraftsman, J. E. Sugden, Supex, Teleton,
Videotone, Yamaha.
We offer 3 Years Guarantee or Discounts
available on certain makes.
Comparitor demonstrations and home trial
Late night demonstrations Wed. 6-9 p.m.
JEFFRIES HI-FI
6A ALBERT PARADE, GREEN STREET,
EASTBOURNE (
0323) 31336

NOTTIN GH A MSHIRE

Mansfield

Tel: 26315

SYD. BOOTH, QUEEN ST.

Comparator Demonstrations of
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations — Day or
Evenings by Appointment
H.F.D.A. members

Service Always

OXFORDSHIRE

DEALER PANEL
ADVERTISEMENT
SPACE

COMMIE AUDIO SHENSI
LEADING SPECIALISTS FOR SOUTH EAST
PERSONAL ATTENTION & EXPERT SERVICE
ALL LEADING MAKES ON DEMONSTRATION
EXCHANGES CREDIT & H.P. AVAILABLE

Move nt,EASIBOURNEgma

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

Bang & Olufsen,Revox,Tandberg,Sony,Teac.
G

d, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.

costs as little as
£10 -00 per month
for a series of 12,
or £ 11.00 per month
for 6 insertions.

6ten 8c »tarb »i=jfi
12 Fitzalan Road, Roffey,
HORSHAM, Sussex
Tel.: HOR 4764

Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.

SOMERSET

Yeovil Audio
Hi-fi specialists

AKAI
KEF

AR ARMSTRONG
B & W
DUAL
IMF
KOSS
MARANTZ MORDAUNT-SHORT
PIONEER QUAD ROTEL SONY
TANDBERG TEAC TRIO

8Wyndham

Street Yeovil Somerset BA20
Yeovil 25430

STAFFORDSHIRE

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980

For further details
of full display
advertising rates

3year Parts & Labour guarantee
Home Dems, Cash Discounts
Efficient & Expert Service
NOW YOU TRY TO BETTER IT P

contact:

Douglas Shuard
The Advertisement Manager

HI-fl NEWS &
RECORD REVIEW

Agents for:
ROGERS B.B.C. MONITORS, QUAD,
CAMBRIDGE, J.B.L., REVOX, TRIO,
AR, MORDAUNT SHORT, LECSON,
TOSHIBA, J.M.R., NIKKO, MICRO,
LUX, etc.

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI- Fl
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B& 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARANTZ,TANDBERG, LEAK,
etc.

Link House,
Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA
tel: 01-686 2599
s

SURREY
FARNHAM
SURREY
• Stockists of all good Hi -Fi apparatus.
• Comparative demonstrations.
• We offer a real after sales service.
a Easiest of terms. • No parking problems.

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
Camberley Camera & Hi -Fi Centre,
36 THE HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY
Telephone: 24835
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS
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SUSSEX

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

( BOWERS E) WILKINS
••

WORTHING
Linlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

1

wrIA

me,

WARWICKSHIRE

HI-FI STUDIO
W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8QA. 021-373 2645

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R., Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics.

HIGH

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS ASSOC.

immediate gain reduction occurred, to ameter
reading of — 20 dB, from whence it gradually
increased over athree-second interval, to produce a0 VU reading with a measured distortion of 3%. Removal of the 10 dB overload
and return to the basic 0 VU drive, produced
an instantaneous drop in meter level to
— 10 dB, with a consequent slow recovery
lasting 15 seconds, to the normal gain setting.
Subjectively, the engagement of the limiter
on programme of occasional slight overload
resulted in a faintly discernible level reduction
with an obvious improvement in distortion.
Limiter disengagement produced a slow and
gradual gain increase to normal. In short, the
limiter can be detected in use, but it is not

obtrusive and clearly it is of value in producing
clean recordings on signals of unpredictable
dynamic range.
In conclusion, this cassette deck is clearly
remarkable in many ways. Ergonomically
sound, with an adventurous styling that you
will either love or hate, the unit is undeniably
versatile. Moreover, the mechanical and electrical performance equals and in some respects
exceeds the highest standards currently available, and considering Yamaha's involvement
in the uppet end of the hi-fi market, the price
asked is very reasonable. Nevertheless, these
statements must be viewed in the context of the
slightly reduced standards dictated by the
cassette medium as opposed to reel-to-reel.

Positive'
Feedback
Burbles from IF Radiation

ii
REGULAR READERS of your magazine will matt
that some time ago Austin Uden wrote of the
problem of ' birdies' caused by harmonics of
the stereo pilot-tone from an adjacent transmitter to that being received. Subsequently an
article describing alow-pass filter incorporating
an IC was described in your pages (
A Case of
the Birdies by P. J. Gregory, March 1973).
Recent experience leads me to suspect a
further cause of burbles and other strange
noises. Irecently completed aHeathkit Ai 1214
tuner which is of fairly modern design incorporating three ICs in the IF and decoder
sections with ceramic filters in place of trans formers. No snags were encountered and the
tuner performed satisfactorily except that after
a couple of weeks a background bu rble
noted on Capital Radio on 95.8 MHz.

Letters on technical matters,
preferably concise, are welcomed.
If not for publication, they
should be clearly marked.

E

THE NORTHERN
INTERNATIONAL
HI- FIDELITY FESTIVAL

turc detector IC and succeeded in reducing the
radiation to the level when it can be heard only

Aug.29th,30th& 31st

in periods of low modulation (which don't
seem to occur very often on Capital!) so Iam
now reasonably happy.
But it does mean that all stations with in a

Majestic and Cairn
Hotels Harrogate

band around the ninth harmonic of the IF of a
tuner—and with ceramic filters, that doesn't
necessarily mean nine times 10.7 MHz, or those
with transformers come to that — are liable to
this form of interference. Might Isuggest that
all tuner owners now tune in to a station on
Band 2and then at least listen around 107 MHz
on aportable FM receiver held adjacent to the
tuner. And if they have an aircraft band
receiver, check on the higher channels too.

was

If the selected station is heard on these IF
harmonics, then it is possible that a station
within the range of about 95-7 MHz to 96.7 MHz

All other stations were checked and all were
clean, so having found the article about the
active filter Ibuilt and installed it. It had no
effect whatsoever. I let the matte r rest a
couple of weeks while Ithought and tried to
work out if any of the navigational installations
at Heathrow Airport could be to blame, but

might have this form of interference.
Of course by detuning slightly it is possible to
remove the burble, and indeed in my case Iwas
unlucky that the burble occurred when
accurately tuned in to Capital. If the ceramic
filters had been just afew kHz different in their
response Ishould probably never have stumbled

none of their frequencies came under suspicion.
The major possibility, second channel on
117.2 MHz, was clear.
Then Iremembered that in 1954 Ihad built a
valve FM tuner which, when switched on,

on to the problem.
I have tried series tuned circuits tuned to
95.8 MHz to earth from the output of the
detector IC, one third wavelength chokes (i.e. a
length of 36 swg wire equal to one third the
wavelength of the frequency desired to be

caused the appropriate channel to emana te
from a neighbour's TRF TV receiver at

rejected wound on a resistor of high value) in

strength nine! A tuner built later to a Wireless
World design also radiated on harmonics of the
IF from the ratio detector and caused similar
TVI.

all leads liable to radiate, in an attemp t to
reduce the radiation to nil, but without success.
Probably complete screening of the IC in abox
with all leads passing via feed-through capaci-

So I stood a VHF receiver tunable up to

tors might help, but this would be too much of

approximately 140 MHz next to the Ai 1214
and tuned up the band. Lo and behold, there
was Capital Radio at about 106.5 MHz,
117.1 MHz, 127.8 MHz and 138.5 MHz: obviously harmonics of the IF, which therefore
worked out at about 10.65 MHz, well within
the tolerance of a10.7 MHz ceramic filter. The
ninth harmonic would then be 95.85 MHz.
There obviously was the cause, but the cure
was a different kettle of fish. Iparalleled all
by-pass capacitors associated with the quadraHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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amodification on the Ai 1214.
What does make me laugh is the fact that a
problem that existed over twenty years ago
with valve gear still exists. What about an
answer, you 'state of the art' experts?
E. W. Eworr (G3BYY)
High Curley,
37 Staines Road,
Wraysbury,
Staines, Middx.
TW19 5B Y

Better and better...
that's Audio ' 75.
Again you'll be able to
keep up with all
the latest Hi -Fi
developments at this
established
International Exhibition.
FULL PROGRAMME OF
LECTURES AND
SPECIAL FEATURES
Make a note of these
opening times:-

to 9.00pm
Fri, 29th Aug.

6.00pm

11.00am to 9.00pm
Sat 30th Aug.
11.00am to 7.00pm
Sun 31st Aug.
(admission tree
no tickets required)

EXHIBITION and
CONFERENCE
SERVICES LTD
Claremont House
Victoria Avenue, Harrogate.
Tel 62677
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Your

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE

[ Continued]

BIRMINGHAM

Your 1E44 Dealer
J. S. FtAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY
A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service
Fi
available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM IS.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years

Large Car Park

SHOP LATE NITE FRIDAY TILL 8 PM

Main Agents for:
QUAD, TRIO, TEAC,
MORDAUNT-SHORT, SONAB,
TANNOY, BOSE, ARMSTRONG
Shop and Home Demonstrations

LI
bbrs
RECORD
244 Soho Rd, Birmingham B2I 2LR.

Tel: 021-554 8557

Four

YORKSHIRE

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE
17 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD.
Also at: Brighouse Hi Fi Centre,
Tel.: 20774.
24, Commercial St. Brighouse
Personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices, 2 demonstration studios, headphone bar.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, B & W, Bose,
Connoisseur, Dual, ERA., EMI, Goodmans,
Jenson, KEF, Koss, KMAL, LNB, Monitor
Audio, N.E.A.L., Pioneer, Quad, Richard
Allan, Sennheiser, Sansui, Sony, Scan-Dyna,
Sonab,
Stanton,
Shure,
A.
R.
Sugden,
J. E. Sugden,
Tandberg,
Toshiba,
Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

YORKSHIRE [ continued]

Erricks'
Photo HIFI

Clearly the finest Hi Fi
Showrooms in the Midlands
Bring in your Hi- Fi Equipment and
have it SPEK CHECKED by the
Professionals.
Now available free of charge to
callers only. All main agencies in
stock.

HOCKEN SOUND
1195 PERSHORE ROAD ( OPPOSITE
CINE BOWL) STIRCHLEY, BIRMINGHAM
30. TEL. 021-459 4242
.Access Credit Facilities Availat

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Stereo and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643
021-692

4339
1359

HI-FI IN SHEFFIELD
for personal service and HiFi including
such names os LUX, J.V.C., DUAL,
SONAB, etc

SOUND 70's LTD.
Berkeley Precinct, Ecclesall Road,
SHEFFIELD. Telephone 667628

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
Guaranteed never undersold
Mail order customers welcomed

Main agents for:
Kensonic,
Fisher, J.B.L., Acoustic Research, Marantz, Sony, Omar,
Ariston, Armstrong, Hitachi,
Nikko, Rogers BBC Monitors,
Cambridge, Quad, Scan-Dyna,
Revox, Tannoy, Uher, K.L.H.
TEAC, TRIO, TOSHIBA, SANYO, SABA,
LARSON, IMF, R. ALLAN, AKAI, BAO,
T. LANEY, PIONEER, KMAL, VIDEOSONIC,
ECHO, NEAL, SUGDEN.

Appointed Technics Centre
Philips Audio and Video Equipment
Demonstration Lounge, Terms,
Part Exchanges
101 & 107 ECCLESALL ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S11 8HY
Telephone: 0742-23365

WORCESTERSHIRE

MALVERN LINK

WE SPECIALISE IN PART EXCHANGES
AND BUY FOR CASH
Room
Free installations
3months interes t f
ree credit • H.P.
Barclaycard,
Sony, Bang & Olufsen, Revoit, Uher, Quad, JBL,
IMF, KEF, Bose, Richard Allan, Koss, Linn-Sondek,
Philips Colour Video, Dual.
Northgate (
use
Bradford.

RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE
B & 0, QUAD, ALPHA, IMF, HACKER,
DYNATRON, etc.
Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

154 Worcester Road,
126

MALVERN 4433

e

24 Commercial Street, BRIGHOUSE
Telephone: Brighouse 79606
Personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, 8 & W, Bose,
Connoisseur, Dual, ERA., EMI, Goodmans,
Jenson, KEF, Koss, KMAL, LNB, Monitor
Audio, N.E.A.L., Pioneer, Quad, Richard
Allan, Sennheiser, Sansui, Sony, Scan-Dyna,
Sonab, Stanton, Shure, A. R. Sugden, J. E.
Sugden, Tandberg, Toshiba, Trio, KMAL
Record Cleaning Service.

e

•

Westgate Multi-storey car park),

MRS.
BEAN
SOUND SYSTEMS
*

real hi-fi

TRIO • DUAL • AR • TEAC • SCAN DYNA
MORDAUNT-SHORT •.113L • SUGDEN • SHURE
etc.

real service

DEMONSTRATIONS.
FREE
HOME
TRIAL,
DELIVERY,
INSTALLATION
INCLUDING
PLUGS AND LEADS.
TWO YEARS FULL GUARANTEE

*

real value

UNBEATABLE SOUNDS AT LOWEST PRICES

station lane precinct

FEATHERSTONE

tel: pontefract 76178

WHERE CHOOSING
IS A PLEASURE
SCOTLAND

Audio Engineers,
HiFi Specialists,
Gramophone
Records,
Tapes, Cassettes

JAMESIIMIMI1
&CO.1LTD.

KERR

98-110 WOODLANDS RD., GLASGOW, G3 ISHB
041-332 0988
Glasgow's leading specialists in High Fidelity Audio
Equipment and Classical Records.
Our policy is to be selective rather than comprehensive, yet we have permanently on demonstration the
finest range of audio equipment in Scotland.

Talisrnari

e

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
2years Parts/tabour Guarantee
Auwa .

AR •

Armstrong •

THE BRIGHOUSE HI-FI CENTRE

of BRADFORD
Open 6 days ( Thurs. 7.30)
Tel.: Bradford 31648,

ee •

eDemonstration

*

DISCOVER
HOCKEN SOUND

Dealer

Ariston
B&O

Audio
B&W

Celef • Gale • Harman Kardon
KEF • Kensonic • Leak • Marantz
National Panasonic ' Neal ' Quad
Monitor Audio • Pioneer • Sony
Scandyna •

Stanton •

Trio

Technics • Transcriptors

GLASGOW
FALKIRK
DUNDEE

Ill Seoclowell Street 011 552 1043
44 Cow Wyncl

32 Voctorw Road C1131 2NT

29011
26276

TV FM Front- End Performance and
Stereo Separation Improvements

IWAS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

to read Arthur Ramsay's
follow-up article about UHF TV tuners for FM
TV sound. (
March, p. 91, but see also p. 137
June issue—Ed.) I have now modified four
tuners obtained from Henry's Radio; two of
these were the type he mentions, namely the
•Polar'. However, Henry's changed the model
to a ' Type C' towards the end of last year.
These came with no resistor bias chain to set the
operating points for the transistors, and a
circuit diagram in which the emitters and bases
were transposed.
Despite a visit in person to Henry's, no
information was forthcoming on how to set the
tuner up. Ihave therefore evolved an empirical
bias chain which works quite well and have not
only realigned them but taken the risk of
bending out the oscillator section capacitor
plates which considerably improves the results.
As aresult of my experience with the ' Type C'
I returned to the two ' Polar' tuners and
modified the oscillator sections similarly, with
agreat improvement in sensitivity. All this was
accomplished without access to a UHF signal
generator and should be feasible for any
experimentally minded amateur. The locations
of these units are: Leamington Spa, Warks;
Crawley,
Sussex;
Ewell,
Surrey;
and
Aberdeen, Scotland. All work well and there
is no problem with frequency drift of the local
oscillators, even with those which are used with
tuners having no AFC. If any of your readers
are experiencing difficulty in setting up these
units Iwould be happy to advise on the basis of
my experience.
Further to my letter which you published in
Positive Feedback in March on the subject of
improving stereo separation, I have since
INTERESTED

Readers
Problems

THE firm
for
speakers!

constructed a tuner which uses a CA3089E
followed by a Fairchild ILA 758 decoder IC.
Fairchilds give network (a) between the two,
but Ifind this gives insufficient lift for good
separation and use network (b) at the expense
of some signal level. This is adequate for the
application and has the advantage of being
passive and simple, though it is probably not
optimum and cannot be adjusted. The length
of cable (and its capacity to earth) between the
detector output and the decoder is probably
critical as this sets the loading on the detector
output at high frequencies.
As amatter of interest Ienclose agraph (c)
showing the maximum channel separation for
various level differences between the L+ R and
L — R signals. In practice the situation is more
complex as these differences are frequencydependent in an actual tuner.
D. I. JEFFERIES

Dept. of Natural Philosophy,
Aberdeen University,
Aberdeen AB9 2UE,
Scotland

For details of how to write
to ' Crossover' please refer to
Editorial page

examined by Crossover
ADDING SUPER-TWEETER

Dear Sir, I have a pair of home built loudspeakers, 60 x40 x30 cm. These are built
to Goodmans specifications, using Goodmans'
Audiom 100 30 cm and Celestion HF 1300
Mk. II units. Iwould like to extend the ' top'
range by adding another tweeter, then employing the HF 1300 as amidrange unit. Can you
suggest asuitable tweeter for this job, and the
crossover unit required?
A.M., Shepton Mallet, Somerset
The most suitable ' super tweeter' for this
application we think is the STC 4001G, which
should be connected to the tweeter 01P of your
existing
dividing network
with
a 4µF
capacitor in series and 0.3 mH inductor in
parallel. If the efficiency appears to be too high
under these conditions, a resistive L-network
may be used to alternate the 4001G feed while
maintaining a constant impedance across the
0.3mH.
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION

Dear Sir, For some years now Ihave used with
satisfaction aGarrard 301 turntable coupled to
a valve amplifier. Now I have replaced this
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
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with a modern transistor design and find that
unless Iremember to turn the volume control
fully off before Iswitch off (or switch on) there
is a loud bang in the speakers. This trouble I
never experienced when using the valve
amplifier, with the volume level up. Is there
anything Ican do to prevent these bangs ?
J.R.H., Harrogate, North Yorkshire
The higher sensitivity of the new amplifier is
probably causing the switch click to become more
violent and produce the bang in the speaker
(such crashes often occur in some equipment when
domestic electrical equipment comes into
operation through a thermostat). The faster
circuit rise time, with the transistor design,
makes the clicks more obvious, as the solid-state
devices react more quickly to such transients.
It is possible to replace the small capacitor
across the Garrard switch with asimple circuit,
using mains rating components, but if you are
not technically knowledgeable, we suggest that
you contact Suppression Devices Ltd., Woodfield
Works, Trafalgar Street, Burnley, Lancashire,
as this firm makes a number of suppression
devices for avariety of different applications.

d

Baker Group 25, 3, 8 or 15 ohm .. £8-64
Baker Group 35, 3, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 10-25
Baker Deluxe, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 13.75
Baker Major, 3, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 11.87
Baker Regent, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 10.00
Baker Superb, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 18.12
Celestion PS8 (for Unilex)
£3.75
Celestion MF1000 horn, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 10.95
EMI 13 x8, 150 die 3, 8 or 15 ohm .. £2-94
EVI1 13 x8, 350, 8or 15 ohm .. £9.56
EMI 13 x8, 20 watt bass .. £7.69
EMI 2tr tweeter 8ohm • • • • £0.77
EMI 8x 5, 10 watt, die, rollis 8ohm . £3.44
Elac 59RM109 I5ohm, 59RM114 8ohmi £3-44
Elac 61r it/cone, rollis 8ohm .. . • £4.06
Elac TW4 4 tweeter .. .. • • £ 1.75
Fane Pop 15 watt 12" .. .. • • £5.25
Fane Pop 25/T 30 watt 12" .. • • £7.50
Fane Pop 50 watt, 12" . .. • • £ 1100
Fane Pop 55, 1
r60 wait • • £ 12.98
Fane Pop 60 watt, 15" .. • . £ 13.75
Fane Pop 70 watt • • • • . • £ 15.95
Fane Pop 100 watt, 18"
£25.95
Fane Crescendo 12A or B, 8 or 15 ohm £34.50
Fane Crescendo 15, 8 or 15 ohm .. £47.50
Fane Crescendo 18, 8 or 15 ohm .. £62.95
Fane 807T 8", die, roll/s, 8or 15 ohm .. £4.62
Fane 801T 8" die, roll/s, 8ohm .. £8.12
Goodmans 8P, 8 or 15 ohm
..
£5.511
Goodmans 10P, 8 or 15 ohm .. £5-811
Goodmans 12P, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 13.95
Goodmans 12P-D, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£
16.95
Goodmans 12P-G, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 15.95
Goodmans Audiom 100, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 13.90
Goodmans Axent 100, 8ohm .. £13-44
Goodmans Axiom 402, 8or 15 ohm .. £20.00
Goodmans Twinaxiom 8", 8 or 15 ohm £ 10.14
Goodmans Twinaxiom ur, 8 or 15 ohm £ 10-75
Kef T27
..
•
•
£6.06
Kef T15
..
•
•
•
£6.94
Kef B110 .. • • • • £8.37
Kef B200 .. • • • • £9-511
Kef B139 .. • • • • £ 16.50
Kef DNB
..
•
•
£2.31
Kef DN12
£5-75
Kel DNI3 • • • • ..
£3.87
Richard Allen cdiT, r, d/c,roll/s .. £7.37
STC4001G super tweeter • • _
£
6-56
Baker Major Module .. ..
each £ 13.4.1
Goodmans Mezzo Twinkit ..
pair £47-19
Goodmans DIN 20, 4 ohm ..
each £1144
lielme XLK25
..
pair £25.44
II elme XLK30
..
pair £ 17.19
lielme XLK50
..
pair
£
46.25
Kef kit 1 . • • • ..
pair £48.44
het kit 3
..
..
each £42.50
Peerless 3-15 (3sp. system) ..
each £ 17.19
Richard Allan Twinkit ..
each £ 10.37
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. ..
each £ 15.95
Richard Allan Triple .. ..
each £23-12
Richard Allan Super Triple ..
each £27.50
Wharfedale Linton 2, kit ..
pair £23.12
Wharfedale Glendale 3, kit ..
pair £40-62
Wharfedale Dovedale 3, kit ..
pair £63.12
Decca London x-over
£37.50
Decca DK30 x-ever
£24.06
Complete Radford range in -stocii
Including VAT 25% on HiFi, 8% on PRO & PA
Cabinets for PA and HiFi, wadding, synair. etc.
Send stamp for free booklet `Choosing A Speaker'.
FREE with orders over £7—'HiFi Loudspeaker
Enclosures' book.
%II units guaranteed new and perfect. Prompt
despatch.
(arriage: Speakers 38p each; 12" and up, 50p each:
tweeters and cross-overs 25p each, kits 75p each
I
pair £ 1511).

WILMSLOW AUDIO
DEPT. HFN

SWAN WORKS, BANK SQUARE,
WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE, SK9 1HF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599
(Discount HiFi, PA and Radio at 10 Swan Street,
ihnslow.)
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SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)

Dept. N

FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS- A COMPREHE NSIVE

RANGE

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 4PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS, OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a £ 2; b 0.50; c 0.50; d £ 450; e £ 5.50.
Advent smaller
£104.00 c
Cambridge R40 and 1250
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Richmond ..
P.O.A.
Celef Mini
Celef Monitor ..
Celestion County ..
£56.50 c
Celestion Ditton 120 ..
£60.00 b
Celestion Ditton 15
£80.00 c
Celestion Ditton 44 ..
£133.00 d
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£161.00 d
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
£244.00 e
Goodmans
Executive Audio Hi- balls
IMF Super Compacts
IMF ALS40
P.O.A.
IMF TLS50 and TLSE1O1
Isophon lsonettas
Jordan Watts Jumbo ..
.. £ 53.00 b
Jordan Watts Janet . •
.. £ 53 .00 b
Jordan Watts Juno . •
.. £ 70.00 c
Jordan Watts Juliet ..
.. £ 70-00 c
Jordan Watts Jodrell . •
£125.00 c
Lowther
Larson ..
LNB Para Lab Super . •
.. £66-00 c
LNB Para Lab 20
£103.00 d
LNB Stands ..
.. £ 15.00 a
Leak 2020
.. £58.00 c
Leak 2030
.. £ 79.00 c
Leak 2060
£135.00 d
Leak 2070 .
£259-00 e
Marantz Imperials
Martin ..
Naim Audio 402
£127.00 c
Rogers Wafers..
.. £52.00 c
Rogers Compacts ..
.. £ 65.00 c
Rogers LS3/5A Monitor
Rogers BBC Monitors
Richard Allan RAS ..
.. £ 52.00 b
Richard Allan RA82 ..
.. £ 83-00 c
Richard Allan RA82L
£102.00 d
Richard Allan Flamenco II
.. £ 54.00 b
Richard Allan Pavane II
.. £ 78.00 c
Richard Allan Sardana
.. £95.00 c
Richard Allan Academy
£144•00 d
Tannoy
Tandberg
Videotone Mini- Max II
.. £40.00 b
Videotone Saphir 1
.
b
SPEAKER KITS
All priced per pai r. Carr i
age

charges:-

a LISO; b [ 2: c £ 2.50; d £ 3.50.
Goodmans DIN 20 .. £ 30.00 b
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
.. £ 52.00 b
Helme XLK30 .
.. £ 16.75 a
Helme XLK30 Super
.. £ 21-25 b
Helme XLK25 .
.. £26.00 b
Helme XLK25 de Luxe
.. £ 30-75 b
Helme XLK50
.. £ 49.50 b
KEF KKI
.. £ 45.00 b
KEF KK3
.. £80.00 c
Peerless 20-2 ..
.. £ 37.00 b
Peerless 20-3 ..
.. £ 54-00 c
Peerless 30-2 ..
.. £ 52.00 c
Peerless 50-04
£84.00 c
Richard Allan Twin Assembly £19.75 b
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. £30.00 b
Richard Allan Tripl e 12 .. £43.00 c
Richard Allan Super Tripl e 12 £52.00 c
Richard Allan RA8
£ 35-00 b
Richard Allan RA82 .. £ 53.00 c
Richard Allan RA8L .. £62.50 c

SPEAKER CHASSIS
All priced singly. Carriage charges;_
Bass 75p each; Tweeters and X0 50p
each.
Castle 8" RS/DD
£9.25
Celestion HF 1300 ..
£8.50
Goodmans Audiom 12P- G
£18.25
Goodmans Audiom I2P-D £ 19.50

Goodmans Audiomax I2AX .
Good mans Audiomax I5AX .
Goodmans Axent 100. .
Goodmans Audiom 10(3/2.00
Goodmans Hi- Fax 750
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 .
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 .
Goodmans Axiom 401/402 .
Goodmans Audiom 8p
Goodmans Audiom 10p
Goodmans Audiom 12p
Goodmans Audiom 15p
Goodmans Audiom 18p
Jordan Watts Modules
Jordan Watts Hi- Frequency
units
KEF T27 ( old model)
KEF 127
KEF TI5
KEF 13110
KEF B200
KEF BI39
KEF DNB
KEF DN12
KEF DN13 SPI015
KEF DNI3 SP1017
Lowther PM6
Lowther PM6 1
Lowther PM7 . •
Peerless DT 10 1-1FC
Peerless K040 MRF
Peerless MT2(2)5 HFC
Richard Allan CGS
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan CGIO
Richard Allan CGIOT
Richard Allan CG 12
Richard Allan CG 21..
Richard Allan CGI5
STC 4001G and K
Tannoy HPD
Wharfedale WMTI
Wharfedale 400 X0 ..
Wharfedale 3000 XO
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Carriage £ 2-50
Armstrong 625 and 626
Akai AA8080
Akai 8030
Eagle AA28
Eagle AA30
Goodmans Module 90
Goodmans Module 1-10
Goodmans Module 1-20
Goodmans 90 Compact
Goodmans 1-10 Compact
Howland West R100
Leak 2000 ..
Lux R800 and RI500
Marantz 2015 and 2220
Nikko STA5050 and STA7070
Onkyo Y3A
Rote! RX 150A
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rotel RX602
Rotel RX802
Rogers ..
Teleton
Tandberg TR200 . •
Tandberg TR1000/1010
Tandberg TRI055 . •
Tandberg Huldra 10 .. • •
Tandberg 200 Compact • •

AMPLIFIERS
Carriage £ 2.50
Armstrong 621
Akai AA5200
Akai AA5500
Akai AA5800
Cambridge P60 and P110
Eagle AA2 .
Eagle AA4

••
••
•.
••
••

£43•50
£48.50
£8.25
£14.25
£18.00
£10.25
£10.50
£21.00
£6.75
£7.00
£17.00
£25.00
£42.25
£16.25
£7.50
£5.50
£6.50
£6.50
£7.50
£8.75
£16.25
£2.00
£5.50
£4 00
£3.50
£33.50
£36.00
£58.00
£10.00
£12.00
£3.50
£7.00
£7 25
£11.00
[11.50
£12.25
£12.50
£26.00
£6.50
P.O.A.
£0.85
£1-75
£1.75

TUNERS
Carriage £ 2.50
Armstrong 623 and 624
Akai AT550
Akai AT580
Celestion Telefi ( TV tuner)
Cambridee 155
Leak 2300 ..
Lux 717, 700, 500 ..
Marantz 105. 115. 120
Nikko FAM220, 500 ..
Rogers Panthera
Rotel RT222
Rotel RT322
Rotel RT622
Rotel RT1220
Revox A76 and A720 ..
Sugden R2I and R5I
Sharp ST510 ..
Teleton GT703
Tandberg TP4I radio..

•.
•.
••
•.

£7500
P.O.A
P.O.A.
£106.00
£136.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£48.00
£63.00
£99.00
£128-00
£86.00
cswoo
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£33.00
£55.00
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
£90.00
£126.00
£25.50
P.O.A.
£107.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
ca-oo
£68.00
£109.00
£136.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£57.00
£51.00
P.O.A.

P.O.A'
£163.00
£128.00
£127.00
£148 .00
£117-00

TU RNTABI-ES
Carriage:- Chas si
s £ 2; complete £ 2.50
A .ston RD II
. • .
P.O.A.
Connoisseu r BD .!Kit •
..
£1400
Connoisseur RD2 chassis .. £ 33.50
Connoisseur BD2 P/C ..
£43.00
Goldrine .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Garrard SP25 IV chassis . £ 17.25

£138 .00
£145.00
£217.00
£2 31 00
£10500
£169.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115.00

Garrard SP25 Module & M756S £31.00
Garrard 86513 chassis .. .
£31.00
G
d 86SR Module & M7565 £46.00
Garrard 1005B chassis ..
£46-00
Garrard 100SB Module & M93
£59.00
G
d 401 chassis . ..
£45.00
Garrard Zero 100 A chassis ..
£35-00
Howland West HW I
..
. . .
Leak 2001 ..
Linn Sondek LPI2 .. .. £135.00

£68.00
£87.00
£118-00
£152.00

Micro MR
McDonald
McDonald
McDonald

£195-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
new
£116.00
£171-00
P.O.A.
£39.00
£57.00

Please check on prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are
subject to alteration without notice. Prices were correct at printing- two
months ago! ! ! !
Stamped addressed envelope with enquiries please, advice and leaflets
always sent on request.
Personal callers- cash please, cheques by prior
gement.
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Goodmans 40-40
Howland West Budgetline
Lux 707X, 700X, 505X
Leak 2100
Leak 2200 ..
Metrosound .
Marantz 1020. Ij20. 16E0 ..
Naim Audio 100, 160, 200 ..
Nikko TRM230, 500, 600 ..
Rotel RA2Il
Rotel RA3 II
Rotel RA6I I
Rotel RA810
Rogers Ravensbourne cased ..
Rogers Panthera A75
Rogers Cadet ..
Revox A78 and A722
Sugden A21. A48, P51, CSI
Teleton SA0307
Teleton GA203
Tandberg TA300M

1I1. 311, 711
MP60 chassis ..
MPEO TPD1
HT70 TPD I ....

£13.50
£
[2
271.
.
00
00

Philips GA2I2 and GP400 ..
£72.00
Thorens TO I
65C .. ..
£65.00
Thorens TDI60C .. . ,
cloo
Thorens TD I
45C ..
Thorens TDI25 rhassis ..
£88.00
Thorens TDI25 P/C .. .. £148-50
Thorens P/C only for 125
Thorens TDI60 less arm , ,
£63.00
Transcriptors
Reference with arm .. £103.00
Reference less arm ..
£85.00
Accessories: Bib, Colton, Connoisseur,
Pixall, Transcriptors, etc.

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS
Postage 75p
Acos Lustre ..
Connoisseur SAU2

£26.75
£14.50

OF

ALL

HI- F1

EQUIPMENT

AT:

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO SAT.

Colton Tone MC 101 ..
Grace ..
Micro MAI01
SME 3009 fixed head
SME 3009 detachable head
Transcriptors 10" fluid

£23.00
£41.75
£31.00
£38.75
£41.00
£26.00

CARTRIDGES
Postage 20p each

ADC 030
ADC 036
ADC 032
ADC VLM
ADC XLM
Decca London ..
Empire ..
Grace ..
Goldring G850..
Goldring G820 .
Goldring G820E
Goldring G820SE
Ortofon MI5E5
Grado ..
Micro ..
Shure M3D
Shure M55E
Shure M75B
Shure M75E1
Shure M75ED
Shure VIS Ill
Supex . •
Stanton 600EE

Cartridge
£6.50
£ 12.00
£ 9.00
£20-00
£24.50
£ 23.00

Stylus
only
cs.00
£9.00
£7.00
£10.00
£13.00

£4-75
.. £7.50
.. £ 11.30
.. £ 15.00
.. 31.00

£4.00
£3-75
£7.25
£12-75

.. £ 5.00
.. £6.40
.. £ 8.00
.. £ 9.75
.. £ 11.00
£33-50

£3-90
£6-00
£6.65
£6.40
£8.50
£14.00

..
..
.
..
..
..

.. £ 22.00

HEADPHONES
Postage 75p
Clarke 75
Clarke 250 ..
Condor
Howland West
Micro MXI
Nikko ...
PWB Moving Coil
PWB DYnax
PWB Electrostatic & box
Stan ..
Sennheisser HD414
Sennheisser HD424

TAPE DECKS
Carriage £ 2•50
Akai
Goodmans SCD1•00
Leak 2002 ..
Mani ( Teleton) CD 100
Neal 102 & 103
Revox A77 and A700 ..
Tandberg 204IX
Tandberg TCD3I0
Tandberg 334IX
Tandberg 3421X/4IX
Tandberg 3641 XD
Tandberg 9121X/4IX

£10.00
£20.25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£19.00
£30.00
£40.00
P.O.A.
£16.25
£23-00

P.O.A.
£145.00
£126.00
£79.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£122.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

BLANK CASSETTES/REELS TAPE
Postage 75p per order
Agfa PE36 ..
£5•75
BASF 7" LH
..
..
£ 2.75
BASF C60 Super LH ..
£0-75
BASF C90 Super LH
..
[ 1.10
EM Professional 7 ..
£2.00
EM Professional 10" ..
£4.60
EM C60 Hi- dynamic ..
[0.50
EM C90 Hi- dynamic ..
£0-60
EM CI20 Hi- dynamic..
£0.90
EM C60 X1000
£0.70
EM C90 X1000
£1.00
T D K 7" Audua ..
£3.00
SD
KR
ED •
C60 .. .. £0.95
£1.25 £ 1.40
C90 .. .. E1.40
£1.80
£2.00
CI20 .. .. £1.75
-

All prices are inclusive of VAT at 25%. All carriage charges include full
insurance in transit.
We are situated on the A503 close to Walthamstow Town Hall,
Buses- I23, 275, 276, 262, 69, W2I, 251, 718. Trains-Walthamstow Central.
E. & O.E.

Rtine q
urn
can be expensive.
But it doesn't have to be.

The Hitachi PS-12 stereo
turntable features a 16- pole

hysteresis synchronous motor
for quiet,vibration-free power.

Power is transmitted to
the turntable by means of aspecial belt drive system that

further isolates it from the motor. Speed accuracy is excellent,
and the signal-to-noise ratio is even better.
The PS- 12 comes equipped with astatically balanced pick-up arm with universal
head shell. It will track from 0.5 to 4grams and is raised and lowered by means
of an oil- damped cueing device. An automatic shut-off mechanism lifts and
returns the arm to its rest when arecord is finished,or when triggered manually.
Supplied with the PS- 12 is our very fine VFS-260 magnetic cartridge.
All this, at asensible price.
Read the specifications. And hear

Specifications:
Turntable:

how quality doesn't have to be expensive.
Motor:

HITACHI
Hitachi Sales ( U.K.) Ltd. Hitachi House,
Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR
Phone: 848 8787

Signal-to-noiseratio
501-1z,60Hz:
Wow and flutter:
Tracking error:
Stylus pressure
adjusting range:
Cartridge
Frequency response:
Stylus pressure:
Stylus:

Aluminium alloy diecast.11' M. in.
(30.0cm) outer diameter,
1.7 lbs (0.8 kg)
16-pole hysteresis
synchronous motor
50dB
0.8% (WRMS)
Less than 2°
0-4g/1 turn of the scale ring
(directly readable In a5g steps)
Vertical magnet type (VFS-260)
20-20,0ffliz
2g
03 mil diamond

A.T.0.111.

PC)‘
)L
zoD xCpase95- 00
LiNTON 3
GLENDALE 3X P

Audio T— Orders by Mail...
A.T.0/1.

IS THE MAIL ORDER SIDE OF AUDIO T—. FOR
FAST, FRIENDLY ADVICE ON ALL YOUR NEEDS, DON'T
HESITATE To RING OR WRITE. WE OFFER A BY RETURN
(SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
AS YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED, WE INCLUDE VERY FEW
PRICES. THIS IS DUE TO EARLY COPY DATES, POSSIBLE
VAT RATE CHANGES,
CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
ON IMPORTED GOODS. IT ALSO SAVES EMBARRASSING
LETTERS ASKING FOR MORE MONEY ONCE WE HAVE
YOUR ORDER!

87. 00

ENTON 3XP

PIXALL
....,"off

the

record" cleaner i2-75
QUAD

WE ARE AGENTS FOR:A.D.C.
K.E.F.

EYNTHAsISER,

& AUDIO SWITCHES and
CONTROLS

AIWA
A K.G.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
SEVER
BRENELL
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CELEF
CELESTION
CERT.." VEGA
COLTON
E.R.A.
GALE
GARRARD
HARMAN KARDON
HI-FI AIDS
I-M.F.

PRICES
.,,e'

KOSS
LEAK
LECSON
LUX
MARANTZ
NATTONAL TECHNICS
ONKYo
RE VOX
SENNHEISER
SHURE
S.m.E.
SPENDOR
STAX
J.E.SUGDEN
TEAC
TRANSCRIPTORS

ALL PRICES
INC. VAT,
CARRIAGE
INSURANCE.
ALL UNT T5
CARRY THE
AUDIO
GUARAN T-

ON APPLICATION.

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES, PO's etc. PAYABLE TO

A. -ram.

105, 1491-,Street:
ETON 5L4- 6AF
Telephone: WINDSOR 54531.

Tues - Sat-.11am.-

6prn

E.60E

SOME OF THE SWEETEST SOUNDS COME FROM OUR SMALLER FRIENDS

DENON
Japanese reliability together
with superb finish and
performance.

1LINN SONDEK LPI2

DUAL
If you want Direct Drive with
automatic features, this is
unbeatable.

LINN SONDEK LPI2
Like our reference standard amplifier, the NAIM NAP 160, our reference standard turntable, the Linn Sondek LPI2, is also all British, perhaps not as glossy or universal as some of our oriental counterparts, but a
true British performance from amanufacturer who also takes the trouble to listen as well.
Come along for ademonstration, the lack of feedback, rumble, hum or any other imperfection will immediately
become apparent.
The Supex cartridges, the 901 or the 900, matched with the Grace pickup arm, presents afantastic combination which is difficult to surpass and with our three year parts and labour guarantee offers superb value.
Acos . Accuphase. Aiwa. Ariston . Cambridge. Celef. Cerwin. Vega. Connoisseur. Dahlquist.
Dual . Denon . E.P.I. . Fisher . Gale . Grace . Hacker . J.B.L.. Linn-Sondek . Marantz . Micro.
Monitor. Audio . N.A.D.. Naim . Neal . Nikko. Nakamichi . Amar. Ornai . Photax. Pioneer.
Phase. Linear. Quasar. Radford. Revox . S.M.C.. Scott . Sound- craftsman . J. E. Sugden . Supex.
Teleton. Videotone. Yamaha

PLI2D
in budget turntables just the
best value around.

Our new split level showroom is now open and demonstrations can be arranged at most times
3YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE LATE NIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS WEDNESDAYS 6-9 p.m.

JEFFRIES
4 ALBERT PARADE, GREEN STREET, EASTBOURNE
Eastbourne 31336 ( std code 0323)
1.30

The Hitachi SR-302

fine quality receiver
can be expensive
ut doesnt have to be.

uses advanced output-capacitorless

circuitry to achieve an excellent,
powerful bass response with almost
no distortion. It's not powerful
enough to fill an auditorium with

•

9

sound, but you probably don't live in an auditorium anyway.
So we built it to deliver distortion -free sound at living room levels.
The 302 has dual gate MOS FET circuitry in the tuner front end for excellent
sensitivity and selectivity. It can handle two speaker systems and apair of tape
decks.and is beautifully styled.
All this, at asensible price.
Read the specifications. And hear
how quality doesn't have to be expensive.

HITACHI
Hitachi Sales ( U.K.) Ltd. Hitachi House,
Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR
Phone: 848 8787

Specifications:
Audio Section:
RMS power
r
both channels driven):
Frequency response:
Ha rrnoni cdistortion at
—3dB output
Tone control.
Bass:
Treble:
FM Section:
Frequency range:
Usable sensitivity:
Harmonic distortion
Stereo:
Synal-to-noise ratio:

(40-20,000Hz,0.8%THD)
15Wx2 ( 8ohms)
20Hz —30KHz (± 1dB)
less than 0.1%
±10cIB ( 100Hz)
1C1.113(10KHz)
88-108MHz
1.9gV(IHF)
0.4%
50dB

•

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
169-173 STREATHAM

HIGH

ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.I6 6EG

•SONY

Mains powered decks
Including models with and without Dolby, also
TC177SD-3 heads-I- Dolby.
Battery/Mains
Including I46A dual-purpose mono portable/stereo
deck.
B/M models with radio including CF550A, Stereo
FM/AMCF 150, FM/AMCF320M/FM. Battery
Portable ( Mono) TCI2, TC85.

•PHILIPS

Moins powered
NI500 Video Recorder.
2400, 2405, and 2401 with separate speakers.
Decks with DNL-2506, 2509, 2510.
Battery/Mains
2204, 2205, 2225, 2220(M), 222I(M), 2223.
With radio
RR200, RR322, RR332. RR4I3, RR522, RR622, RR333.
Battery portable (
Mono)
N2203, EL3302.

•
TANDBERG
TCD310D Mains deck.
•
AKAI
Mains powered decks

Pottery-Mains
CC930 I ; CC9 I10+ Chrome.

Including GXC750 Auto rev.+Dolby and 8- Track
GXR BID, GXD 820.

Mains powered decks
Including 0150 8- track.
Battery-Mains with and without radio.

•TELEFUNKEN
Partysound 201 ( Battery/mains), range etc.
•
GRUNDIG
Battery-Mains models
C230, C420, C2000, C2001, C420, C23I, C440, C4I0
Sc. Deck/mon. portable.

OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Prices include V.A.T. Add 35p. for postage and packing.
CC9202-1- Chrome.

•
NATIONAL PANASONIC
Buttery-Mains Radio

Models and deck including RS845US Quadra replay.

U HER
•
Buttery- Mains

Auto- rev, CR.I24, CR.210.

REEL MODELS
• ALPHA
Hams powered decks 1000; 30004- Dolby.

•PHILIPS

Decks including 4416 4 tr. 3 sp.; 4418 4 tr. 3 sp.
3 bd. 3 motr.; 4450 4 tr. 3 sp. 6 bd. 3 mote., autorev. 2x 25 W out.

•

SONY
Decks including TC755 4 tr. 3 sp. 3 motors, lOr
spool.

•TANDBERG

3400 4 Cr. 4 hd. 3sp.; 9100X 2/4 Cr. 3 sp. 3 bd.
3 motor etc.

•HITACHI

TELEPHONE 01-769 0192 0466

CREDIT FACILITIES

CASSETTE AND TAPE OFFERS

•BASF

CASSETTE MODELS

I

FOR A FAIR DEAL AT A FAIR PRICE

•AKAI
•TELEFUNKEN
205 4 tr. 3 sp. decks.
•OTHERS

Brenell, Revox, 110 2/4 tr. 2 sp.; Grundig, U her
etc.
MUSIC CENTRES by Philips, Sony, Hitachi in
many combinations.
MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES, MIXERS
Audio Leads of all types, accessories.
MUSICASSETTES—Thousands of titles to
suit all tastes. Also 8-track pre-recorded
cartridges.

CASSETTES
Ampex 2020 Studio ..
B.A.S.F. .. . .
B.A.S.F. Chrome • •
B.A.S.F. Super LH/SM1
E.M.I. X- I000 UD
Hitachi UD ..
Memorex .
Memorex Chrome
Philips .. ..
Philips Chrome..
Scotch .. ..
Scotch Classic ..

C.60
80p
50p
El - 15
88p
88p
98p
69p
El - 34
50p
El - 15
44p
[ISO

Sony K
Sony Chrome
Sony HF
TDK Dynamic
TDK SD
TD ED ..

50p
-40
96p
60p
98p
El - 45

PHILIPS VIDEO—VC.30, [ 11-88; VC.45, £15-66; VC.60
£18-36.
TAPES
AMPEX ( P—Polyester; A—Acetate; M—Mylar) Separately
boxed.
ST
LP
DP
TP
7" Pro (
P) 1800' Series 2020.. —
£2-25
7' (
P) Series 341. 11300' —
El - 65
—
7" ( P) Series 352 2400' DP .. — —
£2-45
—
7" ( P) Series 361 3600'
—
—
—
£215
5I" ( M) Series 541 1151' .. —
999 —
—
5r ( A) Series 511 850' .. 659 — .
5" ( M) Series 531 600' .. 55p
—
BASF in individual round transparent packs
7" 1800'
—
El - 65
51" 1200'; 1800'
—£ 1-35 £2-05 —
IN OUR HI-FI DEPARTMENT
Amplifiers, Tuners, Speakers, Motors,
Pickups, Accessories etc., etc., by leading
makers, and at attractive prices.

Beethoven was
murdered again
last night

... and tonight Bizet, The Who and
Petula Clark may meet the same fate,
unless protected by Zerostat — the
static killer.

Statically attracted dust can be
the death of hi-fi discs, causing noise
and wear.
Zerostat generates acloud of
intense ionisation which homes onto
any statically charged surface,
neutralising it instantly. The
electrostatic forces holding the dust
are released, and no further dust
attraction takes place.
Science's most efficient weapon
against static was developed by a
British University, and is now available
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Closed all
day Weds.
Open all
day Sat.

Mil 1

Zerostat Instruments, Ltd.
Nuffield Road Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs, PE17 4DL
Tel. St Ives ( 0480) 62225
Please send me literature
/ Zerostat pistols
at £ 6.99 inclusive
Name
Address

through dealers, or direct from Zerostat
at £ 6.99 inclusive.
Roll over Beethoven, help is on the
way....

C.90
C.I20
El - 10
El 40
709
909
£ 1-40
El 95
Ell - 15
El 60
EI-15
£ 1-20
El 45
95p
[I 30
El - 94
70p
90p
£1-40
669
889
£2-00 (
C.45—
E1•25)
709
90p
£2-05
£1-38
El -56
90p £ 1-10
El 45 £ 1 85
El 85

HFN

Reg in Eng.no. 1176922
MI

MIMI

Mil

II.

VAT reduced to 87.
during July and August
on most Lines.
Also afree equipment
check-up in our Hi Fi
Clinic during this
Period.
VISIT THE HALLS OF SOUND

Radford HiFi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road
Bristol BS7 8BH

Telephone ,
0272-422709/44593
133

A.T. Labs

Tuesday-Saturday 10.00-18.00

(Dept.N)
Tel
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 00Z 01-363 7981

AMPLIFIERS
(
Carr. a-50)
Accuphase .. ..
Armstrong 621 ..
Cambridge Audio P60. •
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio Pilo ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2100 ..• . £ 114-35
Leak 2200
• • £ 1434o
Lux SQ707 ..
••
P.O.A.
Lux SQ700X ..
••
P.O.A.
Lux SQ500X ..
..
P.O.A.
Lux SQ507X .., •
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030 ..• .
P.O.A.
Marantz 1060 • .
•.
P.O.A.
Marantz 1120 . •• •
P.O.A.
N.A.D. 60/90 ..
••
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM2I0
••
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230
•.
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500
.•
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM600
••
P.O.A.
Rogers Cadet ..
• • £35.00
Rogers Panthera A75 ...
Rogers Ravensbrook III cased £57-50
Rote! RA2I I • . .. £47.0
Rotel RA3I I .. ..
.. £57-50
Rotel RA611
. . £9500
Rotel 810
.. £ 130-00
Rotel 1210
.. £ 162.50
Yamaha
TUNERS
Armstrong 623

(
Carr. C2-00)

••
Cambridge Audio 155
Celestion Telefi
Leak 2300 ..
Lux WL7I7
Lux WL500
Lux WL550
Marantz
Nikko FAM220
Nikko FAM500
Rogers Ravensbrook II cased ..
Rogers Panthera 775
Rotel RT222
Rotel RT322
Rotel RT622 .•
Yamaha . • ..

P.O.A.
£25.00
£114-35
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£50.00
Deem
£47.00
£66-50
£106-00
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. 000)
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Module 90 •
£127.50
Goodmans Module 110 .. £ 140.00
Goodmans 120
£140.00
Goodmans Module 90 Comp. £218.00
Leak 2000
..
£ 184-75
Lux R600
Lux R800
Lux R1500
Marantz 2230
Marantz 2245 ..
N.A.D. 140/160
Nikko 4030 ..
Nikko 5050 ..
Nikko 7070 ..
Nikko 8080
Rogers Ravensbrook 11
.. £ 102-50
Rotel RXI52
.. £74.50

Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rotel RX602
Rotel RX802
Tandberg TR200
Tandberg TRI000
Tandberg TRI010
Tandberg Huldra 10
Tandberg TR1055
Yamaha ..

..
..
..
..

£84.50
£ 114.00
£ 147.50
£ 189.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
(
Carr. C2-50)
Ariston ROI I/SME 3009 ..
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BDI kit .. .. £ 15-00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis .. £34-50
Connoisseur BD2 complete ..
£42-50
Garrard 5P25/IV chassis
£17.50
Garrard SP2S/IV module ..
£26-50
G
d 5P25/IV mod. M75-6
£31.25
Garrard 86SB chassis .. ..
£31.25
Garrard 86SB module ..
£42.50
Garrard 86SB mod.-1-M75-6 ..
£47.50
Garrard 100SB chassis ..
£46.00
Garrard 100SB module .. £58.25
Garrard 100SB mod.-FM93E
£65.00
Garrard 100SB mod. TK ..
£56.25
Garrard 100SB mod.+Cart. TK £62-50
Garrard 401 .. .. ..
£44.50
Goldring GL78 P/C .. .. £74.85
Leak 2001 .. .. .. £138.40
Linn Sondek PL12/SME 8009
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
(Carr. £. 001
Akai 1722L .. .. £ 118-50
Akai 4000DB
.. £159.00
Akai 4000DS
.. £110.50
Revox 1102/4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1122/4 .. ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1222/4 .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Revox Dolby & High Speed ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3400X .. . •
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3500X .. . •
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3600X• •
P.O.A.
Tandberg 9100X• •
P.O.A.
Teat
..•
•
P.O.A.
HEADPHONES
AKG K100 ..
AKG KI40
AKG K160
Koss PROSLC
Koss HVIA
Koss 711
Micro MXI .
Sennheiser HD4 .
I4
Sennheiser HD424
PWB Moving Coil

(Carr. 75p)
£8.00
£13.00
£18.00
£34.50
£26.50
£12-50
P.O.A.
£15.00
£22.50
£18.50

8 TRACK/CASSETTES (
Carr. £2-00)
Akai GXR82D .. .. £104.50
Akai CS3OD .. ..
£74.00
Akai CS33D .. ..
£90.00
Akai GXC38D
.. £117.00

All prices listed include VAT at 25%
Micro .. .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL12D .. ..
£48.50
Pioneer PL I2D/Shure M75ED 11 £60.00
Rega Research
P.O.A
Thorens 125AB II
£139-75
Thorens 1D125/II
£90-50
ThorensTX25 cover
£ 10-50
Thorens TD145C
£97.50
Thorens TDI60B/C
£62.50
Thorens TD160C
£76.50
Thorens TDI65 .. ..
£66.50
Transcriptor Reference ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Ref./Fluid Arm
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Stylus Brush ..
£3.50
Transcriptor Sweep Arm ..
£5.25
Wharfedale W30 .. ..
£35.00
PLINTHS/COVERS
Garrard MAB4C
Garrard MWB4C
G
d MWBIC
Garrard 40I/SME
Howland West HW I

(Carr. C2-00)
£16.75
£15-25
El 1.25
£30-00
£22-00

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS(Carr.75p)
Acos Lustre .. .. ..
£26.50
Colton MC 101 .. .. £20.00
SME 3009 improved .. .. £40.00
SME 3009/S2 improved .. £43-00
Transcriptor Fluid .. .. £26-50

Akai GXC46D
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXC510D
BSR TD8/3V
Goodmans SCD100
Leak 2002 ..
Nakamichi 550
Nakamichi 700
Nakamichi 1000
Neal 102/103 ..
Tandberg TCD3I0
Teat •
Wharfedale WHD2OD
CARTRIDGES
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
Decca London ..
Grado FTR
Goldring G820
Goldring G820E
Goldring G820SE
Ortofon RISE
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75ED/II
Shure M75E1/11
Shure M75G/II
Shure M75B(6) II
Shure V1.5 Ill

£134.00
£170.00
£161.50
£22.00
£125.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
net»
(Carr. 25p)
£27.00
£24.00
£29.00
£7.50
£9.0
£12.50
£19-00
£14 00
£35.00
£7.00
£7.50
£12-00
£11.00
£10.00
£9.00
£35.00

SPEAKERS ( pairs) (
Carr. £.00 pair)
AR Range ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R40 & R50..
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh £47-50
Celestion County ..
£55.50
Celestion Ditton 15
£79-00
Celestion Ditton 33 .. £ 124-75
Celestion Ditton 44 .. £ 131-50
Celestion Ditton 25
£ 15900
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £24100
Celestion UL6
£77-95
Celestion UL8
£97-90
Celestion ULIO .. £ 145-00
Executive Audio 750
Goodmans Havant SL ..
£54-00
Goodmans Mezzo SL ..
£82 110
Goodmans Magnum SL .. £103.00
Hi Fi Aids Orbital Brackets ..
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact .. . •
P.O.A.
IMF ALS40
P.O.A.
IMF TLS80
P.O.A.
IMF Professional Monitor • •
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ..• •
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ..• .
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..• •
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..• .
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
P.O.A.
KEF 104
•.
P.O.A.
KLH
..
Leak 2020
..
£66-60
Leak 2030 ..
ooas
Leak 2060
..
£ 159-50
Leak 2075
£346.00
Monitor Audio MAI ..
Monitor Audio MA3 ..
Monitor Audio MA4 .. • •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAS . •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7
P.O.A.
Marantz.. .. • •
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5 Monitor• .
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/6 .. • •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Chevening .. • •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Chatsworth ..
Tannoy Mansfield ..
Tannoy Amesbury ..
Videotone Minimax 11
Wharfedale Denton 1
Low
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
prices
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
on
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
application
Wharfedale Dovedale 3

SPEAKER

KITS AND CHASSIS
(Carr. kits £ I-50 each)
(Sp. Chassis CI - 25 each)
(Price per pair)
£45-00
(Price per pair)
£80.00

KEF kit 1
KEF kit 3
KEF 127
KEF B110 .. ..
£8.50
KEF B200 .. .. £9.90
KEF BI39 . • ..
£18.50
KEF DNI2
£6.00
KEF 1:MI3-S1'1015 . • ..
£400
Wharfedale Linton 2 kit ( pair) £25-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3 kit ( pair) £42-00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3kit ( pair) £71-50
Tannoy 12" H.P.D.
£72-25
Tannoy IS H.P.D. .. £92-00

We have tried to ensure that all prices are correct at time of going to press-however prices are liable to alteration without notice.

Terms of Business
Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool Street to Enfield Station. Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.
Cheques for counter sales accepted only when backed by a bank card.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and
service. Make cheques payable to: A. T. Labs.

correct carriage for prompt

Credit
For Personal callers only. Phone for details. Export Facilities for reclaiming VAT
available.

Service
Repairs and maintenance of Hi -Fi equipment by qualified engineers.
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uP40% CASSETTEMPE EMBERS

TO

OFF

BRITAIN S MOST COMPETITIVE SPECIALISTS I
TC645.. • •

CASSETTE DECKS
RECORDERS

GXC75D(D) ..

(C & 1El • 50)

£138-66

P.O.A. TC134S0 ..

P.O.A.

GXC5I0(D) .. £ 131•73 Nakamichi
Amstrad 6000 £40-30 DT550 ..
7000(0) .. £53•75 TT700 .. ..

TCI46A ..
P.O.A. TC161SD(D) ..
P.O.A. TC177SD(D) ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A. (
C 8. I £2 00)

Akai CS3OD .. [60-27
TT 1000
CS33D (D) • •
£7 ,
'''' Goodmans
SCD100(D)
,.
Pioneer
.. £113•52
GXC.?60 • • £ 76•79
£95.
,r
‘
GXCl8D(D) . •
,.
GxceT
• • £ 129 -,7
GXC460(D)
.. £
£1
" .''
GXC65D(DI
118.135

P.O.A. Tandberg
TCD310(D) ..

Sony TC55
TC68
TC91
TC95A..
TC96L
TCI82
TL.121
TC124CS
TCI29
TC13ISD(D)
TCI33CS

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A. 4A0le0480(000)DS .. :
••
P.O.A. GI)2a82ébi ..
P.O.A.
F..,. GX600DB(D) ..
P.O.A.
Ferrograph..
713
£I20•42 GX400DP

Teat A140(D)
A160(D) ..
A360(D) • •
A450(0)
_.
Trio
KX710(Dj

Tandberg
.
1521.
341 A .. ..
..
344IX ..
;?....
3641XD(0)
912IX .. •. :
914IX ..

P.O.A. CARTRIDGE TAPE
P.O.A.
P.O.A. DECKS RECORDERS
P.O.A. ( C & 1El 50)
P.O.A. Akai G XR82 £ 102.09
P.O.A. GXR82D £85•07
P.O.A. Wollensak 8075 P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0 A

POST BUDGET
£P.O.A.
442 70
— SALE —
P.O.A. 7502
_ ..
P.O.A.
7502D(D)
..
P.O.A.
7522
.. .. P.O.A. Come along to our Beat the budget blues'
GAssETTE Rue
u
7522D(D) ..
P.O.A.
Sale and you'll probably find the Bargain you
RECORDERS
Pi
RTIOI I £243•09
have been looking for.
RTIO2OL £ 03•91
Fantastic reductions on a range of tape and
Revox
(
C & 1El 50)
cassette decks, tape recorders etc.
Sanyo—F.R.A.
P.O.A. A77/I102/4
P.O.A.
Beat the budget blues
A77/DL1132(D)
P.O.A.
Sony CF 150 ...
P.O
,X2.
.
A Sony TC270
P.O.A.
Buy a Bargain
C
TC280
P.O.A.
CF320
TC377
P.O.A.
•.
CF420L
P.O.A. ( D) Stands for Dolby Deck
TC458 • •
••
CF550A
P.O.A. All prices exclude VAT at 2.5%.
••
TC630 • •
CF620

242/4 PENTONVILLE RD, KINGS CROSS, LONDON N.1.
(300 yds. from King's Cross Main Line Station)
Tel.: 01-837 8200
r
al

•

(IS

£129
66
£90 24
£ 6 70
£177 01
£277 40

TC755 .. ..
TC756-2

Wollensak
4766(D)

rel

(1)
•(11

o

..

CT313 1
A ..
£ 446
HK1000D(D)
..
P.O.A. CT4I4 IA(D) ..
£ 6•93
Harmon Kardon
Leak 2002(D) .
£ 6.34 CT5151(D) .. £110-10
Neal 102 Trans. P.O.A. CT6I61
CTF7171(D)..
.. £P.O.A.
131-52
Sansui SC636.. £
100•75
£115•87

•
I
CO

TAPE DECKS
RECORDERS

103(0) ..

0 o'..'°°

•

.

DER CENTRE

'

ASSETTE &TAPE RE

,
BUCKS HERTS

for the best sound around

BEDS

AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong 621 . • ..

P.O.A.

B & 0Beolab 1700 .. ..
£
78.70
Marantz 1030, 1060, 1120 ..
P.O.A.
N.A.D. 60
.
•
£97-00
Quad 33/303.. £ 1142•00
Rotel RA 211
£34-21
RA 311
.
•
£49-03
RA 611 . •
E76•80
Sony TA 70 ..
TA 88 . •
TA 1066 .. • . ..
P.O.A.
TA 1055 .. • . ..
P.O.A.
TA 1150 .. • . ..
P.O.A.
Technics SU 3050, 3150, 3500 P.O.A.

TUNERS

Armstrong 624, 623 ..
B & 0 Beomaster 1700 ..
Maranta 105, 115, 120 ..
Quad FM3 .. • . ..
Sony ST 70 .. • . ..
T 5066
ST 88

Mordaunt Short Carnival,
P.O.A.
Festival, Pageant .. • •
£52•78
Scan-Dyna A10 • • • •
£69•44
A25
£85 18
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
1203
A30
P.O.A.
Armstrong 625, 626
2000 • • .. ..
f.87•96
B & 0 Beomaster 1001 .. £ 109•72 Dual 1226 .. • . ..
03-25 Technics SB 40, to' .
P.O.A.
901 .. • • .. .. E124•90
1229 • • .. .. [ 128.18 B & W DM2/4/5 . • • •
2000 • • .. .. L199•07
601 .. • • .. .. E133•20
Maranta701
..
._
.
.. L201•52
2015, 2220, 2230, 2245
Garrard SP25 Mk IVf M76 .. £27•77
90
N.A.D. 140 . • • . .. i155•55 Pioneer PLI2D . • ..
n7-60 STEREO CASSETTE MACHINES
160A _.. .. .. L195•00 Rank BD 2000 • • ..
P.O.A. Akai CS 33D ..
E61.
Pioneer SX434 • • .. £ 14•72 Sony PS 5011
GXC 380 .. • •
no.»
5)(535 . • .. .. El 15•74
PS 5520 . • . ..
P.O.A.
GXC 46D .. , •
£104•16
Ratel RX 152 .. ..
f.6I•57 Technics SL 1
.
300 • • ..
P.O.A. B & 0 Beocord 2200 £ 166•20
RX 202 • • • . ..
L69-900 SPEAKERS
(per pair)
Dual C901 .. • •
E181-05
RX 402 .. • • • •
Acoustic Research 7 ..
£.
54-74 Sony TC 121 ..
P.O.A.

Technics ST 3500, 3150, 3503

..

..
••

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
B & 0Seagram 1001 .. £52•78

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
£69•35
P.O.A.

RX 602 .. . .. E119•90
Scan- Dina 2000 Mk 11 .. £ 103•70
2100 • • .. .. E129•05

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony
SIR 6036A, 6046A. 7055A

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Tandberg TR 200, 1000 •.
Technics SA 5150, 5250 ..

• • .
.•

P.O.A.

Lae.
6 .. • • .. • •
030•00
MST .. .. • • E124•00
2ax .. • • .. • • E133-00
3a Imp. . • .. • • E197-00
Beovox 1702.. • • • • (.61•02

TC 13 ISD .. • • ::
TC 134SD ..
TC 161SD ..
TC 153SD .. • •
Tandberg TCD 310 ..
Teat A- I60 .. .,, .

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

2702 . • • •
7 8•70
£
3701 • • .. £ 103•70

Technics RS 263, 271, 61 .
0,
276, 279, 676 .. ..

P.O.A.

c74.00 >too • • .. .. E1564141

Headphones by Pioneer.Sennheiser,Sony. Music Systems by Bang & Ola/sen.
and Styli by Goldring, Shure VIS Ill, £9.16. Colour Television by B3ng

National, Sony. Blank Cassettes by Sony, T.D.K. Cartridges
& ()Mien, Notional, Skontic, Sony, Tandberg.
Bang & Olufsen equioment at Amersham and Bedford. Maranta at Hitchin. Bowers & Wilkins at Bedford and Hitchin. Equipment guaranteed

SAVE

UD to 3years. Specialised af
ter-soles
Prices exclude V.A.T. currently

UP TO

40%

AMERSHAM
16 HILL AVENUE
Te)ephone .21343

service.

at 25 %.

Bar laycard

:: Access :: Perso nal loans.

Wide selection of gramophone records and tapes.

Prices

correct at time of going to Press.

audio Evsual stiste.ms
AYLESBURY
8 BOURBON STREET
Telephone: 891! 9

BEDFORD
29 ST. PETER'S STREET
Telephone: 46058

HITCHIN
3 CHURCHGATE
Telephone: 51538

135/F

GET A HEAD START
SAVE UP TO 40% OFF LIST PRICE
SOUND BARGAINS AT SOUND VALUE
All prices include 8% VAT, please add 16% to prices quoted to give new VAT rate
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
([1.50 P & P)
Akai AA8030 .. £ 102 50
Akai AA8080 .. £ 129.00
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mod. 110
110.00
Goodmans Mod. 90 £ 5-00
Goodmans Mod. 120 £ 117-50
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR700
P.O.A.
Hitachi SRI 100
P.O.A.
JVC 4MMI000
moo
Leak 2000 ..
P.O.A.
Lux R800/1500 • .
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 5010 .•
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 7070 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 8080 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434. • £ 81-00
Pioneer SX535 • . [ 110-00
Pioneer SX636 • • £ 130.00
Pioneer SX737• • £ 163-00
Pioneer SX838 • • £205-00
Pioneer SX727 • • £ 150.00
Rotel RXI52• • £ 63 00
Rotel RX200A.. £ 59-00
Rotel RX202• • £ 71 00
Rotel RX402 • • £94-00
Rotel RX600A £97-50
Rote IRX602 £ 122-00
Rotel RX802 £ 155-00
Sansui 661/771 . . .
Sansui QRX 1500..
P.O.A.
Sansui QRX 3500..
P.O.A.
Sherwood S7050 . £76-00
Sherwood S7200 .. El 52.00
Sony STR6036A From stock
Sony STR6046A From stock
Sony STR6055
From stock
Sony STR6200
From stock
Sound 51‘3400 £6100
Sound SR2500 £72-00
Sound SR660
P.O.A.
Sound 5R770
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA300L From stock
Toshiba SA500
From stock
Trio-All models available
Wharfedale Denton
E85-00
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
(CI•50 P & P)
Akai AA5210 £ 0-00
Akai AA55 I
0
£ 5-50
Akai AA5800 £ 132-00
Armstrong 621 . •
P.O.A.
Cambridge P50/P60
P.O.A.
Cambridge P110 ..
P.O.A.
Denon PMA350-Z..
P.O.A.
PMA500
P.O.A.
EMI 1515
[33•50
Goodmans 40/40 .. £62-50
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico 4VN550 £ 8-00
Leak 2100 .. • •
P.O.A.
Leak Delta 2200 • .
P.O.A.
Lux L308/L309 • •
P.O.A.
Lux L505/507 • •
P.O.A.
Lux SQ707/700 • •
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Metrosound ST20
Mk 11
E31-00
Nikko TRM2I0
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM600
P.O.A.
Onkyo all models ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300 £40.50
Pioneer SA6300 £ 150
Pioneer SA7I00 £96-00
Pioneer SA8100 [ 137- SC
Pioneer SA9I00 £ 172.00
Quad 33 ..
From stock
Quad 303
From stock
Radford HD250 £ 185.00
Revox A78
From stock
Rotel RA2I I .. £39-00
Rotel RA3I I .. £ 50-00
Rotel RA6I I .. £78 50
Rotel RACIO £ 100.00
Sansui all models ..
P.O.A.
Sanyo DCA1400 £45 00
Sherwood S9400 .. £ 125 00

Sony TA70/TA88/TA1066/TA
I
055/TAI 150/TA I130
from stock
Sound SA520 ..
P.O.A.
Sound SA620 ..
P.O.A.
Sound SA8200
P.O.A.
Sound 45A70
P.O.A.
Sugden A2/Mark 3
moo
Sugden A48
£87-50
Sugden P5 I/C51 £ 130-00
Teat AS100 £ 135-00
Toshiba S8300
From stock
Toshiba SB500
From stock
Trio-All models available
Wharfedale Linton £4150
Yamaha CA700 .. £ 120.00
Yamaha CA1000 ..
P.O.A.
TUNERS
(11.50 P & P)
Akai AT550
£0.00
Altai AT580
£97410
Armstrong 623/624
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Lux WL700/WL7I7
P.O.A.
Lux WL500/WL550
P.O.A.
Lux T300
P.O.A.
Marantz-All models P.O.A.
Nikko FAM220
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM500
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX500A
£57410
Pioneer TX6200
£65410
Pioneer TX7I00
£85-00
Pioneer TX8I00
£102-00
Pioneer TX9I00
1E13150
Quad FM3
P.O.A.
Revox A76
Rotel RT22
£38-50
Rotel RT322
E52-50
Rotel RT622
£85-00
Sansui TUSOS ..
P.O.A.
Sansui TU7500, etc.
. . .
Sherwood S2400 .. £ 105410
Sony ST70/ST88/ST5055L/ST
5066/ST5150/ST5130from stock
Sugden R2I
£70410
Sugden R51 .. £7150
Toshiba ST4I0
From stock
Toshiba ST500
From stock
Trio-all models available
TURNTABLES
(11.50 P & P)
Aiwa AP2050
P.O.A.
Denon DP3500 .. P.O.A.
Denon DP3700F
P.O.A.
G
d SP25 IV
Chassis £ 13.00
G
d 5P25/IV Mod. £21 00
G
dSP25/Mod./
cart .. [25-50
G
d8658 Chassis £24-00
Garrard 865B Module £34-00
G
d 865B Mod./
cart ..
&woo
Garrard Zero 100SB
Chassis ..
04-00
G
d Zero 100SB
Mod. ..
E45-50
G
dZero 100S13
Mod./-1- cart.
£53-50
Goldring GIOIPC
£25-00
Goldring GL72
£27.00
Goldring GL72P
£35-00
Goldring GL75
£33-50
Goldring GL75P
£43410
Goldring GL78PC..
£8-50
Goldring GL85PC
£77-00
Goldring L1D72
£3-50
Geldring LID75
£4-00
Goodmans
TD100
with cart.
£58.50
Hitachi PSI2
£55-00
Leak Delta ..
£42-50
Micro MR7Il
P.O.A.
Micro MR3I I
P.O.A.
Micro MR1 I1
P.O.A.
Micro MB600
P.O.A.
Micro MB300
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2
£65-00
Pioneer PL I2D
£40-50

Pioneer PLISD £62-50
Pioneer PLA45D £88-50
Sansui SR2I2
Sansui SR I
050
Sansui SR2050
Sony PS5011
From stock
Sony PS5520
From stock
Sony PS-5550
From stock
Transcriptors
Reference
E92•50
Transcriptors
Reference with
arm ..
E104-50
Thorens TD I
65C ..
f54-S0
Thorens TDI60C £63-00
Thorens TDI25/ II £74-00
ThorensTD125/IIAB £ 115-00
Thorens TD I45C
nevi)
Thorens TD160BC £52-00
Thorens TD 160C/
Ortofon . •
E89-00
Thorens TD125AB/11/
Ortofon
C1 410.00
Toshiba-All models available
Wharfedale Linton £27.50
Yamaha TP800
P.O.A.
ADC. Goldring, Shure, Sonotone cartridges stocked.
SPEAKERS
(All prices per pair)
(Min. P & PEI - 50)
Advent large/small
P.O.A.
AR7/AR6/AR5/AR4X P.O.A.
B & W D5/DM4
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
& W DM2A
B & W DM70
P.O.A.
Bose 901/501 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40/R50
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh
P.O.A.
Celestion County
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120 P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 25
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66
P.O.A.
Design Acoustics
P.O.A.
Goodmans Minister
£40-00
Goodmans Havant SL £50.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£73-00
Goodmans Magnum
SL
£92-50
Goodmans Goodwood £95-00
Goodmans Magister £ 112-00
Goodmans Dimension
8
E132-00
Goodmans Achromat £ 122-50
Infinity
P.O.A.
JBL-All models ..
P.O.A.
KEF Coda
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor .. • • .
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
P.O.A.
KEF Ref. 104 ..
P.O.A.
KLH-All models ..
PO.A.
Leak 2020 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Monitor-all models P.O.A.
Pioneer CSR700
cuckoo
Pioneer CSR500 £ 135410
Quad ..
From stock
Sansui all models ..
P.O.A.
Sony-All models available
Wharfedale Denton 2 (3440
Linton 2 ..
E42-00
Wharfedale Glendale
Wharfedale boveci.£6°.00
ale
.. [92-00
Wharfedale Kingsdale
3 ..
f122-50
CASSETTES-TAPE
DECKS/RECORDERS
(P & P Portable 75p; others
[1.50)
Advent 201
Aiwa AD I
500 ..
P.O.A.
Akai CS3OD
£60.00
Akai CS33D
£72-50
Akai GXC36D £76.03
Akai GXC38D £94-03

Akai GXC46D £ 108-00
Akai GXCSIOD £ 132.50
Akai GXC75D £ 140-03
Akai I722L £86-00
Akai 4000DS £89.00
Akai 4000DB £ 133.50
Akai GXR82D £85-00
BASF 3100 ..
P.O.A.
BASF
3200
. . .
Goodmans kDIOO £ 120 00
H. Kardon HK 1000
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 Dolby ..
P.O.A.
N.E.A.L. 102/103 ..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 70011000
From stock
Philips- Keenest prices
Pioneer CT4I41 .. £ 5-00
Pioneer CT5151 £ 108-00
Revox A77 Series ..
P.O.A.
Revox A700 Series
P.O.A.
Sanyo-Keenest prices
Sanyo RD4800X
Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Sony TC121/TC129/TCI31/
TC I
34/TC152/TC16ISD/
TC280/TC377/TC270/
TC458/TC755/TC177SD
-from stock
Tandberg TCD310D
P.O.A.
Teat A160/A360/A450 P.O.A.
Toshiba PT4I5
From stock
Toshiba PT470
From stock
Toshiba PT490
From stock
Toshiba PT862
From stock
Portable models-From stock
Uher-all models..
P.O.A.
MUSIC SYSTEMS
(P & P 1100)
Goodmans Compact
80 Teak*. .. £ 125 03
Goodmans Compact
90T. .. • . £ 165 00
Sanyo G26I5 £ 5.00
Sanyo G26I IKL
P.O.A.
Sony-All models available
Toshiba-All models available
Yamaha MSC513"
P.O.A.
•Without speakers.
PICK-UP ARMS, etc.
(P á P 50p)
Acos Lustre .. £22.50
Audio Technica £ 17-00
Goldring 175 ..
LIO-00
Micro MAI01/11
P.O.A.
SME 3009/11 £33-50
SME 3009/S2 ..
E35-50
SME Head Shell ..
nas
SME PI Spacer .. £ I-75
Thorens TP60 Head
Shell
£3.50
SPECIAL OFFER
Sinclair/Cambridge
CALCULATORS
E10.50 V.A.T.

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE 8% VAT

We stock all
the best from
the world of
sound.
CAR RADIOS. etc.
(El.00 P & P)
Philips RNI34
Philips N2605
Philips N2607 ..
Philips N2607/97 ..
Philips RN232
Philips RN342/ 15 ..
Philips RN512
Philips RN702
Philips RN7I2

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
(50p P & P)
AKG KI40 .. • •
CI3 00
AKG KI60 . • [ 17 00
Koss ESP9 .. • . [70-00
Koss ESPA . • [38.50
Koss ESP6 .. • •
ESO 00
Koss PROSLC • • £30.00
Koss PRO4AA • •
E27.50
Micro MX1
P.O.A.
Sennheiser HD4I 4 £ 13.50
Sennheiser HD424 £21 -00
Wharfedale DDI £ 12•50
Wharfedale lsodynamic ..
cum»
Many other makes and models
also available.
TELEVISIONS
(11.50 P & P)
Sony 13/18" Colour
From stock
Toshiba 14'/Ir Col.
From stock
'Open Mon.-Sat. 9.30-6 p.m.
(early closing Wed.).
'All goods brand new and
fully guaranteed.
"After sales service.
'Access
and
Barclaycard
welcome.
All parts and labour free for
Iyear.
All prices subject to goods
being in stock.
order
enquiries
Mail
welcome
All goods dispatched within
48 hours of receipt of order
subject to availability of goods
All prices are correct on
20th May ' 75 and are
subject to change without prior notice.

[smociài]

KUMAR KAMERAS
Et HI-FI
61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station
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banoisseur
The B.D.2 Turntable Assembly
The famous B.D.2 belt drive turntable with press button speed change
has now been developed to feature a newly designed mat and brushed
aluminium trim, and the perspex cover has an easy " hinged- on, hinged- off"
movement. The B.D.2 is available as achassis unit or spring mounted on
a wood plinth, as above.

S.A.U.2 Pick-up Arm
Recognised as one of today's most advanced pick-up arms it features
* Auto- bias Compensator

S.C.U.1. Stereo Cartridge

* Hydraulic Lowering Device

A quality cartridge designed specifically for
the person who appreciates his equipment.

* Precision Balance
.* Adjustable Head Shell

Contact your dealer for information or send a stamp for brochure.

A. R. SUGDEN 81 CO. (ENGI EERS) LTD

•

Atlas Mill Road, Brighouse HOG 1ER Telephone: Brighouse ( 04847) 2142. Telegrams and cables: Connoiseur, Brighouse

ARE YOU A HI- F1
US A CALL

THEN GIVE
TRIO

KA 4002A Amplifier
KA 6004 Amplifier
KA 8004 Amplifier
KT 200IA Tuner
KT 4005 Tuner
KT 13005 Tuner
KR 2400 Receiver ..
KR 3400 Receiver ..
KR 4400 Receiver
KP5022 Direct Drive ..
KX 710 Dolby Cassette

TEAC

A 160 Cassette
A 360 Cassette
A 450 Cassette
A 1230 Reel to
A 3340 4Ch.

Deck
Deck
Deck
Reel

..
..
..
..

AIWA

AD 1500 Cassette Deck
AD 1300 Cassette Deck

RRP

•.
••
.•
••
••
•.
••
••
••
.•

£85 00
(154-00
£210 00
£78.00
£110 00
£190 00
£116 00
£140 00
£162 00
£150-00
£140 00

..
..
..
..
..

£ 119-50
£ 198.00
£232.00
£225.00
£515.00

.. £ 172-00
.. £ 127.75

MONITOR AUDIO ( pairs)
MA 7 Speakers
MA 5 Speakers
MA 4 Speakers
MA 1Speakers
MA 3 Speakers

IMF (
pairs)

Super Compact Speakers
ALS 40 Speakers
TLS 50 Speakers

£64.90
£108.10
£158.00
£214.00
£270.00

£99.00
£165.04
£184-80

FOR THE

NUT?

BIGGEST DISCOUNTS

MARANTZ

1030 Amplifier
1060 Amplifier
1120 Amplifier
1058 Tuner
1158 Tuner
2015 Receiver
2220 Receiver
2230 Receiver
4070 4Ch. Amplifier
4270 4Ch. Receiver
4300 4Ch. Receiver ..
Imperial 4G Speakers
Imperial 5G Speakers
Imperial 6G Speakers
Imperial 7G Speakers

KLH ( pairs)
Model 31 Speakers
32 Speakers ..
38 Speakers ..
17 Speakers ..
33 Speakers ..
23 Speakers ..
5Speakers ..
Marlboro 101 Speakers
102 Speakers
103 Speakers

BOSE

901 Speakers ..
1801A Amplifier
CELEF AUDIO ( pairs)
Mini Speakers ..
Monitor Speakers ..
Mini Professional Speakers

RRP
£95 00
£129.00
£270 00
£99 00
£50 00
£147 00
£179 00
£235 00
£195 00
£395 00
£545 00
£76 00
£96 00
£136 00
£176 00
£64-35
£78-70
£106-48
£119-91
£156-94
£168.52
£273.15
£87.96
£119-91
£203-70
£325.00
£540.00
£90.00
£125.00
£180-00

ON

THE

£83.00
£116.00
£184-00
£245.00
£292-00
£198-00
£242.00
£85.00
P.O A.
£153-00
£232-00

SQ 707 Amplifier ..
SQ 700X Amplifier ..
SQ 507X Amplifier ..
L 308 Amplifier
L 309 Amplifier
CL 350 Pre. Amplifier
M 150 Main Amplifier
WI.. 717 Tuner
WL 700 Tuner
WI 550 Tuner
R 800 Receiver

HARMAN KARDON
130 B Receiver
630 Receiver .
930 Receiver ..
Citation Il Pre. Amplifier ..
Citation 12 Power Amplifier
HK 1000 Dolby Cassette ..

VIDEOTO NE ( pairs)
Minimax Il Speakers ..
Saphire 1Speakers
Midimax Speakers
Supermax Speakers

JBL ( pairs)
L.I6 Decade Speakers
L.26 Decade Speakers
L.I00 Century Speakers

SUGDEN
A.2I Amplifier..
A.48 Amplifier..
R.2I Tuner ..

BETTER

RRP

LUX

£125.00
£189-00
£259-00
£228.00
£189.00
£189.00
£36.00
£45-00
£70.00
£120-00

.. £ 158.00
.. £ 198-00
. £ 390-00
£83 00
£101 00
£78-00

EQUIPMENT

DUAL - Turntables
1216 3 speed plinth & cover
1229 3 speed plinth & cover
CS 601 belt drive -I-V15 Ill ..
CS 701 direct drive -I-VI5 Ill
C 901 Dolby Cassette

£62 36
£123-55
£133-20
£201-53
£181.06

E.R.A.

MK. 6 plinth, cover & SME arm £99.84

NEAL
102 Dolby Cassette
103 Dolby Cassette

£195-00
£241-00

NEW ACOUSTIC DIMENSION
.
£97 00
NAD 60 Amplafier
£155 00
NAD 140 Rec,ver
.
E194-00
NAD 160 Receiver
Also Available:Scott - Rogers - Pioneer - Koss TDK
Thorens - Shure - SME Connoisseur
Revox - Cambridge Goldring
Studiocraft
Metrosound Icelectric Disco Equipment Transcriptors - Stanton - JBL ERA
National - Akai - Leak Sansui Zerostat - Ariston Amcron
WE WILL MATCH ANY
GENUINE DISCOUNT PRICE
Money refunded if not satisfied
and the goods are returned within
14 days.

MAIL
ORDER
PRICES
0 N APPLICATION.
PERSONAL EXPORT
PART EXCHANGE.

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
HIRE PURCHASE
RRP Excl. VAT

OPEN 6 DAYS
PER WEEK

6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET, READI NG, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463
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!DIE LTA [HOUNSLOW] mu
Huge stocks•Huge discounts
MAIL ORADe IpR F
Igel ATION

STEREO SYSTEMS
P & P £2-50
Hitachi ..
National
Pioneer 4500 ..
Sanyo G26Il
Sanyo G26I5
Sanyo GXT452IKL
Sanyo GXT4730
Sanyo GXT4540K
Sanyo GXT473I
Sanyo 5500K
Sharp
..
Sony ..
Toshiba ..
Yamaha ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£75.00
£145 00
£73 00
[119 00
£109 00
£139 00
£II9 00
£13.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
P & P £ 1-50
Akai AA5210
[67.50
Akai AA5210DB ..
W.50
Akai AA5510
a7.53
Akai AA5200
E73-00
Akai AA5500
03.00
Akai AA5800
E130.30
Armstrong 621
Cambridge ..
P.O.A.
Denon ..
Harman Kardon
JVC Nivico
P.O.A.
Marantz, Full Range ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300 .. £41.93
Pioneer SA6300 . . £71-95
Pioneer SA7100 £91.95
Pioneer SA8I00 .. £ 13215
Pioneer SA9I00 .. £ 16195
Pioneer Qf.910 £ 19100
Pioneer ocelé,
me«)
Pioneer QL600 k .. £ 119-00
Pioneer QM800A £ 179.00
Quad 33/303 • •
P.O.A.
Revox•
•
P.O.A.
Rotel RA2I0 • • • • £27-00
Rotel RA2I1 .. • •
09.00
Rotel RA3Il • . • • [52.00
Rotel RA6Il . • • •
0100
Rotel RA8I0 • • • . £ 103.00
Rote, RAI210 .. £ 12900
Sansui, Full Range
P.O.A.
Sanyo DCAI400K
£
45.00
Sanyo DCA 1700X
£19.00
Sharp ..
P.O.A.
Sony ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg
P.O.A.
Toshiba ..
P.O.A.
Trio ..
P.O.A.
Teac ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.

TUNERS
P & P £ 1.50
Akai AT550
Akai AT580
Armstrong .. •.
Cambridge T55.. ..
Harman Kardon
JVC Nivico
Marantz 105, 115, 120
Pioneer TX500A
Pioneer TX6200
Pioneer TX7I00

SO BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.

Pioneer TX8I00
Pioneer TX9I00
Quad FM3 ..
Revox A76 ..
Rotel RT222
Rotel RT322
Rotel RT622
Rotel RTI200
Sansui, Full Range
Sharp .. • .
Sony in Stock ..
Toshiba ..
Trio ..
Teac ATIO0
Yamaha ..

£103.02
£133.0"

ALL PRICES
EXCLUDING VAT

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
£39.00
f.55.00
moo
£112-00

MAIN
AGENTS
AND
TOCKIS
OF

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P & P £ 1.5
Akai AA8030
[ 105.00
Akai AA8080
[ 128.00
Armstrong ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mod. 90 ..
nee)
Goodmans Mod. 110 .. £ 110.00
Goodmans 1-20
fl woo
Harman Kardon
Leak 2000 .. £ 139.00
Marantz. Full Range ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer LX424
E109.00
Pioneer LX626
E149-00
Pioneer SX300
[6100
Pioneer SX434
033.00
Pioneer SX535
[ 103.00
Pioneer SX636
[ 129.00
Pioneer SX737
£ 165-00
Pioneer SX838
E212-00
Pioneer SX939
E235.00
Pioneer SX1010 £295.00
Pioneer QX646 .. £ 09-00
Pioneer QX747 .. £289.00
Pioneer QX949
£365-00
Pioneer QX4000 £ 169.00
Pioneer QX8000A £229 00
Pioneer QX9900A £ 29.00
Rote RX150A
me°
Rote RX202
E72.00
Rote RXI52
[61.50
Rote RX402
[95.00
Rote RX602
[ 123.00
Rote
[ 159-00
Sansui, Full Range
Sanyo DCX2000
£9-00
Sanyo DCX4000 £95.00
Sanyo DCX6000 £ 115.00
Sanyo DCX8000 £ 129.00
Scan Dyne
Sharp ...•
Sherwood 7100.. .. [ 105.00
Sony in Stock ..
Tandberg
Technics....
Toshiba ..
Trio

Goldring GL75
Goldring GL78 P/C
Goldring GL85 P/C
JVC
Pionesr PL I
2D
Pioneer PLI25
Pioneer PL 1513
Pioneer PL5I
Pioneer PL7I
Pioneer PLA45
Sansui, Full Range
Scan Dyna
Sony ..
Thorens TDI25/11
Thorens TD125AB/11
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TDI65
Transcriptor

TEL EPHONE

£42.5
£65.00
[MOO
P.O.A.
£37.00
£69.00
£61.00

£113 00
£129.00
£79.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
£7+00
£11+00
£6100
moo
P.O.A.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)

ARMSTRONG
AKAI
B & W
CAMBRIDGE/
CELESTION
CONNOISSEUR
DUAL DENON
HARMAN KARDON
HITACHI
IMF JBL JVC
MARANTZ
MORDAUNT-SHORT
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL
NEAL
PIONEER
QUAD
REVOX
ROTEL
SANSUI
SANYO
SCAN DYNA
SHARP
SHURE
S.M.E.
SONY
TANDBERG
TEAC T.D.K.
TOSHIBA TRIO
TRANSCRIPTORS
YAMAHA etc.

moo
£99.00 RECORD DECKS & PACKAGES
P.O.A.
P & P [ 1.00
P.O.A. A. Research ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A. Connoisseur BDI kit .. £12-95
P.O.A. Connoisseur
P.O.A.
BD2/SAU2/PC
£9-95
£57 00 G
d Mod. 25 IV M75
cum)
£65.00 G
d Mod. 86DB M75
£39.50
£82-00 Garrard Mod. 2100 M93 £54.50

AR

SPECIAL OFFER
Limited Quantity
TEAC ANI80 Noise
Reduction Unit
£II9 + VAT
Export: Tax Free
Specialists

Cambridge ..
B & W
. P.O.A.
Celestion County
Celestion Ditton 10
Celestion Ditton 15
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 25
Celestion Down 44
Celestion Ditton 66
£8470
Goodmans Goodwood
Goodmans Havant SL
£4600
Goodmans Magnum SL
£85.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£68.00
Goodmans Acromat 400 £11116
Goodmans Dimension.. £130.38
Goodmans Minister SL
£39.00
IMF ..
P.O.A.
JBL
P.O.A.
JVC
P.O.A.
KEF ..
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Mordaunt Short
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic .. . . .
Sansui .. Top Discount
Scan Dyne
P.O.A.
Sony-1n Stock.. ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
£
34.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
moo
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £
86.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
Akai CS3OD .. • •
Akai CS33D .. • •
Akai GXC36D
Akai GXC38D.. • •
Akai GXC46D.. • .
Akai GXC65D.. • •
Akai GXC5 IOD
Akai GXC75D.•
Harman Kardon HK1000
JVC
Nakamichi 1000/700
National.. . •
Pioneer CT3131A • •
Pioneer CT414IA . •
Pioneer CT5 15 IA • •
Pioneer CT6161
Pioneer CT7171
Sansui .. • •
Sanyo RD4530 .. • .

01-572

2285

(3 Lines)

P.O.A.
£56.00
£75.00
£78.00
£98.00
£112 00
El 25-00
£135.00
£145.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
£6940
£3.00
£109.00
£115.00
£129.00
P.O.A.
meo

•.
••
••
.•
••
•.
•.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS
P &
LIS
Akai 4000DB
Akai 4000DS
Akai GX400D
Akai GX400DP
Akai GX6OODS
Pioneer RTIO2OL
Revox
Sharp 727 ..
Sony-1n Stock
Teac
•

C139-00
£9100
£48100
£457-00
£284.00
£300.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sanyo RD4300X
Sony-1n Stock
Teac in Stock ..
Toshiba ..
Tandberg 310 ..
Trio KX700
Yamaha TB700

£2.00

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Mono and Stereo P & P 75p
Akai GXC36
[87 00
Akai GXC38
[ 104.00
Hitachi TRQ258 .. £ 25 00
Hitachi TRQ340 £3S 00
National.. ..
P.O.A.
Sanyo M2000G
£25 51
Sanyo M4010 ..
£27.00
Sanyo M4000G
£45.00
Sony-In Stock
P 0.A.
TAPE RECORDERS
P & P £ 1.00
Akai 1722
Philips 4308
Revox
Sansui
Sony ..

.•

£85.00

••
.•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£4440

RADIO CASSETTE

Mono and Stereo P & P [
leo
JVC Nivico
P.O.A.
National.. ..
P.O.A.
Sanyo M2424
£
36.00
Sanyo RP8505
[49.00
Sanyo M4400FG• •
£
6600
Sony-In Stock
P.O.A.
Toshiba RT296
P.O.A.
ALSO
Noise reduction units; Styli:
Headphones; Pickup arms; Cartridges;
Radios; Tapes; TV's;
Telefi; in car; plugs and leads.
All prices correct at 3/5/75+ 25%
VAT all prices subject to change
without notice.
'Price on application quote by
telephone or letter welcome..
Barclay and Access welcome.
HP to callers only.
No cheques without bankers
card for callers.

Sony Products & Trio only
from Hounslow.
All equipment carries 1 year
guarantee. Service available.

ME nu (HOUNSLOW) I1flflflD
SO BELL RD., HOUNSLOW,
MIDDLESEX.
Buy it with Access

138

TEL: 01-572 2285

HOUNSLOW CLOSED WED. HALF DAY.

OPEN

MON -SAT.
9-6

350 EDGWARE RD.,
LONDON W2. TEL: 402 6790

BARCLAYCARD
e.c ome here

GOLDRING ANNOUNCE
THE LENCO L65

Just in from Switzerland, the
new belt driven turntable from
Lenco. The L65.
This welcome newcomer to the
Lenco range of transcription units
has features you'll find positively
tempting and astyling that's neat,
modern and uncluttered.
The belt drive reduces wow and
flutter to less than 0.12% and
rumble to better than minus 57 dB.
To play the L65, just set the
selector control to the size of record
and atouch of the start lever sets
things moving. The arm is taken
automatically over the record and
gently put down on the lead-in
groove.
At the end of the record, the arm
lifts off and returns to the rest

position, and the motor shuts off.
All, again, done automatically,
leaving you free to concentrate on
the music.
Both the playing weight and the
bias compensator are easy and
simple to adjust.
In fact, all the controls are. The
speed selector (33 and 45 rpm), the
record size selector and the bias
compensator are slide operated.
And the stop- start control is ashort
positive lever switch.
Everything about the L65
promises to make it avery popular
deck. But don't take our word for it
just because we think it's great. See
the L65 for yourself at your hi-fi
dealer or post the coupon for a
leaflet all about it.

You could be one of the first in
this country to have the Lenco L65.

Goldring
r7o: Goldring Limited,
10 Bayford Street, London E8 3SE.
Please send me the leaflet all about the
latest Lenco turntable, the L65.
Name
Address

HN./6/75
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Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
inc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

Stereo Amplifiers
AKAI
AA 5210
AA 5210DB
AA 5510
AA 5810
ALBA
UA 700 ..
UA 900 ..
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk 3
Integra 4000 Mk 2
IC 2000 Mk 2 ..
BUSH
Arena A220 lOw-1- lOw

114-87
149.18
149.18
188.07
68.54
111.62

38.19

5+40
69-44

50-81
FERROGRAPH
F208 20/20 ..
117-50
F608 60/60 ..
202-50
GOODMANS
Model 40-40
102.88
Galactron Mk 10 .. 461.80
Galactron Mk 16 Pre-amp613-42
Galactron Mk 100 Powamp.
302438
Galactron CQI6 Matrix/
CD4 decoder .. 97.22
LEAK
2100 .
138.59
2200 . .
173-32
M ETR OS O U ND
ST20 Mk II
55.00
PIONEER
SA 5300
.. 77.62
SA 6300
.. 103.53
SA 8100
. 260.23
SA 9100
.. 324.12
ROTEL
RA2I I
.. 69.32
SANSUI
AU 2200
.. 76-56
AU 4400
.. 117.18
AU 5500
.. 181.13
AU 7700
.. 225.69
AU 6500
. 214-54
AU 7500
.. 250-11
AU 9500
.. 389-32
SOLAVOX
20, 10 watts RMS per
channel ..
50 59
30. 15 watts RMS per
channel ..
59.40

84.99
105.99
105.99
137.99
46 99
75.99
25.99
35.75
43.50
24.99
87 99
149.99
75 99
337.00
450 25
22190
70.50
104.99
129-99
24-99
51.99
69.99
169.99
214 00
49 99
61.00
93 00
14400
180.00
149.99
173.50
311.25
30.50
34-50

Tuners
AKAI
AT580 AM/FM/MPX ..
ALBA
UA 800
AMSTRAD
3000 FM;MPX
FERROGRAPH
SFM IFM/MPX ..
LEAK
2300 AM/FM/MPX
PIONEER
TX500A AM/FM/MPX..
TX6200 AM/FM/MPX ..
TX7 100 AM/FM/MPX ..
TX8 100 AM/FM/MPX
TX9 I
00 AM/FM/MPX ..
SANSUI
TU7500 AM/FM/MPX ..
TU4400 AM/FM/MPX
TU5500 AM/FM/MPX ..
TU7700 AM/FM/MPX ..
TU9500 AM/FM/MPX ..

175-28

125.99

59.91

44•99

48.61

34.99

142.50

104.00

138.59

104-99

107-59
12195
15992
188-24
249.79

70.99
79.99
105-99
124.99
164.99

20+80
117-43
148-15
186.37
262.84

139.99
93.00
118-00
14a-oo
209-00

Tuner/Amplifiers
AMSTRAD
5000 AM FM MPX
140

104 17

7+99

rr

Il”

TUNER AMPS.
cont.

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Cinc.
Cinc.
VAT
VAT

AKAI
AA 810 AM/FM/MPX
13+84
BUSH
Arena T3500 FM/MPX 10
watts per channel.
push button FM tuning ..
9590
Arena T2700 FM/MPX 15
watts per channel output manual and preset
FM tuning and AFC .. 115-45
GOODMANS
Module 90 AM/FM/MPX
Teak .. .. 16+81
Module 110 FM/MW/LW/
SW/100w RMS
186-95
Module 120 FM/MW/LW/
SvV/100w. RMS .. 18995
NIPPON SOUND
SR660 AM/FM/MPX .. 15498
SR770 AM/FM/MPX
183-33
LEAK
2000 AM/FM/MPX
223-95
PIONEER
SX 1010 AM/FM/MPX
529-76
SX 939 AM/FM/MPX
428-26
SX 838 AM/FM/MPX
387-71
SX 737 AM/FM/MPX
302-48
SX 636 AM/FM/MPX .. 24+30
SX 535 AM/FM/MPX
209-51
SX 434 AM/FM/MPX
152-69
SX 300 AM/FM/MPX .. 117-47
ROTEL
RX 152 AM/FM/MPX
109-37
RX 202 AM/FM/MPX
12+42
RX 402 AM/FM/MPX .. 16792
RX 602 AM/FM/MPX .. 21791
RX 802 . .. 27796
SANSUI
210 AM/FM/MPX .. 111.71
441 ..
12+93
551
156-18
661 AM/FM/MPX .. 20395
771 AM/FM/MPX .. 24993
881 AM/FM/MPX
32895
Six AM/FM/MPX
310.35
Seven AM/FM/MPX .. 364.61
Eight AM/FM/MPX
422-45

99-50

4919

117-99
13+99
13+99
98-50
11+99
169.99
349 99
284.99
259 99
199-99
162 99
139 99
101.99
79.75
77.99
89.99
119.50
154 99
198.50
79.99
98-99
124 99
162.50
198 99
261-99
207.00
247.00
276.00

LEAK
2001 with band c
McDONALD
MP60 Chassis
610 Chassis
810 Chassis
PIONEER
PL I2D with band c
PLA45D auto with band
PL5 IA with band cdirect

6+94
6399

44.99
43-99

4593
7+24

29-99
49-75

99.37

6519

131-25

8519

16712

13810

2110
27-32

1319
15-25
39.99

65-79
70-34

46.99

149-34

98-99

. ..
b and tdirect
PLdrivweith
ict 2°6.12
drive . .
RANK DOMÜS .. 229-09

BDI000 inc. band c
58.57
BD2000 inc. band c
65-25
BA 300auto. band c
94•40
BA600 auto, band .. 10891
ROTEL
RPI000 with band c
78-12
RP3000 less arm with b
and cdirect drive .. 10796
RP3000 with arm with b
and cdirect drive .. 13198
SANSUI
SR2 I
2P inc. band cwithout cartridge .. 70-23
SR7 17 inc. band cdirect
drive ..
213-49
TH ORE NS
TO 125 Mk 11 Chassis .. 112437
TDI25AB Mk II .. 17+68
TD I
45C auto arm return 121-87
TD I65/C inc. band c
8293
TD 160/C inc. b and c
9697
TD I
60/BC inc. b and c
less arm ..
78-75

136.99
149.99
41 99
46.25
6699
7875

19319
15219
209.99
224-99

Quadraphonic Tuner/Amps

McDONALD
MP60 TPD with ADC K8 40.03
BDS 80 TPD Belt Drive
turntable with ADC K7E 51.25
GOLDRING
102 1PC with G800 .. 55.50
SANSUI
5R313 with Sansui Mag.
Cartridge ..
147-24
GARRARD MODULES
63SP with Shure M75
ECS less cover .. 3590
Cover for 63SP ..
5.56
SP25 Mk IV with Shure
M75/6/SM
45-72
86SB with Shure M75/6/
67-63
Zero 100SB with Shure
92-37
M93E

496.93

329.75

66190

438.75

277•66

202.50

Speakers

331-86

264.99

AMSTRAD
Acousta 2500 ( pair)
CELESTION
County ( pair) ..
Ditton 15
Ditton 25
Ditton 33
Ditton 44
Ditton 66 ..
GOODMANS
Minister SL ( pair) TK
Havant SL ( pair)
Mezzo SL
Magnum SL

Turntables
18-62
57-75

1+99
4+99

25-91
4+50

1719
2+99

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
[inc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

SPEAKERS
cont.

Goodwood ..
75-62
Achromat 400 Monitor
99.34
Stand for 400
10.81
LEAK
2030 ( pair) .. 109.50
2060 .. .. 96-64
2075
209-78
RANK DOM US
150 ( pair) ..
48-29
175 ( pair) ..
61-94
250 ( pair) ..
97.16
350
70.75
SOLAVOX
TKIOS 15 watts ( pair) ..
38.61
TKI9S 20 watts ( pair) .. 61-11
TK4OS 3speakers 45 W
RMS
.. 7+37
TK5OD 3speakers 60 W
Dome Tweeter .. 96-12
WHARFEDALE ..
Denton Mk 1 ( pair) White 39-09
Denton 2XP ( pair) .. 57-29
Linton 3XP ( pair) .. 79.68
Glendale 3XP ( pair) .. 107.00
Dovedale 3Mk II .. 7+36
Kingsdale Ill
100-16
ZENITH
Allegro 3000 ..
65-62

SI - 99
68.99
7.50
85.75
74.99
163 99
29.99
34-99
54.99
42.99
26-50
39.99
41-99
54 99
31 25
39 99
58.99
79 99
55•50
63.50
36-99

55.99
79.50
94.99
56.00
169.99
85.50
132.99
92.50
64.50
72.99
59.99

The following Turntab'es are complete
with base, plinth, cover and cartridge.
Fully wired and ready for use.

G 0 LDRI NG
Module 8000 Compact
Teak
281.25
GOODMANS
Module 80 Compact Teak2I3-49
Module 90 Compact Teak290.60
Module 110 Compact Teak
311.35

CONNOISSEUR
Bol kit
BD2 P/C/SAU2.. ..
GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV Chassis ..
8693 Chassis ..

Zero 10058 Chassis
401 Chassis ..
GOLDRING
G IO2/PC
GL75P
GL78P/Cover with auto
GL85P/Cover with auto

6919

HUI Compacts

PIONEER
OX 747 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
OX 949 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4 ..
ROTEL
RX 254 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS/CD4
SANSUI
QRX 3000 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Lint.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

TURNTABLES
cont.

Speaker Kits
GO ODMA NS
DIN 20 NT kit (
pair) ..
Mezzo twin kit (
pair) ..
WHARFEDALE
Linton kit (pair) ..
Glendale kit ( pair) ..
Dovedale kit ( pair) ..

38-31
67.19

26-50
46.25

33-44
56-22
95.48

24.25
42-25
71.75

21.42
23.20
24-47
10.33

14.99
16.25
16 99
725

9-71

6.75

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS
Audiom I2P
Audiom I2PG
Audiom I2PD
Axent 100 ..
Crossover network

xdi

2+99
33-99
34.75
116-99

2+25
319
31-50
45-99
61-99

69.44

37-50

..
..
..
..
..

76-88
5+95
109-96
85-93
90-70
166-40

52-99
38-99
73-50
59.99
64.99
119.99

..
..
..
..

66-34
81-92
60-63
76.35

45.99
55-50
41-50
51.99

Cartridges
All Audio Technica cartridges listed are
fitted with aShibata Stylus and are suitable for CD4 and normal Stereo Records
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATI 2S
2+15
15.99
ATI45
30-20
19.50
ATI 5S
4125
27.99
CONNOISSEUR
SCU I
.
8-12
6.75
GOLDRING
G800 Boxed ..
9-37
475
G800E Boxed ..
14-24
699
G800 Super EBoxed
21/4
10-99
EMPIRE
999 REX
1121
399
999 QEX
16.48
650
999 XEX
19-88
999
1000 ZE/X
66.89
44.99
SHURE
M55E
10-49
5-99
M75E.1
16-87
9.75
M75ED
19•87
11 50
VI 5- Mk III ..
50-62
34.99
SONOTONE
9TAHC Diam./Saph.
4.06
1.99

BASES AND COVERS
AKAI
DC 44 for 4000 DS .
DC 40 .. ..

666
666

4.99
4.99

We promise to give you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
charge. After the initial free 12 month period
-41
you can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. A/1- 44 D̀4
Chairman

BASES & COVERS
cont.

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
inc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

CONNOISSEUR
Cover
5.25
GARRARD
MW BIC Base and Cover 14-87
MA B4C Base and Cover 2131
MW B4C Base and Cover 20.18
GO LDRI NG
Cover for 75p De Luxe
7-12
TH ORE NS
TX25 Cover for TOI 25A8
Mk II
1119
Base for TDI25 Mk 11 ..
9.62
Cover for 10125 Mk II
7.38

4-25
10 50
16 25
14-50
4.99
915
7.25
5.75

HI•Fl Tape Recorders
AKAI
I722L
4000 DB Dolby stereo
deck ..
GX1820D stereo tape
deck .. ..
GXR 820 8-track deck
SANSUI
QD 55005 quadraphonic
forward/reverse deck

169.41

CASSETTE
RECORDERS
cont.

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Lint.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

DECCA
DCI100 stereo deck .. 75.23
DC2000 Dolby stereo
deck ..
109-95
GOODMANS
SCD100 Dolby stereo
195-69
LEAK
2002 Dolby stereo deck 161.46
PIONEER
CT 414IA Dolby stereo
deck .. .. • • 174-81
CT 5151 Dolby stereo
deck .. .. • • 198.56
CTF 6161 Dolby stereo
deck ..
210-63
CTF 7171 Dolby stereo
deck ..
237-16
SANS Ul
SC636 Dolby stereo deck 156-18
SC737 Dolby stereo deck 179-61
WHARFEDALE
Dolby WHD 20D .. 120.00

59-99
85-99
139-99
124-99
114-99 •

161 95

31142
149.04

219 99
107.50

65116

455 00

Blank Tapes
SCOTCH DYNARANGE CASS.
C60
0.98
0-49
C90
1-36
0-59
CI20
1.90
0.89
SCOTCH Chrome Dioxide Cr02
C45
1.19
0.75
C60
1-51
0.99
C90
1.94
1.20
C120
2-59
1.60
SCOTCH CLASSIC CASSETTES
C45 ..
1.30
1-10
C60
I-62
1-35
C90 -----216
1.80
SCOTCH Low Noise 8-Track Blank
Cartridges
45 mins
1.82
1-10
90 mins ..
2-17
1.35
SCOTCH CLASSIC CARTRIDGES
45 wins
2.05
1.75
90 mins
2.48
2.10
SOLAVOX
7in. metal spool .. Sp. Price
2.75
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
LP 1200 ..
3-65
2.40
7" LP 1800 ..
4-80
3-15
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
5U DP 1800 ..
4.80
3-15
7" DP 2400 ..
6-05
3-99
SCOTCH CLASSIC REEL
7" 1200 ft
4-34
3-70
7" 1800 ft
5.40
4-60
r2400 ft
7•32
6.20
I
Or 2400ft ..
10.40
8.80
10#" 3600 ft
12-50
10-60
104." 4800 ft
16.45
14-00

157-99
123-99
142.99

AKG
K160 ..
27.50
K140 ..
20.00
100 ..
12-37
KOSS
HV1 .. ..
31-25
HV ILC ..
37.44
ESP-9Electrostatic
IC8.13
ESP-6Electrostatic
7315
Phase 2TM ..
52-50
PRO 5L/C ..
4313
PRO-4AA ..
39.38
KO-7278 ..
22.50
747 ..
29.38
K-711 .. .. ..
15.63
K6 .. . ..
17.44
K6/LC ( with vol ume con19.94
trol) ..
PIONEER
SE 505 ..
41.91
SE 305 ..
20.19
SE 305 ..
1/94
SA NSUI
SS 10 ..
24.20
SHI5 .. ..
28-89
SOLAVO X
300 -----6-82
340 Volume controls with
Mono switch .. ..
9.31
WHARFEDALE
DD I
..
..
18-51
Isodynamic .. 27.33

84.99

18-50
12.50
6-75
19 50
29 50
86 75
60 00
42-75
35-25
32-50
18 00
23-75
12-50
14-25
16-25
27.75
13-75
8-75
19-25
23-00
4.99
6-00
13.75
20-25

sr

Pick-up Arms & Heads

SHE
3009 Ser II Fixed Head
Shell ..
52 Head Shell

36.82

23-99

25-89

16.75

18.13

15.25

49.79
3.97

39.99
115

HI.F1 Cassette Recorders
AKAI
GXC 75D Dolby Stereo
auto-reverse deck .. 242.93
GXC 510D Dolby stereo
deck ..
230.78
AMSTRAD
6000 stereo deck .. 76.38
7000 Dolby stereo deck 100-00

172-99
163-99
47.50
62.50

IMPERIAL
Companion 8 digit, */, 14-95
19-95
90K 8digit, %
9IK 8digit, Vr„memory 27-95
92M 8digit, Vo,memory.
Metric conversion .. 55.00
94F 8 digit. Y,„ memory.
55.00
Financial programme
99T 8digit. Scientific .. 55.00
LLOYTRON
Accumatic 20,8 digit. %,
21-77
memory ..

11-99
14-99
19.99
39-99
39-99
39-99
15 99

139-99

Headphones

ACOS
Lustre pickup arm ..
AUDIO TECHN1CA
AT 1005 Mk
CON N 0 ISSE UR

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Lint.
Cinc.
VAT
VAT

129-99

119 99

227.16

CALCULATORS
cont.

Calculators
ADVANCE 88
°A, Two memories .. 124.20
CBM 776D
8digit % Memory .. Sp. Price

39.99
7.99

Polaroid Cameras and Films
Super Swinger B/W
7.92
Colour Swinger ..
16-78
Super Colour Swinger
22-57
Square Shooter 2 (Col.)
16-78
Colorpack 80 Col. & B/W 22-57
320 ( de luxe series) ..
39-00
5X-70 Automatic Model
• . .. 107-64
Type 87 B/W Film ..
1.20
Type 88 Colour Film ..
2-08
Type 108 Colour Film ..
3.13
Type SX-70 Colour Film
3-59
5X-70 Flash Array ..
1.27

4-99
12 99
15 99
12 99
15-99
26-99
78-99
099
1-99
299
3 10
1-10

CAR RADIOS & STEREO UNITS
AUTOVOX
RA191 LW/MW/SW/VHF
automatic self-seeker
push-button .
101-16
49.99
RB 266 LW/MW
35.62
19-99
RB 277 LW/MW/VHF
41-99
24.99
RA 558 LW/MW/push
button
44-27
26-99
RA561 MW/LW/VHF
with tape recorder
33- 99
socket ---- 56 -77
RA 60IS MW/VHF
39-99
electronic self-seeker 106.99
*MA 7035 stereo cassette
44-99
player with 2speakers 65.07
*MA 755A with stereo
cassette LW/ MW radio
54-99
with 2speakers .. 90.82
*MA 773A with stereo
cassette LW/MW/radio/
record facility with 2
speakers ... 13501
69-99
MA775 LW/MW/FM with
stereo cassette player
64.99
and 2speakers .. 10122
MA 777 AM/FM radio
stereo cassette, record/
playback with 2spkrs 138-65
79.99
Installation kit complete
with speaker ..
3.98
2-99
*Starred items include fitting kit and
speaker.

MUSIC CENTRES
BUSH
A3501 with stereo cassette radio decoder
231.43
DECCA
Compact 2model DS5216
with FM radio and
stereo decoder, 2x 6m
MIS, auto/manual
turntable, hinged perspex cover including 2
matching speakers and
stand. Plus Decca DC
1100 stereo cassette
deck with Cr02 switch,
tape counter, twin recording meters and
twin microphones .. 217.01

169.99

13349

MUSIC CENTRES
cont.

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Linc.
C inc.
VAT
VAT

DECCA
Compact 4 with radio
decoder and stereo
cassette ..
243.06
EKCO
ZU4L with radio decoder and stereo cassette .. .. 240-16
ZU440 with stereo cassette and radio decoder
364.87
ZU540 with stereo cassette, radio and decoder
475-46
FERGUSON
3463 stereo cassette with
radio decoder .. 224-15
GEC
2817 with radio decoder
and stereo cassette .. 242.75
HMV
2459 System with LW/
MW/SW/VHF/FM
radio, fitted stereo decoder. 2x 10 watts
RMS output, Auto/
Manual turntable with
Stereo magnetic cartridges, including lid &
two matching loudspeakers plus Decca
DCI100 cassette deck
with Cr02 switch .. 232.12
LLOYTRON
638 with radio decoder
and 8track player, including speakers .. 192.07

189-99

179-99
269.99
369-99
165-99
165.99

161.99

108.99

HI-FI Stereo Systems Complete
BUSH
A1005 ..
88.70
63.99
1006 with radio and decoder
124-14
79.99
3013 .. .. 6145
42 .99
DECCA
15035 with shelf spkrs 153 .43
119 .99
Compact 2 with radio &
decoder D55216 and
stand ..
141.78
83-99
Compact 3with radio &
decoder D55326 and
stand in teak or rosewood
176.50
129.99
FERGUSON
3047 . .
61.25
42.99
34 c
5o
7dw
er
ith radio and de.... 116 -95
85.99
34 c
5.
8dw
er
ith radio and de.... 172 .85
117-99
G.E.C.
2821 with radio and decoder
121.67
79.99
HMV
2046 ..
87.10
63-99
2455/8 with radio and
decoder ..
249.50
184 99
2459 .
156-89
109.99
LLOYTRON
638 with radio decoder
and 8 track player, including speakers .. 192-07
108.99
MARCONI
4047 ..
56-19
40-99
PHILIPS
827
53-98
39.99
828
90-34
56-99
838 with radio and decoder
130-68
89.99
PYE
5001 .. .. 96.41
65•99
ULTRA
6046 ..
90-10
65-99
6048
61-25
44-99
6450B with radio .. 99.48
64-99
6457 with radio and decoder
118-85
85.99
6459 with radio and decoder
121.50
87 99

f
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SYSTEMS COSTING

COMPLETELY WIRED
AND READY FOR USE

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150

UP TO £ 100
Rec.Ret.
Price
Inc. VAT

L.

erBudget HI-FI
Systems

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 3 amplifier plus
Garrard 63SP turntable, fitted base and
Shure M7SECS magnetic cartridge, plus
two Solavos TK IOS loudspeakers.
£111.80
£76-74
SOLAVOX 20 amplifier 2x 10 watts
RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable
with G
d plinth and hinged lid,
fitted with Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge, plus two Solavos TK IOS
loudspeakers .. £ I34.92 £88.50

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO 1150
BUSH Arena T3500 FM/MPX/AFC tuner
amplifier plus G
d 63SP turntable
complete with plinth and Shure Cartridge plus two Rank Domus 150 loudspeakers ..
L178.29 £ 104.23
ALBA UA700 amplifier plus Garrard
SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with G
d
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge, plus two Solanos
TK IOS loudspeakers £ 152.87 £ 104.99
SOLAVOX 30 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS plus G
d SP25 Mk. 4 turntable
with Garrard plinth, hinged lid and
Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus
two Solavos TK I
9S loudspeakers
£166.23 £ 106.00
PIONEER SA5300 Amplifier, 2x 12 watts
RMS plus McDonald MP60 TPDI deluxe
base and cover with ADC K8 magnetic
cartridge, plus two Rank Domus 150
loudspeakers .. £ 165.94 £ 106.94
AMSTRAD INTEGRA 4000 Mk. 2, 2x 10
watts RMS plus G
d SP25 Mk. 4
turntable with G
d plinth, hinged
lid and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge, plus two Wharfedale Denton
2XP speakers .. £ 157.41 £ 107.24

Rec.Ret.
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2x 25 watts RMS with G
d
SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two Rank
Domus
250
loudspeakers
£247-05 £ I61.48
ROTEL
RX202
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 16 watts RMS plus G
d
SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with G
d
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two Goodmans
Minister SL loudspeakers
£236.48 £ 167.48
ALBA UA900 Amplifier 2x 33 watts
RMS plus G
d SP25 Mk. 4 turntable
inc. plinth with hinged lid and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two
Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£278.54 £ 190.49

Rec.Ret.
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

SANSUI 441 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier with Sansui SR2 I
2P turntable with
base, hinged cover and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge with 2 Goodmans
Havant SL speakers £ 293.95 £221.99
LEAK 2100 Amplifier 2x 35 watts RMS,
plus Garrard 86SB belt drive turntable
inc. plinth, with hinged lid and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two
Leak 2030 loudspeakers
£315.13 £236.73
NIPPONSOUND SR660 AM/FM/MPX
tuner amplifier with Pioneer PL I2D
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M7SED cartridge with 2 Wharfedale Glendale 3 XP speakers
£351.89 £236-98

GOODMANS Model 40-40 amplifier
30+30 watts RMS plus G
d 86SB
turntable, fitted plinth, cover and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two
Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£271.77 £204.98

ROTEL RA611 amplifier 2x 30 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PI2D plinth with
fitted base, hinged lid and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge plus two Solavos
TK4OS loudspeakers £ 380.73 £242.46

PIONEER SA6300 amplifier 2x 20 watts
RMS output plus Pioneer PL12D turntable inc. plinth, hinged cover and
Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge, plus
two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£315.00 £211.48

SANSUI AU4400 amplifier 2x 26 watts
RMS plus Sansui SR2 I2P with plinth,
hinged lid and Shure M7SED magnetic
cartridge
plus two Solavos TK4OS
loudspeakers .. £ 353.02 £244.48

PIONEER 5),
(434 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with PL I2D belt drive turntable inc. plinth hinged cover and
Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge plus
two Goodmans Havant SL loudspeakers
£324.80 £215.98

GOODMANS MODULE 90 AM/FM/
MPX tuner amplifier plus G
d 86SB
turntable fitted plinth with hinged lid,
and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge,
plus two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers ..
L353.70 £246-98

ROTEL
RX402
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 24 watts RMS output plus
G
d 86SB turntable, fitted base,
hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two Rank Domus
250 loudspeakers .. £ 332.61 £220.48

NIPPONSOUND 5R770 AM/FM/MPX
tuner amplifier plus Pioneer PL I2D
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M7SED cartridge, with 2 Solanos TK40 speakers £422.28 £257.46

AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk. 2amplifier 2x 20
watts RMS plus McDonald MP60 turntable TPDI deluxe plinth cover and ADC
K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Solanos
TKI9S loudspeakers £ 170.58 £ 108.48
SANSUI AU2200 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS with McDonald MP60 TPD Ideluxe
base and cover with ADC K8 magnetic
cartridge, plus two Rank Domus 175
loudspeakers .. £ 178.53 £ 120.98
SANSUI 210 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable
TPD I deluxe plinth and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Solanos TK IOS
loudspeakers .. £ 190.35 £ 13148
ROTEL
RXI52
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 12 watts RMS plus G
d
SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with G
d
plinth. hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two
Rank
Domus 150 loudspeakers
£203.38 £ 139.48
PIONEER 5)(300 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with Goldring G102 turntable
base, cover and Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge plus two
Solavos
TK IOS
loudspeakers .. £ 2I1.58 £ 141-00
BUSH Arena T2700 FM/MPX/AFC tuner
amplifier plus Garrard SP25 Mk. IV turntable complete with plinth, hinged lid
and Shure M75/6/SM Magnetic cartridge
plus two Solanos TK I
9S loudspeakers
£222.28 £ 14148

142

QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEMS
Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
ROTEL RX254 AM/FM/MPX four channel tuner amplifier featuring built-in QS,
SQ and CD4 decoders plus Rotel RPI000
turntable in
plinth, cover, Audio
Technica AT I
2S CD4 magnetic cartridge plus four Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers ..
L503.81 £34446

PIONEER QX646 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring builtin QS, SQ and CD4 decoders plus Pioneer PL 12D turntable inc. plinth, cover
and Audio Technica ATI 2S CD4 magnetic cartridge plus four Rank Domus
175 loudspeakers .. £ 599.04 £37047

flee. Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT
Inc. VAT
PIONEER QX747 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring builtin QS, SQ and CD4 decoders, plus
Pioneer
PL I2D
turntable
including
plinth, hinged cover and Audio Technica
AT I2S. CD4 cartridge plus four Celestion Ditton 15 loudspeakers
£81 1.22 £ 548-69
PIONEER QX949 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring QS,
SQ and CD4 decoders plus Pioneer
PL5I A direct drive turntable plinth,
cover and Audio Technica AT I2S CD4
magnetic cartridge with four Celestion
Ditton 44 loudspeakers
£1,254.87 £851.69

Rec.Ret.
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

SANSUI AU5500 amplifier 2x 35 watts
RMS with McDonald BDS 80 TPD belt
drive transcription turntable, fitted
with ADC K7E magnetic cartridge inc.
de luxe plinth and cover, plus two
Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£353.64
f260.99
AKAI
AA8030
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier state of the art electronics
with Pioneer PLI2D turntable inc. plinth
hinged cover and Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge plus two Leak 2030 loudspeakers ..
L378.56 £273-23
SANSUI 661 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier with Sansui 5R212 turntable base,
cover and Sansui magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers ..
L387-36 £292.30
GOODMANS
MODULE
110
tuner
amplifier featuring MW/LW/SW/FM/
MPX 2x 50 watts RMS with G
d
Zero 100SB turntable inc. plinth fitted
hinged lid, and Shure M93E magnetic
cartridge, plus two Goodmans Magnum
SL loudspeakers .. £ 430.56 £ 300.96
LEAK 2000 Tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX. plus Garrard 86SB turntable inc.
plinth with hinged lid, and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge, plus two
Leak 2030 loudspeakers
£401.08 £ 301.73
ROTEL
RX602
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 40 watts RMS output with
Garrard 86SB turntable fitted plinth,
with hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge, plus two Goodmans
Magnum SL loudspeakers
£435.88 £ 304.96
PIONEER SX636 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus Pioneer PL I2D turntable
with fitted base and hinged lid plus
Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge plus
two Goodmans Magnum SL loudspeakers
£487.21 £325.46
LEAK 2200 amplifier 2X 50 watts RMS
plus G
d Zero 100 SB belt drive
turntable inc. deluxe plinth and hinged
lid with Shure M93/E magnetic cartridge, plus two Leak 2060 loudspeakers
£458.97 £ 341.96
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX plus G
d Zero 100SB turntable, fitted plinth, hinged lid, with
Shure M93E cartridge plus two Leak
2060 loudspeakers £ 509.60 £381.99
ROTEL
RX802
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 55 watts RMS plus G
d
Zero 100SB turntable with base. hinged
lid and Shure M93E cartridge, plus two
Celestion Ditton 44 loudspeakers
£551.43 £ 390-47
PIONEER SA9I 00 amplifier plus Pioneer
PL5 IA direct drive turntable complete
with base, cover and Shure VIS Mk. 3
cartridge. plus 2 Goodmans Achromat
400 monitor speakers £779.54 £42316
PIONEER SX 1010 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 100 watts output plus
Pioneer PL7 I direct drive turntable
complete with fitted base cover plus
Shure VIS Mk. 3magnetic cartridge plus
two Celestion Ditton 66 monitor loudspeakers
LI,142.26
£774.95

g

eâerThe Complete HI -FI
Aff Service

PersonalatCallers
Warehouses

— Personal callers and telephone orders are welcome at all our
branches. For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest branch
and pay the driver on delivery. To order by mail or on Credit Terms
please see below.

BARNSLEY
Peel Street, Barnsley
BIRMINGHAM ... Heeley Road, SeIly Oak, 829 6EY
BIRMINGHAM ... Tivoli Shopping Centre,
1570/2 Coventry Road, Yardley 826 1BJ

Tel. 0226 83358
Tel 021 - 472 6181

BRIGHTON
BRISTOL
DONCASTER
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH

Tel 0273 692421/6
Tel. 0272 559841
Tel. 0302 69520
Tel. 0382 738111
Tel. 031 554 4454
(9 lines)

15 Station Street. Brighton
Barton Hill Trading Estate. Bristol
17 Market Place, Doncaster
West Hendersons Wynd, Dundee
1 Newhaven Road, EH6 50X

GLASGOW

Blythswood Trading Estate Argyle Avenue,
Renfrew RA4 9EL
GLOUCESTER .... Morroway House. Station Road, Gloucester
GRIMSBY
389 Victoria Street DN31 1ER
HANLEY
e2 Town Road. Hanley. Stoke-on-Trent
ST1 2JP
HULL

LONDON Hayes
(Middlesex)
LONDON
Dagenham
LONDON
Potters Bar
NORWICH
NEWCASTLE
NEWPORT
NOTTINGHAM

Tel 021-706 0684

Silverdale Road, Pump Lane, Hayes

Tel 01 573 1841

Rainham Road South, Dagenham RM10 8ST ... Tel. 01 595 5111

Station Close, Darkes Lane, Potters Bar
Tel. Potters Bar 43491
Roundtree Way, Norwich NOR 94P
Tel. 0603 411831
385/389 Elswick Road Newcastle
Tel. 0632 32431
Maesglas Industrial Estate, Newport NPT 2XE ... Tel. 50431
121 Town Street, Sandiacre,
Nottingham NG10 5DW
Tel. Sandiacre 396116
OXFORD
Ferry Hinksey Road, Osney Mead. Oxford,
Oxfordsh,re
: Tel. 0865 48232
READING
Monarch House. 75-81 Caversham Road,
Reading RG1 8AP
Tel. 0734 599911
ROCHDALE
Corner of Well i th' Lane and Oueensway
Tel. 50606
ROCHESTER
Maidstone Road. Rochester
' Tel. Medway 49171
SHEFFIELD
The Mill, 1 Loxley Road, Malin Bridge S6 47N . Jet 0742 341721/6
SOUTHAMPTON Chickenhall Lane. Eastleigh SO5 520
Tel. 4722
STOCKPORT
Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel. 061 477 2000
STOCKTON
'Teesway, Portrack Lane, Teesside TS18 2RH .... Tel. Stockton 612311
STOKE-ON-TRENT 52 Town Road, Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent ST1 2JP
Tel 0782 264495
SUNDERLAND ... 4-7 St. Thomas Street, Sunderland SR) 1HR
Tel. Sunderland 59993
WIGAN ..... ... Wharf Mill, Princess Street WN3 4EZ
Tel. 0942 34741
WILLENHALL . Walsall Road. Willenhall, Staffordshire
:
Tel. Willenhall 60411

Tel. 041 886 5731
Tel. Bellegate 2233/4
Tel. 0472 59623
Tel. Hanley 264495

Reservoir Road, Clough Road, HU6 70D

Tel. 0482 46441
(6 lines)
JARROW
56/64 Ellison Street, Jarrow NE32 3MT
Tel. 0632 892211
LEEDS
78 Armley Road. LS12 2EF
Tel. 0532 40551
LEICESTER
Syston Street
Tel 0533 52236
LIVERPOOL
Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland, Liverpool .. Tel. 051 928 6688
LONDON Hackbridge
(Nr. Croydon)
190 London Road, Hackbridge,
Wallington, Surrey
Tel 01 669 4321

ALL BRANCHES ARE OPEN DAILY 9a.m.--8p.m. Monday; 9a.m.--lp.m. Tuesday;
9a.m.--8p.m. Wednesday; 9a.m.--8p.m. Thursday; 9a.m.--8p.m. Friday; 9a.m.--5.30p.m. Saturday

Ordering by Mail

Send your requirements to the nearest of the 3Comet Warehouses listed
below, including the appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal
order, made payable to "COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD"

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 25p; Bases
and Covers 50p; Headphones 25p; Pick-up Arms 50:i;
Headshells 25p; Chassis Speakers 50p.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity:
Spool tapes 25p; Cassettes 10p; 8- track cartridges 20p.

Securicor Delivery: All in stock items will be delivered by
Securicor within 72 hours from receipt of order ( Add £ 3for
Securicor delivery). All goods are fully insured against loss
or damage whilst in transit.

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE NEAREST OF THE THREE ADDRESSES:

r
AL\

LEEDS
78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
EDINBURGH 1 Newhaven Road, EH6 5QX ¡
HACKBRIDGE 190 London Road, Hackbridge, I
c uy i
twi
t
hAccessi
Wallington, Surrey
All prices quoted in Comet's advertisements are correct at time of going to press.

Credit Facilities at Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)
Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £ 40
can now be purchased on Credit at Comet's discounted prices
over 9, 20 and 24 months. Send your requirements to the Mail
Order Department ( address at right ) marked " Credit Mail
Order" and we will send you by return of post an application
form and details of our repayment terms — all entirely without
obligation.

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all
branches: no deposit credit terms over 9 months, goods
delivered on first months payment in advance.

REMEMBER, ALL GOODS ARE FULLY BACKED BY 12 MONTHS FREE SERVICE INCLUDING PARTS AND LABOUR
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LAST • • • KJ • • • MAINTAIN • • • MANY • • • PRE-BUDGE

RADFORD

NAKAMICHI
Cassette Decks at the very top of the league,
producing recordings that are virtually
indistinguishable from the original. Both
showrooms usually have the mighty 700 model
on demonstration along with the new 550 which
is a top class portable machine with a
performance equal to the best mains only stereo
cassette decks.

We are delighted with the new HD250 amp and
ZD22 pre-amp, both units offering excellent value
for money. Their clean effortless sound
recommends them to the serious listener who
values low distortion, non-fatiguing reproduction.
Couple the HD250 amplifier to a pair of B 9. N
Radford 180 speakers and you have one of the
smoothest sounds available.

Dual
If you are looking for atop quality turntable with
semi-automatic facilities you can do no better
than select from the Dual range. From the 3
speed 1229 unit, the new CS601 belt drive to the
CS701 direct drive you have a range of units
which are superbly engineered and finished.

AIWA

OYAMAHA
One of our showroom best sellers. Superb
styling, circuit design second to none. From the
CA400 amplifier with outstanding performance for
its modest price to the sophisticated FET power
amplifier there is evidence of the advanced
research that has put this company at the top of
the tree. Strongly recommended.

The AD1500 has been our biggest selling Dolby
cassette deck at the top quality end of the
market. Examine the spec. carefully and compare
with decks costing up to £ 100 more. It has now
been replaced by the AD1600 model which has
even more features such as an MPX filter and
memory counter which makes it even a better
buy. Illustrated is the AD1300 which is excellent
value in the lower price range.

RITICf011
Still one of the most highly respected agencies
we hold. The sheer ability of any of the power
amplifiers to transform the sound of almost any
system is truly remarkable. Typical comments
from our customers include phrases such as
"remarkable bass definition"—"exceptional midrange detail" and "outstanding transient
response". Yes, Amcron ready do sound better
and we invite you to come and hear for yourself.

•

CiTechnics

12 ICI
The name synonymous with value for money,
particularly in the budget area. The new KA1200
and KA1600 amplifiers with matching KT1300
Tuners are specially recommended. Old favourites
KR2400 and KR3400 Receivers with excellent
power outputs and matching FM performance
are just two of the wide range in stock.

The Technics range is superb in every respect.
The SL110 and 1300 turntables have received
rave notices everywhere— the 676US front load
cassette deck is one of the best available— the
ST3500 tuner has exceptional performance for its
price— the list is endless. When you buy Technics
you buy a ' state of art' product. Utterly reliable
with performances to match. Both our branches
are appointed Technics centres.

ROGERS
The tiny LS3/5A
amazes all who hear
it. This speaker
measuring only
11j" x7¡" x6f is for
anyone who cannot
house speakers of
conventional size but
must have top quality
reproduction. The
LS3/5A is one of the
most popular and
accurate monitor
speakers available
today.

AKAI, ARMSTRONG, EPA, FERROGRAPH, GALE, GOODMANS, HARMON-KARDON, JBL, JMR, KEF, KENSONIC, LUX,
MARANTZ, NAD, PIONEER, QUAD, REVOX, ROGERS, ROTEL, SANSUI, SME, SOUNDCRAFTSMAN, TANDBERG, TEAC, TELETON

all
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LEISURESOUN,D

48 Wigmore Street, London W.1. Tel: 01-486 8263
101, St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. Tel: Watford 27600

Showroom hours— Monday-Saturday 9.30 am-5.30 pm.
Thursday late night until 8.00 pm.
LOW DEPOSIT INSTALMENT CREDIT FACILITIES EASILY ARRANGED.

• • • • PRICES • • • • WHILE • • • STOCKS • • •

The exciting news * •
from AR is the arrival* •
•
of the new 10 Tr
speaker which has an* •
impressive set of * •
•
faCilities to control
performance in
*

LAST • • • •

Special money slurs
:

•
•

*

*
•
• *
•• *
e

--;.--:_-

relation to room
placement. We
applaud AR's
• „V.,
approach to the
design of speakers in
*
•
•
taking into account * •
the listener's •
environment rather * •
than relying on the
SS
IV •
rather sterile
PROFESSIONAL
conditions of an
*
•
•
*
MONITOR SPEAKER
anechoic chamber as * •
a
(IMPROVED VERSION)
some manufacturers •
SANSUI SR717 DIRECT
s
*
KJ have purchased the
seem to do.
DRIVE
TURNTABLE
last remaining stocks of
*
••
+ SHURE V15 III CARTRIDGE
this famous speaker
* •
This Sansui turntable has recently received wide • 3f
system prior to the
critical acclaim and paired with the incomparable • ‘,
introduction of a new
X.. •
V15 III Cartridge you have a superb combination at•
model.- don't
aspecial money saving price
MONITOR AUDIO ^
delay stocks are limitedl
List price £264.10 KJ SPECIAL PRICE £ 199 •
The already
•
Carriage and Insurance £ I.313
impressive range of
•
speakers has
• List price £529.37 per pair
:
s
recently been
KJ SPECIAL PRICE £299 1+ VAT £74.75)
SAVE
expanded to include*
Carriage and Insurance £5 per pair
UP TO
the new MA4.
The general tonal * •
characteristic of the * •
•
MA4 is of afairly
Great savings
•
-,on these famous
warm nature and * •
- speakers for a limited
offers an interesting* •
- period- all priced in pairs.
alternative to the
•

• *

• IMF
•

:*

. *

: *

A.
*
:*

other monitor
speakers in this *
price area. All the
range are usually to*

o
•
•
•
•
be found on
•
demonstration
•
at either branch. * •

LIHER

UHER 4003 SERIES TAPE RECORDERS
* • Superbly engineered and extremely versatile
these battery operated portable recorders are
*
used extensively by the BBC
*
e
s MODELS
List price
KJ PRICE
4000 IC 2track mono
291.79
230.00
* •
4200 IC 2track stereo
350.85
272.00
4400 IC 4 track stereo
355.08
275.00
*
Carriage and Insurance £2.00
We also stock the CR210 cassette recorder plus a
it_ • selected range of accessories for the 4000 series.
What can be said about -IV •
the Spendor range that * •
hasn't already been said
Broadcasting stations •
•
and Studios throughout * •
the world use them and
they have become an * •
•
accepted reference
standard within
the industry. * e
s

•

spendor *.

l

* • 'elikeite• m•e
Pz r

ROTEL RX 402 SYSTEM
A system featuring the Rotel AX 402 MW/VHF
r24+24 watts) the PIONEER PL12D Turntable
fitted with SHURE M75ED Cartridge plus a pair of

MINIMUM 2 YEAR PARTS OR LABOUR
GUARANTEE ON MOST EQUIPMENT.
BARCLAYCARD 1.
*
gr,

1?)

AR7 speakers. Total list price £334.91
KJ SPECIAL PRICE £239.90
• Carriage and Insurance f2.50

,..à.------AR7
AR4XA
AR6
AR2X
AR5

£40

i

AR3A
improved

List
76.87
96.25
112.50
166.30
215.03

KJ PRICE
67 90
85 90
99.90
149.50
180.00

285.00

245.03

CASSETTES AND TAPES
Cassettes

C60

C90

C120

AGFA
AGFA SD
AGFA CHROME
BASF LH
BASF SUPER
BASF CHROME
MAXELL SUPER
MAXE'_L UD
PHILIPS
TDK CYNAMIC
TDK ED

0.42
0.53
0.77
0.50
0.63
099
0.55
0.85
0.47
0.54
0.69

0.57
0.69
1.10
0.69
0.85
1.25
0.79
1.09
0.65
0.77
0.97

0.74
1.09
1.45
0.93
1.17
1.65
0.95
1.39
0.85
0.99
1.35

Tapes
AGFA
AGFA ( MATT BACK)
BASF LH
MAXELL UD
TDK AUDUA

7 L/P T D/P1OrL/P
2.29
3.90
2.49
2.95
295

2.99
4.85
3.15
-

5.65
9.75
6.50
7.95

Prices for TDK ED and Chrome p is general
quamity rates on application.
P. Et P. 25p. Orders over £5 post ree.

4St. 111,

*******************************

SONY

THE NAME THAT
MEANS QUALITY

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LEAFLETS AND PRICES

MUSIC CENTRES
HMK 20 ..
HMK 40 ..

TUNERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMP 20 ..
HMW 20..
HMP 40 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

HMP 70 ..
HP 511 A

STR
STR
STR
STR

70
88 ..
1055 ..
1066 ..
1130 ..
1150 ..
3140F

••

PORTABLE TV's
TV 110UK

6036A
6046A
6055..
6200F

SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

• P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
• P.O.A.

70 ..
5088 ..
5177 ..
5300A
7100 ..
7200 ..
7300A

P.O.A.

• • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
• P.O.A.
•P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.

COLOUR

TV's

KV 131OUB
KV 133OUB
KV 181OUB

P.O.A.

-21 -

CASSETTE DECK/TUNER
HST 139 ..

P.O.A.

• ;-"'

CASSETTE DECKS

LOUDSPEAKERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

TURNTABLES
PS 230
PS 5520
PS 5550

70 ..
88 ..
5055L
5066 ..
5130 ..
5150 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

121 ..
129 ..
131 SD
134 SD
146 A
152 SD
161 SD
177 SD

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

270
280
377
458
630
645
755 ..
756-2 ..

•
••
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TC 133CS

REEL-TO-REEL
••
• P.O.A.
•
• P.O.A.
•
•P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
•
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
• P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS—ADD £150 PER ITEM P & P.
TVII OUK

AKAI
CASSETTE DECKS
CS3OD
CS33D
GXC36
GXC36D
GXC38
GXC38D
GXC46D
GXC65D
GXC75D
GXC4OT
GXC510D

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

•
••
•

REEL-TO-REEL

1722L
4000DS
4000DB
GX260D
GX1820D..
GX600D
GX600DP
GX600DB
GX400D
GX400DP

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS

A A5200
A A5500
AA5800

P.O. A .
P.O. A .
P.O.A.

AT550
AT580

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS

SANY O
MUSIC CENTRES

ROTEL
AMPLIFIERS

G2611K ..
P.O.A.
GXP4540K P.O.A.
G2615N . .
P.O.A.

RADIO RECO RDERS

M2419LG
M2424FG
M2424W
M244OLG
M2468LG
M4505

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE 'DECKS

RD4250G..
RD4300
RD4600G..

..
-

P.O.A.
P. O. A .
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES

PT600S A
TP700SA

..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

LOUDSPEAKER S

RW15S
RW3OS
RW4OS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CTP5101T
CTP5101W

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

— '.
COLOUR TV

RA211
RA311
RA611
RA810
RA1210 .

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RT222
RT222
RT622
RT1220

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER' S'

PI O NEER
TURNTABLES
PL12D
PL12S
PL15D
PL51A
PL71
PLA45D.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

OPUS
OPUS
OPUS
OPUS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

COMPLET ESYSTEMS
—
ONE ..
TWO ..
THREE ..
FOUR ..

NATIONAL
PANASONIC
MUSIC CENTRES

SG1010L
SG1050L..
SG1070L
SG2050L
SG205OLD

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RS260US
RS263US
RS271 US
RS610US
RS676US

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS

ST3200
ST3500

TUNERS

AMPLIFIERS

SU3200
SU3500
SU9600

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TC42GA
TC85GA
TC86G

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

COLOUR TV

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR OUR BARGAIN PRICES

All

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

products carry 12 months labour and parts guarantee.
We reservethe rig ht to amend prices without prior notice.
prices include
Our Showroom is open: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wed. to 1 p.m.

All

V.A.T.

E. & O. E.

HITACHI
AMPLIFIERS

1A600
1A1000
FT600

TUNERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

SR700
SR800
SR1100
SR3400
SR5400

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

PS12
PS33
PS77

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

HS220T
HS320 . • •.
HS350 .. •.
HS420 . • •.
HS420 •. • •
HS500 .. •.
HS1500WA . •
SS32 . •
SS52 .. • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES

LOUDSPEAKERS

CASSETTE DECKS

TRQ2020D
TRQ2030D
TRQ2040D

P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A

BERNARD LEIGH ( ELECTRICAL)
13 HIGH STREET, YIEWSLEY, MIDDLESEX
We are Opposite West Drayton Railway Station
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Tel: West Drayton 46237 &. 49420

What composer ever wrote hiss,
wow or flutter into his scores?
This man may
be writing musical
history. But it's with
Eflats and Gminors,
not with hisses, wows
and flutters.
They're neither
his work, nor some
musical arranger's
embellishments.
They are, in fact,
the accompaniment
of the tape recorder
(Tape passing across
the head can cause
hiss. When tape
speed fluctuates it
wows. And when tape vibrates, it
flutters.) 3ut they don't exactly add
anything to aperformance,
One tape- recorder however,
doesn't provide accompaniment.
It's the Sony TC161SD.
To hush hiss, it uses the ' Dolby'
system, which amplifies the quiet
bits when they're recorded to make
them stand out from tape hiss.

1.,ele mark nf

rnlhv Iahs

Inc.

In playback, it automatically
cuts these boosted passages to
their original volume. At the same
time, suppressing the hiss.
To curb wow and flutter the
TC161SD has dual capstan drive.
(Which keeps them down to a
minimal Oro wrms.)
It's not the only Sony 'Dolby'
deck.There's also theTC131SD and
the TC134SD
All of them have Ferrite and
Ferrite Heads, that last up to 200
times longer than ordinary ones.
And if they don't play Bach the
way Bach wrote it, don't slate us.
It's the conductor sceNy
Sony ' Dolby cassette decks start at £ 121.48 1, c. VAT. For tree do-it-yourself demonstrations
and advice about ail Sony Equipment, vi
the Sony Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
InnrInn W1R 6DJ. Ccrrect at time of going tu press.

•
ami

SENSATIONAI
Two
SUNIMI
%.\

SPECIAL
PACKAGE

Nippon 520 Amplifier (22 Watts RMS
per channel)
Garrard S P25 (New) Mk
Module with Shure M93E Cartridge
Marsden Hall 110, Annexe Speakers

DEALS

Our PriCe Complete

£11 •95

FROM THE

MONEYSAYERS

t

vk

ecu Carriage
£2.50
Sricor
otto sca le.
Note: Illustrations n

PACKAGE DEAL NO.2
Sansui 210 Tuner Amplifier ( 15 Watts RMS)
Garrard SP25 ( New) Mk IV
Module complete with M93E Cartridge
Celestion County Speakers

—

Our Price Complete
£1

33 • 00

plus V.A.T.

Securicor Carriage £2.50
Note: Illustrations not to scale.
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100's of New Demonstration shop soiled bargains at silly
summer prices. All with full makers Guarantees, Credit
Terms available to callers. (* Denotes demonstration or shop
soiled. Hurry, very limited stocks, please telephone for stock position

GOOD MA NS
Module 90 Teak
..
Module 90 White
..
Module 110
..
..
Compact 90 Teak .. ..
Compact 90 White .. ..
Compact 110 Teak .. ..
Compact 110 White .. .. ..
Goodwoods White per pair ..
Goodwoods Teak per pair .. ..
Achromat 400 per pair .. ..
Stand for above .. ..
Planes 3 per pair .. ..

before ordering or calling.)
VAT

I

PRICES QUOTED WITHOUT V.A.T.
PLEASE ADD 25% V.A.T. TO ALL PRICES

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
SPEAKERS ( Prices per pair)
£79.00
Nippon SR660
'Celestion Ditton 15 .. £59.00
£99.95
'Trio KR 3400 ..
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £119.75
£189.00
NAD 160
*Celestion Counties ..
£140.00
NAD 140
'Celestion Ditton 44 .. £105.00
£179.00
•Marantz 2220 ..
£40.00
'Celestion Hadleigh
£89.00
Eagle AA28
£50.00
'Celestion Ditton 120
£49.00
Nippon 3400 ..
£52 25
.. £169-00
'Trio KR 5400 ..
£75.00
•AR 6 .. • • •
.. £199.00
'Trio KR 7400 ..
£354.00
*AR LST
.
£106.00
*AR MST .. •
CASSETTE
£194.00
*AR AR3 ( improved)
RECORDERS
£147.00
*AR AR5
£149.00
BASF 8200
£65.00
*AR 4XA
£99.00
TEAC A160
•Marantz 4G
£58.50
£199.00
•TEAC A360
•Marantz 6G
£96.00
£225.00
•TEAC A450
W'dale Denton ( White) £27.95
*Sony TC134
£98.00
Wharfedale Kingsdale £107.50
£89.00
Sansui SC636
Mordaunt.-Short MS400 £123.00
£45.00
Plustron CDS
Mordaunt-Short MS079 £59.00
Mordaunt-Short Carnival £38.00
REEL TO REEL
Mordaunt-Short Festival £45.00
.. £ 225.00
*TEAC 1230
Mordaunt-Short MS235 £102.00
.. £ 330.00
"TEAC 3300

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Mk IV ..
Garrard with Shure M75:6
Garrard 86SB/M75.6 ..
Garrard Zero 100.M93E
Goldring GL75P • .
Goodmans TD100 • •
Scandyna A02
•Trio 3022 ..
*Trio 2022 ..
Trio 1022
Thorens TO 165
Thorens TO 160

•

.•
••

TUNERS
*I rio KT 8005 ..
'Trio KT 2001A
Nippon ST606 ..
•Marantz 105B ..
Sony ST70 ..

.. £163.00
• . £55.00
.. £45.00
.. £90.00
.. £40.00

AMPLIFIERS
'Trio 6004 .. .. £125.00
*Trio 1200B .. ..
£49.00
'Trio 4002A .. ..
£69.00
Nippon SA 520 .. £39.00
•Marantz 1030 .. ..
£89.00
•Marantz 1060 .. .. £109.00
•Marantz 4060 .. .. £129.00
*Sony TA70 ..
£40.00

••
.•
•.

KOSS HEADPHONES
K711 .. £10.50
K7URD
£10.50
£11.50
K6LC .. • . £13.00
K0727 .. • . £18.95
PRO 5LC • . £28.00
PRO 4AA • . £27.00
HV1A .. • • £21 00
HVLC . • £18.95
ESP6 .. • . £49.95
ESP9 . • £68.00

. •
. •
• •
. •

£25.17
£
£37.23
£50.85
£32.12
£49.00
£49.00
£89.00
£75.00
£49.00
£42.00
£47.00
£53.00

SPECIAL I!

GOLDRING
GL75P
ONLY

ARMSTRONG
Few demonstration

mo dels

in stock. Please

telephone your nearest branch for details.

BRISTOL
MAIL
ORDER
'tam

Cre”e&

BROAD STREET

Please send to your nearest branch.
Securicor 48 hour delivery. Carriage £2•50. Please remember to
add 25% V.A.T. to all orders ( i.e.:
25p per [ 1.00).

I /4

£95.10
£96.72
£107.87
£167.67
£170.93
£179.64
£183.32
£85.75
£81.50
£107.95
£11.75
£56.41

SAN,

WE ARE
HERE
Open 9-6
Mon. to
Sat.

LONDON N•20

WE ARE
HERE
Open 9-6
Mon. to
Sat.

Llera

CARDIFF
2
NEWPORT Rd.

WE ARE
HERE
Open 95.30 Closed
Weds.

EN6LAND

BRISTOL HI-FI CENTRE,
27 BROAD STREET, BRISTOL 1
Tel.: (0272) 294181/5.

WHETSTONE HI-FI CENTRE.
1291 HIGH ROAD. LONDON
N.20. Tel.: 01-446 2280.

HI- PI CENTRE WALES ( Leisure
Listening). 156 City Road, Cardiff
Tel.: ( 02221 35465.
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Analog
Audio

2 YEARS

PLEASE ADD

25% VAT

FREE SERVICE
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PARTS & LABOUR
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ANALOG AUDIO

20 ELDON ST., LONDON BC2
Tel: 628 7316 ( between Moorgate
and Liverpool Street)
273 PENTONV1LLE ROAD,
LONDON NI ( Beside Kings Cr:sss
Cinema.) Tel.: 837 6441.
779 FULHAM ROAD, LONDON SW6.
••
849 HIGH ROAD, F1NCHLEY NI2.
Nr Tally Ho C.
Tel.: 01 445 1443 ( All mail orders).
127 WILTON ROAD, LONDON SWI•
Tel.: 834 1430 ( adj
Victoria Station)
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT PENTONVILLE ROAD.
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ALL GOOD AVAILABLE
COD.

£2 PER ITEM CHARGED FOR
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ALL GOODS AVAILABLE
AT OUR ASSOCIATED
COMPANY: ELECTRONIC
SERVICES,
9 WILLIAM
ST REET 50 UTH, BELFAST I.
TEL BELFAST 21517 ( AT
SLIGHTLY ADJUSTED
PRICES).
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Compare the
features
•4- track, Multi- sync Recording
•Molybdenum Heads with Original Owner Lifetime
Guarantee
eThree Motor Solenoid- Controlled Transport
• Adjustable Tape Equalization
•Switchable Tape/Source Monitoring
• Instantaneous Pause With Locking Feature
•Separate Input/Output Controls
eMIC/LINE Mixing
• Large, Illuminated Meters
eElectronic Echo and Sound- on- Sound

Then compare
the price!

Rdwkde
Rush Audio
WIDEST

GIVES

range of
equipment

terrific
discount

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Celestion County
£52.73
Celestion Otto,, 15
£ 75.37
Celestion DR.', 25
£ 150.83
Celettion Dillon £4
£ 124.48
Celastion Dillon 66
£228.36
Celestion Hedleigh
£45.18
Dornas 150
£ 33.52
Domas 175
£43.30
Goodrnans Minster
Goodman. Mezzo
Goodmens Magnum
Goodman. D. Martins
P.O.*.
Goodman. (levant
Goodmans Goodwood-P.O.A.
Leak 2020
Leek 2030
Leak 2060
Leak 2075
P.0 A.
mar.. Mel OLIO
£ 36.75
fslar.en
L15
£ 42.56
Marsden Hall XL20
£52.05
M arsden Hail . L30
£ 101.23
Wharfedale
Denton IWhite
£ 28.63
wharf... Denton 10
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Linton III
P. 0. A.
Wherfedale Gle.ala Ill_
P.0.A.
Wharf.•. Dove.. Ill. £ 106.39
Wharfedale KMed..
£ 143.75
TURNTABLE PACKAGES
Connoisseur 001 Kit
£14.33
Connoimur 802 Chassis. £ 34.77
Connoisseur 1302/SAU2. £43.90
Grrrrr d 5025 Mk • Rush
Bese/Cover G800 £ 20.88
Grrrrr d SP25 Mir 4
Nt.ule NI75/6
£ 32.23
Grrrrr d 5025 Mk 4
Chassis
£ 17.75
Grrrrr d 8658
Module with M75/6
£44.50
Grrrrr d 86SB Chasis
£ 31.83
Grrrrr a 2.0 loose
Module Tmk Shure
Cart
£51.10
Grrrrr d Zero 10058
Chassis
£36.87
Cold,,,,. 01.1020
£ 34.71
Goldrin.01.750
£51.87
Gold.. GLOB
Base/Cover
£ 69.26
Cowling Gun
Base/Covar
£88.07
P,oneer PL1213
£45.61
Sarni, 5112120
£50.56
Dornas 2000
Leak Delta
S/Offer With Shure £50.93
Thorns 165C 5/Offer £61.06
Thorens 160C
£77.97
Thorens 125 AB
£ 142.40

CASSETTE DECKS
Altai CS3OD
£ 73.81
Akai53313
£
£89.87
Akai 00C360
£94.06
Akal
0C380
£116.71
Chal G/tC460
£ 133.62
Akei G/CC65D
£ 145.56
Akei GXC51013.... £ 161.33
Altai 000750.
£169.85
Leak 2002
0.A.
Sansul 737
£ 129.31
Sharp R7442
£65.62
Sham 01480H
£ 109.33
rrrrrrr

00

DYNAMIC RANGE

after sales
service

G.drnens SCD100.... £ 134.96
Wharf... 20D
£92.77
RECEIVERS
Altai AA8030
Ak•i AA8080
Goodman, M.90
Go.mans Mod 110
Goodman. Mod
Leak 2000
Nikko 7070
Nikko 5050
Nikko 8080
Pioneer 434
Pioneer 534
Inoneer 636
Pioneer 737
01.1 R 150A
Rotel Fl It 154A
Rote. R0152
Rote, 80202
Rotel R0402
notai
0602
Rote,
0254
Sansul 210
Sansul 441
Senn', 551
Tendberg 10200
Tandberg TF11010
Ta.ber. TR1000.....
Tandberg Ntddre 10
Teleton 3000
Nippon 50010 660..13 years gar rrrrr
Nippon Sound 770...

£ 125.00
£ 158.51
£ 122.06
£ 130.68
£ 129.90
£ 162.92
£ 137.07
£ 183.28
£ 101.25
£ 137.61
£ 147.11
£208.46
£68.38
£ 114.58
£ 76.47
£86.98
£ 117.35
£ 151.72
£ 194.13
£89.94
£89.94
£ 112.44

KR 2300
082400
R3400
KR4400
05•00
600400

Le.k 2300
Nikko FAN1220
£ 67.30
Rotai 222
£ 49.51
Rotel 322
£68.38
Rotel 622
£ 108.85
Sans, TU4400
£84.37
Teimon GT203
£49.15
Tom. 7300
£ 69.03
Trio 611300
£ 72.50
Trio 012001A
£82.50
Trio 614005
£ 115.00
Trio KT8005
£20000
Nippon Sound
£60.15
13 year .
CASSETTE BARGAINS
TDK Dynamic
1of 5 of 10 of
Cas
0.55 2.66 5.13
60
0.61 2.94 5.67
90
088 4.28
8.23
120
1.18 5.68 10.93

Audio ( 5 mrew)
60
00
120

BASF LO
£54.06
£106.42

rrrr

Trio
Trio
Trio
Trio
Trio
Trio

of very
special offers

£128.70

£ 107.50
£ 122.50
£ 147.50
£ 170.00
£ 210.00
£265.00

AMPLIF I
ERS
Aka, AA5200
£ 87.50
Akal AA5500
£ 113.46
Cambridge P60
£ 131.64
Cambridge P110
£ 148.28
Celestion Tidefl
Leak 2100
Loak 2200
Nikko TRM210
£55.41
Nikko TRM230
£67.30
Pioneer
P.O.A.
Rotel 211
£ 08.47
Roml 311
£68.60
Rotel 611
£99.19
5.nsui AU2200....£55.12
5.001 AU4400
£84.37
Teleton SA02068
£ 30.86
Teleton GA203
£54.95
Teleton A300
£65.41
Teleton SA0•08
£ 38.24
Trio 01200
£60.00
Trio K440024
£90.00
Trio KA1600
£95.50
Trio £ AA004
£ 122.50
Trio KA6004
£ 160.00
Trio KA8004
£220.00
Nippon Sound 820
£ 104.84
(3 years guarantee,
NIP.. Sou. 621:
£ 60.15
Nippon Sound 525
£53.28

£
26.02

90
60

120

Agra Chrome
0
120
96°

2.85
4.01
4.92

0.55 2.56
en 355
1.04 5.05

5.13
7.08
9.72

0.91 4.42
8.50
1.16 5.61 10.80
1.69 8.14 15.66

Bush Arena TA 2700 Receiver
Made in Denmark
This modern style tuner amplifier
has an output of 18 wens RMS Per

ern.r.:;

FM end FM Stereo, five preset
PrOgrernme controls for FM radis
loudness control. rumble filter.
Mono/stereo ',witch and A.F.C.
tuning meter. List price £ 99.90
Ruth oriel £59.90. P & P £2.50.
er.
n

rrrr

TUNERS
Akai AT550
Akei AT580
Cambridge 755

low noise
0.30 1.48
0.43 2.09
0.53 2.56

£87.50
£ 122.55
£ 111.00

••

New Amstrad In Dash Stereo
Cassette Radio with MW. FM
and FM MPX.
Powerful 8 watts output per chan
nel. Vsirieble tone control. smooth
tuning. end of tape Indi
cam, cassette elect bum, last
forward. Stereo balance cont.° ,
Complete
with
speakers
and
cables. £ 43.95. PSP £ 1.50.

GOLD STAR SERVICE
Full 12 month. go.r.nree.
labour. Cach.nge ot Molts/ witiils
mont within 14 clays of purchase.
Frm technical advice service.

Recommended
Retail Price

£312

Excluding VAT.

That's the Dokorder 8140. Four channel or two channel,
recording or playback, overdub, quadraphonic, sound- onsound, echo ... everything you need to help translate what
you feel into what others will feel. Send for full details now.

EXPERT ADVICE
we take Barclay Card
we take Access
comparator equipped
showroom
GUARANTEE: Any faulty goods
exchanged within 14 days of
purchase if returned in as new
condition. All goods sold with full
after sales service.

Prices correct as at 21.5.75
Access & Barclaycard Welcome.
Cheques accepted with bank card.
HP and personal loans available to
callers only.
All offers subject to availability,
E. & G.E.
We reserve the right to alter
specifications on our systems and
our prices.
By return mail order service ( if
C.W.O.) to Department. PH F 75

Imported for you by

AEL

ACOUSTIC°
ENTERPRISES
LTD iliektirityPagt

Unit 7 SpaceWaye. North Feltham Trading Estate,
Feltharn Middlesex Tel 01-751 0141(4 Ines)

Ru h Audio

4Backlow Road Chelmsford Essex Tel: Chelmsford 64393
151

ELECTRONICS

ix
tt

SUPER SUMMER SALE SUPER
HUGE DISCOUNTS • MAIL ORDER • ADVICE
DEMONSTRATIONS • FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5200
AA5500
Alpha 0030 ..
AX500
FA600
Eagle AA2
AA4
AA6
JVC VN900
JASS
JAS310
4VN550 (4ch.)
4VN880 ( 4ch.)
Leak 2100 ..
2200 ..
Marantz 1030
1060
1120 ..
NAD 60 ..
Pioneer SA8I00
Rotel RA2Il
RA3I I ..
RA6I1
RA8I0
Sansui AUSOS
AU2200
AU4400
Sharp SM510
SM511
Status A109 ..
Toshiba SB300
SB500 ..
Trio KA 1200
KA 1600
KA4004
Voxson H305
TUNERS
Akai AT550
Alpha TX500
FT650
Eagle AA8
TST 152 ..
JVC VT 500..
VT 700 ..
JTV 310 ..
Leak 2300 ..
Marantz 105E
Rotel RT322
RT622
Sansui TUSOS
TU4400 ..
Sharp ST511..
Toshiba STS00
Trio KT1300
Voxson R303

84-50
109.75
33.00
55-50
83.00
36.50
50.00
59.50
172-00
156.00
73.95
92.50
167-50
89.95
125.00
99.75
135.00
283-50
106.00
171.75
38.50
61.20
95.50
103.00
74-50
52.80
80.80
S1.75
57.50
30.00
73.00
128-00
50-S0
81.90
102.90
125.00

84.30
56.95
91.95
55.50
37.95
82-95
121-50
82.50
96.00
103.95
65-90
104-90
77.30
84.50
71-S0
104-50
60.90
104.50

TUNER AMPLIFI ERS
Akai 8030 ..
120.50
8080
. . 152.75
Alpha FR5000 . . 91-95
FR6000
. I05-95
FR8000 . . 157.30
Fisher 205 . . 189-70
Harman Kardon 330 B 120.00
630
. 198.50
JVC 5505L
. 108-75
55I5L . . 145.75
5525L . . 189 00
. 203-00
5426X (4ch.) . . 203.00
5436X (4ch.) . . 242.80
5446X (4ch) . . 297.80
Leak 2000 .. . . 162.00
Marantz 2015
154.50
2220 .. • • 187.95
2230 ..
246-75
NAD 140 .. • • 163.00
NAD 160 ..
206-00
Pioneer SX434 • •
97.00
SX535
138.00
SX636 . • • 161.00
Rotel RX402"
113.00
RX602 .. • • 146.20
RX802
187.00
Sansui 441 .. • •
90.50
551
113.00
661
147.00
771
181-00
Trio KR2400
102.90
KR3400
123-90

SR2I2 ( with cart.)
54-95
Thorens IDI60C ..
76-50
TDI65C
59.95
TDI25 chassis ..
89.95
TD125ABC .. 142.50
Trio
KP2022A ( inc. cart.) 54-S0
KP5022A ( inc. cart.) 132-50
Combinations to order
G
d401 in plinth & cover
fitted SME 3009
El 15
G
d 401 in plinth & cover
fitted SME 3009/S2
CI 19
Thorens TD 12511 in plinth &
cover fitted SME 3009/52 £163
Other combinations available
Price on application.
IMPORTANT
The prices listed in
this advertisement
are available for the
months of JUNE and
JULY ONLY-S0
BUY NOW!
PRESENT THIS
ADVERTISEMENT
WITH YOUR ORDER
TO GET YOUR
SUPER SUMMER
SALE PRICES
ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT AT
25%

TURNTABLES
Acos Rega ( black)
67.50
Rega ( white)
78.00 REEL TO REEL DECKS
AR ( less cart.)
48.50 Akai 4000DS
106.50
Connoisseur
Brennell range .. P.O.A.
BDI Kit ..
14.95 Ferrograph 713 .. 226-S0
BD2/SAU2 P/C
46.20
7502/4 ..
295.00
G
d
7522/4 ..
328.00
SP25 IV/G800 P/C
23.30
7502/4 with Dolby 379.50
63SP/M75C P/C
26.95
7522/4 with Dolby 414.00
86513 P/C ( less cart.) 39-50 Sharp RT 727H ..
72-95
Z1OOSB P/C ( less
Teac A1230 .. 236.00
cart.) ..
53-9S
A1250
273.00
Goldring GL75P
46-95 Toshiba PT862
118-95
Lid 75 ..
4.35
PT884
275.00
JVC JLA 1 ( less cart.)
5450
JLA 3 ( with cart.)
107.00 CASSETTE DECKS
VL 5 ( with cart.)
69-90 Akai CS3OD ..
70.95
Philips GA212/GP400
69-95
CS33D
8610
Pioneer PL12D
4175
GXC36D ..
90-75
Sansui
GXC38D .. 112.50
SR2I2P ( less cart.)
46-50
GXC46D
128-95

GXC75D
163.50
GXCS1OD
1SS•50
Alpha CDI000
39.50
086 ( Dolby unit
only)
44.70
Decca DCI100
58.S0
DC2000 ( with Dolby) 85-50
Harman Kardon
HKI000
198.50
JVC 1656
96.S0
1667 II ..
130.95
1668 ..
154-50
1669 ..
222-00
Leak 2002
116-95
Neal 102 ..
204.75
Pioneer CT313IA
88-95
CT414IA
110.95
CT5151
130-95
CTF7I71
156.50
Sansui SC737
130-00
Sharp RT442
63.75
RT480 . .
106-00
Teat A160 ..
125-S0
A360 ..
207-90
243.50
Trio KX7I0
123.90
Wharfedale WHD20
85-S0
SPEAKERS
(All prices per pair)
Alpha HTI7
27-9S
HT20
53.95
Acoustic Research
AR2
139.65
AR3
239-40
AR4
80.85
AR5
179.95
AR6
94-50
AR7
64.50
Brahms Sandringham
48-00
Windsor ..
61.S0
B & W DM2A
145-00
DM4
116-95
OS
70.95
Celestion County
49-50
Ditton 15
70-75
Ditton 25
131 - 50
Ditton 44
116.95
Goodmans
Minister SL
47-50
Havant SL
53-40
Mezzo SL
80-85
Dimension 8
138-50
JVC 5323 ..
..
95-00
KLH Mod 6 ..
.. 200-00
Mod 17 ..
.. 125.00

Mod 23
176-00
Mod 31
67 SO
Mod 32
82-50
Mod 38 ..
111-50
Marlboro 101
92 00
Marlboro 102
125-00
Leak 2020 ..
59 95
2030 ..
79.95
2060 ..
143.00
Marantz IMP 4G ..
79-80
IMP 5G
99.95
IMP 6G
142.00
IMP 7G ....185-00
Martin Maxi-Max ..
81-00
Sansui ES30
I.00
Voxr.on B311
137.00
Wharfedale
Denton II ..
32 30
Linton II ..
40-70
Glendale III
63-95
Dovedale III
91-95
Kingsdale Ill
132 95
PLEASE NOTE
Audio Spectra Electronics
do not operate on a
cash and carry basis.
Al) our customers receive
the best possible service
from salesmen who are
as keen on HiFi as the
customer.

CASSETTES
AND TAPES AT
KNOCKOUT
PRICES

MAIL ORDER
Carriage Charges
Cartridges - 15p
Headphones - 40p
Pickup arms - 30p
Cassettes
20p per order
(20 or more post free)
Speakers ( A) - 1-75p
(B) - 4.00p
All other items - 1.85p
Immediate Despatch
If payment is by cash or
P.O. (Cheques 7-10 days)

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL MAIL ORDERS TO HORNCHURCH
202-204 HIGH ST. HORNCHURCH,
ESSEX
Tel. HORNCHURCH 50221
ELECTRONICS

20 NORTH ST. BARKING, ESSEX
Tel. 01-594 8855

LOW DEPOSIT
CREDIT TERMS
AT THESE PRICES!
Nine monthly payments
Send for proposal form
stating items required

Buy it with Atom

37VS U3141111nS ugdns 37VS
152

HIGH

c0
,0

MIMI AFTER SALES SERVICE

I

11

BARCLAY CARO

£18.00
Koss K0727B
£32.00
Koss PRO4AA
Koss Red Devils £12.50
£79.20
Koss ESP9
£5900
Koss ESP6
£16.00
Koss K6LC
£2435
Koss 747
Pioneer SESO .. £23-50

e TAPE

Stax SILS

£6000

Sennheiser
HD4I4 £ 1500
Wharfedale DDI £ 12•50
Wharfedale
Isodynamics

moo

Ie TURNTABLES
BSR MP6OP/C
wired..

£2 I30

Connoisseur
£1495
BDI Kit
£3675
BD2 Chassis
BD2 P & C
£46 00
Dual 1218 & 1229 P 0 R.
Goldring
GL72 P &
G101 P &
GL85 P &
GL75 P &

C
C
C
C

SME 3009/S2
Det/S

&no°

SME 3009/ND..

£39-00

Transcriptors 9" peso

£49
£30
£96
£61

00
00
00
00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 1.75)

Revox 1124/3
Tandberg 3300..
Tandberg 9100..
Tandberg
TCD3I0 ..
Tandberg 3441..
Tandberg 3541..
Tandberg 3641..
Teac Stockists
Videosonic PD2

P 0 R.
£ 160 00
£ 330 00
£ 180
£228
£ 180
£230

Alpha FT150 A/M
. , £44.00
Alpha RI50 £57-63
Armstrong 623/6241
625/626 .
P.O.R.
Celestion TV
Telefl .. £30.75
Goodmans 90 .. £ 115.00
Goodmans 1/10 £140-oo
Goodmans 1/20 £ 140.00
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
Korting T5I0 £55.00
Leak Delta .. POR.
Nikko FAM220/
500
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX300 £8000
Pioneer 9(434 ..£ 10400
Pioneer 5)(535 .. £ 13900

• CARTRIDGES

RECORDERS (
P & P E1.75)

AIWA Stockists
Akai GXC46D £ 127.50
Akai GXC38D £ 11000
Akai GXC36D
view
BSR TD8S Track £21•95
Harman Kardon
HK 1000 .. P.O.R.
Pioneer CT414IAm 1400
Pioneer CT5151 £ 13400
Pioneer CTF7171 £ 15400
Revox 1104/3 .. P.O.R.

*ON DEMONSTRATION

Sansui SS2, 10,20 P.O.R.

• PICK -UP ARMS (
P & P 50p)
Acos Lustre .. £29•50
A/Technica 1005 £20-75
Colton MC101 .. £23•50
Connoisseur
SAU2 .. £ 1600

eit‘`-`>'''' II*C0 1113111

e TUNERS

eHEADPFP 50P)

00
00
40
00

P.O.R.

( P & P £ 1.00)
Garrard

SP25 Mod Mk 4
with M75/6 .. £30-75
AP86 Module .. £46.00
401 .. £41•76
Zero 100SB Mod. £59.00
Philips GA2I2 £79-95
Pioneer PLI2D.. £45-50
Thorens TDI60C £76-50
Thorens 10125 £90.50
Thorens TDI65C £66.00
T
iptors
Ref/Arm £ 114.00

P/MBOND CREDIT SCHEME

A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2I5
A/Technica AT2I X
A/Technica ATS5
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
ADC Q32
ADC Q30 ..
Empire 999EX
Goldring 0800 ..
Goldring G800H
Goldring 0850 ..
Goldring 0800E
Goldring 08005E
Grado FTR
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Pickering VIS/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M3I E
Shure M44/S
Shure M44C/7
Shure MS5E
Shure M44E
Shure M75/6/2 ..
Shure M75G
Shure M75/ED
Shure M75E1/2 .. :
Shure VIS ( Impr.) Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE

Pioneer SX636.. £ 156-00
Pioneer SX737.. £ 191.00
Pioneer SX838. • £255-00
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers
R'brook cased .. £52-00
R'brook chassis £47.00
R'brook T/A cad £ 10400
Sabra Stockists
P.O R.
Sansui 210 .. £91 00
Sugden Rh I
£85 00
Tandberg 1010.. £204 00
Tandberg TR200
(MPX) .. £125 00
Tandberg 1000
(MPX) £ 190 00
Tandberg 1055. £244 80

( P & P 25p) STYLI
etso £3-25
LIOSO £6•26
.. £ 15.75 £ 1309
£4•44
£28.85 £ 16.28
£3•80 £ 13-04
. . fII .25 £ I•77
.. Len £6.26
£14-25 .. £8.10 £3.75
£8•60 £3.75
£5.26 £2.74
.. £ 1440 £8.75
£21•30 £ 1302
.. £-44 .. £35-73 £20.00
.. £ 1705 £ 17 47
£10.67 £7.51
£s.84
urn
.. £5.10 £3.59
.. £ 10.65 £6.38
.. £8.77 £7•51
£6.61 £480
.. £8.10 £6.31
£7•20 £5.40
.. £ 11-42 £6-coo
.. £ 12.32 £6.95
.. £ 13.66 £ 10-52
.. £ 12-93 £7.51
.. £36-00 £ 14.73
.. £39.00 -

PLEASE INCLUDE POST & PACKING (TAPES 10p EA)

I • CLEARAN CE
Maranta 1030 (VS) ..
Marantz 2230 (S/S) .
Marantz WC1 ( New) .:
TDK 1200 ft. 7 in. .
TDK 600 ft. 5 in. •
Teac A360 (S/S)
Trio KR6170 (SIN) ..
Scandyna 1400 (S/S)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• £ 89 00
. £ 99 00
. £ 19 00
. £ 130
. £099
• £ I62 50
• £ 160 00
• £ 57 50

TANDBERG TCD3I0 CASSETTE- P.0 R

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 25% and are subject to
alteration due to V.A.T. increases.
PLEASE NOTE: Closed all day Monday, until
further notice.
Stockists for: Marantz, AR, Dual, Hitachi. Harman
Kardon, National. Radford. Scan-dyna, Trio, Toshiba,
Yamaha.

UNIT AUDIO (
P & P f2.75)

MII

••
.•

e SPEAKERS&

Ie AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
P.O.R.
Cambridge P60/
110 ..
P.O.R.
Cambridge P60 £ 118.34
Lux ..
P.O.R.
Metrosound
ST2OE
Nikko TRM 210 P.O.R.
Nikko TRM 230 P.O.R.
OnLY 0 • • .. P. OR.
Quad 33/303 ..
Radford H0250
P. O.R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.

e TAPES
TDK
TDK
TDK
TDK

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.I9
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to
variation.

7 in.
7 in.
7 in.
Sin.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£16800
£95•70
£22800

KITS (P & P £ 1.25 ea.)

Acoustic
Research Mod .. P.O.R.
Cambridge
Audio R40/R50
P.O.R.
Celestion
Ditton 44 ( pair) £ 135-00
County ( pair) .. £56 00
Ditton 15 ( pair) £81.00
Ditton 25 ( pair) £ 165.00
Ditton 120 ( pair) £59.00
Dynaco A25 ( pair) £79.00
Goodmans
Mezzo SL .. £45 00
Magnum SL
£57.00
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
Juno & Juliet ( pr) £61 00
Jumbo ( pair) .. £47 00
Module .. £ 16 70
KEF
Cadenza/Chorale
Kit 1
[25 00
Kit 3 (Concerto) £42 00
Peerless
20-2 ( pair) .. £38 00
20-3 ( pair) .. £57 00
Richard Alban Kits
Triple 8 ( Flamenco) • • .. E174)0

TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE £11400

111.011RIEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

e

Dynatron Systems
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo G2611 K
Sanyo G2615 .. :
Goodmans Compact 110

Twin ( Chaconne) £ 10•25
Triple ( Pavane) £22•50
5/Triple Assembly
20 W .. £2700
Chaconne 11 .. £ 19•95
Pavane 11
£4095
Minette 11 .. £ 1600
Flamencoll(pair) £5700
Rogers
BBC Monitor
Tannoy
Chevening £94 00
IS" Mansfield
£110 00
10" HPD
£70 00
HPD
£72 00
15" HPD
£91 00
Chatsworth HPD £ 103 00

Ir

Wharfedale
Dentons 2 ( pair)
Lintons 2 ( pair)
Melton 2 ..
Dovedale Ill

£41
£ 48
£40
£52

00
00
00
00

Kits
Linton 2 ( pair).. £22 75
Glendale 3 ( pair) £ 41 75
Dovedale 3 ( pair) £64 50

(
P & P £ 1.75 each)
Rogers R'brook
Mk
•. imeo
Rogers R'brook
Mk Ill cased .. £.59.00
Rogers Panthera
Chassis .. new
Rosewood .. ageo
Sansui AU101
P.O.R.
Sinclair 2000 Mk11 P.O.R.
Sugden All Ser Ill £ 1-00
Sugden A48 .. mew
Tandberg TA300M
£11540

(
P & P 25p)

1800 ft. Audua
LiN 1800 ft.
Standard 1200 ft. .
Standard 600 ft. ..

£1.30
99p

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

•
•

01 946
wee
15.z

Southern
io
Services
43, High Street, Kingston- on-Thames,
Surrey. Tel: 01-549 3194 ( 3lines)
LUX
SQ 707 Amplifier .. £78.00
SQ 700 X Amplifier .. £110.00
SQ 505 X Amplifier .. £160.00
SQ 507 X Amplifier .. £180.00
L 308 Amplifier .. £233.00
L 309 Amplifier .. £278.00
CL 305 Pre- Amplifier £191300
M 150 Power Amplifier £230.00
WL 717 Tuner• • £ 80.00
WL 700 Tuner .. £100.00
WL 500 Tuner .. £165-00
WL 550 Tuner .. £145.00
T 300 Tuner .. £225.00
R 800 Receiver .. £220.00

AEL Turntables

Lab 2000 M
£162.00
Lab 2000 A
..
£135.00
Lab 2000 G ..
£126-oo
Lab 2000 0
£185.00
10% off SME arm it supplied
with above.

DOKORDER Tape Decks

PRD

(

DOKORDER
Cassette Decks
MK 50
.
.
£112.00
M K 50 A
£132.00
MK 40
..
£92.00
MK 40 A
..
£112.00

DYNACO
FM 5 A..
£ 126.00
SCA 80 QA• . £ 148.50
PAT 4A ... • £ 90.00
PAT 5A .. • • £135.03
Stereo 80/A
£93.03
Stereo 120/A .. £115.53
Stereo 400/A .. .. £281-25
Stereo 400 WA .. £311.25

22-24 Buckingham Palace Road,
London SW1W OQP.
Tel:01-834 9382/3
SL 110 W 0 arm ..
SL 1100
RS 263 US Cas. deck

£89 05
RS 271 US dol. .. £127 23
RS 276 US dol. .. £199.96
RS 279 US dol. .. £245.41
RS 610 US
..
£106.02
RS 676 US
..
£226 39
SU 9600 pre-amp. .. £287.04
SE 9600 power amp. ..
£407.40

P 300 power amp. • • £450.00
P 250 power amp. • • £ 320.00
C 200 pre-amp. • . £330.03
T 101 tuner .. • • £245.03
T 100 tuner .. • • £350.00
E 202 Amp. .. £375.00

200 Power Amplifier..
500 Power Amplifier..
Pre- amplifier
AMT 1speakers pr...
AMT 1 Tower pr. ..
AMT 3 speakers pr...
AMT 4 speakers pr. ..
AMT 5speakers pr...
AMT 6speakers pr. ..
Heil Elite ..

TECHNICS

£296.30
£435.20
£296.30
£379.64
£444.46
£509.28
£305.56
£222.22
£833.36
£222-22

B & O ( Hi Fi Pro only)
Beomaster 6000 T A £416.66
Beomaster 6000 turntable ..
£294.91
HMC 6000 .. £21.31
Beolab 1700 .. £78.00
1700 tuner .. £69.40
Beomaster 1001 £109.72
Beomaster 2000 £199.07
Beomaster 3000-2 £183.80
Beomaster 4000 £231-48
Beogram 1001
£52.78
Beogram 1203
£69.45
Beogram 2000
£87.96
Beogram 3000
£92.13
Beogram 4002
£220.83

MAIN AGENTS FOR

tape deck ..
£225-00
tape deck .. £298.00
high speed .. £308.00
2/4 ch.
..
£298.00
2/4 ch.
..
£324.00
2/4 ch.
..
£520-00
2/4 ch. high speed P.O.A.

BARCLAYCARD

ADC Armstrong •
Aka i
• Aiwa.
Accuphase- AEL •
Acos- B8,0* • Braun •
B&W. Cambridge
Audio•Celestion UL
Celestion Ditton •
ESS.IMF McIntosh.
KEF•Marantz-Stax •
ERA- Stanton.
Tannoy•Sherwood.
Dokorder•Fuji Tapes.
From Ri- Fi Pro only

154

AIWA
AD 1300 Dolby cass. dk. £127 75
AD 1600 Dolby cass. dk. £175.00
AD 1800 Dolby casa.
deck ..
£198 00

McINTOSH

ACCUPHASE

ESS

SL120 turntableW/0 arm £115.28
SL 1200 .• .. £127.23
SL 1300 auto. ..
£143.06

7100
1120
1122
7140
8140
1140
1124

£149.96
£163.59

Scan-Dyna. Dual.
Trio•Sansui.
Mordaunt-Short
Omal-WAR SME •
Technics-National
Sony. Denon- Lux
Ferrograph • Revox
Harman Ka rdon•
IBL• J
VC • Major.
Leak • Goodmans •
Toshiba • OnkyoKoss •

MC 2105 power- amp.
with control
MC 2505 power-amp.
with control
MX 113 Tuner/pre-amp
C 26 pre-amp.
C 28 pre-amp.
MR 77 tuner ..
MR 78 tuner ..

£415-00
£275.00
£418-00
£215.00
£305.00
£415.00
£515.00

FUJI TAPES

P/P 5p per tape,
6+ tapes free.
R.R. S.A.
CASSETTES
Price Price
Super Low Noise Range
FL C-30
£0.66 £0.42
FL C-60 .. £0.75 £0.55
FL C-90
£1.00 £0.70
FL C-120 .. £1.35 £0.95
Extra Wide Dynamic Range
FX C-46
£0.95 £0.65
FX C-60
£1.10 £0.77
FX C-80 . £1 . 40 £1.02
FX C-90
£1.50 £1.10
OPEN REELS
FM 1200' r
£2.65 £1.85
FM 1800' r
£3.25 £2.30
FG 1200' 7- ..
£2.90 £2-15
FG 1800' r ..
£3.65 £2.60
FG 3600' 10#" .. £12.00 £8.40
8T CARTRIDGES
S-40 ( 40 minutes) £1.25 £0.88
S-50(60 minutes) £1.40 £1.00
S-80 ( 80 minutes) £1.75 £1.25
ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES
For Personal Export, contact
Mrs. Ling: 01-549 3960.
All prices are correct at time
of going to press. P & P extra.

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

DINERS CLUB

9/..444" 2 ERRE
AdP...41N CAC*
244.6r...ASE T
S
CIO 22
FERGUSON 12/1 Bal,e, foIlS
MN, FM radio
casette recorder
4.,omehe recording level Push
tuna stop. start etc Fast lorsvard,
em,nd Auto sloo. Built in alike

PHILIPS 2205 ban /Ram 1. 1.1 1
Anti easureImam record
teal alallatIc tone antral
LIST
Talla

POILE

Philips RR365 £47-95
Sony CF420L
P.O.A.
STEREO RECORDERS
ITT 85 .. £54.95
*Sony TCI33CS P.O.A.
Telefunken .. £53.95
Mains with radio
Decca 9000 .. £86.95

BATTERY/MAINS
RADIO/RECORDERS
*Bel 9202 .. £44-95
Aiwa 203 ..
P.O.A.
Decca PC2I00 £26.95 . Basf 9302 .. £59.95
*Hitachi 340
P.O.A.
Crown 455 .. £26.95
JVC 1610 ..
P.O.A.
Grundig C2001 £41.95
National R0413 P.O.A. • Hitachi 1220
P.O.A.
Sanyo M2250 £27.50 *JVC 9310 ..
P.O.A.
•Plus 2 FREE musicassettes or C90 tapes.

SAVE ON CASSETTE TAPES

1000
60p
75p

Agfa SD All tope
50p
prices inc.
65p
VAT add
901,
10p post

AMSIFIA
)000
lape deck mith Dolby noise re ... on
Chro diarde ankh. eatable lea
level & output Train v meters

o44.
tf2
SANYO 2424f NISV/FM Ad.. and
Push button cassette recorder . nteore
0114 row andoulput soclels

£ 37.95

PIONEER 7171 stereo dolby decl
front access cassette. moth bias
FO smite lot lap. selection
Flesotchne Er peat ILL•lind.colots
Jam mono. comPertMent
Inout!ateul headphone tacks etc

Save
Eat 57
AKA, GLC340 vela tape deck ma
dolbt ALIT stop stale tone. volume
controls Push button stop start etc

f34.95

GIST

*Hitachi 3410
P.O.A.
*Sharp SC153 £86.95
*Sony CF620
P.O.A.
Philips RH 851 £ 137.95
Battery/mains
mGrundig 440 £39.50
rNational 3030 P.O.A.
rSanyo 4400 FG £61.95

FREE HEAD CLEANER WITH 6 + EXTRA TAPE WITH 12

Linoise Agfa Basf EMI Philips Scotch
C60
40p
50p 42p
50p
50p
C90
55p 70p 55p
70p
70p
CI20
65p 95P 80p
95p
95p

"I

s
1
5
.
1
3
,e.

£32.95 ',/:1
1
2, en £32.95

SAVE ( El 78

are £ 2 . 4
USN IRIAN Battery, mains VHF
W/FM radio cassette mode,
tide volume & tone controls Auto
top record battery level meta
oh button slop play. record. OIL

Philips/Basf
C60 £6.00
C90 £8.40
C120 £ 11.40

Sore £55.81
PIONEER CT.3131 advanced Dolby
cassette ape deck loll auto stop.
'dependent record/ play button. stole
volume ronlrols Tape selectpon

VC:Orr' £ 50 .95LgIST; „ 27r, £102.95
£ 32.95 %

Packs of 12
Plus FREE
extra tape &
head cleaner

e
PRICE

S.L. ESS.3
LIAI GXCILD
II lad. 2than
mdhalby Slole volume and lone
control. Push button stop.stert. etc
aueo
eeeeeee Auto Me

SANYO 4540 • • • .. ,ere, lalbn
IllillI
is ,

M9 31 r.liIRCE

STEREO DECKS
Alpha CD1000 £33.50
Amstrad 6000 £37-95
Bush 445 .. £57.25
*Basf 8100 .. £89.95
Dynatron CPI £69-95
Hitachi 2030D P.O.A.
JVC 1667 Mk11 P.O.A.
National 260US P.O.A.
Philips 2510.. £98.00
Sharp 442 ..
bulls
Sony TCI21..
P.O.A.
Normende £31-95
O

Sa..4
£47 .
3.
FERGUSON 3463 L141414,11.1,4111
fade. 3speed deck. eeeeeeee recede,
dol,
LIST bal. treble controls 0, ,ect record.

f131.95

DOLBY DECKS
Aiwa ADI500H P.O.A.
Alpha CR3000 £75.95
Bigston BSD200 £78.95
Crown CTD270 £93•95
Grundig CN730 £92•95
Goodmans £ 112.95
Hitachi D2360 P.O.A.
ITT 88 .. £ 109-95
National 263
P.O.A.
Sony TC134SD P.O.A.
Sharp RT480 £84.95
Sanyo RD4600 £ 185.95
Teleton CD100 £59-95

Mule controls
0 iiii

UV SS " ln

€1

MUSIC CENTRES
Decca 4 .. £ 147.95
Fidelity UA5 £ 101.95
Hitachi 3430
P.O.A.
ITT 2030 .. £ 154•95
National 1070 P.O.A.
Sharp SG 155 £ 129•95
Sony HMK40
P.O.A.
sToshiba 3000 P.O.A.
Wyndsor 555 £ 126.95
sWith speakers.
All orders add 75p Pe.
Music Centres add
£250.

With speakers; rwith radio: m mono playback.
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OPEN 9an; to 6on; MONDA I' TO SATURDAY
NEXT TO WHITECHAPEt UNDERGROUND
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VATa dd 25%

EASTCOTE HI-FI
TEL 01-868 2946

A.5200
A5500
A5800

• • • •
Receivers

£64.75
£86.86
£124-95

Cassette and Tape Decks
£51.95
CS3OD
£66.95
CS33D
£87.50
GXC38D
£101-95
GXC46D
£127.95
GXC7SD
£121.95
GXCSIOD
£81.95
4000 DS
£125-95
4000 DB
£54.95
CR8ID
Tuners

£66.75
£93•49

GOODMANS
Module 90 ..
Module One-Ten
90-Compact ..
One-Ten Compact
80 Compact ..

••

03-95
£108•50
£169.95
£l9195
£129•95

RT222
RT322
RT622

£68.95
£10115

1A600
IA1000
Tuners

RX-150A
RX-I52
RX-202
RX-402
RX-602
RX-802

£68.95

FT600
£9495
£119.95

AA8030
AA8080

AT550
AT580

Tuners

HITACHI
Amplifiers

AKAI
Amplifiers

Receivers

£75•95
SR3400
• • • • "
£82•95
SR5400 ' • • • •
09-95
SR700
• " • '
£99.95
SR800
' • " "
£129•95
SRI 100
• • • " •
Cassette Decks
TRQ2020D
£49.95
TRQ2030D
£5915
TRQ2040D
E79•45

SX434
SX535

Receivers

£42•95
£79.50
£108.50

ROTEL
Amplifiers

RA2I0
RA2I I
Speakers
RA3Il
£66•65
Mezzo-SL ( per pair) ..
RA6I I
£82•95
Magnum-SL ( per pair) ..
RA8I0
£119-90
Acromat 400 ( per pair)
Please ring for our cheapest prices on

* Prices subject to change E. & 0.E.
* For Mail Order add £2.00-1- VAT per
prece, P & P except Speakers.

DCX
DCX
DCX
DCX

E169•95
£ 10315

PIONEER
Turntables
PL I2D with Cartridge

• • • •

£47.95
£59.95
£66-95
£88.95
£115•95
£146-95

SAQ-307
SAQ-307D
SAQ-408
GA202 ..
GA203 ..

£25
£28
£31
£31
E42

Tuners
GT202
T-300 ( Softline)..
GT203

£3 820
£49 95
£39 95

SANYO
Cassette Decks
RD-4530..
£47.95
RD-4300.. . £86 95
RD-4600G
El 69 95

Music Centres

SDT2660
SDT3420

Receivers

£36 50
ESO 85
£76 50

£21.50
£34-95
£46-95
1E7195
£88.50

Receivers

2000
£75
4000 .. £88
6000 .. . £ 108
8000
.
£ 121

50
95
50
85

Music Centres
GXT 4540 K
.
£ 132
G26I IK
£ 136
G 2615 N
£72
DXT 5500 K
£ 104

95
95
95
95

SANYO
Cassette Recorders and Radio
Recorders-Ring for cheapest
prices.
TELETON
Amplifiers
£41 95
A-300 ( Softline)
£2S 45
SAQ-206 B

45
32
50
80
95

Receivers
£44 60
TA-3000
.. £ 57.25
TFS-55
£81•95
TES-60 ( Softline)
£111•95
TFS-70 ( Softline)
CD-SO

Cassette Decks
SPEAKERS
County
Ditton 15 • •
Ditton 44 • •
Ditton 25 • •

Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
B & W
DM.70
DM.2A
DM.4A
JBL
Marantz

..
..

•
•

•
•

E51•60
£45.21
£64-60
£106.65
£129.20
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Omar Speakers
Goring ..
P.O.A.
Twenty/Twenty
Wendover
P.O.A.
Winchester
P.O.A.

Rank Domus

••
••
••
••
••

ISO
175
250
350
450

£24-95
£32•95
£45•50
£9.50
£112•95

Wharfedale
Denton 2
..
£27-95
Linton 2
..
£35.50
Dovedale 3
..
£75.95
COLOUR TV',
Bush
Slimline £ 169-00
Hitachi 19' .. £ 195.00
Mitsubishi 20 . ....£21000

1r

* STEREO CARTRIDGES
* HEADPHONES
* RECORD DECKS
All leading makes at most
competitive prices
Add 25% VAT to all prices.
SPECIAL PRICES on
Empire Cartridges
* ACCESS and BARCLAY
CARDS WELCOME
* H.P. and CREDIT FACILITIES
for Personal Callers.
* All prices correct on 20/3/75

LEAK, LUX, MARANTZ, NIKKO, PIONEER, SONY, SANSUI, TRIO & YAMAHA

EASTCOTE HI-FI
112 FIELDEND ROAD
EASTCOTE PINNER, MIDDX
155

GENTS FOR ALL THATS BEST IN HI- FIDELITY: ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • ACCUPHI

ALL OUR
. PRICES

EINCLUBE
Cl)

T

-;:s

STEREO RECEIVERS
Add £2.50 carriage
Akai 8030
Akai 8080

..
..

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price

£ 179•88 £133.95
£227.88 £ 165.53

Goodmans Mod 90 £ 145•17 £119.93
Goodmans Mod 1-10 £ 169•58 £ 136.40
Hitachi SR3400
Hitachi SR5400
Harman Kardon 330A
Harman Kardon 33013
Harman Kardon 630
Harman Kardon 930

£130.80
£142.80
£132.00
£138.00
£226.80
£310.80

Leak 2000 .. .. £202-48 £153.60
Nad 140 ..
Nad 160 ..
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

••
SX300
SX434
SX535
SX636
SX737
SX838
SX1010

£198.00
£234•00
£114•67
£161•41
£221.23
£ 168.00
£271•40
£409•40
£559.39

Rotel RX152 AM/FM'
MPX
£ 111.00
Rotel RX202AM FM
MPX
£125•40
Rotel RX402 AM/FM '

£82.80
£105.54
£141.54
£165.54
£207•54
£263•94
£359.94
£74.34
£95.94

MPX
£ 165.00
Rotel RX602 AM ' FM;
MPX
£215•88
Rotel RX802 AM"FM/
MPX
£273.00

£188•43

Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui

.. £ 121.05
£143•76
£226•82
.. £326.52
£363.40
£414•13

£95.94
£113.94
£181.50
£262.20
£308.04
£331.32

Wharfedale Denton £ 114.00
Wharfedale Linton £ 128•40
Wharfedale Triton £ 192.00

£82•80
£91 - 20
£143•28

Marantz
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz

.. £223.08
.. £283.80
£356•40
£435•60

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

210
310
661
Six
Seven
Eight

2220
2230
2245
2270

Teac AG 6500

£111.54
£147.54

Trio
Trio
Trio
Trio
Trio
Scan
Scan
Scan
Scan

KR2200
KR2300
KR3200
KR5200
KR7200
Dyna 2000'Mk
Dyna 2400
Dyna 3000
Dyna 4000

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price

£77•11
£116.23

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Teleton 206B .. £43.56 £33.54
Teleton GA202 ..
£40.80

Eagle TS152
Eagle AA8

£145•70
£207•35
£279•93

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Wharfedale Denton £63.36
Wharfedale Linton £83.16

JVC VT500
JVC VT700

2 £ 135.48
£ 191•88
£ 167.88
£ 191•88

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Roc
Price

Disc.
Price

Akai A A5200
Akai A A5500
Akai AA5800

£125.88
£163.80
£239•40

£82.74
£107.40
£151.18

Cambridge P50
Cambridge P60
Cambridge Pilo

£114.00
£142.80
£174.00

£101.40
£130.74
£147.54

Leak 2100 ..
Leak 2200 ..

£116-72
£162.00

£89.94
£107•94

Hitachi SR700 ..
Hitachi SR800 ..
Hitachi SR1100 • •
Hitachi 1A600 . •
Hitachi 1A1000 • •
Metrosound ST2OE 2 £ 58 08
Metrosound ST40 £ 74•58
Metrosound ST60 £102•66

£154.80
£174-00
£226.80
£118.80
£177.60
£36.24
£46.20
£71.94

Add £2.00 carriaae

Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Quad 33

SA500A £ 76•39
SA6200 .. £ 134.48
SA7100 .. £ 174•61
SA8100 .. £249.85
SA9100 .. £314•68
Control Unit

£76.80
£44.34
£65•94
£92.34
£123.00
£141 - 60

.. £276.00

P.O.A.

£138•60
£198.00
£237•60
£277.20

£98•34
£135.54
£170•34
£195•54

Technics SA5200
Technics SA4400
Technics SA5800

£143.94

P.O.A.

Sansui A U101 .. £ 72•44
Sansui AU505 .. £ 11' • 95

£185•40
£203•40

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Technics SU3200..
Technics SU3500..

D:r. WICKS

Marantz
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz

1030
1060
1120
3300
250
1200

Disc.
Price

£47.40
£63.54

£112.20
£165.00
£297.00
£323.40
£415.80
£508.20

P.O.A.
P 0 A.
P 0 A.
P 0.A.
P.O.A.
P 0.A.

Teac AS100

£168.00

P.O.A.

JVC VN300
JVC VN700
JVC VN900

£89•76
£180•84
£216.48

£68 34
£137.94
£161.94

Technics SU3000.. £83.94
Technics SU3400.. £ 149•94
Technics SU3600.. £ 191.94
Trio KA2002A £65•34
Trio KA4002A £96.36
Trio KA4004 £138•60
Trio KA6004 £ 170.94
Trio KA8004 £223.08

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P 0.A
P.O.A.
P.0 A.
P.O.A.

Add £1.50 carriage
Akai AT5500
Akai AT580

Rec.
Price
£125.88
£ 176-28

£81.60
£59.94

Technics ST3200..
Technics ST3500..

£83-94
£124 80

£132.78
£160.56

Sansui TU505 .. £ 108.73
Pioneer TX500A
Pioneer TX6200
Pioneer TX7100
Pioneer TX8100
Pioneer TX9100 ..
Acoustic Research

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price
£47.94
£59•94

••
£102•96
£158•40

£77.94
£119.94

Trio KT2001A
Trio KT4005
Trio KT8005

£88•44
£133-32
£215•16

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Cambridge T55

£114.00

P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Rec.
Price

Add 50p carriage
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

Disc.
Price

HV1 . .. £33.00
Pro5LC £45.54
Pro4AA £41.58
K072713 .. £23.76
747 . £30.00
K711
£ 16•50
Red Devil .. £ 16.50
K6
£ 18.42
K6CC .. £21.06

£23.40
£35.94
£33.60
£18.60
£23•94
£12.60
£12.60
£13.80
£17.10

Wharfedale Isod... £26•34

£20•34

Rec.
Price
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 £23•28
Garrard 401
£52•39
Garrard
terd 867
. corp .
-

Disc.
Price
£16-74
£47.94

Disc.
Price

Metrosound FMS20 £ 73.23
£52.80
£51.00
Rogers Ravensbrook £66.00 £56 34
£94.74
Rogers Ravensbourne
£119.40
£81-18
£167•
40
£65.94
£51•54
Rotel
RT222 £61-80
£206•34
Rotel
RT322
£89•40
£76.80
£65•94
Rotel RT622 £ 133.80
£95.94
Technics ST3000.. £89•94
P.O.A.

Quad 303 Power
Amplifier
''
Rogers Ravensbrook
3 .. .. .. £ 75•90
Rogers Ravensbourne
£99.00
Rotel RA211 .. £67•74
Rotel RA311 .. £87•78
Rotel RA611 .. £ 138•44
Rotel RA810 .. £ 198.60
Rotel RA1210 .. £ 198.60

VR5505
VR5515
VR5525
VR5535

JVC
JVC
JVC
JVC

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rec.
Price

£85.80

Add £2•00 carnage

Go ldring G L72 ' p.c. £64.20
Goldring GL75'p.c. £ 78.06
Goldring GL85 .p.c. £ 126•72
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

PL15D
PL12D
PL51A
PLA35
PLA45

£52.80
£44.34
£55.14
£80.34

£95•83
£67•16
.. £194.77
£120•73
.. £120.72

£77-94
£47-94
£142.80
£82.80
£92.34
£64.80
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£ 101.66
£ 118.00
£ 156•55
£ 181•68
£245.50

£67•14
£78•30
£103.80
£125.94
£167.94
£132.00

£52-80
£85.80

Marantz 105 AM ' FM £ 125-40
Marantz 115 AM/FM £ 191.40

P.O.A.
P.O A.

Sansui 212 .. £80.07
Technics SL120wro £ 138•33
Technics SL1200 £ 152•72
Technics SL1300
Auto .. £171•67
Technics SL1100 £ 196.30
Thorens TD165 Com-

£132.78
£188.32

Marantz 120 AM FM £343.20
Teac AT100 .. £ 139.20

P.0 A.
POSA.

plete .. .. £81•46
Thorens TD160C .. £94.38

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

aeso
£83.94

& CO.
Colchester's Home of Hi-Fidelity
Hours-or Business: 9.15 a.rn

6p. m. Monoay - Saturday

Early Closing Thursday 1 ,) fr. (
All orices include V. AT

D T WICKS & CO 49-55 NORTH STATION ROAD COLCHESTER ESSEX Tel Col (0206) 78807 after hours Col 42166

ORTOFON • TRIO • SCAN DYNA • WHARFDALE • ROGERS. RE VOX • ERA • KEF

SE. AKA I • AIWA • CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION • GOODMANS • GARRARD . COLOR!,

Rec.
Price
Thorens TD125 Mk 2
chassis .. £ 110.88
Thorens TD125C
TP16 arm .. £ 171.60
Scan Dyna 1400
0./ arm

£86.40
£135.54

£91-08

P.O.A.

Trio KP2022A £69-33
Trio KP3022 £ 109-51

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

C=111111
Rec.
Price

Add £3.50 carriage
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestial

Hadleigh £55-44
County.. £ 79-71
Ditton 15 £ 113.95
Ditton 44 £ 188-08
Ditton 25
Ditton 66

Goodmans Goodwood
£156.84
Goodmans Havant SL
£77.23
Goodmans Magnum
SL
£ 147-31
Goodmans Minister
SL
£62-52
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£117-03
Goodmans Dimension B
£222-07

Disc.
Price

£41.40
£59.94
£80.34
£133.14
£151-20
£230.40
£W/S.4
£52.80
£101.40
£43.14
£80.34
£164 •
34

Leak
Leak
Leak
Leak

2020 .. £64-68
2030 .. £91-44
2060 .. £150-48
2075 ..

£53.40
£71.94
£123 •
60
£243.54

Rank
Rank
Rack
Rank

Domus
Domus
Domus
Domus

£38.34
£44.34
£69.54
£138.00

Maranu
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz

4G
5G
6G
7G
8G

150
175
250
450

PR
PR
PR
PR
PR

.. £ 47-88
.. £59-88
.. £95-88
.. £191-88

..
..
..
..
..

Quad Electrostatic
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Whar'edale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
dale

Denton £47.19
Linton 2 £58-42
Glendale £87-12
Dovedale £ 79.20
Kings... £ 17952

Acoustic Research
AR2ax

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price

£91.20
£115.20
£163-20
£215.94
£396.00
£273.60
£35.94
£44.34
£79.20
£95.94

Acoustic Research
AR3a
.
Acoustic Research
AR4xa
Acoustic Research
AR5
Acoustic Research
A R6
.
Acoustic Research
AR7
.
Acoustic Research
LST
.
Acoustic Research
AR- MST .. £132-76

Disc.
Price
£264 00
£76 80

Add £2-00 carriage
£192 00
£93 60
£66.00
£528.00

TAPE_ DECKS
Pi RECORDERS
Add £2-50 carriage
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Akai
Teac
Teac
Teac
Teac
Teac

Rec
Pnce

1722 .. £ 142.27
40000 B
£235-52
4000DS deck £ 159-00
GX210 deck .. £251-40
GX260 deck .. £263 88
1829 8-tr reel £311-88
GX400D deck £826 80
GX600D £406-56
GX600DP £ 419-88
GX600D0 .. £ 479-88
GXR82D 8-tr. £149.88
A/030 ..
A1230 ..
A1250 • •
A3300-10 . •
A3300-11 • •

Revak
Revox
Revak
Revak
Revox
Revox

1102 1104 ..
1203 1304 ..
DLL1132 1134
DLH1132 1134
DLH1322 1134
r-11102 1104..

Disc.
Price
£107.94
£161.94
£107.94
£162.00
£190.74
£225.00
£548.40
£288.00
£294.00
£340.80
£115.20

£ 170-40
£236-58
£200-00
£330.00
£350.40

P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£354.00
£354-00
£466.80
£ 514-80
£514-80
£ 402.00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P 0.4.

Rec.
Price

Axai CS530 .. £ 106-20
Akai CS533D Dolby
deck .. £129-30
Akai GXC36D deck £135-30
Akai GXC36 rec. .. £150-60
Akai GXC38D Dolby
deck .. £ 167-88
Akai GXC38 rec.
Dolby .. £ 179-88
Akai GXC46D Dolby
neck
£ 192.60
Akai GXC46 rec.
Dolby .. £201-00
Akai GXC65D Dolby
auto rev..... £259-40
Akai GXC4OT Cass.
AM, FM radio .. £227-40
£227.88
Aka' GXC510d
£239-88
Aka' GXC75D
Aiwa AD1200
Aiwa AD1300
A.wa 1500 ..
Harman Kardon
HK1000
Pioneer CT4141
Dolby deck

Disc.
Price
£74.40
£91.20
£86.34
£94.74
£118/4

Rec.
Price

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Technics RS263VS
Technics RS276VS
Technics RS279VS
JVC
JVC
JVC
JVC

1667 ..
1668
1669 ..
9470 cass. rad.

Disc.
Price

£157-08
£209-88
£302.80
£231-00

£118.74
£140.34
£234.00
£158.40

COMPLETE MUSIC CENTRES/
TURNTABLE, RADIO,
CASSETTE AND

£133.14
Rec.
Price

£122.40

Disc.
Price

£136-30

Hitachi SDT2660
Hitachi SDT3430E

£239 94
£167 94

£146.40

National SG2050L
National SG1070L

£228 00
£203 94

£145 20
£157 14
£165 54
£107 94
£143 40
£179.94

Sanyo G2611K

£196 80

£22E.80
£191.52

£125.74

Teac A140 .. £ 127-20
Teac 4160 Dolby
Deck .. £ 158-40
Teac 280 amps'2
speakers.. .. £ 198.00
Teac A350 Dolby
deck .. £ 195-60
Teac A360 Dolby
deck .. £234-00
Teac A450 Dolby
deck .. £270-00
Technics RS610US
Technics RS676US

P.O.A.
P.C.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

PACKAGE DEAL
SYSTEMS
Pi ce
Garrard SP25 Mk 4
turntable, Sansui
AU1.01 Amplifier,
Wharfedale Linton speakers .. £202-04

Disc.
Price

£130.80

Pioneer PL120 turntable, Shure M75
ED2 cartridge,
Pioneer SX434 receiver, Acoustic
Research AR4
Speakers .. £321-17 £ 239 94

S • PIONEER • J. B. L.. YAMAHA • B.B.0 MONITOR • METRO

•

NM IM UM

o

£144.00
£142.80

EFFICIENT

CASSETTE TAPE DECKS
& RECORDERS

Ill MI

IM

1["
1
1]

../ 1

PLEASE SUPPLY: Make

MAIL ORDER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

I ENCLOSE THE FULL SUM OF £

FULL CASH & CARRIAGE INCLUSIVE

NAME
ADDRESS

É
All equipment is covered by our In Transit Insurance Cover. Faulty goods should be returned without

•
QUAD • SAN'IM *

delay.

IM

MIMI

Main MI

MI 1111i

SONY, SANY
Please Telephone or visit

SPECIAL OFFER IN HI-FI
0, NATIONAL PANASONIC, HITACHI & VARIOUS OTHERS
us for Leaflets and our Discounted Price.

AUDIO SYSTEM
Sony
HMV, 20..
HMP 20 ..
HMK 20 ..
HMP 40 ..
HMK 40 .

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

National
SG 1010L
SG 1050L
SG 1070L
SG 205OLD

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sanyo
G 2611K ..
GXT 4520KL
G 2615N

•.
•.
•.

TURNTABLE SYSTEMS
PS 230 ..
PS 5520 ..
PS 5550
AMPLIFIERS
TA 70 ..
TA 88 ..
TA 1066 ..
TA 1055 ..
TA 1150 ..
TA 1130 .

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
STR 6036A ..
STR 6046A .. ..
STR 6055

P.O.A.
P. O.A.
P.D.A.

STEREO TUNERS
ST 70 ..
ST 88 ..
ST 5055L
ST 5150 ..
ST 5130 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
TC 121 ..
TC 124CS
TC 133CS
TC 129 .
TC 131SO
TC 134SD
TC 146A
TC 152SD
TC 161SD
TC 177SD
HST 13g

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE
TC 280
TC 377
TC 270
TC 630

DECKS
..
..
..
..

SARDAR DOGRA BROS. LTD.

RUS SELLS

Mail order specialists—add £1-25 per item P & P

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

-

Armstrong
625 TUNER / AMP 156

£

t
ee- £110 + Your 525

626TUNER / AMP
BEIVIASTER
SOO CI I
O
Ope- £130 +Your 526

£
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L JOU +

YOUR MINT 3000

CASH

CASH 0
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Yell-el/2'
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2EàângniXivi 6000
£34 6

£210+ Your 4000
£280+ Your 3000
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CASSETTE RECORDERS
CF 150 ..
'•
CF 310L
CF 320 ..
CF 420 ..
CF 550A
CF 620 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

COLOUR T.Vs.
KV 131OUB
KV 133OUB
KV 181OUB

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

National
TC 85G ..
TC 86G ..

..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Hitachi
CP 192 ..

P.O.A.

Portable TV's
TV 110UK

P.O.A.

12 Months Parts & Labour Guarantee

TOP QUALITY DEMO PL US
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT

Bang &Olufsen

YOUR MINT
WATTS
4000

5300A
7100 ..
7200 ..
73004

TOP PART- EXCHANGE

9-1 1 WIMBLEDON ( STATION) BRIDGE

366+ 4x40
ter £loc
r

SS
SS
SS
SS

6 HIGH STREET, SLOUGH, BUCKS. Tel. 21706 & 35689

OF WIMBLEDON

ueeei)

LOUDSPEAKERS
SS 70 ..
SS 5088 ..
SS 5177

+

S/H Goodmans Module 80 Tuner/Amp.
S/H Akai X150D Tape Deck .. ..
S/H Sansui ÇS IOuad Synthesizer ..
S/H Ferguson 4- Track Recorder ..
S/H Thorens TD160 Record Deck M7SED
S/H Beogram 3000 Turntable .. ..
S/H Beomaster 1200 Tuner/Amp ..
S/H Beogram 1000 Turntable ..
S/S Beolab 1700 Amp. ..
S/S Beomaster 1700 Tuner
S/S J.U.C. VL5 Turntable
S/S Sansui AU101 Amp ..
S/S Beogram 1202 Turntable
S/S Sony HPSI1A Audio System
S/S Beomaster 1001 Tuner/Amp
S/S Beocord 1800 Tape Deck ..
StS Beocord 1600 Tape Deck ..
S/S Beocord 1700 Cassette Deck
S/S CF620 Sony Cassette/Radio
S/S Sony TA70 Amp

£65•50
£57-50
£39.50
£37 50
£69-50
£67.50
£72.50
£29.50
£57-50
£59-50
£72.50
£55.00
£67'50
£192-00
£89.50
£149-50
£115110
£115.00
£17100
£45•50

THREE SUPREME
CHAMPIONS FROM WILMEX
STANTON
Acknowledged worldwide as the finest
range of specialist cartridges so far
produced.
500 Broadcast Series First prize for
versatility! The 500 series is widely
recognised as satisfying the most stringent
requirements of the control room from
Bach to Beatles. Frequency response and
separation meet or exceed the most
exacting broadcast standards. Models:
500AL, 500A, 500EE.
600 Broadcast HP Series From adesign
and engineering standpoint Stanton's new
600 series of cartridge represents asolid
achievement in sophisticated structure.
Reduced tip mass ensures outstanding
frequency response for critical record
listening. Models: 600A. 600EE.

STAX

ERA Mk. 6

A superb 2speed transcription turntable.

The last word in electrostatic headsets.

The new ERA Mk. 6from France has been
acclaimed as one of the very best available.
It has adouble 48 pole synchronous motor
which ensures even speed and very low
wear, neoprene belt drive for quiet
operation. and silentblock suspension to
absorb•vibration, giving aperformance
almcsttotally devoid of wavy, flutter and
rumble.
It is the logical partner to many quality
pick-up arms and in particular the new
SME 3009 series, it's compact nature
(only 13cm high) makes it ideal for
bookcase or shelf mounting.

Quite simply Stax produce the most
comfortable electrostatic headset around,
using aseparate energising unit ( mains
operated for optimum performance). Stax
achieve ultra light feel with unbeatable
performance. Try aset of Stax SR3's with
SRD6 energising unit at around £ 50 at your
nearest franchised dealer. For
perfectionists there is the SRX2 and SRD7
the most talked about Stax development for
years. Try this and you'll never like
anything else. About £ 100.

STANTON, STAX and ERA Mk. 6are specially imported into the UK by Wilmex Limited,
Compton House, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4DE. Telephone 01-949 2545.
Phone or write for full details and your nearest stockist. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.

681 Calibration Series Calibration is
Stanton's top series featuring expemely
low mass moving magnet systems and
frequency response which is virtually a
straight line from 10Hz to 20KHz. Each
unit is accompanied by the most
meaningful warranty possible — an
individual Calibration test result. Models:
681A, 681EEE

Please send deta sof Stanton. Ste: and ERA Mk. 6
Name
Address

WILMEX LTD
s.

Compton House

New Maldcn

Surrey KT3 4DE
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MIC 11'•
Open: 9.15-I, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
I Wed.
PAYBONDS
ACCEPTED
SUBJECT
TO
QUOTATION.
Cheques with £30 cheque cards only
accepted for counter sales, with only
one cheque per transaction. Special
Offers subject to quotation for Barclaycard. Access Card and Paybond.
P.O.A.-price on application.
Sp. off - special offer.

Sinclair Project 805 ( Sp. off.) .. £34-75
Sinclair QI6 ( pair) ( Sp. off.) .. £ 16.00
Tannoy Gold 10- HPD ( pair) .. £ 144.50
Tannoy Gold 12" HPD ( pair) .. £ 147.00
Tannoy Gold IS HPD ( pair) .. £ 187.00
Wharfedale Glendale 3Kit ( pair) .. £39.50
Wharfedale Linton 2Kit ( pr)(Sp.off.) £23.50
W'dale Dovedale 3Kit ( pr) ( Sp. off.) £67.00
4001G tweeter
..
£7.90
Transmission Line Crossover (Sp.off.) £9.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 25%
All prices are subject to variation
without notice.
While stocks last.

TUNERS ( P/P £ 1.10)
Armstrong 623 and 624 ..
Cambridge Audio T55 (Silver
Black) ..
Ferrograph SFM1
Leak 2300
Nikko FAM2.
2.
0
'Nikko FAM300
'Nikko FAM400 • . .
Nikko FAMS00 . •
Pioneer TXSOOA • • •
Pioneer TX9I00 • • •
Quad FM3
Revox A76
Rotel RT222
Rotel RT322
•Rotel RT622 (Sp. off.)
Rotel RT1220 (Sp. off.)
Sinclair 4000
Teleton CT 203 ..

e

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P (2.30)
Akai 1722
..
£ 118.00
Akai GX400D (
Sp. off.) ..
£490.00
Akai GX1820D
£215.00
Akai 4000DB ( Sp. off.)
£ 160.00
Akai 4000DS (Sp. off.) ..
£108.00
Tandberg 3321/4IX, 3621/4IX
P.O.A.
Uher 4000 IC; 4200 IC; 4400 IC ..
P.O.A.
Revoit 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4, Mk 4 and
Dolby B models from stock with substantial
discounts. RevoxA700/1372/4onapplication.

e

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £1.10)
(B=Dolby B)
Akai CS3OD ( Sp. off.) .. £72.50
Akai CS33D
B £89.00
Akai GXC36D ( Sp. off.) .. £92.50
•Akai GXC36D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 99.00
Akai GXC38 ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 124.00
Akai GXC38D (Sp. off.)
B £ 116-00
Akai GXC40 (one only) .. £83-00
Akai GXC4EIT ( Sp. off.) £ 156.00
Akai GXC46D
£ 133.00
Akai GXCESD ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 144•50
Akai GXC75D
B £ 16900
Akai GXCSIOD
B £ 160.00
Bush Arena C435 ( Sp. off.) .. £63.65
Bush Arena C445 ( Sp. off.) .. £70.60
Goodmans SCD100
B £ 146.00
Hitachi 02150
Hitachi 02360
B
P.O.A.
Hitachi TRQ2S2D
Hitachi TRQ2030D..
Hitachi TRQ2040D (Sp. off.)
B
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 114.00
Neal 102 ..
B £243.75
Neal 103 ..
B £301.25
Philips N2506 .. .. £61.50
Pioneer CT414IA
B £ 113-50
Pioneer CTSISI
B £ 129-50
Pioneer CTF6161 .. £ 136.50
Pioneer CTF7171
B £ 153.00
Pye 9145 (Sp. off.) .. £57-80
Pye 9148
..
..
£ 105.00
Sansui SC636
..
£ 125.00
•Sansui SC700 (Sp. off.) ..
B £ 125•00
Sansui SC737
B £ 143.00
Tandberg TCD3I0
B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT490 reversible ..
B
P.O.A.
Uher CR2I0
Wharfedale WI-1D-200
B £99.00
Wollensak 4766E
B £249.00

•8-TRACK

UNITS ( P/P £ 110)
•Akai CR8I D ( Sp. off.) .. £75.00
Akai GXR82D
£ 103.00
Hitachi DI35D
P.O.A.
•Metrosound SS30 ( Sp. off.) ( S.S.) £62.50
Wollensak 8075
B £ 190-00

e

MIXERS, MICS., DOLBY B UNITS
(P/P on application)
Agfa PE36 104 in., 4200 ft Cine/NAB
£6.00
Beyer M8I8LM Cardioid pair ..
£40.00
Beyer M8 ILM Cardioid
£18.40
Neal Resolver 101
..
£ 19.95
*Sennheiser MD722LM Cardioid
(Sp. off.)
..
£8.75
Uher A124 Mixer ..
Akai ADM20 mic. ( Sp. off) ..
£7.00

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HF2000
£ 10.15
Celestion HF1300 8or 15 ohms .. £8.00
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £24.30
Goodmans Mezzo SL Kit pair) .. £52.50
KEF KK1 ( pair) ( Sp. off.) .. £46-00
KEF KK3 ( pair) ( Sp. off.) .. .. £80.00
KEF T27 SPI032 & SP6535
5.80
£
KEF T1S No. 6236
..
£6.90
KEF BI 10 SPI003
£7.75
KEF B200 SP1014
..
£9.05
KEF B139 SP1044
£ 16-20
KEF DN8 No. 6305
£2.20
REF DN13 for BI 10/T27 SP1017 £3.55
KEF DN 13 for 13200/T27 SPIOIS .. £4.05
KEF DNI2 for B139/8110/727 SP1004 £5.80
Mullard Unilex EP9000
£3.05
Mullard Unilex EP9001
£3.25
Mullard Unilex EP9002
£4.80
Peerless Tweeters DT1OHFC £8.60
Peerless Tweeters KOIODT £7.70
Poly Planar P40 ( pair) ( PO. 60p) .. £ 11-90
Sinclair Project 80 Units ..
P.O.A.

•

•

or

•
•
•

P.O.A.
£106.50
£119.00
£98.00
£72-25
£49.50
£61.50
£100-90
£70.50
£162.50
P.O.A.
£254.00
£47.50
£67.75
£97-00
£130.00
£38.20
£52.00

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P LI 10)
Akai AA 5210
..
£85-00
Akai AA 52 IODB
..
£ 108-00
Akai AA 5510
..
£ 108 00
Akai AA 5500
..
£ 119.00
Armstrong 621 ....
Bush Arena A220 (Sp. off.) .. £26 00
Cambridge Audio P60 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 121 00
Cambridge Audio Classic ..
Cambridge PI 10 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 142.00
Ferrograph F208 .. .. .. £98-00
Goodmans 40-40
..
£ 76 00
Leak 2100 (Sp. off.)
£93 00
'Leak 2200 (Sp. off.) .. .. £ 122-00
'Metrosound ST20 Mk 2 .. .. £32.00
Nikko TRM2I0 .. .. .. £59 50
Nikko TRM230 .. .. .. (72.25
Pioneer SA5300 .. .. £55-00
Quad 33/303 ..
Revoit A78 ..
.. £217.50
Rotel RA2Il (Sp. off.)
.. £43.50
Rotel RA3Il (Sp. off.)
.. £63.00
Rote' RA6Il ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £97.50
Rotel RA8I0 (Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 127.00
Rotel RAI210 (Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 158.00
Sansui AU2200 .. ..
.. £55.25
Sinclair
.. £32-00
. . 2000 Mk. 2 (Sp. off.)
.. £48.50
Teleton SAQ206B
£28.00
Wharfedale Linton Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)
£55.75

•

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( Pe £1.30)
Akai AA8030 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 127.00
Akai AA8080 (Sp. off.)
£ 159.50
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Bush Arena TA2700 ( Sp. off.) £82.50
Bush Arena TA3500
£71-00
Bush Arena BH4000 ( Sp. off.) .. £95.00
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 122.00
Goodmans 1-10 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 139-00
Goodmans 1-20 (Sp. off.) .. £ 139.00
Hitachi SR3400
£85-00
Howland West R100 ( Sp. off.) . £95.00
Leak 2000
£ 184.00
Nikko STA5050
£143-40
Nikko STA7070
£170 00
Nikko STA8080
£191 25
Rotel RXISOA
. £68 00
Rotel RXIS2
.. £76 00
•Rotel RX200A
.. (76-00
Rotel RX202
.. £86 00
Rotel RX402
..
£ 117 00
*Rote' RX600A ( Sp. off.) . . £ 130 50
Rotel RX602 teak or rosewood .. £ 151 00
Rotel RX802
£ 193 00
Sansui 441 ..
.. £99-00
Tandberg TR200 MPX
Tandberg TRI010 MPX
Teleton TFS50
..
£62 SO
• STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Bush Arena System 10 (
Sp. off.) .. £ 100 00
Bush Arena System 15 ( Sp. off.) .. £85 00
Bush Arena System 20 .. £ 150 00
Bush Arena System 25 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 105 00
Bush Arena System 35 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 182 50
Bush Arena System 40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 185-00
Bush Arena DS3031
£ 157 00
Bush Arena DS3032
•Bush A1005 (one left) .. £66 00
Bush 1353501 Musicentre £ 187 00
Bush A1006
£ 100 00
*Etc«) ZU3 ( Sp. off.)
¿ 90-00
*Ekco ZU4L ( Sp. off.) .. £ 155 50
*Ekco ZU7 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 191 00
*Ekco ZU440 ( Sp. off.) .. £254 00
*Ekco ZUSF ( Sp. off.) .. £ 141 00
*Ekco ZUSG
..
£ 157 00
*Ekco ZU5.1
..
£ 191 00

F

e

Rotel RH630
(
Rotel RH700
£ 12
8:
7
65
0
Sennheiser HD4I4
£ 14-50
*Teleton SH500 ( Sp. off.) .. £5.60
Wharfedale Isodynamic ( Sp. off.) .. £ 19-50
Wharfedale DD
£ 13.30

•Ekco ZU5.1 and N2506 Cassette
(Sp. off.)
.
.
£240-00
•Ekco ZUSK
£237-00
*Ekco ZU540
..
£338-00
Goodmans Module 80 Compact
excl. speakers .. £ 160-00
Goodmans Module 90 Compact
excl. loudspeakers .. £217.00
Goodmans 1-102 Compact excl.
loudspeakers ..
:.
U25.00
Hacker GAR550 & 2x LS550 .. £ 175.00
Hacker GAR550 & 2x LS1100 .. £ 191.00
Hitachi SDT2660
P.O.A.
Hitachi MC3402 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 145.00
Marconi 4455 ( Sp. off.)
£ 165-00
Pioneer C4500 (Sp. off.) ( PL I2D á
SA500A Compact excl. cart. and
LS.)
'Pye 1558 inc. speakers ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
*Rotel RXI50A & RA200 ( pair) .. £73.00
'Rotel RA2I0 & RA100 ( pair) £32-00
Toshiba SM 3000 ..
P.O.A.
'Wharfedale Linton ISystem with
Denton 2XP
£157.00

e

TURNTABLES ( P/P LIAO) AND
ARMS ( P/P 50p)
*Acos Lustre (Sp. off.) . . £26.60
Audio Technica AT1005 flk. 2 .. £20-25
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 16-75
G
401..
..
£45.00
G
d 86SB
£32.00
Garrard Zero 100SB
£45.00
G
d 6300 Auto
£ 13-50
Goldring GL72 ( Sp. off.) .. £30.10
Goldring GL75
£38-25
Howland-West Clearview cabinets
HWI and HW14
SME 3009 Imp. Fixed Head (Sp. off.) £40-00
SME 3009/52 Imp. Dec. Head ( Sp. off.) £42.00
Sugden SAU2
£ 15-00
Sugden BD IKit
..
£ 14.00
Thorens TDI25 Mk 2
..
£85.50

e

e

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
B & W DM2A, DM4, D5, DM70
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 164.00
Cambridge R50 (Sp. off.) .. £236-00
Celestion Ditton 120 ( Sp. off.) .. £57.50
Celestion County (Sp. off.) .. £55.00
Celestion Ditton IS (Sp. off.) .. £ 75.00
Celestion Ditton 44 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 124.00
Celestion Ditton 25 (Sp. off.) .. £ 150.00
Celestion Ditton 33
Celestion Ditton 66 (Sp. off.) .. £230.00
Celestion Hadleigh ( Sp. off.) .. £45.00
Celestion UL6
£ 107-50
Celestion UL8
£ 135.00
Celestion ULIO
£200.00
Ferrograph SI and Stand ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat
..
£ 145.00
Goodmans Achromat 100
Goodmans Goodwood ( Sp. off.) .. £ 105.00
Goodmans 0/Maxim (Sp. off.) .. £55.00
Goodmans Dimension 8 (Sp. off.) .. £ 148.00
Goodmans Havant SL (Sp. off.) .. £57.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( Sp. off.) .. £84.50
Goodmans Magnum SL ( Sp. off.) .. £ 106.00
Goodmans Minister ( Sp. off.) ..
£46.00
Hacker 1.5250
P.O.A.
Hacker LS550
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale
KEF Cadenza
KEF Concerto ..
KEF Coda ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 104
Leak 2020 ..
£
56-oo
Leak 2030 ..
Leak 2060 ( Sp. off.).. £ 136.00
Leak 2075
•
.. £264.00
Mordaunt-Short 079, 400, b7, 235,
Carnival, Festival and stands ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic blk/br
Rank Domus 250 ( Sp. off.) .. £55.00
Spender BC IStudio I (teak) .. £217.50
Tannoy Amesbury 15' HPD
£ 315.00
Tannoy Chatsworth 12" HPD £210.00
Tannoy Chevening 10" HPD
£ 193.00
Tannoy Mansfield Ir HPD .. £225.00
Tannoy Mansfield 15" HPD .. £265.00
Wharfedale Denton 1white ( Sp. off.) £25.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
£42.50
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£60-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP .. £80.00
Wharfedale Melton 2 (Sp. off.) .. £68.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 104.00
*Wharfedale Kingsdale 3 (Sp. off.) £ 170-00

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
G
dZero 1005B module & 1193E £
64.0
Garrard 63SP module and M7SECS
excl. cover.: £25.00
G
d 860 module & M75-6SM
£48.00
Garrard SP24/5 module & 1-175-65M £32.00
Goldring 705 P/C ( Sp. off.) .
£419:40
(
0
Goldring GL72 P/C28
Goldring GL75 P/C
£55.00
Goldring GL78 P/C
£65.40
Gold ring GL78 P/C & G820 (Sp. off.) £71.50
Goldring GL85 P/C: •
Goldring G101 P/C Mk. 2 ::
8 4 :6
£26
00
0
*Goodmans TD100..
£68.30
"Japan Phono T601 P/C & magnetic
cartridge ( Sp. off.) .. £46.00
'Leak Delta turntable ( Sp. off.) .. £59-00
Leak 2001 ( Sp. off.)
£ 118.00
Philips GA2I2
£79-00
Pioneer PL12D
£49.00
Pioneer PL I5D
£75.25
Rank Domus BD2000 ( Sp. off.) .. £45-00
Rotel RP10000
£52.00
Rotel RP3000 direct drive excl. arm
P.O.A.
Rotel RP3000 direct drive with arm £89.00
Sansui SR2I2P
..
£56.00
Sugden BD2/SAU2 P/C Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £40-00
Thorens TD145
£95.00
Thorens TD160BC
£60-75
Thorens TDI60C P/C ( Sp. off.) .. £71•75
Thorens TDI25/2AB ( Sp. off.) .. £ 127.00
Thorens TX25 Cover
.
£9.80
Thorens TD165 P/C (Sp. Off.) .. £63.00
Wharfedale W30 P/C M44-7 ( Sp. off.) £30.00

e

CARTRIDGES (PM" 20p): C=Ceramic
ADC XLM ( Sp. off.) . £26.60
Decca Deram elliptical Goicicode .
0 £5.60
Decca Deram conical Blue code 2 ..
£5-40
Decca London Mk 5
£27.00
Empire 999RE/X
£4.00
Empire ICKIOZEX
£48.50
Goldring G800 ( Sp. off.) ..
£4.50
Goldring G800E (Sp. off.) .. £8.20
Goldring 820 ( Sp. off.) .. £7.70
Goldring G820E ( Sp. off.) .. £ 11.25
Goldring G850
£4.25
Goldring CS90
C £4.50
Goldring CS91E
C £7.00
Ortofon MISE Super£ 28.25
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.) .. £ 6.80
Shure MSSE ( Sp. off.) .. £ 7.80
*Shure M7SBT2 (Sp. off.) .. £8.60
'Shure M75E.IT2 ( Sp. off.) ( 11
'Shure M7SEDT2 (Sp. off.) £ 11: 6
90
0
Shure VI 5Type 3 ..
£34.75

e

STEREO HEADPHONES (
P/P 500
Akai ASE22
£ 12-00
Akai ASE20
£9.50
*Akai ASE9S
.
£6.75
Akai ASEll (Sp. off.) .. £7.40
AKG KI40 ( excl. plug) .. £ 16.00
Alpha SDH7DV ( Sp. off.) .. £4.50
Beyer DT900
£ 11.50
Hacker HPI
£9.00
Koss PRO4AA
£29.50
Koss PROSLC
£32-35
Koss ESP6A
..
£55.25
Koss ESP9
..
£78-70
Koss K6
£ 12.95
Koss KRD711
£ 11-75
Koss l<072713
£ 16.95
Koss K747 ( 300 ohms) .. £22.00
Koss K6LC
£ 1495
Koss HVI
•
..
£24.80
Koss HVI LC
..
£28.00
Koss Phase/2 ( Sp. off.)
£ 38-20
Koss Quadraphone K2+2 .. £45.70
Koss Quadraphone PROSQ .. £42-10
Koss Quadraphone K07470 £ 39-35
Koss Quadraphone K6LCQ
£27-15
Pioneer 5E305
£ 13.40
"Rotel RH430 ( Sp. off.) .. £5.40
Rank YX9002
£ 10.50
Rank YX9003
£6.00
Rotel RH600
£5.60

• PORTABLE RADIOS ( P/P 60p)
(Batteries included)
Roberts R505 ..
Roberts R606 ..
Roberts R606MB
Roberts R707 ..
Roberts Rambler .. .
Hacker RP38A Hunter ..
£4300
Hacker RP7I Harrier ..
£17-50
Hacker RP72 Sovereign III ..
£59.50
Hacker RP74 MB Black Knight ..
meo
Hacker RP75 MB Super Sovereign
£19.50
Hacker RP76MB Silver Knight ..
aeso

•••••

•(
ripL
3
C
opU
)
LATORS

(
inc. VAT at 8%)

Pye P630 and Charger .. £24.75
Pye P640 Memory and Charger .. £33.75
Pye P650 and Charger ..
£39.50
Sharp ELSI 8002 with % and const. £ 17.50
Sharp ELM 8100 with memory, %,
sq. root
..
£ 31.00
*Sinclair Cambridge ( Sp. off.) .. £ 18-50
Sinclair Cambridge Memor.y(Sp.o.f.f.) £
10
6i 5
20
5
Sinclair Oxford 100
Sinclair Oxford 200 % and memory £ 18.00
Sinclair Oxford 300 Scientific .. £27.00
Sinclair Scientific (Sp. off.)
- £ 18-00
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
‘Or

166 Ste Albans RoadyWatford,IND24AMAlatford 34644
SERVICE
ENGINEERS
ON PREMISES

Sound
technical
advice by
qualified staff

eBARCLAYCARD
ACCESS CARD ,

ASYSTEM
TO SUIT EVERY
POCKET, SPECIALLY
SELECTED TO OFFER
THE FINEST VALUE
IN THEIR PRICE
RANGE

Huy it with Access

PAYBONDS & PEOPLES BANK
You may telephone your orderquoting Access or Barclaycard

EKCO ZU440

Features built-in Cassette Unit 2x7
watts RMS. Push button VHF Radio with
Stereo Decoder. 7" x
5- Elliptical Loudspeaker. Lenco 725 Automatic Single
Player 3-speed with GP2I 3 Cartridge.
Recommended Retail Price £ 240-16

watts RMS. Push-button VHF Radio
Stereo Decoder. rx 5" Elliptical
lspeaker. Philips GC 005 Automatic
Player, 3-speed with GP 200 Carts.
.ecommended Retail Price £ 127.12
I :DRi
l
j
CRE

£90.00

D
RY R

CE

£155.50

2x 17 watts RMS. 5 push-button VHF
Radio. Stereo Decoder. 8" bass and l'
treble speakers. Philips GC 008
Transcription type turntable.
Recommended Retail Price £276.20

With Philips N2506 Cassette Deck £240

Rec. Price £ 131.68

£100-00
BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 25

Rec. Price £ 193-98
Special end of aline

OUR PRICE

S49 stand £ 4 55 extra

£85.00

£100.50

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 35

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 40
A de-luxe radio/
record player
compact system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.
Rec. Price £240 84

1-S550
8" long
throw bass
unit. 24"
tweeter. 15
watts. 8
ohms 40 Hz—
18 kHz.
X L•64 X
84 in.

411:10 -

2X 15 watts RMS 2x MW/LWISW with
push-button VHF Radio and Stereo Decoder.
8" Bass and 1" Treble speakers. Philips
GC 008 Transcription type turntable with
GP 400 Magnetic Cartridge. Rec Price £241.18

PRICE
3JR

£185-00
HACKER AUDIO SYSTEMS

I
91
I.00
BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 55

OUR PRICE

£182.50

£105.00

EKCO ZU7

Rec. Price £ 175.88

A high quality stereo
record playing and
VHF/FM radio
system. Power output 15 watts RMS
per channel.
Rec. Price £247.42
OUR PRICE

A new compact
stereo record
playing system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.

larigamigaMi

A stereo record
player and VHF/FM
radio system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.

Special end of aline

OUR PRICE

£254.00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 20

A stereo record
player compact
system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.
Rec. Price £ 136.82

A stereo record
player system with
power output
10 watts RMS per
channel.

OUR PRICE

Y
C £191.00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM IS

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 10

LSI 100
8" long
threw bass
et. 5" midrange 2.-}'
tweeter.
25 watts.
8 ohms.
30 Hz18 kHz.
13é x201 x
Ir.

EKCO ZUFA

EKCO ZU4L

CO ZU3

2x 15 watts RMS.
Push-button VHF Radio
and Stereo Decoder.
Switchable AFC. Builtin Cassette Player/
Recorder with ALC and
DNL. Provision for
ambiophony. Special
disc-jockey and
dubbing facilities.
Flight-deck styling.
Provisional Rec.
Retail Price £ 64.87

0000
_

A deluxe stereo AM/
FM Radio/Record
player system. Power
output 35 watts RMS
per channel. Rec.
Price £303.05
OUR PRICE

£228.00

GAR 550
2 LS550 Speakers
Rec. Retail Price £ 228.75

OUR PRICE £ 175•00
GAR 550
2 LS 1100 Speakers

GAR5S0
14 W RMS per channel.
SP25 Mk 4. High sensitivity FM tuner.

Rec, Retail Price £ 25175

OUR PRICE £ 191.00
ii/11111.
WHARFEDALE LINTON SYSTEM
Ipair Denton 2XP loudspeakers, Linton turnLinton tuner/amplifier. All in matching
teak fin.sh.
P
ORU
ICRE

TELETON TFS50 SYSTEM
TELETON SAQ 206B SYSTEM
TELETON SAQ 2068 8+8 watt sterea
amplifier. GARRARD SP25/4 Module with
Plinth, Cover and SHURE M75-65 cartridge and with all connecting leads.
OUR PRICE

£75.00

TELETON TFS50 SYSTEM 15+15 watt
tuner amplifier, MW and FM bands with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD 86SB Module, Plinth, Cover
and
SHURE
M75-6S
Cartridge
and
CELESTION DITTON 15 Loudspeakers
with all connecting leads.
POR1UCR
E

£18 0.00

ROTEL TX150A SYSTEM
ROTEL RX 150A SYSTEM 7•5+7-S watt
tuner/amplifier MW and FM band with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD SP25/4 Module with Plinth.
Cover. and SHURE M75-6S Cartridge and
with all connecting leads.
PO
RIU
CR
E

£ 15

7.00

A.D.
PERIOD STYLE
CABINETS
AS ILLUSTRATED
IN MAHOGANY
5 6" LONG x 20" DEEP
x 30" HIGH

Price £ 152.
All Cabinets are made to order.

Telephone No. Please.

A. DAVIES & CO.

(Cabinet Makers)

56 WELLESLEY ROAD, LONDON N.W.5
Entrance from Malden Road ( by The Gypsy Queen)
01 -485 5775
Open till 5.30 Saturday

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai 8030 ..
Akai 8080 ..
Pioneer SX 300
Pioneer SX 434
Pioneer SX 535
Pioneer SX 636
Pioneer SX 838
Pioneer SX 939
Pioneer SX 1010
Rotel RX 152
Rotel RX 202
Rotel RX 402
Rotel RX 602
Rotel RX 802
Leak 2000 ..
Sansui 441 ..
Sansui 551 ..

£109.00
£135-00
£68.00
£89.50
£119.00
£139.00
£220.00
£245.00
£299.00
£69.00
£79.00
£99.00
£129-00
£169.00
£152.90
£89-00
£129.00

4 CHANNEL TUNER AMP'S
Pioneer OX 646 .. £ 212.00
Pioneer OX 747 .. £ 279.00
Pioneer OX 949 .. £ 369.00
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA 500A
Sansui AU 101
Rotel RA 211
Rotel RA 311
Rotel RA 611

£49.00
£47-90
£41-00
£54.00
£84.00

TURNTABLES
Pioneer PL I2D•
£ 42.90
Pioneer PLA 45D
• £86.50
Pioneer PL 5IA ....£ 11850
Pioneer PL 61
. • £ 108.00
Pioneer PL 71
. • £ 132.00
Sansui SR 212
..
£ 52.90
Connoisseur BD2
. • £41.00
Leak 2001 .. .. • . P.O.A.
Wharfedale Linton ..
.. £ 27.50
SPEAKERS
Celestion County ..
Celestion Ditton IS

Celestion Ditton 25
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Dicton 66
Leak 2020 ..
Leak 2030 ..
Leak 2060 ..
Leak 2075 ..
Marsden Hall XLIO
Marsden Hall XLI5
Marsden Hall XL20
Rank Domus 150 ..
Rank Domus 175 ..
Rank Domus 250 ..

£54.90
£74.60
£129.00
£286-00
£33.50
£39.90
£49.00
£26.50
£38-50
£59.00

TUNERS
Akai 550 ..
Akai AT 580
Pioneer TX 500A
Rotel 222
Rotel 322
Rotel 622

£72-90
£102.90
£62.00
£41 00
£59.00
£92.00

CASSETTE MACHINES
Akai CS 33D
Aka, GXC 38D
Akai GXC 46D
Akai 510D ..
Akai 75D ..
Sansui SC 737
Sansui SC 636
Pioneer CT 414IA
Pioneer CT 515IA
Pioneer CT 7171

£79.90
£102-90
£116.00
£137.50
£145.00
£125.00
£117.90
£99.90
£113.90
£139-00

REEL TO REEL
Akai 4000 DS
Akai 4000 DB
Akai 400 D ..

£93.90
£14400
£496.50

P.O.A.

HELME

HEADPHONES: Koss, Sennheiser,
Howland- West, Pioneer, Wharfedale.
E. & O. E.

AGENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH - ARMSTRONG - BOWERS & WILKINS - BOSE
DUAL - IMF - JENSON - KEF - LINN SONDEK - NEW ACOUSTIC DIMENSION - N.E.A.L. - QUAD - SCAN DYNA - SME - TANDBERG - TOSHIBA
TEAC-TRIO-TRANSMISSION ELECTRONIC5-CAMBRIDGE-REVOX-TANNOY
(NATIONAL TECHNICS, PANASONIC, SONAB, HIGH WYCOMBE ONLY)

*
*

Comparator demonstrations *
Full after sales service *

*
*

Credit
ged
Good advice given

*
*

All budgets catered for
All equipment guaranteed
for at least 1year
Prices include 8% V.A.T.
Closed all day Monday

B&B HI-FI

16 GUN STREET READING Tel. 583730
4PRIORY ROAD HIGH WYCOMBE Tel. 35910
162

It helps to
mention Hi -Fi News
when answering
Advertisements

ven i
a
n
n
e
b
lu
ou
ilityouarr n
U

system!

HELME AUDIO
PRODUCTS LTD,

Please send me lull details of HELME hi-fi
loudspeaker kits for home construction.

Dept. HFN -775,

NAME

SU MMERBRIDGE
HARROGATE,
NORTH YORKS.
Tel.: DARLEY 279,
(STD Code: 0423-72)

ADDRESS

Pickups &
Cartridges

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.

The rate is 8p per word (private), minimum

£1-20
Box Nos. 25p extra. Trade rates 12p per word, minimum £ 1.80 Copy and remittance for
advertisements in AUGUST 1975 issue must reach these offices by 30th JUNE addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA.

Tel.: 01-366 5015

Prices include postage and VAT at 25%

NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.

Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the
outside of the envelope.

The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

FOR SALE- private
Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St. Louis, MO 63130. U.S.A.
Tear 3300/12 heads. Play, record, erase. Mint condition. Offers over £ 16 lot. Bookham 56192 ( Surrey).
Stanton cartridge 681EE. New, boxed. Only three
weeks old. Paid £33, sell £26 o.n.o. Tel.: 01 904 4473.
I.M.F. Professional Monitors improved. As new pair,
£300. Buyer collects. H. D. Hayward, 166 Stanway
Road, Shirley, Solihull, Warks. Tel.: 021 744 3328.
Bang and Olufsen 4000 Turntable. Good condition.
Less than six months old, £ 125. Leave own Tel. No. at
Farnboro Hants 47375.
Keletron 1500 MK Il Amplifier- I5 watts pr channel.
As new. £ 18. Hacker HPI headphones £ 5 virtually
unused. John Holmes, 18 Wallace Avenue, Stevenston,
Ayrshire, KA20 4BN.
Cambridge R50 Speakers. Pair as new, too large for
present owner's wife. £ 150. Tel.: 01 540 1587.
Cambridge P40.
Excellent condition,
Farnham Common, Berks (02814) 4559.

boxed £ 50.

Technics SLII0 - 3009 Imp D.H. £200. Hardly used.
very good condition. 9.00 to 4.30 Tel.: 01 928 3633.
After 6.00 32 Alkham Road, London N.I6. Name
Murren.
Film Soundtract Records. Huge selection. Stamp for
full lists. Robert Rising, 10 Beverley Gardens, Bournemouth BHIO 5EF.
Leak 2030 Speakers-mint condition only two months
old. £75. Tel.: 061 792 2232 (evenings).
BelTek Car 8-Track combined AM- FM stereo radio
unit. Receives stereo broadcasts, complete with speakers,
never unpacked. £35. Tel.: 01 992 7689 (evenings).
Cambridge P60 Amplifier, four weeks old, only £ 100.
Pair white KEF concertos £95. Tel.: Radlett 5932
(Herts).
Leak "Stereo-70", Armstrong 524 with decoder,
Thorens TDI24/TP14, ADC cartridge all in Stentorian
console, £ 100, might split. Brenell tape deck, mono
heads and preamp, little used £ 35. Thorens TD125AB,
M75ED, £85. Brighstone ( 1.0.W.) 740504.

KEF T15 Units 800 Hz-20,000 Hz, Radford MD9. £5
each including P.P. Tel.: 061 973 2484.
Pair Acoustic Research AR6 Speakers, less than one
year old; mint condition. Current list £ 133; sell for £75
o.n.o.
Darwin, 129 Southbank Road, Southport,
Lancashire. Tel.: 35992.
Pair Quad Electrostatics, bronze in perfect condition.
£90 o.n.o. Tel.: Naphill 2578.
Ir Fane Speaker in 8 cubic feet cabinet, £45 o.n.o.
Tel.: Naphill 2578.
Pair Quad ELS. Bronze, mint condition. Offers or
exchange R5Os AR3a or similar Quad 22 control amplifier FM tuner Quad power/amps offers. MacPherson,
45 Storeton Road, Birkenhead, Cheshire.
For Sale AR3a good condition, demonstration-stands
if required-£ 175. Also 9" transcriptors fluid arm plus
ADC XLM-£17,
Phone Howard (Office hours)
01 231 0045.
For Sale 1" Recording Tapes 7" and 8r at £ 1-50 each.
as have now gone to cassettes. Also Grundig GMU3
4 channel mixer unit £4. Watson, Tel.: 01 903 4363
(evenings).
Quad 33 Quad 303, exchange for Leak 2000 tuner/
amplifier. Hoyle. 3Parkfield, Marsden, Huddersfield.
Onkyo 733 and latest A7055 amplifiers ideal for driving
Spendor BCI / 2 as new with manuals, £85 each. Tel.:
01 958 9421.
Pair Quad Electrostatics 1974, Bronze, little used, mint
condition-£ 125. Tel.: Maidenhead 23742 (evenings).
JVC Tuner. VT500. VGC. RRP. £92-selling £65
o.n.o. Tel.. 656 5173, Croydon.
Revox HS77 1102 MK3 7 and 151PS with varipitch.
Excellent condition, little used. £280. Tel.: Burch Heath
52364.

FOR SALE-trade
Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments free of British tax. Cheaper for quantities.
Orders over £ 10 post free. All British orders post free.
Ron's Music Shop ( Export) Ltd. 25 Ilford Lane, Ilford.
Essex, England.

Revox Digital FM Tuner Preamplifier A720. Power
amplifier A722. Hardly used. Offers? Tel.: 01 373 4324.
Complete System. Leak Stereo 30
Amplifier, stereophetic tuner, Goldring GL75P, Wharfedale Meltons,
£170 o.n.o. Tel.: Sandbach 4729 after 5th July.

HiFi Cabinets made to order. Existing furniture
modified. Cloud Nine. The Camden Lock, Commercial
Place, London NWI 8AF. Tel.: 01 267 0420.

8-Channel Marconi Studio Mixer, mono. Talkback,
cue lights. PPM, monitoring. All channels mic/line.
Ideal for enthusiast. Tel.: 051 724 3520,

All American. German. and many Japanese brands exported worldwide. Write for our unbelievably low prices.
The Sound Affair, 364 Mission Court, St. Louis, MO
63160, U.S.A.

Thorens TDI50 £ 19. SME 3009/11 £ 18. Shure VIS/II
improved £ 10. Shure V15/111 £ 18. Pair Ditton lOs
150HM £ 19, little used. Box No, 2459.
Revox 736 2-track, £85. Perfect, buyer collects. Flat lc,
46 Trull Road, Tauton, TA I4QH.
Stereo Enthusiasts! 250 W system. comprising! Bose
amplifier and speakers, E.S.S. Pre-amp, Beogran 4000
deck.
Hardly used. Cost £ 1,200 approx. eighteen
months ago, what offers? Weybridge 42186 (
evenings).
Unwanted Present Revox A771102 Recorder unopened
full warranty. Now £436-25. £ 320 o.n.o. 24 Church
Lane, Barnwood, Gloucester,
Lux 308L Three Months Old, under guarantee, any
test, £ 180. Tel.: 7130410 after 5.00.
Excellent Condition Pair of Omni-directional Speakers
£80. o.n.o. Tel.: 01 937 8732. ( Evenings)

VLM
XLM
030
Q32
Q36

Armstrong 521 Amplifier serviced by manufacturer £ 32.
M. Humphrey, 2 Hill Grove, Romford, RM I4.1P.

A.D. HaFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your phone
number, or visit our works. We will quote if we are
able to help. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London NW5. Tel: 01 485 5775.

Pair Resistive Reflex Corner Enclosures fitted with
Goodmans Axiom 201 drive units, immaculate condition,
superb sound, £ 30 the pair. Bell, Tel: Adwick-le-Street 2765.

ADC

Speaker Units. B200, £9-24; BI10, £7-96; BI39/2,
£15-50. Tweeters-HFI300, £7-54; T27, £5-85; HF2000,
£9.88; 4001G, £7-14. Crossovers-Falcon/1250, £ 14-04
(wired). Prices include 25% VAT and carriage. Soundbox Productions, Lucastes Road, Haywards Heath,
Sussex.
Aerials and Fittings. Stockists ofJaybeam Stereobeams,
Antiference mush killers, Stolle rotors, masts, brackets,
coax cable. Send stamp for lists, competitive prices.
Alan Turner Services, 26 Chapel Garth, Skipsea, Driffield.
Microphones: AKG D202EI, £45; A KG D190C or ' E',
£20; AKG D224, £60. Sennheiser MD211N, £45. All
brand new and boxed. Please add 25% for VAT. All
other AKG and Sennheiser mikes. s.a.e. for quote. J. J.
Francis (Wood Green) Limited
Manwood House,
Matching Green, Harlow, Essex, Tel.: Matching 476.

•••
••
••
•.

Cartridge
(ind.
Stylus)
Stylus
£20.30
£12.75 ( RVL)
£15 95 ( RXL)
£24 35
£7.25
£5.25 ( RQ30)
£7.25 ( RQ32)
£9 25
£9-25 ( RQ36)
£11 90
DECCA
£1 75
£2.60

Deram
£4.65
Deram Elliptical £ 5.80
London .. £ 27.25

GOLDRING
£3-75 ( D130)
£7-25 ( D130E)
£12.75 ( D130SE)

6820
£8.00
6820E
£ 11.25
G820SE
£18.00
Styli for 6800 Series
D110 ( G800)
D110E ( G800E)
D110/78
D120 ( 6850) •
D120/78

£2.75
£6 50
£3.50
£2.75
£3 50

GRADO
£6.25
£13-15
£14.50
£23 25

FTR
FTE
F3E
F2

£5.25
£7-25
£9-00
£14-50

r.FTR/S)
. FTE/S)
; F3E/S)
, F2/S)

ORTOFON
£13.25 £9-00 ( N15E)
£33.75 £21.50 ( D15E Sun)

F15E
M15E Super

SHURE
£4 40
£5.40
£5 BO
£6.50
£9 00
£8.35
£10.00
£11 50
£34.50

M3D
M447
M44E
M55E
M75G i
I
M75B 11
M75EJII
M75EDii
V15 11I

£3.15
£4.30
£4.90
£5.45
£6.55
£5.70
£6.85
£9.00
£14-50

(N3D)
( N447)
( N44E)
( N55E)
¡ N75G II)
( N75B 11)
( N75EJ 11)
( N75ED 11)
( VN35E)

Shure 78 R.P.M. Styli
VN78E ( For V15 Ill)
N44-3 ( For M44 & M55E
Series)
N75-3 ( For M75 Series)

£13.95
£5 50
£5 50 ( E.6.0.E.)

To Pickups 8« Cartridges
Box 30 Enfield Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery)
Qty.

Make

Type

Cost

Ienclose a cheque/Postal Order made
payable to Pickups & Cartridges for £
Name
Address

(N7)
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FOR SALE TRADE—continued

multi directional
wall mounted
speaker brackets

e SAVE NOW!

Thousands of
Musicassettes

£14 .51

oaes
seee \

ALL AT
ONE PRICE

• , lid steel finished in matt black
rwhite durable nylon
•

le wen

Sizes:
e: arm 6x3' baseplate: £ 14.51 pair

information/Orders giving finish) to:
)ept HEN 26 Broadaker Engineering Company
•lye Rd Industrial Fstate Vale Guernsey CA.

e
audio eleciponics
No Budget Blues Here!
IMF Professional Imp. Monitors.
Superb
performance. Only £290.00 pair.
Cambridge Audio P50 Mk 2 Amplifier. Teak
Aluminium finish. £69.00.
Armstrong 625 Receiver, £ 120.00.
Quad 303/33 Amplifier, £115.00.
Quad FM3 Stereo Tuner, £64.00.
KEF 104 Ref. LS ( on demonstration), £125-00.
IMF Super Compacts, £75.00.
Plus plenty of second hand bargains
Why not phone us now
Fully guaranteed, also demonstrated. Offers
correct at 20575. Plus Carr., Plus VAT.
AUDIO ELECTRONICS
498 SUTTON ROAD,
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX.
Telephone: 0702-612882.
FORGET HEALEY—ENJOY YOURSELF!

QUAD, ARMSTRONG,
B & W, OMAL, CASTLE.

Be your own
quality controller — do it
yourself with
the help of
our specialist
services

Mail Order only
TAPES UNLIMITED 24 Catherine Street
Salisbury, Wilts

Now in Stock at

HAMMONDS
Queens Road, Watford, Herts.

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

Watford 39733

Phone

ACOUSTONE

for latest prices

Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL
Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House. 35 High Street.
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

ID

YYMIR &MAN
PATTERNS
from 22p per sq ft

ANY SIZE CUT
BADGER SOUND SERVICES

Send to.day for FREE Catalogue
Everything fully guaranteed

B & 0, VIDEOTONE,

60 ,

discount
lens

£1.15

'
2' arm 8' x4 baseplate: £20.48 pair
• Complete with fitting ports/instructions

at

B.A.F. WADDING
1" thick, Superior Quality
gop per square yard ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

AUDIO ADAPTOR

UNITS

Having problems connecting two
tape recorders to your amplifier? •
Solve them with one of our large
range of Adaptor Units.
Please send stamp for free catalogue.
M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.I., 17 Bathley Street,
Nottingham NG2 2L.1. Tel.: ( 0602) 862 647.

-.11>

CLARK Al

iley transmission line speakers.

There's nothing better, they are the best available.
Direct to customer prices ( VAT) included. Al-35,
£215: A1-31H. ( 191; AI- 31L, L170; carcasses.
(48.00; IB-22, El 16 each.
For comprehensive
literature send 15p st mps to Clark Speakers,
122 Hull Road, Anlaby, North Humberside HUIO
6UV. For local demonstra:ion and ordering contact: F. C. Farrell, 14 Grasmere, SPENNYM 0 OR 814197. H. B. Smith, 114 Whitcliffe Road,
CLECK HEATON 3208. C. VV.Ilamson BUCKHAVE N 3400. Phone evenings f. rappointment.

LONG-HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES
£.00 per ib. weight

TERYLENE
Huy it with Aixem.,
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR'S SERVICE. A
wide range of speaker chassis, crossovers, kits.
components and materials. Our constructor's
catalogue contains practical information including a reprint of the Hi Fi Answers transmission
line design. 15p, post free.
We stock the excellent Helme kits. S.A.E.,
please, for brochure.
PRICES. We have dropped out of the game of
listing prices in an advert since frequently the
price increases before the magazine appears.
Then we have to ask you for more money and
that not only irritates you, it embarrasses us.
Please ' phone or send S.A.E. for a firm price.
Access card orders can be placed by ' phone.
Money refunded if order cannot be despatched
within seven days.
Mail Order only
BADGER SOUND SERVICES
10 Central Drive, Ansdell, Lytham,
Lancs. FY 4DQ
Telephone: Lytham ( 03916) 38076

(14

2" thick, Superior Quality
£1.26 pper sq. yd. ( 24 - x 54 -)
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width
"ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK FOAM PADDING
32 p per square foot
Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,

10 p stamps.

P.& P. PLEASE ADD 10p IN THE £1.00

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

LINSLEY HOOD
HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIERS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Available from
TELERADIO HI-FI
325 FORE STREET, LONDON N9 OPE
Example. 75 watt PA module. Kit £11.00, made
£1495. Also KEF Speaker units. 8139 £ 1350,
13200 £7.50. BI 10 £ r95, T15 C5.50, T27 £495.
Crossovers from £2.50.
TAX & CARRIAGE EXTRA. LISTS S.A.E.

35 WATT CHANNEL STEREO
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS CLASS A,B
OUTPUTS
Just add cabinet and 50 Volt 2-3 amp power supply.
IP.C.B. complete with Din in/out Sockets. Disc.
2 mV. TAPE, AUX., RADIO, 200 mV. £ 38 00 inc.
VAT 4 50p P 8, P. (
S.a.e. details.)

P. F. STEVE NS
ELECTR 0- AC 0 U STI CS
8A Clarence Road,
South Benfleet, Essex

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters.
Studio/mobile. Neuman disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Ryde Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0481
61684.

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER
VINYLITE
PRESSINGS

DEMO DISCS
LACQUER MASTERS
FOR THE TRADE

ELECTROPLATING

Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days,
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. We cut (
or
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
PO

Box

3,

DEROY RECORDS
Hawk Street, Carnforth,
Tel.: 2273.

R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and Philips VCR
service. 21 Southway, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Tel.:
094 332026.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Owner Sole Occupier as part time own home demonstration agent. Middlesex area. Usually Saturday afternoon work. £ 110 needed. State equipment, age, experience. Clark Speakers, 122 Hull Road, Anlaby, North
Humberside.

Working this summer?
University students on summer vacation
wanted

for

holiday

relief

In

and

around

London. We also have permanent vacancies
for

experienced

Photo

Salesmen.

equipment

Good rates of pay.

Hi- Fl

knowledge

J & B Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demospressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editing.
Stereo/mono
S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden.
Surrey. Tel.: 01 648 9952.

and/or

desirable.

Please write or telephone:

Reg. Rogers

Valuable record collections, often irreplaceable, have been spoiled due to a worn or damaged Stylus. When was the last time you
changed yours? Check and change now!

Sound Exchange pay top prices for all tape and hi-fi
equipment. 33 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill. Tel.:
01 699 5577.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON SHOP PRICES

Wanted—liquidated stock, redundant lines—audio, hi-fi.
electrical, tapes, cabinets, accessories. Tel.: St. Albans
69656.
Leak. Quad and Radford valve amplifiers; Tannoy GRF
Autograph Professional cabinets. Horen, 364 Mission
Court, St. Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
Revox A77 tape
Tel.: 01 949 2468.

recorder.

Any

model considered.

Quad Esl's Amplifier. Spendor BC3, Bowers Wilkins 70
(Improved) Revox A77. Will collect. Robinson, 57 St.
Dunstan's Road, London, W.6. 8RE. Tel:01-748-8004.
Single Acoustic Research AR4X Speaker Wanted.
Hutchings, 4 Sims Gardens, Main Street, Grove, Wantage. Oxon.
Tape Recorder Wanted—(Brenell I.C. 2000 or Ferrograph series 7). Tel.: 01 505 0807 evenings, 01 735 9737
day.
Quad Electrostatics, up to £ 150 for first class pair,
write or phone 54058. R. Edgar, 23 Highlands Drive,
Maldon, Essex.
Wanted: SME 3009/11: Thorens TDI25 MK. II;
Quad II's; 22 ELS'. Reasonable offers. Sell: Marantz 7c
£200. S. Erger, 378 N. Coast HWY, Laguna Beach,
Calif, 92651, U.S.A. Tel.: 714 494 2948 if bargain.
Require Speakers min. power handling 70 Watts.
Cellestion, MA3, Spender 3or as good. Also Stas headphones SR3. Box No. 2458.

SOUND CENTRE ( Hi -FI -Equipment) LTD.
105-113, Lawrence Road,
London, N15 4ET
Tel.: 01-802-4131

STUDIO FACILITIES
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes. Tel.: Bracknell 4935. London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.

FOR
YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
OR RECORD PLAYER

WANTED

Lancs.

SERVICING

TIME TO
REPLACE YOUR
WORN STYLUS

Warren Recordings ( members A.P.R.S.). Tape- disc.
demo-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel. : 01 203 0306.

MISCELLANEOUS
Formula 4 Tone ARMS etc. Distributors of high
fidelity equipment. 17 Heronsgate, Edgware, Middleses,

EXCHANGE
Exchange Sony CF320 Cassette
Radio.
Mains/
rechargeable. For stereo cassette deck. Cash adjustment
if necessary. Write Harrison. 129 Tulketh Road, Preston,
Lancs.

f

or FULL INFORMATION

ON ADVERTISING IN
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded
A FEW EXAMPLES FROM OUR RANGE
SECTION I
Top Quality Replacement Styli for:
GOLDING: G800 £240, G800H £240, G850
£2 40, 0820 £2•40 0800E £4 95, 0800/78 £270
SHURE: N3D £2-40, N44-5 E3-10, N44-7 E3.10.
N44C £3-10, N44E £5.90, N33-5 LI-10, N33-7
£3 10. N75-6 £3•15. N75E1 11 a•so, M7SED Il £8.70,
N75G E3-10, N75-3/78 E3-10, N9I MG £425, N9IED
£8 30. N93-E op». Nn £4.25. N44-3/78 £4-25.
B & 0: SP1/2 £- 15, SP 6/7 with can £495.
PHILIPS: GP400 £4.50, GP407 £4.50. GP370 £2.75,
GP40 IE £590. GP404/410 £3•85.
PICKERING: V15AC, VI5AT, V15AM—All at E3-15
AUDIO TECH: AT6 £ 10, AT66 £4.95, AT66E
£8 30
ORBIT: NM 22 £495, NM 33 0-75.
ACOS: M6 a 75
EMPIRE: 808 E5-90, 888 £590, VE999 £ 8.90.
SONY: NDI I4P ( HP239 & HP211) £395
SECTION II
ACOS: GP91-2-3-4-5-6. GP25/29, GP39, GP59,
CP73, GP65/67. GP71/3, GP81/I. GP915C, GP79„
GP104.
BSR: ST3-4-5-6, ST 8-9-10, ST 12-14-15, ST 16-17,
ST 18-19. TC 8.
DUAL: DN2, DN24, DN3, DN43, DNS, DN26,
640.
ELAC: KST-9, KST-I00. KST-102, KST-I04, PE- 190.
KST-I07, PE- I86, PE- I88.
GARRARD: GC2, GCS 10/1, GCB, GCE12, GC523,
GKS25, GKS25T. KS40A, GCS25, GCS38. KS418,
K541C.
GOLDRING: 500, 580/600. MX1, MX2, SX10
CM50, CS80, MX4, CM60, CS90/5, CS90/7.
PHILIPS: 3010, 3001, GP.316, 3063, 3060, 3224,
3400, GP200, GP300, GP213. 3306.
RONETTE: Collaro PX Transcription Studio O.
DC400/BF40, TX-88, TA600, CMTI02.
SO N OTO NE: 8T4/A, 9TA, 9TA H/C. 3509, 2509,
3549 ( KS4113). 3559 ( KS4IC), DC284.
SANYO: G26I5N.
TELETON CMS

ALL STYLI IN SECTION II AT EI.20
ALL THE L.P. STYLI IN SECTION 11 ARE
DIAMOND TIPPED, TURNOVER TYPES
CAN BE SUPPLIED FITTED WITH DOUBLE
L.P. ( DOUBLE DIAMOND) AT El 50.
SECTION III
DECCA DERAM: (
Blue) Stereo £225. Double
Pack £4 25
DECCA DERAM: (Red) Mono £225. Double
Pack £425.
GOLDRING: CS9IE f2-40.
Practically all other types of styli not listed
here are also available, regardless of make or
age.
If in doubt send your old stylus which will be
returned with quote by next post.
All prices inclusive of V.A.T. at 25%.
UK orders add 10p post and packing.
Overseas orders add 40p post and packing.
S.A.E. with all enquiries please.
To avoid delay please print your name and
address clearly on all correspondence.
CASH, CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, ETC.
MADE PAYABLE TO HI-FI CARE CO
Dept. No. N7
Please supply Stylus No
Add 10p Post.
Price
NAME
ADDRESS

01 - 686 2599 and ask to speak to
DOUGLAS SHUARD
Advertisement Manager

Orders it Enquiries to:—

HI -FI CARE CO.
(Dept. N7)

23

Northway Court, London, N.W.7
Allow 7-14 days for delivery, MAIL ORDER ONLY
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM me.
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•

Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants.

Rates Trade 12p, Private 8p per word. Minimum £ 120p.

Box No.'s 25p extra. To: Hi Fi News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA. Please publish the advertisement indicated below for

Name

insertion/s under the heading

Cheque/P.O. enclosed
Is a Box No. required Yes/No.

Address

If no, please include

remittance to cover name and address and/or Tel. No.
Please write in block capitals.
Link liouse Publications Ltd., Registered in England, No. 96948. Registered Office: 10/12 South Crescent, Store Street, London WCI E 7BG.
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Jeffries Hi Fi ..
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Leak
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Shure Electronics Ltd.
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Sound Centre ..
Southern Audio/Hi-Fi Pro
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Studio Electronics Ltd.
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presents...,
the new component that is a "must" with every fine stereo system...
the new

Audio Frequency Equalizer

guaranteed to improve any stereo system and
guaranteed to improve any listening area environment!
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ROOM EQUALIZATION, SPECIAL EFFECTS, PLAYBACK and RECORDING
EQUALIZING FOR ROOM CHANGES: For example, here are some factors that would
call for definite changes in your Equalizer settings: ( 1) Draperies open or closed.
(2) Sliding glass door open or closed. ( 3) Room full of people. (4) Seating arrangements changed. ( 5) Major changes in furniture arrangement. ( 6) Relocation of
speakers.... EQUALIZATION OF RECORDS: You can compensate for old 78 record
deficiencies ( surface noise, absence of highs or lows, etc.) or favorite recordings
that have never sounded quite the way you felt they should sound.... COMPENSATING FOR RADIO STATIONS: Some stations are noted for excesses in either low or
high frequencies. Make out a Computone Chart for each of your favorite stations
so that you can easily achieve the ideal tonal response each time you change
stations.... EQUALIZING TAPES: Compensating for pre-recorded, or home- recorded,
tapes that are under or overemphasized in certain frequency areas.... CHANGING
OVERALL BALANCE: You can make up for many deficiencies in recordings to more

accurately duplicate the sounds of the original performance, or shape each curve
to your own listening interests to greatly enhance your enjoyment of your record•
ings.... SPECIAL EFFECTS: You can boost or cut the loudness of a specific instru
ment or groups of instruments to obtain more pleasing instrumental balance or
to add presence to asolo.... IMPROVING RECORDING OF TAPES: Use the Equalizer
for tape dubbing, to create a near perfect tape out of one that may have serious
deficiencies. ( Make your own corrected recording of records, station programming,
or other tapes, and no further adjustment of the Equalizer will be needed for
playback.) ( See Operating Instructions)..

COMPUTONE CHARTS: After you have

achieved the equalization of sound that you prefer use the Computone Charts,
supplied with each Equalizer, to mark the settings, so that you can duplicate the
settings easily.

SPECIFICATIONS and SPECIAL FEATURES
TOROIDAL and ferrite core inductors, ten octave- bands per channel.
FREQUENCY response. • /
2
1
db from 20-20, 480 Hz at zero setting.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less than .
1% THD @ 2 v.. Typ: . 05% @ 1 v.
IM DISTORTION: Less than .
1% @ 2 v., Typ: . 05% @ 1 v.
SIGNAL•TO-NOISE RATIO: Better than 90 db e 2v. input.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Operable from any source 100K ohms or less —
(any Hi Fi Pre- amp, Receiver or Tape Recorder.)
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Operable into 3K ohms or greater —
(any Hi Fi Amp. Receiver or Tape Recorder )
CIRCUIT BOARDS: Military grade G-10 glass epoxy.
RESISTORS: Low noise selected carbon film

RANGE: 12 db boost and 12 db cut, each octave
MASTER OUTPUT LEVEL: "Frequency- spectrum- level" controls for left and
right channels, continuously variable 18 db range, for unity gain
compensation from minus 12 db to plus 6 db.
MAXIMUM OUTPUT SIGNAL: variable Master "frequency spectrum level"
Controls allow arliustment of optimum output voltage for each channel, to
exactly match amplifier capability, up to 7 v.
SIZE: designed to coordinate with receivers. comes installed in handsome
walnut grained wood receiver.size case. 5',
a 18 a 11 . or rack mount
WARRANTY: 2- year parts and labor

Send for FREE BOOKLET: -Why's and How's of Equalization Plus list of Franchised Dealers to Sole UK Distributor:

Soundcraftsmen Dept N2
Gale Electronics & Design Limited

23 Bruton Place Berkeley Square LondonW1X 7AB

How to
keep the
musical
excellence
you've
already
paid for:

Your tape system
The tape equipment of your system
is your musical memory bank. It is
the one area where only the best
makes sense. Choose carefully,
select arecording instrument that
neither adds nor detracts from the
sound you put into it. Few
machines really meet this
requirement. The Revox A77 does and by asafe margin.

When you play it later, will it still sound the
sameP
At first sight this could seem an
unnecessary question. It's not
though. In the course of time ahigh
fidelity enthusiast upgrades one or
more units in his system.
With time, rising affluence plus
advancing technicaè innovation in
all aspects of audio, will bring
better reproduction within the
scope of all.

Your tape recorder and your money
The recordings that you make
A truly professional quality tape
now could, therefore, sound even
unit is your wisest audio
better in the future - when, as
investment. It will last for years
finances permit, you add abetter
and years.
amplifier or loudspeaker to your
Witness the number of Revox
equipment.
machines built more than 20 years
Conversely, apoor recording
ago that are still in service ! It's
made
now will sound really inferior
hardly surprising then, that Revox
when exposed to more exacting
recorders command very high
playback.
prices second or third hand - if you
With the Revox A77 you will
can find them available!
retain
the excellence of every
Revox owners seldom change recording to enjoy now - and
other than to alater model Revox.
perhaps appreciate even more in
It's also interesting to note that
the future.
our warranty records show that on
So visit your nearest Revox
average our users have bought 2or 3
Dealer for full information and a
other makes before choosing
demonstration.
Revox. Then we read the lament "I
only wish I'd bought aRevox
sooner."

Record it on aRevox A77
•I>•
R EVOX
(e: Admark International

Revox C. E. Hammond & Co Ltd; Lamb House Church Street London W4 2PB.
Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive Syosset N.Y. 11791 U.S.A.
Revox Corporation 3637 Cahuenga Bc. tlevard West, Hollywood California 90068.
Revox International: Regensdorf 8105 ZH, Althardstrasse 146 Switzerland.
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